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FOR E W 0 R D. 

One of the first and best pupils of the 

late lamented Dr.P.C.Ray, Shri Satish chandra 

Dasgupta is ~ fit person to bring under one 

cOVer all the available literature on the cow 

rightly called the Mother of Prosperity. By 

convincing arguments based on copious reading 

of which he has reproduced the relevant parts 

in' the volume, the author has dispelled the 

belief held even by learned men that India's 

cattle are a burden upon the land and divides 

its productio~ with the people to the latter's 

detriment. He shows the usefulness of the cow 

a3 the giver of milk, the producer of draught 

bullocks, the manurer of our fields and after 

death the giver of her hide and bone. He 

proves the superiority of cattle over the 

engine for ploughing the fields of India. He 

establishes the inevitable connection (and 

interdependence between the cattle and other 



animal life, the earth and man. Lastly hE) 

prOV<:3S the superiority of the cow over the 

buffalo, not so that the latter should be kill-

(:(;! off or st!?il:"ved out but so that the buffalo' 

::;hould not be favoured Ht the expense of til':'l 

c~w as is done at the present moment. I commend 

thl') vo111':ne to the lover of the cow ai3 nino tel 

everyone who would learn that the slt:.ughteln of 

cattle for food is a pure economic waste" and 

l,now how he can tUrn t.he cow into il giver of 

p:Jonty instead of being the give!' of' scant.y 

~lich owing to cri~inal negligence she has 

becorn,:=: toc1;QY. 

It will interest the reader to know that 

volume during 

:'hh,9.baleshwaa' ~ 
()(J-'uh May 1D45 I) ~ 



PREFACE 

'!'he Oow in India was written in the Alipur 
Central Jail. This Jail is myoId place and as soon 
as 1 entered it in HH,2, I was welcomed by the Jailor 
and was requested to take charge of the Dairy where 
I had worked previously. For the first six months 
I worked for the Dairy and gave the rest of my time 
to translatiog the "Home & Village Doctor" into 
Bengalee. When this work was done I took up 
the work of writing a book on cow-keeping. It was 
difficult to procure existing litera.ture on the Bubject. 
I was 11 convicted prisoner, and there was the rule 
for not allowing more than five books at a time to !It 

prisoner, as laid down in the Ja.il Oode. I needed 
current literature and scientific Magazines on animal 
husbandry. As I was working for the .Jail Dairy, I 
was subsequently permitted to bring in books without 
restriction about their number. 

The Jail Dairy had 70 heads of cattle. It had 
been in a fine form when I left it years ago, when 
by my labours it had been lifted £1'0111 a miserable 
condition. All that was gone now. Continued neglect 
and ignorant handling had worked hllJVoc with the 
herd. For the past two years the animals had been 
kept on inadequate but costly rllJtion; and to add 
to the misfortune, all green rood baa been withheld 
from the animals. The animals were rickety, the 
calves died, either before or after delivery; Bome were 
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blind, there were cases of delayed placenta, of abortion, 
of sterility-all results of mal~nutl'ition. There was 
strenuous work ahead. The Jail authorities gave me 
every facility in my endeavour for placing the Dairy 
on a better footing. I was astonished to find how 
the herd responded to the new treatment. Calf 
mortality vanished, the cows put on 11 glistening coat 
of fur, the calves were putting on flesh: The <:estrual 
period became normal and in six months the dairy 
again became a presentable thing. 'rhe cows 'made., 
up quickly the . setbacks they had received. The 
laboratory attached to the Jail hospital was taken 
advantage of for my work, where I could get not only 
all the medicines that I needed but I could work 
with the microscope also. The Jail beca.me for me a 
Research Institute on cow-keeping. 

It was in the Jail Dairy that I could scientifically 
experiment with the construction of feeds and find 
out the most suitable way of keeping cows in health on 
the basal ration of rice-straw by correcting its defects. 
It was here that I successfully developed a fOl'Dlula 
for feeding the calves on the minimum quantity 
of milk and yet provide for the full requiremElllt of 
the growing calves and heifers. I brought np the 
Hariana calves on about 350 Ibs. of milk in a Iu,ef,!ttion 
and found that the calves were putting on flesh !tnd 
bone at the rate of 8 pounds pel.' week. What milk 
I was allowing with such satisfactory l'eBuIlj on calf 
growth, aided by proper concentrates and mineral 
mixture, any villager could allow, proportionately to 
the birth weight of the calves. . 
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When I commenced writing the book, there was 
slaughter of cows in the land, but it did not assume 
the proportion that it did afterwards. I had to combat 
the established official propaganda that without 
slaughtering there was no hope for bettering tbe 
condition of the cow in India. I bave shown tbat the 
theory 1S mistaken and is based on wrong premises. 
But today nothing need be argued out against cow 
slaughter as a measure for the improvement of the 
cow. The demand for slaughter is mOre than tbe birth 
rate can meet. .There is too much of slaughter today 
and who can say that the cattle population has fared 
better on account of the slaughter now going on? On 
the contrary, thoughtful men are despondent about 
the future of the Indian cattle. Slaughter is creating 
a very large gap in our cattle population. With all 
this slaughter, the condition of the remnant cows haa 
not improved, as it should have done if theories of the 
economists were correct. In the pre-war days cows 
used to be slaughtered merely for their hides. A dry 
cow was worth as much as her hide was worth. The 
urge for slaughter came from the tanneries, Indian 
or foreign. The hide was the main product and meat 
was a by-product, often thrown away for want of any 
use, in places where Ellaughtering was wholesale on 
market days for the hide markets. Now, all that 
has changed. A cow is now worth its weight of 
flesh. It is slaughtered for flesh and the price of 
meat determines the price of an animal. If a cow 
which is now worth Rs. 150/- is slaughtered, its 
hide may fetch Rs. 12/- or only 8 per cent of the 
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cost of the animal, as against the hundred pel' cent 

it nsed to be. 
1 have dealt with the favourite theories of the 

economists about cow slaughter and urge for h1;msa 
in the Introductory portion. 

In the matter of the competition from buffalo I 
have put in a Chapter-"Oow va. Buffalo." I dealt 
with the subject there in a general way. But as I 
progressed with the book, as I wanted to find out 
soms way for helping the cow from her place of 
present degradation, I found every attempt was futile, 
because of the competition of the buffalo. Turn 
whichever way I like, the buffalo stands between 
the cow and its improvement. There was obst,ltcle 
observable at every step and in every direction, 
coming from this animo,l, the buffalo. It is, therefore, 
that after I bad finished wiLh the Ohapter~"Cow 
VB. Buffalo"-newer things came up before me. The 
reference to buffalo obshuctlOn is shown throughollt 
the book anc1 a cham of paragraphs for re£eJ'C'llCC 
has been put at the end of the Ohl1pter on "COl'li VS. 

Buffalo", where the problem of the competition from 
t.he buffalo has been dt:lalt with from newel' view 
points. The most astounding fact which si,rnck me 
Waf! that when we consider the vitfLmin value of 

cow and bafblo fat, bufLdu gllf'O goO}, down m 
'est,imation_ i1ncl I1pproache8 the pIaco of lard 

(11' other I1nimal fats. 'l'he carotene-vitamin value 
l)~ buffalo-ghee is less than 2 units as compal'e<'i with 
~ 1. units of the cow. And t,hese 2 units are of 11 

evanescent natnre. On this considemtion buffalo-ghee 
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is very inferior. 'fhe vitamm A content of buffalo is 
almost equal to that of cow ghee. But the former 
being practically wibhout the protective companionship 
of carotene, is likely to be largely destroyed in cooking. 
- ._,' Gandhiji nas very forCibly spoken about the 
inadvisability 6f fostering the buffalo. But he had not 
put all, the arguments that CB,me to ,me in my 
endeavour to make' some room ,for the cow to 
live decently. "Gandhiji's warning will come with 
added force after the newer facts are considered. 

The book is no mere collection of formulro for feeding 
It cow, or directions for obtaining the utmost milk 
from a cow. Cow-keeping is It yajna, and I have tried 
to show why and how it is BO. 'I had to be argumenta
tive. I was writing against the current conceptions 
about bettering the cow. Mere assertions wonld have 
been of no avail . ., The Royal Commission had taken 
the· field and mobilised official and educated Indian 
opinion in the channel it wanted to .mobilise it. It had 
given ,a wrong .lead and the scientific men and the 
economists had accepted the Hoyal Commission's 
finaing8~ .1 had to fight against the current belie£. 
For this I bad to quote extensively from the Royal, 
Commission's Report 'and also from Wright's and 
Voelcker's Report,s on the subject. I bad to find 

'spfl,ce for these and more. 1 had to quote expert 
opinion for the findings I arrived at. 

As regards nutrition, much new ground had to be 
covered arid scientifically presented, to readers in a 
form in which a lay man could intelligently follow 
the n.Dalysis of the fodders and constnict a square feed 
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out of materials available for him. For all these 
considerations the bulk of the volume has become 
what it is. 

I believe that the cow can be liUed from its down
trodden condition even from today. I believe that 
the milk yield of the average cow may be increased by 
60 per cent or more at once if people will intelligently 
work for it. The· pre-war value of the cow products 
and labour was a thousand crores of rupees, and 
the value of milk was 300 crore8. The figures 
may be enormOl~Bly increased and national wealth 
proportionately augmented. It is for the constructive 
workers in the village to profit by the knowledge 
attempted to be imparted through this volume and 
take up this most responsive animal-the cow-for 
better use than she is being put to now, and lift her 
up. This will amount to lifting up the nation. 

It has been possible for me to write the book in 
the way that I have done on account of the kindness 
that I received from some of my friends, political 
and other prisoners, in the Jail who took up my 
directions and faithfully and enthusiastically carried 
them out in practice in the Jail Dairy in the matter 
of feeds, diseases and their treatment. They chose to 
have Dairy duty in the Jail and did all the menial or 
manual work from cleaning and feeding to chaff
cutting required in a Dairy. 

After I had come out of Jail, Sj. Y. M. Parnerkar 
of the Sevagram Go-BeVIL Saugh, an old friend of 
mine, took a fancy to the manuscripts and offered to 
help me in making them ready for the press. He 
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devoted much time to the work and went through the 
.entire manuscripts and made some very valuable 
-suggestions. It was not possible for me to attend to 
the printing or go through a single proof while the 
manuBcripts were in the press. I depended upon our 
friend Sj., Suresh Chandra Deb for seeing the book 
through the press, and he has been at it, true to his 
-amiable and pains-taking habit. Sardar Bahadur 
Sir Datar Singh and other friends helped me by the 
loan of books. 

There was much difficulty about securing paper, 
:and when, after. all, paper was obtained came the 
Government restriction on the press. The necessary 
permit to go on with the printing was obtained after 
-sometime. These caused a few months l delay. 

Some of the illustrations have been taken from the 
"Agriculture and Livestock in India", "The Indian 
Farming", and the "Indian Journal of Veterinary 
Science & Animal Husbandry", and some other books, 
and they have been acknowledged in their places. 

Paragraphs have been numbered in the book 
and for reference to any particular para; the paragraph 

. number in thick type has been put in the text 
indicating reference to that para. In the detailed 
(Jontents the references are to paragraphs while the 
reference in the index is to pages. 

Khadi Pratisthan, } 
10th April, 1946. 

SATISH OHANDRA DASGUPTA. 
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{111d C{1lves starve, 844-'45; Milk from COWn I.\l\d 

buffaloes, 846. 

BHEEDING IN BENGAL, OHISSA, ASSAM g'.L'U. 

'rho uon-descriph cabtle of the. :trea, IH7 ; Bengul 
imports, 548 ; Difficulty 01 lkngl11, B49 j Gov~. bull 
policy, 350 ; Orissa and Assam in the sarno pligh!;, D51 ; 
Thu Indian States: 'l'ho famous Gir IlXpol'Llttioll-"Llw 
::;ttttes tlwllI,ening to improve the Lrc~cd~, 801. 

VII 
Economic Oontribution from the Oattle in India: 

(Paras 353-366), 

Weldth from cattle, 35B ; Assessment" by Olvux and 
'Wright, 354; Olver's valuation jigure~ fI.nd basis, 355-'09 ; 

'Wright'l> Yl1lul1tion, 360-'65 ; A lllmdrcd jWI: ceut inoreasu 
visualised, 86G. 
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(Paras 367-583 ) 
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VIII 

Feeding-The Iuitial Problem: 

(Paras 367--385). 

XIX 

PAUA. 

367 
386 

414 
-t62 

480 
518 

541 
553 

Utl,l1Slf! of douedoro:bion of the cow recapitulated, 867 j 

Cattle popuh,tion, little increase of, 8138 j Tht'" past 
bJ'e~aers lmew -their job, 369-'71 ; l\fodern negleot or the 
femoJe of the OOW, 372 ; -and of women, 873 j Male 
and female's share of milk, Table, 374 j Negleot of women 
l1,nd cow, consequences, 875 ; Butfltlo, better tl'eated, 37&; 
-aliihough cow is the bett~r animal than buffalo, 877-'80; 
Eaonomic faotors in cow, cUliJailcc1 by starvation, 881; 
Improvement, where to begin, 382·'84 ; New·born, growth 
of, in man and animals, Table, fl85. 
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IX 
Meeting Fodder Deficiency: (Paras 386-· 413), 

Fodder deficienoy, 886; Available fodder, l'Rb:eR, 
387·'88; Feoding cost of bullocks, Table, HBU·'90; 
Uoyal Commission flQ,YS det~rioro.tion will bo more wide. 
spread, 391 ; Cattle population, l1ormall'ate of il1crNuw, 
392 ; Cow problem-solution possible, 893 j Indian 
cultivators oan adjust Rnd improvo cows, 394·'96: 
Causcs of poor cattle in wet [treas, 396·'97; Dellflimirut· 
uion of nutritionallmowleclge not possible beoause of Govt., 
89B ; The village cOlllmunitits could help, 399·4.02 
Why not union boards and co· operative BooioticB, 403; 
The handioa.ps of politicltl situation, 404; What thl' 
village communities WOI'e, 405; Villago oommuniLieH 
preserved peoplc, 406 ; How they disappeared, M)7 ·'08 ; 
Their revival can save cow t\nd men, 409·'12; No 
other way to Rave the cow, 413. 

X 
Growing and Oonserving Fodder-Grazing 

(Paras 414-461), 
Land for fodder.growing (Jan be secured, 414; -by 
fltoppo.ge of export of agricuHural produces, 415; -by 

selection of fodders and their conservation, 4HI·'17; 
Podder preserved by ensilage, 418 ; The silo method of 
conserving green fodder, 419·'22; Conserving thy 
fodder, 428; Grazing and preservo.tion of pasture, 
424-'25 ; Forest gra~ing, insignificant, 426·'27 ; l!'orest 
graziug in five provinceS, Table, 428·'30 ; -ill Bcng!tl, 
431 ; -in Bihar, 482 ; -in Bombo.y, 488; --ill 

C,P. & Beral', 484; -in Madras, 485 l -in D.P .• ·Hl6 j 

-In the Punjab and other provinces, 487·'88; Gro,zing III 

priva~e forests, 489 i Fodder incl'ense by roolamai;ioll 01 
usar soil, 440 ; --and canal banks, 441 ; -by URtl oj' 
tree fodders, 4J2· '45 ; Vodokel"s proposal for oreation of 
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I'uel and fodder reserves, 446-'52 ; Voeloker's reoommell
,dations unheeded, 458; 'rhe village communities mny 

'take up that wOLk, 454; Fodder tress, 455-'58; 
'Some famine fodder, 459) More leguminous fodder, 460 
Saving by ohaffing or fodder cunting, 461. 

XI 
Conservation of Manure: (Paras 462-479). 

Thu oonscrv8,tion problem, 462; Conssrve:bion of dung-
urine, various manures, 468-'65 ; Soil fertility increaso, 
466 ; Conversion of :fodder to manure, 467 j Some 
methods of oonservation, 46B ; 'Storage of dung, ,469 i 

Collection of dung, 470;, -0£ urine, 471; Dry soil 
'method of cons~rvation, 472 ; Urine·earth system; 478 i 

Compcrative estimated urin-earth conservation, 474 
Hei'll:se material 101: manul'e, 475; Oomposting, 476 i 

Human aXC1'eta as manure, 477 i Manure from dead 
animalB, 478 i -from oil cakes, 479. 

XII 
Improvement through the Bull-Milk-Reoording and 

Herd Registration; (Paras 480-517). 
'rhe Bcrub hull, 480-'82 j Better bulls hom Govt., 48l! 
Exohange of bulls 110 prevent in·breeding, 484 i . Nandi
shalas, 485-'86 ; The scrub cow, 487 ; Milk reoording 
for justice to oow, 488-'90; Pedigree registration helps 
tho cow, 491 j Cow testing, 492-'98 j -in Denmo.rk, 
494 j -i~ India, 496 j SC1:ub cows elemination, 496; 
Improvement of Imown b~'eeds Rnd llon-descripils, 497·'98; 
Improvement maintenance, 499·[jOO; Why in-breeding? 
501 j -a warning, 502; Non·dc8cript problem, 508·'05 ; 
:Superior types in non-descript, tract, dangers .of, G06-'08 i 

Hadana importation into nOll·c1escript tract, G09 ; Breed 
pnre in nondescript areas, 610·'11 ; Mass-scale crossing, 
G12; Scrub bulls, castrate them, 518 j Lioensing of bulls, 
,:514; The Bombay Act, 51/5 ; ~'ll~ Madras Act, 511V17. 
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XIII 
Marketing-Melas, Fairs, Shows: (Paras 518--- 540). 

Marketing, 518; Buffnlo oompetition unfftir,-vitamin 
defioiency in buffalo ghee, 519 j Cow ghoo ten times more 
valuablo, 520 j Bettor V"nlllC 10 cow pl'oducts, 521; 

Ghee markets afford ullfair lu:·lp to bllfft~lo, li22 ; Thor.o. 

tore disoourago ghcl) by olllpbaflis 011 mill!, 628 ; Legal 
standard of milk hurLs the cow, 1524 ; Villagi] community 
to keRr the milk in villages, 525 ; More milk ((1]' villngC's, 
526·'27; Oow-centl!ed . viUage, 528; Mn,rkda IIIld 
lYfelft9 helpful, 529 ; Sports also, 580; Mell1, utilisniJion 
of, dcssimination of cow J01'e, 531 j -rot' exposure 
of crnelty,' 582 ; -Through theatricals, lillS;. Tho 
All·lndia Cltttle Show, 58'1-'50 ; Pt'Ovincial Show, whore 
ClOWS aro exhibited, .587; 'rho score Clwds for cow 
judging, 538; 8core CIHel for the Ongole, 5BI) ; -·fol' 

the Gir, 540, 

XIV 
Mixed Farming and Cottage Industries as Oow

saYing Measures: (Paras 541-552), 

Mixed farms for Il101:0 milk, 5<11·'48 ; Cottage industries 
will S£l,ve i1he cow, fi44 i EcoIlomicA 0:1 mixed farming, 
545 ; Change of outlook 1'01: saving tho cow, 546; 
Robbing of soil fedility, to stop, 547 ; -and eXpOl'DS of 
oil cakes also, 548 ; 'fhe Royal Cotnll1iSBion'H ltl'gumonts 
for export! ccimhf\.l;ed. 5MJ·'51 ; All-rounel prof.J)lodty to· 

follow, 052. 

XV 
State Organisation to Save the Cow 

(Paras 553-583), 

The Dairy Expert's pre'OCllplttions, 558 ; Anim!).l "lmsbaIl' 
dry, science of, 65'!-'G8; Cl:natioll DE a Dhe<itol: of Anhmt~ 
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Husbauilq, 559 j Animal Husbandry neglected in the 
present arrangement, 1,(~ble, 560-'68 ; Io.dia and U. S. A" 
564 j . InsuflioienL field wOl'k, 565 j State bull policy, 
defective, 566-'67 j Veterinary education unreal, 568; 
Veterinary help from DisLrioL Boal'ds insufficient, 569 j 

'l'hc trend o!' ve~erinttry oducation, 570-'72; Proposed' 
central vetorinary college, 573; -where Us. 20,000/
is to bo spent for training Olle student, 674 j Veterinary 
El}!ide.mic service inadequate, 575 j Ohanges in the State 
organisation uoeded, 676; Oreation of fuel foddel' 
resel'Ves, 577; Effeotive p:cevelltion of epi(lomics, 578 j 

Utilisatioll of cattle power, It State duty, 679; lilffective 
cMltmtion, 580 j Ueorga.niffllLtion 8ohenlll. 581 j Private 
cow-saving bodies, 582-'8B. 

PART III NUTRITION OF THE COW 

( Paras 584-934 
CUAl'T}1Ii. 

XVI. 
XVII. 
XVIII. 
XIX. 
XX, 

XXi. 

The Importanc~ of Nutrition 
Plants and Animals 
'fransforrnation of ]j'eed 
Nutritional ReqllirGll1entl:) 

Nutritional Deficiencies and 

PARA, 

584 
llOO 
637 
681 

their CorrecUon 772 
.8ome Fodders and Feeding 

Materials fllld their eOl.llp0sit.ion 

XVI 

7!:l2 

'The Importance of Nutrition: (Paras 584-599), 

(Jaw, the domes-bi(la1Jed animal, 584 ; '1'1IG hLSk unposec1 on 

her, 585 ; She needs roughago (Hln COJl(ll:!lltrtti;es, 586 -'87 ; 

XutdtioIlIll knowledge lleeded for umnagement, 588; 
·Cow-l;:ceping at preaent does not· pay, 589; Knawl"dge 
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of D.utrition will (tILe]: situation, 500- '95 ; 
graAB and grazing, 596 ; St,udent to contact ltuinwJ and 
soil, 597 j -and know Ilidinn fodders, 598 ; A small 
correct~on does immense good, 599. 

XVII . 
Plants and Animals (Paras 600-···636). 

Plant life supportfl tmiu]Hl life, 600 ; Uomposil,ioll of 
: eant from the .earth· and "ir, 601 ; Contrihution of the 
earth' to pla,nt, 602-'03; Contriblltiol\ of nil' 1.0 lllnl\t, 

604·'06; Protein in, 607-'08; l\'linBl'n,l in, flOO-'ll;. 
Vitamins in, 612 ; 'l'he SOOd--I1, store, 618-'15 ; PuiseH 
store protein, (116 ; Protein of oil ct.kes, 617 ; 'l'nll(1r~ 

(1,8 stores, 618 j 'I.'l1e !;-IiJ:ucim.'[tl alld nutritivo lllechnnioIlHI 

of (Jow and plant, 619-'22; Why 1,}1(I cow tnlt('H more 
carbohydr!Lte ? 628-'24 ; Pln,llts han no 10(Jotuol,ioIl. (l25 ; 
-the cow has, 626 ; l~OColUotiv() energy sUj)llliNl hy food, 
627 ; Carbohydrl\,teR. combustion of, 6~8; Co,rhon 
balanoe in nir, 629-'132; l1e£\;!J of comll11Rl.ion. 68(1 j. 

---converted to work, 684 ; H~rbltge ingestion huildfl body 
n,nd provides for work, 685; '['he fundltmelltalH of mlLd-

tion re-stated, 6B6. 

XVIII 
Transformation of ]'eed (Paras 637 .. --1)80), 

J!'eed pl'ovideK 
-·--thl'ough fomm· 

}'rom the plant body to cow, (\U7-'U8; 
for internal (lnd extel:nnl work, 68U ; 
mon and combustion of blood, 640 ; --whiuh huilds H.JI(1 
~epahs, 641; Comhustion of blood, RUgltl' in ih, 642; 
-providing internnJ, (lxt,\]"I1ltl work, (i'lll ; Minemls !tlHo· 

take P!ut, 644 ; .l!incl'gy l'equirelllllut o[ !;he (lOW, 041i ;, 
'rhe unit of enlll'gy, 0,16 ; 'l'helTllA Ilnrl stltl'oh e(luiv!tkut. 

01' S. E., 647; l\{ninl.elUlTICe 8. E, tUIi! Hvn W(,jghtf:l,. 

Table, 648; Nutrient· l,eqnired f01' nulil\t.ll\(\lloe, H<HJ; 
S. E. of pI'oile]Il, 660; --of fat or oil, 1\151 j, 

Digestibility of feed, 6u~; Composition of ieEl{i IInil, 
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digestibility, 658 i Individual feed determination, 654; 
EXIl.mple of rice 8t1'[1.W, 655; Digestihilif.y trials, 656; 

Feed values, protoin, 657; -clwbo-hydmtes, 659; -sugar, 
poly sacoharides, 659 ; Fihre value, 660; Nitrogen. 
free extrMt of feod, 661; BthrH' extrac~ value, 662; 

Nut,ritive ratio or N. R., 668 ; Exall1plo from barley and 
gram, 664; Composition of fodder, tletermhul,Mon of, 
665 ; Ash from foeldor, 666; -from rioe bran, 667; 
Heturn ash to soil, 868· '69 ; Chomioil.l analysis callnot 
evaluate feed, 670; Basis of l11o,intenanco ration, 671 ; 
Ration, requh:ement 'for gr()w~h (after maintenance), 672; 
Nutrients requirement for growth, Table, 678;· Value of 
{odeler varies, 674 ; Rlttiou' fa}' gl:OWing clairy cattle, 
Morrison's Table, 675; Inol·('I\sillg N. Ro' of feed, 676 ; 
J)'ltmiliariby with T!1,bl~B, 677; Optimum value in Bt!tgefl 
of gwwth of fodder, 678-'AO; 

XIX 
Nutritional Requirements (Paras 681-771)'. 

Ualouhtiou of feed v111Ul' fl'om ~~ableB, 681 i Selection 
of feed, 692 i Oarbohydrttte~, the bulk of the feed, 68B ~ 

Ba()teri;~l aotion on, 684-'86 j Oarbohydrate from soft leaf 
to hard wood tibre, 6B7; Carbohydmte, moth~r of 
protoin o,nd fll.t, 688 ; Cl\ruohydrates economises protein 
requirement, 689·'90; Bullock as 11 source of power, 
691 ; Protoin assisns assimilation, 692·'98 : Proiloins, 
Lhoir formation and components, 694 ; The amino aoids, 
protein essen.tial amI nOIHIH8NIUn,!, 695·'97; Linseed 
lueal, a speoi[1.1 protein teed, 1:l9S; The quality of 
l!roteins, 699 i -those of high valuo, 700; Tota} 
protein requirement, 701 ; MinemI l'equirement, 702; 
Minerals 'from pasture... 70ll; '].'he Romney Marsh 
pa8tUl'eS, lessons from, 70'1-'05; ,Minerals, interdependent, 
706 ; Balanced cliets, 707; HaJn.n(l8 disturbanoe 'nnd 
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regulation by minentIs a,nd vitamins, 70B-'09 i Acia·baso 
charactor of minerals, 710; Functions of miller(llfl, 
711-'12 ; Sources of minemls in feeds, 713 ; Hequirc
ment of minerals, oaloium·llhosphotUS, 714 i-their 
optimum ratio, 715 .. '16; 13engltl (!Xpel'iulOutfl ou minerals, 
717 ·'18 ; 13anga,lore experiments on lime requirfllIl!lllt, 
719 ; Lime inlJake, 720 j Phosphorus requiL-ement, 
721; Lime phosphorus mtio ;;hO\11<1 be lair, 722; 
Phosllhorus in legumes, 7211 ; Bone me(~l Bupplies caloium 
phosphOl'uS in right ratio, 724 i Nutrients and millomls, 

the Table should be studied for constructing ration, 725 ; 
T9ta). maintenance I~equiroment of 0, 500 Ibs. cow, 726 ; 
-and obtaining thom from digestiblo portions of fead, 727 ; 
Lessons in construcbing a ration, 728; A 'fable 01 
nutrients in feeds to choose from, 729; A tdal ration 
construot,ed, 750; Analysis of the provisiona.l ration, 
781·'82; Val'ious straw feeds lmd legumes, 783·'34; 
Reoonstruoting ,the ration 011 more sorutiny, 785; -in 
which (lollcontr!1>to is substitute by hay, 711B l A newer 

oonstruoted ration of straw grass and legume mixture', 7117 ; 
Now time 1.0 t~sb mineral ltc1equaoy .of the ration; 
Sodium, pot:lssinm and ohlorino roquh'emen"t, 71$8; 

Common seLlt, its grave importanoo, 739·"10; Potassium 
is a disturber. 741; -whioh D('gr~tiVl'il sodiu111, 742 j 

Iodino requirement, 743 j -and iron· copper, 744 j I rOll 

in inorganic form, 745 j IroD deJjc~iellcy ill pig, 746; 
-in mothor'H wilk, 747; Sulplnu l'ecluirell1eut, 7<1B i 

-and mltgnesium, 749; Vitamin rcquir01ll811t, 71:iO; 
Consic1erfttion of vibawin A, 71)1·'55; --and Cl\l:oLone, 
756; -]3,757·'58 i -0, 7()9 i -D, 'lOt); -E, 761 j 

,Vater requiremont, 762; Ail: l'G(luirl:lllent, 763 ; 
construction of !1 bahnoed mtioll aftor full considenttioll, 
764 ; Nutrition requil'ements depend on livo·weight, 765 ; 
Maint8lltUlCe 1'I1tion ~lnble, 766 ; liequirll!llflllt for 
growing animals, Chart, 767·'68; Hequirernent for work, 
'1.69; -for mill., 770·'71. 
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XX 
Nutritiol1al Deficiencies and their 

Correction: (Paras 772-791). 

XXVII 

Balanced l'equirGlUent essential, 772; Deficiency CaUses 
sterility, 773·'75 ; Cu,usea r,;uscnptibility to infection, 776; 
MalIlu~rition is deficient; nutrition, 777; Deficiency 
of calcium, 778 j Dr. Sen on calcit1m·pho~phortl8 

deficiencies, 17lJ; Example of cow I{hairi, 780-'82; 
Sen on vitamin deficiency, 783 ; Vitamin rleficiency in a 
Jldl Dairy, 784; Famine cal1sefl [tvitaminosis, 785; 
Deficiency helps contagiol1s diseases, 786; Calcium 
deficienoy in mile!1 cow, 787; Oaloium and phosphorus 
deficiency, Orr's warJling, 788 ; Abbc:rraiJioll in calCium 
assimilation, 789; Correction of calcium·phosphorus 

deficiency promotes growth, 790; General prescription 
for making up deficiency or minerals and vitamins, 7~ll. 

XXI 

Some Fodders and Feeding materials and their 
Composition: (Paras 792-934). 

Tho cereal straw, their I?oor fooc1l'aJue, 792 ; 
importanco, 793. 

RIOE-STRAW 

-and their 

Rice-straw, 794 i -makes poor cattle, 795 ; -while 
non-rice tract cattle are better, 796; CausBs of 
inferiority in wet JHOas, 797 j Rice covers huge areas, 
798; -as compared with other grajns, 799; Rice 
straw uncorrected responsiblo fol' degenerate cattle, BOO; 
-therefore yoke efficiency l~ast ill wet trs.cts, Table,· 801 ; 

Rice-straw analysed, Table, 802 ; Nutl'ition from 10 lba. 
of rice-straw oalculated, B03; -it caunever be the olJ.].y 
reed, 804 ; But Bengu.l experimenters made it so, 805·'06 ; 
Defects of rice-straw, 807 ; Only negative results from ita 
Iced expel'iments, 808-'10 ; Experimented cows dOl'italisec1 
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hy prolonged course 01 ~ingle ricll-sLl'u,w feed, cows lORi, 

weight therefore, 811; Tho Qxperiments were Ullpmc Li(lfl I , 
812 ; Po1Iash-makcJ: of mischief in dcc-struw, 8UI; 
Oonclusion on defects of dcc-strnw, 814 ; nice 1>1'1111 a]sn 
~xperimcntecl on, 815; Improving rice (trCIL co.ttlc, 
suggestions for, 816; PotusRitlm recollEddrl'cd, 817; 
Alkali treatment of strawR throws now light, 818 ; -and 
shows why calcium ill rico is lln(lPsirnilablr, 819,; Allmli 
treatment changes mineral cha)'[tcucl', 820-'21 j -and 
makes minsl'lll moJ'o ltseimilahk, 822; StruWA, effects of 
excessive potassium, 828; -of clLlciulTI oxn.l(Lte, 82,1; 
Alkali treatment not possihle f01: peasants, 821>; i'h(I 

problem of rille tract, solution for, 826 ; HicQ b1'l111 doeB 

not help, 827. 

WHEAT, ,WAH, 13 A;JRA , HAGl, MAIl,;E AND 01\'l' 

STHAWS 
Wheat bran is much hettel', 828 ; Who[tt atro;w ttcmL, 

829 ; Fodder and orop [Lr!'[tfl in prOVinC(1S, ~'l1hlo, 880 ; 
Wheat straw as a fced, I3Bl ; Area under .rO(H ["nd .Toar 
as a feed, 832 ; Joal' fltaJlr and rice straw compal:ed, BBB ; 
JOQ,r in othor lands, 834 ; Blljl'(t 01' clHnhu, 835; Eagi 
straw, 8B6-'88 j 

strnw, 842. 
Mai~(' Ot' corll straw, 839-'41 ; OCLI, 

LEGUME AND I,]WOME HAYS 
J_Jegume hays, 843 ; 

and soil fel·tility, 846 ; 
Legumes, proteiu in, 844 ; l.JflgtlIll!' 

)JacVedlt, acvion of, 847 ; Hnc-
taria, illooultttion of legtllllo seed with, 848 ; BOl'S()(,lYl or 
Egyptian' olover, 849- '50: lnooulttted hel'ACmn secds, 851 ; 
-thair viahility, 852; -111 Pmlll, 858; -its progrossive 
yipening and n\ltl'ients, 854 ; Soybmm, 855; -ino(luln-

tion of seeds in Canflcln, 856 ; Senji, Inditlll c!ovrl', 857 ; 
Pel1 hay, 858; Arhnl' 01' pegion pon., a dnl,llgbt resister. 
859 ; 
861-'62 j 

-(]ompI11:ed (,0 luoElme, 800 ; Lucerno or a]fn,lfIL, 
Shaftal or Knh'ali c[OV01', 863 ; Guarl1, R(\4; 

Cow-l1eaB,ohavli. 865, 
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THE GRASSES 

GraSA, the primary supporter or cow. 866 ; MystotioU!l 
pl'ollorty of growing grass, influencing defensive meohanism, 

867 ; Special "h,tue in gl'l\Zing, 868; -Ihe to tLUximo. 
n<.'s 889-'70; Nl1tritioll 'I'lllun cballgNl with growth of 
-grass, 871 ; Growing grass proilpin and calcium contents; 
tbeir v!~hll3 diminishes with maturit.y of grl1flf'l, 872 ; Grow· 
ing, immature g1'ass is of vcry high nutritional value, 873; 

Cutting 01' grftlling Df' grass keeps up this value, 874 j 

-Which reduces yiold, B7fi j Dub grass, 876; -Hs nutri

tive vaille in young, prime o,nd ripe siages, T::Iblcfl, 877-'78 j 

Anjun or Dha'man grass: Kolluklm.tll.i, 879 ; -ns a eOD

·centrate, 880; G111nea grass, 881; -It great yidcler, 
882 ; Napier Or elephant grass, 883; Dl'Y land or 
Thill Napiol' of Mysore, 884 ; Sudnn grass, 885 ; Sar· 
son fodder, 886 j Water hyaointh pe8t, 887 ; Spear 
grass, 888; -ita indigestible protein in Buecling, 889-'90 ; 
Buffl110 grass, 891 j I3mlrwllni, 892; Chimbnr, 898; 

<Jhttmul', 894; La,mp grHfls, 695; 1vInkm, 8g6; 

PnJwo,n, 897 ; So,mak, 898. 

TREE FODDEBS 

"i'ree Inaves as fodder, 899 (ReI'. 455·'58)_ 

CONCENTRA.TES 

'Concenin:atus from ctll:ual gl'!Lins, oil cakes by-produots lind 
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THE COW IN INDIA 

INTRODUOTORY 

Place of the Cow in Planning for Soil, Plant, 
and Animal Husbandry 

There are a little less than 400 millions of human 
beings in India, and there are a little over 200 millions 
of cows and buffltloes in India. Very roughly, for every 
two of the former there is one head of cattle. India 
is said to possess one-third of the total number of cattle 
of the world which is computed to be near about 600. 
millions. There is no single country which bas eve!). 
much over one-third of the cattle of India. India is 
particularly blessed in possessing this very large 
number of cattle. The economic value of tbe cattle 
labour an~ the cattle products of India is gigantic, 
amounting to rupees one thousand crores. There is no 
industry anywhere the value of the output of which 
mounts to a thousand cr01'es. 

t Dr. Wright pointed out that the value of milk and 
, milk-products of India goes up to three hundred C1~ores. 
I The significance of the worth of (pre-war) 300 
r crores of rupees is roughly equivalent to the ( pre-war) 

value of India's total of export and import trade or of 
the total output of rice, and is three to four times the 
value of the total output of wheat. 

Yet one cannot be happy over these gigantic 

figures. The rtWq' '1t~JilAfe4 ,Mdt,t¢llio~s of.cattle are 
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under-fed and are, therefore, unable to give the work 
or the milk they should givl:l: Because the amught
cattle are weak a larger Dumber has to be kept. The 
excess over what would have been necessary to perform 
the required cultivation, consume the fodder which, 
if given to the minimum required cattle, would have 
better fed them and brought out better progeny and 
more milk. This is the trend of thought in the matter 
of the number of cattle. AmI for ,til this the blame is 
put on the patient back of the cultivator' who is 
depicted as a symbol of ignomnce, hide-bound to a 
false sense of religion, in as much as cow-slaughter is 
not encouraged by him. Instead of stopping to look 

. at the question from the constructive side, instead of 
finding out a remedy, the modern economist regaJ:ds 
the pl'Oblem as insoluble, because of the cultivator, for 
his ignorance, because of his l'oligiouB sentiments. 
This is the typical outlook of the modern economists 
who are out to plan a better India. Most reputed 
writers l:flpeat these and the novices to'!{8 these 
postulates for granted and growl at the cultivator. 

I do not think 80. I think quite diffeJ:ently. I 
believe that the starving condition of the cattle is due 
to maladjustments, the blame for which cannot be laid 
on the cultivators. The cultivators are good. They 
are victims of maladjustments in which they have had 
really no hand. They do not know how to protest 
either. The accusations against them are theoretical, 
these do not J:each thero, and even if these accusations 
did reach them they could not have given any 
reply except by their work and by their mute 
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sufferings, and by the sufferings of their equally-mute 
animals. 

Dr. Radha Kamal M ukerjee is an anthority on 
economics, and bis words deservedly command respect 
not' only in India, but outside India also. The effects 
of what such a person writes, whether in condemnation 
or praise, C!1nnot be ignored. In one of his recent 
publications-"Food Planning for 400 Millions" (1938), 
.the subject of cattle industries has been dealt with. 
Here be repeats the stereotyped accusations against 
the cultivator. As typical of what. has been recorded 
in the Report of the Royal Oommission on Agriculture, 
and as typical of what is daily repeated in the writings 
of economists and social reformers and planners for 
India, Dr. Radha Kamal's opinions are worth quoting. 

"Economic Folly" in Increasing Scrub Cattle 

"The live-stock is thus fast and progl'essively 
increasing and deteriorating not only in many 
districts in Bengal but also in the densely
populated parts of Orissa and Madras, in the 
eastern districts of the U ni ted Provinces and in 
north and south Behar. Ecollomic folly cannot; go 
further. But the folly is being repeated by small 
holders who have the largest portion of useless 
cattle that drain on their meagre resources." 

-(P.141) 

How the CUltivator deals with the problem 

But the small holder, in the off-season, when there 
is no cultivation and there is no fodder, sells off his 
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cattle, Dr. Mukerjee here again blames the stupid 
cultivator for this folly in selling off the cattle 
which he cannot maintain for the season, as 
under: 

'" 

"The small holder has his own way of meeting 
the fodder shortage; he sells his cattle in the 
beginning of summer, as Boon as he can spare 
them, "and buys new ones as the agricultural 
operations begin, thus avoiding the expense of 
feeding them at the time when foddel~ and grazing 

is shortest."-(P. 142) 
One would suppose that an economist wonld 

praise the cultivatol: for his good sense and his 
keen perception of money-values. He does not 
allow his sentiment to stand between the disposal 
of his beloved cattle and saving money that would 
have been usually spent in maintining them. Such 
an wise cultivator is likely to be appreoio,ted by the 
euonomists for having set money-value before otl~er 

considerations. 
"But this sometimes involves great 10SB for him 

and profits for the peripatetio cattle-deal~rs who 
swarm about in the country-side when the ntonsOOll 
begins." -( Ib.) 

Decay in men and animals 

But the gravamen of the charge is yet to come. 
"Since fodder and pasturage are deficient, large 

numbers of inefficient cattle which are preserved 
in a state of semi-starvation consume fodder that 

. is sadly required for the better cattle. Over-grazing' 
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leads to the deterioration of the grass-lands, erosion 
of their surface soil and the loss of the nutriment 
v~lue of the fodder, which often acquires harmful 
quality on account of deficiency of certain mineral 
contents such as phosphorus 'and auximones. On 
the other hand, surface tillage due to the lower 
strength of the cattle and inadequate manuring lead 
to the deterioration of arable land. Mal-nutrition 
thus pursues its harmful course in an everMwidening 
vicious circle; the cultivator is too often ill
nourished and ravaged by disease, which is 
commonly the result of his ill-nonrishment. 
Obviously, the poorer the beast is fed, the poorer 
in food-value must be its produce."-(P. 143) 

Hindu sentiment aggravates the difficulty 

"The numbers of cattle have become so large 
and their efficiency has fallen so low in India as 
results of the process having advanced so far that 
the ta.sk of reducing the number of useless animaIi, 
and of reversing the process of deteriol'a,tion is 
now extremely difficult. . In several ways social 
and religious - sentiments which belonged to more 
spacious times in the past, and have now become 
obvious misfits, have conspired to aggravate the 
difficulty." -(P. 144) 

"To kill a. bullock 01' a cow is a deadly sin in 
Hinduism. The Ol'thodo:x: Hindu often objects to 
sell, even in extreme circumstances, because sl11e is 
usually to a. butcher and leads to the Blaughter~ 
house." - ( lb.) 
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Here the author refers to a writing of Darling 
who says that in the north of the J,helum in the 
Punjab there are few Hindus and there, in this area, 
cattle-breeding is as easy as it is difficult elsewhere. 

"Unless the Hindu sentiment is abjul'ed 
altogether the Indian cultivators cannot take 11 

practical view of animal-keeping and will continue 
to preserve animals many of which are quite 
useless from birth to death, the number of these 
being greatest among the small cultivators who can 
afford it least."-(P.145) 

And ahimsa also 

Finally, ahi?nsa is brought out as the pl'ime 
culprit to receive the fullest measure of condem
nation for the wretchedness of animals and the 
wretchedness of the human beings who populate 
India! 

"India, with her human burden of 377 millions 
and her 48 .millions of 'average men' estimated 
without food, can ill afford to add indefinitely 
to her enormous bovine population of ",214; ~illions 
at the rate of 20 percent per decade," and permit 
the cult of ahimsa to get the better of human 
food resoul'ces."-(P. 153) 

Muslims and the cow 

His attack on that sentimental pel'son, the Hindu, 
who often objects to Bell his bullock even in extreme 
circumstances because selling means sending the 
cattle to the slaughter-house, is one-sided. 'rhis 
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is a great offence, no doubt-this objection to sell! But 
are the small cultivators all Hindus? Dr. 'Mukerjee 
knows that there are districts where about ninety 
percent of the population are Mahomedans-in north 
Bengal and in some areas of East Bengal, for 
instance. There are groups of villages inhabited 
exclusively by \ Mahomedan cultivators who have no 
religious objection to coyv-slaughter and who do 
slaughter cows. He has himself cited the caBe of the 
small cultivator w~o Bold off his cattle during the 
dry and inactive season. What about these people? 
What about that half of Bengal which is very 
predominantly Mahomedan? Are they better-off? 
Does the fact of there being 108 cattle per 100 acres 
of sown area in Bengal apply to them? It does. The 
Mahomedans are lio better than the Hindus in the 
matter of providing for cattle nutrition and in the 
matter of the number of cattle maintained, inspite of 
their freedom from the religious scruples which are 
supposed to bind down the Hindus. As a matter 
of fact, the Hindus sell their cattle and shut their eyes 
to the fact that the cattle are going to the' butchers .. 
I write from knowledge of facts. Therefore, .this cry 
against the religious sentiment is a false cry. The 
cattle are detedorating not because of Hindu religious 
sentiment and not because of the fact that they refuse 
to sell useless cattle. There must be reasons, and 
whatever those reasons may be, the fault' does not lie 
with Ahimsa as has been improperly laid on it from 
the Royal Oommission, down' to the' latest writers 
on economics and animal husbandry, and which 
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has filtered down even to the writers of our school 
text-books, 

Himsa and Ahimsa irrelevant here 

The cattle are being sold for slaughter; they at'e 
being sold at the price-the bare pl:ice-of: t.heir hides 
and for their hides only, and the Hindus and 
Mahomedans are selling them equ!1Uy to the extent 
that there is a demand for their hides. Slaughtering 
incre!1ses and decreases with the fluctul1tion of the 
hide-market. One sh1Ughter-house ali Calcutta 
slaughters 300 cows daily. One slaughtel'ing'-lield 
near Agra disposes of '4,QOO cows daily, and here, !1t 
this last place, slaughtering is for the hide !1lone as the 
meat here is of little or no Vl1lue. The economists 
must be knowing these facts. There is plenty of hi1nsa 
in the land and no economist need worry !~bont it I 
The ca,ttle are poor and the men are pOOl' not bec[1use 
of the prevalence of ahimsa, but because of him,~a in 
the form of ignorance and a wrong le!lc1. But this 
wrong, this untrue statement about religious prejudice 
hampering the improvement of the cattle, ir.; repel1ted 
ad nause~t1n. In the very preface of the "Food 
Planning etc" of Dr. Mukerjee, there comes the 
condemnation. 

No constructive programme presented 

"The improvement and cultivation of fodder 
crops will be futile, if not actually h!trmful, if the 
pea,sants continue their present attitude towards 
the maintenance of uneconomical and useless 
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cattle, which represent the staggering figure of 125 
million heads. "-(Intro. XI) 
The Royal Commission long ago had said so and 

,expressed the fear that if you improved the fodder 
position there would be more reproduction of cattle. 
Both the Royal Uommission and the 'economists 
:are agreed upon a do-nothing policy ,till wholesale 
slaug:p.ter is introduced and maintained. Because, if 
you give more food more hungry cattle will come 
into being, and there will be no solution of mal. 
nutrition and over-population! 

This is what I have called ~,,2"9;E:'<?J.J:l~KP9~ition., 
This is applied by the economists not only to the 
so-called over-stocking problem of cattle but also to 
the over-population of men. If more food is produced 
there will, be more. hungry mouths coming into 
existence by unchecked reproduction. Therefore, 
sit tight till the Indians learn to use contraceptives 
as a universal routine practice! 

In vain one searches the writings of the economists 
and the findings of the Royal Commission for a lead 
for alleviating the distress of cattle and men. Their 
pet theory, and a false theory at that, ha.s lead them 
to a position ~rom which they can only condemn but 
cannot show light. 

Vegetable and animal food 

Dr. Mukerjee, typical of the modern scientist and 
economist, has devoted a chapter on "The Triangular 
Conflict: "Man-Land~Cattle-" in the same book. 
The author sees a struggle in nature, amongst men 
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in land and amongst cattle for eking out existence. 
The area of land is limited, and on the same are{l 
both men and animals iue struggling to live. 
Vegetarin.nism has been born, accordin g to the 
author, out of this struggle. Nutritional scientists 
have shown that the yield of vegetable food per acre 

\ of land is greater in caloric value to animal products 
got out of the same acre. 

Potato. 
Oorn meal 
Wheat flour 
Milk 
Pork and lard 
Beef 

No. of acres. 

Crop 
0.76 
0'79 
1'45 
2'35 
3'70 

11'30 

Pasture Total 
0.76 
0'79 

1'45 
1'60 3'95 
0'70 4'40 
2'50 13-80-(P.124) 

From this table the author, Dr. Mukel'jee, has 
concluded that it is cheaper to obtain the calories· 
for maintenance from vegetables than froUl unirnal 
products, and asserted : 

"The reason, therefore, why the eastern.co1.1ntrie& 
ordinarily do not and cannot favour t.nimal 
products, cannot be exclusively religious, 
Vegetarianism is ultimately a result of heavy: 
popUlation pressure" .-(P .125) 

India's population through the centuries 

In a table the author has shown that in J.,600 
A. D. there was a population of 100 millions of 
people in India; in 1750 it was 130; in 1850 it 
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was 150, which have multiplied 2t times between 1850 
and 1935, in less than a century, to 377 millions. 

Year Population in millions. 
. 1600 (Moreland) 100 Millions. 

1750 (Shin'as) 130 
" 

1850 150 
" 

1872 20G 
" 

1881 254 
" 

1891 287 II 

1901 294 
" 

1911 315 'J 

1921 319 
" 

1931 353 
" 11-)35 (estimated) 377 ,,-(P.3) 

Theory of vegetarianism & the past 

If India's acreage supported only 100 million& 
people in 1600 A.D. and was supporting 374 millions, 
in 19B5, the population has increased 3'73 times during 
these centuries The pressure has been 3.73 times. If 
people are found to be vegetarians in India today on 
account of population pressure, that pressure was 
non-existent 400 years' ago. But were they less. 
vegetarians then? And going back to the tillle 
of Asoka-what must have been the population 
in that pre.Ohristian era? If it was 100 millions 
in 1600 A.D., it could not have been more tha,n~ 

say, 10 lllillions 1600 years earlier or for the matter 
of that in 300 or 600 B.O. The people of India, 
in those times, in the days after the Buddha or 
Asoka, must have been gorging themselves, according 
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11;0 Dr. Radha Kamal's theory, with beef. And upon 
such meterials food. planning for, India is being based,. 
But the point that haB been brought out of this chelL\? 
vegetarianism is that on account of this hunger for 
acreage, for food, a struggle between man and cattle 
has come into being. 

A oonflict and a paradox 
"It is needless to state that in the ,United 

Provinces, Bihar and Orissa, and Bengal the cattle 
cannot obtain their minimum feeding requirement 
at all. The competition of both the human and 
bovine population for maintenance on small 
holdings, which must yield both food and fodder 
crops, has resulted in the steady det,e:rioration of 
animals' food supply and of their breed and 
efficiency."-(P. 130) 
And then, after the enunciation of the struggle 

between man and cattle for maintenance on the Bame 
small holding, the paradox is stated that the mOl'e the 
pressure of men on soil, the more is the number of 
Mttle there, The author has rested on mel'cly stating 
the paradox, but has not solved it, 

"One might expect that heavy population density, 
thins out the bovine population. But, it is One of 
the striking economic paradoxes in India that the 
Provinces which have the smallest ~rop area per 
cap'ita maintain the largest number of cattle. In 
fact, the density of the bovine population per crop 
area varies directly with human population density 
and inversely with the crop area pel' person.-( lb.) 
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The paradox is there if the hypothesis of 
the triangular struggle between land, man and 
cattle is correct. But the theory of the struggle 
of man-land-cattle is incorrect, and there is no 
paradox. 

Not conflict but inter-dependence 
What has been stated as a paradox is no paradox, 

if things are looked more closely into. Soil and plant, 
cattle and men, are all inter-dependent. Soil is the 
mother and all the rest are her children. She is, 
the nursing m~ther-our mother earth-and there is 
no conflict in her for . things of her creation. She 
procreates, nurses, develops, causes decay and kills and 
tak~s the body again to" herself. This cycle is going 
on. Men understanding the cycle put themselves in 
tune with her and her creation, and enjoy the harmony 
which is in nature. 

Man and cow have become, by long association in 
India at least, a composite animal. .one cannot do 
without the other. No wonder, with more men there 
will be the need for more cattle. And, if in certain 
Provinces there are proport'ionately more cattle than in 
some others,' greater dependence of men on cattle 
in these congested areas is the' reason for such an 
arrangement. When there are more' men in an area, 
they have to'rely proportionately more on the cattle 
for maintenance, in the peculiar circumstances of 
the times. When this harmony is discovered the 
remedy to maladjustments also, where they exist, is 
found. 
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Because of the hypothesis of this conflict which is 
the corollary. of the exploded hypothesis of the stl:uggle 
for existence in men, things appear in a wrong 
light, and wrong theories are delivered fOl: the 
correction of maladjustments. The whole planning of 
Dr. Mukerjee, set forth in the book-"Food Planning 
for 400 Millions"- is a planning for deprivation 
and not a planning for creation and adjustment, 
because of his basic theory of conflict between 
man-land-cattle. 

India, according to Dr. Mukerjee, is over-populated 
with human beings and cattle. He does not mention 
plants. A big gap is thus left as to whether the land 
is over;,populated with plants also 01' not. This seeming 
,over-population of cattle and ruen brings food shortage 
for both, and Dr. Mukerjee in his boo1>: Bet out to plan 
food supply for both men and cattle, His theory of 
land-man-cattle conflict leads him to seek to allay 
this conflict by the process of eliminu.tion. ]~'Ol' the 
cattle his prescription is that the number should be 
ruthlessly red uced and kept reduced by continuing to 
eat them up. The l'eligious prejudices ttgainst 
cow-slaughter is to him the prime offender. 'l'his, ill 
his opiuion, should go, otherwise all progress r01lll1illS 

blocked up. Having solved or cut short the pl.'oblem 
of the over"stocking of cattle, Dr. Mukerjee proceeds 
to deal with the over-popUlation of man in a I:limilltr. 
way. 'l'here is too much increase oJ population, and 
the excess, according to him, ehoulc1 migrate, nnd this 
not being quite feasible, procreation must be l'egull1ted 
by the extended use of contraceptives. 
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"Need of country-wide birth-control propaganda." 
"The introduction of improved seeds, fertilizers 

and implf;lments, change in marketing methods or 
eV'en a reform of land tenures, these are all 
thwarted in India by the fractionalisation of 
holdings and cheap and inefficient labour in the 
country-side, which are the indirect results of 
population increase. On the other hand, mere 
increase of productlon cannot now· solve the 
problems at present inherent in the situation, 
such as too low a standard· of living, too high 
a proportionate cost of labour and crop yields~ . . 
which should be increased ...... Unless some check 
is placed upon population growth,. any other 
remedy tends to be only temporary, ..... .for 
population will rapidly rise again to the 
maximum number of persons the land will support. 
The offensive against illiteracy is simila:cly baffled 
because population out-runs the capacity of 
education."-(P. 216) 
The ideal ·for the economist is the small family 

in enjoyment of all the good things of the world. 
The family has to be limited. The limit to the size 
of the family has not been chalked out but can be 
.guessed-it must be man and wife, and no burdens. 

When extended and universal use of contraceptives 
has armed the people with the means of sexual 
enjoyment without taking the responsibility which 
is the natural outcome of such enjoyment, the people 
are not likely to be satisfied with that limited 
enjoyment alone. More railway facilities, ael'oplane 
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facilities, cinemas for all, are in the line to COUle uP. 
and necessarily yet more restriction of the family and 
of the cattle. The cattle gradually will be secondary 
to mechanical means of cultivation find will be asked 
to be extinct for draught purposes. 

Law of increasing returns. 

The Malthusian Jaw of diminishing returns is. 
said to be operating amongst the snperstitious and 
the unreasonable and the uneducatable cultivators of 
the small holdings in India. But if things like the use 
of birth control mechanism become successful, the
law will operate in a reverse direction, when the law 
of increasing returns will operate. But it is forgotten 
that the more increased becomes the area of holdings 
there will be the more hunger for yct more extended 
holdings and of enjoyments. With the growth in 
the size of the farm will be the diminution of the 
number of human beings per square mile. 

Oanada provides an example. 

"In Canada the number of workers per 1,000 
acres of cropped land fell from 2G in 1\JJ 1 to 16-
in 1926. SlOee these data aro published, the size of 
the working population has shrunk still further. 
This state of things has arisen from the scarcity 
and dearness of labour, WhICh has nn.tlll'l1l1y led to 
the study of labour-savmg devices." ~JIoW(£?'d 
"Agricultural Testament",-(P.1'7). 
Dr. Mukerjee deplores the cheapnefJs :tnd excess 

availability of labour. DiminIshing their number will 
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accomplish what has been accomplished in Canadn.. 
Only a few men per square mile with machines as 
serva:nts will be enjoying the good things of the 
earth till perhaps a racial struggle or a modern 
super-war for supremacy, and greed for yet greater 
enjoyments sweeps the greedy men off the earth 
or an epidemic clears them off for the misuse of 
economics, hygiene, the social and moral sciences. 

The triangular versus. the quadrangular theory 

All these are in prospect, if the poStulate of 
triangular conflict be accepted and its remedy worked 
out along the lines developed. I have mentioned that 
the triangular conflict theory of man-land-cattle left 
a gap for plants in the natural economy of things. 
Because this gap was left, therefore, what· was 
harmony in reality took the appearance of conflict 
and pointed the way to elimination and destruction, 
perhaps to a dazzling destruction. But if the plant 
be placed in its proper setting in the natural 
order, things look soothing. There is too much 
of cattle population and there is too much of human 
population ani the same patch of soil; b. is there 
too much of plant population also? Are we l'eaping 
the utmost crop that can be reasonably extracted 
out of the Boil? The reply decidedly is in the 
negative, for Dr. Mukerjee himself shows that they 
obtain twice the yield of crop in Ohina, and three 
times in Japan as compared with India's. Our country 
can become like China and Japan in this one matter, 
in the matter of receiving increased returns from the 

2. 
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soil through better cl'Opping. If this be done, the 
conflich disappears-land-planh-animal-l1ncl-man form 
the foul' 'sides of a quadrangle and they all thrive. 
There is, however, a limit to everything. Ultimately 
even the soil will fail to respond to the call for more 

,plants. It will be the time then, as it is even to day, 
)for men to restrain progeny not for base or animal 
I 
lenjoyment but in sublimation, in a sacrificial spirit 
for the good of unborn generations. Men, confirolling 
themselves, will be fit in~truments for controlling 
animal l'e-production too. But all these will come 
out of strength. Sublimation will be making men 
stronger in moral calibre and fitting them better 
for a higher and yet higher life. 

One-ness & harmony in creation 

The sages of old, their sacred books-the 
Bhagawat Gita, for instance-all have seell harmony 
and one-ness of life in soil, plant, animal and mall, 
and directed human beings to bl18e their socil1l 
conceptions on that one-ness in a spirit of service 
which is another word for sacrifice, for yayna. 

Indian civilisation enjoined this cult of yayna 
upon its children, and India thrived and took her 
position in the galaxy of nations. ':Phis civilisation 
was based upon the conception of the one-ness of life 
-life in Boil and plant, life in animal and man, the 
same life flowing through all. It is all a question of 
establishing harmony when the law expounded by the 
Bhagawat Gita or which is the same thing 11S the 
law of God or the jaw of nature, is understood. 
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Such truths as these are not the monopoly of 
any particular nation or land. These are universal," 
truths and apply to all Jands, to all peoples, and 
for all times. When this law is understood, and 
life or social order is tuned to it~ then conflict 
ceases and harmony dawns in life and society. 

I have referred to the quadrangular harmony 
of soil, plant, animal and man. But it is really 
not any angular at all. You may include any ~umber 
in its sides. It may be pentangular and hexangular 
and hepta and octangular harmony till the ang les 
vanish in a circular harmony embracing everything 
in its comprehensive and universal ambit. 

An example from Europe 

How the operation of this law of one-ness of 
life and harmony is today being realised and applied 
in other lands is worth noticing from an example 
fmm Europe. The problem has to be understood. 
The example of a cattle farm in Germany will help 
this understanding. Dr. Mukerjee has understood 
it in one way, and applied his own solution to it. 
I have brought in his name not as an individual 
author but as representing a class of modern scientific 
economists among whom he holds a special place 
of importance. I hold quite a different view from 
that held by this school of scientists and economists. 
The difference is basic. It is, 'therefore, necessary 
to place views other than those of mine and place the 
materials before the Ireaders for their judgment. The 
views of this school of Indian economists have been 
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dOlllinating the field of scientific planning up till nOWt 
despite the opinions of Gandhiji and others who think 
along Gandhiji's lines in this matter. DJ'. Mukel'jee 
treated the problem of cattle population and also· 
the connected human problem in one way. I shall 
treat them in another way. It is up to the reader' 
to know both the aspects and make his choice' in 
planning for. the future as to how best he may,. 
in his own sphere, deal with the cow. Dr. Mukerjee,. 
by the way, has not shown any practical way; for he,. 
like all other economists and scientists, opines that it ia. 
impossible to change over the Indian agriculturist. 
to the acceptance of a cow-slaughter routine, and as· 
for the use of contraceptives by the masses, 110 body 
can hope to Bee any serious practical change in the' 
near future. 'llhe cattle, therefore, ate to remain 
in the future planning practically where they are now. 
This is a confirmation of the cOllcluflions of thfr 
Royal Commission. What follows in this chapter is 
very necessary it;l correctly esLimating Ollr position 
with regard to cattle economy, and by association, 
human economy. 

Story of Dr. Bartsch's work in Germany 

Dr. G. T. Wrench M. D. (Lond.) took up the 
subject of improving the health of the people by the 
use of health-giving food, grown on healthy soil. r:rhe 
health of the soil, of the food and of mell using 
the food, are to him linked up as one. He had 
identified himself with this cause and came "as a, 
pleading doctor on a visit to India for this purpose," 
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He contributed an article on this subject which 
-appeared in the Indian Fa"ming of December, 1940; 
and another article, II> condensed translation of an 
.article by Dr. N. R.emer, appeared i:p. tht:! same ma.gazine 
in its issue of Ma.y, Hl41. Both the articles of Dr. 
Wrench are illuminating. The second article deals 
with the romantic work of Dr. Erhart Bartsch in 
,converting a life-less waste into a health-giving farm 
with cattle as the central figure. 

The article is entitied: I< Cattle-keeping as the 
,centre of farm organism." 

Description of Marien-hobe 

The experiment WitS conducted by Dr. Bai:t~ch at 
Marien-bohe in East Gel'many, lying on a vast lake 
100 miles to the' south of the Baltic sea. The place 
was sandy and unfit for cultivation. Strong gales 
blow and the (hying character of the atmospheric 
.condition made the humus into bits which blow away 
before the gales. Rainfall is slight, being 13 to 14 
}:aches yearly. Such was the force of the gale that 
bloWh sand clogged the plant and scoured the young 
shoots away. Marien-hobe passed from hand to 
hand of enterprisers who all lost money, being unable 
to make anything out of it. In 1928 Dr. Bratsch 
took the farm, There were 150 acres of cultivable 
land (bnd ano~her, one-fourth of it, of grass land. J~ 
included fine wood also. The new owner decided to 
experiment .on the farm in a new way, quite different 
fr~ru that of the previous owners who had brought 
down frolU outside whatever was considered to be 
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necessary in the matter of manure and other 
requirements. Dr. Bratsch set about to make the 
dead farm alive with the cattle only as its central 
fignre, He had a legacy of 13 heads of poor, sickly 
cattle infected with all sorts of diseases. There 
were cases of tuberculosis and of contag ious I~bortion. 
Instead of selling off this herd and buying a new sot of 
animals, the owner relying on the life-giving property 
of the soil under proper treatment, kept this herd 
which was at the time unfruitful to the extent of 70 
percent. 

But sick though 70 percent of the 13 animals 
. were, they were allowed to stay on to help the 
experi~enter in seeing how they, these cows, the soil 
and the plants responded to the new treatment. So, 
the beginning was simply with these wrecks of cows 
and a promise not to bring anything from outside 
into the farm, but allow it to be developed as a self
contained unit. 

Growing of fodder-first step 

The first care was to feed the cows and grow food 
for the cows and notJ:ting else. The cows would give 
manure which, composted, would return to the soil and 
increase its productivity, giving yet hetter fodder. This 
was the starting poin t. 

Cereals were sown for their straw.fodder, and the 
sowing was interspersed with legumes and green fodder. 
Nearby was an unfruitful upland where the young 
ani~als pastured. Careful though t was given to the 
selection of tubers and roots for fodder. Potato was 
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known to be a. humus-devourer! and I1S there wa.s not 
much humus in the soil, it was discarded in the 
beginning. 

Legumes formed the standard fodder for rebuilding 
the health of the animals. Manuring continued, and 
with better fodder-crops better corn-crop followed, 
although occasional droughts brought all growth to a 
stand-still. Theref01:e, hedges and trees were grown 
to ward off the severity of gales. 

Gradually peas, lentils, clover and lucerne became a 
part of the land which could not be previously grown 
there. According to Dr. Bratsch, all these were 
achieved by what he calls the bio-dynamic force. 
Intensive bio-dynamic manuring was carried on which) 
consisted really of compost assisted by auxine 
preparations. 

Bio-dynamic method of treatment. 

By bio-dynamics is meant the utilisation of the 
forces of living things, a. balancing arrangement of 
plants, animals, birds' and insects as found in the 
overlasting recurrence of the forest and the jungle in 
nature. Nature is copied and nothing is neglected. 
Bio-dynamic treatment also included careful 
composting, helped by special injections of rotted 
vegetable matter, believed to contain auxines or 
hormones. Some early-growing crops were sometimes 
sprayed with a solution of these vegetable hormones. 

Pastures were developed which grew' lucerne. 
Pastures were necessary for the health of ,the cows. 
Some of the badly-affected cattle were destroyed in 
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1928. ['he rest showed the finc effects of the bio
{lynamic method of treatment of the fltl'lll plants and 
animals, or the added na,tural forces of rejuvenation 
and healtb. The herd was given a variety of food 
grown on the soil. 

Marked success followed rapidly, und the poorly 
cattle showed improvement and began to cl11ve. Milk 
production incooased astonishingly, anc1 aner some 
time the whole aspect of the farm was changed. 

Fodder changed its character frorn eO!LJ:SGneSS to 
fineness and softness. T:Qe result was not, brought 
about by the usual method of coarse dunging but by 
the use of predigested manure or cmnpost. This 
compost was a fine material £01' reviving the Boil to its 
ancient strength and giving life lihrollgh it to plants 
and animals. 

The land became a true home not only of the cows 
and their attendants but a home for plants and birds 
and insects, everyone working to help the common 
object of the hlossomitlg forth of lift:. Even some of 
the concentrates given to the cows were grown on the 
soil. There was an addition, later on, of forty 110 
seventy swine which also received theit food from the 
fa.rm. 

"It is always a cause of wonder how right 
actions work out in their varied way within one 
organism. If a farm is built up upon an insight 
into the natural dynami,c happenings and living 
associations of various natural cycles, there is 
built up from within a powerful unity." 

-(D1·. Wrench, lnd'ian Fa1'm,ing, Dec. 1940.) 
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This knowledge was applied to feeding and 
to the management of the cows. The new heifers were 
surpassing their mothers in milking performance, and 
this was not due to feeding great and protein-rich 
quantities, but to the varied and general goodness 
of the foods. 

Now, there was over-flow of health and, therefore, 
'over-flow of milk which was supplied to the 
neighbouring estates. Trte calves became objects 
,of admiration to visitors and passers-by, 

, ' 

"Unity of animal, plant and soil" 

"The facts stand before us like a mi:racle. Out 
of this sandy floor has come a fount oi animal 
health. The one-time sick herd bas acquired a 
second health." There were qualities sleeping 
unrevealed in the sandy soil which came to life at 
the touch of the magician's wand of the scientific 
agriculturist who believed in one-ness of life, who 
believed in imitating nature and allowing nature to 
work in her own way for healthy and unhampered 
growth." 

"The far-sighted believer in life forces attended 
to plant-growing, and the plants took upoD 
themselves a new and lasbing constitutional 
capacity." 

"Scientific theory asserts that sandy soils are 
too lacking in acid calcium phosphate to serve 
animal breeding. This may well be so in the case 
of those business farms where- the unity of animal, 
plant and soil are not realized. "~ole, fortunately, 
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have been' able to build up this unity out of the 
coarse and fine worldngs of nature inspite of .the 
disadvantages of the climate and soil of Marien. 
hohe, and specially in view of the first foul' dry 
years of the new farm's existence, with its, at that 
time, poor supply of straw and the resulting 
stall-dung. All the more astonil:!hing it was that 
without any assistance from outside, without any 
chalk laid upon the fields and meadows, we got 
ca.ttle with such strength of bone. It was surprising 
to find that there was existing in the gravel itself 
an ideal and practical value quality."-(lb.) 

Use of cosmic forces of nutrition 

This value quality was developed and utilised at 
Marien-hohe. The quality passed on to tho plants and 
thence to the animals and to the men living on those 
plants and their roots, tubers and cereals and also 
the milk of the cows. The story of Marien-hohe is 

, an illustration of the use of cosmic forces of nutrition 
, brought to bear on soil, plant, animal and man. 

What an enlivening picture the story of Marien
hohe creates! Cannot India under an Indian Dr. 
Bratsch and his inspirer Hudolf Steiner, also 
accomplish the miracle of Marien-hohe? 

Dr. Wrench in his article "Health Farmers and 
Doctors" in the Indian Farming cited froID some 
writings of the well-known farmer Sir ]3ernard 
Greenwell: "A fertile soil means healthy crops, healthy 
animals and last and not the least healthy human 
beings." 
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"Health is a whole. There is no separate human 
• 

health, no separate animal, no separate vegetal~le, 
no separate Boil health, and the way in which this 
whole can be got and 'maintained is that every living 
thing in it after its death should not be treated as, 
waste but be retul'lled to the soil. All del1cl animal 
and vegetable matter must be returned to t.he Boil, 
so as to live again, if the whole 01' health or life is 
to be preserved. This is the first rule of life that 
gives to it wholeness, holiness and heltlth." 

-(Indian l/armin(J, May, 1\141.) 
These writings make a refreshing read ing as 

they bring back to India the faith which under 
Western influence educated India seelDS to hrINe lost, 
a faith blooming forth in the eternal gardens of 
knowledge of the "Upanishads", 

The Indian experiments 

In line with the work of Dr. Bratsch stands the 
work of Sir Albert Howard of the Indore compost faille. 
He has not worked exactly for converting fi desert-like 
soil into a rich garden land with the help of a few cows. 
But he was working on paralJellines, inspired by the 
iidea that life was one in soil, plant .and animal, and 
that the ~oil would die when plants and animal [[tiled 
to return to the soil wh!1t belonged to it. The thing 
that gives life to the soil is compost 01' organic manure, 
made by the action of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria 
on vegetable matter, helped by cow~dung and urine. 

Sir A. Howard's story of work ill our land at Pusa 
and at Indore are no less romantic thl.tn that of 
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Dr. Bratsch of Marien-hohe. The basic ideas of both 
;are the saroe. The latter has described for us his 
.experiments and their genesis in his book-"An 
Agricultural Testament" (1940). His Indore process 
.has long been known in India and is worked at lUany 
places. His process carries no patent rights and he 
has provided elaborate details of working out, fLnd the 
'application of the method of composting. But, apad 
from the process itself, the inspiration of How[1rd and 
his method of working out forms a piece of literature 
of amazing interest to all who want to inor611s8 soil 
-fertility and improve food quality. 

Learning from the peasants of Pusa 

Sir Albert Howard came to Indin, as Imperial 
]~conomic Botanist to the Government of India in" 
the year 1905 and was attached to the Fusa 
Agricultura.l Research Institute. He teUt! the story 
·of his quest after truth thus in his book "Agricti\.tUl'rd 
'Testament" : 

"My real training in agriculture then began, 
six years after leaving the University and obtaining 
all the paper qnalifications and academic experience 
then needed by an investigflltor." 

"At the beginning of this second and intensive 
phase of my training I resolved to break neW 

.ground and tryout an idea (which first occnrred 
to me in the West Indies), namely, to observe 
what bappened when insect and fungus diseases 
were left alone and allowed to develop unchecked, 
and where indirect methods only, such as iropl'0\7ed 
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cultivation and more efficient vallieties were 
~mployed to prevent attack. This point of view 
del,"ived considerable impetus from a preiimina1:Y 
study of Indian· agriculture. The· crops growH 
1:>Y the cultivators in the l1eighbourhood of Pusa 

. 'Yere. remarkably free from pests of all kinds; 
such things as insecticides and fungicides found 
no place in this ancient system of agriculture. 
I decided that I could do no better than watch. 
the operations of these peasants and acquire, 
their traditional knowledge as quickly as possible. 
For the time being, I regarded them as my 
professors of agriculture. Another group of 
instruotors were obviously the insects and fungi 
themselves. The methods of the cultivators, if 
followed, \Vould result in crops practically free from 
diseases; and the insects and fungi would be useful 
for pointing out unsuitable varie.ties and methodE:! 
of farming inappropriate to the locality."-CP. HiO) 

"In order to give my crops eveq chance of 
being attacked by parasites, nothing was done by 
way of prevention, no insecticides and fungicides. 
were used, no d~seased matellia! was ever destroyed. 
As my understanding of Indian agriculture 
progressed and as my practice improved, a marked 
diminution of diseases occurred. At the end of 5 
years' tuition under my new professors-the 
peasants and the pests-the attacks of insect and 
fungi on all crops whose root systems were suitable 
to the local soil condition became negligible. By 
uno I had learnt how to grow healthy crops, 
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practicaI1y free from disease, without the slightest 
help from mycologists, entomologists, bacteriologists, 
agricultural chemists, statisticians, clearing houses 
of information, artificial manures, spraying 
machines, insecticides, fungicides and germicides, 
and all the other expensive paraphernalia of the 
modern experiment station."-(P. 161) 
In this way Howard discovered that the cause of 

plant diseases lay in unsuitable varieties or imperfect 
growing ofcropB. The pests to him were nature's 
warning that all was not well. Having found out 
that it is the diseased soil that draws harmful germs, 
bacteria and pests, to the crops, and that on a life
giving healthy soil crops llre not attacked by the 
pests,he established that plant disease was due to soil 
disease. He expounded what this soil disease was. 
_,-, Soil disease was the denudation of soil fertility on 
account of non-return to the Boil what should belong 
-to the soil-the animal and plant refuses and wastes. 
The Boil produced plants and the animals. The dead 
plants directly and through manure of cattle and men, 
feeding on plant or plant products, and the remains 
,of animals, all must return to the soil to keep the 
'health of the soil. This health of the soil is disturbed 
by the use of tractors and mechanical cultivation. 

Tractors do not void manure 

"The replacement of the horse and the ox by 
the internal combustion engine fmd the electric 
motor is, owever, attended by one great disadvan
tage. These machines do not void l1J'ine and dung, 
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and so contribute nothing to the maintenance of 
soil fertiJity."-(Jh. P. 18) 
Tractors and similar applia.nces help the robbing 

,of soil fertility and contribute to the development 
,of soil disease and consequently of plant disease. 

Artificial manures are contributory 
to soil disease 

"Artificial manures are widely used. 'rhe 
feature of the manuring of;the West is the use of 
artificial manures. The factories engaged during 
the Great War in the fixation of atmospheric 
nitrogen for the manufacture of exp)oaives had to 
find other markets; the use of nitrogenous fertilizers 
in agriculture increased until today the majority of 
farmers and market gardeners base, their manurial 
programme on the cheapest forms of nitrogen (N) 
phosphorus ( P) and potassium (K) in the market. 
What may be conveniently described as the NPK > 

mentality dominates farming alike in the 
experimental stations and in the country-side. 
Vested interests entrenched in time!'! of national 
,emergency have gained a str90ngle~hold." 

"Artificial manures involve less labonr and Jess 
trouble than farm-yard manure. 'rhe tractor is 
snperior to the horse in power and in speed of 
work: it needs no food and no expensive care 
during itA long honrs of rest. These two agencies 
have made it easier to run a farm. A satisfactory 
profit and loss account has been obtained. For the 
moment farming has been made to pay. But there 
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is anothee side of the picture. These chemicatls 
and these machines do nothing to keep the soil 
in good heart. By their use the process of growth 
can never be balanced by the process of decay. 
All that they can accomplish is the transfer of 
the soil's capital to current. 1'llat this is 80 will 
be much clearer when the attempts now being 
made to farm without any animals at all march 
to their inevitable failure." 

"Diseases are on the increase. With the spread 
of artificials and th'e exhaustion of the original 
Bupplies of humus carried by every fertile soil. 
there has been a corresponding increase in the 
diseases of crops and of the animals which feed 
on them. If the spread of foot-and-mouth disease 
in Europe and its comparative insignificance among 
the well-fed animals in the East are compared or 
if the comparison is made between certain areas 
of Europe, the conclusion is inevitable that there 
must be an inimate connexion between fault,y 
methods of agriculture and animal disease." 

'''l'hese mushroom ideas of agriculture are 
failing; mother earth, deprived of her manurial 
rights, is in revolt; the hind is going on strike; 
the fertility of the soil is declining. An examinu.ticn 
of the areas which feed the popul:1tion and the 
machines of a country like Great Britain, leaves 
no doubt that the soil is no longer a.ble to stand 
the strain. Soil fertility is rapidly diminishing, 
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particularly in the United States, Canada, Africa, 
Austrialia and New Zealand. In Great Britain 
itself real farming has already been given up except 
on the best lands. The loss of fertility allover 
the woXld is indicated by the growing menace of 
t-ioil erosion. The seriousness of the situation is 
proved by the attention now being paid to this 
matter in the Press and various administrations. 
In the United States, for example, the whole 
reSources of the Government are being mobilized 
to save what is left of the good earth."~(P. 20) 

India and scientific cropping 

It is strange that while our economists and 
.scientists in India are chiding their countrymen for not 
copying the methods of the West, for not utilizing 
mechanical appliances and scientific manures, for not 
establishing nitrogen-fixation factories for manuring, 
the West has already proved itself to be a bankrupt, 
!Lnd the better minds there are looking to the East 
for remedy from its agricultural practices handed 
down from times immemorial. Not that every thing 
done by way of manuring in the East is satisfactory. 
Far from it. But it contains the germ of truth for 
development in the right direction. Savants of. Europe 
have found ouh how to give that direction. It is time 
for India to have faith in her basic agaicultul'al 
and animal husbandry practices and improve them 
in the light of the failure of the West. It is 
for India to work out the methods of improving 
soil and animal health along old lines, enlightened 

3 
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by newer scientific knowledge of compo sting and 
bio-dynamics-things which already forID the basis 
of Indian soil plant and animal husbandry, without 
the cultivators knowing what those sciences were. 

Howard sees a life-cycle opemting through soil
plant-animal. Soil produces plants. Plants are 
ingested by animals and men. The plant and animal 
residues are returned to the soil with the life-giving 
qualities inherent in them; the soil receives fresh life, 
puts forth more leaf and more fruit on plants; and 
these return augmented in the next cycle. 'l'hus the 
life-process goes on. If men put themselves in tune 
with it they succeed. If they do not, and run to 
artificial manures, these .cannot'save them. This life
cycle has to be understood, appreciated and brought 
to practical utilization. 'l'he West, in the opinion of 
Howard, has hitherto been lacking in the appreciation 
of this truth, so widely known and acted upon in the 
East. In the East the soil has been keeping up 
it3 fertility and the crops are free from pests. 

"All the phases of the life-cycle are closely 
connected, all are integral to Nature's activity; 
all are equally important; none can be omitted. 
We have, therefore, to study soil fertility in 
relation to a natural working system and to adopt 
methods of investigation in strict relation to the 
subject."-(P.22) 

The Eastern system has stood the test of time 

"Such are the essential facts in the wheel of life. 
Growth on the one side: decay on the other. In 
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nature's farming a balance is struck and maintained 
between these two complementa,ry processes. The 
only man-made system of agriculture-those to be 
found in the East which have stood the test of 
time, have faithfully copied this rule in nature." 

-(P.25) 

Europe has much to learn from Asia 

"In the East cultivation always fits in with the 
life-cycle in a remarkable way. In the West 
cultivation is regarded as. an end in itself and not 
as it should be, as a factor in the wheel of life. 
Europe has much to learn from Asia in the 
cultivation of the soil."-(P. 35). 

Artificials in Western culture 

"In almost every case,the vegetable and animal 
resid ues of Western agriculture are either being 
completely wasted· or else imperfectly utilized. A 
wide gap between the humus used up in crop 
:production and the humus added as manure has 
naturally developed. This has been filled by 
.chemical manures. The principle followed, ...... is 
that any deficiencies in the soil composition can 
.be made up by the addition of suitable chelllicais. 
This is based on a complete misconception of 
plant~nutl'ition. It is superficial and fundamentally 
unsound. It takes no account of the life of' the 
soil. Artificial manures tend inevitably to artificial 
nutrition, artificial food, artificial animals, and 
iinally to artificial men and women."~(P.37) 
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"In the years to come chemical manures will be
considered as one of the greatest failures of the 
industrial epoch. The teaching of the agl'icultul'l11 

; economists of this period will be dislllissed as· 
superficial."~(P. 38) 

Nature's manure-factory in India. 

There is no reason why we in India Elhould,. 
for· a moment, be allured by artificial manures. We 
have known that by composting, leafy matter and 
stalks, in fact all soft yegetable and animal matter 
may be made into very superior manure. A tropical 
suIl.'liand rich monsoon over wide tracts of Indil1. 
cause leafy structure to grow everywhere in cultivated 
or neglected areas, in house corners, along sides-paths. 
and drains, in bushes, in clumps, by rivel' banks 
and on embankments, on ridges that part field 
from field. The leayeE! store the sun's energy I.1nd 
manufacture proteins and carbo-hydrates. These are 
standing, living manure factories at the command 
of every peasant. The stumps left after harvesting 
also are materials for composting in the nature's 
manure-factory. The peasant has only to collect 
them and with an admixture of the dung aud urine 
of cows to compost, to make the natural manure
factory product to be converted into humus to be 
applied to the soil. With such abundant and costless 
manure factories, fostered by the sun l1nd rain und 
wind, why should India run after cl1tching nitrogen 
frOID the atmosphere by elaborate installation of 
dead machinery? The living machinery under tho 
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'patronage of the sun Cllll supply all the manurial 
needs better and cheaper than any artificial manure
factory can ever hope to produce. 

In fact, all plants are potential nitrogenous 
manures. When plants and bushes are burnt for 
fuel, the nitrogen which the sun fixed in the leaf and 
·bark for rejuvenating the soil is returned back to tbe 
atmosphere nnused. This wastage has to ,be stopped 
and all plant material and products are to be returned 
:to the earth after making them ready for absorption 
by composting with cattle-dung and cattle-urine. 

By the use of mechanical tractor and by the usc 
.of artificial manures. an animal-less cultivation can 
be conducted to profit for some time. But if· the 
matter is considered as a whole, if the loss of soil
.fertility and the cost of its re-establishment is taken 
into account, the profit will vanish. Agriculture is a 
step to nation-building, and when agriculture is 
.conducted with a view to the earning of immediate 
iprofits, the agriculturist becomes a bandit, 

Misuse of Agricultural Economics 

"But economics has done a much greater 
.disservice to agriculture than the collecting 
of useless data. Farming has come to be looked 
at as if it were a factory. Agricuture is regarded 
:as a commercial enterprise; far too much 
emphasis baa been laid on profit. But the purpose 
of agriculture is quite different .from that of a. 

.fnctory. It has to provide food that a race may 
lfiomish and persist/' 
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<I ...... In allowing science to be used to wring 
the last ounce from the soil by new varieties of 
crops, cheaper and more stimulating manures, 
deeper and more ,thorough cultivating machines,. 
hens which lay themselves to death, and cows 
which perish in an ocean of milk, something 
more than a want of judgment on the part of 
the organization is involved. Agricultural research 
has been misused to make the farmer not OJ better 
producer of food but a more expert bandit. 
He has been taught how to profiteer at the 
expense of posterity."-( P. 198-99 ) 
The Indian economists and scientific advisers,. 

our professors of chemistry and physics in theoretical 
spheres, advising the nation on agricultural methods:. 
on the establishment of artificial manure-factories, 
and on the use of artificial manures, should take 
note of this warning of a British scientist who has 
spent his life in India and who is now stirring 
himself in awakening England, America and the rest 
of the scientific world to the dangers of modernism 
in agriculture, in plant and animal husbandry. 

We, here in India, cannot sit compJacently. We 
have much to do to make useful our useless cattle,. 
to revitalise our soil and give life to our gravel. 
We have been making no use of human excreta,. 
urine and faeces; we are burning our cow-dung and 
not utilising cattle-mine which practically runs to 
waste. We have to conserve these. Cow-dung will 
continue to be burnt till the peasant is shown .the 
way how to avoid it. But about human excreta 
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and cattle-urine, there is no excuse. Their waste 
can be materially minimised. 

The value of composting 

We have known the value of composting. One 
measure of cattle-excreta can convert 5 or 10 measures 
of plant-refuse inbo composb which is superior to 
cow-dung in manurial value. We have known that 
cattle-urine is as' valuable as cattle-dung.' Fifty 
years ago Dr. Voelcker pointed this out to us. In 
recent American experience the same knowledge is 
con5rllled [tud repeated. 

Eckles in his "Dairy Cattle and Milk Production" 
(P.481) shows that a 1,OOO-ibs cow excretes 8,0001bs of 
urine and 18,000 lbs of dung in a year. The manurial 
value of 8,000 lbs of urine is $ l3'GO, whereas the 
value of 18,000 lbs of dung is $ 13'10. He writes: 

"It is a fact often lost sight of in practice 
that the urine of animals contains by far the 
most valuable fertilizing constituents of the 
excreta. That point is brought about by the 

, figures given I1bove where it is shown that 8,000 
pounds of urine excreted cDntain practicalJy the 
Rame f1mount of nit.rogen as the 18,000 Ibs of 
dung. One t,on liquid cow-manure has a total 
value of $ iH55 01' $ 1'45 more than a ton of cow
dung, These figures emphasise the necesssity of 
preventing the loss of the valuable part of the 
0xcrements."-(P, 481) 
If, for circumstances over which the peasant 

has no control, he has to use cow-dung partly or 
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wholly as fuel, the urine can be saved and fully 
ut.ilised even at the present moment. r:I_'hen again 
we now know that composting is much superior 
to dunging a field.· That compost we can make 
out of any blesEed thing coming out of the earth 
or from any refuse. If we make the best use of 
all human excreta and urine, if we utilise the 
cattle-mine fully and utilise these for making 
composts, we shall be very largely manuring the 
soil. The soil, fed by composts, will give us better 
yields and more nutritious food. Better yields will 
go to supply greater quantities of fodders for our 
cattle. They will have more to eat, they will make 
up their deficiencies, and eat yet more and give 
more excreta. These again will produce more and 
richer plants. Ultimately, where there is no acreage 
under fodder now, some acreage will be available. 
Once this process is begun, at every turn of the eycle 
better and better results will be obtained. 

Plants will be healthier and bear more fruit, ; !Den 

and cattle will be healthier and stronger by being 
lllaintained on better food, and the soil will be happier 
and healthier by getting more and more composts. 
The "mischievous cycle" enunciated by the Royal 
Commission and talked about by all prior and 
subsequent economists and authors will change into 
a magic cycle of health and happiness. Cows will 
give more milk and this will contribute townrd" 
mf1king the human population hitppier and I:ltronger 
and (I iseaf:le-refli stant. All-l'ound bliss will ~hOWf'l' on 
us. When we have been able to feed· a little better our 
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·so-called useless cattle population, we may shift even 
at the beginning of the process some of them to 
our gravel .and ~6sa1' soils and start making Marien
hohes there. All these and more are possible. In fact, 
there need be no tone of pessimism and no wild 
.and unhealthy talk about artificial .manures, artificial 
birth controls, and slaughter of those animals 
which are real mothers of prosperity. Even in their 
apparent usel~ssness, the so-called useless cattle will be 
economically useful if we know how to make compost 
out of their urine 1.1lld dung and utilise these manures 
fully in the fields for better crop production. The 
cow will pay for her maintenance through the increased 
output of compost made from her dung and urine and 
cease to be a burden, and to stand as a wall before 

·our economists and scientific men. Then, when the 
useless animals are made 11seful in disregard of the 
exhortations of scientists and economists to slaughter 
them, and as these begin to pay their way, other very 
mapy blissful things will follow, if we stick to thoee 
sound, basic principles that helped to keep India alive 
inspite of our intelligent men themselves following 
:and calling upon others to follow the lead of a dying, 
,hungry, self-centred, monstrous machine-civilisation. 

Side-light on the newer knowledge of 
soil, plant and animal husbandry 

We left Sir Albert Boward at Pusa where he 
hl1d tried experimentally the, lessons learnt from his 
unlett.ered professors-the peasants.and insect pests. 
He put th~ new knowledge to ,US6; Side by side 
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with modernised agricultUl'e at Pusa, the rejuvenated. 
. but basically ancient plant and animal hnsb.t1nclry 
experiments began to be conducted by him. He soon 
proved that the pests cease to trouble as soon as 
soil·health is returned by the discontinuance of 
artificial manures. He proved that artificial manures. 

• and plant and soil diseases go together. 
Like the Marien-hohe people, but nearly f1 score 

of years previous to the Marien-hohe experiment, 
Howard had got 6 pairs of bullocks to do his plot of 
farming. The animals were fed on the produce of 
his farm which were more healthful than the 
produce of the artificially-manured farm. His bullocks. 
responded to the new treatment. So mnch so that 
they became resistant to infective diseases to a large 
exten!;. The usual Pusa farm animals were kept in Ib 

shed and Howard '8 animals were separated from 
them by a hedge. The fOJ'mer developed foot-and
mouth disease; and though Howard's bullocks 
were separated from them only by a hedge, and 
though these animals rubbed their noses against the 
noses of the affected animals, they remained 
wonderfully immune. Their healthy food and 
consequent robust health protected them. 

Howard's work in Indore 

After the Pus a experiments, the field of Howard's 
work was shifted to Indore where experiments on 
cotton cultivation were conducted at the instance 
of the Oentral Cotton Oommittee. He tried the use 
of compost here for prevention of disease, or for the· 
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development of· disease-resisting capacity, Compost 
which had hZ61//,as (vegetable mould) as its ultimate 
component not only improved the disease-resisting 
quality but also improved the crops. From Indore the 
method of making composte and of manuring the crops 
with them gradually spread to plantations in and 
outside India, 

In 1931 on reading an article entitled "The waste
products of Agriculture," Mrs, Kerr was moved to make 
experiments on rice. Her place was a Leper Home 
in the Nizam's dominions, The fields received in Plot 
No, (1) 2'5 to 1'5 inches of compost ploughed in; Plot 
No, (2) some rubbish and 0'5 inch of compost ploughed 
in; and Plot No. (3) received nothing. All the Plots, 
1, 2, 3, were equal in area, being 6,364 square feet and 
aU received the same measure-6 lhs of seed. The 
yields were as under : 

Paddy Straw 
No.1 Plot. 422 lbs. 138 bundles 

No.2" \!.3ti " 106 " 

No.3" 60 " 40 " 
In other words, No, 1 Plot gave 7 times the 

yield of paddy and i:l~ times the yield of straw a,s, 
against Plot No.3, Success followed the use of 
compost by the Indore process in various fields and 
plantations. Now, it is no more an experimental 
affair. 

In England OJ movement to improve the health of 
the inhabitants of the village Cheshire was being 
carried on recently, the basis of which was a, 
recommendation to the inhabitants to use health~· 
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giving food. Wheat raised on plots manured by 
composts was to be the principal cereal. The 
movement is spreading. 

The Indore Process 

The name of Indore is connected with the 
'process because it was first tried out there. The 
process is simple. It needs collection of all 
vegetable wastes from fields,· plants and rubbish heap, 
and their treatment with cattle-dung and urine in 
presence of sufficient moisture and wHh a good 
-deal of aeration. This does tbe trick. The compost, 
made according to the process described later on, is 
a much superior article to cow-dung manure. 
By the introduction of this process not only the 
quantity of available manure is very much increased 
but tlle product becomes superior to cow-dung as 

- applied usually. 
This simple measure is likely to increase the yield 

of cereals, beans, and grasses. What a potential 
capacity of the yields of cultivated area opens up 
before us in the use of the compost! By the adoption 
of this method of manuring the pressure on the soil 
will be significantly reduced; more area will be left 
free to come under foddm' crops, giving unbounded 
health to the emaciated and famished cows. There 
is a chronic want of food for 40 millions of "average 
men" in India as calculated by Dr. Radha Kamal 
Mnkerjee. This want will disappear and the insoluble 
problem of feeding the surplus cattle or the entire 
,cattle population will be solved. 
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Other measures of improvement 
Of course, no single thing ean accomplish all that 

we want to achieve. Conservation of human excreta. 
and urine, conservation of animal waste and bone
meal, conservation of all rotting and ratable vegetable 
matter, proper cultivation, aeration of the soil, greater 
cropping of leguminous crops, and less hunger for 
running after money-crops like cotton or sugar or jute 
to the ex.treme limits which get over-produced, the 
prevention of the export of oil-seeds and. oil-cakes and 
their conservation and utilisation for oil pressing and 
then for cattle-feeding and manure, the attention to· 
tree fodders, the use of bone-meal as cattle feed-· 
all these and more will be necessary to be done .. 
And to bring this about vigorous healtby village 
organisations or Panohayats have to spring up. 

These items are all difUcult pieces of constructive 
work. Difficulli though they are, they point a way 
out of the morass of de~pondence which the Royal 
Commission and the long line of economists and 
scientists bave prepared fOl' us. The cry WI1S for 
the slaughter of cows and limitation of birth; and 
both being beyond the range of any neal' possibility, 
there was no hope either for cattle or £01' lllen in 
India. 

The discussions in Part II-"How to save the 
Oow"-and in Part IV on "The Dairy Industries"
open up possibilities of improvement of cattle and 
of economic salvation without having to take recourse 
to the slaughtering of cattle and to the use of 
contraceptives for men.· We may now proceed, 
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.confirmed in the belief that the cattle in India can 
be saved and that there is a chance of improvement 
-for both the cattle and the dairy industries. 

Mixed farming in India 

In this country there is no dairy industry proper 
except in a few towns. And this is natural and is IJ,S 

it should be. Pure dairying or keeping the cattle 
.exclusively for milk production is a novelty of the 
West where the cow functions only to supply milk 
and meat. The cow is kept so long as she will give 

:11 satisfactory quantity of milk, and after a certain 
age when milk is likely to fall, ahe is slaughtered 
for meat. Rarely do cows pass the age of eight 
years. In these eight years she gives four or five 
calves, and her milk-yield is naturally on the decline 
afterwards. To make dairying pay its way, sbe is 
fattened and handed over to the butcher at. the 
prospect of the fall of her milk-yield. The calves are 
reared only to the extent of keeping up the supply 
of dairy cows. The excess is handed over to the 
breeders for veal and meat from whom they find 
their way to the butcher. Of the males, only 
those that are required as sire-studa are reared, and 
all the rest of the male calves are fattened a,nd 
slaughtered. The Dairy Industry is a side-line to· 
slaughtering or the beef industry. And it is for this 
very reason that persons familiar with the Western 
methods get impatient with the Indian practices, !1nd 
again and again the so-ci111ed ignorant peasant is beld 
up for castigation for not doing what bis Western 
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opposite number does, i, e, breed cattle for slaughter, 
keeping milking only as a stage in the process. 

In Europe they have no use for the bullock and, 
therefore, what they do serves their particular need 
of the moment. But it is doubtful, extremely doubtful, 
if they will be able to continue for long their present 
practice of cow-rearing for slaughter. It is beginning 
to dawn upon their wise men that artificial manure 
is no substitute for cattle-manure. The time may 
come when to meet the need of the supply of cereals 
3,nd grains, they may have to manUre their fields with 
cattle-manure. The cow will have to function then 
for the supply of manure. That time may come 
early or late depending upon maDy political factors, 
factors of exploitation, of war and of annexations and 
of mandates. Cbanges in these directions may force 
the cow in those congested European countries to 
function as the supplier of manure earlier than we 
can think of today. 

Milker and manure producer 

Whatever happens to Europe, our immediate concern 
is with India, and one has to be particularly on guard 
to see th:1t the importance of the cow as the mother 
<of the bullock and as the producer of manure is nof[ 
minimised. Already mischief has seriously begun 
an advertising the she-buffalo as the milch-animal 
in preference to the cdw. The she-buffalo is an 
usurper and is cutting ~he ground from below the feet 
<of the cow by the short-sighted policy of conducting 
.dairying £0J: profit unconnected with real economic 
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welfare and unconnected with the real value of her' 
milk assessed on its total nutritional content. 

The cow is the mother ,of the bullock and, 
theJ:efore, she hu,s to be maintained to keep up the 
supply of bullock-power for the land. She is a milker' 
also a.nd provides us with the most nutritious .food" 
a.vailable to man. Dairy, industry proper in the 
European sense is a misfit. In India the cow has 
to be maintained both for the bullock and for the 
milk. This means keeping the cow for the dual 
purpose of cattle-farming and dairy-farming. '1'0· 
these two functions is joined the most indispensable 
function of supplying manure, and it is from this. 
direction that it would not be surpising to see 11 

change quickly coming over in Europe, shorn of ' 
its colonial posaessions. If Europe is to grow het 
own food then it may not pay to slaughter cows. 
On the contrary, it may be obligatory to stop cow
slaughter for obtaining her manure. But out here 
in India, those who are advocating the establishment 
of the dairy ind nstry after the Western pattern are 
definitely misleading. The cow is the husb~ndman'8 < 

animal in India. She will continue to procreate for 
cultivation principally, and she will be functioning 
to supply the equally important article of diet,. 
her milk. 

The Oattle versus Goat! 

.Fragmentary thinking illay spoil the future, as it 
has begun to do in lUore than. one direc~ion. Milk has 
already corne to be looked upon as an isolated item '. 
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of commerce. To obtain milk anyhow, and cheap 
milk at that, is the objective. The recent publica.tion 
of the Government Marketing officer is an instance 
of this. In his book-"'I1he Marketing of Milk-" tbe 
author is seriously advocating the keeping of goats ,as 
the milking-animal, the reason being that some goats 
give milk which may eq nal ,in quantity to the milk 
of some wretched ,cows. To this Department of tbe 
Government-the Marketing Department, marketing is 
every thing, and whether the Marketing Depal·tment's 
proposals cut across national welfare is no concern of 
the Department. According to it, goats are to be 
preferred to the cow for milking. Already there is the 
Government.encoutlLged movement for pitting tbe 
buffalo as the milclH1nimal. And now this new 
Depadment of Marketing is proposing to pit the goat 
also against the cow for milking. Will the goat 
also give us bullocks for cal'l'yin~ on cultivation? 
'rhe goat with its pail' of close~set teeth pl'otrudiug 
out on the muzzle can cut grass in the pastures to 
the very root. Pastures over which tbe goat has 
passed grazing are no good to the cow. Before the 
grass attains the size suitable for being grazed upon 
by the cow, the goat forestalls her and makes the 
pasture unfit for the cow. Yet, there is this ab~urd 
recommendation for rearing goats for milk. 

"Goats of certain breeds give as much milk 
as some of the cows, while their initial cost is 
comparatively small. The Provincial Arumal 
Husbandry Departments should, therefore, pay 
greater attention to the improvement of goat breeds 

4 
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and to their introduction in suitable areas."
( Report on Marketing of Milk. 1942, p, 285.) 
There is no expression of apprehension at all of 

hurting the cow .by the emphasis put on goats. No 
thought is given to the fact that the cows will 
be suffering if more goats are bred with t.hem, 
and ultimately the main supply of draughl;-power 

for India will suffer. There may be immediate 
gain to the goat-milk producer. Obl3ervntions and 

recommendations like these come out of fmgmental 
consideration of problems of national importl1,nce. 'J.'his 
spirit pervades almost all Government c1epI1l'tments. 

Rail ways cut across the -country and throw 
embankments obstructing the natural dl'n,inage, and 
ruining the agriculture of miles after miles of bud. 
But who cares and who considers? 'l'he HOJilwl1Y 
BO[1,rd wants to construct permanent; WI1y8 f.Lt the 
cheapest cost and if their plans cnt across the 
greater interest of the population, it i:·~ no eoncerll 
of the Railway Boa,rd. If their imllladin,te pwfit 
motive is served, no other considm'f1tioll is [tllowed 
to stand in the way. The same is tho tale about 
c[LlJalisation and irrigfttion; and the HalIte about 
plantations too. 

Need for all-embracing thought 

Thinkers anc1 patriots should have width of outlook 
to juc1g .. " a scheme from the general nt,ility view. 
Elhort-sighted fra.gmental consirlemtions are overcome 
when the oneness of interests in all social, political 
and imlllstl'ial matters are realised. 
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I have discussed in SOIDe detail the oneneSB of the 
problem of the Boil, plant, animal and 111an. When 
all the four are considered as one, the proper 
perspective is obtained. The sallle applies to animal 
husbandry and the dairy industries. If we detach 
them we step towards failure; if we consider thelll as 
one we take the right line. 'l'his right line bas to be 
taken. Dairying has no place without a cOllllideratiou 
of [Lllimal husbandry, allimal health, lHld soil health 
in general. 

Cattle industry, l1griculLure, the dairy industry, 
me all phttses of Olle and the same jllc1ustry with 
the cow at the centre. 

The cow-centred India 

We shall, therefore, look upon the cow not as 
a bl111ock-sujJpliel', llor flS a giver of milk or a 
dairy anImal, nor as a supplier of manure, but shall 
regard her as a combination of all these in one. 
Oonsidera'tion of nOlle of her three functions need 
be made secondary. "When we' speak of the cow 
as the mother or the bullock we need not and should 
not minimise her illlportfLllce as a dairy animal and 
as a manure-giving animal. Similarly, in dealing 
with the cow as a dairy animal, we must not regard 
her other t.wo functioJls, procreation. of t,he bullock 
and manure production, as of secondury iUJportance, 
As for the consideration of the cow as a manure
giving rmimlLl, the impodance of it is just beginning 
',to be uuderstood. As a wanure-giver her function 
is hal'd ly of less iill portance than her functions as the 
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mother of the bullock and as a dairy animal. She 
is the suprel;lle animal before us supplying bullocks 
for tillage and for traction, supplying man11re for 
the growing of crops, and supplying milk for hUl11l1ll 

subsistence. She is valuable and deal' to us on aU 
these three counts and more. She stands before 
us to take our adoration as an emblem of the whole 
animal world in relation to man. 'I'his aspect is 
of no less importance than her purely economic' 
aspect. This superior aspect of relationship has put 
her on a higher plane before us. She is more than 
a Tl:lere animal to us. She is an expression, in form, 
of the higher aspiration within us for unification 
with all living things. She has to be loved, nursed 
and to be well taken care of. India is one htrge 
agricultural farm, inhabited by Indian farmers. The 
cow is at the centre of this big fal'111-honse. Oow
keeping-cum-agriculture is the one great industry of 
India. Nothing else can take its place. When the 
cow is allowed to ~hrive and multiply, mell will also 
thrive. If the cow is neglected, if the cow is 
slaughtered, ruin and devastation will be the feature 
of India as is the case now. The cow properly 
placed, trtated and loved, will allow India to come 
to her own. In developing the lost respect for her 
life and welfflre, respect for all life and the welfare 
for all will follow; and a healthy social atmosphere 
will develop. Misel'y and slavery that characterise 
India today will disappear from a cow-centred India. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE INDIAN COW 

1. Ancient knowledge of veterinary science: 
'I'he cow has been an object of special care and 
affection in India from the earliest times. Our mental 
attitude towards the cow as representing all animal 
life hf1S shaped the civilisation of India. 'l'he cow 
has been the wealth of the wealbhy in India for nwny 
centuries past. Yet it iFJ strange that in spite [til these, 
not much ancient literature on the cow is available
its unntorny, its up-keep, and its diseases and curea. 

Recently Mrs. Leslie H. ShirlELIV took pains to 
sllllllllarise the bibliography of our ancient. books on 
the veterinf1l'Y science and practice. While SOllle very 
interesting and importltnt books have been catalogueti 

by her on horse-keeping, very little of serious 
importance has been discovered about the litel'ature 

on cow-keeping, What has been brought. out is, 
howevel', a milestone on the way to the enquiry about 
the ancient liberature on cow-keeping. ~, 

2, The temple and altar: '1'he1'8 was undoubtedly 
a knowledge of the nnatomy of the animals, ~'o the 
early veLerinarians the temple acteil as "the anatomical 

---.---... ~- --~~---

::: A sbol't HisLory of AYUl'vedio Veterinary Litel'atme, by 
Leslie I-Il1milLon Shil'law, JomnaJ of the Vet8l'imtl'y Science and 
Animal Husbandry. Vol. X, P,"l'ii T. 
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laboratory and the altar as the post-?1LOrte11L table." 
But this was not all. Before the days of the Buddha, 
teachers used to lecture on comparative anatomy to 
their students on occasions of animal sacrifice, and 
the students to practice evacuation on the urinary 
organs of the dead animals, scarification of their 
hides, venisection on their vessels and extraction by 
the renioving of their teeth. It was possible thereby 
to, acquire a basic knowledge of surgery. 

3. Veterinary science and military transport : 
During the post-Vedic period Sanskrit literature is 
full of references to the veterinary science. The needs 
of the army naturally created special interest in the 
horse, the elephant and the bullock, as constituting 
the two arms-the fighting and the transport arms 
of the forces. Vetel'inary science was included in the 
curriculum of the medical schools of the time. In the 
A1·thasastm of Kautilya, reference is made to the 
highly organized state of the Live-3tock Department. 
What Ohandra-Gupta Maurya did for his veterinary 
department. the present Gove1'llment in India is still 
trying to do. In fact, the best-organised dairies 
and remount departments of today belong to the 
Government of India military departments. r_l_1he 
Emperor Asoka carried the advancement further by 
the establishment of hospitals for lllen and animals 
all over his empire. 

In SHkmniti of the 9th century mention is made 
of superintendents of State departments for each 
variety of domestic animals under each of whom a 
specially qualified veterinary officer was appointed. 
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4. Salihotra and his works: Of all the authors on 
veterinary science the name of Salihot1'GJ stands out 
{)l'ight and still shining. After him veterinary science 
·came to be known by his name---':Salutel'i of tbe 
Greeks, and the veterinarian was the Saluter. 
Balihotra I1ppears to be the name of a village near 
'Tl1xila from wbich our famous autbor took bis name. 

Salihotra taught the histol'Y, training, feeding. 
·stabliog tLnd grooming of the hOI'se, and also how 
to treat a horse in health and disease. The best
known illttllUScript of Salihotra is preserved in the 
Ind la Office Librar.v. 

In 1788, Earles, au Englishman, published a 
treatise on horses - "Salotel' or a complete system 
·of Ind ian FMl'iery, in two parts". 'rhe manuscript 
-of this tmoslation is preserved in the British Museum. 

'l'here are other editions of 'Saluter' extant. The 
ijatest one is a Bengalee book by Nidhiram Mukherjee 
-"Salihotra Sam-Sangl'aha"-in which the author 
;appe'Ll's to have derived his materials from Salihotra 
:and other books. The next best-known veterinarian 
is Jayadutta Suri who also wrote on horses. The title 
·of his book is "Asva Vaidyakam". This book may 
have been written about the 14th or 15th century A.D. 

Similarly, several well-known books can be traced 
to their authors on elephants, but very little has been 
left of the written knowledge of the ancients on 
.cow-keeping. May be, this subject was developed by 
persons who propagated the art and science through 
their own sects in different parts of India, and no 
celebrated personality arose to put down in wl'iting 
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all that was known and practised, It cannot be t.hat 
while veterinary knowledge on horse and elephants 
had flourished, such an important animal HS the cow 
was neglected. The only written lllaterial available 
today is the reference to cattle medicine in Sanskrit;. 
literature and in the Pn1'(('nas and Samh'itas. 

5, Veterinary science in Purana and Samhita: 
The Agni Purana contains sections on cattle disel1ses. 
In the J(?'ish'i Sang1'(ftha specific rules are given 
regarding the construction and sanitl1tion of cow 
stalls, the keeping and employment of cattle, !1nd 
there is a description of the diseases and trBl1tment 
of cattle, 

rrhe Pa1'aS(W I1nd the Atr·i Sarnhitas debail t,he 
propel' uses to which the cattle should be put. 'I'he 
gllkranit'i gives rules for ascertaining the age of bulls 
from their teeth, The Matsya P161'ana describes the 
proper type of bulls for "Brishotsarga"-a part of 
the Sradh ceremony performed by Hind us ali the 
death of their parents, 

6. Veterinary practice found in Ain-i-Akbari: 
'fIle following from the Ain-i-Akbcwi gives us lL 

picture of how the cow fared during the tiilles when 
Muslim kings ruled in Delhi. 

"Throughout the happy regions of Hindur,tha,n, 
the cow is considered auspicions, and held in great 
veneration; for, by means of this animal, tillage is 
carried on, the sustenance of life is rendered 
possible, and the table of the inhabitant is filled 
with milk, butter-milk, and butter, It is capable 
of cfll'l'ying burdens and ell'awing wheeled carriages. 
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and thus becomes an excellent assistan~ for the· 
three branches of the government. 
"Though every part of the empire produces cattle 
of various kinds, those of Gujarat are the best. 
Sometimes a pail' of them are sold at 100 muhul's. 
rl'hey will travel 80 kos (120 miles) in 24 hoUl's, and 
surpass even swift horses. Nor do they dung whilst 
running. The uSllal price is 20 and 10 muhnrs. Good 
cattle are also found in Bengal and the Dakhin. 
'l'hey kneel down at the time of being loaded. 
'l'he cows give upwards of half a man of milk. 
"In the province of Dihli again, cows are not 
worth more than)O ... Rupees. His Majesty once 
brought a pair of cows for two lacs of clams 
(5,000 Rupees). 
"In the neighbourhood of Thibet and Kashmir,. 
the Quia,s, or rrbibetan Yak, OCClll'S, an animal of 
extraord inar}, appearance. 
"A cow will live to the age or twenty-five. m . 
"From his knowledge or the wonderful properties. 
of the cow, His Majesty, who notices everything 
wi1ieh is of value, pays much flttention to the 
improvement of cattle. He divided them into 
classes, and committed each to'the charge of a 
mercirul keeper. One hundred choice cattle were 
selected as I(hasa and called kotal. They are kept 
in readiness for any service, "and forty of them are 
taken unladen on hunting expeditions, ... ... .. . 
Fift,y-one others nearly as good are called hI11f-7cotaZ,. 
and fifty-one more, quarter-kotal. Any deficiency 
in the first class is made up from the second, and 
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that of the middle from the third. But these three 
form the cow stables £01' His Majesty's use. 
('Besides, sections of cattle have been formed, each 
varying in num bel' from 50 to 100, and committed 
to the charge of honest keepers. 
"The rank of each animal is fixed at the time of 
tbe public muster, wben each gets its proper place 
among sections of equal rank. A similar proceeding 
is adopted for each section, when selected for 

drawing waggons and travelling carringes, or f(H' 
fetching water (Vide Ain 22). 
"There is also a species of oxen, called gaini. 
small like gut b01'ses, but very beautiful. 
"Milch-cows and buffaloes have also been divided 
into sections, and handed Over to intelligent, 
servants. " 
"THE DAILY ALLOWANOE OF FOOD: Every 
head of the first khasa class is allowed daily 5*8. 
of grain, 1 and lid. of grass. '1'he whole .stable 
gets daily I 1nan 19 s. of molasses, whi~h is 
distributed by the Darogha, who must be a man 
suitable for such a duty, and office. Cattle of the 
remaining khasa classes get daily 6 s. of grain, 
and grass as before, but no molasses 2 are given. 
"In other cow-stables the daily allowance is as 
follows. First kind, (j s. of grain, l~d. of grass at 
court, and otherwise only 1 d. '1.'he second kind get 
5 s. of grain, and grass as usual. The oxen used 

1. Dana gl'am, see p. 142. note 1.-P.-·Ain·i·Akbal'i. 
2. Qand·i-siyah, see p. 142, footnote o. P. probaly gur.

~~in·i-Akbari. 
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for travelling carriages get 0 s, of grain, and grass
as usual. First class gainis get 3 s. of grain and 
1 d. of grass at court, otherwise only ~ a. Second 
class do., 2~ 8. of grain, and ~ a. of grass at court,. 
otherwise only! a. 
"A male buffalo (called ama) gets 88. of wheat 
flour boiled, 2 s. of ghi, ~ s. of molasses l~ s. of 
grain, and 2 d. of grass. The animal, when young, 
fights astonishingly, and will teal' a lion 3 to pieces, 
When this peculiar strength is gone, it reaches the 
second stage, and is used for carrying water. It· 
then gets 8 s. of grain, and 2 d. for grass. Female 
buffaloes used for carrying water get 6 s. of grain,. 
and 2 d. for grass. First class oxen for leopard
waggons 4 get 6~ s. of grain; and other classes, 5 s. 
of grain, but the same quantity of grass. Oxen: 
for heavy waggons got formerly 5 B. of grain, and 
It d. for grass; but now they get a quarter se?' less,_ 
and grass as before. 
"'l'he milch-cows, and buffaloes, when at court,. 
have grltin given them in proportion to the quantity 
of milk tbey give. A herd of cows and buffaloes is 
called that. A cow will give daily from 1 to 15 s. 
of milk; a buffalo from ~ to 30 B. The buffaloes of 
tbe Panjab are the best in this respect. As soon as 
tbe quantity of milk given by each cow bas been 
ascertained, there are demanded two dams weight 
of gh·i for every S81' of milk." 

-------_._--------- --,-----
3. Sher in India is the tiger, but shil' ill Persia is the lion. 
4. CHl'riagell for the transport of trained hunting leopal:ds. 

Vide Dook 11, Ain 27.-Ain-i-Akbari. 
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Things which could give us today an accurate 
idea· as regards the care and mf1nagement of the cow, 
their feeds, their diseases and their treatment, their 
breeding and the best breeding tmcts and types as 
these were in pre-British times, are Dot available 
in any of the several luan llscripts or printed matter. 
But the knowledge exists. There are still castes of 
breeders in India who know their job and are able to 
present the modern veterinarian with tbeir store of 
accumulated knowledge of the past. "Vhile much is 
being done to modernise the veterinary department in 
India, while valuable researches are being conducted 
for stamping out cattle disease and for fInding the 
nutritive value of Indian grasses, while E~tteIllpts 

are being made to preserve the distinct types of 
breeds still existing in India-while all these very 
valuable and urgent works are being done-it is at 
the Slune time necessary to find out the really 
q llldified and experienced men from amongst tho 
btock breeders and popnlal'ise what is known to 
them. and wlmt is [1 

expel:ience and study. 
from within. 

lHlturi11 development of ages of 
This would be an improvGlDenli 

7. 'fhe cow and Indian agriculture ;- 1'he cow 
in India is intimately and indissolubly connected 
with agricultme. She is the mother of the bullock, 
the supreme and only draft animal of the cultivator. 
Without the bullock there would be no cultivutioll, 
without them country roads would be destitute of 
! he one vehicle of land transport -the bullock cart. 
AIl,ut from the religious veneration in which the 
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.cow is held In India. it is a fact that she is the 
l1nimal all whom the well-being and normal life of 
India depends. The cow and agriculture being thus 
connected together, where there is good agricultmG 
the cow is also good; for, without efficient cows or 
which is the same thing without efficient bullocb, 
.efficient agriculture is impossible. 

Western thoughts and education have got such 
11 hold on the minds of our educated men that often 
we are led to beliGtle what is really our strength. 
'l'hat Indian cows are inferior and Indian agriculture 
is primitive, that the Indian agriculturist is ignorant, 
lazy [Lnd without initiative-these and such other 
hundred things we have taken as axiomatic truths. 
When going through the subject of animal husbandry 
and dairying, one painfully comes across too many 
Indian authors who have unreasonably condemned 
IndiaD methods and heaped condemnatory epithets 
on Indian peasants, which are as remarkable for 
ignorance as for contemptuou8 harshness. 

8. Dr. Voelcker's report on ag-riculture 1890: 
Indian agl'icull,Ul'e with which may .have "been 
bracketed Indian animal husbandry are not to be 
dismissed with a derisive smile. It is the unhappy 
lot of India in her state of political subjection to have 
to depend on British experts fOJ.' matters of opinion 
on agl.'icultnre or dairying. It is seldom that we 

; find men of science, without prejudice aod without 
1 imperialistic purpose behind, come out to India to 

learo ::md study and appreciate and give opinion on 
matters that vitally Q,f'fect Indian interests. 
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In the whole range of agriculturalliterlLture created 
under the auspices of the British Government in. 
India, two names stand out prominently. One is 
of John Augustus Voelcker PH.D., B.A. B.8c., F.I.O.,. 
etc., consulting chemist to the Hoyal Agricultural 
Society of England. He came to India on ~m agricul
tural mission in 1890. 'rhe other is of N onnan 
C. Wright M.A., D.Sc., PH.D. Director, Hannah DlLil'Y 
Research Institute, Ayreshire (Scotland), who came· 
to India in 1937 on a similar mission, to report Oil 

the develpment of the Catt,Ie and the Dairy Industry 
of India. Wright's special contribution is to the 
Dairy Industry. 

Doctor Voelcker was to 'report on the improve
ment of Indian Agriculture'. He was an agricultuml 
chemist and the services of an agriculturu,l chemist. 
was specially sought to make helpful recommendations· 
so that by the improvement of agriculture, the 
recurring famines of India could be stopped. His. 
commission was really a remote outcome of the 
Famine Commission of 1837 to implement its recom
mendations. 

Dr. Voelcker came as a scientific enquirer. In 
his opinion: "the attitude one ought to adopt in 
coming to a land full of novel conditions is that 
of a learner, and not of the adviser or the critic;. 
it is only when one has learnt something of the 
peculiar surroundings of hie subject that he should 
attempt to suggest anything, and this he will, if 
wise, do very cautiously, feeling how very much 
there is for him still to learn, bow much that he 
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will neveL' be able to learn." (P. 12) Dr. Voelcker 
toured over and .. stayed in India for thirteen 
months before he drew up his report-a report 
replete with scientifiic spirit and rare knowledge 
which will stand as a land-mark of understanding 
of Indian agriculture and animal husbandry of the 
present times. 

We shall look with Dr. Voelcker's eyes on Indian 
agriculture to understand both the agriculture and 
the cow in India. Regarding Indian agriculture 
Dr. Voelcker wrote in his report; 

I 

"It is a much easier task to propose improvements 
in English agriculture than to make really valuable 
suggestions for that of India, such suggestions, I 
mean, as have a reasonable chance of being carried 
out. Altogether the condition of the cultivating 
classes, the peculiar circumstances under which 
husbandry is carried on, the relations of the State 
to the people and many other factors, have to be 
taken into careful consideration before one can give 
an opinion, and even that opinion must be given 
in very guarded terms. As India is naG covered 
by one people but by a number of different and 
diverse peoples, so it may be said of the agricultttre 
and its systems as practised ip different parts. 
That it not only needs, but will repay close and 
careful study, I am convinced; and until systematic 
enquiry be made, not in a hurried way in which 
the exigencies of the case have obliged me to 
pursue my enquiries, but by patient watching 
and learning, no really sound knowledge will be 

5 
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obtained, nor any great improvement be intelli
gently inaugurated."-( P. 10) 
9. Indian agriculture not primitive or back-

ward: "On one point there can be no question, 
viz, that the ideas generally entertained in 
England, and often given expression to even in 
India, that Indian agriculture is, as a whole, 
primitive and backward, and that little has been 
done to try and remedy it, are altogether erroneous. 
It is true, as indicated above,. tbat no matter what 
statement be made, as deduced from the agricul
ture of one part, it may be directly contradicted 
by a reference to the practice of another part) yet 
the conviction has forced itself upon me tbat, 
taking conditions under which Indian crops are 
grown, they are wonderfully good. At his best the 
Indian q'aiyat or cultivator is quite as good as, and, 
in some respects, the superior of the average 
British farmer, whilst at bis worst it can only be 
said that this state is brougbt about largely by an 
absence of facilities for improvement which is 
probably unequalled in any other country, and thnt 
the 1'!7Jiyat will struggle on patiently and uncom. 
plainingly in the face of difficulties in a way that 
no one elBe would."-(P.P. 10.11) 
"Nor need our British farmers be surprised at 
what I say, for it must remembered that the 
natives of India were cultivators of centuries before 
we in England were. It is not likely, therefore, 
that their practice should be capable of much 
improvement. What does, however, prevent them 
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from growing larger crops is the limited I\l,ciEties 
to which they have access, such as the supply of 
water and manure,-(P. 11) 
A PERFECT PICTURE: "But, to take the 
ordinary acts of husbandry, nowhere would one 
find better instances of ~eping land scrupulously 
clean from weeds, of ingenuity in device of water
raising appliances, of knowledge 9£ soils and their 
capabilities; as well as the exact time to sow and to 
reap as one would in Indian agriculture, and this 
not at its best alone, but at its ordinary level. It 
is wonderful too how much is known of rotation, 
the system of 'mixed 01:0pS' and of fa.Howing. 
Oertain it is that I at least have never seen a 
more perfect picture of careful cultivation combined 
with hard labour and perseverance and fertility 
of resource than I have seen at many of the 
baIting places in my tour. Such are the gardens 
of Mahim, the fields, of Nadiad (the centre of 
th!;l 'garden' of Gujarat, in Bombay) and many 
others." -(Ibid,) 
Dr. Voelcker does not confine his eulogy only 

to the excellence of the cultivato}! and cultivation. 
When he comes to consider the manuring system, 
the agricultural implements and the watering 
appliances, he is equally full of pmise as will be 
found from the following paragraph. 

10. Machines and cultivators' implements: "It 
way be said generally as regards machines that 
where speed is not required, cattle power will 
always beat steam power in India,-(P. 224) 
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"Anyone who has watched the clever devices, 
of the native cultivators in the i,ntplements which 
they use for harrowing, levelling, drilling, raising 
water etc., will see that if anything is to replace 
the existing implements it must be simple, cheap 
and effective. He will, indeed, be a clever man 
who introduces something really prl1ctico.l. I was 
specially str\1ck with the effectiver:ess of a small 
hand-pick in common use for digging holes to put 
seedlings into. Another useful implement is the 
kodali 01' hoe; ,I have heard indigo planters say 
that, if they could o.fford it they would prefer to 

,have their fields broken up with this hoe l'athe!" 
: than with any kind of plough. 'fhe native raises 

the kodali above his head and bl:ings it down with 
force into the soil. It penetrates about 4 inches 
and brings up the soil in large blocks which ar€f 
left to weather down. Dub-grass can be 
exterminated in this way."-(P. 224-'25) 
"After seeing for myself what is used, and 
what have been suggested for use, I am 
obliged to conclude that there is not much 
scope for improved implements under existing 
cond I ',IU[U,".-( P. 'U 7) 

'fbe Indian plo'n(lh used to he pooh-poohed. But 
Dr. Voelcker fillds in it an efficient instrument and 
opines r,hat d pep ]l !ollghillg as against the so-called 
scratching by t.!, ; ndian plough would spoil the 
soil by ltllll',Vili II:tl subsoil water to evaporate, 
wheret1B the plough conserves the moisture 
in the suil 
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Dr. Voelcker's observations clearly show that thel'e 
is knowledge find effioienoy underlying the a,q1'io'll1l1wul 
'methods in India. Of course, these methods are 
in some instances capable of improvement, and 
Dr, Voelcker made suggestions, which, if really given 
·effect to by the Government of India, would have 
wholly changed the agricultura.l outlook of Ind ia and 
'Would ,have brought in mass prosperity to a, very 
large extent. Instead of doing the very necessary 
-things urged by Dr. Voelcker, the Government went 
·on in its own way and brought into being another 
Royal Commission (1927) a generation afterwards, a 
.commission of negation except for the organisation of 
-some Imperial Agricultural and Research Services. 

Dr: Voelcker had referred to the excellent state 
'of agriculture of those times, The latest Agricultural 
Commission brought out how efficient were the 
methods of cattle-breeding in India that have 
·preserved some of the types of cattle even in these 
.days of ignorance and neglect. 

11. Efficient breeding methods of India: ffhe 
Royal Commission on Agrioulture touched on this 
,subjeob in their report: 

"If enqniry were to be made into the history of such 
breeds as the Ponw!1r of the D,P., the Hal'iana and 
Sahi wal of the Punjab, the Thal'pal'kal' and Sindhi 
,(Karachi) of Sindb, the Malvi of Oentral India, the 
Kankrej of Gujarat, the Gil: of Kathiwf1l', the 
Gaolao of the Central Provinces, and the Ongola of 
Madras, we believe it would be found, in most 
,cases, that their excellence is due to the care 
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bestowed on them by the professional cattle 
breeders, usually nOlll adic, who were f"ormerly 
common in India, but who are now abandoning 
grazing as the result of spread of cultivation, 
Many references to these herdsmen and to the part 
they took in supplying cattle to cultivators will be 
found in Gazetteers describing former conditions 
in India. . In some localities their disappearance 
has been welcomed, for they frequently combined 

. the profession of crop raiding with that of cattle 
rea.ring ; but in districts in which they adhered to 
their legitimate business, their 10 SF! is to be 
deplored. They were the only members of tho 
rural population who paid att.ention to breeding, 
and understood the lll[Lnagement of cattle; they 
usually worked under unfavoumble conditions, but 
their skill in selection and tending cattle was Sly 

considemble that they were able to show good 
herds."-(P. 199) 
After Lord Linlithgow became Viceroy, a distinct 

drive was given to preserve the well-known breeds 
of the cow in India and generally to improve cl1ttle
breeding. It was estimated at the time of the 
Agricultural Oommission (of which Lord LinlithiTow o 

was the President) that 2 lacs or bulls were 
necessary every year for breeding all over India in 
order to make an effective start for the improvement 
and for the grading up of the neglected breeds. 
But where were the 200,000 bulls evel'y year to 
come from? They did not exist. In a country 
where there are 150 to 200 million heads of cattle, it. 
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is estimated that one million good bulls are needed 
at least at any one ~ime I1S against the ~tati8tical 

figure of the existing 5 million bulls, mostly scnl.b. 
,",ifhen these 1 million good bulls 111'e supplied then a 
a steady supply of two Jacs new bulls every year have 
to be kept up. In an attempt to supply bulls in the 
Government farms which had taken up cattle breeding, 
there could during the three years 19'23 to 1926 be 
supplied only 519 bulls. The largest supply, 320 
,bulls, went to the Punjab against its estimated 
necessity of 10,000 bulls per year. 

Why has this condition coroe about and hov, has 
it happened? 'l'he· story has not been fully told 

anywhere. There are, however, plenty of materials 
for forming an idea of how it came about. (144, 175, 
187, 359-'71 ) 

12. State aid for improvements in the past: 
Agricultural methods in India are of an improved type. 
The agricultural instruments are also suitable fOl' 
the purpose for which they are intended. Agricult.ural 
methods and the implements depend absolutely 
upon the capacity and will of the agriculturist. 
But in such a matter as animal husbandry individual 
efforts are not as irnportant as in agriculture. The 
State has to come in. And the State did come in 
the old days to fulfil, its proper function. The 
great irrigation works are instances. Without water, 
cultivation of superior type is hardly possible. To 
meet the needs of cultivation large irrigation works 
were accomplished through all the ages. Invaders 
had COIlle and left India and occasionally perpetrated 
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cruel acts of vandalism in destroying irrigation works. 
But stIll the urge on the part of the State to provide 
for. irriga.tion continued to operate. r1'he irrigation 
canals, the embankments, the dn,IDS and the large 
tanks distributed all over India show how the 
governing authorities discharged their duty in this 
direction. There is no system of irrigation equally 
applicable to all parts of India. The best and most 
suita.ble forms were selected for particular localities 
and the plans executed almost to perfection. I am 
not referring to the early days of Aryan rule. 
Latel', during the short Moghul period, just when 
things were settling down to ordered administmtion, 
we find excellent irrigation schemes undertaken 
and executed. The present Jarn1za canals of the 
British period are only extensions of the work of t.he 
past rulers. 

As population increased more land had tiO be 
brought under the plough and, therefore, more 
provision had to be made for water. Large tanks 
continued to be excavated all over India wherever 
they were needed for irrigation purposes. 

When British rule came, the new rulers were 
imbued with a superiority complex, and they succeeded 
in transplanting an inferiority complex in the 
minds of the subject people. Then began an all~ronnd 
deterioration in our individual and corporate life. 
What the Britishers did Dot understand was to them 
of no worth, and the men of Indian birth who were 
elevated to high positions by the new rulers also said 
so and believed that it was so. 
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13. Modern education dissociates men from 
village life: Agriculture, irrigation, canaiisation and 
cattle-breeding were not the 8ubjects that vitaily 
interested the early British administrators. They 
wanted loyalty, they wanted peaceful exploitation. 
A.ll measures were shaped to that end and the final 
blow was given when education also was shaped 
to serve that very end. The glamour of English 
€ducation was catching, and it was taken for granted 
that what was taught in the English schools and 
colleges were the subjects worth knowing and caring 
for. Education became theoretical, and was detached 
from application to daily life. It drew the attention 
;away from the essentials of life to the creation of 
hands to fill the IJlaces under the Government 
services; the whole education machinery was shaped 
for the creation of that two per cent required for 
flervice under the new rulers. Agriculture, irrigation 
.and cattle-breeding were subjects too mundane for the 
newly educated. They set the tune of social life and 
conduct. For several generations this has gone on. 
And it is, therefore, that in an oW, highly civilised 
.and densely populated industrial and agricultural 
>country like India, the essential knowledge of life 
;and living fell ont of tune with the trend of so-called 
·civilisation introduced by the British rulers. 

The village and the villagers were left to their 
fate. Out of the agriculturists a new class arose, 
the middle class, which learnt to understand J1nd 
translate into action what the British masters of India 
taught and desired. The villagers c()pied the example 
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of these men. The oultivators also learnt to desire 
English education for their children. An education, 
unnatural, unsuited to .the needs of the Jand and 
unsympathetic to the welfare of India, sprang up. 
No wonder that the cattle h1"eede1' vanished as referred 
to in the report of the Royal Commission previously 
quoted. (11) No wonder that the cattle has peen 
deteriorating. The real wonder is that it has not 
gone deeper down than where it is yet found. For, 
where is the place of a cattle-breeder in English
educated India? 

Kunwar Sir Jagadish Prosad, KC.S.l., C.I.E., 
O.B.E., member-in-charge of the Department of 
Education, Health and Lands of the Viceroy's 
_Executive Oouncil, while opening the third meeting 
of the Animal Husbandry Wing of the Boo,rd of 
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry in India, held 
at New Delhi in 11:)39, pointing out in his opening 
speech, to the causes that hindered the progress of 
Animal Husbandry, observed: 

"A third canse is that our system of education 
has hitherto bad a marked urban bias. The 
educated lndifLn as a class is, therefore, not wh!1t 
I might call animal-minded. He is not sufficiently 
interested in animal life. He is apt to l'egl1rd 
discussions fLbout the improvement of animal breed 
with amused indifference fLnd often with contempt. 
He regfLrds such topics, very often, as vulgar and 
hardly deserving serious attention from those 
immersed in the subtleties of higher metapbysics 
and tbe niceties of literary criticism." 
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And yet Kunwar Sir Jagadish Prosad, who was in 
charge of the Department of Education at the time, 
was easily satisfied. He did not mention how he 
proposed to change the type of education to make 
it "animal-minded" or as one might call it-village
minded. He was satisfied that His Excellency the 
Viceroy had been taking in~erest in the subject. 
He went on to say: 

"But I am glad to Dote that a welcome- change 
in outlook is noticeable, and in bringing it about 
the knowledge and enthusiasm and the example 
of His Excellency the Viceroy ho,ve played a 
noticeable part. He has done immense service in 
bringing home to us the dimensions and the 

. importance of. the problem of animal husbandry. 
Most provinces h:1Ve provincial and district live
stock associations. I trust that the impetus to 
cattle improvement given by His Excellency the 
Viceroy will abide." 
There ought to have been no such illusion. The 

impetus given by the Viceroy was already nearly spent 
up by the time this meeting was held, and His 
Excellency could do little unless the whole outlook was 
changed through a change of education in India. This 
is not a new subject-this barrenness and positively 
ha?'mf1tl nature of ed1l()ation in India. Even in 
connection with this very subject of the improvement, 
of agriculture and animal husbandry,. we find that 
as far back as fifty years, Dr. Voelcker clearly put. 
down what was needed_ in the matter of education~ 

What could not have been done in the fifty years, 
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that have elapsed? A new people, 11 new generation 
,of village-minded Indians, could have been created. 
But that would not have served the purpose; on the 
,contrary, that would have stopped the very exploitation 
upon which capitalist imperialism thrives. 

14. Dr. Voelcker on education and rural life: 
Dr. Voelcker (1890) had observed: 

"For rt;lyself without a knowledge of the languages 
and .. IL very limited one of the people, it was much 
harder to come to IL conclusion upon matters 
connected with Education, more specially that 
which would Illeet the miyat's WftDts, than to form 
an opinion upon what I could see with my own 
eyes, such as the practices of agriculture or the 
conduct of experiments. Agric1llt1l1'al education, 
again, cannot be taken out of its connection with 
general ed~~cation, and I had nei~her the time nor 
the power to acquaint myself with tbe systems of 
general education as carried out in different parts 
,of India. My observations upon the various grades 
,of schools where I think that agriculture might 
,enter as a part of the educational scheme may, 
therefore, not be assigned to their right divisions, 
or be only of partial ana not of geneml applicability 
to India as a whole."-(P, 378-'79) 
"There is very little doubt that tbe tendency 
,of education in tbe past has been too luuch in 
a purely literary direction, and that it has been 
diverted from, rather than tl1l'ued towards, the 
staple industry of the conntry, viz., agriculture . 
. Agriculture is by far the most general pursuit, and 
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it is that which contributes the bulk of the 
Revenue of the country. According to the Census 
Returns of 1881, 72 per cent of the whole male 
population engaged in some specific occupation 
are directly supported by agriculture, and the 
estimate of the ]'amine Commissioners was that 
gO per cent of the rural population live more or 
less by the tillage of the soil. Nevertheless, it 
is found that the tendency of the ed~LCation at 
the present time is to d?'aw the rising generation 
away j1'O'YIb the land, and to give a purely literary 
training which ends in a young illan making 
his aim the obtaining of a post under GoveWillent 
or the following of a profession of a 'Pleader' 
in the courts. Agriculture is not regarded as a 
profession but too often as a medium of deriving 
an income off the land; owners of land do not 
look to their property themselves but leave it to, 
the care of superintendents, and prefer to make 
money in the town by trading rather than by 
agricuHure. So it comes about that estates worth 
a 1110 of rupees are managed by men on a pay of 
Rs. 25/- a month; there is no intelligent farming 
class, nor 'even a good class of superintendents. 
The young man after receiving his education 
is at the end in Government employ; the 
student at any Agricultural Oollege will rather 
take Government appointments worth Re. 50/. a 
month than devote himself to the management 
of his farm 01' superintend that of some one 
else; and lastly there is a general impression that 
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every thing pays better and is more dignified than 
farming.---:-(P. 379) 
"The present system of ed1.1cation is not sufficient 
to create and maintain that interest in the ,. 
cultivation of the land, which ought to be taken in 
,an essentially agricultural country, and the only 
way to effect this is to substitute Ag1'io~llt~lral 

Educat'ion for a part of the present educational 
programme. The advantages of such a COUrse 
would soon be apparent, for, where so large a 
portion of those who are to be educated are brought 
up amid rural surroundings, it must be simpler 
to bring before them objects which rll'6 familiar to 
them in the every-day life than to instruct them 
.in the literature and history of a foreign country 
totally different to their own. The benefit of a 
more technical course of education is that it 
maintains the connection between the teaching 
which a lad receives and the calling which he is 
to follow in after-life; in no branch could this be 
more important in India than in agriculture. The 
teaching of the rudiments of science also is far 

c more likely to lead to habits of observation and of 
desire after enquiry, than a purely literary training. 
Even in the very simplest form of education the 
illustration of the lesson by means of the ordinary 
objects and operations of agriculture is the most 
ready help, and is more likely than anything else to 
awaken the interest of the scholar 'and to bring 
110me the lessons to his comprehension. Object
lessons can nowhere find mOl'8. apt illustrations. 
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'l'hen, as we go higher in the 8cl1le of education, 
the same subject is fertile in ideas familiar to the 
pupil, and then it is that an effort should be made 
to awaken his interest in the great industry and 
to impart a knowledge of its principles which may 
be of use to him in his after-career. Nor need this 
interfere with a lad's general education in reading, 
writing etc.; it merely helps his comprehension by 
bringing before him familiar objects, and gives him 
later on the opportunity of utilising the knowledge 
of those elementary principles which he has leu,rnt 
in his earlier days. When, as I have shown, the 
problem of agricultural improvement is so great a 
one, it becomes all the more necessary that early 
in life a sound teaching should be imparted in the 
elements of agriculture, . so as to enable those 
whose times will be largely spent in its pursuit to 
enter it with a fair understanding of its aims and 
guiding principles. "-(P. 380) 
This outspoken and sincere opinion of an agricul. 

tural chemist came out 6f the love he bore for 
agricultural pursuits.. He called agriculture. a 'career'. 
But agriculture had ceased to be a career to. the 
millions of India after the tl'ansformaUon wrought 
in its administration by British habits of thought 
and conduct. 

The object of British administration had not been 
to develop the resources of India for the Indian. 
The very basis of education was, therefore, from 
.the beginning of the administration wrongly and 
ignorantly. laid down. Lads were sent to·. school 
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not to take up any of the numerous professions of 
their fore-fathers but simply to get a passport to 
Government service or to any of the positions, newly 
opened up in the form of the numerous oCcuplLtions 
in courts from pleaders to peons. 

An agriculturist in India at the time of Dr., 
Voelcker (1890) could perhaps earll by his calling 
just enough to keep body and soul together. Now,. 
at the present time, the new village school opens. 
before its student a vista and a path by which he, 
may range with the exploiters rather than with the, 
exploited like his neighbours. The agriculturist sends 
his boy to the primary school surely not that the, 
lad might take up agriculture and be of help to· 
him in after-life, and be fitter in harvestin~ greater 
crops from the same field and more, milk from the 
same, herd. In a free county this would have been 
so. But not so in India under British rule. 

15. Education helping exploitation; Every ladi 
attending a school is a prospective exploiter. He is 
sent there knowingly or unknowingly for that purpose. 
That cultiva.tor-father who wanted bis son to be a 
cultivator after having completed his school education 
must be a rarity. And naturally so. The sum-total' 
of the cultivator's earnings might be 15 rupees pel" 
month, whereas his son after having passed the 
Matric examination would be in for a post in the, 
town which might bring him Rs. 25/-. This young man 
may spend the whole amount on himself 01' might 
by making a saving of say, Rs. 10/- per month, send 
the saving to his parents till he himself begins to. 
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keep his wife and child with him in any small or big 
town. This brings prestige to the father. The young 
m!1n was no more !1 cultivator. That reproach has 
been washed out. He was a middle-class gentleman. 
In this way, the middle class gentry ,vas being 
created and was being a.nnually added to the crowd of 
exploiters, till, by now, the question of unemployment 
amongst the middle class has become a new and acute 
aftermath of the method of peaceful exploitation_ 

I have put the money-earning capacity of the 
cultivator's lad at Ba. 25/-. But by chance he may 
get better posts_ He may earn Ra. 225/- per month. 
Even if one in ten thousands will do that, the rest, 
the 9,999 will aspire for it and strive to follow the 
same track tenaciously. Exploitation is at the root \ 
of the educational system of India_ Lads are sent 
to school not to acquire knowledge nor with the object 
of making them good and useful members of society; 
these are not tHe objectives. (568-'74,597) 

16. Education suited to agricultural welfare: In 
free countries where agricultural welfare means welfare 
of the nation, thin~s are shaped differently. A set of 
pictures froID' a book on dairy enterprise tells the 
tale of how things develop in America. 

"These several pictures prepared by the Federal 
Board for Vocational Education tell a true story in 
staged pictures of how vocational education in 
agriculture functions .. A vocational student started 
in the dairy enterprise by buying a pure-bred 
Gurnsey heifer with the proceeds of a poultry 
project. He, studied, gained experience, helped his, 

6 
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father to build up a pure.bred dairy herd and shared 
in the managerial and financial responsibilities of 
the developed dairy."-(P.11.-Dia1'Y Ente'rprises 
-McDowell & Field.). 
This is as it should be. For, in that country 

education is not directed to the purpose of 
maintaining exploitation. In India of 1890 as in 
India of today, agriculture was the least paying of 
all vocations. The cultivator cannot make both 
his ends meet, however clever and painstaking he 
might be. He sinks deeper and deeper into debt. 
Legislation after legislation has been enacted to save 
the cultivator from his appalling load of debt. But 
so long as the root cause remains, so long as the 
:administrative order continues to be what it is, there 
is no prospect of the type of education chfLllging or 
the profession of agriculture and animal husbandry 
becoming attractive. 

17. Saidapet Agricultural College, Madras: In 
the report of Dr. Voelcker mention is made of [L college 
at Saidapet, Madras: 

"The Madms Agricultural Oommittee (1890) 
reported that the results of agricultural educl1t,ion 
at the Saidapet College were disappointing, and 
that the sale object of most of the students jOining 
the College was to obtain employment or promotion 
in Government service, very few indeed of them 
subsequently engaging in farming."-(P. 382) 
The reason is clear. Farming under the circull1" 

stances in which the cultivators are placed, does not 
pay. And what was true about the Saidapet College 
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in 1890 is true of all the Agricultural Colleges today 
in India. The report of the Boyal Commission on 
Agriculture (1927) mentioned this: 

"An overwhelming portion of those who receive 
their training at agricultural colleges enter public 
service in the Agricultural Departments and it 

comparatively few join the college with the object 
of fitting themselves to farm on their own account 
or in the hope of employment in large farms arid 
estates. " 
This proves that that {losi t,ion bas remained 

unchanged. 
18. The gulf between Government and people: 

The Government and the people are two distinct units. 
While the people remain apathetic, the Government 
has been trying to improve and make efficient 
the laboratory and official side of agriculture. An 
efficient Research Institute hus been established by 
Governlllent and solid researches in veterinary science, 
in immnnisation, in feeding u,nd breeding and clinics 
are being conducted. Thi!:; is the easiest portion of 
it. The Government spends money, creates services, 
and gets hold of the most efficient men in India 
and brings over others frOID England to carryon 
necessary work. Able and faithful men do their 
job assiduously, and in consequence a mass of very 
valuable literature has been created. But most part 
of this knowledge remains l'eCO~'ded in the scientific 
bulletitls and files, and fills tbe shelv~s. They do 
not filter down to the fields to eurich the cultivators 
,as they shonlo, becaUFie the (}ovel'nment'is cut off 
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from the cultivator and also bec[tuse in basic matters 
their intersts clash. The Government is seriously 
faced with the fact tbat veterinary and anima1 
husbandry work done in the laboratory do not reach 
the cultivator, at least fall far short of what it should 
be. This is entirely due to the separation between 
the Government-cum-the-middle-classes on the one 
h!md and the cultivators on the other hand; 

His Excellency Sir M. Hallett, Governor of the· 
United Provinces, in opening the Fourth Meeting 
of tbe Animal Husbandry Wing of the Board of 
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry, held in November, 
1940, touched Upon this subject and admitted that the 
Government is not trusted by the 1'aiyat and that· 
what the Government cannot do may be rendered 
possi ble through non-official agencies. 

The first item on the agenda ran thus: "To review 
the present methods of di,~seminating amongst the 
rural population the latest informations regarding 
tbe management of different kinds of live-stock and 
make suggestions for its improvement." Upon this, 
His Excellency the Governor observed: 

"Your first item is a consideration of the present 
methods of disseminating amongst the rural 
population the latest information regarding the 
management of different kinds of live-stock and 
of suggestions for improvement. If a fal'mer is 
to become interested in improved methods of 
cultivation:; m improved methods of animal 
husbandry, Success is only possible by occula1', 
demonstration. It is necessary to show that the 
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products of a particular improved method are 
superior to the· products of tbe methods of 
.centuries, and that is indeed a difficult task. 
It needs widespread organisation and if that 
organisation is paid for by Government it means 
a lot of money arid we have not got the money. 
But I am never prepared to drop a scheme if 
it is really worth carrying out and is not mere 
,eye-wasb, merely because my Finance Department 
say that no money is available. There are often 
,other methods of securing some success. We must 
also remember that in this country the conservative 
and illiterate cultivator \s suspicious of direct 
Government propaganda; he is often afraid that 
the improvement suggested, if he adopts it, will 
mean an increase in rent or land revenue. (19) 
vVe must, therefore, make use of our educated 
land-holders and others to spread our ideaB.~' 
Sfr Maurice indulged in platitudes. On a 

·ceremonial occasion this was perhaps inevitable. 
Otherwise, the. Governor of the U. P. could not have 
,come clown upon the cultivator for his illiteracy and 
ihis suspicions. The U. P. cultivator demonstrated 
Ibeyond aU doubt that when the Government was 
,really willing to give something for his benefit by way 
·of improved methods within his means, he was very 
!prompt to take it up. The whole phase of sugar 
,cultivation changed in the U. P. in COUrse of 3 01' 4 
·years; every new variety 'of sugar cane introduced 
was taken up with absolute promptness as cuttings 
were supplied' ; and when in course of time something 
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better was offered in place of the last new variety. 
the newer ones were taken up with equal zeal as soon 
as the cuttings were supplied. It is altogether out of 
place to qhide the cultivator. The real thing is that 
the Government itself does not know in mosti cases 
the value of what is offered and also if it is within the 
reach of and suitable for tbe farmer. (264-65, 398) 

19. Agricultural improvements and revenue
enhancement: The discussion that followed on this 
subject wholly supported the fact that it was the 
Government which was lacking and not the cultivator. 
At that very meeting Mr. MankaI' of Bombay said: 

"Propaganda proves responsive, such as good bulls. 
and cows as found~tion stock. But as there is 
yet no definite source from whicb to meet demands, 
no constructive work of improvement can be begun, 
and hence the interest created by pl'opagand[~ 

COlleS to nothing but temporary awakening ....... 
There should be a link between propaganda and 
the supply of the means of improvment." 
Mr. Bruen, Live-stock expert, Government of 

Bombay, said; "Another great difficulty why 
propaganda failed to take root in r,hs villages \,vas 
thllt the moment some improvement was seen 1111 

inc?'ectse in the 1'evenue was imposed." 
Thus what was mentioned by Sir Maurice Hallett 

as an unreasonable suspicion of the cultivator about 
increase of revenue, WI1S shown by Mr. Bruen to be
too real. And this in Bombl1Y where the Government 
IS the direct authority for imposing enhancement 
of revenue! 
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The cultivator has been deprived of the capacity 
for maintaining agricuJt.ural improvements by 
cil'cumstances beyond his control. It is no good 
bhLllling him for his illiteracy or for his religious 
sentiments or for his conservatism. If he is illitel'ute 
it is the State that is to blame and not he. 

20, Problem of the cow insoluble? : We have traced 
certain of the processes that have worked towards 
rural decay, towards the deterioration of agriculture 
and of the cow which is the handmaid of rural life. 
We are convinced that restoring health to the cow will 
revive agriculture and village life. But, according to 
official opinion, the problem of the Inclian cow is 
insoluble. The last Royal Agricultural Commission 
brought out the situation in these words: 

"We are of opinion that the census figures suggest 
the evidence of a vicious circle. The number of 
cattle within a district depends upon and is 
regulated by the demands for bullocks. The worse 
the conditions for rearing efficient cattle are, the 
greater the numbers kept. tend to be. Cows 
become less fertile, and their calves become under· 
sized and do not satisfy cultivators who, in the 
attempt to secure useful bullocks, breed more 
and more cattle. As numbers increase or as the· 
increase of tillage encroaches on the better grazing 
land, the pressure on the available supply of food 
leads to still further poverty in cows, and a stage 
is reached when oxen from other provinces or male 
buffaloes are brought in to assist in cultivation. 
This stage has been reached in Bengal. The cows 
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of that province are no longer equal to whati, in any 
reasonably managed herd, would be an easy task. 
But, as the male buffalo is either not available or 
is not suited to ordinary field work, large numbers 
of oxen are imported to snpplement those locally 
bred. as cattle grow smalJer in size and greater 
'in number, the rate at which conditions become 
worse for breeding good live-stock is accelerated. 
For, it must not be supposed that the food reqnired 
by a hundred small cattle is the same in qUllutity 
as that needed by fifty of double size. As cn,ttle 
become smaller the amount, of food, needed in 
proportion to their size, increases. Thus jf a 
certain weight of fodder maintained 100 cattle 
weighing 10 cwts. each for a year, the same 
supply would last 200 cattle weighing 5 cwts 
each only for about 8 months. Large numbers of 
diminutive cattle are, therefore, a serious drain on 
a country in which the fodder supply is so scarce 
at certain seasons of the year as it is in India. 
4'The process has gone so far that India has 
acquired so large a cattle popttlation and the size 
of the animal in many tracts is so small that the 
task of reversing the process of deterioration and 
of improving the live-stock of this country is 
now a gigantic one; but on improvement of cattle 
depends to a degree, that is little understood, the 
prosperity of agriculture; and the task must be 
faced."-(P. 191) 
Then again: " ...... , it will be useful to examine' 
the subject of live-stock improvement from the 
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cultivator's point of view. That the cattle of Indin 
are dete1'io"ating for reasons parbly though not 
entirely outside his control is the view of It number 
of experienced \vitnesses who gave evidence before 
us. This process must be arrested if the cultivator's 
position is not to suffer." - (P. 199) 
In order to alter the position the Commission 

. thought that the mental attitude or the cultiv&tor 
regarding his responsibility for maintaining his cattle 
in a fit condition must be changed. He must sell 
<Jff the cattle if he cannot maintain them. It is 
not understood what his mentality has to do with 
his inability to better feed his cows. Selling off the 
(lattle as suggested in the Report is no solution. 'The 
buyer will be able to do no better, and the cultivator 
who could not afford to feed his herd properly fol' 
want of means can still less afford to keep his land 

fallow after disposing of his herd. So this is no 
solution. Other factors of the problem intrude as the 
Commission recognized. 

"Apart from fodder shortage the cultivator's efforts 
to improve his stock may be nullified by an outbreak 
of contagious disease. It is, indeed, the loss from 
disease that tempts many td keep a larger stocle 
than is absolutely necessary, and this increases the 
difficulty of feeding properly."-(P. 200) 

The Report has found no solution for removing this 
difficulty. Efforts ttre being lllttdellby the Government 
to combat the devastating diseases. But at the 
moment the Government is "hopelessly under-staffed 
to undertake general measures for ensuring immunity, 
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and the methods suggested for combating are still 
in an experimental stage-there being diametrically 
opposite opinions about the methods to be used and 
their efficiency. The cultivator, 'therefore, remains 
equa.lly helpless in the matter of reducing the number 
of his cattle. 

The report concluded that breeding depends 
upon feeding, at least feeding is the prior necessity, 
Without propel' feeding there can be no question 
of improved breeding or improvement of stock. Thfr 
whole question then comes back again to feeding 
or primarily grazing and secondarily grass-cutting 
or hay-making or growing fodder crops. 

The report then considered the extension of 
gmzing land, and came to the conclusion that by aU 
efforts five per cent only or a little more gro,zing land 
Cim be obtained from forests and from uncultivated 
wastes. Here again negation faces the seeker after 

. the improvement of cattle. 

The report put emphasis on this vicious circle, 
on the evil of the conditions in which "every village 
IS overstocked with herds of wretched, starving 
cattle" and of "weedy animals eating up food". The 
blame is laid on the cultivator because he will not 
slaughter. That slaughter is no remedy is borne out 
by facts set out in the report itself. 

21. Shortage of fodder too acute: The pitiable 
condition of the cow and the cow-keeper is brought 
out vividly in the report: . 

"We have now reS:-ched a point at which the 
position of cathIe management may be 8ummal:ised. 
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The ord~nal"Y cultivator does what he can for hie, 
plough cattle and his sbe-buffo.loes; quite often 
he does well for them, but bad seasons create· 
difficulties for even the best cultivator, and the 
best of his cattle. The cow is less fortunate; she 
gets little stall-feeding and has to seek the greater· 
part of her fooil where she can; young cattle and 
the ma.le off-spring of her 1'ival, the she-buffalo,. 
share her fate and pick up their livelihood on: 
the common grazing ground or by raiiling crops, 
and who that knows these common gtuzings can 
blame the raiders! But this raiding of crops, 
which is an almost universal consequence of the 
mismanagement of cattle in India, is very serious 
for the cultivator himself; it frequently presents to· 
him the alternative of heavy losses or of sleepless 
nights.-(P. 197) 
It is extremely wonderful that the Government 

does not lose its sleep even after tbe publication of 
sucb a picture and proceeds on as if this abnormal 
state is normal. 

There is admittedly a shortage of fodder, and 
according to the report "Even when all possible use 
has been made of the existing sources of supply a 
sh01·tage of fodde?· is likely to arise in many parts. 
of India. The cultivation of fodder crop on the 
cultivator's holding is the only remedy." (P. 252) 
But it is only a wordy remedy-for under the 
prevailing conditions, for one reason or another, it is 
not pl'act,icable and has not been possible, although 
seventeen years have passed between the repod and, 
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-today. Witp_ (111 that the Government has done, the 
problem has become more acute than ever today, as 
the deliberations of the animal husbandry experts 
in their wing meetings sbow. (Subject 24. Second 
meeting of the Animal Husbandry Wing of the Board 
-of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry beld in 
December, 1936.) 

But the prospect is not really as bad as bas been 
painted. It is not that there is absolutely no way of 
improving the situation, bnt that the Government 
of the' day has no interest in saving the cow by 
measures which involve large financial responsibilities 
:and which, according to the Government, are the only 
methods feasible. 

The report aptly criticised the attitude of some 
witnesses wbo compared the condition of the cow in 
England and in India. 

"In pointing to the example of Britain, as was 
done by one of the roost prominent scientific 
men in India, when giving evidence before us 
in Bengal, it roust be recalled that it was not 
until British cattle were, in the eighteenth 
century, protected by the introduction of ropt 
.crops from tbe semi-starvation which until then 
. had been the fate of lllany of them during the 
winter months, ana not until enclosure made 
it possible for farmers. in Britain to control 
the promiscuous mating of animals, that the 
breeding of the livestock, lor which that country 
is now famous, became possible."-( P. 200). 
(386-'91. 591) 
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22. . Feeding can improve cattle:. So, cattle 
improvement in England begun a hundred or two 
hundred years ago only. There is hope for us yet. It is 
well-known that given fodder and proper nourishment 

. the cattle will improve as if by magic. In this land 
of starving men and starving cows it is within the 
experience of many that a little added nourishment 
goes a long way towaros improvement. In his note 
on the subject of fodder and the fodder reSOUI'ces of 
India, Mr. Read, Assistent Superintendent, Cattle 
Fodder Farm, Hissar, writes: 

"To those anxious to make progress in the improve
ment of live-stock, who are unable at present to 
procure first class animals for stud, some wo.rk 
on feeding problems might be suggested. Money, 
time and labour spent on improving feeds and 
feeding would not be wasted. Quite mediocre 
live-stock will quickly 1'espond to bettm' feeding and 
a well-nourahed animal will produce better progeny 
than her less fotunate sister." (Proceedings of the 
second meeting of the Animal Hushandry Wing 
of the Board of Agriculture, 1936. P. 172) 
Years !1go, I went to a village and saw a wretched 

cow in the house of one of our workers. I wanted to' 
Jmow what the matter was. The cow was only skin 
and bone, and hardly able to move about. I learnt· 
that she had not borne any calves these two or three 
years, and that she was a drag on the slender resources 
of straw for the herd. I took pity on her. I understood 
that probably she had failed to conceive because of 
malnutrition. And because she had failed to conceive 
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she had little share of the feed of straw at stall. She 
,could not graze freely like others of the herd, weak 
.as she was, and was getting more and mor~ reduced. 
I got bel' for the asking. It was the takitt~ off of 11 

load from the family. Our working centre was only 
.5 miles away. Lakshmi, that was her name, was 
.brought in and given the usual feed. Sil{3 put on 
flesh and a glistening coat of fur. In three months she 
,came to heat and afterwards gave a calf and also gave 
milk for the dairy. How often have I looked on at 
the wretched condition of men, women and children 
and connected the condition directly to malnutrition. 
A little additional nutrition makes a world of difference. 
It is the same with the cow as with human beings. 
The nutrition of lllen and of the cow is indissolubly 
connected. Where the cows are starved the men are 
starved, where the cows are prosperous men also are 
prosperous and the reverse also is true. 

I thought that the example of Laksmi would be 
an object-lesson to the locality from which she was 
brought and to the locality where she was kept. But 
to my amazement I found that my success with the 
experiment of Laksmi made no impression on the 
,cultivators to whom the object lesson was held up. 
They knew all that, they said j but bow were they 
going to feed as I had fed? 

If we believe that there is future for Indian men 
and women, there is a future for the Indian cows 
also. But it is not on generalisations alone that 
one is asked to depend. The Report of the Royal 
Commission on Agriculture gives food for thinking. 
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Is the condition, one may ask, gone past remedy, 
.as it seemed to suggest? In ~he Report there are 
,certain remarks regarding the future of cattle and fin 

uncanny impression is left in the mind that despite 
what has been said about efforts for improvement, the 
.real situation is beyond repair. Sla'llghte1' is the only 
1'e7nedy and the Indian cultivator would not take to 
beef-eating and to slaughtering as they do in other 
,countries. They breed dual-purpose cows for milk 
as long as milking is profitable, then for slaughter for 
.be'ef. If the Indian cultivator will not accept this 
position there is little hope for him. Certainly there 
is no ppssibility of India taking to beef,eating even 
if it be for saving the cow. 

Even on the item of better feeding there is a 
lurking suspicion that better feeding will also lead 
,to the sallie disaste1' by making the cows lliore 
productive and increasing the nUDfber and making the 
,extra facilities rapidly fall short of the requirement. 
In the words of the Oommission it was put as under: 

"Since it is the curtailment of unculbivated land 
as population has increased during the past 
century that is the most obvious cause of the 
present over-stocking of village grazlllg grounds, 
it is not surprising that illallY witl1esse~ have 
advocated the extension of grazing land, It is 
understood that given certain conditions such 
an extension will relieve the I:li tuation. If the 
number of cattle were not to 'inc'I'ew;e, if a sufficient 
area of grazing bnd could be found to carry 
the existing stock easily in norlLlal seaSOIl:>, if 
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provisions were made for supplementary fodder in 
years of scarcity, then it would not be a difficult, 
task for the skilled grazier, first of all to add, 
greatly to the output of the grazing grounds by 
stocking them. in rotation, and subsequently to, 
effect marked improvement in the quality of the 
cattle."-(P.201). (379-'84) 
23. Royal Commission's conditions for improve

ment unfulfilable; Finally, therefore, the COlllmission 
laid down three criteria for the improvement of cattle 
by propel' feeding (grazing) subject to the following. 
conditions: 

(1) 'rhe number of cattle is not to increase; 
(2) Sufficient grazing ateas to be found; 
(3) Provision for supplementary fodder in times, 

of scarcity be made. The Royal Commission after' 
discussion concluded that none of the conditions can. 
be fulfilled. 

(1) 'l'he number of cattle is not, to increase: This, 
is impossible unless the number is kept down by 
slaughter or by disease. Disease is not contemplated. 
About reproduotion it was regretted by the. 
Oommission that in stl'ange contrast, human beings, 
were more prolific in India than .the cattle, whereas, 
in England the cathIe were more prolific than human 
beings. 'l'he want of quicker reproduction is regarded 
as a drawback. If we want more reproduction and 
yet want to restricG the number, it means we need 
slaughte1'. Universal slaughtering oannot take place. 
'l'herefore, the first condition of restricting the riumber 
of cattle is not possible of attainment. 
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(2) A vailability of gmzing land: The Royal 
Commission itself has shown that only b% increase in 
grazing area is possible. 'l'his conditions is, therefore. 
also unfulfillable. 

(0) Provision of supplementary fodder in years 
of scarcity: This also is practically and materially 
unfulfillable under the existing conditions as shown by 
the Boyal Commission. 

After a consideration of these items it tried to 
bring it home to the enquirer that there is no future 
for the cow and the cultivator in India. Ruin 
faces them. 

A searching enquirer sees nothing but negation in 
the matter of improvement of cattle, as discussed and 
brought out in this Report. The Royal Oommission 
on Agriculture is a land-mark in the history of 
agricultural and cattle improvement in India. It cost 
t)le country thirteen lacB of rupees. - The Commission 
had before it all the official papers and statistics on 
the subjects dealt with and had the advanti\ge of 
examining all concerned who were likely to help in 
arriving at the findings of the Commission. It is a 
mine of information on agricultural and live-stock 
matters. The Commission's recommendations are being 
given effect to by the Government of India_ I believe 
the recommendations are binding on the Government. 
Services and Research Institutes and Educational 
Institutes are being created by the Indian Government 
on its recommendation. Therefore, the findings of 
the Royal Commission must be given Lhe place of 
importance they deserved. 

'7 
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" 
24. Birdwood's sketch of industrial village-life: 

As already pointed out, regarding the improvement of 
the cultivator's cow, the Commission's findings are a 
counsel of despair, 

But there are other outlooks which were not 
brought out by the Commission, and certainly there 
is a way for the improvement of the condibion of the 
Indian cultivator and of the cow in India outside the 
ground covered by the Commission. 

Why should one despair of the increasing number 
of cows? The reason is that they cannot be fed now. 
But we need not take that as the healthy or normal 
condition. The land cam Stlpport both the increased 
burden of the cows and men if only what belongs to 
the land is given back to it, and if only the surplus 
agriculturists are absorbed in the time-honoured 
crafts or ind llstries of the villages of India. 

Birdwood drew a picture of an Indian village. 
It is a picture of the conditions that prevailed 63 
years ago: 

"The social and moral evils of the introduction of.' 
machinery into India are likely to be stili greater. 
At present the industries of India are carried on 
all over the country, although hand-weaving is 
everywhere languishing in the unequal competition 
with Manchester and the Presidency Mills. 
But in every Indian village all the traditional 
hancl'iC1'Ctjts are still to be found at work. 
"Outside the entrance of the single village street, 
on an exposed rise of ground, the hereditary 
potter sits by his wheel, moulding t,he swift 
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revolving clay by the natural curves of his hands. 
At the back of the houses which form the low 
irregular street there are two or three looms at 
work in blue and scarlet and gold, the acacia 
trees, the yellow flowers of which drop bst on 
the webs as they are being worked. In the street 
the brass and copper-smiths are hammering away 
at their pots and pans, and further down, in the 
verandah of the rich-man's house, is the jeweller 
working rupees and gold mohrs into fair jewellery, 
gold and silver ear-rings, and round tires like the 
moon, bracelets and tablets and nose-rings, and 
tinkling ornaments for the feet, taking his design 

. from the fruits and flowers round him 01' from 
the traditional forms represented in the pa\ntings 
and curvings of the great temple, which 1'jses 
over the grove of mangoes and palms at the end 
of the street, above the lotus-covered village tank. 
At half past three or four in the afternoon the 
whole street is lighted up by the moving robes 
of the women going down to draw water froni 
the tank, each with two or three water jars on her 
head, and so while they are going and returning 
in single file, the scene glows like Titan's canvas 
and moves like the stately procession of the 
panathenaic frieze. 
"Later, the men drive in the mild grey kine from 
the moaning plain, the looms are folded up, the 
copper-smiths are silent, the elders gather in the 
gate, the lights begin to glimmer" in the fast
falling darkness, the feasting and music are heard 
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on every side, and late into the night the songs 
are' sung from the Bwmayana or JJ1ahabhamta. 
The next morning with sunrise, after the simple 

. ablutions· and adorations performed· in the open 
air' before the houses, the same day begins 
again-." (The IncZusb'ial Arts of India-G. O. M. 
Birdwood. (1880). P. 135 ) 

. What has happened during this brief span of 63 
years in the life of a nation that we say men are not. 
able to maintain· themselves and have to go without 
food; the villages are ruined and the position of the 
cow has become such that her progeny must be kept. 
down by regular slaughter in order to make it possible 
for some of them to live? (26, 412, 528, 544, 579)' 

25. Cow-slaughter to remove over-stocking: 
'1'here have been numerous propounders of the theory 
of over-production of the cow and numerous advocates 
of the sla~tghte1' of the cow. The advocates themselves 
are probably not beef-eaters, but they see in the 
position of the cow a paradox for which they accept 
the official cry of over-stocking and repeat the 
remedy of slaughter, knowing all the time that the 
remedy is no remedy, because inspite of all their 
writings they cannot make the Indian cultivator 
slaughter-ill inded. 

Oapt. Agarwallah of the Punjab Veterinary 
Oollege in his book "A Laboratory Manual of Milk 
Inspection" (1940) goes out of his way to condemn 
the civilisation that does not want to take advantage 
of the doubtful economic benefits of the slanghter 
of cow: 
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"The more civilized Westerner recognises this 
economic situation and reaps the benefits. The 
position of the cattle industry in India on the 
other hand is curious. An overwhelming majority 
of the population of the country holds the cow in 
extreme veneration and love, purely On sentimental 
grounds, and owing to this the elimination of 
the useless animals is rendered an impossibility. 
The result is that many millions of cattle are 
economically unprofitable and mean a heavy drain 

. on the resources of the people. On a rough 
estimate, there are 15,00,000 cattle which are 
2lseless and a?'e of no value whatever. If the life of 
the animal is taken at 5 years and the value of 
food consumed by each at Es. 10/- per annum, the 
total money spent, apparently withont any profit, 
would amount to Rs. 75,00,00,000 annually. * 
"This is a very conservatiVe estimate, but it is 
enough to demonstrate the cause of the poverty 
of the Indian people. Useless animals consume 
the food that is needed for useful animals. It is 
not the cow here that is keeping the people, but 
the people are keeping her, whereas its reverse 
should be the case." And 80 on. 
Dr. Radha Kamal Mukerjee. writing on Indian 

Economics makes similar observations and holds 
", Evidently the calculation is wrong. In anyone yrar, 

according to the professor, there are 15 million useless animals 
and the feeding expenses should be 150 millions aDnulLlly at 
Re. 10/- per annum, and not 750 millions. Every yel1r one·filth of 
the 15 millions die, and another equl11 number gets added. I 
think that is what the learned professor should have said. 
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the theory that the cow should be slaughtered to 
save the cow. This has been dealt with in the 
introductory portion of this book. 

Economy is not the last word in human life, not 
even in the much-advertised Western civilisation. 
Our old parent's are economic burdens. They consume 
food and give no return. The villager is already pOOl' 

and getting poorer daily. What food should have'~ 
gone to feed the workable men is eaten away by old 
and economically useless men. By the ·same chain 
of economic arguments as advanced by the afore
mentioned professor and many others, the uneconomic 
olel parents of men should be quietly disposed of. 
That they are an economic burden no economist 
supporter of the useless-cow-slaughter theory can 
deny. (136-'40) 

26. Oows weedy bec ause of lost village 
industries: But these learned professors and others 
have not paused· to ask the question-why has this 
condition come to be? WtJat has happenned in the 
economic life of the cultivator that his cows must grow 
weedy and must be slat£gh tared? Why should an 
economist dread an increase in the cattle-popUlation 
instead of welcoming it ? 

'I'he palpable and evident reason is that there is 
not enough fodder and that for the work required they 
are unnecessary. But the bullocks, if not required 
for agriculture, can be utili"ed for hauling carts and 
lllllling oil-seeds and crushing sugar cane. These 
works the bullock used to do. You have taken away 
their occllpation by employing steam power, and 
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now advocate slaughter! By the same process the 
introduction of E!team boats has taken away the 
occupation of the boat-man. The introduction of the 
rice mills and of the cotton mills has taken away the 
occupation of women, and hundred other occupations, 
too numerous to name here, have been taken away by 
the int1'oduction of steam and elecb'ia POWC1'. The 
weaver, the potter, the spinner, the upholsterer, the 
groom, the soap maker, the paper maker, the glass 
maker, the metal workers etc. have been thrown out 
of occupation. On the same theory of the slaughter 
of useless cows, we should slaughter this now 
economically useless surplus population. It is clearly 
admitted that the villagers, deprived of their cottage 
industries, are thrown entirely on the soil which does 
not need them. Fifty percent of their working-time 
in the year is spent in idleness. Make short work 
of this fifty percent of the population and clear the 
way to India's prosperity! But this is the wrong 
way to proceed. If the railways e1w1'oach upon the 
life of the cow, stop the railways from doing so. 
Enhance Railway rates 80 as to make a carter's job 
.paying and thereby make. the carter and the bullock 
both live happily as they used to do, as described in 
that sketch of Bird wood. 

This is one aspect-giving of work to the 
bullock, the giving of what has been taken away and 
adding more work if there are more animals to 
feed. (24, 412, 528, 544, 579) 

27. Robbery of the soil: Another aspect is the 
stoppage of the robbery of the soil that has be~n 
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going on llnder a syst~m of smooth exp loitation. If 
we wu,nt more cows to live on the same I1creage, then 
we should make the same acreage yield more. We 
have not reached the limit of the yielding capacity of 
the soil. By manuring the soil the yielding capacity 
may be doubled and trebled and this may solve 
the problem. The cow produces manure. Cow-dung 
is burnt and is not returned to the soil. This 
economic loss has to be stopped. The cultivator is 
not to be blamed for buming his golden man~t?'e for 
fuel. He knows its value full well. But out of 
necessitYj because there is no other fuel, he is fOJ'ced 
to burn manure. (479, 547-'52, 597) 

28. Supply fuel; save manure, said Voelcker: 
Dr. Voelcker made a. strong case for free 01' almost 
free supply or wood for domestic purposes to save 
cowdung for manure. He made, definite proposals 
for the creation of fuel and fodder reserves for this 
purpose. The Royal Commission of 1927 quoted 
Voelcker with regard to manure, but passed by the 
very important and practical suggestions which he had 
made for meeting the situation. In fact, the most 
prominent outcome of the tour of enquiry of 
Dr. VoelGfker . was a case for the Government to step 
in, to preserve cowdung and oil cakes for manure and 
for feeding purposes. He proposed to make these 
supplies a matter of charge on the State. He 
acknowledged that linseed export improverished India, 
although he appreciated the use of Indian .linseed in 
England for the maintenance of the cattle. In other 
words, he was for sacrificing the immediate intel;est 
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.of England for the purpose of saving the cow in India. 
It is worth-while to quote Dr. Voelcker's opin{ons 
extensively in this matter, because the situation has 
,changed for the worse by the years that have passed by 
.and because his recommendations on this head are 
,constructive recommendations for saving the cow and, 
therefore, of saving the agriculturist of Ind ia from :ruin. 

The one cry of Dr. Voelcker was to give back to 
the 'land what was its due, 80 that the land might 
maintain the cows and men dependent ,on it. It 
is the duty of the State to undertake the expenses 
and make the necessary 'provisions to accomplish 
this. (411, 444, 462, 479, 547-'51, 577) 

29. Oil seed exports and transportation of soil 
fertility: About the prohibition of export of oil 
seeds and oil cakes, which he called transportation 
of fertility from India, Dr. Voelcker observed: 

"Now it is clear that as these seed s * are for 
the greater part, exported, the export must imply 
the removal of a very considerable aillount of the 
constituents of the soil. Were· they (with the 
exception of castor~oil seed) to be consumed by 
cattle, after expression of the oil, the manurial 
constituents would be returned to the soil from 
which they were d"rawn, and the balance of fertility 
might be maintained. The oil itself having no 
manuml properties and being derived from the 
atmosphere and not from the soil, is a fitting object 
for export; but to send away the entire seed or 

,;, Gingely, Earth-nut, Linseed: which is onmrely an export crop, 
cotton seed, mohua seeds etc. 
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;efuse after removal of the oil, JS to send away 
the v-aluable manurial constituenta contained in the 
seed, including those taken out of the soil itself; 
in brief, to export them is to export the soil's 
ferti !ity. The answer given will doubtless be 
that there is the advantage of the 'ready oash 
obtained in exchange; but it becomes the duty 
of Agricultural Departments and of Experimental 
Farms in particular to demonstrate clearly to 
the people what the advantages are of using 
such refuse materials, either as food for cattle, 
and thus indirectly as manure, or else by direct 
application to the land. Where, as in India, 
supplies of manure in any form are so short, 
it seems wrong to allow so much. manurial 
element to be carried beyond the seas, without 
endeavouring to establish its value and the 
importance of retaining i in the country. We 
in England are not slow to avail ourselves of the 
advantages this export system offers; and at the 
time of my leaving for India I was feeding 
bullocks at the Woburn Experimental Farm on 
linseed cake, and was !1lso growing crops with rape 
c!1ke manure. Both these materials, in all likeli
hood, were the produce 'of Indian soil, and 
represented its transported fertiJity."-(P. 106). 
(462, 479, 547, 551) 
30. Cowdung the supreme manure: its value: 

Regarding cowdung as manure, Dr. Voelcker said: 
"The most geneml manure alike in Indi!1 !1nd in 
England is cltttle manure, or as made in England, 
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farm yard manure. But, whilst in the latter' 
" country it has to be, and can be, supplemented and 

even in part replaced by artificial manures, this is 
not the case in India, and cattle manure is the 
universal fertiliser and often the only one available. 
When, therefore, we find it the general practice,. 
even in villages, to burn a large portion of the 
dung from cattle as fuel, .... ··we cannot but pause 
to ask ourselves whether the burning of these 
(cow-dung) cakes as fuel does not imply a great 
agricnlturalloss."-(P. 96) 
Dl·. Voelcker analysed Indian cowdung. and found 

one ton of dried cawdung to be equivalent to 155 Ibs 
of ~ulphate of ammonia in its manmiaI value. 
Now, if one animal on the average give 4lbs dry 
droppings daily, the total of dry d1'oppi:z:gs of bovine 
animals will be more than one crore of rupees 
worth in ammonium sulphate per day. This will be 
equivalent to over 360 crores of rupees worth of 
manure yearly. If these Rs. 360 C1'ores worth of 
ammonia were retained in the soil it would lead 
to fabulous sums in the increased value 'Df the 
outturn from the fields. This has to be conserved. 
Dr. Voelcker wrote: 

"I have spoken of the practice of burning dung 
as being a general one, and so it unfortunately is, 
but it is very far from being an universal practice 
among' cultivators pure and simple. I would go' 
fiLrther and say that the best cultivators do not, 
burn dung except out of sheer nece,ssity, and 
because they have nothing else for fuel, and tben 
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even amongst second-rate '" cultivators a great 
majority will 110t burn dung if they can help it. 
Perhaps, in all my enquires there was none into 
which I looked more closely than this, as I have 
hedrd and read such diverse opinions about it ; 
consequently wherever I went, I did my best to 
inform myself upon it. As the result, I have 
no hesitation whatever in saying that amongst 
cultivato1'S the reason why they burn dung is that 
they have no wood; and that if wood could be 
made cheap and accessible to them there would be 
an enormous increase in the amount of mt1nure 
available for the soil. I can instance place after 
place which I have visited and where no cultivator 
burns a scrap of manure for fuel or where the 
least possible quantity is so used-generally only 
a little to boil milk."-(P. P. 100-01) 
And again, "As the result of my enquires I feel I 
may safely assert that where the practice of burning 
dung as fuel prevails among the genuine cultivators, 
it arises, in eight cases out of ten, from the scarcity 
of fhe wood."-(P. 103). (358,462, 470) 
31. Free fuel supply, the one recommendation 

,of Voelcker: "In the last chapter after reviewing 
the varions sources of manure supply we saw that 
they were very limited in number and that the 
only material available in any quantity was the 
ordinary cattle-dung. Further, we fQund that 
wherever wood was sufficiently abundant dung was 
used fo~' the land, and it was not burnt; but that 
where wood was deficient, manure was burnt in 
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the absence of any other source of fuel, and that 
the land was then deprived of it. The dependence 
of the soil for its fertility upon the supply of water 

-and of manure was also instanced. The conclusion 
was, accordingly, drawn that the supply of wood 
to serve as fuel forms one of the most impoi'tant 
factors in maintaining the fertility of the soil, or, 
in other words, the prosperity of agriculture. 
I can hardly put this too strongly, for it is the one 
practical measure on which I place the most 

I 

importance; it is that which calls for the most 
urgent attention and from which the greatest 
benefits may be expected to follow. I make in my 
Report other recommendations and suggestions, 
it is true, but I consider them min~?' ones 
compared with this. Let UB once more review the 
position. A country exporting manures as well as 
crops, not utilising even the night-soil, and then 
burning the cattle-dung because fuel is scarce; an 
ever-increasing population and a greater demand on 
the land to supply more and larger crops, these 
latter depending on more manure being a-vailable. 
What more ready plan than to supply wood as 
fuel in order to save the manure for the land? 
Iil the substitution . of wood for cowdung no 
question of caste prejudice· is involved such as is 
the case in the use of bones or of night-soil. It is 
a measure which the people would adopt and have 
adopted on their own account wherever it has been 
possible. Further, the improvement thus to be 
effected is one which proceeds upon the right lines, 
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, (f) 

to itself by prohibiting the export of oil seeds or 
oil cakes, utilise the bone-meal and meat-meal of dead 
animals instead of exporting them out of the land~ 

learn to use the night-soil and composts. Then 
you will find how fertility will shoot up. The same 
plot that maintains ten animals will maintain twenty. 
In other words, out of" the acreage now given to 
food crops, only the major part will be utilised to grow 
the same quantity of food and a portion of the 
acreage will go to grow fodder. India then will have 
healthy men consuming not 7 oz. of milk pM' capita 
but 40 oz. of milk which the people of England use. 

Dr. Voelcker was clear in his implication about. 
the saving of manure by supply of fuel. His purpose, 
was that all wood necessary for the household 
purposes of the cultivator should be supplied at a,. 

nominal annual cost. He calculated that if Ite. 1/
per family be realised then fuel can be allowed to
be taken by the cultivator from Fuel and Fodder, 
Reserves without loss to the Government. Even if 
there was a loss it should be made up from the general 
income of the Forest Department. 

34. The two reports: I have in this chapter 
considered the two reports-the 1890 Heport of Dr. 
Voelcker and the Hl27 Heport of the Hoyal Commission 
on Agriculture, for these are the most prominent, 
sources of information on the matter dealt with. 

The one of Dr. Voelcker is a constructive report. 
He emphasises on the one point-the return of manure 
to the soil or in general terms the return to the 
soil of what belongs to the soil, and the stoppage of 
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burning or the export of soil fertility. An agricultural 
chemist that he was, he brought in his chemical 

instinct to make a. distinction between oil and tho 
cl~ke from the oil seeds. The oil portion of an oil 

seed is a material formed by the oxygen, hydrogen and 

carbon of the air under the influence of the life process 

of the plant. It is therefore, that 'oil' belongs to the 

ail', and the oil-cake portion of the seed is made 

ont of materials, mineral substances and nitrogen etc., 

furnished by the soil. He pleads for returning to the 
tioil what belongs to the soil. This should have been 
done, and should be done now. 

rrhe other report, that of the Royal Commission 
of 1927, is barren in this respect. Its main theme 

is the creation of an effective Veterinary Service. 

Hecommendations on this matter are being given 
effect to steadily by the Government of India, and 

Research stations and Educational Institutes are 

springing up. They are Becessary. But the first 

necessity is to feed the cow and on this point this 
report has nothing but blank despair to offer. 



CHAPTER II 

SOME IMPORT ANT BREEDS OF 

THE COW IN INDIA 

35. Cross-breeding with European breeds: The 
oxen of India are zoologically different from those 
of Europe. The Indian oxen, cows, bulla or bullockl:l, 
have humps, which are more pronounced in the case 
of bulls. But the oxen of Europe have no humps. 
The two stocks are different. (11h6 Indian cattle is 
Bos Indidils or the Zeblt, a humped animal. It was 
domesticated in China, India and East Africa, as 

distinct from the cattle of Europe and of north Asia 

which have no humps, which belong to an entirely 
different species-Bas TClWl"llS. It has been repeatedly 
proved by the scientists that in the tropics cattle 

with Zebu blood only can thrive. (130-'35, 168-69) 
36. Origin of Indian cattle: It is a matter of 

research now to find out the origin of the Indian 

cattle. One xiew is that the milking breeds of cattle 
of northern India were brought by the Aryans with 
themselves. These spread from north-western India to 
the central and the southern, the western and the 
eastern regions of India in course of time. Another 

view is that the prominent milking breeds of the 
cattle in India are of indigenous origin. 
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It is a fact that the cow, the buffalo, the elephant 
dc. were domesticated in, India long before 3,000 B.G. 
In the pre-Aryan ages two varieties of cattle were 
found in India, the massive, long-horned and humped 
form and a smaller form with short horns, which may 
have been humpless. This latter variety is found in 
the upper strata of the MohenJ'oda1'o site. But there 
are abundant remains of humped bulls in every 
stratum which indicate that at that time "the Indus 
Valley must have been specially rich in this fine 
breed of cattle, which is closely allied, if not identical 
with, the magnificent white and grey breed still 
common in Sindh, northern Gujarat and Rajputanall 
but wholly different from the smail humped cattle 
of Oentral India." . (Si'r John Ma?'shall, quoted by 
Shi1'law) 

Sir Arthur Olver's contention that the grey-white 
breed, common in northern India, in Sind and in 
Bombay and Madras were brought in by the Rigvedic 
'invade?'s, does not seem to be convincing, tested by the 
evidence of the. Mahenjodaro finds. In fact, it may be 
that the cattle the Aryans brought with themselves 
were not suited to India. r:ebey might have brought 
in the "Bos 'l'aurus" species of north Asia from where 
they came, and they ultimately found the indigenous 
breeds better and adopted them. 

"The Rigveda describes the river Gomal, a tributary 
of the Indus, as possesing Kine; while Math7tra 
the land of Krishna and his m.ilk-maids must, 
undoubtedly, at one time have been famous for its 
iuilch cows. Huient'sang writes of 'numerous oxen' 
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in Pa1'ayatra (or Bairat), 'while the inhabitants 
of Sind,' he says 'supported themselves by rearing 
cattle'. Much later Marco Polo came across on 
the eastern shores of the Persian Gulf and found a 
type of came there unfamiliar to him, which he 
describes as ', .. a species of large white oxen, with 
smooth coats ... horns thick and obtuse and having 
between the shoulders a gibbous rising or hump . 
... ... They are beautiful animals and very strong.' 
'l'hese, one may legitimately infer, to have been 
the descendants of Indian breeds, possibly those 
with which Alexander the Great started on his 
return home from India. In Masulipatam, the 
same writer remarks, 'they have cattle enough'. 
Nicolo Oonti in 15th century described wild cattle 
with manes and long hol'DS as still found in great, 
abundance in the neighbourhood of Oalicut ......... . 
ABUL FAZAL wrote: 'Every part of the Empire 
produces good oxen, but those of Gujarat are 
esteemed the best. There are also abundance of 
fine oxen in Bengal~' and the Deccan. Many 
cows at Delhi gave daily 20 quarts of milk each. 
... In the neighbourhood of Kashmir are the 
Katars, which are of a very extraordinary 
appearance .... There is also a species of small oxen 
called gaynee which are well-limbed and very 
beautifuL'" t 
--------_ ----_._. __ .. _--_ ..... . 

,;, Benga.l of those days meant the whole of' northern India. 
t From a contribution by Mrs. L. H: Shirlaw B.A" in the 

Indian JournDJ of Veterinary Science and Animal Husbll,ndry. 
March, 1940. 
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At a much later period, about 1808, there 
was a general survey of the arts, industries and 
agriculture of India, carried out at the instance of 
the Government of India~(Montgome1'Y Mart'in
Eastem India.). 

There are, in this book, nice plates showing the 
fine animals of India from south to north. With all 
this literature extant, it was strange how the 
Government of India wasted years in fumbling with 
Indian breeds of cattle and in fruitless attempts to 
improve the cattle of India by crossing them with 
the humples8 cattle of Europe. 

37. Olasses or types of breeds: Sir Arthur Olver 
divided the cattle of India into several broad classes or 
types. Although it is difficult to agree with him about 
his theories of the origin of the breeds of cattle in 
India and the circumstances of their intermixture, 
yet ,the broad general divisions in which he-classified 
the existing breeds had much to recommend them for 
acceptance. 

The following is after Sir 'Arthur Olver's broad 
line of classification into types: 

(I) The long~ho~'ned cattle of Myso-re, of the Amrit 
Mahal type, which are found in Mysore, Madras and 
southern Bombay with characteristic formation of 
head and horn. 

(II) The Gi1' type cattle oj !{athiawa,,. with 
their various modifica.tions as found in a very wide 
area. of western India., from Cutch to the 'Nizaill's 
dominions in the south, also in the States of Rajputana, 
npto the borders of the United Provinces. 
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These have very prominent heads and peculiar 
horns and are of a phlegmatic disposition as compared 
with the Mysore type, but have developed into a 
"general utility" animal for milch purpose as also for 
heavy, slow draught. The long pendulous ears are 
very peculiar, although by croBsing the peculiarities 
get less marked. 

(III) The la1'ge white type cattle oj the n01#b, 
which can again be sub~divided into two. The 
influence of these nm:thern cattle can be seen 
practically throughollt India, for there are many 
types of this class in areas situated so widely 
apart as the Puujab, the United Provinces, Madl'l1s 
and along the Aravali Hills. through Rajputana 
to Sind and Gujarat and Bombay. One type 
(A) has broad face. The other type (B) is narrow
fttced and extends from the Pllnjab and U. P. 
to Sind. 

38. III (A) Broad-faced grey white type of the 
north: Sir Arthur Olver opin~s that the white 
northern cattle of the broad·faced, lyre-horned type 
appears to have followed the route taken by the 
Rigvedic Aryan people who, after entering IndilL 
by the northern passes, turned west to the north 
of the Aravalli range to reach Sind, Gujarat and l 

southern Rajputana. He compares this type with the 
Bull represented in the JJIahenjocla1'O seal. To me, 
however, it appears that the Bull, represented in the 
lliahenjoda.l·o Seal, more nearly approaches the oxen 
of the Mysore type, specially the Kangayam Bull 
found in Madras. 
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Be that as it may, it ill hazardous to say that the 
Bull of the Maheniodaro Seal is iaentical with the 
broad-faced, lyre-horned type of the Kankrej breed. 

III (B) The second type of the narrow1aced 
cattle oj the N01·th: According to Sir Arthur Olver, 
to this type belong the stumpy-horned breeds in which 
are included "the Hal'iana, Rath,. Gaolao, and the 

Fig. 2. Lyre-horned M111vi bull, 
ca. 3000 B.O. 

( Inc1iull J. Vet. Sci. & Anim. HUEb., Vol. XII, Part I) 

Ongole breeds, all of which are located along the route 
taken by the Rigvedic Aryans from the northern 
passes through Central India to the south." In 
addition, the Bhagnari cattle also are of this type. 

(IV) The Montogomery or the Sahiwal type of 
l'ed and white mixed cattle of the Punjab: According 
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to. Sir Arthur Olver these cattle are the descendants of 
the Afghan cow. They are heavy milkers. 

(V) The Dhanni type: It is a distinct type fonnd in 
the N.W. Frontier Province and forms a breed by it8elf. 

(VI) The Hill-type cattle of small· size Ilnd 

proportionately smaller head found all over India. 
The Imperial.Council of Agricultural Reseal'ch has 

undertaken a survey of the important breeds of cattle, 
and so far many breeds with their chlLracterist.ics 
have been catalogued. 

39. The six types of breed: An attempt is made 
here to classify the present recognised breeds in 
accordance with the general lines of types set forth 
above. The 80urces of information on the breeds are the 
various Government publications, particularly Bulletinfl 
of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research
NOB. 17, 46, 47, 54. The description of the breeds is 
mainly given here from these official publications. 

1. Long-homed Myso1'e type 
Bulletin Page 

No. No. 

1. Am1'it }l,fahal breed of Mysore State, 17 9 
2. Hallika?' breed of Myso1'e (Tumkur, 

Hassan and 1'\1ysore district) 17 17 
3. Kangayam breed of Coimbatol'e, 

(Madras), maintained· in purity by 
the Patti gar of Pallyakottai. Mixed 
with the blood of III (A) type. 17 19 

4. ](hillar·i breed of Sholapur and 
Satara districts of Bombay, 17 ~l 
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5. Krishna, Va,lley breed. In the valley 
of the Krishna in Bombay ... 

121 

BulleLin Pag(l 

No. No. 

17 
6. Bargu?' breed from Coimbatore. 54 5 
7. Alamba,di breed of Salem and 

Coimbatore and Hyderabad. 54 

II. . Long-ea1'ed Gi1' type of the fM'ests of 
Kathiawa,?' 

1. Gi1' breed long-eared (Gil', West 
Rajputana, Baroda, N, Bombay) 17 ~ 

'2, Deoni breed.. N. W, and West 
portion of the Nizam's Dominions. 
Mixed Gil'. blood. 17 1.'2 

3, Dangi breed (allied to Deoni) of 
Bombay. •.. 54: G 

4. Mehwati (Kosi), breed·, Alwar, 
Rajputana and Bharatpur. (Mixed 
Gil' blood) 17 24 

5, Nimari breed of the Nerbadda 
Valley (cros8 between Gil' and 
Khillari). 17 26 

III (A). B?'oadlaaed lyre-horned, la?'ge, grey 
white type oj n01·th India 

1. Kanlcrej breed. extending from 
Tharparkei.· Dist. (S. W. corner)' to 
Ahmedabad and from Deesa (east) 
to Radhanpur (west). One of the 
most-prized breeds of, cattle. ' 17 20 
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Bulletin Pags' 

2. lYIctlvi breed of Malwf~ tract of C. I. 
in norbh C. p, and N. E. of the 

No. No. 

Nizam's Dominions. 17 23 
3. Nago1'e breed. Famous breed of trotting 

cattle of India of the J odepur State. 17 25 
4. Tha?'pcwkM breed. Medium-sized 

animal, of the semi-desert tracts of 
S. W. Sind. One of the best milch 
breeds of India, and also good cart 
animal. Those with infusion of Gil' 
blood are not so nne. 17 32 

5. Bacha7l1' breed of Sitalllarhi, Bihar. 
6. POn'wcw' bread. of U.P. 

54 
54 

III (B). The na?Towjaced, whitM', shm·t-ho1'necl 
type of n01·the'm and oentral Inclia 

1. Bhagnn1"i breed The nne cattle of 
Bhag in Jacobabad of Baluchistrm 
extending to Sind, lying on the 

4 
11 

Naririver. 17 10 
2. Gaolao breed of O. P. Wardha. 17 14 
3. HaJ'iana breed of Rhotak, Karnal, 

HisSl1l', Gurgaon of the Punjab also 
of Delhi. Extending to U. P., 
Alwar and Bhamtpul'. 17 18 

4. Hansi Hissa?' breed of the Punjab 54 7 
5. Ongole breed of Nellol'e...· 17 27 
6. Bath breed of Alwar State and 

Rajputana 17 29 
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Bulletin Page 

.No. No. 

III (A) d: (B)-1I1ixed type 

1. Remv{wi breed of U.P. 
2. f{he'l'iga'rh breed of the D,P .... 

54 
54 

IV, Sahiwa,l type-mixture of .Afglwn cf 

northern India blood 

8 
9 

]. Sahiwa.l breed of Montgomery. 17 31 
9. Red Sindh'i breed. 

(mixture of Sahiwal and Gir) 17 30 

V. Dhanwi b7'eed of the Fr07btie'l' P1'ovinoe. 

VI. The Hill-type of anoie1zt India 
1. Si?'i breed of Darjeeling. 54 12. 
2. Lohan'i breed of Sind and Baluchistan. 54 10 

40. Long-horned Mysore type: The cattle of the 
Mysore type are pre-eminently fit for fast work and 
for endurance in the plough or on the road. They are 
highly strung and apt to be fierce. The cows are 
generally pOOl' milkers. 

The most striking characteristic of these cattle 
is the formation of the head and horns. The head 
in all cases is comparatively long with a narrow face 
and nostrils and the forehead is markedly prominent 
above the eyes. 

They are as 11 rule not big animals and are 
noticeably short in the back and deep in the ches,t with 
powel'ful quarters. 

They have established a reputation for being the 
most active and enduring tmnsport animal of India. 
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41. (1) The Amrit Mahal breed: 'l'his is one of 
the best-known draught breeds of India. Its home 
is in the Mysore State. The Government of Mysore 
.still maintrLins a selected herd of this cattle. Up till 
1923, t,hese herds were under a special department of 
the State and were bred for army tml1sport purpOses. 
Aner 1923, the herd of about 9,000 heads 'has been 
transferred to the Agricultural Department. The 
Amdt Mahals were largely used by the British forces 

lTig. 3. Amrit Mahal Bullocks. 
(Livestock of South India) 

under the Duke of Wellington in his campaigns. 
They are grey in colour with dark head, neck, hUlllP 
and quarter with well-defined light markings on face 
and dewlap. (231·'36) 

42. (2) The Hallikar breed: 'l'hese cattle are 
bred mainly in the Tum,sur, Hassan and MY801'e 
districts of the Mysore State. They are found 
throughout Mysol'e t~rritory and form a distinct breed. 
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':ehe head of these cattle is very cbaracteristic. '1'he 
forehead is prominent and furrowed in the middle. 
'l'he horns emerge near each other from the top of 
the poll. 

The cows of the Hallikar breed Ul"e better milkers 
than those of the Amrit Mahal bl'eed. The charac
teristic is long, narrow head with prominent forehead, 
short, sliarp ears and typical long-pointed horns. 

Fig. 4. Hallikar Bull. 
(Indian J. Yah. Sci. & Anim. Husb., Vol. XII, Pl,rt Ii 

'l'he colour is d~rk grey, frequently black with 
light grey markings on the dewlap and under: the 
body. The dewlap and hump are only moderately 
developed. (237) 

43 .. (3) The Kangayam breed: They are bred in 
the soutll and south-east 'l'alukas of Coirnbatore. The 
Pattigar of Pallayakottai is maintaining an important 
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herd. It is one of the most important herds of any 
breeds of cl1ttle in India. 

The K!lJngayam broed belonging to the Mysore 
draught type has an admixture of the blood of the grey. 
white cattle of the north. They are exported in large 
numbers to south India and Ceylon as powerful draught. 
cattle of modera,te size. The cows are generally poor 
milkers. They are said to givelO to 12Years.ise~vioe .. 

Fig. 5. Iiangayam Bull. 
(Indian J. Vet. Sci. &; Anim. Husb., Vol. XII, Part I) 

rl'he prominence of their forehead is slight and the 
head is also of moderate size. The earB are small, 
pointed, a.nd the neck is short with small dewlap 
and very small sheath, and a long tail reaching well 
below the hocks, almost touching the gronnd. This 
type has great resemblance to the Bull of the 
J11ahenjocZaro Seal. (212, 226-'30) 
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44. (4) The Khillari breed: This is a well-known 
draught breed, bred mainly in the Sholapur, the Tapti 
Valley, Khandesh and Satara districts of the Bombay 
Presidency. This is a derivative of the Amrit Mahal 
but is not so compact and fine, and there seems 
to be an admixture of blood with the grey-white 
.cattle of the north. 

They are g.r~y-'lY~it.e, in colour. The head is 

Fig. 6. Khillari Bull. 
(InditlD .J. Vet. Soi. & Anhn. Husb" Vol. XII, Part I) 

massive with long, sweeping characteristic horns. 
'l'he ~ail is comparatively short but the dewlap. is 
voluminous, 

45. (5) The Krishna Valley breed: These cattle 
are bred in the valley of Krishna river in the southern 
portions of the Province of Bombay and in the 
Hyderabad State. 
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f!'hey are the animals for the black cotton 
soil arid, are reared on. specially~grown fodder 
crops. The cows are fair milkers. 'rhe breed is 
not an well-fixed one as several types .have gone 
into its composition. Although the admixture of 
blood with the grey-white cattle of the north is 
evident from colour and appeamllce, yet there are 

Fig. 7. Krishna Valley Bull 
(Indian Farming., Vol. II, No.8) 

ample indications of its origin from the Mysore 
draught type. 

The hump is very well-developed Imd is placed 
in the front of the wither. The horns are small 
and curved 01' straight. The sheath is moderately 
developed and is pendoulous. The dewlap is well 
developed. The tail is short. 
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46. (6) The Bargur breed: These cattle are bred 
extensively in the Ba,rgur hills in the Coimblltore 
district of Ma,dras. These ca,ttle belong to the Mysore 
type but are smaller, more compact, a,nd the forehead 
is not so prominent as in other Mysore breeds. They 
are very fiery, restive, and difficult to train. For spirit, 
power ,Of endurance and speed in trotting they are said 
to be unsurpassed. 

The chief colours are spots of red or white on white 
or red ground. Sometimes light grey colour is also 
met with. The cows are very poor milkers. 

'l'heir characteristics are: long head tapering 
towards the muzzle, the forehead is slightly prOl.p,inent, 
horns grow backwards and upwards, fine dewlap, light 
sheath and rather short tail. (239) 

47. (7) The Alambadi breed: These cattl.6l are 
bred in the hilly tracts of north Salem and north 
Coimbatore districts of. Madras adjoining th¢ Mysore 
State, and are reared mostly on forest grazing. It 
may be regarded as an off~shoot of the Hallikar 
breed of Mysore. The bullocks are very active and 
hardy animals and can live on scanty rations. The 
cows are poor milkers. 

Their characteristics are: dark grey or black 
colour of the bull and grey colour of the cow. 
The forehead is prominent and bulging and the 
face is long and narrow. The horns are long 
and sweep back. The bulls are of a loose build, 
with a large dewlap extending to the sheath. The 
northern cattle resemble the Hallikar in build and 
dewlap. (238, 338) 

9 
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48. The Long-eared Gir type of the forests of 
.Kathiawar: ,]_'be home of these cattle is the Gil' forest 
ot south Kathiawar. ']_'hese cattle in a less pure form 
extend over a wide area of W8btern India from Cutch 
in the north to as far south as the Nizam's dominious . 
. They are also largely bred in the western States of 
Rajputana, and it is also evident that they have 
influenced the character of the cattle at long distance, 
as far away as the borders of the United Province. 

Its typicfl1 characteristic is a very. prominent and 
broad forehead which forms a bony shield covering the 
upper part of the head and .neck. The face narrows 
sharply and bends down at a sharp angle below the 
protrud ing forehead. 

Its one great characteristic is its long pendulous 
ea;l.', resembling a folded leaf, the insidH f[wing 
forward. The ears curve in l1 pronounced spiml twist 
with a peculiar lobe at the end, 

In the male, the upper part of the head is more 
prominent but the face is not so fine as in the cow. The 
horns are short and directed downwl11'ds I1nd backwl1rds, 

The colouring of the Gil' cl1tt1e is I1Iso very 
distinctive. The basic colour of the skin is white but 
patches of co~oured hf,Lir ranging fro~ light redt~ 
.almost black are distributed over it11 parts of t.]18 body 
in most of these l1uiml1Is. In somo, the patches of 
colour are la.rge and in others they are so slllall that 
at a distance the animal may appear to be It roan. 
When crossed with grey white cattle this peculiar 
colouring generally disappears except occ[Lsionally as 
seen in the Mehwati breed. 
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The Gil' influence may be generally detected in the 
broad bulging forehead, in the long drooping ears, 
in the elevated carriage of the head, in the pendulous 
Bheath, in the peculiar shape of the hal'll, and in its 
,general make-up. And these characteristics may be 
traced in animals from the Punjab in the north to as 
far south as Madras and as far east as the U nitecl 
Province. 

In all Gil' cattle another peculiarity may be found. 
A clearly defined patch of colour may be seen which 
is of a quite different shade from other patches in the 
flaIDe animal. This patch is liable to appear even in 
crossed animals in which the Gil' colouration is 
.otherwise masked. 

The bony forehead gives a sleepy appearance to the 
eyes. They are on the whole larger animals than the 
Mysore type and of comparatively looser frame with 
a pendulous sheath and loose skin so disliked by 
draught-cattle breeders. (71, 318) . 

49. (1) The Gil' breed: In the Gil' proper, the ears 
resemble a curled-up leaf with a notch near the tip. 
The back is strong, straight and level. The hip bones 
.are generally more prominent: 'l'he tail is long and 
whip-like with a black switch which reaches nearly to 
the ground. In pute-bred Gil'S the colour is seldom 
entire, though almost entire reds are met, with all 
stages of mottling of shades from red to almost black. 
'fhe limbs are straight and widely placed. The cow has 
a long fold of skin running forward from the udder. 

The Gil' c.o~vs are good. Ipi.l.ll:e~. '1'he bullocks 
are powerful animals though slow and lethargic as 
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compared with the trotting 1\1ysore type. They are very 
extensively used as draught animals. The GirB are 
regular calvers, the average interval between lactations 
being 14 to 16 months, and the" average yield in 
well-managed herds ranges between 3,500 to 4,000 Ib8. 
(Report, 2nd and Srd Delhi Show) 

The best~recordea performance of the Gil' cow 
is of t,he Cow, Ramon 34, belonging to the Gow B!1kshllT 

Fig. 8. Gil' Bull. 
(Indian J. Vet. Sci. & Anim. Hush., Vol. XII, Par~ I) 

Mandali, KhandivIe, Bombay, who at 5~ to 7 years age 
gave 6,000 Ibs of milk in one lactation of 555 days. 
Another Cow, Prag Kabir 196, of the same Ml1nclali g!1ve 
5,289 Ibs of milk in 399 days during its first calving, 
bringing the daily average to 14.21bs, while the Gil' Cow 
No. 28 of the Bangalore Institute gONe 4,132 Ibs in 240 
days on its first calving, bringing the average to 17.2 
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Ibs per day. Mr. Kothawalla, Imperial Dairy expert, 
commented thus on the Gil'· in 1933; "Perhaps, 
the oldest breed 6f cattle in India which has played n. 
prominent part in; the origin of some of the important 
Indian breeds of cattle found today. A typical dual
purpose breed which was in great dema,nd all through 
the country at one time, but now very nearly exhausted 
due to want of controlled breeding". (318,352) 

50. The Gir in the States: In the first Oattle 
Show held at Delhi in 1938, the Gil' Cattle were 
sent from Junagarh State and from the Bhawanagar 
State. 

"In the Baroda State a herd of selected Gil' cattle 
was established about 1890, but the original herd 
was unfortunately dispersed. It has recently (1926) 
been replaced by a new herd. This valuable 
breed of milk cattle had, in the interval, almost 
disappeared. Much diffioulty was experienced in 
obtaining typical specimens and it is fortunate that 
the breed has not been. altogether Iost."-CRoyal 
Commission on Agriculture, 1927 P.222) 
51. (2) The Deoni breed: This breed is mainly 

confined to the north-western and western portions of 
the Nizam's dominions. They appear to be allied to 
the Dangi cattle of the Presidency of Bombay. The 
Deoni resembles the Gil' type to a considerable extent; 
but there is no; doubt that there is other blood in its 
composition and, also owing to locality, it has been: 
bred to develop' differently from the Gil', The fore.., 
head and the horns are characteristic of the Gil'. , The 
colouring varies considerably, but black and white and, 
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red and white are the most common. .rJ'he typical 
drooping' ear makes it easy to identify it wi th the Gil' 
type, although in some individual u,nimals the ear 
is not so cbMacteristic of the type. The sheath is 
pendulous. ""The bullocks are good work-animl1ls for 
heavy cultivation, and theJcowB aTe good milkers l1f!.i 

compared with other breeds of the Nizam's dominions.' 

Fig. 9. DeoIii Dongri Bull. 
(Indian F!Ll'ming" Vol.'II,No. 8) 

.In tb.e first Delhi Oattle Silow the Deoni caM Ie were 
sent from the Hyderabad State, and from the Hingol 
Government Farm. A maximum yield of 8,000 Ibs of 
milk has been recorded. The Hyderabad State is nbW 

developing the milking potentiality of this breed. (852} 
52 .. (3) The Darigi breed: '1'he home of this breed 

is a small area comprising part of Ahmednagal' and. 
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Nasik districts in Bombay, and also in the States of 
Bansda, Dharampur, Jowhar and Dangs. It is known 
to do well in the heavy rainfall tracts of western India. 
The cattle are extremely hardy and stand well the 
heavy rainfall of the Western Ghats and are not 
affected by continuous working in the rice fields. 

The Dangi is a medium, slow draught"animal,! 
v!1rying from 45" to 30" inches height and 58 to 60 
inches in girth. The cow is a smaller animal and is a,' 

poor milker. Its colour is red and white or black and 
white. The skin contains an excessive amount of oil 
which protects it from rain. The hoof is exceptionally 
hn,rcly, black and flint-like. 

53. (4) The Mehwati breed: These cattle come 
froID the western portions of the Alwal' and Bharatpur 
States. They are valued as docile cattle and used for 
heavy plough and carting. The cows are fair milkers. 
They show, Gir· characte~ist,ics b~t also show some 
resemblance to the Hariana breed, indicating a 
mixture. 1'hey are white in colour with dark head and 
some indi~idual animals show the Gir colom:l!itiori. 
They are somewhat high in the leg. The ears and 
the for~head, and the na~rowed-down· face indicate 
the Gil' type. 

54. (5) The Nimari breed: These cattle are largely 
bred in the Valley of the Nerbbuda. They are much' 
prized as active ·ca~tle, .. They show the Gil' colouration,·1 
the pec0ia~ fOl'm~tion of face and also the: pendulous 
sheath; " They seem to be a cross: between the Girl 
and the Khillari cattle. The ea1:8 lose the .peculiar 
Gil' characterisLic-alihongh tbey are·of moderate length 
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and width. In general, they llrc red in colour with 
la.rge sph~shea of white on various parts of the body. 
'l'hey h",ve good milking qualities. (352) 

Fig. 10. Nimari Bull. 
(Indian J. Vet. Soi. & Anim. RUBb., Vol. XII, Part!) 

515. III eM. Broad-fa.ced lyre-horned, large grey 
White type of north India: l'he Kankrej breed of 
Gujarut is its main representative. According to 
Sir Arthur Olver this type appe~l's to have followed 
the route taken by the Rigvedic Aryan people, when, 
after entering India by the northern passes, they 
turned west, north of the AravaIli ranges, to reach 
Sind, Gnjarat and southern Rajputana. 

Of this grey, lyre-horned type the general 
characteristics a.re: short, broad face, .dished between 
the eyes; strong lyre-shaped barns which emerge 
from the poll. in an outward and upward direction, 
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and the base of which is covered with skin more than 
in other types. 'llhey have loose heavy skin and fue of 
compact heavy build with pendulous sheath and ear. The 
large Malvi breed of Rajputana resembles the Kankrej 
in certain respects, though the horns· are inclined 
more forward in the Malvi than in the Kankrej. 

56. (1) The Kankrej breed: The Kankrej Breed 
leads the type. It is one of the most-prized. cattle of 

Fig. 11. Kaokrej Bull. 
(Indian Farming., Vol. II, No.4) 

India. Its honie is the country south-east of the Rano" 
of Cutch, extending· from the S. W. corner ot the 
Tharparkar district of Sind to Ahmedabad in !Bombay 
in the east, to the Radhanplll' State in the west, 
particularly along the Banas and Sarasvati rivers. 
In. the Radhan·pul: 'State it is known as tlie 
Wadhiar breed: These· cattle emerging from their 
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own area have spread to Kathia,war alld Ba,roda and 
Sumt, where they are used for draught purposes. 

They are very highly prized as fast, pow~.t:f)lL ..._ ..... 
draught-cattl~ and were extensively exported to: 

'America amI other countries for gruding up the 
indigenous cattle, for the creation of a tropical beef 
breeding type. 

The Kankrej haA a broad chest, a lwwerful body, 
a broad fore-head with lyre-shaped horns. These horns 
are at.tended to by breeders during development to 
make "'them thicker and let them hltve a coating of 
skin up to some height at the base of the h01'l1. The 
ear is long and drooping. The skin is heavy with 
moderate dew-lap and pendulous sheath. The tl'1il is 
comparatively short. 'l'llis breed has been maintained 
for genemtions in a pure form by owners of ]rtrge 
nonmdic herds. 

The recorded milk-yield of the E::mkrej breed is as 
under: The Cow JJIeghon belonging to the Chharodi 
Farm, Bombay, when she was G-8 yenrs of I1ge 
during' her third lactation gave 7,259 Ibs of milk in 
362 days, bringing the daily average to 20.0 11m, and 
Bati 20 of the same Farm gave 6,423 Ibs of milk in 
335 days, bringing the daily average to 1£).0. '1'11ese 
are very good records for any breed in this country 
or in Europe. The Eankrej is bred pure at the 
Chharodi Farm, north Gujarat (Bombay Presidency) 
where about 200 cows are maintained 011 some 
2,300 acres of land. 

At the Delhi Cattle Show, Kanh:rej BUllock No. 228, 
exhibited by the Baroda State, won the first 'pr'iie for 
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the class, while a Kankrej' Bull [md a Rankrej CO"Y 
exhibited by the Northcote Oattle Fa,I'lll, Chh4rodi , 
obtained first prize of this class and the Bull was 
regarded as the best bull in the Show. 

Mr. Rothawalla, Impel'ial Diary expert,. compli
mented in 1933 the Kankrej breed as undor: "One of 
the most important dna I-purpose breeds in the pUl'est 
form which has of. recent years been bred into 
promising dairy strains." (302-03) 

57. (2) The Malvi breed: These ca,ttle are found 
in the comparatively dry Malwa tract of the Central 

Fig'. 12. Malvi Bull. 
, (Indian J. Veil. Sci. &; Anim. Husl)., VoJ. XII, Part I) 

India Agency. They f1re reared on na,tural, groUnds. 
supplemented by special fodder-Cl'ops and grain 
residues. They are' also bred in the nOl'thel'n portion 
of C.P. a,nd the north-ea,stern section of the Ni~am's. 
dominions .. '. 'rhey -are: very'porntlar for Eght dnl,ught 
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-on the roads and for cultivation. They are massive, 
-compact animals of grey colour deepening to di1rk 
grey eve~t~black inthe ~eckand.hump of the males. 
The cows and bulIocks eventually become pure white 
with age. Their chief characteristics are: short, deep 
'compaCt body, straight back and drooping quarters, 
powerful short limbs and feet, slightly pendulous 
sheath and well-developed humps. The hams emerge 
from the outer angles of the poll. 

There are two distinct types of the Malvi breed : 
The big l\:Ialvi breed in the south-west of the Gwaliol' 
State and the small Malvi breed in the south-west of 
ihis area . 

... ,,1I'he cows are poor milkers. 

58. (3) The Magore breed: It is one of the mOst 
famous breeds of trott.ip,g3raught-ca,ttle of India. Its 

_.-- <..__"_,,, ... ~.'"'-,-. ~-. '. 

home is in the north-east of the Jodhpur State where 
it is carefully bred. The bullocks are big animals and 

are m\J.c~ E:ized .~~ .J~werftj.J .t];()tting cat,tIe for fast 
road-work. Their mart is the "Parbatsar" Fair where 
they fetch high prices. Their face is rather compara
tively long and narrow, and the forehead is flat, their 
horns emerge from the outer angles of the poll. The 
ears are large but non-drooping. They have fine 
-skin, a small dewlap and sbeath, anq a short tail. 

The Cows are poor milkers .. ~ 
59. (4) The Tharparkar breed: 'They are the 

animals of the arid semi-desert tracts of south-west 
Sind. They are also bred in large numbers in t.he 
adioining Indian States of Cutch, Jodhpur, Jaisalmir. 
The area is full of sand dunes and has a low rainfall. 
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They are fed on scanty grazings and bushes, supple
mented by grain crop residues. 

They are a. compact, hardy, grey-white breed. The 
bulls are wholly grey while young; the cows and 
bullocks are of lighter grey which becomes white with 
age. There is usually a light, grey line along the 
spine of the young animals. 

Fig. V1. Tharparkar Cow.' 
(Indian Fn.rming., Vol. IV, No.7) 

Typical Tharparkars are med.~_:llE.J..~~iZifld ... anilllilLls,_ 
with deep frame and strong straight limbs. This 
bl'eed is proving to be one of the .. bes.~:,milQl:L.J:n:~~,(l1?_ 
of India, while the bullocks are ···O:C~edium weightsr 
useful for plough or carting. Th~y>have-~~:;~~ai 
po'i;;:ts"of excellence whIch ai:e making them popular. 
Their capacity for milk is large,. their capacity for 
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.work well~developed, and they can thrive on scanty 
fodder. They are being reared in Government Oattle 
Farms in many parts of India. 

Their cha.racteristics are: a compact, deep frame 
with somewhat drooping quarters, a moderately long 
face, a broad poll, and a slightly bulging forehead, a 
medium~sized hump placed straightly in front of 
the withers. In the female, there is a flap of skin 
in place of the sheath. 

The first prize-winning cow and bull at the 1940 
Show came from the Live~Stock Officer, Sind, 
Sakrand. 

Mr. Kothawalla, Imperial Dairy expert, commented 
thus on the Tharaparkar in 1933: "A medium~ 

sized breed possessing dual-purpose characteristics 
but showing a great tendency t.ow!lrds high milk 
production !lnd can be developed into an important 
dairy breed of the future." 

The Tharparkar cow has a high milk record. 
Kumar 31j belonging to 1. A. R. Institute Kamal, 
Punjab, gave 8,7341b8. of milk in 013 days, bringing 
the daily average to 27. \3 lbs; another cow, Madhuri 
K. K. 397, from the Gove~'nment Experimental 
Farm, Kanke, Ranchi (Bebar) gave 7,119 Ibs of 
milk in 304 days, bringing the daily average to 
23.4 Ib8. (321) 

60. (5) The Bachaur breed: The home of these 
cattle is Bachaur and Koilpur Pal'ganas of the 
Sitall1arhi subdivision, Behar. It is essentially a draught, 
breed. 'I'he bullocks are good work-animals. The milk
yield of the cow is poor, being only 2, to 4 Ibs a day. 
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rr'heir prevailing colour is grey. The animals are 
compact, with straight back. The fore-head is broad 
with prominent eyes and large, drooping ears. 

61. (0) The .Ponwar breed : T·hese cattle are found 
in the Parl1npur Tehsil of the Pillibhit district, U.P;, 
and the north-western part of Kheri district of the 
U.P. 'fhe pure-bred animals possess a narrow face with 
long, upstanding horn, measuring 12 to 18 inches. 
'l'hey are generally black and white in colour. The tail 
is long and tapering with a white Bwitch. The average 
weight of the cow is 050 lbs and of the bull 700 to 
800 IbB, 'fhey are very active and often furious. They 
like free grazing: The bullocks are good for deaught 
pUl'poses. rr'he cows are POOl' milkers. '-.. ' 

62. III (B), Narrow-faced, whiter short horned 
type of northern and central India: This type. 
comprises of 6 breeds: 

6S. (1) Bhagnari breed: rr'he home of this 
breed is Sind, adjoini~g Baluc~ist.an. 'I' he territory 
from which it comes and. takes its name is the Bhag 
territory watered by the Nari river. The cllttle are 
maintained on specially-grown :foaael'. Cl'Op and on 
residues of grain crop, and also largely on the 
nutritious grass grown on the banks of the Nari l:iver, 

The Bhagnari breed has given rise to two different 
types: one small type, bred on the lower Nal'i 
Valley, and the other a large type, bred on the upper 
Nari Valley, Their colour is white to grey, deepening 
to almost black near the neck, the shouldel's and 
the hump or the mature male. 'l'hey are well~bui1t, 
.long animals, with plenty of bone 'and muscle. The 
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cows are reputed tp be very good milkers; and selected 
cows have given quitegood yields. 

The Sind Report mentions that this breed is suitable 
for the right bank. Of the two types the medium 
is . best for pull and milk. The milk yield (unweaned) 
waS found of be 7 to 8 lbs per day. The best lactation 

Fig. 14. Bhagnari Bull. . 
(Indian J. Vet. Sci. & Anim. Husb., Vol. XII, Part I) 

gave 2,034 lbs. 25 cows were kept at Shahdadkote 
IJ'arm in a herd 72 strong. 

THE .,_DAZZAL STRAIN: This strain is 
practically another name for the Bhagnari breed. 
extensi vely bred in the Dera Gazi Khan district: of the 
Punjab. It can be traced that a hundred years ago some 
Bhagnari bulls were specially imported for breeding 
in this district, as a result of which a well-established 
Bhagnari strain is available in Dera Gazi Khan from 
where it is distributed to many parts of the Punjab. 
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64, (2) The Gaolao breed: The Gaolao is the 
most important breed of the Central Province and is 
seen !Lt its best in Wardha, the 4~s~.r!9t at the foot 
of the Satpuras, in the Sansar Tehsil, the Rurai 
Pargana, the soutbern portion of the Seoni Tehsil, 
parts of Nagpur district and Baihar TehsiL 

They are of medium height but are geue1'l111y 
light; of build tending to.be llal'l'OW. in frame, probably 

Fig. 15. Gaolao Cow. 

because of malnutrition when young, The females 
are usually pUl:e white and the Wales are grey over 
the head, The head is markedly long and natrow 
with a straight profile tapering' towards the Dluzzle 
and somewhat broader at the base of the· horns. 
The forehead is bulging with skin folds round the 
eyes giving them a sleepy appearance. The borns 
are short and stu)J1J}y. The dewlap is large. The 

10 
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males, if well.developed, make excellent work-cattle 
and trotters for light carts. 'l'hey can endure long 
runs at a speed like the Khilll1ri animals. The Gaolao 
cow is considered to be good milkers, although neal' 
lLbout Wardha there are many villages having herds 
of Gaolao where the cows give little milk. There is 
every possibility of developing its milking quality by 
proper feeding and attention. (340) 

Fig. 16. Hariana Bull. 
(Indian J. Vet. Sci. & Aliim. lImb., Vol. XlI, ParL I) 

65. (3) The Hariana breed: '1'he Hariana cattle 
are bred particularly in the Rohtak, HisS1H', .E:~arnal 

and Gurgaon districts of the Punjab, in the Delhi 
Province, and also in the Mattra district of the 
D.P. Large numbers are annually sent to Calcutta 
and other cities for milk production. The breed is 
found over a wide area, including U.P., Alwar and 
Bharatpur. Hal'iana bUllocks are very good at rapid 
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road transport and at the plough. The cattle are 
white or grey-white. Their grey cbanges generally 
to white before the rainy season in Calcutta. In 
the males the neck and hump I1re dark. The horns 
of the cows and the bulls are short and stumpy; 
but in the bullocks the horns develop almost to the 
lyre shape. The shea.th and the dewlap are small, 
and the body is comllact and strong. The tail is fine 
with a black swHch ·~.eaching half-way between the 
hock and the ground. 

Oow No. 18 from the Cattle Breeding Farill, Delhi, 
in her third lactation of 310 days gave 8,079 lbs. of 
milk, bringing the daily average to 26'1 Ibs., while 
Cow No. HJOj2/22 from the Government Cattle Farm, 
Hissar, Punjab, gave 7,068 Ibs. of milk in 296 days, 
bringing the daily average to 21'5. 

Mr. Kothawalla observed in 1933 about the 
Hariana: "The p~emier cattle breed of the Punjab. 
A medium, heavy type of breed which can be 
developed into producing dairy strains." The liariana 
has achieved Dairy status since. (254) 

66. (4) The Hansi Hissar breed: This breed 
belongs to the Hissar district in the area round about 
the river Hansi in the Punjab, whence the name 
Hansi Hissar. 'l'hey are very similar to the Ha.riana 
breed but are stronger and more heavily built, with 
comparatively longer curved horns and large, loosely 
hrunging ears. Theil' characteristic colour is white 
and grey. While the bullocks are hardy, the 
cows have not been able to reach the record of 
those of the Hariana breed.' They have up to now 
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been distinctly regarded as draught animals, rather 
than milkers. 

At the Delhi Show of 1940 a Hansi Eissar Bullock 
from the Government Cattle Farm got the tirst prize, 
and a heifer also from the same Farm got the first 
prize. (242) 

67. (5) The Ongole breed: The Ongole tract in 
the Madrar; Presidency is famous for its breed of 

Fig. 17. Ong'ole Bull. 
(Indian J. Vat. Sci. &, Anim. Husb., Vol. XII, Part I) 

ca,ttle. The cultivators of Guntur (Madras) generally 
breed them. They arc fed on specially-grown fodder 
and grain residues. The cattle are usually docile and 

\

the bullocks are very powerful, suitable for heavy 
plough and cart work; but on account of their bulk 
\hey are not regarded as useful for fast trotting. 

'l'he Ongole cattle used to be exported on an 
extensive scale to tl'Opical AmericaJor improving the 
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local cattle by grading. They have the capacity of 
thriving on a Bcanty ration of dry fodder. Some 
Ongole cattle show traces of admixture with other 
blood through the colour patches on their skin. These 
heavy animals are not suitable for poor soil. 

They have 11 comparatively long body and a short 
neck. Their peculiarity is their great size and their 
muscularity. (200, 202, 205, 214-15, 225, 291) 

68. (6) The Rath breed: These are medium-sized 
animals coming from the Alwar State and the other 
neighburing States of Rajputana. Outside Alwar they 
are likely tp be mixed with the Hariana, Nagore and 
the Mehwati breeds. They are very cornpact and 
active, and are suitable for medium plough and road 
work. The cows are also milkers. On account of the 
combination of these three points-medium size, 
suitability for draught work and good milking capacity
they are regarded as the poor man's cattle, while the 
Nagores are considered to be the rich man's cattle. 

III (A) if; III (B) JJl1XED TYPE.' This type 
comprise the following two known breeds: 

69. (1) The Kenwariya breed: This is !1 well-known 
breed of Bundelkhan# and is found along the Ken 
river in the Banda district of the U. P. These animals 
are very popular for light draught and the plough. 
The cows are poor milkers. Their colour is grey. 

They have [1 short, broad· head with dished 
forehead, with strong, pointed horns. The horns 
and the general build might suggest that they 
show a mixture of the III (A) and III (B) varieties 
of type III. The horns approach the Kankrej of 
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type III (A)., whereas the other characteristics are 
those of type III (B). 

70. (2) The Kherigarh breed: This breed is 
found in the Kherigarh Pargana of the Khel'i district, 
U. P. These cattle are generally whine with a small, 
narrow face. The horns are large, and measure 
12 to 18 inches and approach the Kenwal'iya type. 
They have nearly the same characteristics as the 
Kenwal'iya breed. They are fiery and active and 
thrive on free grazing. The cows ate pOOl' milkers. 
They are well suited to the Terai tract. 

Fig. 18. Afghan Cow. 
(Indian J. Vet. Sci. & Anim. Husb., Vo]. XII, Part I) 

71. Sahiwal type-mixture of Afghan and north 
Indian blood: In the Montgomery district of the 
Punjab there exists a distinct type of cattle known as 
the Sahiwal Breed which appears to be closely allied to 
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the cattle of Afghanistan. These cattle are pale red or 
dun or parti-coloured and are amongst the best 
milking breeds of India. It is known that large 
numbers of people from Rajputana, at one time, came 
into this area with their cattle from the south and, 
therefoBl', it is assumed that the Montogomery has 
much Gil' blood introduced into it by these people. 
The colouring shows similarity to the Afgban as well 
as to the Gil' types. 

It is also surmised that the Red Sindhi is a 
prod net of the mixture of the same two types of blood 
-the Afghan and the Gil'. In the Red Sindhi a third 
mixture of blood of the cat,tIe from the Las Bela 
area of Baluchistan is also traced. The type is named 
here Afghan-Gil' type. (48) 

72. (1) The Sahiwal breed: These are essentially 
milch cattle, which in tho past were raised in large 
numbers in tbe dry central and southern areas of 
the Punjab. The cattle of this type are sharply 
distinguished from the Bhagnaris. Harianas, Nagores, 
and Dhannis, etc. They are usually~long-limbed rather 
than fleshy cattle, short in the leg and of a lethargic 
disposition. The bullocks are useful for slow work, 
though it is not considered to be a good draught
animal. Owing to their milking capacity the Shahiwals 
are largely imported into cities. They have been bred 
pure in different cities in India, far from their homes 
and having widely different climatic conditions. Their 
milk records seem to Elhow that it thrives everywhere 
under proper cq,re. The following Table shows the 
result of breeding Sahiwals in various places: 
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Sahiwal-Record of milk yield 

Place. Nt1.me of Days of Yield Average 
Cow. Lactation. in las"b during 

lactation. lactl1tion. 

1. Govt, Military in Ibs. in Ius. 

Dairy Farm. Belle-
Ferozepur, Punjab. J1:24jlOll 331 10,087 30'5 

2. C. L. Farm 
1. A. R. Iost., Chansuri-
New Delhi. 653 255 8,611 33'8 

3. Govt. DairyFarm, Ketaki---
Telankhel'i, Nagpul'. 5 289 7,249 25'1 

Fig. 19. Sahiwal Oow, 
(Indian J. Vet, Sci. & Anim. Husb., Vol. XII, Parn I) 

Mr. Kothawala, Imperial Dairy expert, observed 
in 1933 about the Sahiwal as under: 

"A medium-sized dairy breed which lost its 
importance due to its failure to meet the present-
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day agricultural requirements of the country as 
the male animals are too slow and practically 
useless for work purpose." 
Despite this observation in 1933, the Sahiwal 

maintains its popularity as the first-rank cow for 
meeting the milking needs of the cities. Much 
important work has been' done at Pusa on this breed 
to raise the standard both of the cow and of the bull. 
(258-'63, 1055-'61) 

73. (2) The Red Sindhi breed: The home of this 
breed is the country around Karachi and north-east 
of it. In the Las Bela a,rea of Baluchistan a distinct 
type of considemble pmity is bred. The Red Siudhi of 

Fig. 20. Sind hi Bull. 
(Indian Farming., Vol. II, No.4) 

Karachi shows distinct characteristics of the admixture 
of Afghan blood and also Gil' blood. In Baluchistan 
where, perhaps, the breed is pure, it has to be regarded 
as a selected breed of the Hill-type of cattle. 
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The Red Sindhis are among the most efficient 
milch cattle of India. These have the advantage of 
being small in size and have a high capacity for milk. 
They can thrive anywhere and it is. therefore, that 
these are used for grading up the local cattle in many 
areas. The bullocks are small and efficient draught 
animals. 

They are small, compact animals; and the points 
for par~icular attention are their red or fawn colouring, 
frequently with some white on the face or dewlap, 
The ears are model'ate~sized and drooping; the udder 
is capacious with ii, tendency to be pendulous .. The 
horns are thick and emerge laterally from the poll 
and curve upward s and forwards. 

Red Sindhi-Record of milk yield 

Place. Name of Lllcta· Lactn,· Avornge 
Cow. tion tion during 

days. Yield. lactll,tion 
Govern ment in Hm. in lbs. 

Fruit Earm, 
lVIil'purkbas, Bind. Boiee-50 374 7,533 20'1 
Government 
Milk Farm, 
Jubbulpore. Kadic·86 281 6,298 22'4 
Govel'nmen~ 

Mili tary Dairy 
Farm, I_1ucknow. Saturn 461 7,825 17'0 
Government 
Model Dairy 
Farm, Secundarabad, 
Deccan. Shakuntala 319 f:i,573 2G.7 
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'fhe breeders of the Red S'indhi are full of praise 
for it. 

"The Sind hi cow is one of the best for the small 
dairy man .. It is not a large animal and it eats 
less food than the larger cows such as the Ongole. 
the Sahiwals etc.; it is a thrifty feeder, and 
maintains good condition on fairly Bcanty rations.'> 
In the opinion of Mr. Smith, late Imperial Dairy 

expert, 
". '" . .it is one of the purest and most distinct of 
Indian breeds of cattle. It is, however, tbe only 
breed of commercially profitable dairy cattle in 
this country outside of buffaloes which can be 
purchased in large numbers." 
"The Buckingham and Oarnatic mills, Madras, in 
1992, disposed of their Ongole cows and purchased 
a small herd of Sindhi cows for their dairy, and 
today they have a very good herd of milking cows 
Qf pure Sind breed." 
The recorda of the Hoam farm, Madras, where 

a Sindhi herd is maintained are as under: 
Lactation period about 310 days, calving every 

16 months. Dry about 5 months, milk yield 5,000 
to 6,000 lbs., average daily 16 lbs.; highest in a 
day 34 Ibs. (Extract from an article by R. W. 
Littlewood, Deputy Director of Agriculture, Hosur 
Cattle Farm, Madras) 

Regarding-the Red Sindhi, Mr. Kothawalla, Imperial 
Dairy expert, Bangalore, observed in 1933 : 

"This breed is, perhaps, found in'the purest state in 
the country today and is universally acknowledged 
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as the best dairy breed available and for that reason 
it has spread all over the country." (321-'27) 
74. The Dhanni breec,1 : According to Sir Arthur 

Olver, the Dhanni cattle of the Punjab should be 
accepted as a distinct type. He thinks that they 
probably came to India with a separate group of 
immigrants through the northern passes. They are 
,11 moderate-sized, compact breed of very active 

Fig. 21. Dhanni Bull. 
(Indian Farmiug., Vol. I, No.9) 

work-cattle of peculi!1r colouring which are bred in 
-considerable numbers in the Attock, Rawalpindi and 
Jhelum are!1S of the Punjab, and in the North·West 
Frontier Province. The colouring of these animals is 
of black 01' red spots on a white coat, l'anging fron:~ 

almost white with evenly-scattered spots covering the 
whole body to animals in which the greater part of the 
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skin is black and the typical spotting comes ouly on 
certain parts. They are much prized as fast-moving 
plough cattle. The cows are not good milkers, and 
this may be due to the lack of attention paid to 
the female animals. In most cases, the cows are 
extensively used in the plough and are underfed, and 
hence their milking potentialities seldom have a chance 
to d.evelop. The average yield of the undeveloped milch 
cow is 3-6 Ibs. a day. The lactation period extends 
over seven months. The bullocks are pD.rticularly in 
demand for use in Karah or earth scoop-a contrivance 
used for levelling fields. The bulls and bullocks of 
this type move in short but rapid steps, which is a 
characteristic feature. The cows of ,this breed command 
only one-third of the price of a working bullock which 
costs about Rs. 100-150 (1941). Some good Harah 
animals fetch fancy prices. The average female 
weights 700 to 900 Ibs. and the male 800 to 1,000 Ibs. 

Deta.iled description oJ! the Dhanni breed and 
their measurements are given in 1. C. A. !{,. Bulletin 
No. 47: "Definition and &.aracteristics of Dhanni 
and Khillari Cattle." 

Mr. Ware in the report of the third Oattle Show 
(1980) at Delhi observed about this breed: 

"A very fine breed of medium-sized draught·animals~ 
well-worth preservation in purity. Crossing into this 
breed should be avoided. The specimens shown were 
wonderfully even in standard and of high quality:'" 
75. The Hill-type of ancient India: All over 

India, particularly in the Himalayas and the hills 
of Baluchistan, a small type '-of cMitle exists which 
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is so definite in colouring, formation and general 
characteristics that there seems to be. Ii ttle doubt 
that it is a very ancient type which has existed in 
India from pre-historic times. The cattle of this 
type are very small animals and are usually black 
Dr some shade of red varying from almost black to 
pale dun, while many are parti-coloured. In the 
majority there is some white on the forehead and the 
dewlap, while the tip of the tail and the extremities 
of the limbs may also be white. These little cattle 
are able to thrive where large, more valuable animals 
would not survive and arB capable of rendering useful 
service as milch animals as well as for work in 
the hills and for light ploughing. The cattle of this 
type are seen as far north as Lundi-Kotal to as far 
south us the Oape Camorin, also in Baluchistan in 
the west and Assam in the east, as also in the forest 
and hilly tracts in various parts of India. They 
are found in the east and west coastal areas where 
the cattle are very POOl', in the Coorg and Nilgiri 
hills and in the forest traHs of Rajputana and Central 
India. Better·developed specimens may be seen neal' 
the foot hills which are good working-type animals. 
If well-fed,these cattle are in fact valuable, very hardy 
and active work-cattle, with a fail' milk-yield for the 
size. There is no outstanding anatomical peculiarity 
by which these cattle can be readily distinguished, 
but the head is smaller in proportion to the body. 
In the very stunted cattle seen at high levels in the 
Himalayas, the horns are often quite short, but in the 
lower altitudes, where better nutriment is available, 
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they are of fair size. The skin is light on the body 
and the eyes and the feet are small but of good 
quality. 1'be cows of this type, where their nutrition 
is reasonably good, may be fair milkers for their size. 

76. (1) The Siri breed: These animals are found 
in the Darjeeling hill tracts and in Sikkim. and 
Bhutan. Bhutan is supposed to be their real home, 
and it is from Bhutan that the best specimens are 
brought to Darjeeling. The colours mostly seen are 
black and white and red and white. The animal 
carries a thick coat all the year round and this offers 
considerable protection against the severe cold and 
heavy rains met with in these hilly tracts. 

The general shape of the 8iri is massive. Its 
head is square-cut and small, a~-' is w~n·"set. The 
forehead is wide and flat. The hump is plac6d well 
forward and the ears are usually small, The sheath 
is light; strong legs and feet are characteristics of 
the breed. The bullocks are much prized. 1'hey can 
pull loads of 10 to 12 maunds over bad mountainous 
roads with ease. 

Well-fed cows are good Ulilkers giving up to 12 lbs. 
of milk while the fat content is 5 to 6 pel' cent. 
Ordinary cows give 2 to 4 Ibs. of milk. 

77. (2) The Lohani breed: The home of this 
breed of cattle is the Loralai Agency of Baluchistan. 
They are also very widely distributed in the tribal 
areas where they are known as Acchcti cattle. This 
breed has potentialities for milk as also for work. 

The Lohani is a small animal; the mature 
animals are only 40 to 44 inches in height. Their 
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characteristic colour is rea with white patches~ 

although an entire red colour is not uncommon. 
The bullocks are excellent in the plough and as pack 
animals, specially in the hilly-area country. They 
can stand extremes of climate. The cows are said 
to yield up to 10 lbs. of milk a day. 

Fig. 22, Lobani Cow. 
(Indian J, VeL. Sci. & Anim. Husb" Vol. XII, Part I) 

78. Basis of classification of the breeds: The 
breeds so far catalogued by the Imperial Conncil 
of Agricultural Research have been described in the 
foregoing pages. More breeds are sure to be classified 
as the work progresses. Due to changes brought 
about by experiments on breeding, and also due to 
greater care in observation, the descriptive matter 
is likely to alter. Yet, inspite of these prospec~ive 
changes, we hlwe got something to begin with in 
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the materials alrel1dy collected by the Imperial Council 
of Agricultural Research. 

The classification adopted above is on the basis 
of the rough sketch given by Sir Arthur Olver. The 
basis is that of the place of origin of the breed. It 
has happened that a breed originally belonging to a 
certain place got extinct there, but travelling long 
distances got established without chl1nges in original 
purity, or more gen81:ally with a great deal or change. 
This being the case; the place of origin of a breed 
loses significance. For example, let us take the 
III (A.) broad·faced lyre-horned large, grey white 
type of north India origin. The first name is of the 
Kankrej breed of Gutch, a place far away from north 
India, The next name is of the )\1alvi breed of 
Central India; the third is of the Nagore breed of the 
Jodhpur State; and the fourth is of the Tharparkar 
breed of Sind. Therefore, in this enumeration not a 

name appears at present which is to be fonnd in 
northern India. What is of moment to the present 
enquirer of the breeds of cattle is the place where the 
breeds are at present found, also of what use they are. 

79. Classification by present habitat and utility: 
If ,the grouping of bl'eedfl is made on the basis of areas 
where they are found, much useful knowledge will 
be .obtained about the various breeds and their 
interactions on one another. 

Then again, another way of grouping the breeds is 
by their utility. 'We have only two utility values for 
cows-one for draught and another for _ milk. In this 
country the word "dual purpose" about a breed means 

11 
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a. breed which serves both for draught and for milking, 
The grouping a-t present may be thus: 

(1) Draught Breeds of Cattle; 
(2) Milking Breeds of Cattle; 
(3) Dual-purpose Breeds of Cattte. 
80. Sub-division of draught breeds: Dmught 

breeds may be sub-divided into: 
(a) Fast-trotting breeds; 
(b) Breeds capable of great endurance; 
(c) Breeds capable of heavy and slow draught, 

and 80 on. 
The list lllay be added to, according to the sub

division, to endless numbers of utility grades. There 
are breeds amongst draught-cattle which will thrive on 
scanty food like phe Alambadi breed of Salem, North 
Salem, Coimbatore, or the Rhillari breed of Sholapul' 
and Satara in the Marhatta country, whereas the N agore 
breed of Jodhpur, reported as the lUost famous breed 
of trotting-cattle. is regarded as the rich men's cattle, 
indicating that they require tender care and rich feeding. 

81. Classification on milking basis: Simi lady, 
about milking breeds of cattle. There may be heavy, 
medium and poor milkers. These qualities again 
are correlated to the size of the anillla~. 5 01' 6 lbs.'"of 
milk per day will be regarded as poor milking quality 
for a cow weighing 1000 lbs., whereas 5 or G lbs. of 
milk per day for a cow weighing 500 lbs. would be 
regarded as medium milking capacity for the animals. 
In this way also sub-divisions would be .almost endless. 

As for the dual-purpose cow-the heavier among 
the medium and slUail cows will form different classes. 
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Even among them there will be some tending to 
greater draught quality and some will tend to greater 
milking capacity, and, therefore, they will require 
different classification. 

82. Types cannot remain constant now: On the 
top of all these, the types are likely .to change fast at· 
the hands of intellligent breeders. So long as much 
attention was no_t paid to breeding, a stationary 
definition or classification might have done. . But now 
that the breeding problem fills a large part of the 
Government plan of improving cattle, the change of 
type characters is bound to be fast, and a classification 
made on the materials available today may be 
antiquated in course of a few yearB. 

83. Classification by areas: Olassification may 
be made according to the areas in which the different 
breeds of cattle are bred. Such a classification will 
convey much weight and will remain more or lesB 
stationary for long years to come. But, apart from the 
geographical area idea, they will be as little helpful as 
the claHsification Il,dopted in the foregoing Ohapter 
based on the places' of origin of the breeds. 

84. Olver's classification serves the purpose: If, 
however, the present character of the breeds, with 
their breeding places aud capacities are studied, as 
set forth by Sir Arthur Olver, then a sufficiently clear 
idea will be obtained as to what to expect from a 
particular breed, and which is the most suitable area 
in which it can thrive. Such information will serve 
the working purpose of the student. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DUAL.PURPOSE COW 

85. Indian cow is traditionally a dual-purpose 
animal: In India, the cow serves the double purpose 
of draught and milk provision. '1'he conception of 
the cow.in India is indissolubly connected both with 
drl1ught and with milking. It has -been so f1'0111 the 
Rigvedic times and beyond. Shiva rides a bull and 
Krishna is the son of a Gape or gowalct, a cowherd. 

Even in such a land modern theorists and 
technicians have been trying to pass the cow fiS 

principally a draught-a,nimal, and the buITa,lo !"S the 
giver of milk. The thought is pernicious. ~rhe iiold 
it affects is large and vital, and it is worth while to 
consider the pTOblem in some detail as to which of the 
two should be developed as milking animals. Gi'oat 
harm has already been done, and short-sightecl zelLl 

for immediate ,profits has diverted the attention of 
the people from the cow to the buffalo. A process of 
neglecting the female of the cow and of fostering tho 
femille of the buffalo has gone on for sometime with 
ofticio-l approval :1nd favour. Just as jute is the 
money-crop in 'Bengal, similarly the buffalo hlW 

become the money~animal of some tracts. In times of 
stress, of political changes or of the exigencies of , 
international trade, jute drives the cultivator into 
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disaster and ruin while it attracts him for its 1'8flc1y
money-bringing capacity. Similarly, in times of stress, 
the buffaloes [1re bound to fail those who are eloquent 
over them and depend on them. What has been said 
in the following pages is only of the nature of a 
preliminary discourse. Much more relevant material 
will appear where the subject of breeding is considered 
province by province in Ohapter VI. 

Much has been made of the special Mysore 
draught breeds like the Amrit Mahal and Hallikar 
breeds, the females of which were rarely milked. But 
this is only an example of perversion by a military 
genius of the type of Tipu Sultan to whom wat and 
military tmnsport meant more than anything else. 
Yet, even during the time of the Sultan, when the 
breed was probably being transformed solely for 
military purpose, the Amrit Mahal was a dual
purpose animal as its very name signifies. Amrit 
is milk and Mahal is department. rrhe animals kept 
in the milk department, evidently for supply of milk 
to the palacCl, subsequently were developed solely for 
draught purposes. The best and finest draught 
animal being originally a milking animal, it is quite 
easy to understand that all Indian cows are 
tradibionally dual-pmpose animals. 

In other countries ploughing is done by the horse 
01' the machine; and the cow serves the dual purpose 
of supplying (1) milk and (2) meat. In India the 
purpose naturally is different, and our dual purpose 
means milk and draught. Those who were giving 
shape to the Government policy of cattle-breeding 
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were guided variously in trying to improve the breeds 
till the Royal Commission gave a central and" 
executive lead. 

The barren character of the Royal Commission 
Reporb has been referred to a.lready. It is !1gain 
brought in here to emphasise the need of the 
development of the ('dual-purpose" cow in India. It 
has to be pointed out that in this matter the lead 
frolll the Royal Commission is of a. halting character, 
and wrong. Here is an extract from its report on the 
subject :-"Cattle breeding policy in relation to 
dnirying-; and dual-purpose breeds" : 

86, Cattle breeding policy: "There is, as has 
been stated in the preceding paragraph, evidence 
that in many parts of India the quantity of milk 
now produced by the cattle, kept by cultivators, 
is not sufficient to provide their owners with 
the supply desirable for their own use. In such 
circumstances, measures to improve the milking 
qualities of the cattle are very desirable. The type 
of· cow likely to suit the average cultivator would 
be one capable of rearing a strong calf and of 
supplying in addition some 1,000 to 1,500 lbs. of 
milk per lactation for house-hold uses. For cows of 
this kind there is no doubt much need throughout 
India. There are some districts in which such 
animals are already common, there are others 
where, by selection, they could be produced from 
the existing breeds, and if produced, .might be 
maintained; but there are many districts in 
which cows can with difficulty rear their calv-es," 
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where the bullocks are of very poor quality, and 
where fodder is so scarce that cows capable of 
rearing good calves and providing any considerable 
surplus could not be expected to thrive. The 
improvement of cattle in such conditions is most 
difficult, and, in these circumstances, it seems to 
us that, desirable though it be to secure a surplus 
of milk for the cultivator himself, the first 
step should be the production of cows which are 
capable of rearing calves that will make useful 
draught bul1ocks."-(P. 224-'25) 
It will be obvious on an analysis of the above 

statement that in those localities where the need for 
improving the cow both for draught and for milk is 
most, where the cows can with difficulty l'ea,r their 
claves on account of the scarcity of fodder-in those 
localities nothing, according to the RoyalOommission, 
need be attempted or can be done; and if anything 
is at all to be done then the whole attention should 
be paid to creating draught-animals and not milk. 
. The Royal Oommission had naken as particular 

attitude about fodder. In the opinion of the 
Oommission the existing. cattle cannot be maintained 
on the available fodder, and there was no chance of 
materially improving the focldel'-Sul:;ply in the near 
future. This being their final view, the Commission 
had no way to show, but could only point to despair 
and death. 

87. Fodder should be increased, also milk: It 
has, however, been already shown that fodder-supply 
can be materially increased. And, working upon th!lJ~ 
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basis, it follows that attempts should be made 
particularly in those wretched arcas where the cow, for 
want of fodder, can rarely maintain its clLlf, to improve 
the cow by giving her better fodder and mlLke her real' 
her calf and also supply some milk to the keeper. 

Had the Royal Commissioners given a picture of 
the people of those areaS where the cows could with 
difficulty maintain their calves, it would have become 
apparent that there waS little chance of the men 
continuing to live as healthy men if the position in 
both directions were not improved-namely. better 
bullock and more milk. 

88.; Royal Commission discourages developing 
dual-purpose cow: Not only does the Royal 
Commission halt at seeing the need for better re!1ring 
of calf and at the need for more milk from the cow, 
but it goes ahead and discourages the endeavour for 
cleveloping dual-purpose cows. It makes a choice 
between more milk and better bullock, and decides in 
favour of the better bullock, as if the parf1Uel 
development of both the requirements was impossible. 
Leaving the position at that, the Commission 
proceeded to develop the theory: "get your cows to 
give you bullocks and look to the female buffalo for 
milk." The inference to be dl'!1wn from this 
suggestion was that it would be more profitable 
to destroy the females of the cows and the males of 
the buffa'oes. An extract from the Royal Oommission 
where these conclusions are developed is given below: 

" ...... We are of opinion, therefore, that the attempt 
to provide the dual-purpose cattle, equally suitable 
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for draught and for milking and ghee-production, 
should only be made in those districts in which 
the prospects for successful milk-production are 
markedly better than on the average they now are; 
and that even in such districts, the question 
whether it is expedient to develop high milk
production in cows or to resort to buffaloes should 
always receive careful consideration. The 'condition 
of cattle in many parts or the country is, as we 
have pointed out, deplorable. We are impressed 
with the difficulties confronting the breeder and we 
are anxious that dual aims should not complicate 
his task.-(P. 225) 
"We do not criticise the work which has so far 
been done. The study of the problem by provincial 
live-stock experts has in most cases, only been 
begun within the past few yea.rs. These experts 
have been faced everywhere with an insistent 
demand for more milk production. r1'he natural 
milking qualities of Indian cattle have been much 
neglected; the best milking stock in the country 
has been lamentably abused; very little attention 
has been paid to their selection by stock-owners; 
good cows have been extensively purchased for city 
dairies and slaughtered when their milk dried off. 
In such circumstances, it was right tbat efforts 
should be concentrated on increasing the produc
tion of milk; but we do not share the view that 
dual-purpose breeding should continue to be the 
sale aim of those who are endeavouring to improve 
the cattle of Inc1ia regardless of the tract in which 
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they are working. More milk is badly wanted in 
all Indian cities; but the paramount need of India 
is the cultivator's bullock; and in attempting to 
secure more milk from the fine types of draught
cattle still to be found in many parts of India, 
there is a real danger that the qualities which in 
the past have commended them to cultivators may 
be lost ....... "--,(P. '225) 

"In breeding cattle, it must not be forgotten that 
the evolution of fair milking animals does not 
solve the problem of urban milk supply. Cheap 
milk for a dairy business depends essentially on the 
keeping of productive cows in localities in which 
suitable fodder can be grown cheaply. This 
combination of cheap raw material and efficient 
conversion of fodder into milk must always exist 
in successful dairying districts.-(P. 226) 

89. Dual-purpose argument combated by Royal 
Commission: "An argument placed before uS in support 

of dual~purpose animals is that the eultivator will 
feed a good cow if he is given one. We agree 
that he will try. to do so if it brings him a 
profit, but there is no evidence that for India as 
a whole there would be a profit. If the cultivator 
is prepared to treat his go?d cows and their 
female calves well, why, it may be asked, are good 
dairy cattle so scarce and why was it relatively 
easy to secure good cows formerly in districts 
in which they are now difficult to purchase? That 
this is the case, all those witnesses best qualified 
to speak on the subject bave informed us. vVe 
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repeat then that where there is a shortage of 
fodder, the fodder problem must be faced and 
solved before any widespread improvement in milk 
production is a practicable proposition.-(P. 226) ~\ 

90. Cultivator and milk-seller regarded separate 
entities: "We agree that there are tracts of country

northern Gujarat, the south-eastern Punjab and 
parts of the United Provinces, for example
where a dual-purpose breed would meet local 
requirements, and there are irrigated areas, such 
as those of the western Punjab and Sind, where 
the abundance of fodder should enable cultivators 
to keep heavy milking strains successfully; but, 
in general, we believe that better progress will 
be made with live-stock improvement if the needs 
of the ordinary cultivator and the milk-seller are 
considered separately. Above everything else, the 
cultivator wants a strong and active bullock of 
a breed' that can forage for itself and endure 
hardship when seasons make hardship inevitable. 
He also wants a cow giving enough milk to rear 
a good calf and a surplus for his own use, 
but, in the interest of his young stock, it is 
undesirable that the ordinary cultivator in tracts 
where fodder is scarce should be a milk-seller. 
We do not wish to see the calves of improved 
breeds dying a 'natural death from starvation' 
like the male buffaloes of Gujarat; and although 
the process would not be as speedy for the pi:ogeny 
of the cow as for that of the buffalo, starvation 
if not. death would uRdoubtedly be. the fate of 
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many calves if a good market existed for fresh 
milk in districts in which fodder is difficult to 
provide ... ;'- (P. 226) 
91. Royal Commission outlook that of visitors 

to a museum: The outlook of the Royal Commissioners 
is the detatched out-look of the visitors to a museum. 
India has some reputed draught breeds of cattle. The 
Royal Oommissioners had 'an over-anxious regard for 
seeing that draught quality was not impaired on any 
account even if it be both to the near and remote 
interest of the cultivator to do so. 

'I'ake, for example, the Hallikar breed. They are a 
famous breed of draught-cattle. If the cows of this 
breed are fed better and some milk is obtained for 
the cultivators' use, where is the caUBe for anxiety? 
The Royal Commission had taken it for grant,ed that 
in all areas except those particularly mentioned, a 
tendency to improve milking capacity would lead to a 
deterioration of the draught quality. In the fore-going 
quotation from the report, the Royal Commissioners 
went so far as to say that where there was scarcity of 
fodder breeders should not try to get milk. 

92. Royal Commission against breeding more 
milk in draught types: It leaves the door open to 
the question, if fodder can be provided, would a 
Halliker cow be still coaxed or bred to be milked? 
The answer is definitely 'no' from Sir Arthur Olver 
upon whom fell the task of giving shape to the 
recommendations of the Royal Commission on animal 
husbandary, he being the Animal Husbandry expert 
to the Imperial Oouncil of Agricultural Research. 
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His point of view is taken up for discussion. As for t.he 
Royal Commissioners, the outlook as has been said, is 

the detatched attitude of observers at a illuseUill
where the observers would think of no change 
from the excellent type set before them, and will not 
go to consider the necessity of the change fo~ the,. 
good of the breeder himself. All the talk about 
finding a line where the cultivator can feed his 
cow enough for rearing a calf and not more for 
getting 80me extra milk, is purely imaginary and 
unpractical. Then again, the distinction made between 
a cultivator who wants a little milk for his own 
use frOID his cow and one who selJs the milk is 
wholly imaginary and ephemeral. Tbe really tender 
point is the fear of deterioration of tbe much-prized 
draught types as a result of the search after 
milk. (317) 

93. Every cow should be dual-purpose cow: It 
must be conceded that ~he dual-purpose cow is the 
only cow for India. Draught is as much neceflsary 
as milk, and everything should be done to bring 
all the breed to the level of dual-purpose within 
reasonable limits. Sir Arthur Olver laid down ihat as 
soon as you put streflS on milk you bid good-bye to the 
excellence of the draught. The concern was for the 
famous draught breeds, lest they lose their quality. 
But such a calamity would not happen. If the man 
who lays down a policy of breeding improvement 
has a real interest in the welfare of the cultivator, 
then these show-qualities of breed lose much of their 
significance. 
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94. More milk benefits the cultivator: If it be 
taken as an axiom that whatever is conducive to the 
benefit of the cultiv.ator should he adopted as the 
breeding policy, then, if by a little sacrifice of the 
spe~d-quality of the draught cattle, the cultivator 
gains, then that thing should be done. This again is 
all theoretical. For, I believe that the laying of stress 
on the milk capacity of all cows of all breeds will 
not ordinarily affect the draught qualities. On the 
contrary, draught qualities might increase by more 
milk coming to the calf out of the increased yield. 

Then again, the separation of the categories of 
milk-seller and milk-producer in the cultivators is 
altogether unreal. If more milk is produced it will 
benefit the CUltivator, whether he uses it himself 
or sells it. 

In another place the Royal Commission stated : 
" ... in attempting to secure more milk from the fine 
types of draught-cattle, still to be found in many 
parts of India, there is a real danger that qualities 
which in the past have commended them to 
cultivators, may be lost .... "....:..(P.225) 
'l'he same thought is repeated by Sir Arthur Olver 

in an informative al'ticle that appeared in the "Agricul
ture & Live-Stock in India" (1936, July), entitled 
"Inadequacy of the Dual-Purpose Animal." 

95. Olver on the dual-purpose cow: He asserted 
therein that it was a physiological impossibility to 
combine highly specialised activity with really high 
milking yields. What he meant by "dual purpose" 
was that combination of the highest speed and 
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endurance of the bullock with the highest milk yield 
in its mother cow. This may be a physiological 
impossibility; but to suppose that the Indian 
cultivator wants the highest speed when he comes 
to 'select a cattle is a mis-statement i "what they 
demand is a virile active type capable of prolonged 
work at as fast a pace as is compatible with a load 
to be hauled." I do not suppose that the Iridian 
cultivator cares for speed and endurance at the 
sacrifice of everything else. It was not the Indian 
cultivator's Deed but the Military Tmnsport Depart
ment's that was in his mind,. when he (Sir Arthur) 
said that the demand for the highest speed is 
compatible with load. Then again, the title of his 
article was very misleading. By dual-purpose he m.eant 
100 percent milk yield. But ordinarily 'dual-purpose', 
applied to an animal, would mean an animal of 
which the male was a good draught-animal and the 
female a good milker. 

96. Olver's definition of dual-purpose: For such 
all animal Sir Arthur Olver has got a different name 
-"general utility" animal like the Gir which gives 
good milk and provides good draught. Be says that 
this is possible. So, apart from the misleading 
title of the article and the misconception that the 
IndiaR bullock purchaser wants 100 per cent draught 
efficiency at the sacrifice of milking capacity,· what 
he put forth in the article is commendable and 
acceptable. 

There need be no quarrel about the use of the word 
"dual-purpose". Sir Arthur Olver uses it in a 
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specialised seDse of his own; but this carries with it the 
misconception started by the Royal Commission that 
"in attempting to get more milk from the draught 
cattle the qualities which have in the past cOlllmended 
them to the cultivator may be lost". He, in the course 

of his article, appeared to support this statement 
when he said, "throughout India it is generally 
considered, from the experience of ageR, that h'igh 
milk yield is not cornpatihle with a capaci(;y for faRt 
work." But looking closely into the wording it is 
found that while the Hoyal Commission deprecated 
the nttempt to have "more milk" ont of the draught 
breed, Sir Arthur said that 'h'igh' milk yield was 
incoIll pati ble \vith a capacity for fast work." Tbis 
does not sLut out the possibility of having modemte 
milk yield with high draught capacity. 

97. High or moderate milk yield: A breed which 
gives moderate milk with high speed or a breed which 
gives moderate speed with higIl milk yield, is regarded 
by Sir Arthur as 11 "general utility" animfd and not 
a dual-purpose animal. vVe have no quarrel with 
tIle definition. What he calls "geneml utility animal" 
is regarded generally as the dual-purpose tmimaL 
But his object is to keep the two lines separate-breed 
either for speed 01' for milk. If you mix the two 
objects you cannot breed true to a type. 

98. General utility and dual-purpose.: To 
produce and maintain high-grade stock which will 
breed true, it is essential to breed and feed 
constantly for the very best of a particular type. 
On the other hand, it is only too easy to breeo 
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mediocre general utility animals, not of the highest 
class in either direction, which could never be relied 
upon to breed true to any factor. Usually too many of 
the type are produced even while breeding for a special 
type, and those who want dairy-cum.work cattle 
would be better able to obtain them. if high
grade bulls of the two well-developed types were 
available. 

"Nevertheless, there are very useful general utility 
breeds, e.g. the Gil' breed of Rathiawar, and 
western India, individual cows of which are 
capable of reasonably high yields which could no 
doubt be developed. The bullocks are powerful. 
though slow workers and incidentally have a 
greater capacity for the production of good breed 
than any other Indian breed." 
"Such breeds have a definite value and with the 
replacement of the fast-trotting bullock by motor 
transport it is probable they will become more 
popular .... "-(Ag1'icultu1'e d: Live-Stook in India, 
July, 1936). 
So far Sir Arthur Olver takes a rationalistic stand. 

If all the cattle of India were like the Gil'S and Sahiwals 
and Harianas, who will regret? The Gil' is a heavy 
milker and a good draught a~imal, as Sir Arthur 
admits. The milking capacity of some of the best is 
7,000 Ibs. to 8,000 lbs. in 300 days, and the bullocks are 
known to be very good at rapid I'oad transport and at 
the plough. Even if we take the highest milk-yielding 
type of India, the Sahiwal, we find that while the 
Sahiwal cow has worked up to the standard of 

12 
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9,000 Ibs. per lactation in well-managed cases, the 
bullock is not a pitiable animal. The bullock is good 
at slow heavy work. 

99. What is lost in speed is gained in strength: 
What it has lost in speed it has gained in strength 
of draught, so that lllore soil can be turned up under 
the plough with a slower draught Sahiwal, thereby 
tending to equalise with the quicker and higher 
draught. But we have not yet seen what careful 
selected breeding can do. In the experiments carried 
on with the pedigl'ee Sahiwal herd at Fusa, Mr. 
Wynne Sayer has shown that he has been able to 
bring about distinct skeletal changes in the SahiwaI 
bull giving it greater potency value, and also in the 
cow a better .udder capable of better management. 
The sallle thought devoted to putting a little more 
draught-quality into the bullock by a process of 
selective breeding might accomplish the desired change 
in the capacity of the bullock, making the Sahiwal an 
animal good for milk and equally good for draught
a quality which has been theoretically urged by 
SirArthur Olver as "a physiological impossibility." 

100. Olver's pl'emises- wrong: Sir Arthur Olver 
talked of the tempera,ment of the Indian cultivator, 
and based his conclusion upon this premise. After 
concluding that with the problem of quick transport 
transferred to motors, it was expected that powerful, 
slow bullocks would be more popular, he went on 
to opine: 

" .. ·But the ordinary Indian cultivator who must 
get his land ploughed as quickly as possible after the 
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commencement of the l'ains, and who has to cart 
his produce long distances to market, is likely for 
sometime to co;me to continue to demand quick 
workers, Further, so long as he if:! prepal'ed to 
pay comparatively highly for them, as he does at 
present, breeders in the natural grazing areas are 
certain to breed for this market." 
101, The cultivator's fancy for speed:. Out of 

ignorance many things might certainly happen. But, 
if it is to the interest of the cultivator to sacrifice 
some speed for some more milk, then that change 
has to be introduced, But, it is not really the Indian 
cultivator that matters; it is the military temperament 
and partiality for speed in Sir Arthur the soldier, that 
caused this aberration. He was not satisfied even 
with the Hariana, as he was not with the Gil'. No, 
he could get no satisfaction temperamentally, till 
he saw two distinct classes only in India, either 
the best draught type or the best milk type. The 
half-way ones or the 50 : 50 ones, as he said, were no 
good to him, 

He expressed his regret at the failure of the Gil' 
becoming a SahiwaI : 

"Inherent in this breed (Gil') there is undoubtedly 
a high capacity for milk-production, and with 
intensive breeding purely for milk, there is every 
indication that selected strains could rapidly be 
developed into a highly efficient milch breed, as 
has happened in the case of the Sahiwal. So 
long, however, as it is bred for two distinct 
purposes, the breed is likely to remain merely IL. 
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useful breed, capable of giving good service to the 
. cultivator but unable to hold its own in competitive 
commercial dairJling or in the market for high
grade draught"cattle." 
And there was regret also for the Hariana for the 

same reason: 
"In the Hariana of the Delhi-Rohtak-Gurgaon 
tract, we have another example of a breed in the 
making of which milk yield has undoubtedly 
received considerable attention, probably eve]: 
since the days of the Mogbul Emperors, when 
large quantities of milk were no doubt required 
in this area. In more recent times the milking 
capacity of this breed has again attracted the 
special attention of tbe breeders because of the 
high prices which good milch cows fetch for milk 
production in Calcutta or Bombay, owing to the 
increasing difficulty of obtaining gOOd/COWS nearer 
at hand. But the bullocks of tbis dairy. type, though 
useful for work on the land, cannot compare with 
the powerful Bis8ar type which are constantly seen 
on the roads and in the Delhi city ... " 
102. Speed in ox-a military need: Here again 

the regret was of the military man which had come 
to the top, that looked for speed and not to the 
interest of the cultivator. But as a scientific man 
Sir Arthur gave away the whole show when he 
admitted that what was lost in speed in draught
bullocks of the milking types was gained in the volume 
of work done at a given period of time, as when 
he said: 
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" ... Moreover, though there are slow breeds wbich 
have been intensely bred for milk, such as the 
Sahiwal and the Red Karachi, which do in fact 
produce powerful bullocks, whose lack of speed 
can to some extent be compensated for by the 
use of larger implements." 
That being so, we need not fight shy of what 

Sir Arthur Olver called "general utility" animals. 
There is no doubt that the word "dual purpose" as 
used by the Royal Commission meant what he called 
"general utility" animals. 

103. Experts differ: Dl'. Norman C. Wright who 
came on a commission to report on the "Development 
of the Cattle and Dairy Industries of India," (1937), 
does not fully accept the views held by the Royal 
COIDmission on the "dual-purpose" cow: 

" ... This indicates tbe extreme urgency of taking 
immediate steps to extend the facilities for 
selecting and improvingindigenouB milking strains 
of Indian cattle.,." 
"I should, perhaps, add that I do not consider 
that such efforts should be limited to those breeds 
which are recognised as predominantly milking 
types. 'I'able 31 shows that improvement can be 
looked for in the milking capacity of most breeas 
other than those . of purely draught type, such 
as the Amrih lVIabal and the Hissat: breeds. 
Even the latter breed is found to possess strains 
of special milking potentialities ... "-(P. 69) 
All this had to be discussed for meeting the wro~g 

lead which Sir Arthur Olver had given. His opinions 
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counted, and for a time it was his voice that guided the 
policy regarding animal husbandry of the Government 
of India. This has much practical bearing on the 
proposition of generally increasing the milk yield of 
all the cows all over India. This increase of milk-yield 
is a desirable thing, and a practicable thing. 

104. Dual-purpose and general utility are one: 
For those who work for improvement in a breed the 
problem should be' to find out. ways and means for 
pl'oviding nutritious and balanced diet for the herd. 
Once this is assured the next step would be to try 
to coax the cow to give more milk. The famous 
breeds of draught-cattle need not stand on their 
fame and starve the cultivator. There also, efforts 
should be 'made to make the cow give more milk. 
More milk from the cow will mean better rearing 
of the calf and a healtheir calf and, therefore 
better bulls and bullocks on the one hand and better 
cows on the other hand. This will mean all-round 
benefit to the cultivator and assurance of his welfare. 

105. The need of "dual-purpose" for milk: It 
would not be out of place here to mention that 
India,. owning the largest percentage of cattle in the 
world, produces the least quantity of milk pel' head 
of population. It is estimated that the production 
of milk pel' head of population is about 6 ounces 
per day. This is an all-India average. Along the 
east coast, in the region of Central India and the 
areas neal' about it, the milk-consumption pel' c3Jpita is 
much lower than the average for all-India. To be 
more exact, the more fortunate Provinces with regard 
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to pet' capita milk production are Sind, the Punjab 
and the U. P., with Bihar closely following. The 
Provinces poor in milk are Bengal, Bombay, Orissa, 
Assam. The following is the list schedule: 

106. Milk consumption table for provinces: 

Sind 
Punjab 
U. P. 
Bihar 
Madras 
Hyderabad 
Mysore 
Bombay 
Bengal 
Orissa 
Central Province 
Assam 

Ounces of milk pel' 
head of population 

pe~ day. 

22'0 
19'7 

107. The work .ahead: What an amount of 
uphill work is to be done if all the Provin.ces are 
to be like Sind 01' the Punjab in matters of milk 
production and consumption I And thai'e is no .doub1; 
that with organised national effort, it is quite possible 
to increase the milk production to what it should be. 

The necessary fodder can be provided. The breeds 
are already there. Even the worst of the non-descript 
cattle wilr; yield to better treatment and provide 
much, larger quantities of milk per lactation, and 
at the same time be converted· from the 'wretched 
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animals they are today to the "general utility" or 
the "dual purpose" type, as we may call it .. 

In spite of the tenderness for the famous draught 
types) shown by the Royal Oommission" by Sir 
Arthur Olver and Sir Norman O. Wright, it is pleasing 
to note that things proceeded naturally towards more 
milk supply on account of the better care taken 
of the cow as a result of the new movement giving 
impetus to cattle breeding. We find Lord Erskine 
in his opening speech at the second meeting of 
the Animal Husbandry Wing of the Board of 
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry held at Madras 
(Dec., 1936) observing as under: 

"In providing for the production of working cattle, 
needed for ordinary agricultural operations, the 
necessity for at the same time for producing more 
milk and l'educing the large number of unprofitable 
cattle maintained at present should, therefore, be 
not overlooked. In Madras a very good example 
is provided by the famous Ongole Breed of how 
with suitable feeding and management these 
requirements can to a large extent be met by the 
rearing of high-grade cattle under semi-stall-fed 
conditions, and it is of great interest that breeders 
of such an essentially working-type cattle, as the 
Kangayam and the Amdt Mahal, in the breeding 
of which attention nas in the past been a.lmost 
exch;l.sively confind to working capacity, are now 
paying more attention to milk production." 
We find that even the almost sacred Amrit Mabal 

cow is being paid attention to for yielding milk, and 
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in the Ajjampur breeding station she is recorded 
to have given over 2,100 1bs. of milk in a lactation 
of 342 days. Therefore, We remain confirmed in the 
opinion that in spite of the wrong lead given, things 
are shaping in a natural way for more milk production 
with better care for the cow. We also find that 
typical draught breeds like the Kangayam and the 
Rankrej are yielding Over 4,OOOlbs. to 5,000 Ibs. of milk 
per lactation in the Madras and Surat Governmet 
Farms. Specially reassuring is the statement of 
Captain Macguckin made at the first meeting of the 
Animal Husbandry Wing (1933) at New Delhi, that 
be considered that "by good feeding and management 
from their earliest days the milk-yield of cattle could 
be almost doubled". 

The earlier writings of Sir Arthur Olver about the 
"dual purpose" cow have already been referred to. 
But on the eve of his retirement he contributed an 
important article to the "Agriculture and Live-Stock 
in India" (September, 1938) entitled "Systematic 
improvement of Live-Stock in India" in which he 
showed a complete change· of view after his mature 
,experience in India. 

"Such a system, however, postulates the breeding 
of a reasonable amount of milk into the recognised 
working breeds, and I am sure from my own 
observations and from the observations of 
experienced breeders of Indian ,cattle that, up to 
milk yields considerably beyond what would be 
necessary, this can be done without damage to the 
stock as work-animals." 
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108. Ohange in Government policy: The Seven 
Tracts Recommendations: At the instance of Lord 
Linlithgow an enquiry was held in 1937 to find out 
conditions of the production and consumption of milk 
in typical breeding tracts of India in order to determine 
the future cattle-breeding policy of 1;he Government of 
India. This report was considered by the StfLnding 
Cattle-breeding Committee of the Council !1nd by the 
Advisory Board. This officifLl body has among other 
recommendations laid down; "The breeding policy 
should be to maintain and mise the milking capacity 
of the females of draught breeds within reasonable 
limits in so far as this can be done without, risking 
damage to the type". 

And, if even the star dmught-breed of Indin. of the 
Mysore type, the Amrit, Mahal breed, can be made to 
yield 1,500 lbs. and more in a lactation, the problem of 
the "dual purpose" cow is solved, and it has now to be 
accepted that the Government policy is in favour of 
creating "dual-purpose" COWB all over India. 

The official bar to the attempt at putting more milk' 
into the cow of the draught breeds, as it was attempted 
to be imposed by the Royal Commission, seems j;o be 
lifted. In the 1942 Report of I.O.A.R. it is found 
that the Council has undertaken to develop the milking 
capacity of the Kangayam cattle; 

In the Government farlll at Rosur, the Kangnyam 
cows were giving a good yield of milk. In a herd of 
102 cows, 61 averaged an yield 4.81bs. Two cows 
gave 4,000 lbs. and 4 cows gave 30001bs. 6 gave over 
2,500 Ibs. each. (226, 246', 252) 



CHAPTER IV 

cow VS. BUFFALO ~:~ 

109. The Royal Oommission and the buffalo : The 
Royal Commission straight away discouraged the 
attempts at more milk production by the development 
of the "dnal purpose" cow, because the Commissioners 
had formed the idea that the buffalo was a better 
milking animal although we know today that it is not 
so. Holding this erroneous view they thought of 
looking to the cow for draught purpose only, and for 
milk to the buffalo. This was a wrong lead given by the 
Commission. Although the higher claims of the buffalo 
as a milkel' has been found to be incorrect, yet the 
mischief continues, and the official mind is still after 
the buffalo for meeting the milk requirements of India. 

The Royal Commission said: 
" ... We are of opinion, therefore, that the attempt 
to provide dual purpose cattle, equally suitable for 
draught and for· milking and ghee production, 
should only be made in those districts in Which 
the pl.-aspects f01' successful milk production are 
markedly better than, on the average, th"y now 
are; and that, even in such districts, the question 
whether it is expedient to develop' high . mllk 
production in cows 01' to resort to buffaloes should 
always receive careful consideration ... "-(P. 225) 

1i' For full referen()e of this chapter refer to paras under 127. 
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'1'he Commission then elaborated the point thus: 
", .. The view has been expressed that, since the 
buffalo is a rival of the cow, the best policy for tbe 
cattle breeder would be to concentrate cffO?'t on the 
improvement of ordinary c(~ttle in as much I1S it is 
wasteful to retain two species of domestic animal 
where one of them might supply the demand for 
both milk and draught. We have already stated 
that, in our opinion, the time is far off when the 
cow will supersede tbe buffalo. Tbere are over 
~4 millon she-buffaloes in British India alone, and 
to replace them it would be necessary to provide 
at lea.st twice the number of good dual purpose 
cows. It is evident that both in the economy of 
the ordinary village and on the holdings of those 
enga.ged on dairying, room should be found for 
both species. There should, in our view, be 
no relaxation in the efforts to improve the 
buffalo ... "-(P, 227) 
110. Keeping two species of animal" wasteful: 

'1'be premises put before the Royal Commission as tbe 
view of some that "it is wasteful to retain two species 
·of domestic animals where one might supply the 
.demand for botb milk and draugbt" are unchallenga
hIe. The Royal Commission had in its own way 
distorted the premises to suit the conclusions favourite 
with them. The proposition was to "concentrate' 
·effort on the improvement of ordinary cattle". '1'his 
was distorted by the Royal Commission to mean 
"to replace the buffalo," And then the Commission 
went on to say that since replacement was not 
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possible, therefore attention should be paid to 
improving the buffalo. 

It is a curious piece of argument. The Commission, 
in other words, recommended breeding the male of 
the cow and the female of the buffalo; and since the 
people will not slaughter, the Oommission by inference 
gave sanction to the proposition that the males of the 
buffalo "must die a natural death" from starvation,. 
and the female calves of the cow must carryon a 
miserable starving existence in comparison with her 
rival the buffalo, who the Oommission understood, 
was better cared for and look,"d after by the cultivator. 

111. Stress on improving the cow: This is all 
narrow. thinking in support of a conclusion already 
arrived at. If it is in the economic interests of the 
cultivators to have one a;nimal for both draught and 
l)lilk, then the policy should be to Jay stress on the 
development of the cow and let the buffalo be. It 
is no question of replacing the buffalo. If ODe animal 
is to be relied upon for serving the dual purpose of 
draught and .milk, then the cow is that animal and the 
buffalo is not. Therefore, even from the economic 
point of view it is nece~8ary that the cow should be 
developed . for both draught and milk. When the 
proper stress is laid on the cow, then gradually the 
buffalo will yield her present place; she will be 
favoured less and less, and it may be that in course of 
time she will largely go back to the jungle from which 
she came. There are no dearth of wild buffaloes in 
the forests even now. In other words, buffalo-breeding 
will cease to be fostered. 
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A wrong lead was given by the Royal Commissiol!l, 
although it had been put on record that buffaloes 
were less amenable to improvement. 

112. Buffalo less reSllonsive to improvement: 
"'rhe small amount of experience gained by agricul
tural departments seems to suggest that the buffalo 
is less responsive to selective methods than the oow," 
observed the Royal Commission. Here is "a table 
showing how the two animals have responded to 
attempts at improvement between 1913 and 1925; 

113. Cow vs. buffalo yield in Government farms: 
The following Table gives the yield of cows and 

buffaloes in G-overnment Military Farms: 

Animal Giving Cows. Buffaloes. 
1912·13 1924-25 1912·13 1924·25 

No. No. No. No. 
10,000 lbs. milk & over 1 
8,000 to 10,000 Ibs. 34 1 
6,000 to 8,000Ibs. 9 116 12 25 
4,000 to 6,000Ibs. 84 438 117 354 
2,000 to 4,000Ibs. 834 685 778 605 
Under 2,000 tbs. 1,257 233 859 124 

-
2,184 1,507 1,767 1,108 

The number of cows yielding over 2,000 Ibs. has 
risen during the short period of 12 years from 1'3 to 
20'5 per cent and the number of buffaloes from 1'6 to 
10'8 per cent. 

114. Comparative incompetence of the buffalo: 
These figures should at once have led to the finding 
of the relative place of the two animals in the matter 
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.()f selective breeding. 'l'he Royal Commission got 
Dver the comparative incompetence of the buffalo 
and found satisfaction in the fact that the ordinary 
cultivators is ignorant of his own interests and "that 
cultivators in many distl'icts much appreciate attention 
to buffalo~breeding." 

But what should a Government Depar~ment do? 
Should it let the cultivator go on with buffalo-rearing 
because he is ignorant or teach .the cultivator the 
bebter way and ask him to pay greater attention to 
the cow which is admittedly a morfj responsive animal, 
and in the end, therefore, is sure to beat the buffalo 
economically ? 

'rhe wrong lead has continued to operate pretty 
long and, created great mischief. Even such an 
independent and keen observer as Dr. Wright 
has taken the line of argument from the Roya'! 
Oommission, in the matter of the buffalo. 

115. Wl'ight at one with Royal Commission 
,on the buffalo: He observed (1037): "The Royal 

Commission rightly stressed the importance of the 
she-buffaloes as the chief milk-producing stock in 
India. Thus they wrote that 'it is the number of 
she~buffaloes not the number of cows that has to be 
taken into account when seeking an index of the 
milk production of a province. ... ... Wherever an 
important market for ghee exists, it is the she~ 
buffalo which mainly supplies it···· .. .' It is, indeed, 
not difficult to explain the popularity. of the 
she~buffaJo. Her average milk yield is markedly 
higher than that of the ordinary village cow,. 
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the butter fat content of her milk is also higher 
than that of cows' milk, while she appears 
to possess a remarkable ability to convert coarse 
fodders into milk, Considering the poor nature 
of the fodder normally available under village 
conditions and the hard conditions under which 
the animals have to live,' the hardiness of the 
she-buffalo is a most valu~ble asset to the 
cultivator."-(P.71} 

116. Statistical interpretation of the popularity 
of the buffalo: "'rhe popularity of the buffalo· 
is reflected in the census statistics. ...... It will be 
seen that while the number of cows has sca.rcely 
altered, the number of buffaloes has risen by 
13 per cent. The importance of the buffalo 
is also seen in Table 33 which shows the number 
of cows and she-buffaloes, their relative milk 
yields and the extent to which they contribute 
to the total milk production. Numerically cows 
exceed she-buffaloes in every Province but the 
Punjab. The she-buffalo makes up for this 
deficiency, however, by her higher milk yield, with 
the consequence that in five out of the ten 
Provinces she actually produces more than half 
the total milk production. It, is significant that 
the main ghee-producing areas of India are 
situated in these Provinces. In British India 
she-buffaloes provide 47'5 percent of the totul 
milk supply; in India as a whole (though the 
figures are incomplete) they provide nearly 45 
pel' cent."-(Ib'id) 
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118. She~buffalo better cared for "The value 
placed on his she-buffaloes by the cultivator is also 
apparent frolll their better-nourished appearance in 
comparison with the country cows and from the 
fact that even under village conditions their milk 
yields are exceptionally high. It is questionable 
whether under present conditions of feeding and 
management the dairy cow could displace the 
buffalo: as has been aptly stated, 'when prices of 
fodder are low the she-buffalo can compete with 
any breed in butter production and beat the 
ordinary Indian cow in production of both lllilk and 
butter. This is the main reason why the villager 
prefers the buffalo to the cow notwithstanding the 
fact that he has to pay a higher price for the 
buffalo' . Whether the same argument would hold 
if the cultivation of better types of fodder crops 
were ~o be widely employed is doubtful. The 
Military Dairy :FarUls have found that under good 
conditions of feeding and management the ordinary 
Sahiwal can produce as much milk as the buffalo, 
while high milking strains of the breed will 
produce over half as much again. On the other 
hand, it should be· pointed out that no serious 
attempts have been made to improve the milk 
yields of buffaloes by selection and breeding from 
'high-yielding strains-a subject which is worthy of 
extensive study. In the meantime, it is certain that 
for many years the she-buffalo will more than hold 
her own in compeLition with the cow as the premier 
milk-prod ucing animal of India." - (P. 71-'2) 
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119. Nourished buffalo and starving cow 
compared: All that can be said in favour of encourag· 
ing the breeding of buffalo has bee.n said. The 
various items concerned in this sweeping observation 
on the importance of the buffalo should be carefully 
examined. Dr. Wright says that the value placed 
upon the she-buffalo by the cultivator is apparent 
from her better-nourished appearance. Now, it is 
the record of a fact that the she-buffalo is better 
cared for than the cow. How can there be a fair 
comparison between an unnourished and neglected cow 
and a better-nourished, well-eared-for buffalo in the 
matter of milk yield? The cultivator has hitherto 
cared less for the cow and more for the buffalo. 
:"Scientific breeders now tell us that the cow is more 
amenable to improvement than the buffalo. 

120. The cow should be the milking animal : The 
cultivator should, therefore, be taught that by caring 
equally for the cow he could get equal niilk-yield, and 
on the whole, profit more from the male calves of the 
cow, whereas the male of the buffalo was a waste to 
him. This is the right lead. It is not propel' to sit 
upon the ignorance or mere aptitude of the cultivator, 
and allow him to be deprive'd of a better condition 
of things in the future. Today it has been said that 
ha;!f the milk.yield of the country comes from the 
buffalo. But what do we want tomorrow? If it is 
uneconomical and wrong, we should then formulate 
a better policy and guide the cultivators. 

Dr. Wright sailed from Bombay, after completing 
his investigation on the 25th March, 1937. In July, 1937, 
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there <1ppeared in the "Agriculture & Live~stock in 
India" an article entitled "Live~Stock Improvement 
in India')-by 001. Sir Arthur Olver which cleared 
the position. He questioned the advisability of 
watering down buffalo milk to the level of the butter 
fat of the cow in evaluating the milk. 

" ... Where abundance of coarse fodder is available 
and where the production of ghee is a major 

. consideration, or where liquid milk is produced 
for sale usually by unscrupulous and uncontrolled 
hawkers-the she-buffalo is at present commonly 
preferred. But investigation has shown that pure
bred cows of certain Indian breeds of cattle can 
in a comparatively few years be improved by 
proper feeding and management to a point where 
they can compete successfully with the buffalo 
in economy of milk or butter-fat production. In 
view, therefore, of the greater general utility of 
cows as compared with buffaloes, in that they 
produce better working animals as well as milk, 
and of the important fact that cows' milk is a 
much better food, particularly £01' children than 
buffaloes' milk watered down to the same level of 
butter-fat, the question whether cows should not 
. be bred and as well-fed and maintained as are she
buffaloes, is one which merits careful study." 
The superiority of the buffalo as a milch-animal 

in so far as it depends 'upon its milk being passed off 
as cow milk after dilution with water to the cow's 
butter-fat content, by unscrupulous and uncontrolled 
hawkers, is no superiority. . 
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121. Olver clears mistaken idea about milk 
values: Again, Sir Arthur Olver in his article "The 
Inadequacy of the dual-purpose animal" (Agriculture 
& Live-Stock in India, July, 1936) observed: 

"It is true that in many parts of India the buffalo 
is the milch-animal, but this is largely because it 
is easier for the milk vendor to water buffaloes' 
milk and escape detection and because buffaloes 
are bethel' able to stand the very unsatisfactory 
conditions under which cows are usually maintained 
for city milk-production. Moreover, owing to 
mistaken ideas of food values of the different 
constituents of milk, the consuming public demands 
so-called rich milk, i.e., rich in butter-fat and paya 
little attention to the proteins and mineral salts, 
which in reality are the more valuable parts of milk 
for human nutrition. The feeding-value of standard 
cows' milk, i.e., milk with 3'6 percent butter-fat is 
in fact far higher than that of an equal amount of 
cream, and it would be of grl3at advantage to the 
Indian people if more attention were paid to the 
mineral salts and protein, which are contained in 
whole milk and most of which remains in skimmed 
or separated milk than to butter-fat, which in a diet. 
such as most Indian diets, which consist lat'gely of 
starch and sugar, is not so much needed." 
It is, therefore, quite clear that the so-called 

superiority of the she-buffalo as a milch-animal is 
·a superiority measured with an weighted Bcale. By 
herself, devoid of these helps of fraudulent dealers 
who pass her milk ·as cow milk, devoid of help by 
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the ignorance which puts no value on the protein 
and mineral contents of the milk, devoid of help 
by the cruelty that allows the male calf to be 
starved· out, and thereby allows more milk to be 
dl;ained out, the 8he~buffalo cannot stand against 
the cow on equal terms, Besides, it has been proved 
that. the buffalo is a less responsive animal than 
the cow as regards breed improvement, 

122, (Jost of milk & butter fat from cow & buffalo: 
About cheapness or otherwise the following figures are 
published in the Milk Marketing Report of 1940, 

TABLE-6, 
Cost of MilTe P.roduction of sorne Government Farms. 

Sindhi Ordinary Ferozepur Half. Murrah 
cows Sahiwal SahiwllJ l)]:erl buffalo 

cows cows cows 
Pies Pies Pies Pies Pies 

(a) Cost pe1' pouncl of milk 
Food cost during 

lactation 4'48 4'45 3'88 3'55 5'68 
Food cost during 

dry period 1'42 1'61 1'01 O'6\) 1'95 
Depreciation 

of [-;Lock 2'01 1'83 1'33 1'42 2'20 
Labour cost (exclusive 

of Bupervision) 1'51 1'29 0'94 0'83 1'29 

Total- 9'42 9'18 7'16 6'49 11'12 

(b) Cost pe1' pottnd in annas and pies 
of butte?' fat 15~8'4 15-3'6 12~ll'6 13~6'3 13-3'1 

No, of animals studied 84 179 51 213 294' 
A vel'age lactation 

yield (lb,) 3,050 3,800 6,000 6,000 3,100 
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It will be found that the milk from Ferozepnr 
Sahiwal is 7'16 pies per ponnd as against buffalo 
milk at 11'1'2 pies per pound. Then again, fat made 
from Ferozepur Sahiwal. is annas 12/11'6 pies as 
against annas 13/3'1 pies from buffaloes. Both ways, 
the Ferozepur Sahiwal milk and product had proved 
itself to be considerably cheaper than buffalo pl'Oduct. 
In this connection Sir Arthur Olver had noticed : 

"It may be pointed out, however, that this uote is 
the result of an investigation financed by the 
Imperil Oouncil of Agricnltuml Research and relates 
to the data maintained in Government Military 
Dairy Farms under the control of the Impeda,[ 
Dairy expert. Sindhi and ordinary Sahiwal refer 
to Indian cattle which have had no advantage 
of systematic breeding over any appreciable period. 
The Ferozepnr herd is specially built up and has 
over 20 years systematic selection and breeding, 
Buffaloes are of the Murrah breed." 
The economic efficiency of the Ferozepur Sahiwal 

for the production of milk and butter~fat is evident 
from the above Table. These figures related to 1932 
when the investigation was carri€?d out. Milk·yields 
of Sahiwals and other cows have appreciably gone up 
since. Striking ex~mples bave been obtained in other 
farms, for example, the Imperial Agricultural Research 
Institute, Pusa, and the Agricultural College Dairy, 
Lyallpur, where systematic breeding of the Sahiwal 
has been t~ken up. 

When the fu1Iest possible light is .thJ:'own on the 
cow vs. buffaIo question, it. wW appear that it is 
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morally and economically sound to concentrate on 
the cow and let the buffaloes be, so 100ig as they are 
not naturally replaced by cows. 

123. Buffalo brings women private income: 'l'hat 
the buffalo is bred in roost places, contrary to the 
true interests of the cultivator, is found froro a 
passage in the Madras Government Publication
"Live..:stock of Southern India" (1936) by Captain 
R. W. Littlewood, Deputy Diretor of Agriculture, 
Live-Stock, Madras. Writing about the present 
deterioration which is coming over the Ongole breed 
On account of shortage of pasture and fodder land 
the author said: 

The Ongole cow" ... generally conceives for the first 
time from 4 to 5 years of age instead of within the 
3rd year, and calves about every two years or so 
after this. She yields about 7 to 8 lbs. of milk over a 
lactation of 250 days and generally becomes barren 
after 4 or 5 calvings. Most of this is due to poor 
feeding. The ryot is aware of this fault and says 
that circumstances do not permit him to feed the 
female stock, but yet at the same time 'he feeds his 
she-buffalo well. The woman of the house looks 
after the buffalo and she makes a small income out 
of this by selling ghee and curds. In fact, the buffalo 
is unnecessay if the ryot would feed his cow with 

,the food which the buffalo consumes; it would 
improve in condition, breed more regularly and the 
milk flow would increase in many cases, The cow 
would provide sufficient milk fOi' the l'yot's domestic 
use and also enough to feed the calf."-(p. 30) 
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124. Gandhiji on cows VS. buffaloes: The 
Go-Seva Sangh, an All-India Institution at Wal'dha 
was founded on the 30th September, 1940, by Gandhiji. 
One of the objects is to foster the breeding of cows 
as aga.inst l;mff'alo-breeding. In his opening speech, 
Gandhiji observed: 

"We have a weakness. In a way it is common to 
all mankind, but it is a special trait of Indian 
character that we readily take to things which al'e 
easy to get and give up things that are difficult 
to accomplish. In khadi, village industries 
and everywhere people seek ease, cheapness and 
convenience. People relish buffalo's milk because 
it is sweet and cheap." 
HEven from the Vedic times we have been singing 
the glories of the cow and not of the buffalo. Had 
the cow not been given this status it would have 
been extinct, and along with it the buffalo a.lso, long 
ago. I have seen the comparative figures of both 
the animals in India. :§gtl:t "Ij,t~ :Il.u.:rn,e~·ol,ls. ..I3,gt 
neither flourishes. The herdsman keeps the cow and 
the buffalo only so long as it pays to do 80 and sells 
it off to the butcher as soon as it ceases .to pay. To 
save .their lives the humanitarians buy them up but 
with the money so gained the butcher purchases 
other cows and buffaloes. Thus a few cows may be 
rescued, but the destruction of the cow's progeny 
goes on. The correct remedy, therefore, is to forget 
the cow that has been sold and spend our money 
in improving the breed of the cow, increasing its 
value and teaching the cow-keepers their duty." 
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125. By saving the cow the buffalo is saved: 
"Let nobody fear that if everyone eschews its 
milk and ghee the buffalo is bound to perish. As I 
have said above it is hardly possible. But even if' 
it were possible there is no harm. The buffnlo 
will cease to be a domestic animal and will become 
wild. The fact is that if there is any animal 
which can survive it is the cow only. Along with 
the cow the buffalo will be automatically saved, 
because the milk of both is useful to us. But if 
people go on following these haphazard ways, as 
they have hitherto been doing, in utter disergard 
of scientific methods, the cow no less than the 
buffalo will be destroyed as has happened to many 
other things in our country. Our ignorance has 
been the greatest contributing factor to this state 
of affairs. We shall be able to know and observe 
our duty towards animals only by an intelligent 
study of the science of cow-keeping. Fundamentally 
by protecting the cow we realise our duty towards 
all living beings. But, having reduced cow service 
to a farce we have forgotton our real religion. 
"Indita possesses a fourth of the world's cattle 
population. But the cattle of this country Ilre in 
a worse condition than even its men and women. 
"The servant of the cow may use t,hs cow's milk 
and its products exclusively. He may not take 
goat's milk. I take it 01lt of helplessness. But a" 

member of tlJe Go-Seva Sangha should use only' 
cow's milk and its products and leather of dead 
and not slaughtered cows and bullocks." 
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126. Buffalo milk incomparably inferior: Recent 
investigations have shown that from the dietetic 
stand-point buffalo milk is incomparably inferior 
to cow's milk. The dietetic value of butter-fat is 
due to its vitamine A content: Fats from vegetable 
oils do not contain vitamine A. As between 
cow-butter-fat and buffalo-butter-fat, the cow-fat 
is over ten times richer in vitamine A than buffalo
fat. This is dealt with more fully in Para 520. 
Oomparative merits of the cow and the buffalo are 
also discl1ssed in Paras 133, 275-'78, 335, 338, 339, 372 

127. Density of cows and she-buffaloes and of 
the human population in British India: 

TABLE-7. 
Per square mile 

Province. No. of No. of HUlDan 
Cows. Buffaloes, Population. 

United Provinces 60'1 42.6 508'2 
Punjab, 20'3 29'7 243'7 
Bihar & Orissa [)g'g 18'7 453'6 
Madras 30'0 16'8 328'5 
Bombay. 23'2 IH) 232'9 
N. W. F. Province 15'3 10'1 179'3 
Oentral Provinces 

& Bemr 32'1 8.3 155'2 
Sind, 16'4 7'3 83'8 
Bengal. 91'5 3'4 646'4 
Assam, 23'7 2'0 156'7 

-(261-'62, 274-'79, 303, 309-'11., 315-'17, 346, 376-79" 
519-'24, 1090, 1136) 



CHPTER V 

BREEDING AND GENETICS 

128. The problem of cattle-breeding stated: 
After the Royal Commission, and more particularly 
11fter the commencement of the viceroyalty of Lord 
Linlithgow, great official importance was given to 
cattle-breeding, and the Viceroy inaugurated a Bcheme 
of presenting bulls to various localities for grading 
up the local breeds. 

Numerous enquiries were carried out by the 
different Provincial Agricultural and Veterinary 
Departments to tackle the problem of cattle 
improvement from all the points of view, such as: 

,[(1) Provision of fodder-crop and grazing; 
'(2) Combating contagious and other infectious 

diseases; 
(3) Provision of better bulls; 
(4) Elimination of Scrub and undesirable bulls 

from selected areas; 
'(5) Educative propaganda about the importance 

of the above; 
(8) Researches for prevention of diseases, for 

finding out the nutritive values of grasses and 
fodders and also of their mineral contents; 

(7) Keeping of authentic records in the form of 
Herd Books and Milk Registers; 
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(8) Expansion of veterinary service and provision 
of stocksmen for the villages; 

(9) The fixation of breed characteristics, etc. etc. 
129. Sir Arthur Olver-a lover of cattle: The 

impetus that followed the Royal Commission has been 
many-sided. The establishment of the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural Research by itself was a great 
measure for giving shape to the manifold problems and 
requirements of cattle-breeding. The appointment 
of an Animal Husbandry expert of Sir Arthur Olver's. 

. reputation in 1930 was an event of great moment. 
Sir Arthur had a brilliant and varied career in the 
Royal Army Veterinary Corps. He worked in South 
Africa under Sir Arnold Theiler. He was also in the 
Egyptian Army as its Principal Veterinary officer. 
He also served in the U.S,A. He had thus varied 
experience, particularly of tropical cattle in Egypt and 
in other parts of Africa and in Central America. He put 
in only 8 years of service in India, retiring in Hl38. 
During these eight years he contributed very Jal;gely 
to the improvement of the cattle in India. He was a 
successful practical idealist and never lost sight of 
the goal before him. He believed that the Indian 
cattle had the best milk and draught strains in them. 
Finding of fault with the proverbial blemishes of the 
Indian cultivator~his poverty, his ignorance, his lack 
of initiative, his suspicious character, his superstition 
etc.,-has been the burden of talk of many an Indian 
and European veterinarian. But Sir Arthur was not 
of that type. He brought an unprejudiced, scientific 
mind to his study of the prohlems. He argued that 
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even England was ba.ckward in" Animal-Husbandry 
legislation. He argued that what 200 years of breeding 
by the rich and educated land-owning class of 
England did· for cattle improvement and what a 
benevolent Government in Holland did by a century 
,of work, what American States with all their 
efficiency and funds were accomplishing, could not 
be sbaped out in India without systematic effort, and 
it was the unified and sustained effort on the part 
on the Oentral and Provincial Governments that was 
needed for bringing about cattle improvement in India. 
He knew bis work and like a true scientific !"Lnd 
practical man be could lay down precise conditions, 
the fulfilment of which was bound to make the 
cultivators prosperous in cattle wealth. Such a man 
need not indulge in cheap sneers at Indian character. 
He seemed to understand the tenible difficulties under 
which the Indian cultivator worked, and pressed on 
the Government to make the way smooth for hini 
for bettel.'ing his live-stock. 

He was successful in inducing the Government to 
,open a new Nutrition Research section at the Veteri
nary Institute, Izatnagar. He caused Disease Investi
gation office:t:s to be appointed in the Provinces who 
in contact with the Oentre could be of immense use 
in controlling diseases in the Provinces. 

He fought for more financial help for the Veterinary 
Department, which, as he brought out, only received 
a d jr>proportiontely low !Share of the funds for the 
Agricultural Department of which the Veterinary 
Department was a part. Like a true champion of 
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the cattle he fought with his colleagues for allotment 
of proportional expenses for crop-growing and the 
live-stock industries, the: two arDlS of agriculture. 
His colleagues occasionally could not be pleased with 
his insistent demand for making Animal Husbandry 
nnances more reasonable. He fought against this 
attitude of theirs so long as he was in charge of 
the Animal Husbandry work in India. He brought 
into being the Delhi Cattle Show and made it a 
success. He fixed the breed characteristics of many 
Indian breeds after original investigation, '.l'hese 
are some tangible points in the brief but brilliant; 
career of Sir Arthu,r Olver. But "t,he intangible 
I'esults of his eight years' work are more important", 
.as was observed by the editor of the "AgL'iculture 
& Live-Stock.') 

130. Cattle problem acquires importance: Cattle 
breeding, although very recently taken up scientifically 
by the Government of India, has advanced by rapid 
strides. Previously the individual efforts of the 
various Militttry Dairy Farms or researches in the 
various Institutes were all that was done for the 
improvement of tho cattle, There was no 10ng~aistaDce 
policy, and the whole subject suffered. Systematic 
work has now enabled pointed attention to be drawn 
to the teal needs of the cattle-breeding industry. Sir 
Arthur's endeavours have thrown much light on the 
question of the cattle position of India and on 
scientitic cattle-breeding. 

One mistaken belief about the improvement of 
croBs-breeding with European bulls has been knocked 
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Ol..lt, though it stilliingets. This has to be considel'ed as 
leading on to the much larger problem of the genetics 
of the cow. 'l'he British COW{:l are, some of them, 
great milkers. It waf:! easy to try to improve the 
milking quality of the Indian cow by importing bulls 
from Britain. (35) 

131. Oross-breeding experiments: By inter
mixture of the Zebu blood of India with the European 
blood, an immediate effect was noticed in the increase 
of milk yield in the first generation of crossing. 

, But the croBs-bred cattle, produced in this way, 
,J ra.pidly deteriorated. Besides the deterioration of milk 
yield, the crosses show remarkable susceptibility to, 
infectious diseases like rinderpest. The cows and 

'bulls of Britain, imported into India, fall easy victims 
to the infectious diseases of the tropics and succumb, 
to them. The seeker after large milk-production 
may find the first cross a paying thing. It is for 
its milk-yield that BOme admixture of European 
with Indian blood had been and is still going on r 

particularly in the Government Military Dairy 
Farms. But this Cl:eates great mischief. For, the 
mixed-blooded crosses afterwards become a drag upon 
the already deterioriorated cattle in India. 

Mr. J. Ed vmrds in an article on milk production 
in the tropics observes: 

"The importation of European breeds into the 
tropics is usually a failure and not satisfactory as a 
general breeding policy, The first generation from 
imported animals may be satisfactory, but subsequent 
generations are usually unable to maintain the 
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constitution necessary to thrive satisfactorily in a 
tropical environment." (35, 168-'69) 
132. European breed-a failure in the tropics; 
"For t~'opical countries like India, the solution of 
the problem of providing satisfactory milch-cattle for 
ordinary conditions of feeding and management, lies 
in the improvement of indigenous stock. It is true 
that the indIgenous cattle of India are usually of 
heterogenous origin and their improvement is likely 
to be somewhat protracted but the building upof 
a strain of improved stock always takes time; e.g., 
the European breeds have taken two centuries to 
attain their present level of production" (Ag1'icultu,re 
J; Live-Stock in India, Janu,ary, 1935; P. 64). (35) 
133. Foreign breeds unnecessary: Sir Al1thur 

Olver, on the eve of his retirement, contributed an 
article entitled "The Systematic Improvement of 
Live-Stock in India." In this article dealing with the 
subject he wrote as follows under the heading; 
"Foreign Breeds Unnecessary'~,. ' 

"The improvement of live-stock and of cattle in 
particular, is indeed a matter of great social as 
well as economic illlPortance and urgency in India. 
and it is necessary to emphasise that it has now 
been amply shown that it is unnecessary and 
unsound as a general policy to attempt to introduce 
European breeds of cattle into India. Systematic 
investigation, carried out by the Animal Husbandry 
Bureau of the Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Besearch, has shown that by careful selection and 
proper feeding and management, herds of pure 

14 
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Indian dairy cattle have already been produced 
within 25 years which can more .. than hold their own 
in India with European cattle and with the best 
Indian buffaloes, in economy of milk and butter-fat 
production (Kartha, Hl34). Already, they exceed 
the average milk-yield of commercial dairy herds 
in Europe and America, and there is every evidence 
that these results are likely to be steadily improved 
upon for years to come. While, it has already 
been demonstrated that even with the best of care 
and under the best possible conditions, cattle of 
European origin always tend to degenerate in India. 
"Nor should it be forgotten that if a policy of 
using imported cattle were adopted, it would be 
necessary to keep up year after year a huge supply 
of pedigree sires, purchased abroad at very high 
prices, the cost of which would generally be 
prohibitive. Without most careful and expert 
breeding control the use of foreign cattle for stud 
purposes is moreover dangerou3. Indeed, it has 
already done incalculable harm by destroying 
valuable pure-bred herds of Indian cattle by 
unscientific mating." (Ag1'iculture &: Live~Stock 
in India, Septernbe1', 1938.) (35) 
134. Orosses should not propagate: It is only 

in the decade 1920-'30 that the importations of foreign 
sires were made in large numbers. In the Military 
Dairy Farms in the Northern Circle comprising the 
Punjab, the N. W. F. Province and Baluchistan, 
the experiments on cross-breeding were extensively 
carried out. The foreign sires were all Friesian sires. 
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The matter of the utility of these cross·breeds was 
discussed in the first meeting of the Animal Husbandry 
Wing. Messrs Kerr (Bengal) Datar Singh (Punjab) 
Bruen (Bombay) and others were of the opinion that 
the unwan ted cows from cross· bred animals spoiled 
the indigenous breeds. In fact, in one resolution 

. the military people were requested not to dispose of 
their cross-bre d stock wi thout m~king them sterile. 

Opinion has since been definite that the cross-bred 
~ows from foreign sires, though they may show an 
immediate hi gher yield of milk in the first generation, 
soon deteriorate and. that th~ cross·bred males are 
wholly unsuitable for use for draught purpose and, 
therefore, of no use to the cultivator. . (35) 

135. Breeding requires knowledge of genetics: 
To the Jay man nothing is simpler for improving the 
breed of cattle than. crossing with a better breed. 
Many fall into the mietake of thinking that cross
breeding is mere mathematical c::om~ination of two 
sets of qualities. If A and B a:re combined in ma.ting, 
the progeny will show a combina.tion of half the 
qualities of A and half of B. But nothing can be 
Jluther from the truth. Genetic!> or the science of 
breeding is not mathematics. In order that the 
student of Animal Husbandry may not fall into the 
popular error, a little discnssion of the elementary 
pcinciples of genetics, as applied to cattle improvement, 
is necessary. This subject is dealt with next. (35, 169) 

136. Cow slaughter put forth as a step: In 
Europe they made considerable progress in improving 
the cattle. The eating of beef has undoubtedly eased 
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the problem of disposing of the inferior, uneconomic 
and old cows in their struggle for the improvement of 
the breed. In India, we are blindly asked to do also 
the same. Whenever the topic of improving the 
condition of the cattle in India comes up the Hindu is 
blamed for. his repugnance to cow-slaughter. His 
religion is blamed for it. It is not for a moment 
asked why the Hindu developed this cult of regarding 
the cow with reverence. (25) 

137. Why the Hindus abhor cow slaughter: It 
has become a tenet of Hinduism to revere the cow 
and look upon her as sacred. The Hindus had a 

'past when they also slaughtered cows for meat. ,But 
later on Hinduism took the turn for abhorrence of 
cow·slaughter and regarding it as a sin. The Hindus, 
learnt to believe in the oneness of all life-human, 
animal and plant life. The cow was the animal 
nearest to man in work and service. By protecting 
and revering the cow the Hindu satisfied his hunger 
for loving all living beings. The cow was to him 
an emblem, a symbol of all animals. This is the 
sentiment that actuated the Hindu to frame his 
attitude towards the cow. It is wrong to evaluate 
him on the standard of the European, where such a 
sentiment, although current enough in individuals, has 
not grown to the proportion it did in India, so as to be 
laid at the very foundation of the social structure. (25) 

138. Hindu sentiment worthy of being fostered: 
This Hindu sentiment is not condemnable; on the 
contrary, it is worthy of being fostered. In fact, the 
absence of this feeling in the present generation of the 
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Hind us in t,he matter of treatment to the cows lleeds 
condemnation. That the cows are starved and 
neglected is a misfortune which the Hindus should 
more keenly feel. They should find means to save the 
cow from starvation and neglect. But this is a. counsel 
of perfection. It is no use preaching religious duties to 
a starving man. The Hindu is starving and his cow is 

. starving. 'Well-wishers should point a way to stop 
this double starvation. 

Before foreign rule had upset almost all that was 
best in Indian life, Indians did not starve and the 
cows. were not what they are today, and certa,inly 
they were not neglected. Otherwise, the fine breeds 
that still now exist could not have been developed. (25) . 

139. Slaughter will not end the impasse: The 
economist asks the Indian cultivator to get rid of 
the surplus, useless and old stock by slaughter. But 
that will not end the economic impasse. Supposing 
that the present surplus is disposed of by sale, 
slaughter or disease, the next generations will soon 
recoup the loss and fill the country with useless 
stock. The remedy, therefore, lies not in disposing 
of the present surplus but in acquiring the habit 
of slaughtering the cows regularly for meat. The 
Hindus must have to be beef-eaters in ordal' to 
satisfy our economists. (25) 

140. Beef-eating-not the best solution: Beef
eating is, however, not the best solution. There are 
better solutions. The cow has to be fed, and it will 
cease to become a drag on the slender means of the 
cultivator. If the manures, the dung and tbe urine 
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no less, are valuated at their proper manurial values, 
t.he useless, old and decrepit animals will be found 
to be useful manure-producers, so greatly needed 
for fertilising the fields for receiving greater return 
from the land. 

Even in America today, slaughter of the useless or 
the unprofitable units in the herd, is not looked upon 
as the first choice. Improvement is the first thing. 

"It is said that one-third of the dairy cows owned 
on American farms are being carried at a loss, that 
one-third produce just enough to pay their way, 
f1Jnd that practically all the net profits come from 
the other third. If this is true, as it doubUess 
is, there is a great waste of feed and labour in 
caring for low-producing cows. It wonld not be 
practical, however, to eleminate two-thirds of our 
dairy cows, because this would bring a great 
Shortage of diary products in this country 
(America). Must we then, in the interests of the 
consumer, continue to milk 8,000,000 dairy cows 
at a loss and another 8,000,000 at little profit? 
No, there is another way out and that is through 
dairy herd improvement.-(P. 190-'91-Dai1'y 
Ente?1l1'ises-McDowelI & Field,) (25) 
141. Improvement through better breeding: 

Desire for herd improvement as (1 matter of community 
interest gave rise to the Hindu custom of dedicating 
Bl'(1hm(1ni bulls during the $1'adh, A noble custom 
but now misused by dedicating not choice animals but 
any scrub calf, The prevalent custom of today is a 
vestige of what once was a commendab1e act of merit. 
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A desc~iption of the way in which bulls were dedicated 
only perhaps a few years ago in South India is 
given by Capt. Littlewood in his book "Live-Stock of 
Southern India". (195-'98, 271, 282, 286, 288, 293-'98, 
306, 350, 486) 

142. Brahmani bulls were to improve the breed: 
"Brahmani bulls are bulls which have been 
dedicated to the temple. A well-to-do infi1).ential 
man dies in his village and his relatives wish to 
commemorate his name; therefore they dedicate a 
bull in his memory. In former years great care was 
exercised in the selection of this bull; a committee 
of leading cattle breeders and l'yots was appointed 
and they paid very special attention to each of the 
32 points which they considered 11 good breeding
bull should possess. A number of good promising 
bull calves were brought to the village immediately 
after the death of the person, and the committee 
discussed the good and bad points of each animal 
and eventually selected the best. 'I'he selection was 
very rigid and no one questioned it, once it was 
made; the price was also fixed by the committee 
and this was always accepted. The young bull was 
branded at the funeral ceremony of the deceased by 
the priest and then it was set free to roam about 
wherever it liked. The animal was allowed to enter 
any field of growing crop, and it was considered a' 

sin to drive it aW!1y. Should it enter the farmstead 
the ryot usually fed it until it departed. At the 
present time, the selection of the bull hus deve19ped 
into a mere fOl'lliality and has led to a lot of 
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quarreling; no importance is attached to the 
selection. Due to this, and the high price demanded 
for a good bull calf, the relatives of the deceased 
now usually select a bull calf from the deceased's 
own herd 01' purchase a cheap animal and dedicat.e 
it. It is evident that this practice is growing. In 
some places the ryots drive off tbe breeding bul·ls 
from their growing crops and consider them both 
destructive and a nuisance. Owing to the high 
price of food-stuffs the donors of these bulls are 
criticised instead of praised, anel they generally 
have to take charge of and stall-feed tbem during 
the time the crops are on the land." -(P. 16-17) 
This shows that the South Indian donor still feels 

some responsibiliy for the Brahmani bull let loose. 
In many places outside South India the donor is lost 
sight of and the bull roams about aIld is driven from 
field to field 01' receives ghastly cuts from unkind 
hands during the crop-growing season and in Borne 
places the Municipalities publicly yoke them to their 
scavenging carts. 

That this dedication of selected bull calves for 
communal use waS a noble custom is beyond doubt .. 
Instead of decrying it, the remedy lies in castrating 
the useless Brahmani bulls and inspiring the would
be donors to realize their duties to the community for 
selecting the very best bull-calf of the locality. (282-'83, 
305-'06, 350, 483) 

143. Co-operative attitude in bull dedication to 
be fostered: There is more in the inst,itution of the 
Brahmani bull than is apparent. This system makes 
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the villager community-minded at least as regards 
-cattle-breeding. "This co-operative attitude towards 
stud animals can be further encouraged and it is 
believed can be directed to secure results which will 
change the present trend of live-stock degeneration 
to one of live-stock improvement." (From the note for 
the Brd Animal Husbandry Wing meeting from Mr. 
Parr, Dy. Director of Agriculture, U. P.) 

If the Indian cultivator is to exist, the Indian 
. bull, bullock and cow, must be improved. The cattle, 
: instead of being a drag as they are, may, nnder altered 
<lircumstances, become one of the greatest sources 
of wealth of India, no less than they are in Holland. 
The question of improving the breeds of cattle is a 
vital one. A movement is going on in official India 
for the improvement pf the cattle. A general idea of 
the cattle improvement work going on in the different 
Provinces is worth baving for everyone interested in 
the subject. But, before this subject is taken up, it is 
necessary to have some knowledge of what constitutes 
breeding improvement and of some features of the 
problem of genetics connected with it. (480-'86) 

144. Breeding practice of the past in India: 
Cattle-breeders throughout the ages bave sought to 
improve the milking and dra"ught qualities of India 
by selection. The cow, as we find her today, is not 
what she was in pre-historic times. The cow was 
once a wild animal. Man has domesticated her and 
by constant care and wise lead has been able to make 
bel' an indespensible adjunct of civilised life. rfbe cow 
and man have been bound together by innumerable 
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ties throughout the ages. Men have profited by the 
cow and have ever attempted to make her more 
and more useful to man. Indians have shown her 
ever-increasing kindness even as an expression of 
gratitude to her. (11, 187, 369-'71) 

145. Mendel's law: By selecting better and 
better types and by stressing the favourable features 
in mating animals, it has been found possible to create 
different and superior types while the breeds varied 
with localities. It has been achieved principally 
through a regulated use of the laws of inheritance of 
functions. What the wise breeders have done through 
the ages by observation and by gathering experience 
is found to be practically based upon certain laws of 
inheritance discovered much later. We are indebted 
to Johann Gregor Mendel, an Austrian monk, for 
the discovery of the laws of inheritance, now known: 
as Mendel's Law. 

146. Classic experiment with yellow & green 
peas: Mendel experimented with garden peas, and 
by a' close study of the method of transmission of 
simple characters, such as colour and size, discovered 
the principles embodied in the law knoVl'il1 after him. 
Although he experimented with plant breediElg, hiH 
law applies equally well to animal life. 

By crossing yellow and green peas he produced 
the hybrid yellow strain. The colours are characters 
of the plants as much as their appearance and taste 
etc. are. The law of inheritance discovered is the same 
again for the various characteristics that constitute an 
individual of which colour is one. Mendel at first 
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crossed yellow and green peas and obtained hybrid 
yellow peas. When these hybrid yellows were planted, 
the resulting peas were green and yellow in the ratio 
of 1 to 3. In the next generation all these green 
peas reproduced green, but two-thirds of the yellow 
of the second generation behaved in the same way 
as the first yellow hybrids, giving 1 to 3 green and 
yellow peas, while the remaining third of the yellows 
reproduced yellow. 

From these observed facts the law of inheritance 
was traced. In order to be able to understand the 
.operations of the law of inheritance some knowledge 
of the structure of organisms is necessary. 

147. The structure of plant and animal cells: 
All Pfuts of the plant or animal body are made up of, 

cells. These are as bricks of which a house is built. 
Most cells contain a small structure called p;t:l,q~ep:s: 

This nucleus is the c~ntre of life and activity of the 
cells. Cells divide and reproduce for growth. In 
this division the nucleus also gets divided. 

When a cell nucleus is divided it is found to 
contain microscopic bodies now named. chromosomes. 
There is a distinction between the body cells of an 
animal .and the reproductive cells. In the body cells 
the chromosomes are found in pairs and there is a 
definite number of chromosome for each different 
species of living things. 

148. The chl'omomeres and chromosomes: The 
chromosomes are developed from dye-absor};>ing or 
chromatin granules. The individual units of grains 
of these chroma tins are called chromomeres, and there 
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are many thousands of chromomeres in a cell. A 
definite grouping of these oh'/'omome1'Bs constitute each 
(J7womosorne. These chromomeres are the carriers of 
all inherited chawwte'ristics. The unit of inherit!1nce 
is call~a a gene. The genes by interaction of the 

. chemic! substances in the cells control the development 
"/ of char!1cters. 
. 149' Ohromosomes in reproductive cells: It 
had been mentioned that the body cells and the 
reproductive cells are different. In the mechanism of 
inheritance, it is the reproductive or the germ cells 
that are concerned. One of these germs from each 
parent unite to form the individual. In the formation 
of the mature germ cells the number of chromosomes 
is reduced to half 80 that two germ-halves with half 
chromosome of body cell in each, may combine to, 
form a cell with the same number of chromosomes 
as in the original body cells of the parents. Therefore, 
in the new creature half the character chromosomes 
come from each parent or the individual takes up 
half the chamcter of each of the parents and becomes 
a composite character. The chromosomes giving 
character are so various that it is left to chance as 
to which of the characters of each parent will be 
inherited by the off-spring. 

1150. Pure yellow, hybrid yellow and pure green 
peas: Taking the colour of peas to be a character, 
what happens in uniting green peas to produce 
individual peas is indicated in the following Ohart 
Here the original yellow and green peas combine to 
give a variety of hyb?'id yellow pea. 
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In the next generation this hybrid yellow pe[t, 
gives rise to 

(a) One pure yellow off-spring. 
(b) One pure green off-spring. 
(c) Two Hybrid yellow off-spring. 

Therefore, the remarkable fact comes out that by 
sowing only one sort of hy brid yellow pea, 3 classes of 
peas are produced in different plants, being pU1'e yellow, 
p~'1'e green !Lnd hyb?'id yellow. It is also found that for 
everyone pure yellow pea there are two hybrid yellows 
and one pure green pea plant. 

151 Ohart 
to illustrate 
Mendel's law: 
Mendel's work 
was done with 
peas, but the 
principles he 
established 
apply to animals 
as well as to 
plants. Where 
there is only one 
pail' 6£ chromo
somes in the 
body cells of 
each parent e.g. 
yellow and 
green, we get in 

Yellow Pea Green Pea. 

Body Cell$ 

Body Cells ot FI 
Hybrid Generation 

G Germ Cells Of.1'1 
Hybrid Generation 

PuJ. Hybrid Hybrid Pure 
YelloY/ Yellow Yellow Grecn 

Fig. 23. 

Body Cells ot Fa 
Generation 

Ohart to illustrate Mendel's Law. 
(Dairy Oattle & Milk Production) 

the second generation 3 different varieties by the 
combination of the characteristicB. Where the number 
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of chromosomes in the cells are numerous, the 
chELracteristica in the following generations by 
combination of two individuals in reproduction will 
give a surprisingly varied number of characteristics. 
And the reproduced individual may have any of the 
hundred different cha.racters that might form out 
.of the combination of the two characters having 
numerous chromosomes. 

152. Number of chromosomes in a cell: A. definite 
number of chromosomes dev~lop in the cells of each 
particular species of organism. For corn the number 
is 20, for wheat 16, for man 48, for cow 46. In most 
insects it is between 8 and 18. In Ii, species of 
thread·worm of the horse the number is 2. 

The chromosomes are usually present in pairs; and 
some pairs are long, others medium and yet others 
are short. Of the two chromosomes of a certain 
length in a body cell, one is derived from the sperm 
of the father and the other from the ovum 01' from 
the mother. 

153. Zygote or reproductive cell: We shall now 
try to understand how lacs of different combinations 
may come out by this process of division of the 
chromosome cell into Zygote or reproductive cells, 
and their combination with a similar number of the 
other sex to form a new individual. 

It has been worked out that an individual, having 
5 pairs of 10 chromosomes, produces 5 chromosomes 
in one reproduction cell and 5 in another reproduction 
cell. rrhese aTe called Zygotes. In sexual reproduction 
the five half-pair chromosomes of the female combine 
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with the five half-pail' chl'omomes of the male, 
producing in the new individual 5-paired chromosomes 
one of which comes from the mother and the other 
from the father. 

154. Five Zygotes give 1,024 combinations: The 
[) half-pairs in a Zygote in the process of reducing 
division may make .. 32 possible combinations, and of 
these 32 combinations anyone may couple with the 
32 combinations of the other sex, thus giving a 
possibility of 1,024 different types of individuals. It 
will be many times more in the case of the cow. And 
there is no wonder why any two children born of 
the same parents are not exactly alike (except in the 
case of twins). 

Of the characters conveyed by the chromosome 
some dominate over others and others get dominated 
over in the same pair. The one dominated over 
is called "recessive" ane1 the dominating one is 
called "dominant". In the case of chromosome pair 
Y G yellow and green in the above Ohart, it will 
be seen that the resulting colour is a shade of 
yellow. Because yellow is a dominating and green is a 
recessive colour. Therefore, in the case of hybrid 
yellow fruit or animal, when they mate, the resulting 
off-springs will have the following characters as per 
above Ohart, (Fig~ 23) : 

YY YG YG GG 
155. YG to YO gives: 4: varieties of which two 

are hybrid yellow and one pure yellow and the other 
pure green. In the combination YG· if Y were 
recessive and the green dominant the resulting colour 
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would have been hybrid green but as a. matter of fact. 
green is recessive and the result is hybrid yellow. 
In the above set of body-cells YY is called hO?no-zygo~~s 
and so also GG is homo-zygo~tS, whereas YG is· 

hetero-zygous i.e. having different chromosomes in 
the same cell. In a . combination of black and red 
colour, homo-zygous black mated to holtlo-zygous 
black will give only black off-spring. Homo-zygou8 
black mated to hetero-zygous black will give all blacks. 
black being the dominant colour. But of the issues 
50 per cent will be homo-zygou8 arid 50 per cent 

hetero-zygous. 

Fig. 24. 
Homo & Heterozygous Characteristic. 

Black x Red, 
(Red is neaessa1'ily white in the diagmm) 

(Black's Veterinary Dictionary) 

156. Homo and hetero-zygous characteristics: 
Hetero-zygouB black Hmted to hetero-zyou6 red will 
give 50 per cent hetel'o-zygous blacks and 50 pel' cent 
reds. Hed mated to red will give all reds. But when 
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t,wo blacks mate they can give a red 
hetero-2;ygous black mates another 
black. 

225 

calf when a 
hetero-zygouB 

In other words, out of two black parents three 
black and one red off-spring will result. Where red 

eolour is disliked and black is the fashionable colour 
it will be a calamity. 

157. Purity in breed: When we say purity 
in breed we mean the individuals are capable of 
propagating the true type. In the above case, it is not 
pure. Purity can, therefore, have an exact meaning. 
Most characters in animal inheritance depend upon 
a number of units for their complete development. 
This is true of the production capacity of milk and 
also of the fat-content of the milk in the cow. 

Each individual possesses all the normal characters 
of the race to which it belongs. The characters 
mayor may not be evident. In the higher races the 
characters are so numerous that all of them. cannot 
develop in a single individual. An individual will 
transmit to its off-spring things which are not 
apparent in its constitution. For example, milk 
production is a function of the female but it is 
transmitted both by the cow and the bull. 

158. Reversion to type; Recessive characters 
lllay be carried for generations without being evident 
on account of the dominants. By a mating of 
individuals having the same recessive germ-plasms~ 
the recessive character may come to the surface. 
'rhis is known as reversion to type. rrbis is the 
proper explanation wliy"lnlnEl"Mehwat cattle of white 

15 
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or grey colour recessive red appears, indicating the 
Gir admixture (Vide Mehwati breed, Para 53). 

As we have "dominants" in chromosomes, similarly 
we have the word "prepotent" to indicate the 
dominating character of the individual which it can 
impress upon its progeny. A cow or a bull with 
prepotency for milking will impress its high milking 
quality upon its progeny, however they may be mated, 
although. their off-springs may lose prepotency and 
revert to mediocrity .. 

159. Selection in breeding: In animal breeding, 
it is impossible to mate individuals which are 
absolutely identical, and therefore, variation is found 
to occur. Judicious selection has bee~ of the best aid 
to the .breeders in the improvement of live-stock. By 
selection, the best ones are retained for propagation 
and the undesirable ones are rejected both in the 
male and in the female. The general increase in 
milk production in any specialised dairy breed can be 
aUributed to the practice of selection. Environment, 
feeding and handling also, of course, count. For 
permanent progress there must be consistent selection 
and mating of those which have demonstrated that 
they carry the. desired cOill.bination of germinal 
factors. Here again, the influence not only of its 
parents but of its ancestors also works upon the 
individual. It has to be known that the ancestors 
contribute the less progressively to the character, the 
more they are removed. 

160. Relative importance of ancestors: A law 
operates governing the influence of ancestors on the 
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character of tbe individual. It has been found 
that an individual ancestor in the first generation 
contributes 25 per cent of the character, in the second 
generation 6'25 per cent of the character, in the third 
generation 1'56 per cent, and in the fourth generation 
0'39 per cent. 

The importance of pedigree or the line of inherit
ance has to be judged in this light. If an individual 
is found to have a very prominent and desirable 
ancestor third place removed, it bas to be )?Iut down 
that the influence of that ancestor on the char~cter 
of the present individual is only 1'56 per cent. The 
immediate parents count most. 

161. Character of one parent may dominate: 
About inheritance it is true that male and female 
contribute equally to the total heritage of the off
spring. But it does not mean that the parents are 
equal or tbat the influence of one parent may Dot 
dominate over the influence of the other. On the 
-contrary, the more prepotent of the parents will 
dominate over the less prepotent. It has alBa to be 
!'emembered that the off-spring, though taking the 
character of the more prepotent parent, may not 
transmit that character undiminished to the next 
generation. The germinal ma.ke-up may be mixed 
or hetero-zygous, and many of the desirable qualities 
may then fail to pass on to the next generation. 

162. Place of sire and dam in the herd: The 
place of the sire and the dam in .a herd has to be seen 
from another angle. In a herd each dam contributes 
its share of character to its off-spring, but the bull, 
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com:rnon for the herd, contributes its character to 
all the off-springs of the herd. Herein COmes the 
supreme importance of the bull in the herd. 

163. In-breeding: It is the mating of closely-
related individuals such as brother to sister; sire to 
daughter or son to dam. When such close-related 
individuals are mated, the primary effect is to 
intensify or fix heredit~ry qualities and thereby bring 
about prepotency for certain characters. In the early 
establishment of any breed for the fixation of a type, 
in-breeding is very valuable. The germinal make-up 
becomes relatively pure as generations. pass by with 
such in-breeding. The transmission of the character 

: of the parent to the off-spring then becomes almost 
:; certain. And it is by this means that the best breeds 
,of cattle in Europe have been developed. But it 
.. has its dangers too. The same mecbanislll that fixes 

:,; the good points will :fix the bad points also, and 
.: may lead to disaster. Then again, close in-breeding 

decreases fertility, vigour and longevity. If fertility 
is diminished the breed ceases to be of value. 
In-breeding is a valuable instrument in the hands of 
expert breeders, but is a very dangerous weapon If 
indiscriminately used. In-breeding accompanied by 
selection is used to great advantage. But it must be 
emphasised that in-breeding in the hands of any 
one but an expe.rt breeder is dangerous. (1501-'02) 

164. Line-breeding: The mating of . animals 
related to a lesser degree than described in in-breeding 
JOB called line-breeding. Where the COllmon ancestry 
runs from 25 to 50 pel' cent, it is called line-breeding. 
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rr'his has most of the advantages of in-breeding with 
much less of the concurrent dangers of in-breeding. 

165" Out·crossing: T"he mating of entirely 
unrelated individuals of the same breed is called 
ont-crossing. By out-crossing with a superior bull 
a highly successful result may be accomplished, but 
no breeder will continually out-cross. Once a coveted 
result is obtained, the breeder will attempt to fix it 
up in the herd. by line-breeding. This is what the 
most renowned breeders do. 

166. Cross-breeding: The development of 
distinct and famous breeds of dairy cattle in Indin, 
8uch as the Amrit Mahals, the Gil'S, the Sind his, the 
Hariana8 or the Sahiwals, is the result of a long
continued process of selection of individuals showing 
characters sought for by the breeder. By this process 
the desired character becomes fixed and results in 
purifying the germ-plasm which ensures a degree of 
certainty in the transmission of the desired traits 
when individuals of the same breed are mated. By I 
crossing distinctly different breeds this transmissioll' 
of factors is interfered with. The result is not & 

mixture of the characters of the two. That it cannot 
be so, we have already seen. The new off-spring will 
show an entirely new combination of factors and units 
which may result in the loss of most of the valuable 
traits of each parent. On the contrary, the off-spring 
of a cross may prove to be a very desirable product. 
But crossing is certainly working with an unknown 
quantity. It may so happen that in the first cross the 
result is encouraging, as had happened in India in 
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m:ossing the well~known Indian milking breeds with 
the Holstein Friesian bulls. In the first cross a factor 
comes in which in genetics is called "hybrid vigour". 

167. Hybrid vigour: Hybrid vigour is clearly 
demonstrated by increase in size, and in the earlier 
attainment of sex.ual maturity. It is shown by the 
first cross-bred generation out of the mating of two 
dissimilar p~h!ed parent stock. It is a case of 
hetero,zygosis, and in the off-spring this hetero·zygosis 
may, to a very considerable degree, pool the desirable 
characters exhibited by the parents. This may be fixed 
by snbsequent in~breeding and line.breeding. But the 
results are uncertain. In India, as the result of crossing 
Indian pure-breds with European pure-breds, the 
first half-breds showed remarkable milking qualities. 
But this could not be preserved by all sorts of 
combination of increasing the blood of either of the 
parents or by in-breeding. The result has been, us has 
been pointed out, a costly failure. This crossing of the 
Zebtt blood of the tropical oxen with the blood of the 
European Tauru8 oxen was started with much hope 
in India. But the crossing has proved to be a failme. 

168. Crossing experiment for Anglo-Indian breed 
at Hosur: Sir Arthur Olver in his preface to the 
"Live-stock of Southern India" (1936) by Oapt. R. W. 
Ilittlewood wrote: 

"The section dealing with the systematic attempt 
whioh has been made at the Hosur Farm, to 
establish a breed of Anglo-Indian cattle, is of 
particular interest since it shows that after years 
of careful work, under vel'Y favourable conditions, 
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the result of such cross-breeding has on the whole 
been disappointing." (35, 135) 
169. Olver on cross-breeding: "This is in. 
accordance with world-wide experience of European 
cattle within a wide tropical belt encircling the 
globe. Within this zone pure European cattle have, 
as a rule, failed to hold their own, even when, 
as in the southern States of the United States. 
of America, the disease conditions, which were 
previously a severe limiting factor, had been 
brought under control. Moreover, there is abundant. 
evidence in India that in the hands of jnexp61't 
breeders, irreparable damage can be done to the 
existing herds of pure-breel stock by the unscientific 
use of foreign breeds. On the other hand, the 
results achieved by the Military Dairy Farms show. 
that within a reasonably short period of time, it 
is possible, with scientific breeding control and 
management, to build up from indigenous breeds 
of Indian milch cattle, high-yielding strains which. 
are quite able to compare favourably with European. 
or cross-bred cattle, and it is very clear • that 
this is the proper policy to pursue under existing, 
conditions." (35, 131, 135) 
170. 'Grading up: Next to cross-breeding is the. 

process of grading-up. Oross-breeding is reserved for 
use in mating two pure-bred individuals of different 
breeds. If the pure~bred male of a well-tried breed 
IS mated with a female of a non-descript type, the 
process is called grading-up. This process of mating 
a non-descript with a pure-bred gives birth to an 
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off-spring with hybrid vigour which can be maintained 
greatly. Grading up has begun in India, and the 
results have so far been satisfactory, where fore-thought 
has been exercised in selecting the type of a pure-bred 
male for mating. There are dangers here too of 
indiscriminate and short-sighted work. If, for example, 
a Sahiwal bull is mated with' a Bengal.non-descript 
cow, the off-spring partaking of the heavy build of 
the parent will be quite unsuitable for the soft clay 
soil of the rice fields of Bengal. So far as is known, 
this is reported to have taken place in certain 
localities. By discreet use of a proper breed of bull 
much can be done by way of grading up the non
descripts distributed so largely all over India. 

171. Inheritance and .milk-yield: The per-
manence of a milk production standard of a cow from 
lactation to lactation practically depends mostly on 
inheritance. The size of the cow is partly'responsible 
for the milk yield, and size is inherited. Both sire and' 
dam influence the characters of the off-spring. This 
is trae abont milk production also. If high-yield was 
dominant over low milk-yield, then the improvement 
of the milking quality would have been simple. As 
a matter of fact, high milk-yield is only partly or 
incompletely dominant to low milk-yield. The factor 
for high milk-yield can, however, be transmitted by 

/ the male. It is, .therefore, that a bull having a high 
milk strain in it· and prepotent for transmitting it to 
the off-spring is such a desirable individual in a dairy .. 
Milk-yielding is a very complex factor and cannot be 
predicated truly from ancestry as black or white 
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colour can be predicted. In fact, the record. of an 
off-spring may be such in the matter of milk-yield 
of a cow as to completely deny her breeding. 
Environment and handling also influence milk-yield, 
and the best breeds may not show excellent results if 
the management be wrong. 

172. Pedigree and milk-yield: In order that the 
expected performance of an animal may be judged in 
advance, the keeping of pedigree books and registra
tion systems have been introduced. Bulls and cows 
giving a certain minimum performance are liable to 
be registered. Their pedigrees are noted and their 
off-springs and their lactating capacity also are noted 
when they come to milk. The progeny of the parents 
are, therefore, registered in advance, and the method 
has been adopted as helpful in providing a market for 
good off-spring"s. But mere pedigree register is likely 
to mislead. We have known that an animal with a 
good pedigree may turn out to be untrue to its 
immediate ancestors. 

173. Pedigreed and proven bull: It is for this 
reason that the progeny-test has received more and 
more attention and is worthy of encouragement. When 
one buys a bull by looking at its pedigree, he buys an 
unknown animal which may turn out,to be good, bad 
or indifferent to the best performances for the type or 
breed. It is, therefore, desired that a proven b~Lll or 
p?'ogeny-te8ted bull is the animal to be secured. 

P?'Ogeny-tested 01' proven b~lll means that the 
milk yield of his daughters haa been found to be 
satisfactory. Such a bull is bound to give satisfaction 
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both for the advancement of the type or for the 
grading-up. But, the difficulty is one of obtaining such 
n, bull, specially in India. Here there is already great 
dearth of good bulls, and a proven bull is not likely to 
be obtained ordinarily. Another point is the difficulty 
created by the la.te maturity of animals here to wait 
for a progeny test. If a bull is used for the first time 
at 3 years of age, the off-spring cast out by it may 
COlDe to deliver a calf at least 4! years after that. So 
that by the time the daughter of the bull comes to 
milk, the age of tbe bull will be 7i years. And the 
bull is expected to effectively serve up to 12. years or 
less. So that by the time It bull passes g, progeny test 
it has only a few years of effective service before it, 
It is for this reason that till early maturity for the 
bull and the female calves is obtained, the pl:oblem 
of obtaining progeny-tested or a proven bull must 
remain an unsolved proposition. The breeder will 
have to depend upon the pedigree and upon his,' 
general experience in deciding about the expected 
performance from a bull. 

In breeding, the influence of environment should 
also be kept in mind. The best bull may fail to create 
superior progeny in a bad environment. This applies. 
also to the cows. 



CHAPTER VI 

BREEDING IN THE PROVINCES 

OF INDIA. 

174. Breeding in the provinces: It is necessary 
for understanding the present position of cow-keeping 
in India that a brief account of the breeds, the breeding 
and feeding methods and practices of the breeders be 
drawn up. Unfortunately not much material is 
available on this subject. But what is available is of 
grent interest. Of the Provinces, the Punjab is the 
most go-ahead in animal husbandry. Its Veterinary 
Department seems to be the best organised. The 
Province is the home of the Sahiwal, the Hariana 
and the Dhanni breeds, and it is well worth-while 
knowing what is happening in that Province and 
about the Government machinery Bet up for cattle· 
improvement and the control of diseases there. 

Madras and Bombay are other go~ahead Provinces. 
Madras is the home of the famous draught-breeds of 
the Amrit Mahal and. its allied breeds, the Hallikar, 
Kangayam and Bargur. It is also the home of. the 
famous Ongole milch breed. In Madras the old tradi
tions of cattle-breeding still exist, and there are still 
castes of professional breeders who have not entirely 
forgotten their old breeding practices which brought 
the southern breeds of draught and milch cattle their 
all-India fame. The Bombay Presidency is the home 
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of some of the best milk-breeds, and it enjoys a great 
importance today on account of its rich capital city. 
The United Provinces Government today is wide
awake to the importance of improving the cattle 
wealth of the cultivators, and has some of the most 
interestin(5 and useful institutions of India. In the 
Province is located the Government farm for breeding 
the Harianas on: an extensive acreage. .It possesses 
its particular. system of supplying good stud-bulls to 
the cultivators at the least Government expanse, and 
above all it has the position of pride in having the 
Central Institute .of Research at Izatnagar.. Sind, a 
small, newly-created Province, is great in its high 
milking and powerful draught-breeds. The Red 
Sindhi cow has secured a place of esteem for herself 
in almost all the outlying Provinces of India. And its 
Bhagn_~~~. draught-breed is prized right up to the Punjab. 
The North-West Frontier Province Government is 
putting forth strenuous efforts to emulate the Punjab 
in animal husbandry. The Central Provinces with 
its Gaolao breed is trying to better the condition of 
the very large number of non-descript cattle which 
eke o~t a miserable existence in its vast forests and 
waste areas. The eastern Provinces of Bengal, Bihar, 
Orissa and Assam are full of illNfed, emaciated and 
non-descript cattle, except a portion of Bihar where 
some better cattle exist. These eastern Provinces 
have much to learn about animal husbandry and have 
to work for creating a habit of raising fodder-crops 
for the proper maintenance of the vast and unwieldy 
number of poor cattle they possess. 
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It has been brought out by many experienced 
writers that the dry areas, where grazing is scarce, 
produce the best cattle both for milk and for dmught. 
On the contrary, the low-lying rice u.reas with 
abundance of grazing in a particular season, have but 
poor anim!Lls. The survey of the Provinces will bring 
out the truth in this statement, a.nd we sha.ll be able to 
iearn why it is so. In the following pages cow-keeping 
in Madras is described in some detail. It is a large 
Province, and here the breeding conditions vary 
considerably. By studying the MRdras conditions 
of breeding and feeding and of the breeds, it would 
be possible to form an idea, of what hl18 been prevailing 
all over India, and it will not be aecessary to take 
up all the Provinces in 80 much detail. For the 
other Provinces, it will be enough if the outstanding 
facts of the present times are brought. out. 

175. Nomadic breeders settle in Madras: Madras 
is favoured by nature for cattle-rearing. The ,climate 
is mild and health-giving. There are very extensive 
pasture grounds, forests and hills situated near 
villages and suitable for grazing. On the contrary, 
there are crowded areas in Madras where there are 
no pastures, and there is not enough rainfall to ensure 
certainty of obtaining crops. (11, 187, 369-'71) 

176. Practice of rearing calf in areas of import
ation: In the remote past the favourable condition~ 
of cf1ttle-breeding attracted tribes of expert breeders 
owning excellent cattle. They gave up their nomadic 
habits and settled dmvn in this land because of the 
very favonrable conditions suitable for their occupation 
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,of cattle-breeding. By their efforts and technics they 
improved ,the condition of the cattle in the areas 
inhabited by them. Their contact naturally served 
to grade up the cattle in those areas that were 
.distant from them but were connected by trade. 

There is a prevalent practice in this Province of 
rearing the calves by intermediate breeders who 
maintain them for 2 or 3 years, and then dispose 
of them in the varioUs markets. Advantage was taken 
of the fact that character, the working capacity 
and longevity of the cattle, vary with the locality in 
which they are brought up and are made to work. 
If calves are taken to a locality differing in clim~te 
and reared there, snch calves readily adapt themselves 
to the newer conditions, which the grown-up cattle 
cannot. For this reason, and for the varying 
-conditions of climate and rainfall, it has become 
partly a practice in Madras for cert!).in localities to 
rear the calves brought in from superior breeding 
tracts. Different areas again meet their particular 
requirements by choosing particular breeds of draught
animals. 

177. Areas favourable for special breeds: In 
Coimbatore the Alarubadi cattle of the north are 
said to have a working life of 6 to 7 years, whereas 
the local cattle of Coimhatore give 10 to 12 years 
9£ service. Further south, the full grown Alambadis 
are good only for two or three years' service 
and are, therefore, rarely seen. As against this, 
Alambadis are credited with 10 years service in the 
northern areas. 
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The acclimatisation of the calves in climates and 
soils is taken advantage of in several areas, For 
example, the Ceded Districts adjacent to NeIlore and 
G-untur, having black cotton Boil. require a heavy 
type of cattle Buch as that of the Ongole breed. If 
full-grown Ongole cattle from Guntur or Nellore are 
taken to the Ceded Districts, they soon wear out 
and have a short life,- while young calves of the 
Ongole-breed, reared in the Ceded District!:l, htbt 10 to 
12 years or even longer. This fact accounts for the 
large movement of calves in this· Presidency from 
one district to another. This provides occupation 
to a large number of trade.rs, drovers and rearers. 
''1'he calves are not· usually bought by the . ryots 
.directly but by an intermediary who buys both for 
,sale and partly also for rearing. 

178. Coimbatore-a central cattle market: The 
.dealers from Malabar flock to the market of. Coimbatore 
and buy calves brought there from the north 
and south, Coimbatore being centrally situated to 
the breeding areas of the Presidency. The cattle taken 
to Malabar go to cultivate the Malabar soil after 
acclimatisation there, the local cattle of Malabar 
having become extremely poor in quality~a geIl,er!11 
featUl;e of rice areas. 

179. Cattle of dry and wet tracts: It. is a 
remarkable fact that the cattle of the drier tracts 
of scarcity are better in every way than the local 
cattle of wet tracts having very often good seasonal 
pasture and succulent fodder. In the west coast 
there is plenty of succulent grass in the rainy 
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season, which dry up out of season. The excess fodder 
of the rains are not, under present circumstances, 
and probably cannot be, preserved for use during 
the dry months. The cattle of the west coast 
( Malabar) is noticeably poor and degenerate. 
True, even the local cattle. of Malabar can be 
brought to fair form, and efforts are b~ing made 
in that direction. But the generality of the cattle 
are poor. (184) 

180. Tracts where cattle are regarded as a 
source of income: On the other hand, the breeds from 
Kangl1yam, north Salem and Ongole inhabit a dry 
locality liable to scarcity. Dryness, want of pasture, 
scarcity etc.' induce the 1'YOt to look to the cattle for 
their 'source of income, instead of wholly to the soil. 
They, therefore, take more care of their stock; 
they learnto preserve fodder for seasons' of scarcity;' 
and the dry climate helps them do so. They bring 
more care to the management of their cat~le and 
ultimately contrive to get a living out of the stock. 
bred by them. 'rhe habit of taking care of the cattle 
becomes ingrained in their nature. In the wet area 
the seasonal plenty and adverseness of the climate to 
the preservation of fodder contribute to produce 
exactly the opposite effect. (255) . 

181. Influence of the nature of the soil: black 
soil: The nature of the soil influences both the breed 
and the type of the cattle. There are a variety of soil 
conditions that prevail. 'l'here are black cotton soil, 
the red or light soil, the well-irrigated soil, as also the 
wet soil etc. 
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. The black cotton soil requires heavy, slow-moving 
cattle for deep ploughing. Here the cultivators get a 
good return for their i!md steadily year after year. 
They are better-off and are Illore provident. They take 
care to secure and rear strong cattle, powerful enough 
for the soil; and they feed them well to get the best 
out of their cattle. (289) 

182. Light red soil: In the light red soil the 
cultivator lives a precarious life, depending on 
uncertain showers for the success of his cultivation. 
The rain often fails. The sowing seasons are short. 
Quick moving .cattLe are, therefore, wanted so that 
sowing may be finished with the utmost expedition. 
The cattle naturally are poorer and smaller than those 
of the heavy soil. 'rhe cultivators, unable to provide 
enough food for their cattle, take the medium path of 

. acting as breeder of calves for sale. During this 
period of breeding the young male calves,' they make 
them work in their light soil and thus help them to 
grow up. They rear them carefully, and· after these 
have given work for a season or two and attained to 
their full size, they are sold off, or even earlier, during 

. the bad season. 
183. The tracts irrigated from wells; In tracts 

irrigated from wells cattle of a heavy type are needed 
for drawing water from the wells. The amount of power 
required depends upon the depth of the well as well 
upon the size of the bucket customary for the locality. 
The cattle employed for heavy ploughing in the blaok 
soils, when they get weaker for their job, are utilised 
for working the rnhote for drawing water. In such 

16 
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pla;ces the cattle change hands according to their 
advancing age .. 

184. Light cattle for wet land: In wet land 
cultivation, as jn the deltas or for rice fields, ve,ry 
light animals are needed, as, otherwise, the feet of 
'th"e cattle sink deep into the soft soil and cannot 
be worked. 

The worl'lt cattle, the refuse of the cat,tle mart, 
therefore, go to these areas, where after a few season"; 
of hard work under unhealthy conditions in the 
po ad led soil, nec€\ssary for the preparation of the 
fields, they die qpiokly and are replaced. (179) 

1815. Pastures and fodder: Forest grazing: With 
the variation of the character and the mineral 
constituents of the soil, the quality of vegetation 
grown on the soil varies. And this reflects on the' 
cattle reared.in ,the localities. The Malabar oattle, for 
example, have to graze and feed on vegetation deficient 
in minerals, because the soil is deficient. These cattle 
can never attain t,o any size or bigness of bones on 
account of the deficiency of lime both in the soil 
and ill the fodders, unless they are stall-fed. with 
proper concentrates and mineral feeds. . In contrast to 
this, ~he cattle of the Kangayam and Ongole tracts, 
producing the two best known breeds of Madras, are 
reared on soils very rich in lime. 

186 .. Influence of climate and rainfall: Apart 
~rom the composition of the soil, climate and rainfall 
also exercise great influence upon the nature of the 
cattle found in any tract. Then again, the nature 
of feed beipg the same, management accounts for a 
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great deal of difference in the cattle reared under 
the same conditions of climate and soil. For 
example, there are some forests in Madras capable of 
maintaining the cattle with feed. Different class of 
people take varying advantage of this, and as a resun 
the same forest is utilised for the best and the worst 
cattle. Management also inclu.des the power of 
employing capital and the capacity to look after 
the cattle. 

187. Professional breeders for forest breeding: 
The regular breeders who make a profession of 
cattle-breeding and earn a good income, and those 
who have capital enough to maintain large breeding 
herds u.se the forests to the greatest good to 
themselves and to their breed of cattle. In the forests 
about KollegaI, north Bhavani, Dharampur and Hoaur, 
the professional breeders take the utmost advantage 
possible from them. These breeders send their cattle 
to these forests where they are kept inside pens and 
are allowed to graze j these· discreet bree{lers'take 
pains to see that only females and. small calves lue sent 
in parties with the selected breeding bull for the herd. 
N a other males can be seen in the herds, The male 
stock is sold as yearlings SQ that there is no chance 
of any but the selected bull covering the cows when 
they come to heat. The male yearlings are Bold to 
another class of traders who take them up for 
rearing and re-selling. The cows are maintained 
solely for their male calves which are Bold off as 
yearlings. This brings money to the breeders and by 
discreet management the herd is kept pure and in 
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a fit condition. The yearlings are much prized. 
Throughout nOrth Coimbatore, north Salem, west 
ChittOOl' and the adjoining tracts of the Mysol'e 
State, the rearing of bullocks from these forest-bred 
yearlings is a most important industry. 'Through this 
arrangement, the heavy draught-cattle are supplied 
to very large tracts. They go to Ooimbatore and 
Chittoor, to north and south Arcot and other 
districts. But the pick of the (1nirnals are taken 
further south to Tanjore, Trichinopoly, Madura and 
Tinnevelly to be used as coach bullocks for heavy 
draught. 

These discreet breeders are very keen about the 
breeding bull, They know that the herd will 
deteriorate if they are not careful about what Bort of 
uncastrated males come in contact with the cow. 
Grazing in forests is not satisfactory in the dry 
season. The cattle get emaciated, but manage to 
live on. And when the monsoon breaks out they put 
on :fleBh~ (11, 144, 175, 369.'71) 

188. Breeding in the Bhadrachalam pasture: 
. Wretched animals are bred at the Bhadrachalam forests 
in the Godavari district where mixed and promiscuous 
grazing is the custom. The male stock of this 
place are not sold as yearlings; !lnd no body would 
care to buy them for rearing up. The male stock 
are reared with the herd and kept till full grown, and 
then sold at low prices. 

189. The village cattle near forests: Besides 
these two types, another class of cattle graze in the 
forests. They come from villages which are situated 
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neal' the borders of the forests. The general practice 
in such cases is one of mixed grazing where aU 
sorts of cattle, males and females, mix together, 
graze, and mate indiscriminately. As a result 
the cattle get deteriol'ated. It is found that the 
nearer the village is to a forest the more degraded 
the cattle are. 

190. Grazing by professional graziers: There 
is yet another system of forest grazing in which a 
class of people collect the village cattle and take them 
away for grazing in the forests, and charge a small 
fee per head of cattle. They are returned in time 
for the cultivating season. The 1'YOt has his cattle 
maintained during the off-season at a small cost. If 
it be Government forest then thel'e are no l'esirictions 
over the cattle drover, who may do anything he likes 
with the cattle with him. Indiscriminate mating 
takes place by any sort of scrub and undeveloped 
bulls. But, that is not th~ only point. The collector 
of the cattle is not responsible for the life of the ca.ttle 
taken out by him, and very often he makes short 
work of his troubles by slaughtering some anilllala 
for their hides, having to simply report to the 
ownel' that so many of his cattle have died. When 
the price of hides goes up in the market, the death 
rate increases. 

There are, however, private grazing lands also in 
Madras, for example in the NeIlore district. Here, 
under private owners, the pastures are better kept 
and the keepers of cattle pay more attention to the 
cattle although they charge more fees. The condition 
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of the cattle in such pastures remain better and the 
death rate is les8. 

191. Grazing in the village commons: As in 
the other Provinces, 80 in Madras, there are village 
commons where the cattle of the village are let 
out for grazing. Such village commons are 80 over
stocked that they may be regarded more as exercise 
grounds than anything else. 

192. The growing of fodder: In certain areas, 
particularly in Coimbatore, Salem, north Arcot and 
Trichinopo!y, on account of the growing decrease 
of pasture grounds and also on account of the 
a evelopment of well-irrigation, the custom of growing 
fodder is on the increase. Wherever this practice has 
spread the cattle have improved by better feeding nnd 
consequent better management. Such cnttle do fetch 
good prices and are a source of income to the 1·VOtS. 
In fact, the bringing under cultivation of pasture 
land inst.ead of being a curse has become a bliss. 
The result of growing fodder is most noticeable in 
Coimbatore where the excellent custom of fencing off 
fields prevails. There is no chance of promiscuous, 
indisCl'iminate mating, and the feeding can .be 
regulated by allowing fenced pastures to be grazed 
in rotation. 

193. Stalks of cereals provide fodder: In the 
Ramnad, Madura and Tinnevelly districts there was 
shortage of fodder on acconnt of the introduction of 
Oambodia cotton. The cultivators soon found that 
they could obtain a better yield of cotton if they 
irrigated the fields and sowed cotton in rotation with 11 
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cereal crop. This has ensured them fodder and more 
food for themselves and ready money from a crop 
like cotton. The stalks of cereals have less value 
than green fodder or fodder grown entirely for the 
purpose of feeding the cattle, without robbing them of 
their grains or seeds. Yet, even the stalks of cereals 
have food value left to them and they still provide 
something for the cattle in place of nothing. In the 
wet rice-areas, the paddy straw comes in beneficially 
for cattle maintenance, however deficient their 
nutritive value might be. But, even in this matter the 
tracts differ. South Kanara is a wet tract, and here 
the straw is well harvested, and cultivation is also in 
an advanced state. But in Malabar the cultivation 
is poor, and the sparsely-grown stalks of 1"ice are 
collected in harvesting at half their height, the other 
half remaining in the fields. This neglect is reflected 
strikingly in the condition of the cattle. 

194. Cultivated fodder: The cultivation of 
fodder crop for itself is practised in the two extreme 
ends of the Presidency-in the northern deltas and in 
the black cotton soil of the extreme south. In the 
northern area Sunn hemp is grown as fodder after 
the harvesting of paddy. In this area Oholum or 
joa1" is also grown as a first crop mainly for fodder 
before sowing the paddy. In the Guntur area of the 
north, which is the tract of the Ongole breed, variga 
(Panicum Maleiacum) is a special fodder. It is 8> 

short-duration crop and is a more certain one. In t·he 
black cotton area of the extreme south aholmn is 
grown specially as fodder. 
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195. Breeding and rearing in Madras: 
Throughout the Madras Presidency two descriptions 
of cattle may be found to exist side by side. The one, 
bred with care in which the cows are either stall-fed or 
seasona.lly stall-and-pasture-fed and yet kept separate 
from males for the prevention of indiscriminate 
mating, and the other in which the cows are allowed 
to graze mixed, and there is no control over mating or 
the choice of a bull. Generally scrub bulls serve and 
deteriorate the progeny. 

Where there is a selected bull for breeding, and 
particular care is taken of the cows, the cattle grow 
to greater size and strength, whereas only poor, 
depraved animals are multiplied by indiscriminate 
breeding by any bulls serving the neglected 
cows. (141) 

196. Doddadana and Nadudana : The two famous 
breeding tracts of Mysore and the east coast also 
show these two forms of cattle side by side. One is 
called Doddadana or large cattle. These are bigger 
and well-shaped cattle having uniformity of size 
and colour. The other is called Nadudana or village 
cattle. These are of stunted growth and of various 
colours. 

For breeding the Doddadana 01' the better cattle, 
the herd is served by superior choice-bulls which are 
kept in the village and home-fed. They are allowed 
with the herds when they go for grazing to the forests. 
II large majority of these bulls are dedicated to 
temples and held sacred. Occasionally service from 
immature calves of high class bulls is taken from 
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necessity. The male ca.Ives of the Doddadana at'e 
bought by a class of people when they are quite young, 
and these are reared in the villages. They are reared 
for sale after castration and after being broken to the 
plough. Up to the time that they are not castrated, 
they are allowed to serve. It is said that the progeny 
is not as superior as from the mature bulls, although, 
according to g.enetics, there seems to be no harm if 
an immature bull serves a cow, provided the number 
of services in a month is restricted to only a few. 

The other class of inferior Nadudana cattle with 
which the land is teeming is developed out of mating 
by any kind of scrub bull. This leads to continual 
and growing deterioration of the stock. (141) 

197. Better bulls for Doddadana breeding: The 
Amrit Mahal, the Hallikar, the Kangayaru, the 
Alambadi and the Dngole breeds are Doddadana or the 
superior breeds. In some places the villagers club 
together and subscribe a bull, if suitable, dedicated or 
Brahmani bulls are not available or are not sufficient 
in number. Such superior bulls they maintain by 
common agreement by Jetting them graze unrestricted 
on the field-crops. They generally accompany the 
herd in their grazings and return home with them, 
and then forage at night or in the early morning 
before the herd is out. Such' a bull, consequently, 
does not care for the scanty grazing to which the 
herds are led and where it also goes with them. 

The cows of the better breeds are often kept 
at home and stall-fed, and the very best bulls are 
secured for serving them. 
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In the Ongole breeding tract the majority of the 
bulls are Brahmani. In the Vizagapatam tract some 
breeders maintain selected bulls, and the result is 
apparent in the highly-prized stock they possess. 
The bulls in this tract are of the Ongole breed. 

In the Kangayam breeding tract there are no 
B?'ahmani bulls. There are rich breeders who possess 
large herds and maintain first-class bulls only, The 
breeding details of the Kangayam tract will be noticed 
when dealing with this breed later on. In this 
locality the poorer people come to the renowned 
breeders for having their cows served. In such 
cases, the condition is imposed generally that if the 
progeny is Ii male it will be sold to the owner of 
the bull. (141) 

198. Better bulls secured in a variety of ways: 
In the famous breeding tracts of Coimbatore and 
north Salem, the District Boards are interesting 
themselves in supplying breeding bulls under what is 
known as the Premium System. The Co-operative 
Societies, the Agricultural Societies and the Village 
Pancbayets are also developing the custom of 
purchasing bulls for the benefit of their members. 
The Madras Government Premium Bull Scheme 
is to grant a premium of Rs. 90J~ per year for 
3 years, provided that the bull is housed and 
maintained, [Lnd serves not less than 40 cows in 
the year. 

In the southern districts there are no B1'ahmani 
or temple-dedicated bulls. The cultivators find it 
difficult to maintain bulls simply for breeding purpose. 
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Here, therefore, they depend upon the service ot 
uncastrated, immature bulls of Buperior types which 
are later on castrated and sold, to be replaced by 

newer male calves. 
In Madura there are some B1'ahmani bulls, while 

Bome very fine type of bulls are maintained for bull 
baiting-a sport which draws enthusiastic crowds. 
The Government Premium Bull Scheme is operating 
in this area, but the progress is slow. 

The west coast, as has been already observed, is 
indifferent to cattle breeding. The cattle are dwarfed 
and the cows often fail to give milk enough to keep 
the calves in health. This is not peculiar to the 
west coast but may be said to be the special feature 
of many rice-growing wet tracts. In the west coast, 
however, a change is coming over the people, 
and 80me enthusiastic persons are purchasing high
class bulIs for breeding and grading up tbe local 
stock. The Sindhi bull is a favourite bere, and it 

number of them are being utilised. This practice 
is increasing. 

In Tanjore quite a different motive opemte13 on 
some land-owners for maintaining good breeding 
bulls. Cattle-owners are encouraged to send their 
cattle for grazing on the paddy lands. And these 
grazers get free service of high-class bull which 
the land-owner maintains. The invitation for 
grazing is inspired by the motive of having the 
paddy lands manured. The owner of a good bull' 
attracts the largest number of cattle for manuring 
his fields. (141) 
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199. The trade in cattle: The whole of the cattle 
[,rac1e of t.he northern districts, such as Nellore 
and Guntur and the ceded districts, is in the han(ls 
of the Heddis of N elIore. Their trade t!tke four 
main lines : . 

(i) The J3hadl'achalam trltdo, ~rhis COI1SiStiS of 
importation of wet-lanel cattle for the delta area, 
These are the untrained, forost-brecl, . scmi-wi1<l cattle 
of Bhac1rachalam all the Godavari river in tho East 

Godavari district, 
(ii)· The tmcle in the districts of· (iudcbpah (md 

KUl'llOol, these being a strip of torritory botween the 
Mysore StlLte and the east coast disia'icts, rpho em-ttlo 
from the south are taken to Cuc1c1apah [mi1 from the 
north are taken to Rnrnool. 

(iii) The import trade from tho lVTYROl'O State 
into the districts of Annntapul' and BollfLry lying to 
the nOl't,h of it. 

(iv) 'lllw imporli trado front O. P. ani! 
Hyderrtbail of fnll-grown, forost-hred Clditln to tho 
nortih of the cedeIJ dist.rictfl :\;1\1} 11eyon<1 Dlmxway, 

'I'lle peeu!iltrifiY of tho trado in tho nodihol'n 
districts is that tho BaddiEl, who oxelrlHivoly handlo 
this trade, sell the cn,lvos on three yottl'F1 ero(l iii to tbo 

1'YOtS. The credit Rystom hl18 iliH I1c1v[l,ntngofJ with 

obvious c1iBl1<1vantages, On l1CCOnnfi of thiH oust;Olll 
no important cattle ml1ds or mrlol:kotiR have doveloped 
in the I1rea, operated by thorn. Allc1 tho choieo of 
buyers is nocessarily rORtrictoil. (251, 255, 304) 

200. The Ongole cows for Madras city: rl'ho 
Nellol'o (1on.!ers !tIso trade in the Ongolo cows meant 
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for supply of milk to tho city of Madrus. 'l'ho agents 
.of the Rec1di dea.lers go froUl houso to house and 
choose the cows. rrhese n,re brought to u shu,dy 
grove of trees in the village o,nd the Heddi c1ethlel' 
makes his final choice !lnd settles . the purchase. 
This they do from village to village in the district 
of Guntur. The cows are booked by rail to 
Ti1'uvalluyar near Madras and assembled there. The 
dealers from the town come here and buy whole~sale 
for supply to the gowalas of the city. These r1ealel's 
sell mostly on credit to the professonal (Jowala,s 01' 

milkmen of the city. The pOOl' milkmell ol1n rltroly 
rise above his indebtodness. Over ancl [~bov() his 
greecl, the milkllll.tn's pel'petun,l indebtedness to the 
dealers provides !1dcUtional inducement to him fol' 
adulhemting the milk. The dCltlol's are eXl1Cting 
and live on the milkmen. When a cow dries the 
gowala looks to the c1etl,ler to give 'It new ono in 
exch(mge, for a cOl1sic1emtioll of money. ':rhese dry 
cows of the excellent amI covetable breed lilw 
the Ongola find their wn,y to tho slaughter house 
of Madras through tho butchers. About 2,500 cows 
are annually importl1tec1 into the city. This reckless 
and amazing waste of valuablo cows 11116 lJoon going 
on from year to yoo,l'. Thero is an arl'ltngem811t now 
of returning the elry cows at It reduced milw!LY flLro to 
the grl1zing areas. But tho number thus si1vod if) 

insignificl1nt, for thero 0,1.'0 athol' forces tlwli Ol~or(l,te 
and IUake the cows sterile (ma unworthy of further 
use for breeding. '1'110 et.lvos are invltri!Lbly lost. 
Most calves die of stlt1.'vatiOl1 and those that live 
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become useless OIl acoount of the stltl'vntion throug·h 
which they pass during their most; formative period. 
~rhe national loss in this way from the cities ill 
India, not only Madras but Calcutta, I30mlmy etc., 
is stupendolls. '£he1'o has been lllllCh di8cufll:lion 
on this subject of late but no solution hltH hoeu 
found. (67) 

201. Cattle trade in the south: ~Vho (HLttJo t;rado 
in the southern districts is distinct from the tl'IHle in 
the north. In the south, cattle fldrH !Ll1d eattlo 
markets are outstanding fe!1tures. In fihmK\ ltllLl'lwts 
l1 lot of retail dealing is crtrl'iecl on. In tihil:l t.rlt<1o j,ho 
Chettia of North Al'cot.and of S!Llem 111'0 in tho foro~ 
Iront. They purchase from the rearing tmet.H !1Jl!1 Hell 
in the southern fairs l1ucl markets. Somo )'ieh Volll~h~ 

·clealers make cash purchases .11ml got tllO vm:y pic:k 
·of tho cattle. SOIlle Muss!1b:u(1n do!~lorA t.rado IltJ'go)y 
in inferior cl1ttle. ':(111e 'l'clugll Chclitis of VnlltLehj 
.l1ud SOlne Ml1duv!1udis of Coimlll1t,OI:O 111'0 ILhlO 
.importo.nt tl'l1clers. 

Coirnbatore is 11 Bort of eentml oxdlllngo HllLrlwt. 
Here, middle-aged blltek-Boil cattle frOlll tho south i1re 
resold for working ill the 'll~h()te,) or wells aftol: thoy 
h!1~l soneel for bbck-soil cultivlttioll in Lhl.llr primo. 
'l'hey elo well in working the mholcs when brollghti 
back to CoimbatOre. 

'.rhe Mysore Stl1te cattle, tho north t)alml1 (!!.tij,)O 

and the Kl1ngl1yaluB are the principlLI nttrnetiOlHJ in 
the fairs of the south. 

There are some regular routos along' whieh I;ho 
,cattle drovers tl1ke the cu.ttlo fJUCCOBAivc)y froUl 
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one fair to another und from .onc direction to 
another, 

202. 'l'he Ongole Tract.Enquiry: All CJlquil'y into 
the condition of tho COWI:J, theil' milk production and 
milk consumption was underto,ken ut the iustlmee of 
the Government of Indio, in seven breeding tracts of 
IndifL famous for their breeds of milch c!1ttle. 'l'he 
seven tracts selected wen~ the Moutogomol'Y and 
the Hn,riaul1 tract in the Punjab, the ~osi tract in the 
U 1, P., t.Jw Kunkrej tract in tho Bombay Presideney, 
the angole tract in the Mll,dl'l1s Presidency and two 
similar tracts in Bih!1l.' and the Central Provinces. 
'11he survey was undertaken in September, 1936, 
and completed in Januu,ry, 1937. 

Facts !1bout the Ongolo tract will be discussed 
here. T'his report of the survey brings ou.t in greater 
detail things 11lreatly known about the Ongole tnLct 
and places them compamtively side by side with the 
fMts and figures about the other tmcts. 

r1'he Ongole tract being the habitat of the best 
milk~breed of southern India WI1S selected for the 
survey. This tract comprises an area lying in the 
districts of Kistna, Guntur and Nellore. It extends 
x'rom the sea coast to n distance of nbout 100 m.iles 
inland and is bounded on the nm·th by the rivers 
llistna and Mannorll. 

r1'ho tract is of heavy bhtck Boil, containing plenty 
Df limo. The aVer!1ge rainfo,ll is .30 inches. . The 
conditions here arc regarded to be favouJ:l1blc for 
Gattle-hl'ccding. A l:1Ul'vey of 50 villl1gcS in this ILrea 
was taken up and in eaoh village 20 holdings 'Were 
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selected t1t random to obtain the data. Ongolo is the 
only tract of all the seven surveyed tracts in whieh 
0.11 the holdings own cattle. It will bo mislotlding' if 
we take this to be the genoral picture of tho milk 
production of the Presidency. 

But this particular tract where the flunous Ongolo 
breed is roared is distinct and shows fel~tUl'o8 poculinl' 
to itself, and in some milldng m[tttol' is second to 
none in the whole of Indi a. This will be hronghli 
out in course of this review. (67,258, 266, 287, 3Q2, 
336, 344) 

203. Holdings and ea ttle in the Ongole tract; 
The average holding in tihifJ tmct is of 28 lWrcR, 11 

thing which the cultivl1tOl:s in tho dtmHoly-popnlato(l 
Provinces of Bong'al ::mel Dilun cannot clnmm of. In 
each holding thoro are 6'9 POI:SOltfl of whieh i\'7 arc 
males and 3'2 111'0 femalos. 

]'01' cultivating' theso 23 (LOrON boloJlgiug to tt 

holding of (i' $) persons in tho fnmily, (jho Ong-olo 
population keeps 2.f:i4 work ImIloe]n,l. r.I_1hiH mO!tl1H 

that a pail' of hnlloeks ho1'o cnltivalio IH ItDJ:UH of I:Lnd, 
again :1 high iigul'c next only 1;0 tho ]{tL1l1o~d ILl'eit uf 
Bombay whore [l, pair of bullocks eultivato ~G l1eretl. 

Of the milch cattle, this trnct llllLintlLiml \J'~ heltds 
of cow (tHd :I.'\) heads of shc-lmCfttlo or in totlti 
4'1 heads of milk-giving CI,,!;tlo por hohl ing of 
6'9 persons. A very high figure lLglLin, noxt ouly to 
the KI111lirej tmct. PC'I" oap,i,ln prol1nctioll of milk is 
highest III this 111'011 boing ::l5':-3B OUllCCll; thl) 
consumption of milk and milk eqnivlLlanbs baing 
8''73 ()ullCCS, rl'he surplus is Hold ItS ghcc. 
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205. Milk production and consumption in Ongole 
tract: From the survey certain conclusions of 
great importance may be brought out. The poverty 
of the people come out in the lime-light. In the 
Ongole tract there is not a single holding without 
milking animals, and the production per head 
of population is as high as 35'33 ounces. This 
brings the total production per family to about 
15 Ibs. a day in. a family of 6'9. Yet, in a locality 
producing so much milk in every holding, there 
are holdings in .which all the milk is Bold away, 
and nothing is kept even for the children. 'l'he 
number of such non-consuming holdings amongst 
all the milk-producing holdings is 10 for· every 100 
holdings! (67) 

206. Present position of cattle-breeding in 
Madras: In closing this general description of 
Madras cattle, it is necessary to mention that in 
Madras, as elsewhere, the cattle are being more 
increasingly neglected with the increasing poverty of 
the people. Down-trodden and fallen as the ryot is, 
he is forced to take up a position in which he comes 
to care for the work animals first and the male calves 
next. With an under-fed and undeveloped dam, her 
off-springs, the bull and the bullock, caunot take up 
that form which they would have taken np. In the 
next step a p·oor bull gives rise to poorer progeny. 

207. Cereals and money crop: The 1'yot expects 
his breeding cows to pick up what she can in the 
pastures or along the road sides of villages or in the 
adjacent vacant lands or in the commons. She returns 
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as hungry as when she started for her roamings 
in the morning. The ryot may throw some straw 
to her for ~he night; he cannot afford at present 
to feed his stock. Everywhere the cows are 
neglected and it is a general feature. The ?'yot 
cannot grow fodder crops for his cattle. Even 
cereals, the stalks of which go to feed the cattle, 
are being less and less grown, the pressure being 
for the cultivation of money-crops. And money is 
more and more vanishing although the 1'YOt is in 
pursuit of it. 

208. Possibilities of the Madras breeds: 
Innumerable, miserable, living skeletons of cattle can 
be seen, under-fed and uncared for. Many of these 
are worthless and too weedy even for the lightest 
ploughing work. And this is the land of the still 
existing famous Ongole, Arnl'it Mahal, Hallikar and 
Kangayam breeds. There was no bar to every cow in 
Madras being an Ongole cow. The Gngoles might, 
under care, be sufficiently prolific to cover the whole 
of Madras, and even today about 2,500 of them die 
annually a premature death in the city of Madras. 
Imagine, what would have happened if this annual 
slaughter could be stopped. They would be doubling 
themselves almost every third year and would be 
capable of filling the whole Presidency wi~h their 
progeny. Similarly, about the Amrit Mahals and the 
Hallikars. Why Madras alone-the high class cattle 
of Madras-could, under proper management, fill India 
with excellent progeny inferior to none in the world! 
This is attainable. In a free country such things are 
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achieved. In Madras the J'yot knows cattle-breeding. 
He knows the value of good bulle. He knows almost 
to perfection how to propagate· a particular type 
of a special size and colour. by in-breeding and 
line-breeding. But with all these be remains what 
he is! If his handicaps were removed he could 
take his propel' place in the economic life of a 
better India. 

209. Impetus to improvement: Madras is making 
head way with the general impetus given in India 
to cattle improvement from 1986. The Viceroy's 
Bcheme for gift bull did not make much impression in 
Madras, because Madras was already in the field for 
some time past with its Premium Bull System by 
which a part of the maintenance expense was borne 
by the Government. This is so much to the credit 
of the Government of Madras. 

A standing Fodder and Grazing Committee was 
formed in Madras to improve fodder supply. In 
Mysore the Amrit Mahal reserve-pastures have been 
thrown open to private owners of cattle. The Madras 
Government has a scheme of alloting a percentage 
of irrigated land, free of water cess, if fodder is grown. 
It also desires to reserve areas for fodder in all future 
irrigation schemes. 

Both the Government and the District Boards 
are striving more and more for supplying selected 
breeding bulls to the J·yots. 

210. Madras Government breed-improvement 
scheme: In 1942 the Government" of Madras 
allocated a Bum of Rs. 50,000/- for the improvement 
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of live-stock from the Government of India fund for 
RUl'i11 Development. 

The Sch~Ule was as under: 
(1) To purchase and distribute the following 

breeding bulls :-

Sind hi bulls 25 
Kangayams 20 
Hallikars 20 
Ongoles 20 
Bikaner rams 100 

(2) To purchase and distribute young male calves 
of Ii! years of age to be reared and then used as stud 
bulls on I'eaching maturity. For rearing Rs. 50/- per 
year for 2 years will be given. 

Kangayams 
Ongoles 
Murrah buffaloes 

20 
15 
50 

The condition was that the adult bulls were to be 
properly housed and maintained, and should serve at . 
least 120 cows in 2 years; after which the bull will 
become the property of the custodian. The young 
buUs after 2 years were to come under the category 
of adult bulls and fall under the same. scheme. The 
charges for maintaining the adult bulls was to be 
met from the Provincial funds as in the Premium 
Bull Scheme. 

This is some attempt at stopping deterioration 
and not really improvement. Capt. Littlewood 
mentioned that the Madras cattle are not what they 
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were 20 years ago. Rapid has been the deterioration, 
and it still continues. Along with this, it has to be 
considered that the high-class cattle of Madras had 
been evolved and maintained during hundreds of years 
in the past. 

The supervisor's note on the Ongole Tract Enquiry 
confirms the observation of Captain Littlewood 
regarding the continual shrinkage of fodder and 
pasture land with the increase of population. The 
common causes of deterioration are also found to be 
the well-known factors. 

211. Ryots have lost their interest in cows: The 
cattle industry constitutes a secondary occupation to 
the agriculturalists. But the "cattle industry has now 

received a severe set-back owing to various causes. 
Most animals, especially cows, are iII fed, and 
na,turally in very poor condition and a deterioration 
in the breed is in evidence. The ryots have lost 
their interest in cows. They have reduced their 
area under cereals to Buch an extent that they grow 
only sufficient grain for their requirements and 
straw for the work cattle. 
The breeding, no less than feeding, is the main 

. ca,use of deterioration of stock ...... " 
-(Seven Breeding Tmcts Enq1tiry.-P. 97 ) 

When, however, the report says that the 1'YOt has 
lost interest in the cow, it means that he has lost 
interest in life itself. But this is not true of every 
breeding tract. Where the ?'yot gets Bome return for 
his labour, he clinches on to the work. The position 
in the Kangayam tract may serve as an example. (589) 
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212. The Kangayam breeders' interest in cattle: 
" .... ,. Kangayam tract in Coimbatore district 
produces a fine breed of draught-animals. The soil 
here is light and the rainfall precarious. There is 
always an uncertainty about raising crops while 
cattle are a llluch more certain source of income 
from the land. The l'yot has to. depend on his 
wells for his cereal crops but he is able to maintain 
fairly good pastures with the scanty rains he gets. 
'l'he area contains no common grazing grounds. 
Fenced private pastures are a regular feature of the 
tract. There is no promiscuous breeding as the 
;l,nimals are grazed separate, according to the age 
and clas8 of the stock. Male stock '2 to 3 years old, 
castrated and broken to work, are marketed in 
cattle markets and fairs." (Ibid.-P. 98) (43) 

213. Fencing of fields and well-irrigation 
improve the cattle: 'fhe fencing of fields and 
well-irrigation have been a bliss for the Kangayam 
tract. Instead of blaming the 1'YOt for his lack of 
interest in the cow, it is for the Government to 
find out the cause and remove the difficulties. For, 
the lack of interest in the 1'yot is only apparent. 
He is keenly interested, but his helplessness makes 
him apathetic as it will do anyone else. Bis 
difficult position is due to no fault of his but to 
the political position of the country over which he 
has no direct hand. 

214. The Ongole tract and breed: In the 
Ongole tract, cattle-breeding h[l,8 been a profession for 
a long time. People fonnd that by cattle-breeding they 
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could avoid the harassment of the rent officials, and 
at the same time earn a living out of breed iug of 
the very superior classes of cattle they possessed. The 
best Ongole cattle are found in the interior and 
in the northern parts. In the Ongole taluJca itself 
there are villages deserving special mention such as 
as Karumanchi, Oidamanul', Pondur, Jayaval'um, 
Tangloor and Kal'avadi, and in the Kandukur tal~tka 
of the N eUore district in the hamlets along the 
river Musi. The southern part of Nellore is a 
wet-crop area and consequently the cattle are much 
inferior there. 

The system of feeding is dependent upon the 
pasturage available. Owing to the shortage of pasturage, 
the dry cows are now sent to distant forests for 
grazing. In the alluvium of the Ongole tal1&ka there 
are no large breeders, but in the shallower black-soil 
area about Kandukur there are larger breeders owning 
herds of upto 50 heads of cattle, The small breeders 

, pay more attention to feeding than the larger breeders. 
At one time, one-sixth of the patta lands were kept 
fallow for pasture in the Ongole talttlca varying with 
the fertility of the Boil. 

Pasture feeding is supplemented by stn.ll-feeding 
with grass. The stn.lks of joa1' and the bhu,sa of 
pulses n.re also given when the cattle remain at home. 
In the Ongole taluka the grazing land is principally 
the river-banks and adjoining fallow lands liable to be 
flooded. (67) 

215. Ongole ryots are expert breeders: The 
1'yOtS of this tract with ages of experience behind 
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them are competent breeders and understand the 
value of the feeding of the stock and the value of 
good bulls. They may be called experts in breeding. 
Circumstances have changed and in spite of their 
expert knowledge their herds are dwindling in size. 
At one time every village had one or two excellent 
bulls. (67) 

216. Ongole tract: good bulls are scarce: Every 
important 1'yot possessed a good bull of his own. Now 
all that is changed. The villagers depend upon the 
Bl'ahrnani bulls of any sort, and these lose condition 
in the summer months for want of enough food. 
Over and above this, the young bulls meant for being 
used as bullocks, are not castrated till they are 
three or four years old. And they also serve. By 
excessive sel'Ving they lose condition. It is difficult 
to meet with a really good bull now-a-days in this 
once-famous area. 

217. Ongole tract: double wrong to the cows : 
~lhe majority of the cows are ill·fed and only the 
well-to· do ?'yots can afford to maintain them properly. 
The 'Malas' who make a profession of rearing for the 
Madras market, however, take good care of these 
calves and heifers. But ordinarily the cow gets the 
remnants of straw from the mangers of work bullocks. 
The ?'yots' wives now look to the buffalo for an 
additional income. The oxen belong to the family 
but the she-buffaloes belong to them and they take 
good care of them and make a small income by 
selling ghee. This is bad economy. To allow the 
cow to starve, to give her the remnants of food after 
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feeding the bullocks and yet to expect het or her 
progeny to give full milk is wrong, and then to disca:rd 
her as a milk animal and adopt the buffalo for milk is 
doubly wrong. 

218. The Ongole cow: table of yield: The neglect 
meted out to the Ongole cow is reflected in her calving 
at long periods and in her going barren after 4. or 5 
calvings. The daily milk production, the dry period, 
the calving interval and the total production per 
lactation of the Ongole cows, according to the Village 
Enquiry Report of 1937, and Mr. Kartha's report are 
as under: 

TABLE-9 

Milk yield of the Ongole cow. 

Average milk yield per day 4.64 lbs. 
A verage lactation length 9.54 months. 
A verage dry period. 9.47 months. 
Average calving interval. 19.03 months. 
Average milk yield per lactation. 1,236.4 Ibs. 

When the cow comes to heat at home, 1ihe owner 
tries to secure the best available bull, but when the 
cows are in the pastures promiscnous mating takes 
place. Those who make bull-calf rearing a profession 
allow all the milk of the dam for the calf. Close to 
the towns where cow-milk is in demand, the cows with 
female calves are milked. Those that are kept in the 
towns themselves for milk, have to yield practically 
a1l their milk to the owner, and both the male and the 
female calves are starved. In the villages the bull-calf 
receives much better attention and feeding than the 
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heifer-calf. The bull-cali is given a little concentrate 
while the female calf is allowed what she can pick up 
of fodder from the refuse left by the work-cattle. 
The 1'YOt expects to make a good work-animal of the 
male calf which will realise a fairly good price, hence· 
this difference of care. 

219. Ongole: Mala women care for dairy heifers: 
The order of care and feeding is as follows: The best 
attention is given to the working bullocks, next the 
bull calves, next cows with bull calves and last of aU 
the cow and the heifer-a situation from which no 
improvement in stock can be expected. On the 
contrary, it i8 one in which deterioration is bound to 
result at a rapid pace, as is observable now. The Dairy 
heifers are bred, however, wit,h the same care as 
generally falls to the lot of the male calves. The 1tfalas 
take to rearing the dairy heifers. They are a weaver 
class in addition to their being field labourers. The 
women of the Malas collect grass in their spare time 
to feed the calves or get grass in return for their labour 
as part of their wages from the cultivators. When 
they assist the ?'yots in harvesting, the Mala women 
collect a sufficient quantity of fodder and store these. 
This dry fodder is supplemented with green grass 
collected daily for feeding the calves which come to 
heat in about 80 months. The Mala sells the heifers 
when they are in calf and buys another calf with 
the money earned. If any dry cow will come back 
from Madras for maintenance during the dry period 
a Mala will charge a maintenance allowance of 
Rs. 6/8/- per month (1936) and get a reward of a. 
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piece of a cloth or a turban at 
return of the calf and the cow. 
372-)76) 

[PART 1 

the time of the 
(236,257, 278, 303, 

220. Ongole fodders: sunn hemp & paddy straw: 
The chief fodders grown are jonna (andropogon 
Sorghum), sunn hemp and some pnlses. Generally 
Jonna and pulses are grown for grain and the straw 
is fed to the cattle. 

S'tmn hemp is grown in t,he delta tracts. S1,tnn 
hemp and paddy straw constitute fodder, and large 
surpluses of these go to the dry areas. In years 
of scarcity of rainfall thousands of cart loads of 
paddy straw are transported from the delta to the 
dry tracts. 

Forest grazing is taken advantage of and most 
-of the catt Ie are sent away to graze there early 
in June. 

221. Madras cattle survey of 1937: In Hl37-'38 
a survey of the cattle of this tract was made. In 
the 844 vj!lages visited there were 93,000 cows of 
the Ongole breed, and 789 breeding bulls of which 
719 were old and useless. The number of bulls was 
very inadequate and the district was short of more 
than 300 bulls at the time. In 316 villages there were 
no breeding bulls at all. 

In the area 42 thousand calves were born annually 
-of which nearly half the calves were female. Of 
the heifers 2,500 went to Madras, and of the bull
calves half were sold away for other areas, 

222. Ongole cattle in other lands: In the August 
issue (1941) of the "Indian Farming" there are several 
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photographs of Ongole cattle in Sout.h America. The 
editorial comments on the Indian breeds in foreign 
countries throw interesting light on the problem 
of improvement of Indian breeds and the export 
of cattle. 

C' •••••• the photographs of tbe Ongole cattle received 
recently from the Department of Agriculture, Brazil. 
show how well Indian cattle thrive in America. 
These animals are the progeny of Ongole cattle 
exported years ago from Madras) and it will be seen 
that they compare very well with the best Ongole 
animals now available in India: Encouraging 
reports have also been received regarding otber 
breeds like the Gil', the Kankrej and the Sahiwal." 
u ..... ··the development of the export market is 
bound to have a far-reaching effect on the 
production and rearing of pedigree stock in India. 
but if production does not keep pace with demand, 
or if sales are not controlled, there may be severe 
depletion in the numbers of high-class breeding 
stock and eventual extinction of a breed. This is 
illustrated in the case of the Ongole. Large 
batches of this breed, including females, were 
exported at one time and production was crippled 
owing to the land on which these cattle had 
been reared being immediately taken up for othel' 
purposes. 'l'his led to the virtual extinction of 
tbe breed, and although the export of Ongole 
cattle was prohibited, the damage was done and 
prohibition has not helped substantially to revive 
the breed······" 
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As III solution, the Editorial Board suggested 
control. . The remark, however, of .the Editor seems 
to be. superficial. Export may have at one time 
,done injury; but even now the performance of the 
average Ongole cow is not much below that of the 
famous Sahi wal. 

223. Ongole and Sahiwal: The Report of 1937 
brought out that the average daily milk-yield of 
the Ongole was 4'64 lbs. as against 4.72 of the 
Sahiwal. The Ongole came next to the Sahiwal. 
The Ongole was a better cow in the past than she is 
today. But this is true of every breed today. That 
the general degradation has not come on account 
of export but for many other causes which are ,still 
,operating cannot be disputed from the materials 
placed herein. (258-'63) 

224. The real cause of deterioration; Sir Arthur 
Olver seems to have grasped the Indian problem 
<of Animal Husbandry in its correct perspective. 
Referring to the 1'YOtS' share of blame in the 
deterioration of the cattle, he opined that "the present 
condition is due t,o want of effective Government 
ol'ganisations for Animal Husbandry." 

"Much of the live-stock-WOl'k seems in fact to have 
been sta,rted a,t the wrong end, since it is no use 
expecting the J'yot any more than the cultivator of 
other countries to spend money on improving his 
stock unless he can foresee a satisfactory return 
therefrom." 
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226. The Kangayam tract and breed: Kangayam 
is a ialuka in the Coimbatore district. 'l'he breed 
takes its name from the talu7ca. A' cursory observer 
passing through the Kangayam talu7ca or attending the 
local fairs will rarely find so fine animals as are met 
with and sold at fairs in the southern districts. The 
reason is plain. The best cattle are exported and the 
medium-grade of local cattle serves to meet the needs 
of the 'ryois. Another factor is the costliness of the 
Kangayam and the cheapness of the Alambadi cattle of 
the north. Local people will dispose of their superior 
Kangayam bullocks and buy the Alambadi for the 
cultivation of their own land. 

'l'he breeding areo, consists of the Dharampura. 
tal7tka and the adjacent ones of Pallandam, Erode,. 
Karur, Palni and Dindigal. Breeding, however,. 
centres round the Dharampura talu7ca. The breeding 
tract is red loam, full of cankar gravel. This sort of 
soil is uncertain and will very often fail in crops. But. 
fortunately whatever be the rain-fall, the pastures, 
do maintain the cattle. I t is, therefore, that the 
1'yOts have chosen two certaih paths. In the dry 
soil they grow a well-irrigated crop which is not 
dependent on nature, and the red loamy shallow soil 
they use for pastures and breed cattle which pays 
them more than if the soil was used for the production 
of crops. (43, 108, 252) 

227, Pastures and fodder: In the Rangayam tract, 
rain-fall, though distributed throughout the year, is, 
always precarious; there is always uncertainty about 
it, and the cattle o,re a much more certain source of 
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mcome. The 'ryots have avoided chance and risk in 
another matter too. They fence their fields and 
therefore, can regulate the feeding on their pastures 
and when necessary grow crops after breaking up 
the pastures. Fencing is an essential feature of the 
Kangayam tract, t1nd without this the pastures on 
which they feed their fine cattle, would be spoiled. 
They have been favoured by nature in the matter 

of grass also. (43) 
228. Kolukkatai grass-growing in the Kangayam 

Tract: Kolukkatai 01' the Anjan grass (Pennisetum 
cenchroides), the best of gr'asses, it may be said, grows 
here plentifully. These pastures are the main-stay 
of the cattle. There is really no economic lOBS in 
growing grass frolll a wider point of view of meeting 
the requirement of cereal crops. The pastures are 
occasionally broken up for crop cultivation. The 
manures having been allowed to remain in the fields, 
the crops grow in plenty, lUuch more heavily than 
they would otherwise do. The Kolukkatai is a grass 
with bulbous roots and retains moisture and, therefore, 
can maintain its vitality even through the severest 
drought. This grass seeds freely and the seeds are 
easily shed. So that after a showel' of rains new 
shoots crop up in a rush and grow to a foot in 

a few weeks. 
The un-irrigated crop of Dharampura is ournbu. 

Cholum is grown on well-irrigated land. But the 
poorer ?'yots grow chol111lb for a double purpose, grains 
for himself and stalks for the cow. They can get 
rice straw also, but Oholurn straw is a superior fodder. 

18 
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The large stacks of rice straw and cholum sta.lks are 
a feature of the landscape 9f this area. . (43) 

229. Stock-rearing in the Kangayam Tract: 
The stock- is reared for providing bullocks fOl'. sale. 
The male calves are, therefore, most prized. For the 
first six weeks the calf gets all the milk from its dam, 
When it has learnt to eat it is turned to pasture, and 
the· amount of milk is gradually diminished, Small 
breeders take more individual care of the. calves, To 
the promising male calves they allow all the milk that 
they can give, and if the dam's milk-yield is not 
considered sufficient, extra milk is obtained and the 
ca.lf is band-fed. 

Tbe cows and calves are . maintained on pastures, 
and wben these are not available, they are given fodder 
supplemented by some concentrates in the form of 
pulse husks 01' bhus(t, the bran of cereals, the ground 
pod of white bablGl, or ground cotton seed mixed with 
rice Wftter. 

The young bulls are castrated when they get tbe 
second pair of teeth and then broken to the yoke 
before slI,le. (43) 

230. The best Kangayam breeding: There are 
two varieties of Kangayams, the larger and the 
smalier. The smaller variety is the more numerous. 
The celebrated Kangayam cattle are not the common 
ct1ttle oE Kangayam. That famous breed of cattle is 
the property and product of large breeders, prominent 
alDong whom is the Pf1ttagar of Palayakottai and 
other members of his family. There are also other 
big breeders like the' Kadiyal' Munsif Monigal'. 
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Some middle-sbationed 1'YOts breed 10 to 12 heads of 
cattle. But the larger breeders keep herds of 500 to 
1,000 cattle. The breeding practice of the Pattagar of 
Palayakottai is scientific and deserves special mention. 
Captain Littlewood observed about him that it was 
doubtful if there was another land-owner in India 
who paid so much attention to or curried out 
systematic cattle-breeding on such good lines as tbe 
Pattagar. 

The Pattagar owns an estate of about 14,000 
acres. T'here is a proper selection of sires and dam!:l. 
The poor dams are not used for breeding. 'l'here 
is a way for the disposal of the inefficient dams. The 
poorer 1'YOtS, when they find that a cow will not 
come to heat, uses her for the plough or for drawing 
up water or for any other work except carting. 
The larger breeders are, therefore, not saddled with 
useless cows nor are the petty breeders. But, it is 
a fact that the rejections amongst the cows go to 
the poor, petty 1·YOt. He lets the cow to be covered 
when she comes to heat, thus producing inferi(Jr 
cattle. If the petty 1'yots, using the inferior females 
for agricultUl!e, had not allowed her to calve, it would 
have been a very commendable practice leading to 
the elimination of the inferior stock. 

'l'he Pattagar provided considerable areas of 
pasture land to his herd. He separated the herds into 
different ages and sexes and kept them in the fenced 
pastures, where, therefore, there could be no mixing. 

The prevailing colour of his cattle was white 
with grey marking about the hump and the quarters. 
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'There were many fawns, fawn whites and even light 
reds. This showed inter'nixture of blood presumably 
with the Ongole, of which breed the Pattagar keeps 
a few. The coloured cattle, although of nice make-up, 
are not so much prized and naturally so. 

The bulls are of dark-grey colour vel"ging on to 
black on the head, the hump and the quarters. The 
segtegated herds of the Pattagar, the heifers of two to 
three years age, and the larger castrated bullocks of 
three years or over, ready for sale, are a sight to see. 
The Pattagar sells both cows and bulls for breeding 
purposes in addition to the draught cattle. A pail' 
of average Kangayam bullocks will cost Es. 300/- to 
Hs. 400/- while a good pair from breeders like the 
Pattagar will cost Re. 400/- to Rs. 600/- (1936). A good 
cow will fetch Rs. 100/- while one from the Pattngar 
will cost Ra. 150/- to Ra. 250/-. 

The Imperial Council of Agricultural Hesearch 
sanctioned a scheme in 1941-'42 for experimenting 
for 6 years on the Kangayam coWs of the herd of 
the Pattagar of Palayakottai, with a view to improving 
the milk capacity of the Kangayam cows without 
impairing their dranght quality. (43) 

231. . The Amrit Mahal draught breed of Mysore : 
Amrit is nectar representing milk. Amrit Mahal is 
the Milk Department of the Government of Mysore. 
But it is not milk that gave importance to the 
Mahal and the breed. It is the draught-quality of 
this particular breed of cattle which l:equired the 
Mahal to be set up and maintained. '1'he Amrit 
Mahal has an interesting history connected with the 
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immeditate past when Bl'itish power was slowly but 
surely taking up bits of territory in India. Mysore 
was one of the victims, and in the vi~sicitudes 

. of fortune that accompanied the adventul'eB of 
Hyder Ali, Tippu Sultan and the British, the 
Aml'it l'IIahal dl'aught-cattle played their part as 
draught-animals for the power that possessed them 
for the time. 

It was Chikka Devraj Wodayar (1672-1704) who 
made a royal department for maintaining this breed of 
cattle and called it "Benne Chavadi" or the milk 
establishment. He branded the individuals of the 
herd with his own seal. After rum Hyder Ali occupied 
the country. He made a great capital of this breed of 
cattle, and as the conquest went on he appropriated 
the best cattle from the owners and included them 
in the royal stud. He is said to have roainta,ined 
60,000 bullocks in different parts of the Province. 
When his son Tippu Sultan succeeded him, he 
organised the stud to the minutest detail with 
masterly effect. He changed the name of the 
department to Amrit Mahal. He created regUlations 
for the management of the department which was 
followed by the British officers after they got Mysore 
into their possession. (41, 318) 

232. Arnrit Mahal in Hyder's hands: The 
British came to understand the excellence of the 
Amrit Mabal bullocks wbich bad enabled Hyder Ali to 
march 100 miles in two days and a half to the relief 
of Ohellnmbrum. These enabled Hyder at every 
withdrawal to remove his guns before the enemy. 
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Tippu Sultan, soon after Hyder, brought the Amrit 
Mahals to excellent use in crossing the southern 
Peninsula in a month for the recovery of Bednare, 
and covered also a distance of 63 miles in two days. 
After him the Duke of Wellington worked wonders 
with the help of these Amrit Mahals. (41) 

233. Amrit lVIahal in British possession: After 
the fall of Tippu Sultan and the banding over of 
Mysore to the Maharaja, these cattle remained British 
property to be managed by the Maharaja. These 
deteriorated under this management whtch was 
t,aken over by the Madras COlllmissaria,t in 1813. In 
1864 the herd was ordered to be sold on grounds of 
economy. But in six years the Government found 
out its mistake and wanted to re-assemble the herd by 
purchase of such stock as were then available. Bnt 
very few were obtained, the Pasha of Egypt having 
secured most of the best blood. But the Maharaja 
was a large purchaser also and the Government 
could start with a new herd of 4,000 cows and 
100 bulls in 1870. In lS83 the whole herd was again 
purchased by the Maharaja who tried to improve 
the herd as much as possible. Later on, with the 
advent of motor transport the Mysore Government 
reduced the stock from 12,000 to 6,000, and the 
control of the herd was transferred from the 
Military Department to the Agricultural Department 
of 1\1Y80re. (41) 

234. Arnrit lVIahal during changes of manage
ment: During the period that the herd was sold out 
by the Government it suffered great deterioration, 
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and the subsequent breed wit h all the efforts made for 
improvement cannot be said to be as pure as the 
breed that existed in 1800. A large number of 
inferior cows, and cows of the Mahadeswal'betta 
breed, is said to have been passed off as Arnrit 
lVlahal at the time of the Ie-establishment of 
the herd. 

The Arnrit Mahals are kept on pastures which are 
divided and classified for use in different seasons of 
the year according to their location. They are sent 
out to pastures and return to their home maid(tn or 
field at the beginning of September each year when 
the supply of grass is plentiful. (41) 

235. Nature of the Arndt lVIahal animals: In 
disposition the cattle are wild, unruly, and impati ent 
of the presence of strangers. They have to be broken 
in by patient, kind treatment. They are to be 
gradua,lly broken £01' the yoke; and harsh treatment 
only makes them stubborn. The calves are castrated 
in the cold season when they are only 18 months 
old. The bullocks are so ld at 3 or 4 years of nge 
and come to full vigour at 5 years-which continnes 
to 12 years. They work till they are 14 or 15 and 
then rapidly decline and die at about 18 years 
of age. 

The heifers comes to calve at 4, 5 or 6 years, 
according to the care with which they are reared. 
The bull is used when it reaches 4 years, and is 
kept for service till 9 or 10 years of age. After 
that age the bulls are castrated and discarded from 
the herd, (41) 
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236. The female of Amrit Mahala: The cows 
come to heat and calve only at seasons suitable 
for calf-rearing. The most favourable time for 
breeding is January-February, and again August 
to December. The calves remain with their mothers 
during the day and are kept in sheltered folds at 
night. Living with the herd in the open the bull 
calves get wild with age. In order to improve the 
breed which had suffered deterioration, as already 
described, the British Government opened a farm at 
Ajjampur in 1939 where 500 cows were maintained 
on scientific lines. Suitable breeding bulls in a 
domesticated condition are supplied to villagers 
from here. 

At the Ajja,mpur farm the Amrit Mahal cows 
are being bred for mi.lking also and considerable 
success has been obtained in developing the milking 
qua,lity of the cows without affecting the draught 
ql1ality of their male off-spring. (41, 219,257, 278, 
303, 372~'76) 

237. Hallikar breed: The Hallikar is the 
most important and valuable member of the Amdt 
Mahal. They are found in the Government 
Amrit Mahal herds, and also in the Tumknr, 
Hassan and Mysore districts. The Hallikars 
are generally home.fed, there being no extensive 
pastures where they might be kept. They are 
frequently kept by small 1'YOtS who own only a 
slllall number of cows. The mating receives 
special attention and the calves are reared 
with care. 
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"Gajamaru" is the most valuable variety of the 
HalJikar breed, and fetches high prices. The cattle 
are sent out to distant jungles from the N agmangall1 
taluka., their habitat. (42) 

238. Alambadi breed: In the Ooimbatore district 
two fairs are held which are the chief markets of these 
bullocks and derive their name from the place where 
they are penned for sale. The chief habitat is the 
Kankanahalli talu,lca of the Banga]ore district, and the 
northern portions of the Coimbatore and Salem 
districts along the Cauvery on the borders of My sore. 
There is a wide expanse of forest land here teeming 
with cattle. The banks of the Cauyery afford almudant 
pasture. In villages bordering on these jungles large 
herds are kept. The habitat of the breed is favourable 
to the development of their bones. The breeding 
grounds proper are the forests of the Kollegal and 
North Bhavani talttkas of the Ooimbatore district 
and the Hosur and Dharampura talttkas of the 
Salem district. (47) 

239. Barghur breed: The cattle of the BaJ'ghur 
bills, although they are also called Alarnbadi, are 
regarded as a separate breed. The difference is only 
that in the Barghur hills, the cattle are not bred with 
the same care. 

In the regular breeding tract the Alambadi male 
calves are sold when young, nnder one year old, to 
the recognized rearing tracts of north Salem, west 
Chittoor and the adjoining Mysore territory. From the 
Dharampura fairs a large number of calves are taken 
away to the west coast for rearing. 
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All the male calves being practically sold, there are 
few bullocks here and the cultivation is all done by 
the cows. The breeding herds live in the forests for 
the greater part of the year and are brought· to the 
villages about harvesting time when the harvested 
fields afford pasture for them and the cattle in return 
supply the necessary manure for the succeeding crop. 
When their grazing is finished the cattle are sent 
back to the forest.s. (46) 

240. The Tanjore breed: In Tanjore there is a 
breed to which the breeders give a peculiar appearance 
by preventing the growth of horns in the males and 
by the cutting of 2 or 3 inches from the ear. The 
de-horning makes the males more docile. The cows 
are not de-hOl'ned. They are poor milkers. 

241. Breeding in the Punjab: Great developments 
have been made during recent years in animal 
husbandry work in the Punjab. The Royal Oommis
sion Report on Agriculture (1927), in dealing with 
the animal husbandry work in the Punjab, discussed 
elaborately the Hissar cattle. There was only a 
passing mention of the Montgomery and Dhanni 
breeds. 

It was natural that it should be so. The Royal 
Oommission was obsessed with the idea that the 
cow is to be reared for giving draught-cattle and the 
buffalo for milk, and that the Hissar was the most 
important cattle for draught on the road and for 
field work. Here again the Oommission deprecated 
the attitude of the breeders in trying to breed more 
milk into the draught-type and warned those 
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concerned about the dangers of OJ deterioration of 
the draught-quality. The story of the Hissar 
Cattle Farm is intimately connected with cattle 
improvement work in the Punjab, and it is worth 
while to know about it as presented in the report 
of the Royal Commission on Agriculture. 

242. . The Hissar Oattle Farm: The Bissar Cattle
Breeding Farm of the Government of the Punjab 
had all area of 42,000 acres and was the largest 
stock-breeding farm in India. It was the oldest 
farm started in 1809 for horse-breeding to which 

cattle-breeding was added in 1815. In course of time 
horse-breeding fell practically into insignificance, and 
from 1850 Hissar has been a farm for the raising of 
artillery and ordnance bullocks. One very remarkable 
and fortunate thing about this farm is that for 20 years 
the farm was controlled by two men and they ,vere 
succeeded by M:l'. Quirke who directed its policy fOl: 

IS years thereafter, up to the time of his death in 
1938. So the Rissar farID had a continuity of policy 
over .a very long range of years. The farm under 
Government control allowed a lot of cros8ing which 
proved undesirable. Later on, the undesirable tracts 
were gradually eliminated. Hissar represents a 
special strain of tbe Hariana breeil. During the last 
decade the Hissar Farm maintained about B,OO(} 
cflttle in which there were cows. The farm auctioned 
in those days 300 to 400 young bulls every year. The 
work of the farm has considerably increased, and at 
present an annual output of 1,000 breeding bulls are 
expected. It is from this farm that Gurgrron has. 
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been taking stud bulls to grade up the draught~cattle 
of the district, so much known for village uplift 
work attempted there by its Deputy Commissioner, 
Mr. Brayne. 

At the time of the Royal Commission, the Hariana 
breed of cattle in the Hissar farm was regarded 
essentially as of a draught-type, although even then 
good milkers giving 3,000 to 4,000 lbs. were not 
uncommon. About that time the good milkers were 
separated as they required separate treatment i.e. 
better feeding during the lactation period. 

At the Hissar ranch, the cattle are simply allowed 
to graze in the extensive pastures. In the years of 
fodder scarcity a little hay is given to them. For 
collecting the day's requirement of food ill season, 
a breeding cow has to walk 10 to 15 miles. When 
dry, these cows weighing 1,100 Ibs. require 40 lbs. of 
equivalent of green grass daily, and it was pointed 
out to the Royal Oommission that during lactation 
such a cow would require nine per cent of her food 
extra for every 2 lbs. of milk. So, t.he Oommission 
thought that the cows might starve if more milk was 
taken out of them than they could graze for. But, 
even at that tillle these milkers were not put to seeking 
all their requirements from grazing. They were given 
concentrates appropriate to their requirements. 

In order to supplement the bulls, supplied by the 
Hissal' farm, leases of tracts have been granted on 
favourable terms to some farms. These grant
receiving farms are also showing good work both in 
milk output and in Lheir out-turn of bulls. (66) 
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243 Breeds of the Punjab: Things have changed 
fast since th':l Royal Commission len the shores 
of India. The other breeds of c[Lttle of the Punjab 
have been forcing themselves into prominence. The 
Montgomery cow, now called Sahiwal, bas COIDe 

to be regarded as the best milk-breed of India. 
Her milking capacity has not, it appears, been 
fully tapped, although she has been recording 
14,000 Ibs. of milk in a normal lactation of about. 
300 days. 

The Dhanni with its majestic sleek coat is being 
more and more appreciated for its speed and heavy 
draught-quality. The Bhagnari is of no less 
importance and the Rojhan, a sister type to the 
Bhagnari, is also trying to have its place of 
recognition for its draught-qualities, for its satisfaction 
with the poorest quality of fodder, and also for 
its requirement of lesser quantity of fodder because 
of its size. 

244. Veterinary work in the Punjab: The 
progress in veterinary matters in the Punjab requires 
special mention. 

An idea can be formed of it by comparing the 
position of 1920 with that of 1937, the period 
covering the working time of Mr. Quirke. He 
became chief superintendent of the Veterinary 
Department in 1921, and on the separation of his 
Department from the Agricultural DeparLment, he 
became Directer of Veterinary Services in the 
Punjab and held the post at the time of his death 
in 1938. 
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245. Progress in the Punjab up to 1938 : 

TABLE-ll 

No. of Veterinary Hospitals in 
the Punjab. 

No. of outlying dispensaries. 
No. of stud bulls. 
No: of Cattle Fairs and Shows held. 
Strength of non-gazetted staff for 

district work. 
Strength of Gazetted staff. 
- (Ag1'iculhw8 ci; Live-stock in Ind'ia. 

1919-20 1937-38 

137 304 
1,200 

1,352 5,370 
35 252 

192 393 
15 36 

July, 1938) 

246. Veterinary department separated from 
agriculture: The separation of the Agricnltural and 
Veterinary work has done much for the Punjab, 
.according to Sir Arthur Olver. He pleaded during 
his period of service in· India vehemently with the 
Oentral Government for separation of the two 
departments, because, in his opinion, a Veterinary 
Depn.rtment tagged on to the Agricultural Department 
could not bring in that amount of undivided attention 
011 veterinary and animal husbandry matters which 
they needed. Anyway, the official progress in veterinary 
mn.tters in the Punjab ]Jas been exemplary. (108) 

247. Indian cows & their possibilities: The 
coming into prominence of the Sahiwal cow opened 
up the possibility of pitting the Indian cow against 
the world-famous Ayreshire and the Friesian 
Holstein cows, the world's best milkers. The work 
was taken up in right earnest by scientific enthusiasts, 
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and the record of their endeavours is a noble one. The 
Sahiwal baving given the incentive and inspiration, 
the experimental work carried out on the Sahiwal 
even outside of the Punjab is worthy of notice. 

'l'be Sl1biwal was regarded by veterinarians as 
the purest milk-breed. But by closer scientific 
observation Matson has found that of four Sahiwal 
calves from pure-type parents only three came true to 
type, while many high-yielding cows cannot breed 
true, Breeding true comes out of the purity of the 
breed. 'l'he way to purify is one of eliminating 
the undesirables and of in-breeding, and then line
breeding. Such work is being conducted on the 
Sahiwal. 

248. Organisational work in the Punjab: The 
organisatioD[L1 work that has brought the Punjab and 
her cows to the forefront in animal husbandry needs 
examination. 

The general policy adopted for· animal husbandry 
work on the improvement of live-stock was the 
distribution of improved sires and the castration of 
scrub animals, prevention of and combating of diseases 
etc. Vigorous work was going on in these directions, 
and by 1933 the work in progress was of a considerable 
magnitude. 

In 1933 there were 288 veterinary hospitals for 
28 million live-stock in the thirty-seven thousand 
villages of the twenty-nine districts, averaging 
1 hospital per 1'28 villages. Tbe veterinary assistants, 
under the guidance of their inspecting officers, were 
required to make thorough acquaintance with the 
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villagers and their live-stock within a 5 mile I'adius 
of the hospitals as centre, They were required to 
make surveys and keep reports for the inspectors' 
information, One of the duties of the veterinary 
assistant, .attached to a hospital, was to keep a 
register of the District Board bulls and also keep a 
record of the details of all privately-owned bulls, and 
the number of castrations done from the centre, 

249. Distribution of bulls in the Punjab: In 
the Punjab, the District Boards were buying, the 
bulls from Government farms for distribution. They 
wel'e buying bulls of 3 years age at the time at 
Rs. 252/- each. Out of 29 districts 20 were interested in 
receiving supply of Hissar bulls from the Government 
and the grantee farms. Montgomery bulls frolU 
grantee farms of that area were supplied to municipal 
areas and to special localities. Hissar bull distribution 
was concentrated in the canal areas "Where SOlUe 
degree of control for carrying out effective stock
improvement was possible. 

The Dhanni bulls were allocated to their home 
tracts in the Hawalpindi, Attock, Jhelum and Shahpur 
districts in the northern Punjab and to the Dazzal 
cattle tract of the Dera Ghazi Khan district, as an 
extension of the Bhagnari country of the J acobabad 
district of Sind, In the Dhanni tract a maintenance 
allowance of Rs.8/- to 12/- per month was paid. In 
this tract fodder was insecure. The local zemindars 
are keen stock-breeders with a detel'mination to succeed 
in grading up their breed, 'llhe people of this tract 
have great economic difficulties to contend against. 
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In the Dazzal area in the Dera (j hazi Khan 
District there was also a subsidy scheme in ~peration. 
The zemindars are stock-breeders, and against. gl~at 
difficulties strive to eke out their existence through 
cattle-breeding. The whole of the demand from the 
N. W. Frontier Province is met from the Dhanni tract 
in northern Punjab, while the demand from the south
western districts such as Multan, Muzaffargarh, Jhang 
and Dera Ghazi Khan are met from the Dazzal tract. 
The number of Hissar bulls under the Buperivision of 
the Veterinary Department was 3,400 in 1933. Many 
more bulls were needed, but the fU,pds at disposal did 
not permit of any increase in the number; sometimes 
old bulls which should have been removed are not 
removed for want of a replacement bull. 

Bissar bulls are handed over to the headmen of 
villages for maintenance and taking care of. They are 
let loose after a time· to graze and feed freely and 
remain with the village herd as common property. 
The villagers accept the bull as a valuable acquisition. 
But when the bull goes out of control and damages 
the crop unduly, then there is a reaction. The 
wildness of the bulls and the practice of keeping 
them free to roam about day and night was telling 
very much against their popularity, and neither the 
District Boards nor the Veterinary Department had 
funds from which to build shelters in brick and 
mortar for even a fraction of the number of bulla. 
The funds were meagre and the amounts alloted 
to animal husbandry was quite inadequate fot: 
the work. 

19 
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250. Disproportion of District Board allocation: 
As an illustration, the disproportion of the amounts 
allated to diffierent heads by the District Boards for 
1980-31 is given below. The amounts are in Iltkhs 
of rupees. 

Education 
Distl'ict works 
Veterinary . 
Stock-breeding 
Public health 
Medical 

118 
26'5 

4'07 } 
3'03 7'1 

Probably educ~tion was being fed at the expense 
of stock-breeding and similar s'qbjects. If this 
disparity in expenditure were corrected, t.he Punjab 
could have made yet more progress. 

251. Trade in cows: There is a trade in the 
Hariana cow from the Punjab at Calcutta and 
Bombay. A commercial news-service is m.aintained 
.between Rohtak and Bombay and Calcutta so that 
the dealers at both ends might know wbat was 
bappening in the inter-provincial market. 

Cattle fairs held by tbe District Boards and 
Municipal Committees numbered 339 besides numerous 
one-day Cattle Shows at important breeding-centres, 
where prizes and medals were given to encourage 
healtby competition amongst breeders. (199, 304) 

252. RaiSing milk yieldS of draught and milk 
breeds: For raising the milking capacity of the 
cows of the draught-breeds witbout illlpairing their 
draught-quality, a Herd-book scheme for the Dhanui 
breed was started in 1938 in 5 selected places of 
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the tract, each in charge of a veterinary assistant 
surgeon, assisted by a. stocks-assistant. 153 cows were 
registered upto March, 1940. A scheme for maintaining 
a herd-books for the Sahiwal breed was initiated in 
1939 in 3 selected places. (108,226,320) 

253, Milk recording by 1. O. A. R.: Under the 
auspices of the Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research and financed by it, 3 qualified milk-recorders 
were appointed for keeping proper milk-recOl:ds in 
order to develop high milk-yielding strains in the 
hom!3 tracts of the Sahiwal and the Hariana breeds, in 
the Montgomery and Rohtak districts. 

800 of the best Hariana cows were subsidised at 
a cost of Rs, 12,000/- 80 that they might be properly 
fed and served by improved bulls. 

56 milk-recording centres were established in the 
Hariana tract in 1940. 

The District Boards and the Municipalities had by 
this time framed rules against the letting loose of scrub 
bulls. The idea of floating cattle-breeding societies 
and of co-operative breeding societies had caught on. 
In one division, Ambala alone, there were 1,217 Civil 
Veterinary Department informal cattle-breeding 
societies with 15,060 members

l 
having 26,303 cows. 

In addition, there were in this division 53 co-operative 
cattle-breeding societies with 1092 members and 
1,563 cows. 

By 1942 there were 3 milk-recording schemes in 
operation under the auspices of the 1. C. A. R. in the 
Punjab, two for Hal'iana cattle and one for Murrah 
buffalo. Hariana in Bhawani Rhera of the Hissar 
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District was inferior in milking-capacity to the 
Hariana 0f Beri in the Rohtak district as the following 
figures from the milk records will show. (488) 

254. Harianas in the villages .. 

TABLE...:..12 

No. of Average Lowest Highest 
Laotation milk in yield yield 
reoorded. la()tation. laotation. la()tation. 

Bhowani Rhera, in lbs. in Ihe. in Ihe. 

(Hissar District) 21 1,650 
3,1\:lO 

791 
2,063 

2,970 
5,295 Bed, (Rohtak District) 28 

These results were natural, fo1', in the Eisear 
District most emphasis had been put on draught
quality and none on milch. Now, perhaps, things may 
change for the better even in the Hissar District. 

In addition to the 1. C. A. R-financed schemes, 
Provincial ones were also in operation in the Punjab. 
Three for the Sahiwal are worthy of mention.·. Milk 
recording was in charge of a science graduate usually 
holding Indian Dairy Diploma. He was provided with 
stocksmen as assistants if a large number of cows were 
in register. A register was kept showing the number 
of animals and the names and addresses of the owners. 
The owners' premises were visited once a fortnight and 
the total milk yielded by each cow during 24 hours 
was recorded in a standard form for each animal. 
'l'he particulars of the animal, such as names of the 
dam and the sire and other details regarding breeding 
and milk production, were entered therein. When the 
animal went dry her lacta,tion-yield was calculated 
by a uniform method formulated by the 1. O. A. R. 
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The milk-recording officer was also·an adviser on 
feeding, breeding and management, on the necessity 
of the use of !Jedigree bulls and similar other matters. 
In fact, he was also III propagandist of the Veterinary 
Department. (65, 321) 

255. The 10,000Ibs. milk club of India: This 
club was also operating in the Punjab. The report 
of certain cows of the Sahiwal breed of a grantee 
farm, the Jehangil'abad Cattle Farm, is given below: 

TABLE-13 

Name & !JO. Date of Milk yield Remarks. 
o! cow. calving. in 1b9. 

Jalali J 73{'2'9 14-4-33 7,176 calf unweaned 
'27-4-34 '7,835 

" 
16-5-35 11,721 

" 
'21-12-36 11,568 

" '21-5-38 10,144 
" 

28-7-39 9,470 
" 

3-11-40 6,236 
" 

Naegas J. 56/2.0 4-2-34 9,602 
" 13-6-35 5,085 
" 

8-7-36 14,010 
" 7-1-38 11,699 
" 10-3-40 Still in milk 
" Nogni J,28/1'2 1-11-35 6,697 
" 

25-1-37 7,690 
" 

27-4-38 6,380 " 
9-4-39 6,135 " 29-10-40 14,692 " 

-(Indian FMming ; OotobM', 1942). (180,199) 
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256. Mudini-the famous Sahiwal prize-owner, 
owned by the Ferozepur Military dairy farm: Mudini 
has been winning the cup for the best cow in the 
All-India Cattle Sbow, Delhi, successively for three 
years. She won the cup for the best cow in the 3rd AU
~ndia Show in 1940, and again in the 4th Show in 1941. 
She won the cup in Milking oompetition with an 
average of 51 Ibs. and was adjudged the best animal 

\ 

of.the Show. In the 5th All-India Cattle Show, Delhi, 
in 1942, she again was held to be the best animal of 
the Show. She won the milking competition this 
time with 47! lbs in 24 hours. She also took four 
other prizes. 

In closing this description of the 10,000 lbs. Club 
and the performance of tile Sahi wal at farms and at 
the All-India Show, it is worth while to mention the 
change that has been wrought in the Sahiwal in th,e 
brief period of 9 years. 

In 1933, Mr. Zal R. Kothawalla recommended 
the opening of Herd-Bool;:s for 6 important milk 
breeds (1) Red Sindhi, (2) Hariana, (3) Tharparkar, 
(4) Kankl'ej, (5) Gil', (6) Sahlwal. He added brief notes 
to his recommendation. The note on the Sahiwal 
ran thus: 

"(6) Sahiwal-A medium-sized dairy breed which 
lost its importance due to its failure to llleet the 
present-day agricultural requirements of the 
country, as the male animals are too slow and 
practically useless for work purpose." 
The Sahiwal cow cannot be said to have lost her 

importance today atS she is occupying the first position 
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amongst milch cows, and the Sahi wal bullock 0.180 is 
not regarded !LS useless for work purpose. The 
8ahi wal bullock is now regarded !LS a slow but heavy. 

Fig. 25. H. E. The Viceroy examining Mudini, 
the champion of the Show. 

(Indian Farming., Vol. III, No.4) 

working useiul animal. What it lacks in speed it 
makes up in volume. 
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257. The other side of the Punjab picture: The 
reader has got an idea of the exeeJIent onima] 
husbandry work going on in the Punjab. But this is 
one side, the official and the institutional and research 
side of the work. The village side of the work in spite 
of all the dispenseries and propaganda, looks dismal 
in contrast. The village enquiry regarding cattle 
and the pl'oduction and consumption of milk in seven 
Breeding Tracts of India of 1936-37 included the 
Montgomery and Hal'iana tracts also. In this enquiry 
both the Montgomery and Hariana breeds in their 
village homes came out as poor animals in comparison 
with the b"reeds in the hands of the Government 
Dairy Farms or the Grantee Dairy Farms, which were 
dealt with in the precceding pages. 

The avemge milk-yield in the villages in a lactation 
was found to be low. The Sahiwal average was found to 
be 1,343 lbs. and of the Hariana only 986 Ibs. in the 
villages as against the typical average yields of the 
farro-bred improved cattle, which are 7,000 Ibs. for the 
Sahiwal and 3,634 for the Hariana (Wright's Rep01·t. 
(1937),-Table 31). (219, 236,278,303,372-'76) 

258. The Montgomery tract: The enquiry referred 
to (1. O. A. R. 8.22) was limited to the Montgomery 
District. This District lies between the rivers Sutlej 
and Rl1vi. 60 villages were selected for enquiry, and 
in each village 20 holdings were chosen at random. 

No. of persons per holding. 6'9 
No. of cows per holding. 
No. of she-buffaloes per holding. 
Average milk yield pel' day per cow. 4'721bs. 
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22 5% of the population of this tract did not 
produce any milk. The mean per capita production 
was as high as 26 ounces of milk including both cow 
and buffalo milk. 

Montgomery is a canal-colony area. This area in 
pre-colony and pre-irrigation days was full of grazing 
ground and was populated by the tribe called Jtmglis. 
Now there is a mixed population of the Junglis 
(hereditary graziers) and settlers from other districts 
of the Province. Agriculture and trade and industry, 
based on agriculture, are the main occupation of this 
people. On account of colonisation, pasture grounds 
have been reduced. The Dipalpur tehsil of the district 
comprising 541 villages is the chief area for breeding 
the Sahiwal. This area is inhabited mostly by the 
Jllnglis. (72, 202, 223, 266, 287, 302, 336, 344, 1061) 

259. The Jungli: The name Jungli may convey 
an idea of an ill-clad, unkempt people. But it is not 
so. The Junglis of Montgomery are an aboriginal 
tribe who used, till recently, to lead a nomadic life. 
Theil' principal occupation was breeding cattle in 
which they were experts. Owing to the opening of 
the canals, the life of the J1lnglis was seriously 
affected; they had to take to agriculture. Although 
outwardly they may be leading a life of greater 
security, they cannot forget their lost pasture or the 
tine horses and cattle they possessed which bad 
mostly to be disposed of on account of the shortage 
of pasture. During the last few decades, things have 
changed very fast for them, and they still think 
that their freedom has been restricted and they 
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have been forced to handle the plough. The Junglis 
keep their houses and house-hold articles scrupulously 
clean. Such are the people who were mainly 

Fig. 26. The Jungli Cultivator. 
(Agriculture & Live-stock in India., Vol. VIII, Part I) 

responsible for keeping the Sahiwal b1;eed pure, and 
handing it down to the present times. (72, 223, 1061) 
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260. The Sahiwal disfavoured in her own land: 
For reasons we have repeatedly come across, for 
reasons of greater care being given to the she-buffalo, 
she gives more milk and is, therefore, greater 
prized. In the Montgomery District too we find the 
predominance of the buffalo, they being double in 
number to the cow. It is an irony that the Sabiwal 
wbich in Government farms do compete with the 
buffalo in all points to its advantage, is regarded 
with disfavour in its own home-land where the 
buffalo is preferred to her. The reasons are plain 
enough. The buffalo continues to lacatate without 
much difference whether her calf lives or dies, and 
the male of the buffalo has mostly to die. The same 
treatment of eliminating the male-calf cannot be 
accorded to thf:j male calf of the cow in village homes. 
If that treatment were accorded, and if the calf waR 
allowed to die, the milking of the cow would cease. 
The rearing up of the calf of a cow must cost 300 to 
400 lbs. in milk, fed to it during a lactation. And the 
saving of this amount in the caBe of the buffalo is 11 

great inducement for the villager to keep a buffalo f01' 

milk rather than a cow. The fact that a buffalo can be 
milked without her calf has led to the practice of the 
starving off of its undesirable and uneconomic male 
calf. The practice is general and the Montgomery tract 
is no exception to it. (Chapter IV: 72, 223, 1061) 

261. Cows neglected, buffaloes cared for in 
Montgomery: "The female cow-calves arB very pool'ly 

treated being just aHowed to exist while the male 
buffalo-calves are disposed of at birth. The femalE," 
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buffalo-calf and the male cow-calf, which have a 
higher market value, are, however, better cared for. 
"Owing to the lack of any systematic method 
of feeding in accordance with individual require
ments and a gross over-stocking of the area, the 
majority of the cow~calveB generally remain 
stunted in . their growth. Weaning is done 
genel'ally when the calf is 8 to 10 months old. 
After weaning they receive the same treatment as 
the adult cattle, good, bad or indifferent, according 
to the interest and resources of the owner. 
Usually they (the cow) remain under-nourished as 
the test of the 8tock."-(Seve;~ Breeding Tracts 
Enqui1·y.-P.75) (72, 109-'27, 223, 1061) 
262. Buffalo is the dairy animal in Montgomery: 

While the above observation occurs about the cow 
in the Montgomery tract, in the salle report 
-(1. C. A. R. 8-22) the following observation is made 
about the buflalo : 

"For dltirying purpose, the female-bllffaloes of the 
two famous breeds "Ravi" and "NiH" of this district 
have almost over-shadowed the Montgomery cow. 
'l'hey are greatly liked by the zemindars, and on 
the whole quite carefully reared. Well-selected 
male buffalOeS are being kept for breeding purposes 
in many of the villages." 
Such is the treatment meted out to the Sahiwal 

cow in her own home when in the year of enquiry 
(1937) Mr. ~Wynne Sayer was visualising in no distant 
future to set her up as an all-round 10,000 Ibs. herd 
-cow, and when in 1937 a Sahiwal cow "Naegas" was 
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yielding 14,000 lba. of milk in addition to maintaining 
her calf in the Jehangirabad Cat~le Farm. 

This poor consideration was being meted out to the 
Sahiwal cow in her own home when "people all 
through the Province are becoming conscious of the 
Montgomery breed, and as a consequence their demand 
is growing daily." (72, 109-'27, 223, 1061) 

263. Dipalpur tehsil for Montgomery breeding: 
The District Board of Montgomery has chosen the 
Dipalpur tehsil of the district, which is nearly one
fourth of its area, for fostering the Montgomery breed. 

" ... There are 65 district-board bulls of pure 
Montgomery breed concentrated in Dipalpur area 
for breeding purposes in an attempt to retain this 
portion of the district, where the inhabitants are 
mostly Junglis, on Montgomery cattle breeding." 
-(Seven B1'eeding Tracts Enq'lli·I'Y-P. 74) 
A poor consideration as compared with the 193-

Hissal' bulls distributed in the same district! 
" ... The economic resources of the zemindars do not. 
encourage them to take as much interest in the 
pure Montgomery breed as desired .... " ,(Ibid) 
That the Montgomery villager produces 2,6.11 

ounces of milk per head per day and consumes 15"53 
ounces of milk and milk equivalent per head l)el' day 
should not lull us to thinking that all this milk is to 
the credit of the Sahiwal or the Montgomery breed. 
For, where i1 Montgomery cow yields 4.70 Ibs. of milk 
per day a buffalo in the same tract produces 8'241bs. 
per day. Then again, the buffalo is 50 per cent at any 
time on lactation against 40 per cent of the cow. Along 
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with this has to be considered the fact that for every 
.cow, 2 she-buffaloes are maintained by the villager. 
On this basis the fraction of milk attributable to the 
Montgomery cow is less than one-fourth of the total 
milk production in the tract. (72, 223, 1054-'055, 1061) 

264. Sum-total of propaganda effect in the 
Punjab: The 1'YOt never felt so poor as he does today 
and, therefore, is found to be in an absurd position. 
The real cause of his poverty, the economic cause of it, 
has to be solved 80 that he may find himself on solid 
ground and readjust his attitude to the cow, to the 
buffalo and to all and sundry. It is poverty that makes 
it possible for a 1'yOt of the Sahiwal tract to neglect 
his cow, and despite all the very good object 'lessons 
supplied by the veterinarian, the 'ryot remains 
stoic and unaffected. All the Provincial veterinary 
departments in India are spurred on to organise 
propaganda for the improvement of the condition of 
the cattle of the ryots. And the Punjab being 
the premier Province in animal husband1!Y matters 
has got a well-equipped, active and able propaganda 
machinery. The sum-total of the propaganda in the 
Punjab is to be judged by the attitude, for example, 
of the Montgomery ?'yot, the Jungli, who gets only 
thirteen hundred od~ pounds of milk per lactation and 
only 2 seers of milk daily from his Sahiwal. 

In spite of all the best that the Punjab Government 
has been doing for the ?'yot he remains unaffected, 
He feeds his female-buffalo calf welllLnd neglects the 
female calf of the cow, and fails to develop the priceless 
asset he has in his Sahiwal. It is for us to find out 
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the cause of this callousness of the ?'yot. We know 
that he is not always callous, that he is very responsive 
to improved methods which is within his means, 
and which involves no risks for him. Economically 
he is a clever person. Why has not the Goverment 
been able to rouse the Montgomery ?'yot to take such 
eare of his cow as he does of the buffalo? (18, 398, 403) 

265. Government methods of breeding leaves 
the cultivator unaffected: The Government is not 
trusted; it is in effect foreign to him. The Government 
methods of cattle improvement are beyond his means. 
His immediate income counts hundred per cent with 
him. Long-distance improvement 01' deterioration of 
cattle are matters which he understands, but he is 
helpless. He needs help, and propaganda is not the 
heJp that he needs first. Propaganda can pe no 
substitute for the help he needs. The village economics 
npon which he built his life and social order are 
violently disturbed, and he has been thrown off his 
feet by the Government interfering with his habits 
of life, interfering with his cottage industries, with 
his training and with the very basis of his education. 
The root cause lies there. The Government should, 
in addition to other measures, provide security also 
to the cultivator breeders in the form of fair milk 
prices and fair prices for their cattle. Attempts at 
improvement, without the above considerations, cannot 
be of much use. (18, 398, 403) 

266. The Hariana tract: This tract consists of 
Hissar, Rohtak, Gurgaon and Delhi districts and also 
a pal't of liarna} District in the Ambala Division. ~'he 
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rainfall is 18 inches in the year. The soil contains 
plenty of lime. The land is fertile but is dependent 
on the rainfall. The land per holding is 12'S acres 
which is half of the Montgomery holding, while the 
number of persons pel' holding is the same as in 
the Montgomery tract, being O'S, This tract is, 
therefore, doubly populated as compared with the' 
Montgomery tract. 

The Bame factor that operated in the Montgomery 
District also operated here to bring about very 
considerable shrinkage of pasture-land which affected 
the quality and number of the cattle of the Hariana 
breed, " ... It no longer pays to breed cattle in an area, 
where commercial crops, such as wheat and cotton, 
can be grown under irrigation with greater profit to 
the local zemindars. (1'YOtS)." * (202,258, 287, 302, 
321, 336, 344) 

267. Small profits of cattle breeding: "· .. The 
profits from cattle-breeding are very small, and it is 
adopted as an industry by the small land-owner as 
a means of eking out a living for himself. No doubt,. 
the cattle are the zemindars' treasury here, and he, 
puts all his savings into them; yet the melancholy 
fact remains that breeding does not payor only 
pays poorly." 
These two sentences from the Report of the 

Hariana 'l'ract Enquiry make strange reading. The 
tract' is irrigated, and has valuable commercial crops, 

* In the Harianl1 tract also the buffoJo problem is distressing. 
The Seven Tracts Enquiry mentions about the differential 
treatment to cows and buffaloes. 
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such as COttOil and wheat. The pastures are torn up 
and cultivated to yield crops which are more profitable. 
And yet the 1'yot is said to be so poor as barely to be 
able to eke out a living for himself; that he regards 
cattle as his wealth, and yet it does not pay him 
to take to cattle-breeding. If irrigation and better 

~ 

cultivation etc. has left the ?'yot poor, and if despite 
Government p,ropaganda cattle-breeding does not pay 
him, then where lies the glamour of all the Cattle 
Shows held throughout the Province? Of what use 
are the irrigation canals and the possession of the 
Hariana breed to him, if he is still to struggle on just 
for a living? 

268. Pasturage in the tract: "Cattle are allowed 
to keep themselves by grazing as long as possible 
and stall-feed ing .is,. as a rule, only resorted to 
when the grazing and stubbles fail. In a good 
monsoon year there is sufficient grazing for 
nearly three months-July, August and September. 
Some of the good grasse.s indigenous to the 
tract are Dub (Cynodon DactyJon), DiUa 
(Cyperus tuberosns), Makm (Eleusine aegyptiaca) 
Bh2lrit ( Cenchrus echinatus)j Anjan ( Pennisetum 
cenchroides) Swank ( Panicum colonum ), Palwan 
(Andropogon annulatus). The crux of the situation 
is that every common pasture is uncontroiJed ...... 
and everyone in the village can graze as many 
cattle as he pleases on the village pasture ..... " 

-(Scven Bncding T1'aoif!. Enq'ui1'Y.--P. 78-'9) 
269. Other breeds: There are other breeds in 

the Punjab besides the Montgomery, the milch~breed, 
20 
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and the Hariana the "dual purpose" breed. Dhanni, 
Dazzal and Bhagnari are the other draught-breeds, 
and they have been described in the Chapter on 
breeds (Paras 63, 74). Another breed that deserves 
mention is the Rojhan. It is a draught-breed of hill 
cattle and is a sort of sister breed to the Bhagnari. 

e 
270. Rojhan cattle: The Superintendent of the 

Civil Veterinary Deparnment is keen on this breed on 

Fig. 27. Rojhan Bullock. 
(Indian Farming., Vol. III, No.2) 

account of its efficiency as also its capacity for work 
uuder adverse conditions of feeding and weather. This 
is a breed particularly suitable for the poorer ?'yots 
who have to get the utmost draught. out of the 
smallest feed. While writing on the Rojhan cattle 
the Superintendent of the Civil Veterinary Depart
ment, Punjab, observed in the Indian Fa?'ming, 
Pebruary, 1942 : 
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"A good deal of work has been done on draught 
type cattle in the Punjab where the famous Rissar, 
the Dazzal, and the Dhanni breeds vie with one 
another ·for recognition as the ideal draught
type. Well-bred, handsome and imposing in their 
looks, they are really an ornament for any 
agricultural holding. In canal-colonies and in 
areas under intensive cultivation they do enormous 
work. But there are large areas in the Province 
where the work is not as heavy, the zemindar 
not. so prosperous, and the fodder resources 
not as plentiful.' If brought to such parts 
they would become a liability rather than an 
asset .... " 
271. Mr. Pease's observations on improvement 

of breed of cattle: With a similar point in view 
Mr. Pease in his classical report on the breeds of 
Indian cattle observed: "if it be desired to improve 

the, breed of cattle in the various districts we 
must always keep these objects in view, viz: 
(I) to produce an animal of the same class which 
is naturally found in the district but stronger and 
better; and (2) to produce one which will subsist 
·on the available fodder." 
The Rojhan cattle seems to meet this requirement 

for very large areas in the Punjab. The home of 
the Rojhan breed is the Dera Ghazi Khan District. 
The breeders dwell in a tract where cultivation is 

. uncertain owing to the vagaries of the river Indus in 
the east and the hill torrents from the Sulaiman 
hills in the west. In this area grasses are inferior, 
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and tlte land is mostly waste. Out of these 
circumstances has developed the migratory oharacter 
of a section of the people of the above district 
which I?ove in search of pasturage with its herds 
and flocks. 

The name Rojhan comes from the Rojhan ilaq1~a 
of the Sakkur District (Sind) where the Masuwah 
channel takes off from the Indus. The Rojhan is 
regularly bred there. They a.re of a very hardy type~ 
being strong and sturdy but much smaller and more
clumsy than those of the Bhagnari breed. They 
are prized for work on the w,elIs of the riverain 
tract of Multan, Muzaffargarh and the Derajat. 
They are also used so far away as Sialkot,.·Gujranwala 
and Amritsar. They are extremely hardy and thrive 
on any kind of fodder. 

The breed is distinguished by its red colour, 
splashed with white varying from a mere star or a 
IDar'k on the dewlap to big patches all over .. The 
animals are of medium or small size, being about 
47t inches average in height and 53 inches average 
in length. They are very active, nervous but spirited 
animals, 141, 508, 503, 506) 

272. Breeding in the United Provinces:' The 
Up.ited Provinces is a very large Province, being 
the la'rgest in area of any single Province in India. 
It is a long strip of country continuous to the 
Punjab on the west and Bihar on its east, the 
Himalayas on the1t' north and several Indian States 
on its south, such as Alwar, Bharatpur, Gwalior 
and Rewa. The border lands of this vast Province 
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take of the character of the Provinces and Statef\ 
surrounding It, while the Himalayas and the 
Nepal terai give the special characteristic of forest 
and grazing land which is a feature of this 
Province. 

Naturally, the western tract possesses cattle and 
people which are of the same category as those 
of the Punjab. The Hariana tract of the Punjab is 
continuous with the Hariana tract of the U. P. Th,e 
Muttra District of the U. P. adjoins the GurgaoD 
District of the Punjab; similarly, Meerut, Muzaffar
garh and Shahranpur, Deradun of the U, P. partake 
of the character of the Ambala Division of the 
Punjab, and all have cattle more 01' less of the 
Hariana breed. In fact, Muttra has the largest 
cattle breeding farm in the D.P., breeding the Hariana 
cattle at Madurikund. 

273. The sown area of the U. P : It is 36 million 
acres, the largest sown area of any Province in 
India, and naturally it has the largest number of 
bovine animals connected with cultivation and milk 
production. According to the census of 1931, the 

U. P. had 10 millions bulls and bullocks, 6 million 
cows and 4 million she-buffaloes. These numbers 
are significant and express the character of the 
Province. 

It is one of the ghee-producing tracts of India. The 
other ghee-producing tracts are the Punjab, Bombay 
and Madras. The peculiarity of these tracts is 
the larger proportion of buffaloes as compared to 
the cows .. ' 
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274. Table of the number and ratio of cows and 
buffaloes, in Provinces : 

TABLE-14 
No. of No. of Ratio of the 

Province. cows ahe-buffa.loEls buffo.lo -no 
in millions in millions 100 cows. 

I. Punjab. 2'6 3'0 115 
2. D,P. 6'0 4'2 70 
3, Bombay. 2'0 1'2 60 
4. Madras. 5'9 2'8 47 
5. Sind. 0'8 ,0'3 37 
6. Bihar & Orissa. 5'7 1'6 28 
7. O.P. 3'! 0'8 26 
8. Assam 1'7 0'19 11'1 
9. Bengal. 8'2 0'27 0'33 

Per 100 cows the Punjab has, 115, the U. P. has 
70, and 1YIaa.r[ts 47 she-buffaloes. And these are the 
principal ghee-making Provinces. The U. J? has, 
however, the largest number, of she-buffaloes with its 
4'2 millions, closely followed by 3 millions of the 
Punjab and 2'8 millions she-buffaloes of :(Y[adras. (127) 

275. The cow & the buffalo milk ratio: From 
these and similar figures about the ratio of cow-milk 
to buffalo-milk, the Government came to the 
conclusion that the she-buffalo WaB the' milch-animal, 
of India, and the cow played second fiddle. Taking 
India as whole these deductions cannot be disputed. 
But if the matter is judged in the. light of the natural 
conditions in India, it is not true. (109-'27) 

276. Place of ghee in popularising buffalo: On 
account of the cheap and quick transport ·of ghee 
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now made possible, the trade in buffalo ghee has been 
built up in recent years. But it must be admitted 
that it has not got a solid bottom. Under the present 
artificial conditions fJthe she-buffalo, indeed, is the 
milch-animal, but naturally it is not so, and may not 
and should not continue to be so. The buffalo 'has 
been pushed to the forefront in the several provinces 
in an unfair competition for immediate gain and for 
distant transport of ghee. This rivalry for a high 
place in the milk work by the she-buffalo is entirely a 
creation of the present times. There were buffaloes 
in the land all along and there will be when the 
present unnatural state ct!lllses, but in a normal 
condition the exaggerated proportion as between t,he 
cow and tbe she-buffalo cannot continue. I say 
abnormal, because the she-buffalo stands upon 
adulteration in tbe milk trade already refened to, 
and because of bel' capacity to milk in the absence of 
the calf, and because of the fact that the householder 
feels no compunction to let the male of the buffalo 
stal:ve to deall-ft. 

It is all for immediate gain, a gain that can be 
felt at the moment but at the cost of much that is 
prized in tbe human march towards civilisation. It 
has been mentioned that the buffalo eats much more 
than tbe cow and that the she-buffalo is much more 
cared for by the 1·YOt. In spite of aU this care and 
feeding and in spite of all the apparent profits that 
the sbe-buffalo brings, her number bas remained 
practiciLlly constant during the last twenty years. (127, 
280, 1125, 1126) 
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277. Clows and she-buffaloes in India in thousands: 

Cows 
She-buffalo. 

1918. 1938. 

36,079 3.7 ,052 

13,234 ~ 14,067 

The number of cows has varied in 20 years from 
36 millioill'! to 37 millions, and the number of 
she-buffaloes has varied from 13'2· millions to 14'9 
millions. (127) 

278. Treated like the cow, the buffalo might have 
been extinct: It is gathered from published reports 
that in times of scarcity the cow is regarded as a drag. 

and is treated accordingly, whereas the she-buffalo is 
more than usually cared' for in those times, because 
of the money that she brings. WHh all th.is the she
buffalo has remained numerically where she was 
20 years ago. Now, imagine if the reverse were the 
case. If the cow was cared for as much as the she
buffalo is, and if the she-buffalo had met the same 
treatment as the cow now receives, I venture to 
suggest that under the cruel treatment meted out 
to the cow, the she-buffalo would have "'been extinct. 
The cow, even under the miserable treatment stands 
by U8 and protects us, and gives ns bullocks to 
serve us. How much more milk in total would she 
not have given to India, every year, if the same 
treatment were ae.corded to her as is accorded to the 
she-buffalo? Again, consider the enormous economic 
loss in keeping the cow stunted. A stunted cow 
gives rise to an inferior bull and an inferior bull 
deteriorates the stock. This is what has been 
going on. (109-'27,219,236,257,303,372-'76) 
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279. Disastrous result of pitting the she-buffalo 
against the COW: Undoubtedly there would have been 
less degeneration of the cow and consequently of bulls 
and bullocks in the Punjab, the U. P. and Bombay, if 
the she-buffalo were not artificially and cruelly foisted 
against the cow. While the 1'11ots in the Punjab, tbe 
U. P. and Bombay get a few coppers additional by 
keeping the sbe-buffalo, they injure the vel'y backbone 
upon which agriculture and rural transport depends. 
It is for the Government to enter into the problem 
with foresight and discourage buffalo-rearing to the 
detriment of ,cow-rearing. 

And yet the very reverse has been happening. 
The men at the head of affairs have taken it for 
granted that India is to depend for her agricultural 
draught-power on the cow and for milk on the 
buffalo. This has been the complacent note in the 
Report of the Royal Commission, and this has 
been the tone in all official talks since, despite the 
protests of men like Capt. Littlewood of Madras and 
Sir Arthur Olver, late Animal Husbandry expert. 
Responsible officials and advisory economists should 
take note of· the position that the present place 
given to the buffalo by the 1'11ot8, for reasons detailed 
above, is detrimental to the interests of India, and 
that the official policy should be to protect the cow 
against the unfair and short-sighted competition in 
which the buffalo has been allowed to enter. (109-'27) 

280. Ghee-an artiole of major trade in U. P. : 
Because of the buffalo, the very extensive ghee trade, 
centered round some of the principal towns of the 
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U. P., exists. From Aligarh and Meerut at the fa1'
western end of the Province to Gorakhpur and 
Ghazipur at its extreme east the ghee trade is a, 

major trade. Practically all this is from the buffalo. 
Gorakhpur at the eastern end is only gom1ch (protector 
of the cow) in name; it does not know how to protect 
the cow against onslaughts upon her. But a change 
has been coming over, and defenders of the cow have 
entered the field today at Gorakhpur who feel that 
she . is being cruelly treated partly because of the 
buffalo. (276, 1126) 

281. The breeding farms of a Madurikund, U,P. : 
To come back to breeding in the U. P. At the time 
of the Royal Oommission (1927) there were two cattle
breeding farms. One at Madul'ikund near Muttl'a, 
and the other at Manjhara, in the Kheri district, 
The one at Madmikund had an area of 1,400 acres, 
and Hissar and Murrah buffaloes were bred there. 
The Manjhara farm had 550 acres with a scheme 
for an additional 2,000. acres. Here three kinds of 
stock W<'lre kept: Sahiwal, Kherigal'h and the Murrah 
buffaloes. 

Fl'om experience it was found that the attempt 
to grade up the breeds could not be successful if a 
large area was taken up aud catered for with only a 
limited number of bulls. 1'herefore, the alternative 
of intensive work in a small area was taken up, and 
two areas were chosen and adequate provision for 
inspection was made. 

At that time an estimate was made that· for a 
farm to produce 80 to 100 bulls annually a sum of 
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Ra. 2 lakhs was necessary for capital expenditure. 
Rs. 23,000/- annually for recurring expenses, when the 
farm reaches full production. ,This meant that each 
bull would cost about Ba. 250/-. 

282. Bull policy and grading up operations about 
1933: Later on, the U. P. Government changed its 
policy and proposed to distribute the bulls free. 
Grading up operations were in full swing by 1933. 
The following Table is instructive: 

TABLE-15 

Nwmbe~' of Bztlls in U.P. 
Total no. of bulls 

No. of bulls in the stud in 
issued. the Province. 

1923 46 239 
1924 72 301 

1925 79 312 
1926 100 374 
1927 262 597 
1928 635 1,186 
1929 . 815 1,947 
1930 568. 2,341 
1931 . tiS9 2,731 
1932 555 3,015 

Up to 1932 the two cattle-farms had only 1,800 
acres with which they.had started. But in that year· 
two new breeding-farms were started with a combined 
area of 6,000 acres. The breeds were Hariana, Ponwar, 
Kherigarh, Sahiwal, and the Murrah buff~loes. The 
Hal'ianas were purchaeed from the Punjab, while 
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removal of non-descript scrub bulls has not 
presented very great difficulties. As soon as the 
superiority of the progeny of the Government bulls 
has been demonstrated, many villages have· made 
their own arrangements for the removal of such 
bulls. Sometimes the Department is asked to 
give assistance, and when an application, signed 
by leading men of the village, has been r€ceived 
to the effect that certain bulls are to be removed, 
these are taken away, castrated and sold; Though 
several hundreds have been so disposed of, progress 
has been limited by the staff avai~able for the Work. 
In those tracts where castration is not generally 
practised, the problem is a little lllore difficult, 
but my opinion is that so long as there is an 
agency which· will supply a superior class of bull 
for use as a stud bull, villagers will do all they can 
to limit the breeding by inferior animals, and will 
co-operate in a, scheme of castration or removal 
which may be introduced. The large number of 
applications which are received from villagers 
where the Department's bulls are located, 
indicates that there is a demand for assistance 
in this matter. 
"Men trained in the use of bloodless castrators 
I1re required in villages, and I suggest that the 
Veterinary Departments arrange to carry out 
village demonstrations in the use of bloodlesH 
castrators, and that arrangements be made to make 
these instruments easily available to villages 
either through Panchayat funds or from funds from 
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other sources."-(Note by Mr: C. H. Parr. First 
meeting A. H. Wing, (1933)-P. 156). (142) 
284. Improvement makes fair progress in U. P. : 

With the out-look set out above it can be easily 
understood that cattle improvement was making 
comparatively fair progress in the United Provinces.' 
The Veterinary Department had struck a real note 
of understanding of the people and their traditions. 
There is botli sympathy for and appreciation of the 
sentiments of the people which go a great way in 
ma,king .11ny Government measure popular, and the 
U. P. Government had done that. I believe that in 
that Province the Government has been able to 
penetrate to the villages more successfully with their 
appreciative outlook than they could have done with 
mere propaganda. I have mentioned that there are 
two classes of cattle improvement work-one official 
work carried out' in the Government-owned-and
controlled farms, and the other popular work which 
touches the liyes of the villagers. Even in so vital a 
matter to village life as cattle improvement, Govern~ 
ment mostly fails to touch the villagers. But it 
appears that the U. P. Government had an instrument 
in their hands by way of sympathetic understanding 
of the people. A high-nosed patronising complex, 
however, is common in Government Departments, in 
contrast to this, even in propaganda meant for 
bridging the gulf between the Government and the 
people in agricultural matters. 

285. Provision for veterinary work in U. P. : 
Cattle improvement has been going on apace in the 
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U. P. after 1933. ~t was reported in 1930 that the 
Government had _ provided 4 lakhs. of rupees for 
veterinary work in addition to the usual provision 
of the budget for the Veterinary Departme:qt. A_ 

Provincial Board had been established to advise on 
. matters connected with animal husbandry and 
agriculture. In that year 250 stocksmen were to be 
trained to work under. the Veterinary assistant
surgeons in charge of various rural dispensaries. 

286. Bull policy after 1939: Previously the D. P. 
Government had been charging Rs. 301- to Rs. 40/~ for 
supplying bulls. By 1939, the Government develop.ed 
and put into operation the scheme of selling young bull .. 
calves still cheaper and bring back the old bulls when 
these became useless. At the commencement, the ?''lJot
paid Rs. 22/- for a young bull, which .remained Govern
ment property but was handed over to the village 
Panchayat for breeding. When the bull was old the· 
Government brought it .back and received Rs, 15/- even 
then, as its valne. So that the Government realisation 
on account of the bull was 37 rupees, and something 
over this had to be spent in buying a new bull calf. 

Up to 1935-'36 the provision for the purchase of 
bulls was Rs. 25,000. In 1936.'37. Government raised 
it to Rs. 50,000. These bulls were purchased mostly in 
the Punjab. In 1939 there was provison for the purchase 
of breeding-stock worth Rs. 1,50,000/- including 
Rs. 30,000/- grant from the Rural Development Fund, 
£01' the purchase of good cows. 

BULLS ISSUED: Annually 450 to 600 bulls were 
issued prior to the drive initiated by LOl'd Linlithgow. 
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In 1937, 700 bulls were issued; 900 in 1938; and 
the estimate for 1939 was for issuing 1,900 bUlls. 
The object aimed at in Hl39 was an annual issue 
of 2,000 to 3,000 bulls. By this time registration 
of pedigree milch herds had commenced in the 
villages of the Muttra District. (141) 

287. The Kosi tract enquiry of . 1937: In 1937 
the enquiry into the Kosi breeding-tract was confined 
to the Hariana area or the western part of the 
Province. It forms part of a western dry tract, the 
cattle of which are of the best type available in 
the Province. "In districts outside this area, preference 
is given to the keeping of she-buffaloes for milk 
prod nction." 

In tracts adjoining the terai, large herds of cows 
are kept for the supply of male-stock for agriculture. 
These breeds can produce only sufficient milk for 
their calves. The cattle of the eastern and north
eastern distrids of the U. P. are of a poor type. (202, 
258, 266, 302, 315, 336, 344) 

288. Oattle-breeding tracts in the U. P.: The 
U. P. may be divided into 5 cattle-breeding tracts. 

"(1) The dry western tract (rainfall 20·30 inches) 
which includes the area west of the Ganges 
stretching from Cawnpore to Saharanpur, including 
14 districts which form pal·t of the Agra, Meerut 
and Allahabad Divisions. 
"In this tract good types of cattle, sheep and 
goats are to be found, and the soil and climatic 
conditions of the tract lend themselves to improve
ment being effected in the existing types. 

21 
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"(2) The central . humid tract (rainfall 30-45 
inches) consisting of the highly cultivated areas of 
parts of the Rohilkhand, Lucknow and Fyzabad 
Divisions. In this tract only animals of moderate 
size and mediocre efficiency in draught and milk 
are produced, and' better classes of animals, if 
introduced, tend to degenerate. 
"(3) ';rhe Terai tract, situated at the foot of the 
Himalayas (rainfall 45-65 inches). This tract 
includes areas where grazing is in abundance; but 
only small types of draught-cattle can be raised. 
This tract has no cattle or buffaloes of milk-type, 
and better types of cattle degenerate rapidly. 
"(4) The Bundelkhand area of many different 
soil formations, where types vary noticeably with 
the different types of soils. 
"(5) Hill tracts which can produce only the 
poorest and smallest types of cattle, and where 
cattle from other tracts tend to rapid degeneration. 
"Within the above tracts, however, there are to be 
found some particular areas, which though situated 
in a tract where generally poor types of cattle are 
raised, are favoured in some way or other by 
suitable soil and fodder conditions and are, 
therefore, able to produce within this circumscribed 
areas, cattle much superior in type to the general 
type of the tract. (141) 
289. Relation between soil and cattle: "It is 
now generally recognised that there is close relation 
between the types of soil of a tract, and the types of 
~attle and other domestic animals that can be raised 
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on it. The cattle are dependent on the fodders and 
agricultural by-products of the soil on which they 
are raised. Any deficiencies in the Boil must affect, 
in some way or other, the composition as well as 
the quantity of fodder, etc., which it produces, and 
this must be reflected in the animals bodies which 
are built up on those fodders and agricultural 
by-products. 

"Above, the Province has oeen divided into 5 tracts. 
In only one of them, namely, the dry western tract, 
can cattle of good type and efficiency be raised 
on ordinary fodders without special feeding; but 
even in this tract, experience has shown that the 
cattle benefit by the additional feeding of mineral 
saIts. In this tract improvement of type can be 
easily effected if selective breeding is accompanied 
by improved feeding. But cattle from this tract 
dengenerate if transferred to any of the other tracts. 
Cattle from tbe otber tracts, on the other band, will 
improve wben brought into this tract." (Note by 
Dr. B. K. Mukherjee. 3rcl meeting, A. H. Wing, 
(19a9)-p.300-'01) (181) 
290. Cattle-breeding in Bombay: At the time 

that the Royal Commission was sitting in 1927, there 
were two cattle-breeding farms, one at Chbarodi in 
north Gujarat, another at Bankapur in the south 
Marhatta country. The Chharodi CatUe-l?arm had 
2,300 acres and 200 Kankrej cows and the Banakpur 
Farm had 50 Amrit Mahal cows. The Kankrej breed 
was regarded at that time as an essentially draught-
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breed, and the Royal Commission was most anxious 
that any attempt to put more milk into the type should 
not interfere with its draught qua.lities. These fears 
'f'ere unfounded and the Kankrej breed today is firmly 
regarded as a dual type cattle producing sufficient milk. 

291. Kankrej & Hariana cows: At the enquiry 
~f Hl37 it was discovered that the Kankrej breed 
is equal in its performances to the Hariana, the former 
giving in average of 9201bs. of milk per lactation as 
against 980 Ibs. of the Hariana in the hands of the 
villagers in their native tracts. Under care and 
management in the Government farms also, the two 
breeds of Kankrej and Hariana are giving similar milk 
yield. The milk yields of the Kankrej vary from 
2,000 lbs. to 4,000 lbs., and in rare cases to 5 01' even 
10 thousand pounds in the Government farm of 
Chharodi in north Gujal'at. The milk yield of the 
Hariana also shows similar figures-2 to 7 thousand 
pounds per lactation in the various Government farms 
of the Punjab. '1.'0 be more exact, the average of 54 
Kankrej cows was 3,159 lbs. per lactation as against 
the average of 3,426 Ibs. of 81 Hariana cows. This 
was the position in 1937. But in 1927 the facts 
placed about the Kankrej before the Royal Commission 
justified their observation as under; 

,. _ .. In many draught-breeds, there are not a few 
individual cows which have the full characteristics 
of the breed and are at the same time fail' milkers. 
That this is true in the case of one breed at least is 
proved by the experience on the Chharodi farID 
with Kankrej cattle which are essentially fine 
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draught animals. Five years' selection has resulted 
in raising the annual average yield from 438 Ibs. 
per cow in a herd of 100 animals to 1,330 lbs. 
per cow in a herd of 93; both figures of yield are 
in addition to the supply for the calf which is 
estimated at about 450 lbs .. -"~-(Po 217) 
" ... If systematic selection resulted in the raising of 
the average production of milk by Kankrej cattle to 
some such yield as has already been reached at 
Chharodi, not only would there be a great gain to 
cultivators, but an improvement likely to be main
tained would have been effected .... "-(P. 218). (67) 
292. Table of milk yields of the Kankrej (1937-38): 

That was the condition of the Kankrej in 1927. The 
milk-yield had gone up in the dairy farID from 438 
to 1,330 lbs. And in the next 10 yeara it has further 
gone up to the average of 3,159 lbs. The figures for 
the Kankrej obtained in 1937, as recorded by Kartba 
in the Milk Becords of Cattle in Approved Dairy 
Farms in India (1937-'38) published in 1941 (I.O.A.R. 
8.36) would be intersting. 

TABLE-16 

M illc yield of the K an7mj 

Lactation yield 

2,000-3,000 Ibs. 
3,000-4,000 Iba. 
4,000- 5,00J lbs. 
5,000- 6,000 lbs. 
6,000-7,0001bs. 

Total 
Average yield 

No. of cows 
25 
17 
10 
1 
1 

54 
3,159 lbs. 

Percent. 

46'S 
31'r, 
18'5 
1'9 
J.g 
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293, Bull policy of the Bombay Government in 
the past: About 19230it was already apparent to the 
Bombay Government that by the distribution of a 
few bulls here and there no great effect could be 
prod uced on the improvement of the cattle, The 
Bombay Cattle Committee of 1923 came to the 
conclusion that approved bulls should be placed in 
a few selected areas most favourable for cattle
breeding. In this way, when the stock in the selected 
areas attained sufficient purity, bulls would be selected 
{l'om them for general use. The Bombay Government 
approved of the resolution in the Cattle Committee -
.report, but added that additional farms for supplying 
bulls to the selected areas could be started gradually 
when financial conditions permitted. The scheme 
practically remained more OL' less only on paper for 
some time. (141) 

294: Measures for effecting improvement in 
Bombay: Mr. Bruen, the Animal Husbandry expert 
of Bombay, was, however, trying to get on. In 1933 
he reported at the 1st Animal Husbandry Wing 
meeting that he had found it necessary that the 
efforts of Government farms must be augmented by 
outside agency, 4 or 5 talukas in the indigenous tract 
of breeds had been selected fol' intensive work (141) 

295. Intensive work for areas in Bombay: This 
intensive work in oider to be fruitful required certain 
precautions, and these had been taken as under: 

(1) Issuing of pedigree bulls to the areas; 
(2) Opening of Pedigree Herd Register and 

registel'i ng of all cows that came up to a specified 
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standard and were judged to be pure specimens of 
the breed from outward appearance. The registration 
was completed by tattooing the herd register number 
in the left ear, and in the right ear the abbreviated 
name (symbol) of the village. When the progeny 
were born, and if they were found to be true to type, 
they were also registered and tattooed. 

8 different breeds were being registered at the time 
in many separate Pedigree Herd Registers. 

Mr. Bruen observed that at that time the 
Government was in a position to purchase pedigree 
bulls, bred and reared in the villages, after the 
introduction of the system, at little or no cost to 
itself. (141) 

296. Difficulties of the cattle breeder in Bombay: 
The general condition of Bombay was, however, not 
encouraging. In the Bombay Presidency the cattle 
breeder comes from a very poor class. The keeping of 
a bull entirely for stud-purpose is something very 
new. Bulls used to be dedicated to gods and temples 
and the breeder uBed these for his purpose. The 
dedicated bull is fast dying out except in a few places 
in the Dharwar Districh. The maintaining of a stud 
bull is an expensive business; its feeding and care 
being almost a whole-time job for one man. When 
a stud bull is mainbained, it is mainta,ined for the 
benefit of a village as 11 whole and, therefore, the 
keeper must be remunerated in some way. (141) 

297. Bombay premium bull scheme: To encourage 
the keeping of bulls in the Bombay Presidency, the 
Government offered the following premia: 
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(i) ~ to ! purchase-price of the bull and no 
maintenance; 

(U) A maintenance of Rs. 7 j- . per mensem if 
the agent paid full value of the bull ; 

(iii) Service was free to the villager, outside
villagers being charged. 

Funds Were necessary to help the villager to 
purchase a bull and take advantage of the premium 
offered. The Sir 8asoon David Trust at the time 
gave Rs. 4,500/- at 2 per cent per annum. The whole 
of this amount was lent out in 2 months. It was 
provided that a t.hird of the amount will be repaid 
each year. The recovered amount was to. be invested 
again. (141) 

298. Oattle Improvement Act: Bombay had passed 
an enactment for the castration of undesirable bulls 
by the Cattle Improvement Act. of 1933. 'rhis Act 
was supplemented by "The Bombay Live-stock 
Improvement Rules, 1935." 

This Act and tbe subsequent Rules provided for 
the declaration of an area by the Government in 
which the Act and the rules were to operate. 

This Act provided for the licensing of approved 
bulls in the area, and all persons were prohibited 
from keeping in possession unlicensed bulls under 
penalty. 

The bulls couJd be inspected at any time and their 
condition noted. On the deterioration of the bull the 
licence could be cancelled. Unlicensed bulls could be 
taken possession of and sold and the sale proceeds 
given to the owner. This Act did not apply to bulls 
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dedicated to a religious purpose, and according to 
custom and usage. The limiting age of a male-calf 
which could be kept un castrated was fixed at 2 years. 
After that a licence would be necessary. In granting 
the licence the Live-stock officer was to see that there 
was one bull for every 60 cows in the village. 

In 1935, only two areas were brought under the 
operations of the Act. By 1942 there were 73 villages 
under the ambit of the Act, and 80me more villages 
were under survey. (141) 

299. Reserved forest area for grazing: The 
improvement of breeding was at this time made 
synchronous with the extension of grazing areas, and 
about 2,300 square miles of reserved and protected 
forests were handed over to the Revenue Department 
for management, as being primarily mOl'e suitable for 
the production of grass than of timber. 

Special rotations for the improvement of grass
crops were introduced in the East Khandesh District 
applying closure and rotation for grazing, making a 
5-yeal' cycle. The West Khandesh District was 
incorporated later on into this system leading to 
considerable improvement. 

300. Bombay Oattle Associations: A Cattle 
Improvement and Dairy Farming Assocition was 
started as early as 1929 at the instance of the 
Governor of Bombay and by the efforts of Mr. Bruen. 
The Bcheme was a comprehensive one, and village 
associations were also formed and village committees 
were started to carry the improvement to the homes of 
the cultivators. Attractive methods of propaganda 
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were used for rousing common interest in cattle~ 

breeding and its problems. 
Touring cars were sent out with propagandists for 

the purpose. Village Associations were required to 
keep improved bulls and take proper care of tbeir 
maintenance. The sympathy of the goshalas were 
enlisted. But the real difficulty came about the funds. 
Funos Were certainly necessary to carryon all this 
good work. The Government, however, was unable 
to finance cattle improvement work in the villages. 
This venture could not subsist on mere propaganda, 
and because of the lack of Government help the 
movement died out. 

301. Cow Keepers' Association: Later on a Cow 
Keepers' Association was formed and some dry cows 
were salvaged from Bombay. The milk yield of these 
cows was quite satisfactory and their progeny also 
showed quality. This endeavonr also could not last 
for want of fund 8 either from the public or from the 
Government. In spite of the difficulties and shortness 
of funds, Bombay was steadily pmsuing its cattle 
improvement programme through village work. 

In 1939 Mr. Bruen declared at the Animal 
Husbandry Wing meeting that in Bombay there were 
many groups of villages, consisting of as many as 90 
villages in a single group, in which there will be seen 
only pure-bred stock, all numbered and registered. 

302. The Kankrej tract: 'i'he village enquiry 
on the seven breeding tracts of India was undertaken 
to survey the tract for the Kankrej breed in Bombay. 
This area is situated neal' about Ahmedabad. In the 
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Bombay Presidency, Sanand Mahal is considered to 
be the home of the Kankrej cattle, though a fail" 
number of the Gir are also bred in Dholka and 
Viramgaum, on the borders of Kathiawar, In this 
area buffaloes are largely kept by professional breeders 
and cultiva.tors for dairy purpose, (56, 202, 258, 266, 
287, 315,337,344, 366) 

303. Poor care of Kankrej cows: The condition 
of the cattle is not different fl'om many other tracts. 
The Kankrej area suffers from the pOOl' care taken of 
the cows as compared with the she-buffaloes, and ill 
this tract, it is reported, that the buffalo is steadily 
replacing the cow in the interior regions. 

The cows are generally poorly fed. In the hot 
season they are left to subsist on what they can pick 
up in the over-populated grazing lands 01' cultivated 
lands after the harvest. When a cow has a male-calf 
she is rarely milked. When she has a female-calf she 
iii milked, stall-fed and given some concentrates. 

Buffaloes are, of course, better cared for. 
Concentrates, consisting of cotton-seed, gavar and 
barley bran, and oil cake are given. (56,109-'27,219,. 
236, 257, 278, 372·'76) 

304. Rabari & Bharwad breeders of the Kankrej : 
The professional breeders in this tract are the 
Habaris and Bharwads; and this northern part of the 
Province of Bombay is fortunate in having them. 
'rhey are a sturdy race of people with fine physique 
and intelligent look. 

The professional breeders choose promising male 
calves at their birth, bred from parents possessing 
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strong constitution, size and milk capacity, also proper 
colour and form, They allow all the milk of the dam 
to the calf, and, at 2 or 3 months, allow it to suck 
-another cow to provide it with plenty of whole milk. 
After weaning, the bull-calf g'ets a special feed 
consisting of ghee and turmeric powder along with 
the usual fodder and concentrates, Soon after 
weaning, the male-calves are sold to the cultivators 
-after castration who rear them into bullocks. 

These breeders are careful about their methods 
of breeding, and do not allow in-breeding. They 
change the stud bulls with other breeders when their 
progeny come to maturity. One striking fact about 
these breeders is their neglect of the female, in 
common witb the generality of cattle-owners. They 
do not feed the female-calf or the heifer or the cow 
with the care that they should. Considering the care 
they bestow on the male, they certainly know the 
importance of nutrition and yet keep the cow, the 
mother of the bull, in a condition of neglect from 
the calf to the cow stage. These breeders generally 
exchange their heifers and cows amongst themselves 
and do not sell them. (199, 251) 

305. Bull-rearing in Bombay: . Regarding 
breeding of bulls for stud-purposes, Mr. Bruen felt 
that without sufficient subsidy it was not possible 
to rear a large number of bulls, 

" ... He (Mr. Bruen) had repeatedly tried to 
induce these people (commercial dairies in the 
Presidency) to real' good bulls, but they always 
wished to have a guarantee that Government 
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would purchase the mature bull at a specified 
price." He held that "unless the breeders were 
subsidised by the Government, there was no 
likelihood of gecting good bulls. In the case of 
milch and draught, and draught-breeds, there 
was another difficulty. No two bulls over 3 years 
of age could live happily together so that the 
cultivators had to engage extra-labour to rear more 
than one bull. This they could not do without a 
subsidy .... " (142) 
306. Bull rearing: Subsidy necessary: "In 
Gujarat tract every village was producing the 
Kankrej cattle, but no breeder would keep the 
bulls and calves beyond six months of age, beca.use 
of the difficulty of keepiug two or more bulls 
together. These young bulls were, therefore. 
castrated at a young age and were lost as breeding 
bulls. If these young bulls were to be reared, 
they should either be taken on Government 
farms or a subsidy provided for rearing them. 
Rearing at a Government farm would be very 
cosHy .... 
" ... The cultivators who had their own lands 
bought these young bulls and reared them up with 
a view to· selling them as draught-cattle. "These 
animals," he thought, "must be stopped from going 
into the plough, and the only way of doing this 
was to subsidise. Bull-productiou in England was 
entirely different from that in India. In otber parts 
of the world a dairy farmer who attempted to rear 
more than oue or two bulls got about £ 300 to 
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£ 400 for a good bull, but in India a good bull 
could not be sold even at cost price." (31'd meeting, 
A. H. Wing (19a9.)-p.92-93). (141-'42) 
307. Breeding in the southern tracts of Bombay : 

What the late Mr. Bruen observed about the rearing 
·of bulls was too true. The Rabaris and Bharwad 
breeders of .the Kankrej tract, specialists as they 
were in cattle-breeding, could certainly present the 
Presidency with a very large number of Kankrej 
stud-bulls and thereby grade up the entire cattle of 
the Presidency if the Government subsidised tllem to 
rear these bulls or guaranteed their purchase at a 
specified sum. 

308. The North Kanara tract: rl'he southern
most tract of the Bombay Presidency is the District 
of North Kanara. Here the climate is very unfavour
able for cattle-breeding. 80 to 150 inches of rain fall 
in course of about 120 days. These three months of 
incessant rain are followed by nine months of drought. 
Yet the cattle have to be kept. One would, suppose 
that cows would he preferred to buffaloes on' account 
·of the long months of hot summer during the greater 
part of the year. But no, here also the cultivator 
in his scramble for some immediate gain has been 
preferring she-buffaloes to cows. Here some bullocks 
are used for cultivation also. 

There are 63.7 thousand cows against 24.5 
thousand of she-buffaloes. The 'cattle are allowed 
bulky food, consisting of dry rice straw and grass in 
the summer, and in the rains and after, rice straw is 
£upplemented by green grass from June to November. 
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Concentrates are allowed to tbe milch-cattle and to 
the working animals. 

309. North Kanara cows starved; she-buffaloes 
pampered: The cows are poor milkers and must 
be obviously so because the she-buffalo is the choice 
animal here. The cultivator allows the cows to be 
kept on starvation l'ation and goes to the extreme of 
pampering the she-buffalo. The proportion of bulls to 
females is very unsatisfactory. There is one bull to 
130 caws, and 1 buffalo bull to 137 she-buffaloes. No 
wonder that many females lactate at long intervals. 
'rhe sbe-buffaloes are generally well cared for. 

"They are often fed on unbalanced rations, generally 
with excess of concentrated food by the cultivatOl's 
in their zeal to tap the maximum quantity of milk .. 
The fact that these animals give higher quantities 
of dung and urine and thus help the cultivators to 
prepare larger quantities of farm-yard manure, also 
goes a long way in intensifying the cultivators' zeaJ 
to care mOre for the she-buffalo than other types 
of bovines. She is properly housed and is given 
good cold water baths every day in the bot summer 
to help her to withstand better the uncongenial 
climatic conditions. '" This lack of proper exercise, 
and feeding on unbalanced rations generally with 
excess of concentrated food materials crea,te in tbe 
animals a tendency to develop fatty degeneration". 
(Hegdekatte. Ag1'iculture ct Live-stock in India. 
May, 1932). (109-'27) 
310. Buffalo VS. bullock in North Kanara: The 

pea.aants of North Kanara do neglect the cow and feed 
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the she-buffalo so much as occasionally to induce 
fatty degeneration, and then the cow is blamed for 
being a poor milker. Poor milker is the cry all over 
against the cow. And the more there is neglect of 
the cow, the poorer the milk, the weaker will be 
her progeny, male or female. The bullock is, therefore, 
growing weaker. The natural conclusion to this is 
what is happening in this district of North Kanara. 
w here for every three bullocks one buffalo is used 
for draught. This proportion will increase in favour 
of the buffalo, the longer the differential treatment of 
the females of the two animals continue, till at last 
the cultivator may have to faU back more and more 
upon the buffalo only to find that it does not pay to 
plough the fields with these big consumers of fodder. 
This is the lesson that one may take from ca,ttle
breeding in North Kanara. 

In the Bombay Presidency there are certain 
tracts in Gujarat famous for agriculture. Here also 
the she-buffalo is favoured as a milch animal in 
preference to the cow. We shall examine what the 
she-buffalo in Gujarat brings to the cultivator which 
the cow could not have done. (109-'27) 

311. Breeding in the Chharotar (Gujarat): The 
Ohharotar tract in the Kaira District, Gujarat, is 
made up of Anand, Borsad and the southern part of 
the Nadiad Tal~.ka. The cultivators are Kunbis who 
are far-famed for their skill in agriculture. In fact, 
under conditions where others fail, the Kunbi very 
generally succeeds in agriculture. The Obharotar 
tract is considered to be the garden of Western 
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India. And if Chharotar is the garden, it is the 
Kunbi cultivator that has made it into a garden. '1'he 
tract is about 570 square miles or about one-third 
the area of the Kaira District. (109-'27) 

312. The Kunbi cultivator of Kaira: The 
character of the soil in the Kunbi holdings has 
been improved by a long course of ca,reful 
husbandry. Sandy portions near Nadiad, Barsad 
and Anand in the Kaira District in the Chharotar 
tracn have been converted by these intelligent 
people into garden land. Similarly, the beavy 
and rather impervious cotton Boils of the Surat 
tract have been made fertile by the hard work of 
the Kunbi. 

«'rhe Kunbi usualty lives in a comparatively 
well-built house, two or three storeys high. The 
houses, constructed of bricks and tiles, al'e built 
in rows of three or four .. · .. 
"His agricultural skill can be seen in the general 
high standard of cleanliness of bis lands, his 
careful repeated ploughings, abundant manuring, 
perfectly straight sowing, utilization of every little 
space available for crop production, the skill 
with which rotation of crop is designed to build up 
and maintain soil fertility and the long distances 
over which irrigation water from wells is conveyed 
across all sorts of obstacles to his cultivated 
fields. The Kunbi is very fond of his cattle and 
he likes to tie them near or in bis house so that 
he can feed them at night. Even the bullocks are 
carefully bathed in hot water in the evening after 

22 
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a heavy day's work."-(P. 566-'68. AgricuZtu1'e (~ 

Live-stock 'in India. Septembe1', 1937) 
"The country around Nadiad is well-wooded, and 
no ChhMota1' Il.tmbi (the best cultivating caste) 

Fig. 28. The Kunbi cllitivator of Glljarat. 
(Agriculture & Live-stock in India., Vol. VII, Part V,) 

burns dung, not even for cooking purposes. Manure 
is Iwld out of the town to the cultivators, they 
paying Reo 1/- for 20 maunds (of 40 Ibs. each)". 

-(Po 102. Voelcker, 1893). 
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313. Kunbis in the eyes of a Western observer: 
The work of the Kunbi and his cultivated area is 
described by Voelcker in the following words: 

" ... Certain it is that I, at least, have never seen a 
more perfect picture of careful cultivation, combined 
with hard labour, perseverance, and fertility of 
resource, than I have seen at many of the halting 
places in my tour. Such are the gardens of lVlahirn, 
the fields of Nadiad (the centre of the Igarden' of 
Gujarat in Bombay) and many others."-(P. 11) 
" ...... It was at Nadiud too that I witnessed, 
perhaps, the most careful method of conservation 
of manure to be found anywhere in India ...... " 

-(P.128) 
And this was about 50 years ago. Such excellent 

cultivators and lovers of cattle were natnrally attached 
to their cows and bullocks and must have as carefully 
reared their cows as they dressed up their land. 

But even such shrewd cultivators have not been 
able to remain uninfluenced by the shortMsighted 
craze of the present times for cheap, immediate 
gain by keeping buffaloes for milk. 1'he times have 
changed, and so have the farmers, excellent as they 
were in their own line, realized that. under the altered 
{londitions·· "fanning alone cannot maintain them, 
unless it is supplemented by some occupation like 
uairying which utilises advantageously the by-products 
obtained in farming and also secures greater employ
ment to both male and female members of their 
family," 811,YS a survey report of the area by Messrs 
Ghatge and Patel. 
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314. Report on a few family surveys of Kaira : 
"It has been observed that each farmer keeps one 
or more buffaloes on his farm, depending upon 
the availability of feeds and fodder and on the 
time which could be easily spared by both sexes to 
look after them. In 1936-'37 out of the thirty-one 
representative farmers under investigation two 
farmers could not maintain the buffaloes particularly 
due to the fact that there were no female members 
in their families who could look after the cattle." 

Ghatge and Patel made elaborate enquiries into the 
dairying conditions in this tract and brought out cost 
and receipt acccunts. From their figures certain 
items are cuIled to understand how milk-yield profit ted 
the farmers. 

29 farmers kept she-buffaloes, and to the share of 
each there were 1'5 she-buffalo on the average. The 
dairy accounts of each farmer may be put as under: 

TABLE-17 
[/01' one family keeping 1'5 she-b·uffalo m their 

calves. (average oj 31 families) 

Expenses. Rs. as. p. 

Cost for maintenance 100-1-3 
Miscellaneous charges 2-3-7 
Interest on the capital 
invested in live-stock 
feeds & fodder 14~13-1 

})rofit by cliff. 
Rs. 117-1-11 

18-0-4 

B.s. 135-2-3 

Inoome. Ra. us. p. 
By value of 
milk & ghee 132-0-8 

By appreciation 
of stock. 3-1-7 

Its. 135-2·3 
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315. Profit of buffalo-rearing in Kaira: By 
keeping It sbe-buffaloes tbe 1'YOt gets Ra. ]/8/- per 
month profi t in exchange for the labour of the fami Iy ; 
and families having no proper working female 
members could not maintain the buffaloes. Buffalo
rearing can be regarded as good spare-time labour. 
For this labour tbroughout the year the family 
gets Rs. 18/- in cash or in the milk consumed 
in part, and also the manure obtained out of the 
buffaloes. 

This calculation does not take into consideration 
the immediate and prospective loss to the family and 
the nation brought about by the neglect of cows which 
the introduction of a she-buffalo in the family meaDE'. 
I have little doubt that if the cultivators bad not been 
led astray by bad examples, they would have got more 
by caring for the Kankrej cow for milking which 
would have certainly given them more valuable male 
issues than sbe-buffaloes do. 

But who gave the bad lead? The following 
passage from Voelcker's Report (1893) is suggestive of 
the efforts made during those days to populal'ise the 
buffalo. (109-'27, 287, 302) 

316. One of the origins of the bad lead: "There 
is a farm of 12 acres, inaugurated in 1878 and 
kept up by the Agricultural Association. It is 
made use of in connection witb the Agricultural 
Class attached to the High Scbool. ... " 
" .... Male buffaloes are used in ploughing, a 
practice not locally adopted, but whicb it is songht 
to introduce ..•.. "-(P. 368.) 
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The passage refers to the effort for the introduction 
of the male-buffalo for cultivation. That the females 
were encourged to be fostered for milk goes without, 
saying. 

The end eavour to re-place bullocks by buffaloes did 
not succeed as there are only 1 male buffalo to 100 
bullocks. But Kaira is a ghee-producing area and the 
number of cows to buffaloes shows how the cows have 
been pushed against the wall. In this district there 
were in 1935; 25, 978 cows against 128, 868 she-buffaloes, 
or nearly 5 times. And the contribution of these 1,28 
thousand she-buffaloes to the male stock bufi'fLloes is 
only about eleven hundred, whereas the 26 thousand 
cows supply one lakh sixteen thousand bullocks for 
ploughing the land. The actual figures are as under :-

Oxen 

TABLE-IS 

1934-'35. 

Bulls & Bullocks 116,783 
Buff!l.loes 

Male buffaloes 1,156 
128,868 
136,747 

-(109-'27) 

Oows 
Oalves. 

25,\:)78 

25,451 
She-buffaloes 
Oalves. 

317. The cry for dual purpose cow: No wonder 
that from Gujarat was raised the cry and the warning 
for the development of the cow for milk, and for t,he 
"dual purpose" cow before the Royal Oommission. 

" ... The double demand in Gujl1l'at for good plough 
and good milking cattle has, naturally enough, 
suggested the desirability of combining draught 
and milking properties in one breed of animal, 
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and the importance of replacing buffaloes In good 
cows of a 'dnal-purpose' type, was urged upon u ... " 

- (P. 217. Royal a om1Tbiss i01~ on A g'l'icllltm·e.) 

'l'his cry fmd warning was throttled and TIl r,.Iected 
t1t the time. But it. seems that a little Cbll.JIQ:' hus 
been brought over Government breeding ,,'ii'cle!'!, 

specially aHer the Seven Tracts Enquiry and It,f;port 
of 1937. (92, 109-'27) 

318. Ohharodi and other farms of Bombay: The 
Ohharodi cat.tle farm of Lhe Bombay Government was 
handed oVer to the Agricultural Institute in 1940. 
There were two cattle-breeding farms !1t Bllnkapur 
and 'l'egur. At the Banlrapur Government Farm 
the Amrit Mahal breed were being worked up for early 
maturity. A slllall herd of Gil' cows and bulls was 
added to the farm to propagate. the Gil' breed. 
At Tegur an effort was being made to evolve a 
Euitable type for Konkan. At this centre tbe Dangi 

and Nimari breeds were being attended to with the 
object of evolving a suitable "dual-purpose" animal 
for the coastal tract. 

The valuable Gir breed, the "du!11-purpose" animal 
witb wonderful quality of prepotency, was very nearly 
extinct. It was not available in its home tract in 
Kathiawar. 

'l'he Go-Rakshak Mandali and the N athnlalji 
Cbarity Trust Fund Gowshala are maintaining and 
developing the Gil' breed, a very laudable piece of 
work in. addition to their otber activities. (48; 49, 231) 

319. Breeding in Sind: Sind has recently been 
created a separate Province carved out of Born bay. 
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Prior to this division, the Bam bfl,Y Government 
policy controlled the cattle breeding of Sind also. 

Sind is particularly favoured in. being the home 
of some of the best breeds in India. The Tharparkar 
breed comes from the district of Tharparkar, and 
there are the Red Sindhi and the Bhagnari breeds 
all prized for their utility. 

320. Three breeding tracts in Sind: The 
breeding areas in Sind can be divided into three 
tracts as follows: 

(1) Tract to the left bank of the Indns ; 
(2) Tract to the right bank of the Indns ; 
(il) 'l'ract comprising the deltaic area of t.be 

lower Sind. 
(1) The left-bank area is large I1nd has perennial 

irt'igation. The .Tharparkar district is in this tract, 
and is well-suited for cattle-breeding. In this tract 
the Government is purchasing Tharparkar bulls and 
rearing them at a central farm for one or two years. 
'rhey are sent to the Cattle Improvement. Committees 
on reaching _maturity for distribution to the selected 
1·YOtS. Bulls under this system have been distributed 
in Tharparkar itself and also in the Nawabshah and 
Hyderabad districts. They are reported to have done 
very well, their progeny being superior to the local 
cattle. 

(2) The tract to the right bank of the Indus is 
subject to the extremes of bot climate and is Buited 
for being the home of the Bbagnari breed. Here. 
young Bhagnal'i bulls are reared up to their 
attainment of medium size, and then distributed 
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amongst the ·ryots. The Bhagnari is prized us a 
draught-breed. 

(3) The Red Sind hi. is the cow of the tract in 
lower Sind. It is a beq,vy-milking animal and is 
most suited for the milk supplies of towns, like the 
Sahiwals. The Red Sindhis are even now bred by 
professionalbl'eeders of nomadic tribes. The nomads 
shift from place to place to graze. During the rains 
the cattle are taken to the hills of 'l'hanobullah 
Khan. When the hill grazings are finished they are 
moved along the river bank through forests. 

The Sind Government has stationed some 
Tharparkars at the seed-farms of Mirpurkhas. A herd 
of Red Sindhi has been established at the Willingdon 
Cattle Farm at Malir near Karachi. 

The Province has forests and pastures along the 
river course. In the irrigated area there was danger 
of over-emphasis being put on. money-crops. But 
the Sind Government is alive to this, and proposes 
to enforce reservation of a certain fraction of 
irrigated lands for the growing of fodder. In Sind 
they grow babztl plantation in the fields. They 
irrigate the land and drill in }ana1' or baj1'i, and 
plant babul trees in the £eJd 30 or 40 feet apart. 
The babul trees are cut in the winter, tbe leaves 
are dried, and mixed with rice bran are given to 
milch-cattle or dry cows as concentrated food along 
with rice-straw as roughage. The babul was, therefore, 
the most important tree in Sind. 

The Thal'parkar is a dual purpose breed just 
like the Hariana. The performance of the Hal'iana 
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and the Tharparkar are almost identical in many 
respects. (252) 

321. The Tharparkar and Hariana compared: 
Examination was made of the Hariana and Tharparkar 
herds at the Imperial Cattle Breeding Farm 
(Kamal). (Dave. Ag1'ic'lIltu1'e ct: Dive-stock in India. 
J an'llaJ'Y, 1933). It was found that; 

(1) The average period after calving after which 
the cow of the Hariana and the Tharparkar breeds 
take service worked out to be 75 days in the case of 
Hariana and 73 days in the case of Tharparkal'. 

(2) In the majority of cases (70 per cent) both 
the breeds hold service within three months. 

(3) The Hal'iana c[Lives once in 358 days and 
the Tharparkar in 356 days. 

(4) The Hariana took service mostly in the 
foUl' months from March to June; whereas the 
Tharparkar took service almost uniformly throughout 
the year. 

These facts were true about the particular herds 
at the time, and may not be true for all the Harianas 
and Th~1rparkal's. These figures show that undel' 
identical climate and management, and in the same 
farill, both the Hariana and the Tharparkar behave 
similarly about periodicity of calving. There is one 
difference in the matter of the season for service. 
It may be explained in this way. The Hariana is 
in its native land at Kamal, and the climate and 
seasons have remained uniform with the herd for 
generations. In its own surroundings, March to June 
is the best service season and December to March 
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the calving season. When the cattle are kept in 
mnches in their natural condition, they get served 
and calved at such seasons as are most suitable for 
rearing up the young one. But when a herd is 
taken away from its DlLtural surroundings and stall-fed 
in another climate, the time of service and calving 
almost cease to be dependent on the seaSOD, and, 
therefore, the average time of calving works out 
almost uniformly at all seasons of the year, as in the 
case of the Tharparkars transferred to the Punjab 
from Sind. (59, 73, 254, 266) 

322. Tharparkar and Hariana-lactation yields 
and period: The average lactation yields of the two 
herds of Tharpal'kar and Hariana Were as under in 
1937-'38. (Kal'tha. 1. O. A. R. 8.36. P. 22 & 30) 

'II hal'pal' k al' 
Hariana 

TABLE-]9 

Lactation Yields 
in lbs. Days. 

4,719 
4,417 

284 
268 

The average of yield per lactation for tbe 
'l'harparkar is 4,719 while that for the Rariana is 
4,417; and the number of days of lactation for the 
Thal'parkar is 284 and that for the Hariana is 268. 
The Hal'iana bas less number of days, and, therefOl'e, 
less total hwtation yield. But H is a short average 
that has been worked out. It can, however, be said on 
the basis of. the figures that the lactating performance 
of both the breeds are nearly similar. That both 
t,he breeds are good d t'aught-breeds is well-known. (73) 
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323. Hariana-Tharparkar- fat percentage: The 
detailed records of fat-percentages are not generally 
available. But in the case of the Karnal herds of 
the Thal'parkal' and the Hariana these were made 
available. Mr. Kothawalla, Imperial Dairy expert at 
the time, arranged in 1932 for the testing of samples 
of each milking of all cows in thA herds under his 
control. The study is based upon the fat-tests 
recorded in respect of the Bariana and the Tharparkar 
cows at the Imperial Agricultural Institute, Karnal. 

The stndy was of fat-tests of 51 Tharpal'kal' and 
45 Hariana cows. The averages worked out thus: 

Tharparkal' 
Hariana 

4'55 per cent of fat. 
4'59 " 

-(Kothawalla & Kartha. AgJ'imtZt1l1'e cf: Live-stock 
in IncZia. May, 1939) 

The range of fat i. e. the lowest and the highest 
fat-content being the same for both, namely 3'S pel' 
cent lowest and 5·g pel' cent highest Fat percentages 
of hoth increased with the advance in lactation. The 
rate of increase per cent per month being, 

. Tharparkar 
Hariana 

'062 
'079 

The above comparative study will indicate the 
importance of the Thal'pal'kar breed. (73) 

324. The Red Sindhi: The Red Sind hi cows 
are proving themselves suited to any climate in India 
:18 their successful breeding in the following GoverD,; 
ment farms will show: 
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TABLE-fJO 

Milk yield of Red Sindhi 

Name of Government Maximum yield in LactiLtion 
Farms. one lactation ill Ibs. Days 

Agricultural College 
Dairy, Ooimbatore. 5,721 581J 

Live-stock Research 
Station, Hosur. 6,687 395 

Govt. Agri. Oollege Dairy 
Farm, Oawnpore. 3,147 25<J 

Imperial Dairy Institute, 
Bangalore. 6,589 352 

Allahabad Agricultural 
Institute, N aini. 3,979 284 

Govt. Military Dairy Farm, 
Peshawar. 
Lucknow. 

9,283 351 
5,242 325 

-(Eartha. L C. A. R. 8.36.) 

It appears from the above tha.t the Red Sindhi 
has been thriving and doing equally well in diverse 
climates and far away from its home tract, at 
CoimbatOl'e, at Bangalore in southern India, and from 
Peshawar to Lucknow in northern India. 

Mr. Smith, late Imperial Dairy expert, wrote about 
this breed as follows: 

"It is one of the purest and most distinct of Indian 
breeds of cattle; it is, moreover, the only breed 
of commercially profitable dairy cattle in this 
country outside of buffaloes, which can be 
purchased in large numbers." 
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Things have changed since 1935, and the Sahiwal 
lJas risen to occupy a very high place in Indian 
dairying. Which of the two is beliter, considering 
all aspects, it is difficult at this IllOluent to say. Bu!., 
it is a fact that the Sindhi is and will remain the 
best milker of southern India whereas the Sahiwal 
will be regarded as the best milker of nodhem 
India without drawing the two to a compaL'ison. 

Mr. Littlewood published some interesting details 
about the Red Sindhi. (Ag1'iC'lllttll'8 (C; T_;'ive-sioo7c ,in 
Ind'ia. May, 1935) 

"J?or the past 12 years II herd of 8indhi COWH 
has been maintained by the Madl'l1H Government . 
.Fol'merly, these animals were kept at the 
Agricultural Oollege Dairy, Ooill1bl1tore. On t,}le 
acq uisi tion of the Hosur Cattle Fl1rm in H)24, Illost 
of the cows and young stock were tl'l1nsfel'l'ed to 
Hosur and further purchases of Sindhi cows were 
made through the Imperial Dairy expel't .... 1'here is 
great demand for bulll:i of this breed and the present 
supply is not sufficient to l1Ieet it; t,hey lLre required 
1,0 grade up the poor st.ock on t,he WeH!; Con,r;t 
in M!tlabar and South Kanf11:11 district!:!, for stud 
purposes in urban disLricts .... Bullocks of this breed 
nre used for work purposes on Dome of the agricul
tural st,ations including two of the paddy-broeding 
stations, and are proving satisfactory workers." (73) 
325. Red Sindhi thrives at Hosur: "It is fonnd 
that this breed illi1intuins good cOlldition at Bosur 
and is a thrifty feeder. 1'he stock born and reared 
on the Farm are a little larger in size than the 
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foundation-stock. J...Iately, several well-developed 
young bulls of 22 to 24 months of age have been 
tested for service and found satisfactory, but they 
are not issued for breeding-purposes until they 
attain 2t years of age." (73) 
326. Red Sindhi best for small dairymen: "The 
Sindhi cow is one of the best for the small 
dairyman, it is not a large animal and it eats less 
food than the larger cows such as Ongoles, 
Sahi wals etc., and is a thrifty feed e1' and maintains 
good condition on fairly scanty rations .... " 
"Bulls for breeding-purposes from HOBur have 
been tiold to the Imperial Institute of Animal 
Husbandry and Dairying, Bangalore, and to 
Bengal, Oochin Ilnd Oeylon Governments. 
"At present time a herd of 70 Sindhi cows is 
maintained at Hosur and records maintained for 
each animal. The following particulars have been 
worked out up-to-date. (73) 

327. Milk yield of Red Sindhi: "'1'he purchased 
foundation-stock have averaged 3,572 lb. milk 
with a daily average of 11'9 lb. The farm-bred 
cows, including first calvers, have averaged 
4,137 lb. with a daily average of 11'9 lb. 
"Eight cows have yielded over 6,000 lb. and 11 
between 5,000 and 6,000 lb. of milk in a single 
lactation. The average maximum yields of these are-

Foundation-Stock 4,416 lb. 
Daily average 12·06 lb. 
Farm-bred cows 4,467 lb. 
Daily average 12'8 lb. 
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"Taking the whole herd, the cows have averaged 
3,251 lb. milk in 309 days with 11 daily average 
of 10'5 lb. They have calved on the average every 
16 months." 

WEIGHTS 
"'rhe average weights of calves at birth I1re

Bulls· .. 47 lb. 
Heifers .. .42 lb. 

The average weights of adult stock a1'e-
Bull ... 950 to 1,000 lb. 
Cow ... 650 to 750 lb/' 

-(73) 
328. The breeds favoured: 'fhe North West 

Frontier Districts were made into a Province 
recently. For animal husbandry work the Province 
has been divided into two areas, the Hills and the 
Plains. In t,he Hills the prized breed is the Sind hi 
breed while in the Plains contiguous to the Punjltb 
the breed of choice is the Dhanni. The Lohaui breed 
of Baluchistan is also receiving oncouragement, and 
attempts to breed these in numbers have been 
going on. 

329. Attempts at improvement-a good beginning: 
In this Province the Kurram Valley on the border of 
Afghanistan responded to the call for funds for the 

'Viceroy's gift bull scheme. Hs. 5,OOO/~ was collected 
here compared with Rs. 15,000/- collected in the whole 
Province. The Kurrum VI111ey is not bigger tbnn It 
tehsil, and in this slll!111 area 50 bulls were distributed 
for intensive work. Another 600 buIlt:! were 
distributed in the (j districts of the Province, including 
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the Agency I1rea8 of Ohitral, Dir, Siwat on the border 
of Russia. About 450 bulls had been distributed by 
1939. Live-stock Improvement Boards had been 
stl1rted with enthusiastic members. In 1939 the 
Government subscribed H8. 15,000/- and the District 
Boards, another Rs. 15,000/- for the maintenance of 
bulls, I1nd this was a recurring annual grant. In this 
way a very good beginning was made. 

330. Improvements in the N. W. F. P: The 
current movem,ent has changd the aspect· of animal 
husbandry in tbe Province. It used to import five 
to six lakh rupees worth of plough-cattle from the 
Punjab; but now all that is going to be changed on 
account of the introduction of the subsidy scheme. 
The scheme is operating so successfully that the 
import of cattle from the Punjab has considerably 
diminished -; several cattle rnandis or markets on 
the borders of the Punjl1b, have been abandoned. 
The villagers of this border area have a separate 
fund for the maintenance of the bulls. From this 
fund a subsidy of Rs. 8/- per month for each bull is 
distributed. 

Bulls were alIa ted to those areas only where there 
were facilities for cattle-breeding. When "the villagers 
apply for a bull, an enquiry is made about the 
suitability of the arel1; and when a bull is alloted, 
a sum of Rs. 50/- pel' bull· is realised from the allotee 
to be paid in instalments of Rs. 8/- pel' month. 

The 450 bulls distributed were taken good care of. 
'rhe veterinary assistant of the ilaga sees the condition 
of the bull once a month, while the superintendent 

23 
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visits the bulls now and then. A record is kept of the 
service of the bulls, and of practically every cow born. 

Funds, however, were necessary in a large measure 
to carry the improvement to the villages. 'I'be 
Government accepted the suggestion of the Provincial 
Association and agreed that to raise funds a small 
amount be levied on the sale of all cattle in fairs as 
cess. It was also suggested that the export of hides, 
skins, hail', wool etc. be subjected to a small cess, 
which would go towards meeting the current expenses. 

331. Village shows and propaganda: Village 
shows and propaganda work were carried on with 
zeal. Funds for tbe purpose were annually 
granted both by the District Boards and by· the 
Government. In HlU9 the two bodies contributed 
Rs. 3,000/- and Rs. 3,500/- refipectively for the purpose. 
ShowB were held in villages and t,he progeny of tbe 
cattle were exhibited. }for pl'opttganda on the 
improvement of the breed and for prover nutrition 
etc. a very large number of jmtrnctive pamphlets 
have been issued. A list of the propaganda leaflets 
would be interesting. This leafleting is not, however, 
a special item for the N. W. P. P. IJe!1fiets al'e 
encouraged to be created and distributed in all the 
Provinces. But the leafleting in the N. W. F. P. seems 
to be thorongh and ambitious. 

There are listed 34 pamphletl:l on breeding, 28 
pamphlets on milk, aDd 20 pamphlets on miscellaneous 
aspects of animal husbandry. 

The list is a formidable one i111d the N. W. F. P. 
cultivators, if they can take advantage of this free 
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literature, must be gaining considerable knowledge 
of animal husbandry, its principles and methods. But, 
it is a matter of doubt if these pamphlets really reach 
those for whom they are intended, or are read by them. 
If even a fraction of them read these and translate 
the knowledge so obtained to action much good might 
follow. '1.'he N. W. F. P. Government thinks that 
their propaganda has been effective in as much as 
the Dhanni breed is being reared largely in the 
Province because of the efforts of the Government. 

332. Breeding in the Oentral Provinces: Position 
in 1927: 1'he position 'of cattle breeding in 1927 was 
recorded by the Royal Commission as under : 

"Although there are nine cattle-breeding farms in 
the Oentral :Provinces, two of which have been in 
existence for some twenty years, the actual output 
of pedigree bulls is still veq small, and it is only 
now that schemes are being discussed for multiply
ing the effeyt of the stoc,k-animals raised at central 
farms by concentration of effort in selected areas. 
Conditions in this Province make the work of cattle 
improvement peculiarly difficult. '1.'here appears 
to be only one local breed, the Gaolao, possessing 
[my distinctiveness of type. 'l'he cultivators of the 
cotton tract;, who treat their draught-cattle well. 
are not breeders; local conditions are unfavourable 
and they rely largely OIl bullocks imported from 
the grass-tracts to the north. Cultivators in the 
wheat-growing tracts keep such poor cattle that 
extenl:live areas illay be seen infested with kans 
grass and left untilled because the bullocks are too 
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weak to pull the implements required to clean 
the land; whilst the cattle of the rice-growing 
tracts are even worse than those in which whe!1t is 
the main crop. Oattle of fair quality are to be 
found only in the tract in the north-west of the 
Province which borders on the extensive cattle
breeding tracts of Oentral India, and these OWe 
their origin to tribes of professional herdsmen 
keeping Malvi or similar cattle. An attempt has, 
been made to give the nondescript animals, to be 
found, in most areas, some definite character by 
grading up. 1'11e Montgomery bull has been used 
as a sire and the policy has been to tntnsmit the 
milking qUilE ties of this breed into the local cattle. 
The type of animal raised is appreciated by milk
sellers, but the Montgomery type is not fiwoured 
by cultivators ... /'-(P. 219) 

333, IVIilk supply of Nagpur city: "Much 
attention has been paid to the milk supply of 
N!1gpm: city anc1 the surrounding district. A herd 
of pure Sahiwal (Montgomery) Cfbttle is beillg 
raised at the Telinkheri farm in Nagpur and the 
local milk-sellers (gowalas) htwe been formed into a 
sl1ccessful co-operative society to improve both tho 
feeding [1ud breeding of their bnlfttloes and cows. 
At the diliry farm attached to the Agriculturlti 
Oollege and at Adhartal, the moro ambitious object 
of creating new breeds is being ttttacked ... , ... " 

-(Po P. 219-'20). 
"It is possibly because the cattle of BeraJ~ are 
relatively geoc1 as comparec1 with those of the 
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wheat and rice-growing tracts, that attention 
hitherto has been concentrated on improving breeds 
for the lr1tter tracts; but the policy waS one of 
doubtful wisdom, for until greater attention is given 
to feeding, the distribution of a few "premium" 
bulls in the wheat and rice-growing areas of the 
Province cannot be of value. It appear to us that, 
in the Oentrl11 Provinces, the breeding of types 
of dmught-catMe likely to be appreciated in Berar, 
should be taken in hand, and that associated 
with any cattle farm provided for raising pedigree 
bulls, there should be a controlled area in which 
the improved strains of stock can be multiplied 
for distribution. 
"'rhe obstacles to improvement in this Province' 
are much more formidable than in the Punjab, 
the United Provinces and Bombay, and it is, there
fore, gratifying to find that much attention is now 
being given to the subject."-(P. 220). (1205) 
334. The position of cattle-breeding: The 

position of cattle-breeding by 1939 was that there were 
561 pure-bred bulls in service of which 331 were 
presented in response to the "Gift Bull'~ scheme, and 
163 were purchased from funds alloted by the Central 
Government. The Hariana was being introduced 
into Berar and the Malvi into the northern districts 
while the Sahiwals were being given to the urban 
areas. The Co-operative Society of the Gowalas was 
still functioning in Nagpur and it was successful with 
Sahiwal Crosses. But the O. P. breed of 8aolao was 
not till then tapped for experiment. 
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The question of fodder was as difficult in this 
Province as in many others. Tbe cattle could be 
maintained on availa,ble fodder from cereals for six 
months only. For the rest of the yel1r the catl;]e bad 
to depend on forest grazing, 

'1'he Province is a large one. The total area is 63 
million acres of which 28 millions are cultivated and 
current fallow, 19 miIlons are cultivable waste and 
uncultivable, and 16 million (teres are forest. The 
cultivated land maintains tL population of 15 millions. 

335. Cattle population of C. P: ~(1he cattle 
wealth of the Province is as under. (J 937) : 

Bulls 
Bullocks 
Cows 
Calves 

TABL.E-21 

He buffalo 
She buffalo 

In thOUSfllldR 

lOB 
4,028 
3,178 
3,280 

5H 
HOJ 

Young stock 704 

336. The four tracts of O. P: From the point of 
view of c!1ttle-breeding the Province can be divided 
into tracts for crops which determine the sort of 
animals that are generally to be found in those. 

(1) Saugor ana Jubbulpore-the wheat tract. 
(2) Bhandara-the rice tract. 
(3) Amraoti-the coHon tract. 
(4) Nagpm'~Wal'dha tract--of mixed fanning. 
The rice tract is least suit!1ble for cattle-breeding, 

l)eCallSe the fodder resources are poor. Saugor and 
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certain parts of Wardha and Balaghat are suitable 
for encouragement of cattle-breeding on account 
of t,be possibility of their fodder-resources. (202, 258, 
266, 287, 344) 

337. The breeds of cattle: The Gaolao Gattle 
are bred mostly in the Wardha, Nagpur and 
Chindwara districts. The Khamgaon cattle are 
reared in the Buldana District and in the north-west 
of Akola. In Berar there are two distinct breeds-the 
Khamgaon of the westel'l1 BerM and Umardha 
00 the eastern portion of Berar. 'l'he Nimal'i and 
Khamgaon breeds are met with in Nimar; and the 
Malvi is the local breed of Saugor and Mandla. 

cl'he cattle are poor generally except those of 
the well~known breeds of Gaolao, Nimari, Malvi, 
Khamgaon etc. The cows are very poor milkers, und 
the she-buffaloes, although they have imposing homs 
and large bodies, are as poor lDilkers comparatively, 
as the cows are. The bullocks are excellent, rapid and 
strong animals. In this vast area of 28 million acres, 
it is to be regretted that the milking quality of the 
cows has been neglected so long; it is just receiving 
attention and improvements are being sought for. (302) 

338. The C. P.-a poor Province: The C. P. js a 
poor Province; it has a large amount of poor soil, the 
cattle are poor, and the people in the interior of some 
of the districts are extremely poor. The average 
lactation~yield of cows in the areas, surveyed in 1937, 
was only 411 lbs. and that of the buffaloes 1,513 lbs. 
The over~alI per capita consnrnption of milk equivalents 
in the surveyed tracts was 6'73 ounoes only. 
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The cows, pOOl' milkers (l,S they are, remain dry for 
11'8 months and this brings the over-all dairy milk 
yield to -60 Ibs, only; the daily milk-yield, incll1ding 
lactating and dry period" being the poorest yield of 
all the seven tracts enquired into, '1'he over-all yield fl 
of cows of the seven tracts were found to be I1S und.er, 

Montgomery-2'53; Ongble-2'17 ; Hl1riana-2'] I..i ; 

Kosi-l'74; Kankrej-l'u8; Bihar-l'27 I1nil 

C, P,-'B6 lhs, 
In the over-all yield for buffaloes, Bihar, howe,ver, 

shows equally pOOl' yield with the Centml Provinces. 
The over-all lactation of the seven tracts being as 

follows for buffaloes, 
Montgomery-4'43; Ongole- 3'5; Hariana- 5'83 ; 

Kosi-3'57 ; Kankl'ej-3'29; Bihar-2'33 ; and Cent,rnl 
Provinces-2'341bs, (47) 

339. Uplift of cow necessary for uplift of the 
Province: For the economic uplift of the 0, P., the 
uplift of the cow is essential as it is essential for t.lHl 
whole of India, With very little irrign,tion and voor 
soil in large tracts of the Province, it is indeed, 11 

very up-hill work, The milk-yields being very low, it 
may be possible to raise this up and show rOflnlLs 

quickly with a certain amount of comprehensive effort. 
In the surveyed tracts the price for a bullock was 

Rs. 40/-, whereas that for a, plough-buffalo was Rs. 20/
only, showing the disparity in working efficiency 
of the male-buffalo for the soil of the C, p" although 
a good number is employed for this wOl'k, '1'1)(\ 
estimated price of a cow for slaughter was Rs. 7/- ; 
and of a buffalo Rs. 10/-. 'llhe prices of hides were 
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comparatively low, because for the poor quality of 
hides and for the goad marks on them. This Province 
annually imports from the adjoining Native States of 
Hyderabad, Indore, Gwalior etc, a lfl,l'ge number of 
working bullocks, 

340. Oattle-breeding needs in Central Provinces: 
The specialized needs of the cattle of the various tracts 
in this Province are as follows: 
R1l1'al BerM and western ci1'cle : 

(1) Active quick-moving bullocks capable of 
dealing with a large acreage of light cultivation, 

(2) Greater size and weight to provide for the 
general tendency to deeper primary cultivation.· 

(3) Better milking cows to provide more milk· 
for human consumption and for calves, making her 
worth better care. 
R'Wl'al North: 

(1) Capacity for heavy and dee'per cultivation; 
strength and ability to pull is more essential than speed, 

(2) Milk if procurable, 
R1wal southem circle, Nagp1t1' Division, and pC61'ts 
oj the P latea~t : 

(1) Quick-moving with some increase in body 
weight. 

(2) Milk if procurable, 
Ohhattisga1'h : 

(1) A small, hardy, well-muscled male suited to the 
condition of the particular climate and food supplies. 

Urban and semi-u1'ban a1'ea in any of the above 
pag'ts of the pg'ovince:. 

(1) Higher milking cows. 
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(2) Working males, types not so important, but 
tending if possible to meet the particular needs in its 
own tracts, as providing a' better selling animal. 

Taking into consideration all these requirements 
in the various parts of the Province, the following 
breed s of cattle are recommended : 

For Berar, a medium type of Hn,rif1na cattle is 
being tried, as this breed is well-known for its 
purity of blood and possesses both qualities, namely, 
high milk-yield in cows and quick movement in 
bullocks. 

'rhe Rhalng!lJOl1 breed if developed as a "duOiI
purpose" animal will go a long way towards meeting 
the need s of this tract. 

For rural North, the Malvi breed, now of some 
years' standing at Powerkheda Farm, snits tho main 
need of this tract, that is, powerful but slowor draught 
ability. 'l'bis animal could be bred t.o produce milk 
for local requirements. 

The Montgomery bullock by itself will not be 
effective except in the urban areas. A cross breed 
between the Malvi and the Montgomery is snpposod 
by the Government department, to be able to provide 
the breeder with an idei11 stock foJ' the IU'oa, i, e., 
dual purpose, combination of efficient heavy dmnght 
and milk 

For the southern circle and t,he N I1gpnr Division 
and parts of t,he Plateau: 

'1'he well-known indigenous breed, the G1101ao, 
pJ'ovides the milk and the working requirements of 
t,he tract. 
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In Chhattisgarh the problem is diftlcuH. There 
is no use attempting to build f1 big breed by 
gl'l1ding Chhattisgarhi cows with either a Malvi Dr 

a Montgomery bull. 'The climate and Iood supplies 
are all against the survival of such a breed. The only 
resources to work with Ohhattisgarbi materials, with 
l1 definitfl pro
gramme of 
breeding, by 
selection. 

For urban 
areas throughout 
the Province, 
Montgomery 
blood is being 
tried by the 
local depart
ment. It lllay 
be a mistake 

to do SOl n 
r U ra 1 Central 
Provinces and 
Berar, but it is 

not ao when the Fig. 29. The Val1Z'lI'i Bl'eedel·. 
ill ilk becomes 
the chief source of profit and the local breed 
does not immediately show prospects of high milk
yielding. A Montgomel'Y herd is being developed at 
the Telinkheri Dairy Farm in Nagpur vi/hich has 
succeeded in developing a medium type of beav~
milking animals suited both for milk and dmugM. (64) 
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341. Breeding in Bihar: deterioration travels 
west to east: The deterioration of stock becomes 
perceptible as one travels down the Jurnna from the 
extreme west, say M uttra, to the extreme east of the 
U. P. The deterioration in the U. P. reaches its 
maximum where the Ganges enters Bihar. 

The course of pl'ogJ;essive deterioration towards 
the eastern areas becomes perceptible till the boundary 
of Bihar becomes common with that of Bengal. 

In the enquiry of the seven breeding tracts of 
India (1. C. A. R. 8.22) the tract chosen in Bihar 
was the two banks of the Ganges at its entrance into 
the Province ·up to Dinapnr near Putna city. It 
was a contiguous tract of land in the Gangetic plain 
comprlslllg the Hajipur Sub-division of: the 
lVIuzzaffarpur District, the Dinapur Sub-division of 
1'atna and the Sadar Sub-divisions of the Samn !U1d 
Shahabad districts. '1'he enquiry was conducted in GO 
villages at random in 1936-37. From this accollnt the 
condition of the cattle in other parts of lihe Province 
may also be judged. Buffaloes are kept for milk alld 
cows for the supply of draught-bullock. 'l'his is the 
general ru Ie, !tlthough the milk-yield of poorly
nourished buffaloes sometimes equals that of the pOOl' 

cow. From the report quoted below, we can get an 
idea of the present order of things in cat LIe husbl1ndry 
in Bihar. 

'342. The condition of the cattle: "~'be 
indigenous cattle of Bihar are spmewhat akin to 
the deteriorated Hariana type of I1nimals. The 
deterioration h118, perhaps, reached its highest 
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degree. '1'he local cows are about three to four feet. 
high and are in the most shocking condition ... 1'he 
bad health is .manifested by t.he fact that the cows 
become unfit for breeding, only after three to six 
lactations. Such a bad state of health is due to 
the absence of proper grazing ground and the 
insufficiency of fodder. The animals are practi
cally kept tethered all the time when the land is 
Bown. "-(P. 82) 
343. The Seven Tracts Report on Bihar: "The 
indigenous Bmhmani bulls l'eleased by the public 
are mostly responsible for breeding. They mostly 
belong to the saroe deteriorated type to which the 
cows belong. Of course, there are some people who 
are interested in cattle-breeding and have released 
good bulls by purchasing bull-calves of better breedy 

Le., Hariana and Bissar. These bulls have improved 
the cattle of the Shahabad Diara. The Roil'S and 
Ahir cu.ltivators of Madhubani Sub-divisions of 
Darbhanga District also release good bulls which 
produce tight-skinned, shOl't-legged, short-tailed and 
active bullocks of medium size. The cattle of 
Madhubani Sub-division in Darbhanga District and 
Sitamerhi Sub-division of Muzaffarpur District are 
very famous for producing good bullocks. In the 
Madhubani Sub-division of the Darbhanga District, 
especially in the B!1chhaur Pargana of the 
Sub-divison, the cows having bull calves at heel are 
not milked at all unless the milk is required for 
invalids or medicines and the calf is allowed to 
suck the whole of it."-(Jbid) 
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344. Calf rearing: Bihar calves like their mothers 
bave very bad health. '1'11e calves generally get 
half of the milk during the first month, and 
one-fourth dming the second !1nd the first half of 
the third month; after the two-and-a-half months the 
calves seldom get more than 8 ounces du,ily. 

wrhe condition of the calvetl is very much deplor
able iii the villages, where the disposI11 of milk is 
easy and convenient. The calves do not get any 
concentrate feed regularly. ..... rrhe bull calves 
which are well-built and expected to be good 
bullocks get more milk frorn the very beginning 
........ rrhey are very much cared fol'."-(P. 83) 
(202, 258, 266,287, 302, 336) 
345. Bad health of the mothers: "In the Bachhaul' 
Pargana ..... uJmost all the Roil' !1nd Ahir cultivators 
keep cows for rearing bullocks. The cows h:1ving 
bull-calves at heel are not milked I.Lt all, whereas 
those having female calves are COllllllotcly milked 
which results in the bad health of mothers and 
further deterioration in the stock."-(Ib'i£l) 
346. Milk-cows & buffaloes: "Au average cow 
does not yteld mort) than 500-800 ponnds in IL 

lactation which normally Jasti> for (j to 7 months. 
Most of the animals fall below 500 Ibo. in their 
la,ctation yields, and only a few lUG found to be 
yielding over 800 lbs. 
"As the buffalo milk is richer in fl1t-content than 
cow's milk, the formor is converted into ghee 
aud the latter is used as milk. 'nlG percentage of fat 
in milk in the case of buffaloes comes to 6 to 7 and 
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in that of cows 3 to 4. In some cases, where 
the buffaloes are in a very bad health, they are no 
better than cows so far as their ghee-producing 
ability is considered.-(Ibid). (109-'27) 
347. Breeding in Bengal, Orissa & Assam: The 

Province of Bengal borders on Bihar lying to its 
west. It has already been observed that the cattle 
deteriorate as the region extends towards the east 
from the U. P. In fact, the whole of northern India 
may be taken as an unir" being a valley of the Indus, 
the JUllm!1, the Ganges and the Brahmaputra. The 
cattle are at their best in f1bout the extreme western 
region, 11Ild then as we pass the eastern boundary of 
the Punjab, deterioration becomes markedly visible. 
With the eastern boundary of Bihar, the breed-type 
seems to disappeal:; these are absent all over Bengal, 
Orissa and Assam. 'rhe Siri 01' the Hill type is an 
exception, fOIlIld on the hills of t.he Himalayas near 
Darjeeling. All over the plains tlJe cattle are a nOn
descript mixture of Hill type. 

In Maldah, the western boundary District of 
Bengal, the cows are more or les8 like the Bihar cows. 
But as one follows the course of the Ganges the cows 
get more and more deteriorated. . (378) 

348. Better milk types imported into Bengal: It 
has been observed that throughout India cattle thrive 
better naturally in the dry tracts-and the quality of 
the cattle of the deltaic tracts, where the land is often 
under water, gets deteriorated. Whatever be" the 
reasons for deterioration, those reasons have undoubt
edly been operating in Bengal. Side by side, it 
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is a fact that even in Bengal, with such a heavy 
rainfall, high milking-types like the Montgomery 
and draught-types like the Harianl1 thrive without 
suffering I1ny appreciable deteriol'l1tion, if they are well 
cared .for, pl'Operly stall-fed, and grazed on hard 
ground. These conditions u,re possible in the towns 
only, where the Punjab breeds, mentioned above, do 
thri ve. Therefore, there is nothing in the clim ate 

Fig. 30. Soberano-32 monthH old bull. 
Bl'oer1-Nelloro (Ongole); (Se6 Pa'm 222). 

"Won the 1st. prize in itl> clilSS. Bred and owned 
by Pedro l\1l1rques Nunes, Pazendil Indiawt. 

(lndilm l"tmnillg., Vol. II, No.8) 

and in the rainrl111. of Bong:1l that stand against the 
developll1ell~ of better draught-types f.md milk-types. 

349, 'rhe difficulties of water-immersed Bengal: 
'11he gl'el1Gest p!1rt of the land remains nudor water 
for t.b.l'oe to five months in East Bengal, n,nd the cattle 
are lLllowed lHLr<lly su1llcient standing space. ]j'oddor 
is most dif]cult to obtain in that season. In fact, 
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starvation conditions prevail. The rains make the 
soil soft and yielding, and" the heavy animals 
find it difficult to :e:Iove. The rice fields have to 
be worked in poodles. Here heavy animals are less 
useful as their feet sink deep down and movement 
is made difficult. Light-weight animals can only do 
ploughing work in the rice fields. Bengal is one big 
rice field. (504) 

Fig. 31. Alegria-2! years old calf: 
Breed-NeHare (Ongole); (See Pa1'a 222). Won 
the 1st. prize in its class. Bred find owned by 

Pedro Marques Nunes. Fazenda Indiana. 
(Indian Farming., Vol. II, No. B) 

350. Government scheme of bull distribution: 
The Government has been trying to grade up the 
non.descript cattle of Bengal by distribution of Hariana 
bulls. The Bcheme was to distribute a hundred bulls 
in each one of the districts of Bengal. There were 
2,503 approved bulls in the Province in 1942; two 
lakhs of scrub bulls were castrated and one-and-half 4 

24 
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lakhs of the progeny of stud hulls tattooed. And 
56 maunds of Napier 'grass cuttings and fodder seeds 
were distributed free to encourage fodder cultivation. 
The scheme has been working iu 22 districts. It is 
difficult to make any impression on Bengal by the 
distribution of these bulls. Besides, the time has not 
yet come to form an opinion of the result of. crossing 
the non-descripts of Bengal with the Hariana. 

The fodder problem is a dif5cnlt one in Bengal. 
In many parts of Eastern Bengal for several months 
in the year, during the rains, the cattle have to be 
confined to their tether and fed on whatever comes 
handy; fOi' everything is submerged. The water 
hyacinth, which is really a pest, covers huge tracts of 
water and destroys paddy fields. The leaves of these 
are fed to the cows. rrhey cause diarrhoea; but still 
the cattle get something to chew during these trying 
months. Will the graded-up animal be able to 61uvive 
this ordeal and still remaiu an efficient milker or 
draught-animal? '. 

The problem of improvement cif cattle has not 
been really touched despite the eagerness of the 
Government Department concerned. (141-'42,509,511) 

351. Orissa & Assam in the same plight as 
Bengal: The position is more or less the S!1we in 
Orissa and Assam. Whatever measures will lift up 
the ca.ttle of Bengal will also be practically applicable 
to Orissa and Assam. The ex.isting state is as pitiable 
in Orissa and Assam as in Bengal. 

The introd uction of pure-bred Hario,nas 01' Mont
gOn:jel'Ys for the milk supply of tOWDS does not affect 
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~l.'ural Bengf.Ll. More milk and more draught capacity 
have to be put into the existing non-descripts while 
,the fodder problem has to be tackled on a vast scale. 
A beginning to secure these ends has not yet been 
!I:eally made. 

352. Cattle-breeding operations in Indian States: 
Not much is recorded about the cattle development 
work in the Indian States. The western Indian 
'States of Kathiawar constitute the home of the Gil' 
breed. In the States of Junagarh, Bhawnagar and 
Morvi, efforts are being :made to maintain the breed 
pure. The Bhawnager State maintains a good herd 
and helps the local breeders by compulsory castration 
and distribution of bulls. The cattle of this tract 
have Buffered 11 great 108s due to export for city milk 
supply and to foreign countries. The local breeders, the 
Rabaris and Bharawads, are inclined towards buffaloes, 

. or sheep and goat breeding. Most of the States have 
now stopped the export of cows from their tracts. 

In some of the, .. States of Rajputana and Oentral 
India like Jaipurj Jodhpur, Bikanel', Indore and 
Gwalior, steps are' being taken to improve the local 
breeds like the Nagore, Rath, Malvi, Niroari. But 
the working is not any way effective. 

In the southern Marhatta country the Nizaro 
Government is trying to develop the Deoni cattle, and 
have . a farm at Ringoli. The Malvi and Krishna 
Valley cows are also being developed for milk 
productioB. (49, 51, 54) 



CHAPTER VII 

ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION FROM 

THE CATTLE IN INDIA 
353. Wealth produced by Indian cattle: 'l'he 

cattle in India supply bullock labour for cultivation 
and road transport; the cows give milk and 
provide nutrition to the nation. They convert 
grass and fodder into manure which has a definite 
assessable value. Those that are slaughtered supply 
food in the form of meat. And every animal after 
its death yields the hide, and thus again contributes to 
manuring froIll their carcass and bones. All these are· 
assessable items. Assessment is difficult, but within 
wide margins some figures have been arrived at. 

354. Olver'S and Wright's assessments: In 1933 
Sir Arthur Olver assessed the values of the above heads 
and found that the sUIll-total rose up to Rs. 1,900 
crOl'es. Later on, in 1937, a re-assessment was. made 
by Dr. Wright for his Heport with the help of e~perts. 
Mr. Vaidyanathan who jointly with Sir Arthur Olver 
had estimated in 1933, also helped Dr. Wright in his 
attempt. Dr. Wright's figure stands Itt HH. 1,000 
C1'Ore8. In any case, it is a colossal figure. which no 
single industry can equal. The total value of agricul
tural products of India is said to stand at Hs. 2,000 
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c1'o1'es. Animal husbandry, therefore, is economically 
as important as the growing of crops 01' plant 
husbandry. 

1'be figure8 arrived at by Sir Arthur Olver and the 
data upon which they were based, and the checked 
figures and bases of Dr. Wright's estimate are 
instructive to the student of animal husbandry in 
India. The figures are based on the prices of 1929, 
although worked out in 1933. The earlier basic prices 
were chosen because of the economic depression and 
consequent up-setting of prices in about 1933. 

355. Value of cattle labour for cUltivation-612 
crores: This was based upon the cost of maintenance 
of the working cattle per acre. The cost varied from 
Province to Province. For some tracts of O. P., 
Berar, Bombay, Bihar and Orissa, the average cost was 
stated to be as high .a9 Rs. 25/- pel' acre; it was 
Rs. 26/- in Madras and Bengal; while in the United 
Provinces and the Punjab, the cost worked out as low 
as RB. 14/- to Rs. 15/-. A fiat average of Re. 17/ .. per 
acre of cultivated area was taken. l'he total cropped 
area in India was 360 million acres. On this basis the 
,cost of animal labour worked out at Rs. 612 crores. 

'rhis estimate is checked from another point of 
view. The cost of cattle labour is said to be 40 % of 
the value of the out-turn. The value of the total crop 
was estimated by the Banking Enquiry Oommittee 'at 
that time, and was stated to be Ra. 1,300 Cr01'9S at , 
pre-war prices. There was a rise of of 20% over pre-
war prices in 1929. Therefore, the Banking Enquiry· 
Committee's figure, brought down to 1929 prices, 
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came to Hs. 1,560. C1'01'e8. 40% of this came up to 
Rs. 684 C1'01'6S pel' annum. The figure of Bs. 612 Cl'ores 
on the basis of cultivated area was, therefore, 
confirmed by the calculation based on the value of 
the out-turn, and was a moderate one. 

556. Oontribution by transport-1Sl oro1'es: In 
addition to the use of cattle for cultiivat,ion there was 
another utility, that of transport, to which the bullocks 
were put. 'l'he Economic Enquiry RepOl·ts gave some
figures about the cost of cartage of agricultuml 
products to the markets. On Itn· average, it may be 
estimated at one anna pel' rupee of the cost of 
production. ~(1hi8 worked out at Rs. 146 O1·ores. ]'or 
other purposes to which bullock tra,nsport was used,. 
the figure might be put at one-tenth of the above, 01' 

at Rs. 15 crores. 'rhe two items together for tranSl)Ort 
came to Rs. 161 crores. 

357. Oontribution by milk-S10 cror88: It was 
estimated that roughly 10 ounces of milk were 
consumed pel' head by the population !tS liquid milk 
alld milk-equivalents in the form of Ghee, .lO~O(bt 

sweets etc. This gives 39 million tons 01' about 1,000 
million mannds of milk. r:I.'he cost at 1~- anna pet· lb. 
woL'lred out to Rs. 810 crores. 

358. Oontribution by manure-270 crores: 
Dr. P. Ill. Lander, Agricultural chemist to the 
Government of the Pllnjllb, calculated thai; a fulI
grown animal yield about 4 tons of dung and 0,347 
Ibs. of urine. These are utilised as manure 01' are 
burnt as fuel. To whatever uneconomic use they 
mighL be put at the time, these have an economic 
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value, though partly potential. 'l'aking Rs. 14/- as 
the value of 4 tons of manure and Rs. 12/- as the 
value of urine, the total worked out at Hs. 26/- per 
animal per annuni. From this a flat figure of 
Rs. 13/- pe,r head was taken for th~ 198 ~illiou bovines. 
This came to Rs. 270 crores. Goats and sheep yield 
some manure also, and taking 10 goats or sheep as 
equivalent to one head of cattle, the value came to 
Rs. 12 crores which was not taken into account in 
Rs. 270 crores. (30) 

359. Value of other products-55'5 crores: The 
Hide Cess Enquiry Report estimated the avemge life 
of ft buffalo or of a cow to be 5 years, of a goat 
3'S years. The weight of hides and their prices wers 
calculated as uuder ;.-

Buffalo 24 lbs. per animal at Rs. 40/- pel' cwt. 
Oow ... 15 lbs. 

" " " Rs. 40/- " 
Goat ... 2lbs. " " " Rs. 60/- " 

The total for all animals came up to Rfl. 30 or01'es. 

Assuming that 30,% of all the hides were wasted and 
had no economic value, this had to be taken off 
from Rs. 30 Cl'otes. The net value stood at Rs. 22-5 
orores. 

Wool: On a basis of 3 lbs. in average of wool 
per sheep and at 4 annas pel' pound the item worked 
out at Ra. 3 orore8. 

Meat: Assuming 10 per cent of mortality among 
bovines, and 70 pel' cent of the sheep and goat were 
due to slaughter for meat, and calculating at Rs. 10/
per head of cattle and Ra. 7/- per sheep or goat 
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(based on special enquiry), the assessment of this 
item came to Hs. 20 crores. 

Bone: Bone-meal and horn are export.ed, and 
their value came out to be Rs. 1'7 O1'ores. Assuming 
that five tImes as much again remained in the 
country, this item came t,o Ea. 10 crores. 

The foreign trade of live-stock Cflme to Ra. 0'86 
CrOl'e8 annually. The inland-trade value was excluded 
fol' assessment. 

The seventl items then stood as 1tnde1' : 

1. Cattle-labour for agriculture. 
2. L.abour other than 

" 3. Dairy products. 
4. Manures. 

5. Other products-
Hide. 22' 5 cr01'6S 

Wool. 3'0 
" 

Meat. 20'0 
" 

Bone etc. 10'0 " 
6. Living animal export tmde. 

Orores. 
Ra. 612 
Hs. 161 
Hs. 810 
He. 270 

He. 55'5 
Us. 0'3Li 

H8, 1,908'86 C1'01'08, 

---~--

The figures worked out at roughly, Bay He. 1,900 
crores. -(Olve?' ti; Vaidyanathan) 

360. Dr. Wright's estimate of contribution: Sir 
Arthur Olver had come to the conclusion that, cattle 
labour was to be assessed at He, 17 j- Itt a flilt rate pel' 
acre for the whole of India. 
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Alternatively, he based his calculation on the 
assumption tbat 40% of the cost of cultivation went 
to meet the expenses of animal labour. Dr. Wright 
informed us that this figures had been arrived at as a 
result of an enquiry in the Punjab. Assuming that 
the total value of agricultural produce was Rs. 2,000 
.01'01'68, the cost of cattle labour stood between Rs. 300 
and 400 crores. The total value of agricultural 
produce was assessed by Find lay Shil'raa in 'The 
Science of Public Finance" at Bs. 1,983 crores for 
1922. According to Mr. Vaidyanatban, this bad :risen 
to Rs. 3,400 m'ores in 1929 and had fallen to 
Re. 2,000 crores in 1936. 

Dr. Wright took an alternative standard also for 
evaluating animal labour. The basis was the cost 
of maintenance of a yair of bullocks. This was 
estimated at Rs. 175/- per year. With a pair of 
bullocks 10 aCres could be cultivated. Therefore, tbe 
cost per acre carne to Ba. 17'5, Multiplying this by the 
300' million acres cultivated, the figure obtained was 
Rs. 525 crores for all India, or Ba. 400. crores for British 
India. This figure Dr. 'Wright accepted M against 
the Rs, 612 crores of Sir Arthur Olver's estimate. 
The latter had added to this the transportation costs. 
But Dr. Wright did not take labour other than 
agricultural laboui·. into considemtion. Therefore, 
Dr. Wright:s 400 crores of rupees stood against the 
612 m'ores of rupees plus 161 crores of rupees of 
Sir. Arthur Olver for animal labour. 

361. Value of dairy products-Wright: The 
I1ssessment of dairy product was very high as taken by 
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Sir Arthur Olver. He started with 1,000 million 
maunds of milk; as against that Dl'. Wright accepted 
the newel' figure of 700 million maunds which he 
valuated as under at Rs. 300 crores. 

TABLE-22 

Total val1te oj mille Ii mille P?'Od1WtS 

pmduaed in India. 
Maunds of milk Retail value Value 

Produots. oquivalent por mauud (orores oi 
(million). of mille. rupees). 

Hs. 
Liquid milk 215'0 5 107'5 
Ghee 3M'O 2~ 100'0 
Rhoa 52'2 7~· 39'2 
Other products .. · H1'7 13 22'3· 
Dahi (curd) 26'2 7i 19'7 
Butter 10'3 3 3'0 
Crean~ 2'8 3} 
Ice-cream 2'8 ~ ].'7 

690'0 293'4 
-(Po 160. Wright's Repod). 

362. Value of manure--Wright: For manure 
Dr. Wright's figure was the same as that of Sir 
Arthur Olver, and stood at Hs. 270 crams. 

363. Value of other animal products-Wright: 
This was assumed to be very nellrly the Same [LS that 
assessed by Sir Arthur and put dow1l11t Hs. 30 crores. 
The totals stood at Hs. 1,000 croms as against. 
1~8. 1,908 C1'or0S. The figures in mores of rupees are 
put side by side below: . 
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364. Olver and Wright estimates compared: 

TABLE-23 

Olver, Wrighb. 

1. Animal labour £01: 

agriculture. 612 cr01'es 400 cro1'6s .. 
2. Labour other than 

agriculture. 161 
" 3. Dairy products. 810 
" 300 " 

4. Manure. 270 
" 27q " 

5. Other Products. 55 " 
30 

" 
':J.1otal- 1,908 crores. 1,000 C1.'01'e8 .. 

. 365. Wright's valuation of liquid llliIk: 
Dr, Wright had assessed liquid milk at Ra. 5/- per 
maund. In cities the price is much higher. But the 
cities consume only a fraction of the total production, 
In interior villages in fleason8 when milk is abundant 
cow 'milk is sold a n anna per seer. But this has no 
bearing on the production cost, milk being regarded 
only as a by~product. Considering that in all-India 
estimates of milk, account was taken of both cow and 
buffalo milk the price is averaged for both kinds of 
milk. If milk is calculated at Re. 1/- per maund per 
cent of fat content, then cow's miilk comes to Rs. 4/
having 4% of fat and buffalo milk with 6% fat comes 
to Rs. 6/- per maund. The two together bring the 
price to. Hs. 5/- per maund, the figure taken by 
Dr. Wright for mixed milk. 

Abou1i the value of manure it has to be remembered 
that it was a potential assessment. At present when 
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so much is wasted as fuel, its value may not be assessed 
at Rs. 270 Cl·ores. But its potential value as manure 
has been very modestly estimated at Re. 270 crores. 
In Dr. Voelcker's Report in this connection, it has 
been calculated that the value of the daily out-turn of 
cattle manure should be assessed ali one crore of 
rupees or Rs. 360 Cl'ores per annum. (Para-30) 

While Sir Al,thul' Olver and Mr. Vo,idyanathan 
hac1 assessed the economic return from live-stock 
to be equal to the value of agricultural products, 
Dr. Wright's estimate brought it down to half. Even 
this half, or rupees one thousand Cl'ores, was an 
enormous sum. Any slight increase in it is bound to 
reflect itself in better living for the men engaged in 
an!mal husbandry and dairying. 

366, A hundred per cent increase: But, it is not 
the increase of a fraction but of a hundred per cent 
that may be envisaged. The production of milk 
might easily go up to at least 21 times within a few 
years, and that one item alone will enhance the 
contribution by another 450 cr01'es of rupees. 
Uomposting will certainly double the manurial value of 
dung singly used. Composting will allow the 
utilisation of all wastes and refuses from the 
household, and convert them to highly priced manure. 
'rhat way Rs. 270 cro1'es might easily double itself 
and allow 970 O1'ores to be added to the 450 Cr01'6S 
·of l'upees increase in the value of the milk-yield. 

Manure and compost while put to the soil will 
help the raising of more crops, enabling cultivation 
()E fields more than once in the year. This will 
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necessitate the greater employment of animal labour 
for cultivation and, therefore, will reflect upon the 
assessment of values, standing at Rs. 400 cwres in 
Dr. Wright's estimates by increasing the figure 
allocated for animal labour for cultivation. 

Dr. Wright had not assessed the out-turn of animal 
labour put to industrial uses, such as for the purpose 
of pressing oil seeds. Even at present a good deal of 
oil-pressing in the bullock-driven ghani is going on. 
lf the export of oil seeds is to be replaced by oil
pressing then so much more mechanical Iabom: will be 
necessary. Under appropriate Government guidance 
and help the whole of this increased power required for 
oil-crushing might be assigned to the bullocks. 

In this way another 1,000 crores of rupees to the 
credit of animal husbandry is quite a practicable 
proposition, bringing up the total to Rs. 2,000 
O1'ores. It is not intended to pitch this figure against 
the present value of agricultural out-put. For, the 
very processes that will double the animal husbandry 
figures will also vastly enhance the out-put of 
agricultural products. Better manuring, better 
cropping, and more sowings on the same land will 
increaso the acreage equivalent and pile up the figures 
for plant husbandry products. (302) 

THE FUTURE BEOKONS: There is so much 
to be done, and so little has been done, that the 
figures may induce hope in the aspirants for animal 
husbandry work and inspire them to take this 
neglected work with determination. What industry 
is there in India that can approach the combined 

,'19 
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figures for the animal-eum-plant husbandry out-turn! 
All other industries pale into insignificance before the 
magnitude of these. The vital necessity of the 
improvement of these two basic inclustries becomes 
pl·essing. 

With the excellent breeds of cattle stiIl'eristing in 
India, the animal husbandry products may assume 
much greater importance in India than in other 
.countries. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

FEEDING-THE INITIAL PROBLEM 

367. Oauses of deterioration: Deteriora.tion of 
stock set in India after the commencement of British 
rule. It has already been explained that the village
centered civilisation was upset and a. new education 
introduced which put new values and destroyed the 
old normal working life. (13-17) The causes of the 
deterioration of the cow can be traced to these factors. 
The deterioration continues. There have been 
added factors-increase of popUlation and consequent 
decrease of pasture, tbe exaggerated importance 
of money crops, the ruin of village industries, the 
artificial importance created for the buffalo by the 
expansion of the export ghee market of the favoured 
provinces jihrough cheap rail transport, the curtailment 
of work for the bullock by the introduction of power 
transport. All these have contributed and have been 
contributing their quotas for the deterioration of the 
cow. Above all, lack of village-mindedneas baa done 
tbe greatest harm to rural life, and the deteriora,tion 
of the cow is only one symptom of the general 
unhealthy and abnormal condition of things in India. 

368. Human population increased, not cattle: 
To save the cow from this deterioration will require 
the undoing of the evil forces that have been opera.ting 

25 
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80 long. To save the cow, which means saving the 
nation, this very difficult and up-hill work must be 
undertaken. 

The population in India has increased, but the 
milch and draught animals have practically rj3mained 
stationary during the last twenty-five years. This 
itself would be a disquieting factor. The average of life 
of a. cow has been estimated to be only five or six years. 
There is no reason why it should not be ten years. 
The cow has to be lifted up from the ruinous 
deterioration into which it has fallen. If this is not 
done, the whole social structure remains imperilled. 
If the cow dies, human beings also die in India. '11he 
two are indissolubly connected. In the dazzle of the 
newer values of life which contact with the West has 
brought, the fundamentals have been neglected and 
belittled. The deterioration has gone too far, and its 
effects are apparent even to the most superficial 
observer in malnutrition, squalor, disease and death. 

369. Genetical knowledge of the past breeders: 
There is no doubt that cattle-breeding was in a very 
high state of development in India. Modern enquiries 
have proved that. The science of genetics W!1S not 
known, but genetical ];Jractices in India were scientiiie. 
'rhe breeder knew by their 11ccumulated practical 
experience those truths which the science of genetics 
are now establishing. The tribes of people who 
brought the Indian cows to their excellence are fl1B~ 
disappearing, and in most places they are extinct 
on account of the ch!1nge of attitude of the people to 
the cow, and to superior breedings. '1'he rich men of 
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the past took care to breed high class cattle, they took 
pride in them and fostered careful and scientific 
breeding. Bub the times have changed. 

Sir !rthur Olver writing about the breede?' of the 
past paid this tribute to them: 

"To have established such well-marked breeds, as 
for instance, the Kankrej, Kangayam, and Ongole 
breeds, long-continued and careful breeding to a 
definite type, with rigid elimination of every 
variation, must, however, have been practised, and 
it is clear that this work must have been carried on 
from generation to generation." (11, 144, 175, 187) 
370. Genetics cannot be learnt merely by experi-

mental study: "Such work is largely a work of 
time and practical experience and cannot be learnt 
entirely by the experimental study of genetics in 
smaller animals or plants, however valuable such 
study may be in explaining the results obtained. 
"Owing to the time and expense required to work 
out genetical factors in slow breeding and costly 
animals, live-stock improvement among the larger 
domestica ted animals bas still to be based on the 
breeding practice of the outstanding breeders of 
all times, which has now become traditional, and 
the fine points of which can only be appreciated' 
by those who have a natural flair for breeding, 
and who have acquired an intimate knowledge 
of the class of stock concerned by practical 
experience." (11,144, 175, 187) 
371. Indian breeders understood fundamental 

principles: "It is evident howevel' that the breeders 
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who were capable of producing such even result,s, 
must have thoroughly understood the fundamental 
pri nciples which underlie all successful breeding of 
the larger domesticated animals, and judging from 
the care with which they still look for traditionali 
breed-characteristics in the selection of their 
breeding stock, there is no doubt that this knowledge 
is still fairly widely applied by practical breeders in 
India, padicularly among the professional caWe
breeders, who maintain considerable herds in lllt"ge' 
grazing al'eas, and are able to keep them reasonably 
free from the accid ental intrusion of alien blood." 
-(Ag1'iculMl1'e d Live-stock in lndi(6. Janua1'y, 
1931) 
These discriminating races of cattle-breeders are 

dying out every decade, and the position has 
deteriorated much further during the decade that has 
passed since Sir Arthur Olver wrote the above. 

It is a fact that cattle-breeding was in a highly 
developed state, and the practices of the well-known 
and recognised breeders were tl1ken I1H models by 
villagers and there was a geneml tone of improvement 
working t.hroughout. In this country every ngricllHnrist 
is a cattle-breeder. He has to be one out of neceBsity. 
'['he knowledge of breeding techniques wus, therefore, 
fairly wide-spread in India, although the professionals 
excelled in the art of breeding. (11, 144, 175, 187, 372) 

372. Neglect of the female cow: All that is 
gone today. A wretched mentality of neglecting the 
female of the cow has spread over the land, and the 
breeding of the she-bufFalo for milk has not a little 
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contributed to this catastrophe. The female of the 
(lOW is practically univel'sally neglected, while the 
femal(:l of the buffalo is taken care of. But those who 
care for good breeding do take all possible care of their 
breeding cows as will be evident from the practice of 
the !{angaya1n breeden, where very generally a female 
is not parted with. The Malas of Nallore know how to 
take care of the Ongole heifers, because their profession 
and livelihood depend upon the rearing of good heifers 
for milk. Generally speaking, however, the cow, the 
mother of the bull and the bullock, is neglected. 

rrhroughout India in all the seven tracts that were 
,enquired into in 1937, the cow got the leavings of the 
working animals. The cow and the £emale~caI£ were 
left to eke out their living from what they could :find 
by grazing with an occasional bundle of cereal stalks 
thrown to them-this was the sad story in the Punjab 
and the U.P., in Bombay, Madras, C.P. and the N.W. 
Frontier Province. The Royal Commission olso found 
that this unfair treatment was meted out to the cow. 

" ... But when the census figures are used with the 
caution that is required, they clearly point to the 
oConclusion which was borne out by the evidence 
which we heard all over India, that the cow, when 
dry, is the most neglected animal among cattle .... " 

-(P.183). 
"' .. .it is not necessary to describe at any length the 
treabment of the cow. Broadly, it would be true 
to say that, if there is any fodder available after 
the "draught cattle are fed, she gets it, or shares it 
with young stock; for the rest she is left to find 
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food where she can. Where the cow provides 
some milk for the household as well as for her calf, 
cultivators try to spare her two to three pounds of 
a mixture of cotton seed and bran, or oil-cake, or 
pulse; but, when her milk fails, the ration is 
withdrawn, and she is turned adrift to find a living 
for herself on 'grazings' .... " 
"The she-buffalo, rather than the cow, is the milk
producing animal of India .. ··· ·Her treatment is 
very different in most Iocnlities from that of the 
cow. She is carefully tended by the women of 
the household, and not il1frequen tly selection is 
exercised in her breeding ... ."-(P, 196) 
rPhat the race of the cow should be going down 

under such treatment is no wonder, (219,236, 257, 
278, 303, 371-'76) 

373. Neglect of women: ~rbe E1UIU'i?'V BcpO?,t on 
the seven b1'eeding t'l'aots brought out f1notheT equally 
distressing factor about the neglect of the females 
among men and cows, This time it is the negleeli of 
the females I1mong human beings. Milk is a great 
item in the lIlaintenance of health, and aparti from iLH 
caloric value is a prime supplier of the vitallliI1H and 
is an essential and supremely valuable food !LCeessory, 
Because it is so ilnpOl'tanG an item of food the 
discrimination in its use in the fl1mily is most 
strikingly painful. But the faei; is there. The summary 
of the Report (I.e. A. R. 8-22.) said: 

"When the consumption of fluid milk is analysed 
it is found that the male mam bel'S of the family get 
more than the females," (219,236,257,278,303,372). 
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375. The female of man and of the cow should not 
be at a discount: It is not owing to the fact t.hat 
the caloric requirement is smaller for the female t,hat 
this discrimination is made, for even in children and 
infants the difference is equally persisting. The male 
sex is heJd at a premium and the female at a discount. 
In the human :family the mother is the distributor, 
and it may be natural for bel' to allow more ration 
for the earning male and the working male child. 
That even can be understood, but the difference is 
inexplicable when it filters down even to infant8 I It 
is a social evil persisting without the males caring 
much about it. As, however, the enquiry has brought 
it out, the evil must be faced, and the femlLle of the 
human and of the cow should not be suffered to be at 
a discount. At present she is, and the result must be 
the same vicious circle which we deplore in Illany 
other matters. A weak mother gives l'ise to a weak 
progeny, and a weak progeny pl'Gpngates still weaker 
off-springs. This state of affairs must be exposed 
and radi~ally cured. If anyone is to be better cared 
for, nursed and reared, it is the mother and the 
would-be-mother. Upon her health depends the 
health of the entire future family and, therefore, of 
the race. 

The she-buffalo being an eal'Ding member il:l 
accorded the same treatment as the male working 
member. This is easily understandl1ble. But will the 
she-buffalo be able to maintain lihe family of the 
cultivator with the increasingly stunted growth of 
the males of the COW? The wale of the she-buffalo 
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is of little use in cultivation; and that it can be 
allowed to die without loss ,to the lllilk~yield is an 
additional inducement for keeping 'tbe sbe-buffalo for 
milk. (219, 236, 257, 278, 303, 372) 

376. Bestow the same oare on the cow and the 
buffalo: rrhis injustice should have to be rectified 
in order to save the cow. The female of the cow 
must at' least have the same care in feeding as is 
given to the she-buffalo, if not ID6rs. ,Ultimately it 
is bound to repay many times. It will be a step 
towards stopping the de terioration of the cow. It 
might be argued that the cultivator is tod POOl; to 
feed the cow. It is true. Means should be found for 
feeding. But it is the mentality that has to be 
.changed first; for, if this mentality is not changed, 
any little extra facility will, under the present 
,circumstances, go to feed the she-baffalo, keeping the 
,cow as starved as ever. The mental attitude that 
in order to save himself the cultivator should better 
feed the cow, is to be developed. Vndoubtedly, this 
atmosphere of neglect for the cow should be lifted off 
all over India. 'l'he Government-sponsored cult of 
regarding the ox as the draught-animal and the 
i3he-buffalo as the milch-animal must be fought out 
,and given a burial. 

This division between work-animal and milch
animal is a pernicious one. It easily leads to the 
attitude of, neglect of the cow. For, the femo.le of 
the ox, the cow, is neither 11 draught-animal n,nd, 
according to the modern trend, she is not, or rather 
should not be a milch-animal. Her milk-yield is 
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poor principally because of neglect, but constitutionally 
also her milk has less fltt than buffalo mille The 
value of fat in milk has been over-emphl\sise<'l. Milk 
from which the fat is taken out at, once loses caste, and 
becomes almost an untouchable. Skimmed-milk has 
practically no value in the eyes of the public and 
in the eyes of law. At Calcutta anyone selling chha1'la 
(milk proteins), made from skimmed-milk, n.s skimmed
milk chhana, is liable to be prosecuten. Skimmed
milk has no legal standing although its nu t,l'itive 
efficiency is at least 50,% of the whole mill\. This 
subject of milk regnlation will, however, be dealt 
with in connection with dail'ying. (109-'27, 21.9, 236, 
257, 278,303, 372) 

377. Cow milk better than buffalo milk: To 
come to our point. The cow gives milk which has 
a lower fat-content than buffalo milk. If thifl is 
regarded as a weak point in the cow, this weakness 
will have to be tolerated. But it is no wealmeAs. 
Oow milk is better milk despite its lower fat-content 
It is more suitable for children and the invnlids, 
as compared with whole buffalo milk. But buffltlo-milk 
as such is 1'1],1'(:)ly seen in tlhe market. All buffalo-milk 
is watered down and then sold fLR stannard milk, 
or "mixed milk", 01' I1S cow milk; mostly as 
cow milk. 

The neglect of the fem£1le of the cow, based upon 
this wrong valuation and the premium given to the 
adulteration of buffalo milk should go. T..Jegisltttiion 
about prevention of I1dultemtion and the passing of 
of the watered buffalo-milk as cow-milk would partly 
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take away the preference for the buffalo as the supply
animal for fluid milk. (109-'27,520) 

378. Buffalo problem absent in rural Bengal: 
There is, no doubt, that the cow should be lifted out 
of the unfail' competition, where such competition 
exists. But there ILre areas, such as rural Bengal, 
where amongst thOe rural population the cow is the 
only milch-animal. There also the differentiation 
between the male of the cow and the cow herself 
is very much in evidence, no less than in other 
provinces with large she-buffalo popUlations. This 
inferiority stamp on the cow, as compared with the 
working-bullock, must go in the interest of the 
breeder-cultivator himself. If the cow is better fed 
she will give betliel' and more valuable bullock a,nd 
more milk. 

It is a platitude to say that the constitution of the 
mother is the foundation upon which the whole 
structure of cattle-breeding is built. Therefore, the 
cow must be properly fed in order that she might 
pre8en~ stronger and better bulls and bullocks, and 
reward the owner with UJore milk. (109-'27; 347) 

379. Oow will respond to better treatment: It 
does not matter whether the cow is of a recognised 
breed or ii'i a non-descript one. Feed her and she will 
be much better tban otherwise; for verily, the cow is 
a very rCtiponsive animal. She may herself in some 
cases be unabl8 to give more milk. The strain on her 
from her birth and during heor formative age may 
have so adversely affected her constitution that even 
bet.tel' feed cannot make her a much better milkel·. 
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But with better feed the calf to he born will start 
with a better chance and will certainly do better as 
a cow or a bull Or bullock than if the dam were 
treate,d otherwise. (22, 1.27) 

380. The cow as an economic animal: Looking 
at the cow purely as an economic animal, two aspects 
present themselves-she as the milking animal contri
buting to the health or wealth of the owner, and 
secondly, as the mother. The earlier she comes to 
calving the more valuable economically she becomes, 
ILnd the oftener she calves subsequently, she gives 
greater returns. 

With an ordinary ill-fed cow to start with, the 
economlC factOl's are found to be low. It is an 
axiomatic t,l'uth that the cow will put herself to 
economic use after she has been able to maintain 
herself. The ordinary village cow in her fight to live is 
forced to curtail her economic factors. In other words, 
(a) early maturity, (b) reduction of calving intervals 
(c) milk yields, all that go to make t,he cow more 
and more economically valuable, are curtailed by the 
cow in order simply that she might live on. Nature 
prompts her to do so. When under-nourished she will 
defer her coming to heat. If she comes to heat and 
conceives at an early age, in the strain of carrying a 
calf she might kill herself. Nature protects her against 
such an emergency. She simply does not receive 
the call from Nature to come to heat. She consumes 
food year after year, and then in her f.ourth or fifth 
year she comes to heat to discharge her function as a 
mother. This does not pay the owner either, who 
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has to keep her alive whether she conies to heat or 
not. Now, in the normal course a cow may corne to 
heat in two years and two .months, and when she 
defers this to her fourth year, she uselessly consumes 
her food for the extra two years. If what she bad been 
consuming during these two barren years had been 
put into her in the beginning, she would have borne a 
calf earlier and thereby more than paid £01' the extra 
feed that was normally withheld from her. By this 
treatment both the cow and the owner suffer. Because 
the cow suffers she causes extra s11ffering or 108B to· 
the owner. An unproductive cow is a drag on the 
breeder, although by delaying maturity she saves· 
herself from strain and preserves her life .. (22) 

381. Ill-fed cows curtail economic factors: An 
ordinary cow, in her fight for living, or in her struggle 
for existence, becomes forced to curtail her economic 
factors. 

This proposition has nothing to do with her breed 
or type. She may be from a good breed or. she lUay 
be a non-descript cow. But the rule applies to all. 
As a non-descript cow of no particular breed, she 
might, when well-fed, come to heat in the nOl'lua1 
time as other well-fed cattle of the locality, be it 
3 years or .4 years. By under-feeding she delays and 
crosses over the time normal for her environments 
and her "descent. Similarly also the two other 
factors of calving interval and milk-yield are 
interfel'ed with. 

If she is of a normally pOOl' milking stl'ail,l, under· 
feeding will make her a poorer milker, and if by her 
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descent she is normally a two-year interval calver, she 
will in her struggle become, say, a three-year interval 
calveI' to save herself. It is no good blaming tbe 
,cow or her heredity under the above circumstances. 
'rhese ar.e physiological factors to which she mUAt 
respond. 

If the cow has in her struggle curtailed her 
·economic factors in proportion to the adversity of 
her environments or management, an alteration of 
management 01' environments will natul'ally make 
her respond and lead towards increasing the economic 
factors-early maturity, sbort~r calving interval and 
greater milk-yield. (22) 

382. Improvement of the scrub cattle maintained 
for manure only: In many parts of the coun try 
litrge herds of cattle twe maintained by the farmers 
only for the manure that is got out of them. 
They are neither well fed nor cared for. 'llhey are 
generally let out in the village fields when not under 
any crop, and allowed to scrape whatever tibey can 
get or roam about on the village commons. No cal'e 
is being taken about their breeding. Any scrub 
bull of whatever age is allowed to serve, producing 
a degenerate progeny. The cattle are penned lip 

at night to collect theil' droppings. ~l_lhey never get 
enough food, neither are they given anything at, 
home. They are always starved. 'rho young male 
when it becoInes fit for the plough is 0!1strated nnd 
used in the farm, The rest carryon their miserable 
existence. Epidemics 01' even common ailments greatly 
keep down their number by heavy mortality, This if! 
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not cow protection or cow-keeping. Oow-slaughter 
is any way much better than this perpetual starvation 
and life of a,gony. Efforts are necessary to stop 
this, This practice should be penalised. The manure 
for which all this is done is also not cared for. The 
dung part of it is clumped in a heap to be washed 
away by rain or burnt up by a strong sun. The 
urine is all wasted, there being no arrangement and 
effort to collect it, 

Most of these animals, 'if properly handled, have a 
place in village economy. Let the farmer maintain 
only those animals that he can look after or I:JJ:operly 
feed, The herd must be headed by a good bull. 
All the manute should be scientifically collected 
and used on the farm. 'l'he manure from a few 
well-fed or well-cared for cows, if properly used, 
is always more in quantity and richer than that 
obtained from a big herd. 'l'he unproductive animals 
should be stopped from reproduction, and allowed 
to die a natUl'al death. Oare should also be 
taken that no unremunerative animal is born in 
the herd, for an animal that is not bo?'n is nc'Vc~' 

sZaughtcfed. 
This will not 'only give the farmer the manure he 

needs bnt will also make available more and better 
bullocks for the farm, and milk and ghee for the home 
as well as for the market. 

Experience has shown that when the village cows 
are well-fed and well-loaked-after, they not only 
produce more and better milk, stronger calves, but 
mature early and breed regularly, and thus instead of 
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becoming a burden become"Kamdhenus,"-the fulfiller 

of all wishes. (22) 
383. Give the starving cow a start; But, if the 

constitution of the cow had gone already against her, 
the breeder should yet care for her 80 that she 
may start her progeny and arrange to give the calf 
in the womb such a constitution that it might be 
more vn,luable economically than its dam. Body
building commences before the calf is delivered,. 
and care should begin as early as possible after 
conception to get a better off~spring than the dam. 
From this point; of view, it may be said that 
in ttdveree environments the start.ing-point is not 
the dam but; the calf 01' the would-be calf in the 
llloLher's womb. 

'fhe environmentf:l, mentioned above, are 

adversit,y of climate, the prevalel1t:B of dif:leases,. 
p[H!1f:lites, ticks, malnutrition, deficiency of (oddel' 
in quantity and quality, etc. Skilful manl1gement 
may go towards rectifying these defect::; in a large 
measure. (22) 

384. Oalf-management for a better future: It is· 
very generally the case thl1t the owner in his attellll!t 

to ll[Lke [L proiit out of an uneconomic Or poor animl.1l" 
reduces calf-management to the 11d of keeping it I1live 

with the minimum quantity of milk. In towns, where 
the cost of 1lll.1intenance is high, this t,cndency is 
further exaggerated, resulting in high mortality lLlllong 
calves. '1'hose calves that come out of the ordeal 
become stunted creatures with no future. O[Llf
management will include giving plenty of BustenftllCe 
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to them, milk and la.ter on skimmed-milk. Calves 
cannot digest anything but milk for a certain period, 
and their stomachs do not get formed for digestion of 
grass at their birth. For a time the· calf is to be 
maintained on milk with added gruel as their age 
advances. A guide for checking whether a calf 
has been getting propel' nourishment consists in 
finding the rate of its increase in weight. For every 
animal there is a period in whioh it doubles its 
weight after birth. (22) 

385, Table: Days for doubling the weight of 
new-borna: 

TABLE-25 
AnimaJ. No, of days for doubling Protein -oontent 

weight of new-borns, in milk, 

Man 180 1'6 
Horse 4'60 2'0 
Cow 47 3'0 (Eu~opean) 
Goat ... 22 ••• 4'3 
Sheep ... 15 6'5 
Pig 14 6'7 
Dog 9 7'1 

It will be seen from the Table that gl'owth 
depends upon the protein-content of the mother's 
milk. 

The calves of European cows double their weight 
in 47 days, In othel' WOl'ds, if a calf is 40 lbs. in 
weight it will add another 40 lbs, approximately in 
7 weeks, or the rate of growth per week will be 
approximately 7 lbe, For Hariana cows the rate of 

26 
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growth for the first year is 8 lhs. increase pel' week. 
This is probably due to the fact that the milk of 
Indian cows is of about 5% fat-content against 3'5% 
of European cows. The b~it'th weight of a calf vl1ries 
with the breed and constitution of the dam. Eut 
the breeder haa to see that the calf is increasing 
in weight according to schedule. If the calf is 
abnormally lean at birth, the rate of growth will be 
proportionately fast to make up for the initial 
defiCiency. 



CHAPTER IX 

MEETING FODDER DEFICIENCY 

386. Fodder Deficiency: The cows are not given 
a fraction of the nutrition they need, and even the 
work-cattle cannot be properly fed .. This is so because 
there is dearth of fodder. During rains, in certain 
localities, there is plenty of growth of various grasses, 
good and bad. If this could be converted to haY1 
it could go partly to relieve the want, of fodder. 
But unfortunately this is Dot practicable because 
grass at its ·best of growth cannot be made into hay, 
on account of the rains. When the rain ceases the 
grasses become inferior and leBs palatable to cattle. 

In the Wright Report a Table of the available 
fodder supply is given which raises the question as 
to how the cattle can be fed in view of the very 
wide shortage. (21, 391, 691) 

387. Wright's Table of available fodder: 

TABLE-fa6 

Total available feeding stuffs. 

Fodder. Available Total digee1lible Nutritive 
quantity nutrients. railio. 

(l,OUO tons).' (1,000 tons). 

Dryfodders 1,11,000' .. 36,480' , ' 1: 36'0 
Green fodders 1,OO,00(!) 11,562 1: 1@'6 
Concentrates 1,500 1,163 1 : 1'6 
Cotton Seed 2,800 1,818 1 : ti'l 

Total- 2,14,800 51,023 1 : 17'5 
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215 million tons of fodder for 215 million heads 
of bovine and ovine cattle of British India work out 
at one ton per annum pel' head 01' 2it mds. pel' 
month 01' 3 seers per head per aay, aboub half of 
which is green. This daily ration converted to dry 
fodder, would come to only 2 seers pel' head, 

Even the very small cows of Bengal require 
4 seers of dry fodder per day. Bullocks and buffaloes 
consume very much larger quantities; if goats and 
sbeeps are included, seven of these are calculated to 
be eq ual to one head of cattle of all ages. (21, 591) 

388. Dr. Kehar's Table of fodder insufficiency: 
Insufficiency of total fodder in India was further 
tabled by Dr. Kehar, Research· omcer, Imperial 
Veterinary Research Institu'te. (4th meeting A. H. 
Wing, (1940).-P. 197). 

TABLE-27 

Foodstuffs avaUable 'PM' head oj oattle 

'I'otal Digestible 
nutrients. 

Total digestible 
crude protein. 

Dry matter: 
Dey fodder 
Green" 
Concen trl1tes 

A vailablo pel' 
Available animal per d!1Y 
in India for 214 million 
in tons. head of cattlo. 

5,10,13,000 1'456 lb. 

27,63,000 0'079 lb. 

11,10,00,000 
3'17 i 

10,00,00,000 0'55 3'83 
3.8,00,000 0'11 

:N:ormal 
requiroments 

fOI: an ani
mal, GOO lb. 

body weight. 

3'9 lb. 

O'S lb. 

1O~1l lb. 
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This Table will show the deficiency very clearly. 
Available fodder is less than even half of the 
required feed. 

The Royal Commission appended to their Report a 
Table showing the estimated cost of maintaining 
a pair of bullocks for one year by a ?'yot in the various 
districts in British India. In this T!Lble (389) the 
quantities of feed required are given divided into 
roughages and concentrates. Roughages mean the 
bulky food that provide the bulk and nutrition also. 
Rice straw, st!Llks of cereals and legumes, hay, green 
grass are roughages; while cereals, pulses, oil ca,kes, 
oil seeds etc. are regarded as 'concentrates' or·. 
concentrated food. 

The Royal Commission, while attempting to find 
the cost of feed, calculated what was to ba fed 
according to the local practice, and not what was 
actually fed. The Commission put it thus: 

"In asking the Agricultural Depart1I)ents what it 
costs the average cultivator to feed his plough 
cattle, we set· them a difficult task and their 
replies must be regarded more as an answer to 
the question 'How would the average cultivator 
like to feed his plough cattle?' than to the 
question 'How does he feed them and what 
is the cost ?'" (21,591) 
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390, What the Table showed: It will be seen 
on scanning the Table that a pair of working bullocks 
consumes about 40 lhs, of roughage per day in 
addition to concentrates. The Table gives figures 
only for a number of days in the year, and on the 
other days the bullocks graze and find their feed for 
which the cultivator has not to pay and which, 
therefore, does not come under cost calculation. 

The production cost of dry and green fodder 
calculated in the above Table, left gaps for the grazing 
by which the cattle help themselves. Yet, with all 
consideration given and allowance made, the total of 
111 million tons of dry and 100 million tons of gl'een ,., 
fodder are extremely inadequate for the cattle 
popUlation of India. (21, 591) 

391. Deterioration will be more wide-spread: 
The Royal Commission observed: 

"While the evidence of witnesses points to the 
probability that deterioration is going on, our own 
examination of the position, created primarily by 
the increasing demand for bullocks, owing to the 
extension of cultivatio lJ, lends us to the conclusion 
that conditions have arisen and al'e already 
at work which cannot fail to prejudice the live
stock, and that cattle such as the deplorable 
animals' now to be seen, for example, in parts of 
Bengal and of the Central Provinces, must become 
more common unless substantial changes in the 
e~isting management takes place." 
It was strange that the Royal Commission had 

stopped merely by mentioning the increl1sing derll[tl).d 
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for bullocks' for the extension of cultivation as one 
of the causes ~f the deteriora.tion of the cattle. (21, 
386,591) 

392. Normal rate of increase of cattle-population: 
Supposing that a cow begins calving under normal , 
circumstances at the third year of her life and goes 
on giving a calf every eighteen months, and allowing 
a ten years span of life to her, it is found on . 
calculation that in 10 years there will be 4 cows from 
one parent and her daughter cow, and in another 10 
years each one of those four cows will give another 
set of 4 cows. In twenty years, therefore, there will 
be 16 cows from one cow, barring accidents. When 
the multiplying capacity of the cow is so great, it is 
strange that the cultivator bas not been able to meet 
the demo,nd for bullocks, and the price of bullooks, 
according to the Royal Commission, was going up 
because of the shortage of supply. 

There is surely a shortage in the supply of bullocks, 
but the reason of the shortage is pl'imarily in the cow- . 
the weak and uneconomic, the underfed and uncared 
for, and the weedy cow, which begins calving late and 
gives only !L few calves at long intervals in her life-time. 

The cow is underfed and, therefore, there is the 
dearth of bullocks. The problem again goes back 
to the initial question of feeding. How can the cow 
and her progeny be fed. 

393. Cow problem -avenues for solving it: In 
this matter statistics fail us. If it could point out 
some way, we could explore and develop that point. 
And it is because that statistics fail· to give any 
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100 acres sown area, as compared with 66 for the 
whole of Madras Presidency and 108 for Bengal. 

396. Grazing area not a decisive matter: It is, 
therefore, not exactly the want of the grazing areas 
that is a decisive matter with the condition of. the 
cattle. It is a question of growing fodder as a crop or 
not growing it, IIlnd it is also a question of difference in 
nutritional value between rice-straw and Joa?' or millet 
or wheat stalk. Rice areas, be they in Bengal, Madras, 
Malabar, or Kashmere or the Kangra Valley, are 
notorious for their poor cattle. Once it was thought 
that there was something in the soils most unsuitable 
for cultiva.tion that suited the cattle. In other words, 
in the areaS where there was abundance of ruin-fall 
and s~(Lsonal grass the cattle were poor, and in the 
areas where there was scarcity due to absence of 
rain and correspondingly less yield of harvests from 
fields, the cattle throve. 

The explanation was sought in the fact that in wet 
areas with plenty of grass in season, the cultivator 
gets into the habH of not taking the trouble of 
growing fodder for the cattle to feed them during the 
dry season of Bcu,rcity of grass. Whereas, in the dl'Y 
areas where it is all the year round difficult to get 
good grazings, the cul&ivator is forced to grow fodder 
and keep his cattle fit, and also to l"Cilstrict their 
number to the minilUUlll. (426.'39,596) 

39'1. Nutritional deficiency of rice-straw makes 
the cattle poor: Another factor, in my opinion a very 
important factor, is that the wet area8 are invariably 
!'ice-areas. In the rice-areall, rice-straw is the principal 
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.dry and preserved fodder. Rice-straw is very deficient 

.both in proteins and in the suitable proportion of 
mineral salts. The digestibility of the straw as regards 
protein and mineral retention is strikingly small. 
'The cattle kept on rice-straw are bound to be weedy. 
The cultivator does not know all this. He has never 
used nor can use any other dry fodder except rice
,straw, and he is ignorant of its startling deficiency as a 
,cattle-food. He is ignorant also of the fact that the 
.deficiency of rice-stmw can be corrected, and that the 
correction is within his means. It is this thing-that 
,accounts for the difference between the condition 
,of the cattle in rice and non-rice areas. But along 
with this it must not be forgotten that the cultivator 
who is forced tp grow fodder at the sacrifice of a 
money crop becomes zealous about how he plaintains 
his cattle and the number he maintains. This is 111so 
one of the reasons, though not the only one, for the 
,comparative difference in the size and strength in 
favour of the cattle in the dry are~B. 

After all these considerations, one may come to 
the conclusion that the position offers possibilities 
for improving feeding even where the Government 
may be ignorant 01' heedless of the welfare of the 
cultivators. In such an atmosphere the main J?roblem 
is what can be done for reaching the 1·YOtS and for 
carrying conviction to them for changing their 
methods. (505, 655, 794-814) 

398. The gap between the Government and the 
cultivator: The whole crux of the problem lies there. 
The Government, even when it is well.intentioned, 
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fails to reach the cultivator, despite all propaganda. 
The more propaganda the Government makes thB 
more it is mistrusted, and not unoften reasonably 
mistl·usted. 'l'he situation has come about by the 
same means which has emasculated India and made 
her a toy in . the hands of the present regime. 
Pre-British India was not so; Pre-British Indian 
villages did not depend for their welfare entirely upon 
the Government, be it sympathetic or indifferent, 
alien or inimical. There was another State, llnd a 
much stronger State within the State. 

A few passages from Elphinstone, written in the 
early days of the infiltration of British possession, of 
British culture and of the British system into India~ 

will be appropriate to understand the strength that 
once was. in the hands of the villagers and the 108s of 
which accounts for much of the miseries of the present. 
times of which the neglect of the cow and fodder 
shortage are symptoms. I mean the destruotion of the 
village communities. (18, 264-'65) 

399. Village Communities: R. C. Dutt in his 
Eeano'mic Histot·y oj B1'itish India quoted from 
Elphinstone's Report on the "'ferritories oonquered 
from the Peshwa" Vol. IV, East India Papers as 
under: 

"In whatever point of view we examine the 
Na.tive Government in the Deocan, the first and 
most important feature is the division, into 
villages 01' townships. The communities contain 
in miniature all the materials of 11 State within 
themselves, and are most sufficient to proteot their 
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members, if all other Governments are withdrawn. 
Though problLbly not compatible with a very good 
form of Government they are an excellent remedy 
for the imperfections of a bad one; they prevent 
the bad effects of its negligence and weakness, and 
even present some barrier against its tyranny 
and rapacity. 
"Each village has a portion of ground attached 
to it, which is committed to the management of 
the inhabitants. The boundaries are carefully 
marked and jealously guarded. 'l'hey are .divided 
into fields, the limits of which are exactly known.· 
...... The villagers are almost entirely cultivators of 
the ground, with the addition of the few traders 
and artisans that are required to supply their wants. 
'l'he head of each village is a Patil ............. There 
are besides twelve village officers well known by 
the name of Bam Baloti. 'rhese are the astrologer, 
the priest, the carpenter, the barber, etc ......... " 

"(625, 628) 
400. Village Panchayet system of the past: 
"But with all .these defects, the Mahratta country 
flourished, and the people seem to .have been 
exempt from some of the evils which exist under 
our mdre perfect Government. 'J.'herefore, there 
mus~ have been some advantages .in the system 
to counterbalance i.ts obvious defects, and most of 
them appear to me to have originated in one fact, 
that the Government, although it did little to 
obtain justice for the people, left them the means 
of procurmg it fol' themselves. The advantage 

27 
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of this was particularly felt among the lower order, 
who are most out of reach of their rulers, and 
most apt to be neglected under all governments···" 
"I propose, therefore, that the native system 
should still be preserved and means taken to 
remove its abuses and revive its energy ...... " 
"Our principal instrument must cont,inue to be the 
PanchClllJet, and that must continue to be exempt 
from all new forms of interference I1nd regulation 
on our part." (25th October, 1819). (525, 528) 
401. Re-establish the village communities: If 

there were village COlllllltlllitieB re-established in the 
villages, and if there were village Panchayets as the 
executive body of those village communities, then, 
under the present circumstances, some member of the 
Panohayet could make a journey to other tracts and 
Bee how they grew their cattle-fodder in lands which 
could grow Buch a money-crop as cotton 01' millet. 
The Panchayets would have learnt that feeding the 
cattle paid. For example, as against the Haipnr 
cultivator's Rs. 105/- expense for the maintenance 
of a pair of bullocks, jihe Berar cultivator spends 
double, Hs. 211/-, (389) and on that account the 
cultivator is not insolvent, but keeps on some-how, 
perhaps is a little better thl1n their fellow-1'yots of 
Raipur villages. From It );ice-tract, the Panohcf,yet 
might not get what they got from !1 cotton-tract, but 
no doubt the rice-tract cultiyator could very much 
improve his caL tie and learn to use hil:l forest 01' 

wastes as assets to be developed rather than tind these 
as impediments. The members of tbe Pc~nGlwyet 
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in rice areas can send one· of their promising young 
men to the Provincial Agriculturn.l Department, and 
learn all about the nutritional values of rice-stalk and 
their deficiencies, and the methods to correct those 
deficiences by probably adding some measure of bone 
after crushing those bones that they find strewn about 
in the fields, Or, if their Hindu sentiment is 
hutt at that pro·cedure, they could ask a Cha-mar 
to burn the bone, and give them the fire-purHied 
<lhemical substance~ bone-ash to a01'rect his ?'ice-straw 
feed. (525, 528) 

402. What village community could do: The 
Panahayet could have accomplished all this, and from 
the Panahayet the matter woula have come to the 
village community for adoption by the entire village, 
and could have changed the condition of their cattle. 
From one village community it could have spread to 
another, and the cow of Raipul' could have been saved 
from the cruel goads, and lifted from its deplorable 
condition, 

The critic~;i@.nigbt reply that the villager might do 
the same things today. There are the Union Boards. 
in which every village is represented through its 
influential men, and then on the top is the District 
Board connected with the Secretariat, the very seat 
of Government authority. In fact, the villager is better 
linked to the Government today through the Union 
BOl11:d and the Dist1:iet Board than theJ! were ever 
before. In addition to that, there are the Co-operative 
Societies to take up the monetary responsibilities of 
the scheme and new societies, in this particular 
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matter, the cattle-breeding societies are being fostered 
by the Government. (525, 528) 

403. Why Union Boards & Co-operative societies 
are lifeless: All these are correct. But one thing 
is wo,nting. All these machineries are dea.d. rrhey 
need life. fJ'hey have been super-imposed upon the 
villager. 'l'hese have not grown out of the hunger 
of the. villager to create an instrument to serve his 
needs, but have been super-imposed by a Government 
which wants to closely watch all political growths in 
the country and control them for its own alien needs, 
and not for the essential and vital needs of the 
villager. This is the feeling' of the people. rrhis is 
what has made the present structure an instrument of 
compulsion rather than a hand-maid or a creation of 
the people. 

The village Panchayets meant something more 
than !1 mere formal body, l1nd the village cOlllmunity 
was village·life itself, its own blood and bone. It 
lived for the village and protected the village. The 
community expected no reward, feared no pnnishment. 
It was the collective village-life rl10ulded into !1 

communion. This bas gone. It Cl1nnot be re-estabJished 
by a legislative stroke of the pen. '1'be IJegishtture 
might and did kill the8e comlllunities ; but it is not 
possible foJ' the Legislature to Cl'eaiie bhem t.new. 
'fhese must spring out of the very blood of the people to 
serve the purp08e they once served. (264-'65, 525, 528) 

404. The handicaps of the present political 
situLttion: In the present temperament of the people, 
in the lurid glare of a dying civilisation, it is still a 
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most difficult matter for any living thing which is 
connected with their very life to go in the villages. 
'l'he District Magistrate will at once look upon it as 
his rival; and rival it will be, for, the interests are 
diametrically opposed. The Magistracy only knows 
the instruments of its own creation-the Union Boards 
and various Boards and Associations. One thing is 
essential about these--- that they must be subservient 
to the Magistmcy. If these are not subservient, they 
are likely to be dubbed rebels, and suppressed. It is 
true that no large measure of good, affecting the 
villagers' life can be accomplished without the 
institution of the village communities as they used to 
be in this land of ours. They grew. and they thrived 
independently of the State. These cannot be a part 
and parcel of an alien Government. Apart from tbe 
opposition of the Magistracy to the creation of the 
village community of our ideal, there is a. cultural 
bar also. The imported culture has taught the 
intelligentsia to regarcl poison as nectar, and the very 
life-giving nectar as poison. (525, 528) 

405, What village communities were: The 
village communities and village Panchayets were based 
upon the idea of the self-sufficiency of the village 
as the quotation from Elphinstone amply shows. This 
theme was better advanced later on, and more force
fully, but also equally ineffectually, by Sir Oharles 
Metcalfe, acting Governor-General of India, in his 
famous Minutes of 1830. The extract from Sir Charles' 
Minutes below is from R. O. Dutt's Economic Hist01'Y 
of B1'itish India. 
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"The village communities are little republics 
having nearly everything t,hat they want within 
themselves, and almost independent of any foreign 
relations. They seeID to last where nothing else 
lasts. Dynasty after dynasty crumbles down, 
revolution succeeds to revolution; Hindu, Pathan, 
Moghul, Mahratta, Sikh, English are masters in 
turn, but the village communities remain the 
same. In times of trouble they arm and fortify 
themselves, a hostile army passes through the 
country; the village community collects their 
cattle within their walls and let tho enemy pass 
unprovoked. If plunder anc1 devf1stl1tion be 
directed against themselves I1nd the force employed 
be irresist~ble, they flee to friendly villages at IL 

distance, but when the stOl"m hOls passed over, they 
return and resume their opemtiol1F1. If a country 
remains for a series of ymtl'S tho scono of continued 
pillage and massacre, so that the villuges cunnot 
be inhabited, the scattered villngeJ"R nevel'tbeless 
return whenever the power of peaeel1ble possession 
revives. A generation may paSR :tway, but the 
succeeding generation will return. ~I'he H0118 will 
take the places of their ff1thers, the same site 
for the village, the F.il1me position for the 
houses, the same lauds, will he te-occupied by the 
descendants of those who were driven out when 
the village was depopulated, and it is ,]]ot a 
trifling matter that will drive them out, fot they 
will often maintain their post through times of 
aisturbance and convulsion, I;tud acquire strength 
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sufficient to resist pillage and oppression with 
sllcoess." (525, 528) 
406. Village communities preserved the people 

through revolutions: "The union of village 
communities, each one forming a separate State in 
itself has, I conceive, contributed more than any 
other cause to the preservation of the people of 
India through all revolutions and changes which 
they have suffered, and it is in a high degree 
conducive to their happiness and to the enjoyment 
of a great portion of freedom and independence. 
I wish, therefore, that the village constitutions may 
never be disturbed, and I dread everything that 
has a tendency to break them up. I am fearful 
that a Revenue Settlement with eacll individual 
cultivator, .",f\JS is the practice in the Ryotwal'i 
Settlement instead of one with the village 
community, through their representatives the helLa 
men, might have such a tendency. For this 
reason, and for this only, I do not desire to see 
the Ryotwari Settlement generally introduced into 
the Western Provinces." 
Romesh Chandra Dutt, the historian and the 

administrator who had worked the system that had 
destroyed the village communities, expressed the 
feelings of his people when he said : 

"Sir Charles Metcalfe was correct inr'ascribing the 
disappearance of village communities in Madms 
and in Bombay to the introduction of the Ryotwari 
Settlement. When a settlement is made with 
each individual cultivator, the mison d'et?'e of the 
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village community ceases. The endeavours of 
Munro and Elphinstone to keep the communities 
alive, after depriving them of their chief: function, 
failed. In Northern India too the village commu
nities have virtually disappeared within the last 
seventy years through similar causes." (525,528) 
407. How the village communities disappeared : 
"The British Government in obedience to western 
ideas, endeavoured to' fix the responsibility of 
land-tax on particular men, zeminda1's or head 
men until they became responsible revenue payers 
and landlords, and the communit,ies declined. And 
in trying also to centralise all judicial and executive 
powers in the hands of its own officers in the 
spirit of Western institlltions, the Governmen!i 
withdrew or weakened. the ancient powers of the 
communities, until they fell like trees whose roots 
had been severed. With the most sincer~ desire 
to preserve this ancient form of self-government, 
a desire earnestly and eloquently felt and expressed 
by Munro, Elphinstone, and Metcalfe, they never
theless failed in their object, because they withdrew 
the powers of self-government from the little 
republics, because they centred all powers in their 
own civil courts and executive officers, because they 
reposed no real trust in the old institutions of the 
people. One of the saddest results of British Hu1e 
in India is the effacement of that system of villAge 
self-government, which was developed earliest 
and preserved longest lU Indil~ alDong all the 
countries of the earth." 
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The village communities are by now wholly 
gone, and it is the very thing that could save the cow 
and save India too by taking some load off her 
miseries, and by strengthening the people. (525, 528) 

408. Cultural conquest responsible for dis
appearance of village communities; Romesh Dutt 
attributed the extinction of the village communities 
to the swing of the revenue system from the old 
communal method to the RyotWfll·j System which. 
deprived the village communities of their vitality, 
and also the introduction of the present system of 
revenue administration through Civil Oomts. 'l'his is 
true but not wholly so. Another great contributory 
cause was the cultural conquest. What an Elphinstone 
or Metcalfe felt could not have been felt by the 
English-educated Indians, because they were blinded 
by the West. Even the evils of the West appeared 
to them to be good. This mental defeat, this want of 
appreciation of the old institutions of India, completed 
their ruin. If an appreciative mood revives in the 
intellingentsia today, if the old Indian institutions 
for mainta.ining the flow of Indian life, sweet and 
peaceful, are re-valued, then something great may 
again grow out of the present chaos. (525, 528) 

409. Self-sufficient village to spring up to save: 
We W8.nt self-sufficient villages for saving the cow. 
ADd this self-snfficiency is no Illere external substance 
thn,t can be purchased or borrowed. A self-sufficient 
vi \lage will mean lL d eniflJ of many things that are not, 
essentials. LeL each village or group of villages grow 
its own requirement of food-grains and fodder and 
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oil~seeds. Let each village or group of villages grow 
its own cotton, and then convert the cotton by 
spinning and weaving into cloth for the entire 
population concerned. 'l'he vilhlges then become 
self-sufficient in the matter of food and clothes: 
Let each group of village". grow its own timber 
and bamboos and thatching-materials, thus providing 
the three primary necessities of food, clothing and 
shelter. (525, 528) .' 

410. Cattle-rearing and revival of village 
communities: Growing food involvel:l cattle-rearing ror' 
the plough and for the mille And let; every hOlUlGholder 
be 11 cattle-and-plant farmer, organising mixed 
61l"ming fO!' the villages. If these are accomplished, 
other things will come nat;mally to fit in wil;h the 
scheme. A system of primary educ[l,tion will develop, 
as of old, which will be in living contact with village 
life, taking its inspiration and ideal frOlll the village 
model and converting it to materials conducive Lo 
bettel' living in every way. (525, 528) 

411. Self-sufficient village through self-help: 
These do not require any monoy from outside. All 
that have been mentioned can be cren,ted fronl the soil 
by the labour of the population. 'I' be excessive 
stress on money will relax, and tend to plaee exebl1nge 
on the healthy basis of barter. In such a soheme, the 
cultivator, the smith, the carpenter, the dodo,: and 
the veterinarian, the grocer and the carter, tbe {Jow(Lla 

and the fisherman, the chama?' and the tanner, the 
dyer and the printer, the paper-maker and the glass" 
maker, the potter and the oil-presser, the tapper und the 
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cane-pI'essel' and g~l1'-ma7c(Yr, the wood chopper and the 
grass-cutter, the boat-maker and the boat-men, the 
brick-maker and the brick-layer, the stone-cflrver, the 
merchant and the aealeI', the teacher ana the pupil,. 
the author, the poet, the artist and the painter, will all 
have their places of honour. Money or no money sueh 
a scheme will work automatically; any suitable 
measure of labour or material being used as the 
medium of exchange, (28, 444, 525, 528, 577) 

412. Self-suffioienoy soheme: If people agree to 

live a simple life, caring for the essentials, then it is 
possible to re-establish village communities and village 
Panohayets, The people may stand to lose quick 
transport and quick news-service, the radio and the 
cinema. But life will certainly not be the less enjoyable 
owing to their absence. And it is not that railways and 
the telegraph, the radio and the steam-ship cannot he 
fitted in with this scheme. They may and will remain 
devoid of their destructive charactol'. And money too, 
devoid of its undue importance, will remain simply as 
the hand-maid and not as the mastel', (24, 26, 528,. 
544, 579) 

413. No other way to save the cow: One m3,y 

ask-must all this be done to save the cow? I am 
afraid; there is no other way. The Royal Commission, 
for oxa.mple, could show no way whatsoever. The 
Commission could not find a way out because the 
Commissioners wanted to keep everything intact and 

. yet elbow out a place for the cow. In that attempt. 
they unfortunately leaned on the buffalo, resulting in 
elbowing out the cow still more. 
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If this marching on to the fundamentals of corpor
ate living, assuring the primary essentials of life, is 
not liked, then there is nothing but death for the cow 
and the man-death sometimes slow and sometimes 
fltst enough, but in allY Cllse, the mltl'ch will be to 
destruction. Either to destruction 01' to the sustaining 
motherly breast of self-suf_ficient villages, enjoying 
the bliss of enlightened village community life under 
the leadership of the village Panchallet. 

Once .this fundamental necessity is recognised, the 
oj,hel' points of importance in the matter of saving t·he 
cow will allow themselves to be r81tdlly developed in 
all their pleasant details. 



CHAPTER X 

GROWING AND CONSERVING 

FODDER -GRAZING. 

414, Question of land for fodder solved: 
Granting that people will concentrate on securing the 
essentials of life through the corporate institution of 
village communities, it will be evident that a lot of the 
village lands, the produce of which is employed for 
securing the no-essentials of life, will be set free, 
Such soil will go towards the raising of suitable fodder
crops. The question, therefore, of want of land for 
growing fodder will not crop up. It is III fact that India 
exports a, lot of her agricultural produce. In exchange 
for Buch agricultural produce Indil1 imports many 
essentials and non-essentials. The India of the future 
will cease to export things that are the products of 
agriculture and are necessary in Indil~ itself. On this 
hypothesis, India will cease to export cotton and 
cotton seed, wheat and millets and mOh~l(t etc. 
Sufficient will be grown to meet our internal demands, 
and something to carryover for emergencies in years 
of drought and crop failure. If this policy is adopted 
in the villages, if the villagel's cal'e to grow primarily 
that for which there is an internal demand, then no 
Government, alien 01' inimica,l to the interests ·of the 
people, can force such villages to grow this and thl1t to 
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meet outside orders or in answel' to the temptation 
.of the high prices promised. 

415. Stoppage of the export of agricultural 
produce: It may be asked, if the export of agricul
tural produce is stopped, how will India pay for her 
imports? The answer is that India will cut her coat 
according to her cloth. She will adjust herself. She 
will import only as much as she can conveniently pay 
for by export of the surplus products of her soil. 
'rhis surplus may be in the shape of minerals, 
live-stock and other manufactured goods. If there 
is a large gap in the imports, India will suffer that 
large gap to remain. A colossal quantity of the 
un-essentials that are imported now will cease to 
,come. Thus shorn of her un-essential imports, India 
will stand on firm ground. 

'rhere is room, therefore, of curtailing or stopping 
the export of the products of agriculture, and for 
sowing on the land thus freed, plenty of fodders and 
food, and the other essentials of life. 

Voelcker very strongly recommended the stol~pa{}e 
of the ewpo'rt of the productive power of the Boil, 
in the shape of oil-seedH, oil-cakes and bone-llllmures, 

~l'his would cerLaiuly cease uncleI.' an alert village 
community. Linseed is a large item of export. India 
will cease to grow linseed in excess of her internal 
need, and put part of t,he land under linseed to 
fodder. The salUe will apply to the growing of jute. 
Jute will cease to be grown for export 'purpoacl:I, 
in a raw or manufactured state. '1'he Inl.1Dufl1cture of 
jute products in the Indilm mills does not serve the 
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villagers. The jute-millers combine to force any price 
they like. '1'he cultivators with wide-awake village 
communities will look with suspicion on all specu
lative articles in the market, tho prices of which do 
not depend upon natural· demand and supply, but are 
regulated by speculators situated in any quarter of 
the globe. The Indian cultivator will be disinclined 
to grow anything which he does not need for himself 
or for his neighbours. 

416. Selection of fodders: If it is found possible 
to release a portion of the land from jute and cotton, 
from linseed and ground-nut, if it is decided to grow 
food and fodder in replacement, the question that will 
come next will be Lhe selection of fodd ers fDl' cultivation. 
Each Province and each group of villages will choose 
according to its particular needs. Less stress will be 
put upon the stalks of paddy and wheat as cattle food. 
These form the main roughage today. But some of 
them, and rice-straw in particular, are very deficient 
in the essentials of the feeding needs of the cattle. 
Supplementary fodders should be chosen to correct 
the deficiencies. Generally, leg~mes are of all-round 
utility. Legumes not only supply fodder but enrich 
the soil by nitrogen fixation. Legumes, if grown as 
pulse, serve a three-fold purpose-of feeding people, of 
feeding the cattle from stalks, and also of feeding the 
soil with nitrogen which it needs very much. This 
triple utility-crop should be pnshed as far as possible as 
the second crop. because it rarely occupies the soil for 
more than six months. After the legumes are harvested, 
the soil is left richer for raising the next crop. 
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There are very many high-yielding grasses for every 
province and climate. A choice will have to be made 
of a group of them for particul:1l' areas. Guinea 
grass, Napier grass, Maize, Benja, and Anjftll are 
familiar grasses having high yields, and some of them 
are particularly rich in digestible protein. In the 
Ohapter on nutrition will be indicated the lines of 
choice for these grasses. 

417. Oonservation of fodder: Fodder has to be 
grown, and what is more, fodder has to be conserved. 
otalks of cerell,ls and the comIllon legUlnes may be 
stored after drying. But not so I;ho gl'l1sses. 'rhe 
grasses show their best growth during the l:ains. 
'.rho cattle can be fed on them or allowed to graze. 
Bu~ the extra supply is difficult to conserve for 
future use during the dry S6!1d:lOn. Dllring the mins 
it is difficult to ml1ke hay. Any chance shower will 
spoil the gr£tss exposed for drying in the sun for making 
hay. In wet areas this is particularly difficult. When 
there is the Ut.lllost growth of succulent fodder, they 
have perforce to be wasted, for they cannol; be dried 
and conserved. 'l'his has boen flO hi liherto. But 
/;he1'8 is no reason why it should be H() in the i'ntUl'e, 
with au awakened and active village COlllltlUnit,y life. 

418. ExceSB of fodder preserved by ensilage: 
Ensilage is the process of preserving green fodders, 
for use I1S 11 Illoi!:lt sueculont during the seaSOIlS when, 
other fresh fodders are scarce. Pr8servlttion is done in 
'silos' or pits, in 8tl1cks or towers. The green rodder 
is stacked and pressed 80 as to expol the air, and 
then sealed out of contact with the air. 'l'he sealing 
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prevents or delays the decay of the fodder. The 
purpose of putting in a pit or in a tower, of 
compression and of covering up, is all for the exclusion 
of the air. If it finds access the fodder gets heated 
or burns up and gets rotten and destroyed. 

The s~acking in an air-excluded atmosphere may 
be accomplished in various ways. The simplest way 
is to dig a pit, line it with brick and cement, and thus 
make it water-proof. But a cemented pit i~ unnecessary. 
Where the earth is hard, simple excavation will do. 
Silos are [Llso made in silo towers. 'l'his a tower-like 
round well, is built above ground. The loading and 
unloading becomes difficult in such a case; mechanical 
appliances for this purpose may have to be used. This 
is out of the question for our cultivators and breeders. 

An excavated pit is the best fo'r our purpose. 'l'be 
cost of excavation is practically nothing or very little, 
and the same pit may be used year after year. 
It is claimed that silage of most excellent quality 
CfW be made in pits. 

419. Site for silo pit: . The most essential point 
is that the bottolll of the pit should be a few feet 
above the water level during the rains. If this is 
not assured, water will percolate b'om the sides and 
spoil the silage. 'l'he site, therefore, should be 
chosen with care, preferably on a mound, and with 
very good drainage. The site may be neal' the cow shed 
frOlll where silage can be issued for consurnption 
without great labour £01' haulage. 11'01' larger pits for 
big herds a site in the fields where the fodder i8 
grown is usually chosen. The filling operation becomes 

28 
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el1sy. For use, the si !age h:LB to be cl1ded away 
to the byres. OCC!1Sionally, the finished lUaterial 
becomes sludgy on account of moisture in jihe fodder 
due to the time of ensilage. Such materials are 
difficult to be carted away for use. 

In areas where the water-level rises every rainy 
season, flooding the country and fields, arti ficial 
mounds will have to be created. This is a difficulty 
particularly in very wet areas where they ttl'S most 
needed. lJ'or, in the deltaic 11reas, where Itnnual 
inundation OCCU1'8, the peastlJlts lind it di£t.icult to 
keep their dwelling houses sumciently high abovo the 
flood-level. In Buch places, p!11'ticularly high moundJil 

may be created by the excavation of tanks in the 

fields by co-operati ve labour. It is again true that the 
cooservat,ion of fodder is 11iso most wanted where the 
level of water goes lip. In East Beogal, particul!1rly 
during the illontlHi of fain, tbe whoitl landscape is a 
Vl1st sheet of wuter wi t.h tJle bUllSl!S of tho inhabitants 
standing like little islands, each ooe Sep'Ll'I1f;sd from 
the other by sheets of wILt,sr. ' rllhe selectioo of sit;os 

for silos is !1 problem in such localities. 
420. The silo pit: " ':Phe pib may be of IL11y shape, 

but 11 rectangular sbape is preferable. ~'he height 
and width are genemlly kept equal, Bay 8ft.; the depth 
should not be less than 8 ft. r1'ho sidos of tho pit 
must be made smooth so thrtt the exclusion of ail' 1lI11Y 
be easy and compro8sioll may noji be interfered wit.h. 
The leogth may be twice or throe times the width 
or depth. The corners must be rounded off. A ciroular 
shape is most suitable for single pits. 
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It should be remembered that some fodder is lost 
in surfaces of contact with the earth and, therefore, 
very small pits are uneconomic. Large pits on the 
contrary take too long a time to fill or empty out. 

'l'he appropriate size lllay be calculated from 
the requirements of storage. A cubic foot will hold 
eighteen seers of green fodder at the tillie of filling. 
'l'hera will be shrinkage and lossage depending upon 
the moisture-content and state of maturity of the 
fodder at the time of filling. 

Taking the shrinkage to be, say, one-tbird, one 
cubic feet packed will give 12 seers wet material 
at the time oUeeding. On this basis a pit measuring 
8 ft. deep x 8 ft. wide x 10 ft. long will give 640 
cubic feet. If it is stacked on top in a slope it will 
bold one-third more .. 

Such a silo is expected to feed a unit of 10 heads 
of cattle for about it months, more 01' less, depending 
upon the size of tbe animals. 

It is an advantage to have several pits, rather than 
one very . large pit. 

421. Filling the silo pit: The pit may preferably 
be sheltered with a light rain-proof structure at the 
time of filling, for if there is rain at the tillie of filling, 
it will spoil the silage. Two feet of materials may be 
put into the pit daily and well pressed in by walking 
and pressing. When the pit is entirely filled up, it 
is well to ram it down by men, and then allowing the 
bullocks to tread over and press the mo,i;erials down. 
When an old pit is used, all decayed matters and 
sludge should be cleaned out, and the~pit mended. 
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GraBS and fodder liay be put in, as received from 
the field without chopping. But then these will have 
to be 'cut out at the time of feeding by a special 
digging il1l:ltrument, used, for instance, for digging 
welll:l in alluvial BoiL The fodder really has to be out 
out of 'the mass as there is no question of lifting it. 
Because by packing and ramming the illl1SS gets felted 
or matted. If chopped fodder is put, discharging 
becomes an easy operation. The top should be 
heaped with fodder like the slanting roof of houses. 
An incline of 45 degrees is preferable. The slope is 
also to be r£1111med in and pressed down. Over this 
a six inch 01' one foot layer of ordinary dry leafy stuff 
01' straw 01' stubbles has to be piled. f1'he straw Or 

8tubble layer prot,ects the silo from contact with the 
covering earth and, therefore, from being Boiled. 
Hal( the volume of earth excavated out is to be 
utilised for covering; this forms a heavy thick coat 
and. is min-proof. The sides or the pit should be 
sloped away to drain off the water. There should not 
be any sUl'face drain near the pit, for such drains 
absorb water which percolates into the pit. The 
neat, beaten fLlld ramllled surfllce should he turfed 
80 that there will be less chance of the top-covering 
earth being washed away. 

A well-made silo will keep indefinitely, provided 
that water and air have no access to it. A silo has 
been found to be in an excellent condition even after 
4 years of filling. 

It is necessary to inspect the top covering, Hpecially 
during the rains and aner the rains. If thel:e are 
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any subsidence, crack or washing out, these must be 
attended to and the covering kept in a state of repair. 

422. Opening the pit: One has to be particularly 
careful in opening the pit. Only 11 small opening is 
to be made at the commencement, and only that 
quantity that has to be used for the day may be 
taken out. The withdrawal shonld be gradually along 
the whole width, and in sections reaching down to the 
bottom. If two feet along the length is exposed, those 
two feet should be taken out down to the bottom 
layer. During the emptying operation also, care about 
the, exclusion of ail' is to be taken as far all possible. 
It is, therefore, that the necessity of storing in H, 

number of small pit,s arises, so that a pit once opened 
,may be finished off quickly. During the emptying 
eMe shou1a. be taken to consume at least t11ree inches 

depth of the exposed surface. 
Soiled matter Rnd sludge that may happen to be 

present on t0P or bottom or the sides, and water 
which may begin to percolate on opening, should be 
collected and used as manure. 

During the emptying there should be a light 
roofing to protect the pit from the entrance of rain 
water into it. 

If very succulent Or immature stuff is ensilaged, 
it will be found to be thin, and water will ooze out . 
at the time of emptying it. Such stuff the cattle do 
not like, and is also difficult to handle. 

In ordel' to avoid this, precaution should be taken 
at the time of filling. A mixture of dry stuff like hl1Y 
01' straw 01' stalks of wheat or joa?· has to be alhel'Dated 
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in filling. It is not necessal'Y to mix the green find 
dry matter in filling. One layer of dry matter is to 
be lnid, and over that a layer of green matter. 'l'he 
proportion of greeD to dry fodder should he regulated 
by the condition of the two materials. Alternation 
of layers with lesR succulent materi:d, such as 
straw and mat,nrc maize-stalks also, wi II serve the 
purpose of taking up the moisture from the pure 
succulent ml1tel'ial in a silo, I1nd give the desirable 
charact,er to it. 

Government farms are now lllaldng ensilage. r1'he 
nearest place wbere enflill1ge is Clone lI11ly he 
ascertained, and the preRPllce of any enquirer at the 
time of filling and empliying llllLy he al'ranged. 
Not,hing helps as seeing tho filling n.nc1 enlptying, 
opemtions under local condit,ions. rI'his may !woid 
much trouble and disappointment 

423. Conservation of dry fodder: ConRcrvation 
of dry fodder is a simple matter and the different local 
pra.ct.ic6R indielLte t.he way. Stl1cking i R the n8lll.l 
method with a fence round to lwep off {,he ell,(,tIe. 
There is the inevita.ble wastage on !1CCOnn t of exposure 
to sun and rain, and also deteriomtion in qwLlity and 
digestibility. It is claimed for the silo I; 1](1 t the loss 
in this method of storing is Jess than in dry stacking. 

The following arc the advnntages claimed for 
ensilage: 

1. It provides moist and succulent fodder in 
seaSons when green fodders al'e flCIU'CO ; 

~. It I1bso1'h8 surplus green fodder in times of 
abundance; 
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3. It saves all fodder in a palatable form and the 
loss both in preserving and feeding is less 
than with the dry fodder; 

4. It is 1110re palatable than dry fodder; 
5. Being kept under eltrth it is thief-proof and 

fire-plloof. 
But there is one defect in ensilage. All cattle 

cannot be fed wholly on the Rilo: Its moisture-cont,ent 
being high, t,he working bullocks should have Borne 
dry fodder mixed with it. Dry and milking cows 
call, however, be maintained solely on the silo .. 

424. Grazing in village commons: There l1re 
certain areas in the villages shown in the LieLtlement 
records as belonging' to the public. Slices of' lalld for 
grazing, for cremation 'or bnril11 grounds, lUG shown 

as publip property. The public hilS unfettered rights 
to US0 them. But because of the greed for illegal 
possession, the grazing lands are in some areftS being 
leI; ont to tenants for cultivation, and in othel' Cl:LA8S 

gradually encroached upon. With [1 gl"owing cattle 
population, the shortage or common pastnre in the 
village is being more keenly felt. In fact, the areas 
are often so small compared with the cattle-population 
of the village that such grounds may be regarded 
1110re as standing and strolling grounds for exerciHe. 
There is not much material to graze upon at any tillJe. 
The cattle being too many, there is a competition 
between grass-blades and the animals. So floon as 
11 blade makes its appearance there is a living pair 
of scissors to bite it off. The cattle succeeds in the 
competition o,nd the pasture remains bare. 
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Many suggestions have been mad e from time to 
time for the restoration of the COlllmon gl,'Olmds 
encroached upon or let out, for the regulation of the 
excess of animals over the lands, for fencing these off 
and cultivating these for fodder or gruss, and allowing 
the produce to be cut and distl'ibut,ed. But nothing 
practical has resulted. Wi th the dCllth of the vi IInge 
communities these public amenities of village life htLve 

Fig. 32. Skin-ancl-bone aniIuu,ls
the result of forest-grazing. 

(Live·stock Problom viS-It-vis Unwillg) 

disappeared also. It. bas also been bronght out I,hat 
the expansion of the common village pastures Will be 
of no use, for no sooner are the expl1nsions made 
than they would be filled with reedy cattle without 
bringing about any but temporary improvement in the· 
situation. It is no good orying over spilt rnilk. 
These common pasture grounds hrw0 disILllPf:JlLJ:ed for 
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good. The revival of village communities may revivify 
village life, and the proposition of extended common 
pastures will then be a living issne. Therefore today, 
beyond Wishing the revival of the village communities, 
nothing in particular is to be thought of or done 
about these common pn.stures. Things have come 
to such a pass that even the droppings in the pasture 
are, in some places, guarded and removed by the 

Fig. 33. Well-nourished aniroals
the result of stall-feeding. 

(Live-stook Problom vis-a-vis Grazing) 

herd-boy as soon as he discovers that the dung is from 
one of his own cattle. 

For all practicl11 grl1zing purposes, these common 
pastures may be regal'deil to-day as fully lost. (596) 

425. Preservation of pasturage: The flanks of 
the railway embankments, the river and canal banks, 
the road-sides are now used as pastures. The village 
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roads and paths are being encroached upon by the 

owners of adjoining fields. Nice wide road s will in 
places be found rendered narrow and almost impassable 
for traffic on account of these encrol),chmenLs. Yet 
these road surfaces and fll1nks n,fIord sorue pn,sture. 
But there is nothing to he done now. When the 
village communities are l'e-establishE,d, the newly 
created bodies will know their duty by the village 
COIllIII ons, pastures, village l'oadr:l and paths, [Lnd deal 
with them appropriately. (596) 

426. Forest grazing': It is a vast and interesting 
subject,. Only the outlineR eilll he disCllsscc1 here. 

It was D1·. VoelckM' who drew the pointed nLt.cmtioD 

of the Government to the reSOllrces j;hat aro in these 
forests, and recommended ways ancl meanh for their 
better utilisation for the public. He !1rgued that the 
forests were not there for providing l'OVenUml to t.he 
Government but for service to the puhlic as fILl.' I1S 
possible, which was [Lltlo the declared policy of the 
Government. He urged t.hat t.he declared policy be 
given effect to. He pointed 1;0 1;he forest for providing 
(a) scope for bett.er grnzing, as 11180 (b) for providing 
fuel which will go towards ·l'cZea,s·ing cow-dv.ng to be 
used as Dlanure. 

The aspect of forest us provicling p!1sture wi II be 
taken up here. 

STATISTICS OF FOB.ES'l' GRAZING: rl'here 
are 158 t,hoUfHmd sqnfl,l'C:) rniles of Janel under the 

Forest DeparLment in India. A very large l1rea 
classified as uncultivated land is in' the hands of 
the Revenue Dep!1l'tment, und, therefore, this area 
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though large, bas to be considered separately from the 
forest area. 

Of the forest area the higher Himalayan forests 
arB practically unused, and the great belt "of the 
Himalayan forests in Bengal, Bihar and the U. P. 
along the foot,-hills arB also too far out of the reach of 

oultivators. (396, 596) 
427, Provinces concerned with forest grazing: 

The provinces concerned with forest g1'l1zing are 
mainly the United Provinces, Madras, t,te Punjab" 
the Oentral Provinces, ,Bibar, Bombay and Sind.' 
The grazing facilities can be taken a.dvantage of by It 

very sml111 fraction of the whole live-stock population. 
Reserving consideration to the cattle alone, the 
figures are found 0,13 under : 

TABLE-Q9 
Numbm' of cattle (J?'Cflzing in forests. 

United Province8 
Madras 
Punjab 
Centrf1! Provinces 
Bombay 

Total 

Grazing. Total oattle 

1 million 32~- million 
l~· " 24t " 
1 " 16" 
3 ., 14" 
2 " 10 " 
8~ millions out of 97 millions. 

In the provinces where the cattl~ are most grazed,. 
it appears that only 8~> pel' cent can take advantage of 
this facility. The all-India figure is much lower-it 
may come up to only about 5 pel' cent. (396, 596) 

428. Figures for the five grazing provinces: 
Taking into consideratIon their entire live-stock 
popUlation the figures are as given below: 
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429. Area of incidenoe per head of cattle: From 
these figures the proportion of incidence per aCre 
cannot be gauged. Here statistics fail. The incidence,. 
according to statistics, apparently (vide Table 30) 
varies from 1'1 aCre per head of cattle in the Punjab to 
4 acres per head in Madras, the total average being 2'8 

acres. But the areas are total !1reas, including dense. 
impenetrable and ungrazable forests and also high 
altitudes, where very little grazing is either available 
or can be .taken advantage of, being inaccessibly 
remote from all cultivation !Lnd habitation. 

The real incidence per head on the fringes of 
the forest lands near villages, round sources of 
water supply and where t,smporary camps may be 
Bet up, must, be quite high, proving extreme over-
stocking. (396, 596) . 

430. Token-fee· for grazing: Grazing is practi
cally free in the Punjab, where the villagers enjoy the 
right of grazing cattle. In the United Provinces 
68 pel' cent of the cattle, utilizing grazing, are allowed 
to do so free as an admitted right. Everywhere when 
the animals have to pay fees, the ree is only nominaL 
being as under: 

Animal per annum. 

Oows, Bullocks & Bulls-2 to 8 annas 
Buffaloes- 12 annaa to Rs. 2/-
Ca1V6s- Free 
Sheep and goat·_ :It anna to 2 anoas. 

This token-fee for permission allows the owner to· 
graze their H,nimals over large areas. The number of 
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animals on grazing areas is too much, any number 
being admitted, and the nominal fee is no bar to keep 
lli large number of animals in villages near forests or 
in forest camps. The small fees received create no 
inducement in the Forest Departments to improve the 
grazing areas; on the other hand, it creates irritation 
in the fee-payers that the fee is taken, but nothing is 
.done for them to better the grazing conditions, The 
present conditions are such that these grazing areas 
might be utilised arid are often utilised, as sites for 
fuel Illanufacture. An unlimited number of cattle 
on the payment of a nominal fee, is allowed to graze 
and multiply. Their dungs are dried and brought 
down for use as fuel. A shockingly pel'Verted USe of 
animals! Of course! 'l'he poor cattle, however poor 
they be in their bodies, bring sorue value also when 
they are sold. 

Things could be much improved. It is not that 
improvements Hre nowhere being made. On the 
contrary, in the U. P., the O. P., Bombay and Madras, 
the Borest Departments are keen on improving 
conditions. But as things are, very little can be 
expected. The foreHt gr:1zing problem, taken by itself, 
has not much scope for improvement. It WIts suggested 
that only a limited rmill bel' of cattle be permitted 
in specified areas, that the areas be controlled by 

closures, and that graded fees be takon for animals, 
according to their economic value-the mOre degraded 
and the useless stock having to pay more, and the 
superior cattle only nominal fees. This last suggestion 
is unpractical, for the line between good and bad 
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cattle is thin. The C. P. is applying control and 
also applying closures to certain areas. Madras and 
Bombay are also introducing it in some tracts. Only a 
beginning has been made. But where there is 
enthusiasm some rapid result may be expected. 

'r'he Royal Commission recommended also the 
encouragement of gras8~cutting in place of grazing. 
This has also been found to be impracbcable. Cutting 
is a much more expensive process than grazing. There 
is the problem of drying and pressing the grass and 
of transport for areas situated at a distance, cat LIe 
wherefrom cannot directly come to graze. At the 
period of grass cutting, labour is most difficult to 
obtain, men being engaged in othel' field-WOl'k. These 
difficulties have been found to be insmmountable. 
With all these facts, not much may be got out of 
fUi'est gmzing for the present, beyond what is already 
being done. (396, 596) 

431. Forest-grazing in Bengal: A brief enumera
tion of the position of forest grazing in the provinces 
is attempted below. In the inhabited region of the 
Himah1yas falling within Bengal attempts were made 
by the Government to encourage stall-feeding. This 
seems to be mainly a measure for improving the milk
supply of the hill stations. A system was introduced 
of building cattle-sheds at Government cost and of 
charging a small fee for cutting grass for stall-feeding. 
The Government, it. appears, went faster than it 
was safe. These-cattle sheds were used to encourage 
milk-supply from cross-breds. These in the colder 
atmosphere of the Himalayas undoubtedly gave milk, 
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but failed in draught-quality. '1'he male progeny 
were of little use to the cultivators for draught. These' 
attempts were restricted to the Darjeeling and 
Kurseong forests. The Kalimpong Forest Division, 
however, could not attmct tenants of cattle-sheds 
for stall-feeding. The scope of work in these cattle
sheds for stall-feeding experiments was nuturally very 
limited, and bas no bearing on the general cattle 
problem of the Province. 

'1'he D0011rs are also hill tracts. '1'hese are" 
however, very sparsely populated by the hill people, and 
the plains villages are too remote to take ad vantage 
of the DOOfUS foot-hills £01' gruzing. In the Chittagong 
Hills and in the Hill 'l'racts Division cultivation by 
hill people is of the shifting method. Grazing is 
permitted, but its economic value to the Province is 
insignificant. (396, 596) 

432. Forest-grazing in Bihar: In Bihar the 
problem loses mucb of its significl1nce becl1use only 3% 
of the area is under forest. Apl1rt from this, the 
Government possess an insignificl1nt portion of the 
total gl'l1zing area of the Province; the tot!1l area 
owned by it in Bihar being ~hl million acres 118 against 
40'5 million acres held by private owners. 

Of the GoverIlment-held arel1, the true forest ILl'ea 
needs little doing. It is in the derelict {md ravine 
land that there is room for improvement for grazing. 
It bas been suggested that if such areas be trenched 
and protected from cattle, then these may be soon 
converted into grass lands on which grass-cutting or 
rotational and controlled grazing will be possible. 
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There is much waste land in private possession as 
also forests; 'rhese are not properly managed. If 
they were managed properly a lot of grazing could be 
!1rranged for. (396, 596) 

433. Forest-grazing in Bombay: Much work has 
been done by the Agricultural Depal·tment, particularly 
in the dry tracts. These measures have proved that a 
great deal of improvement in providing for grazing or 
growing grass can be achieved by fencing, by rotational 
grazing, by limiting the number of cattle, by prevention 
of grazing during monsoons, by providing facilities for 
obtaining water and providing shade trees. 

Forest-grazing is developing under planned 
management in which 500 acres are divided into five 
100-acre units, and one 100-acre unit remains closed 
to grazing every 5 yen.rs. Besides this, 36,000 acres 
are allotted to grazing before cutting every year. In 
the dry tracts of Bombay over-grazing is doing a good 
deal of harm. (396, 596) 

434. Forest-grazing' in a.p. & Berar: Government 
forests represent about 1/5th of the total area of the 
Province. About 86 pel' cent of these forests is open 
to grazing. Besides this, there are large areas of 
private forests in it. Planned work is conducted by 
the Forest Department, and periodical and rotational 
closures are applied. 

The condition of the C. P. cattle generally in 
connection with the problem of Im'est grazing 
was brought out by Mr. C. M. Harlow, Conservator 
of li'orests, Western Circle C. P. in his note for 
the 2nd A. H. Wing meeting. 

29 
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"It is a general fact, usually true but with few 
exceptions, that the more grazing facilities, the 
worse the cattle, and it is invariably true that 
few good cattle resort to the reserved forests 
for grazing. The more intelligent section of the 
community occupy the better land, usually far 
away from the forests and the lands near the 
forest are poorer in quality and in the hands of 
aboriginals 01' other less intelligent castes .. The 
~ultivator of the plains keeps no more cattle than 
he needs; each one is of great importance to him, 
he cares for them and feeds them fairly well. 
When he has to replace them, he may buy from 
good breeds if available, but more generally 
from selected cattle brought to annual fairs from 
the more jungJy neighbourhoods. ~[1he8e cattle 
improve somewhat by more regular feeding. ~.'he 

inhabitants of jungly areas keep large herds of 
miserable cllttle, fILl' larger than they need or the 
country needs. For practical purposes they never 
have any stall-feeding. When the crops hfwe 
been reaped they graze in the fields. At other 
times t,hey graze in the forest 01' in the villnge 
grazing lands, going daily to and froUl t,ha 
forest."-(P. 216). (396, 596) 
435. Forest-grazing in Madras: In Madras the 

forests arc interspersed t,o an extent with villages so 
that grazing from near-by vilh1ges is a distinct feature. 
The fringes of tho reserves and forests are over
grazed. There have been experiments with better 
varieties of grasses. But these cannot pay unless 
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grazing fees are raised. This is the opinion of the 
Forest Department. Grazing~fees vary' from three 
a,nnas to one rupee per cow for the whole year, and 
the average is eight annas. 

Attention is paid by the Forest Department to 
keep the grazing grounds clear of prickly pear by 
cochineal insects. Some attention has also been 
paid to the question of supply of water in grazing 
grounds. 

Some rotational grazing is done in a few places of 
which the Raneha System is worthy of mention. 
Nellore is the only area in the Presidency in which 
grazing is managed on sound principles. This system 
is a time-honoured one and has worked satisfactorily 
80 far as the owners of superior cattle are concerned. 

Under the Rancha System grazing areas are 
divided into grazing blocks which are leased out 
at a definite rate per acre. The Kanchadar or lessee 
is bound by the terms of his agreement to protect 
the area, close it to grazing for three months during 
the monsoon, and to limit the admission of cattle to a 
maximum. (396, 596) 

436. Forest-grazing in the U. P.: In the United 
Provinces large herds of cattle are fl'equently grazed 
in fringes of savannahs and forests for the purpose 
of manure and fuel which is required in unlimited 
quantities; and the n~mbel' of cattle grazing in these 
is also unlimited. ¥lith all that, however) only a 
small percentage of the cattle can have accesS to the 
forests on account of their location. Out of the 
43k million domestic animals, 42 millions do not visit 
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the forests. Of the forest-area which this 1!- million 
animals visit, 68 per cent are free by right or long
standing concession, and, therefore, no limit to them 
can be put. In spite of all that the forest-areas are 
improving on account of managed grazing and sound 
sylviculture. 

As il;l Bihar 80 in the U. P. the l'eal problem 
is the better utilisation of derelict and waste 
lands III Government hands and in privftte 
posseRsion. (396, 596) 

437. Forest-grazing in the Punjab: In the Punjab 
forest-grazing is a sore spot in the management of 
forests. The forest officers of the Province have 
been realising for many years past that rapid and 
wide-spread deterioration was taking place in almost 
all the foot-hill forests on account of over-grazing. 
As the forest-areas are practically wholly open to 
grazing by right 01' tradition, it is not possible to 
regulate it. And the mischief is continuing, causing 
erosion, and denuding the slopes of grass and 
vegetation. It is a growing evil; and some arrangement 
with the foot-bill people is necessary for restriction 
on grazing in their own interests. (396, 596) 

438. The rest of the provinces: The condition 
of the N. V'/. ::B' Province is also very nearly the same 
as that of the Punjab. 

In Assam, Orissa and Sind there is no grazing 
problem as the need is small, and the forest areas 
are relatively of small importance. Only 3 per cent 
of the total cattle-population utilise grazing, and 
there is plenty of grazing available for this number, 
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amounting to 45,000 horned cattle who are sent 
to graze. (396, 596) 

439. Grazing outside Government forests: Vast 
areas of land under the Revenue Department and in 
pr.ivate possession are wastes, parts of which may 
be profitably utilised for growing grasses for fodder. 
Very material improvements are possible in these 
lands. Unlike many forestB, these waste lands are 
interspersed in between habitations, and it is, 
therefore, that their reclamation for use for grazing 
is.likely to be most beneficial. An example is supplied 
by the U. P. 

In the Province there are very large areas of 
waste land, known as usa?'. These are alkali soils. 
It is a commercial proposition to utilise these as 
natural sources of alkali or sodium carbonate. During 
the last Great War an attempt was made and 
successful experiments were carried out for the 
manufacture of alkali from 'reh' soil or USaf soil. yhe 
alkali is on the superficial half or three-fourth inch 
of the Elurface. If this is scraped off, the next year 
another similar layer of alkali is obtainable. Thus, it 
could be used as a source of supply of alkali for some 
time at least. The experimental work was discontinued 
probably owing to the cheapness of the imported stuff 
after the war. (396, 596) 

440. Reclamation of usar soil: But the soil is 
there all the time a waste, and waiting for reclamation. 
Numerous experiments were conducted for draining 
the alkali out of the soil. Many theories were 
advanced for the presence of the alkali in these lands, 
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and the prinCiple underlying their accumulation and 
re-formation. But it is only recently that the U. p. 
Government seems to have caught upon a very simple 
process of reclaiming them. The lands are so alkaline 
that no trees can grow on them. But where trees 
fail, grass can grow, and it can grow only if it is 
protected from grazing.. This was tried. Uscw lands 
were closed to grazing. The blades of grass that 
grew throve and covered the soil more and more with 
a green mantle. The grass was allowed to be cut. 
This experiment has been a remarkable success. 
Below is a recorcl of 4 years after applying closure 
to grazing. 

Year. 

1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 

'Yiold of grass per l1oro. 

2'7 maunds 

4'8 " 

" 
" 

By four years' encleavoUl' the grass-yield had gone 
up from 2'7 to 12'1 maunds pel' acro. In some usa?' 
areas near Unao and Cawnpore, which have been 
protected for a long time from grazing, yields of ovor 
29 maunds of hay per acre have been attained. 

r:rhese experiments suggest that the fad del' problem 
of the U. p, can be very materially solved by the 
utilisation of the usa?' lands for hay-mn,ldng. 

441. Utilisation of canal banks and poor land: 
"For the production of timber, fuel, and fodder, these 
have proved unequalled, and the canal plantations 
show a rate of growth that cannot be sUl'pl1ssed by 
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any forest areas in the Pl'ovince." (Smythies .. 2nd 

meeting A. H. Wing, (1986).-P. 230). This matter will 
be referred to again in connection with tree fodders. 

'rhere is also a class of land which is precarious 
for agriculture on account of the poor quality of the 
soil. These can be converted into grass plots during· 
the monsoons and the grass cut and silaged. Some 
method of closure is to be applied in order to let the 
grass grow. After cutting and hay~making, such lands 
may be opened to grazing for the supply of manure to 
the. soil for its gradual but permanent improvement. 

442. The tree-fodders: There are a variety of 
of trees the l~aves of which may do for supplying 
fodder, and their lopped-off branches for sUPlllying 
fuel. After a time, by rotational planning, the trees 
may be utilised for fuel or timber, and replaced by a 
newer oues for continuous supply of fodder. 

Regarding . the possibilities of tree-fodder Mr. 
Smythies, Conservator of Forests, Western Circle, 
U. P., writes: 

" ... In the dry and inferior type of grazing areas, 
it is a mistake to think only in terms of grass. 
One of the most important developments iu 
Forest Department in recent years has been the 
realisation that fodder supplies in dry tracts can 
often be greatly improved arid increased by making 
plau'tations of fodder-trees. It is obvious that a 
fodder-tree, which stands annual 01' periodical 
lopping, produces OJ much greater quantity of 
lea,f-fodder than the grass that would be produced 
on the ground it occupies. The Forest Department 
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IS very actively following the policy of creating 
extensive plantations at negligible. cost by 
means of taungya for the improvement of 
fodder supplies, as well as improvement of timber 
and fire-wood. I would instance the Shahranpur 
division, where over 2,000 acres of successful 
plantation have already been started and where 
we aim to take up 600 acres per annum £01' the 
ne:xt 50 years. Also, the Bhinga forest of 
Bahraich, where over 20,000 acres have been set 
aside for taungya plantations, and to improve 
inter alia, the facilities £01' grazing and leaf-fodder 
for the surrounding villages. Our taungya villages 
in Rhahranpur have already a popUlation of over 
2,O{)O and we have started village schools, medical 
attendance, co-operative societies, etc. 'l'hese 
facts will indicate how important we regard the 
organisation for creating successful fodde1' and 
fttel plantations. 'A7 e have no hesitation in thinking 
that this line of approach holds out greater promise 
tban any possibilities of improving the grasD, as 
these dry areas are by nature intended fo).' tree 
crops, rather than for grass production, and the 
production of leaf-fodder in three dimensional 
space must obviously be far greater than any possible 
production of fodder grass in two dimensional BpttCe. 
Our plantations are not yet old enough to stand 
lopping (the oldest are only 5 years old), but we 
propose in due course to have controlled rotational 
lopping of leaf-fodder, and the details will be 
worked out as we gain experience." 
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"Lopping f01' leaJ-fodde1' in existing jO?'ests: 
This habit is wide-spread and forms an impOl'tant . 
addition to grazing in the feeding of live-stock. 
Experience has proved conclusively that control 
of lopping is essential. For example, the guja?'s
notoriously destructive loppers-Iop widely in the 
forests of the Western Circle, but under control, and 
no lasting damage to forest results .... " (Smythies. 
2nd meeting A. H. Wing, (lOa7).-p. 229) 
That the trees, properly lopped by rotation under 

control, can supply a large bulk of fodder has not been 
Bufficiently taken advantage of. There is wide scope 
of expanding this source of fodder-supply. Waste 
lands and canal banks situated when they are within 
reach of the villagers may be extensively used a~ 
sources of both fuel and fodder on plantation of 
suitable trees. '1'he babul (acacia) will grow in some 
of the worst soils. The people of Sind have 
found it indispensable as a source of fodder from the 
leaves, concentrates from the seeds, and of fuel and 
timber from the trunk. The heart-wood of the bab'nl 
goes to make cart-wheel and cart-axles. I may add 
that the babttl bark is a very valuable tanning material 
also, It grows in soils 'which will not grow any 
valuable plants and will go a great way towards 
solving the village needs of fodder and fuel. The idea 
is nothing new. 

443. A chapter of lost opportunities: 'Fuel and 
jodde?' ?'ese?'ves' was the one cry of Dr. Voelcker. 
Below, he is quoted rather in extenso. It is to show 
how extensively could the fodder and fuel question 
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have been solved if the very useful and practical course 
of creating fuel and fodder reserves had been taken 
up, and pursued without break. rrhe eXLtmples cited 
by Dr. Voelcker are living sources of inspirfltion about 
what even now can be done in solving the fodder 
problem. The Railways and the Canal Embankments, 
the banks of small streams, the waste lands, the'l,lsaTS, 

all can contribute to forming a living and plentiful 
sllpply of fuel and fodder. 

444. Fuel and fodder reserves, plea of Voelcker: 
Dr. Voelcker wrote ill his Report : 

" .. ·the way in which.the supply of wooel to agricul
ture C(l,n be best increased is by the m'erd'ion of Dew 
enclosures of land for the purpose of growing wood, 
scrub, jungle, and grass, Such enclosures are now 
denominated 'Fuel and Fodder Reserves'." 
"The establishment of 'Fuel and Fodder Beserves' 
was advocalmd successively by Sir D. Brandis in. 
1873, by the Famine Comtilission in 1879, an(l by 
the Government of India in 1883, acting upon the 
recommendations of the :b'amine Commission." 

-(Po 152) 
"The earliest 'Fuel and Fodder Reserve' in the 
strict sense, that I can find mentioned is the 
Patri forest, near Rurki, North-West Provinces. 
This plantation was begun in 1871, five blocks, 
comprising in all eo acres, being demarcated, and 
trees, mostly siss2t being planted and watered by [1 

cut taken off frOID the Ganges canal.· .. This 
practically was of the Dt1turB of a 'village forest,' 
l1nd was agricultural in intent. 
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l'The forests of Ajmere-Merwara, a.lthough of large 
extent and under the Forest Administration, are 
really 'Fuel twd Fodder Reserves' on a large scale . 
..... . As I have said they more nearly approach 
my idea of what 'agricultural forests' should 
be than anything else which I have seen or 
read of under the Forest Administration. My 
complaint is that there are not enough Ajmere
Merwaras. ,.," -(Po 153), (28, 31, 411, 445-'53, 
462, 577) 
445. Tree~planting in Etawah, Jhansi, Cawnpore: 
"Etawah, Jhansi, Cawnpore, and Awa are the 
chief places where tree-planting has been tried to 
any considerable extent, for on the usa?' land at 
Aligarh, it has only been done on quite a small 
scale, and the effods have been confined mainly 
to grass and crop-growing ... " 
Speaking of the success in Etawah. be observed: 
"About 4,400 acres (7,000 big has) of tbif:l land 
belonged to the native land-owners (zeminda1'S) , 

and the area was of but little use except for cattle 
to roam over, In 1885 the Agricultural Depart
ment. of the North-West Provinces persuaded 
the zetnincla?'s to let it try the experiment of 
tree-growing, and got them to advance Rs. GOO/
for planting bab~tl seed over the land, Cattle 
were kept off, babul seeds were scattered broad
cast just before the rains carne, the trees came 
up capitally, the grass grew well, and soon, 
without any artificial irrigation, a useful 'fuel 
and fodder· reserve' was formed out of what, 
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had been simply waste-land. The 'reserve' now 
brings in an annual income of Rs. 1,100/- .... " 
-(P.155). (444, 577) 
446. Classes of land available for Reserves: 
'i ••• I may here name the classes of land which 
might be available. 
"e a) The waste land belonging to Government 
whenever a 1'aiyatwa1"i settlement exists, and 
including (in the case of Madras, at least) the sides 
of road-ways, channels, tanks, embankments (bttnds), 
beds of streams &c. 
( b) The waste land of vil1!1ges (at least when 
in excess of village requirements) and other 
uncultivated areas. 
( c) Salt plains and salt patches (usa?') land. 
e d) Ravine land. 
< e) The banks of canals and railway lines. 
(f) Land at present under dry cultivation, but 
which it might pay better to convert into 
'reserves'."-(P.157). (444,577) 
447. Reserves: Government waste land: "(a) In 
Madras the waste land all belongs to Government. 
Mr. Nicholson reported ip 1887 that in the 
Anantapur district alone there were 1,141,089 acres 
of Government waste land and that there were 
parts where blocks of 1,000 acres could be dug 
round, enclosed with b(tnlcs, and then seeds of trees 
be sown before the rains." - (Ibid) 

"In his 'Manual of Coimbatol'e' Mr. Nicholson 
mentions places, Buch as Karur, Dharapuram, 
Kugalur, PaJavapalaiyam, Nambiyur, Udamalpet, 
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and else where, where fuel reserves are needed and 
might be established. Of Karur he says;- 'the 
channel and river banks might be planted with 
advantage· .. the tal7tk is poorly wooded···· ··even 
the most favourable positions, such as channel 
banks, deep spots near water, &c. are not utilised ... 
there is one private jungle, but this is left to' 
nature and not assisted by plantation .. .it produces 
bab7ll trees and grass abundantly'. "~-(Po 157-'58) 
"I noticed myself, when travelling in the Madras 
Presidency, many channel banks, sides of tanks 
and road-ways, where trees might have been 
planted. 
"When enquiry was made in the Madras 
Presidency in 1883, it was found that, t!1king 
the whole Presidency, 100 acres of land to every 
village in a tal71k were available for 'fuel and 
fodder reserves'. 
"In the Central Provinces, in one tehsil alone of 
the Sambalpur district, waste areas of over 6,000 
acres were fOlind, which had remained the property 
of Government, and thus were available for 
conversion into 'fuel and fodder reserves'." 
-(P.158). (444,577) 
448; Reserves: village waste and uncultivated 

areas: U(b) It is a question how far it is advisable 
to take up waste belonging to a village, but in the 
Punjab and in the Oentral Provinces, the latter 
principally, there are village lands which are 
considerably in excess of the people's requirements. 
The Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab concurs in 
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thinking that Jand in exceSs might be turned into 
'reserves'. Between Lahore and Amritsar I noticed 
uncultivated areas in abundance, and wherever 
trees occurred, they grew very well. 
"Between Agra and GWl1lior I saw a lot of unculti
vated land. 
«In Bengal, Mr. Finucane found that there were 
some 37!! square miles in the Rhotas and Rehut 
plateaus of the Khymore Hills which might become 
'fuel and fodder reserves', 'fhe Bengal Government 
further authorised the purchase of 1,200 big has of 
bnd belonging to the Deo Estate, and in Sasseram 
other areas were proposed. The Deputy Conservartor, 
in reporting on them, said :-'1 do not think any 
site could have been selected more suitable for 
the formation of fuel and fodder reserves', rfhe 
financial prospects, derivable solely from annual 
licenses granted to villages, were stated to be veTY 
promising, 
"Between Bettiah (Behar) and the Nepaul fTontier 
-are strips which might be 'fuel and fodder 
reserves.' This land belongs to z(J'minda1's, and 
would have to be obtained by purchase, 
"Also, near Segowlie (Behar) is a good deal of 
waste-land, it; having fallen out of cultivation 
during the famine of 1865, 
I, The l'eport of the Bombay Agricultuml Department 
for 1886-'87 speaks of much lanel both in river
side villages and others eminently fitted for 'bab1.tl 
reserves', and the Bombay Government has given 
remission of three-quarters of the assessment to 
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applicants willing to devote land to the extension 
of babul plantations, 01' to take up new land for it. 
"Such villages are some near Ahmedabad, Nasick 
and Poona. 
"In Mysore I observed large stretches of land 
between the towns of Mysore and Hunsur which 
were not cultivated, but on which large amounts 
of fire-wood might be grown. In the centre of 
Mysore, near Arsikeri and Hassan, are large tracts 
thab might be enclosed and made into 'fuel and 
fodder reserves'."-(Ibid}. (444,577) 
449. Reserve nsar land: "(0) The vast range 
of salty (usa'r) plains and patches in the North
West Provinces has been mentioned. Others 
occur in the Punjab, the Deccan, the Southern 
Mahratta country, parts of Madras, and elsewhere. 
Between Delbi !1nd H.ewari is salty land on which 
talllarisk busb grows well. 
"(d) The l'avines along both banks of the Ganges 
and Jumna rivers have been referred to."-(Ibid) 
"Sir Edward Buck, in a note on the Muttra 
Settlement, speaks of the feasibility of introducing 
'fuel and fodder reserves' along the Jumna Valley 
tracts, and points out that the experiments made 
at Ajmel'e and elsewhere 'prove t,hat under proper 
management large areas will be available for trees 
and grazing which are not susceptible to ordinary 
cultivation'." -(P. 158-'59) 
"Ravine land occurs largely at Pahara, near 
Mirzf1pur, North-West Pl'ovinces."-(P. 159). 
(444,577) 
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450. Reserves; canal banks: railway embank-
ments: "(e) The Administration Reports of the 

Central Provinces speak of there being always 
areas fot brushwood on banks, beds of streams, &c. 
"The Bombay Agriculture Department Report for 
1888-89 regrets the great opportunity which was 
lost in not securing stretches between Hubli and 
Gadag, along the Southern Mahratta Hailwl1Y, and 
on which bab'lll grows splendidly. 
"The Bengal Agricultural Department Heport for 
1089-90 says that it had been ascertained that 
along the Assam-Behar, the Tirhoot extension 
and the new Chittagong-Assam lines 'fuel and 
fodder reserves' could be made."-(1bid). (444,577) 
451. Utilisation of dry land: "(j) It is quite 
certain that there are many stretches of dry 
cultivation, where cropo are' taken only 
occasionally, it illay be oncd in three or fonr, or 
even once only in six yearl:l, but which could be 
much better utilised by turning them into 'fuel 
and fodder reserves'. 
"About 1,'100 acres of such bnd exists at Mahim 
(Bombf1Y), and is not worth one anna an acre 
for rent. 
"At Avenat;hi (Coilllbatore) is also a lot of dry 
land, assessed at one rupee per 11cre, which might 
grow trees well. This is also the case in Cuddapah. 
"In pILrts of the Deccan, where wood for imple
ments is very scarce, the growing of wood, eveu 
if not directly remunerative, would be it gre[Lt 
boon to the cultivators. 
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"Mr. Fuller thinks $at in the Central Provinces 
it would be good if Government were prepared 
to remit the revenue of a few fields in certain 
villages, on condition that the proprietors 
planted and maintained trees on roads running 
through it. 
"I might here refer to an experiment now being 
carried out by Mr. Ozanne, at the Bhadgaon 
Experimental Farm of the Bombay Government. 
In June 1888 Mr. Ozanne sowed eight acres 
of cultivated land with babul seeds put in 
furrows; one-half of the area has had no artificial 
watering whatever, the other half only one 
watering, viz., in the first year. The interspaces 
between the rows have been sown with crops of 
bah'a, gram etc. At the time of my visit, in 
August 1890, the plantation was growing well, 
some of the best plants were 4 feet high, and the 
plantation had cost nothing whatever, the crops 
grown between the rows having paid all the 
expenses."-(Ibid). (444, 577) 
452. Plenty of land for fuel fodder reserve: "It 
is very clear, from the instances I have given, that 
there is a good deal of laud on which 'fuel and 
fodder reserves' might be formed, and if only 
systematic enquiry be made it will result in 
showing ...... that there is very much more land 
available than has been stated. 
"In almost every district there are uncultivated 
spots···which would grow babul 01' similar wood 
perfectly well. Although· it may not pay 

H() 
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Government to take up tbese plots, yet" if the 
exo,mple of tree~growing were set, encouragement 
would be given to native proprietors (zerninda1'S) 
and others to adopt the plan also." - (Zbi(Z) 
Half a oentmy has passed since these paragraphs 

were written. There have been many changes. The 
old names of provinces have given place to new. But 
the report so far as this matter is concerned remains. 
It appears that from before the arrival of Dr. Voelcker, 
because of the Famine Commission Report, an atmos
phere was created for the utilisation of the fodder 
reSOurces of India and also for the increase of the 
yield of food-crops by the supply of more manure. rrhis 
was quite natural. Into this field came Dr. Voelcker 
and with his insigh~ found out many more things 
than were apparent, and formubted a policy for the 
Government for securing 1110re manure and more 
fodder by the supply of fuel and the grow.ing of fodder. 
It seems, however, that the Government, after It while, 
lapsed into forgetfulness; this prime need for t,he 
population of India was neglected. Little can be 
traced today of what remains of the endeavours of the 
Government in the days of Dr. Voelcl.er's visit. What 
he wrote has to be searched out from his report 01' 

has to be l'e~discovered. (447, 577) 
453. Voelcker's recommendations remain neg

lected: At that time Dr. Voelcker visualised that the 
Government at all cost should provide for manme 
and fuel, and pointed out ways and means. The 
Government has done very little, and the 1927 Royal 
Commission also has not shown any practicable way 
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out of the grad ually-indreasing degeneration of the 
cattle and therefore of men; (31, 444, 577) 

454. Village communities may do this work: 
'l'he necessity of· creating village communities has been 
established. It would be for the village communities 
of the future'to pull the resources of the waste-land in 
the country and convert' them into fuel and fodder 
reserves. What the" Government has not done, the 
people can do in so far as thE! lands are in the 
possession of private owners. 

455. List of fodder-trees: The subject of looking 
up to the trees for fodder ClLme up for discussion in 
one of the Animal" Husbandry Wing meetings (Brd 

meeting.-P. 258), and a list bas been published of the 
names of trees that ~ay be used as a source of fodder, 
-famine fodder. But our idea is to look. upon the 
trees as normal sources of fodd"er, to make up for the 
deficiency of fodder-supply. 

Boto,niaal 
name. 

English or Vernacular 
name. 

GeographiClal 

(listribution. 

Acacia arabica. * Babul, kikar 

Acacia modesta. 

Aegle Marmelos .. $ 

Albizzia Lebbek. 
Albizzia odol'atissima. 
Albizzia stipulata. 

Phulai 

Bael 
Siris 

. Adina cordifolia. * Hardu 

Anogeisus latifolia. 

Sind, & N. Deccan; 
cultivated elsewhere. 
N. W. India to 
Afghanistan. 
All over India. 

" 
" 
" 

N. W. India & 
Afghanistan. 
All over India. 
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Botanical English or Vernacular Geographical 
nElms. name. distribution. 

Artoaarpus 
integrifolia. 

Azadirachta. indica. 
Balanites. 
Bauhina purpurea. 
Bauhinia rnalabarica. 
Bauhinia race mosa. 

Jack tree 

Neem 
Hingot 

Ranchan 

Bauhinia variegata. * Kachnar 
Briedelia montana. . 

Briedelia retusa. 
Buchanania latifolia. 
Carallia integel"rima. 
Careya arborea. 
Cassia. Fistula. 
Coltl'is tetranda. 
Cordia latifolia. 

Kumbi 
Amaltas 

Delbergia 8is800. * 8is800 or 
8hisbam 

Diespyres montana. 
Ehretia laevis. 

Ficus bengalensis. 

Ficus glomeratl1. 
Ficus infectoria. 

Ficus religiosa. * 

Ohamror 

Banyan, Bar 
or Bargat 

Gular 
Pilkhan 

Pipa'! 

Wild in the Deccan; 
cultivated in various 
parts of India. 

" Hotter parts of India. 
All over India. 

" 
" 
" 

N. India from the 
Punjab to Bhutan, 
also Ooromandel. 
Hotter parts of India. 

" 
" 
" 

All over India. 

" 
Hotter p:uts of India. 
Sub-Himalayan tracts, 
extensively cultivated. 
Tropical India, 
N. tropical and sub
tropical India. 
N. and O. India; 
often planted. 
Tropical Inelia. 
N. India & O. Indilt ; 
often planted. 
All over Indb. 
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Botanical 
name. 

English or Ve:t'D!lcular 
name. 

Geographical 
distribution. 

Ficus Rox burghii. 
Ficus Rumphii. 
Gmeline arborea. 
Grewia asiatica. 
Gl'ewia ti liaefolia.. 
Gl'ewia 

... 

Phalsa 

opposite folia. * Pastawuna, 
Hardwickia binata. Anjan (C.P.) 
Heterophragma 

Roxburghii. 
Hymenodcityon 

excelsum. 

N. Inclia . 
N. & C. India. 
All over India. 
N. & Central India. 
All over Ind ia. 

All over India. 
C. P. 

C.1. & W. Deccan. 
Sub-Himalayan tract. 
Deccan, C. India. 

Melia azaderach. Persian lilac All over India. 
Mejia azadirachta. * Neem 
Morinda tinctoria. Al 
Moringa 
pterygosperma. 
Morus indica. 
Morus Alba. ;~ 

Morus serrata. 
Odina Wodier. 
Ougeinia 

da,lbei'gioides. 

Horse-raddish 
Tut Bengal 
Mulberry 

Petro carpus marsupium. 
Piptadenia oudhenBis. 
Populus nigra. Lombardy 

Poplar 
Premna integrifolia. 
ProBopia spicigera. Jhand 
Quercus inc ana. Ban 

" 
" 

Wild in N. India. 
N. India .. 
N. W. Himalaya. 

" 
Hotter parts of India. 

N. N. and O. India. 

Oudh 
Cultivated in Punjab 
& N. W. Himalaya. 
Bengal, S. India,. 
N. W. India. 
Central Himalaya. 
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Botanical 
name. 

English or Vernaculll,t Geogrephical 
nam~. distribut.ion. 

Saccopetalnmtom 
entosum. 

Salix acmophylla. 
Salvado1'a oleoides 

Dene. Jal 
Schleichera trijuga. ROBum 
Tecoma undulata. 

Terlllinalia Arjuna. 
Terminalia belerica. 

Terminalia Chebula. 

Arjun 
Baherl1 

Ha1'a1' 
Te1'minalia tomentosa .. Sain 
Wendlandia 

exserdta. 
Ziziphus ujuba. *, Bel' 

Oudh, Temi, Bihar, 
Orissa to 'l'nwancore. 
N. W. India. 
Plains of the Punjab, 
Sind. 
N. India. 
Plains of N. & 

W. India. 
All over India. 
Plains and lower 

. hills of India. 

N. C. Ir~dia. 

N. W. N. &; C. India. 
Dryioresi;s of tropical 
Himalaya, O. India. 
All over India. 

456. Flood fodder trees: Orissa is often under 
destl'ucti ve floods. An enquiry was made by the 
Government of Orissa for information 011 tree fodders 
that could 'withstand flooding. The sylviculturiat 
of the Forest Itesearch Institute, Dehm DUll, in his 
note in reply submitted a list of trees for fodder, the 
leaves of which may be fe,d to cattle at times of 
scarcity of fodders cttnsed by floods. He 1'emf1l'ked : 

" .. ·One great dimculty with most of the trees which 
are lopped by professional graziers in the North of 
India is that the time when freshleaf fodder is most 
abundant is also the time when generally there 
is little shortage ,of grass Qr other foddeT.. In the. 
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particular case of floods this difficulty does not arise 
to the same extent, since the floods generally occur 
dlliing the monsoon when fodder leaf production is 
also at approximately its maximum. His permissible, 
therefore, in Buch conditions to .include deciduous 
trees for growing for the particular purpose of 
relieving shortage of foader caused by floods. 
"It is emphasised that it is not likely that planta
tions can be raised successfully in areas where 
annual 01' frequent flooding is experienced, as it is 
unlikely that tree-seedlings will stand complete 
submergence when very small. If the water is 
moving, there is also danger of the seed or the 
young seedlings being washed out of the ground. 
Plantations should, therefore, preferably be made on 
village high lands where possible. In areas where 
occasional shallow flooding by water which is not 
moving appreciably occurs, the trees may be raised 
by sowing on mounds 01' ridges, but this is 
necessarily expensive. Certain species, such as Ficus 
1'eligiosa, P'iau8 bengcdensis, Ficus glomerata could 
be raised in such areas using large branch-cutting. 
"All good fodder trees are readily browsed by wild 
animals and it is almost a sin q~w non that 
bl'owsing by wild animals or domestic animals be 
completely excluded d ut·jng the early years of fodder
leaf plantations. Generally, fencing is the only 
satisfactory solution, but this is very expensive··. 
' .. ... It is sometimes possibJe to establish fodder
trees by growing them along with a faster-growing 
I,horny 01' unpalatabe .species which will protect 
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them during their tender years. As soon as the 
fodder trees are big enough the thorny nU1'se
trees are cut out. For instance, Nim (Azadi'rachta, 
indica) can be sometimes raised successfully by 
sowing babul (Acacia a1'ab'ica) 01' lihair (Avacia 
catechu) or cassis siamea along with it. 
"Certain species which grow very rapidly can also 
be raised without protection from browsing by 
wild animals if they are sown very densely and 
if they grow very vigorously. .. ....... Mulbel'l'Y 
(M01'ttS alba) is an example of a species which can 
sometimes be raised in this manner .. · •.•.. " 
<I· .. a large precentage of fodder lopped is invariably 
left untouched by the animals which, while still 
hungry, will turn from a good fodder species and 
eat leaves of other species not genera,lly considered 
good fodder. The reason for this is not fully 
understood, unless it be that the leaves must be 
absolutely fresh when fed to the animals. ..." 

-(3rd meeting A. I-I. Wing, (1939).-(P. 252) 
Now follows the list of fodder-trees. It is meant 

for areas subjected to periodic floods, The whole of 
Northern India, one part or another, falls within the 
category-Orissa, Bengal, parts of Bihar ltnd also parts 
of the U.P. The list, therefore, will be of useto many. 
Besides, on Boils not flooded, they will certainly grow 
and serve the purpose, as a somce of fodder. 

457. Description of some fodder trees: Aoacia 
a1'abica : Easy to raise. Grows well in inundated areas. 
The pods have high value as fodder and the leaves also 
are lopped for this purpose. Incidentally 11 good timber 
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and fuel. Grows fairly fast in early youth. It is not 
browsed for the first year because of its thorns and, is 
useful as a protection against browsing of other species. 

Albizzia p?'ocera: (H.-Safed Siris. B.-[{ori). 
Easy to raise by direct sowing, believed to grow well 
in areas occasionally inundated. It has very I'apid 
early growth. It is an excellent fodder. 

Celtis tetranda: Like the above, a good foddm', 
but grows slowly. 

Bauhinia pWl'purea: A very easy species to raise. 
Grows fast in youth. It is not badly browsed, if grown 
as dense hedge to start with. 

Terminalia tomentosa: An excellent fodder 
which will stand occasional inundation. It needs 
protection from browsing. 

Moringa pterygosperma : (B. x H.-Sajna). A very 
popular fodder, grows exceedingly fast and is very easy 
to raise, but needs protection. Pigs are great enemies. 

Motus alba: If grown in a dense hedge it can 
be raised without fencing, if browsing is not severe. 

Albizzia lebbe7c: Similar to Albizzia p1'Oceta ; 
complete protection is necessary, otherwise the plant 
cannot be grown. 

Ficns glomderata: An excellent fodder when fully 
developed. Can be raised from cuttings before the rains. 

Terminalia a?j~tna: A good fodder tree, easy to 
raise. A slow grow,r. 

Bauhinia 'nbalabcbtica: Racemose and variagates. 
These species are easy to grow and fast to start 
with. They are small trees but yield fairly good 
yields of fodder. 
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Sohleiohe1'a t1"0'uga: An excellent fodder tree 
for dry climates. Grows very slow when young. It 
gives a very high quality of fodder. 

Pteroca1'jJ7tS 1/ba1',s2tpi'ltm: (H. - Eiy'asar. E. - Pitsal) . 
An excellent fodder, and an excellent timber. Planting of 
root and shoot cuttiogs necessary. Requires protection. 

I:Ia'l'dwickia binata: Slow grower, but gives very 
high·quality ·fodder. 

Ougeinia dalbm'gioide,s: (H.-Sandan. B.-Tinis). 
Similar to the above, Grows besh from sowings, 

Ga?'Ctllia. intege1Tima: A very gooo fodder which 
likes damp localities. Oomplete protection is necessary. 

Azarlimchta indica: Raised from direct sowings. 
Excellent fodder. Hequires protect.ion. 

Stereospenmt1n s't~a'Veolens: (H.-Pa'J'al. E.-Pa1'ul). 
An excellent fodder, popubr with the grazier. Hequires 
complete protection. It is a slow grower. 

Terminalict bele1"ica: (H. cr; 13, -I3ahem). An 
excellent fodder and is easy to raise. Requires complete 
protection. . 

Ficus hengalensis and ?'eligiosa: An excellent 
fodder species, Raised from branch cuttings. Hequires 
complete protection. 

458. Famine fod.der: Another claBs of tree
fodders are necessary for providing fodder during 
drought al1Cl consequent famines. In the drier tract,s of 
India, when there is a failure of rain, crops fail, 11lld 

grasses wither, and both men and l1uirnals run short 
of food. Food for men might be got by transportation 
from other Provinces, but fodder being bulky is 
difficult to transport, and it is not possible fio set up 
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pressing plants at short notice. Transport by rail is, 
therefore, mostly out of the question for roughages. 

DUring the last century there have been about ten 
drought periods, averaging once in every ten years. 
Some of these had been of very great intensity. The 
famine of 1937-'40 affected Sind, Rajputana and 
the Western Punjab, and was one of the severest of 
famines. This famine was caused by want of rain~fal1t 
resulting in complete failure of fodder and grain-crops. 
The affected areas were by chance the localities whel'e
some of the best catt-Ie of IndiflJ .exist. For want 
of fodder they had to be sent away to places where 
fodder was available by arl'l1ngement, or sold at 
nominal prices or allowed to starve to deDlth. 

It was reported that 4 lakhs cattle died in the 
Tharparkar District, and about 3 lakhs in the Karachi 
District. In Rhotak and Hissar the estimated loss 
was from 30 to 60 pel' cent. Those that escaped death 
later succumbed to deficiency-diseases and suffered, 
thus beooming uneconomio. Vit:1min defioiency on 
account of absence of green fodder was very much 
in evidence, giving rise to cases of blindness, night 
blindness, xerophthalmia, abortion, retained placenta 
and calf scours. 

Some trees are usually regarded as famine-fodder. 
They may have no special merit, but only they should 
be more popularly known. They are marked with 
an asterisk in the general list of fodder trees. 

There is, no doubt, that the fodder-trees fill a 
large place in cattle-feeding. They should be given 
the place they deserve in animal-feeding. Apl1d from 
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supplying the general feed, at times of scarcity and of 
flood, when other resources fail, the trees render great 
help. It is all the more necessary, therefore, to pay 
particular attention to the fodder-trees. 

During famines even if pressed hay or bh7tSa etc. 
are given, they can not supply the vitamin needs 
of the cattle. The cattle fed with dry fodder and 
,concentrates in normal quantities failed to maintain 
health, and cases of blindness were wide-spread in 
the berds kept alive at great cost. The reason was 
the absence of green fodder, and therefore, thG want 
-of vitamin A. Here trees fulfil an extraordinary place 
of utility. Green fodder cll.nnot be dispensed with even 
in times of famines. The trees supply them. The 
leaves of trees may be silaged. Shisham leaves have 
been found pltrticularly relished by cattle as silage. 
There is no reason why the leaves of other trees 
should not give equally good results by siloing. In un
irrigated dry areas, like parts of Sind and Rajputana, 
green leaves may be kept in silage for years and 
only used as reserve materials for times of scarcity. 

459. Some other famine fodders: Research on 
[!Lmine~£oddel' is being conducted at the Imperial 
Veterinary Hesearch Institute. The possibilities of 
feeding otherwise useless materials in times of 
scarcity are being explored. 

Reede, ground-nut husk, baj1'a husk, rice hulls, and 
molasses have been receiving I1ttention. 

Heeds l'eceived special attention I1S the principal 
roughage for famine periods. They grow wild over 
millions of acres of land. Their young shoots are 
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indifferently browsed upon by animals. A fraction of 
the total produce is utilised for thatching buts. VeJ.'y 
generally they are burnt off in the fields when mature. 
Reeds flourish both in arid and semi-arid tracts, 

A reed and molasses ration was made adequate 
by addition of wheat bran and oil-cake. Before 
feeding, the reed was chopped to small bits and 
kept soaked in water. r.rhe moistening was done 
thoroughly enough so that the bits did not prick when 
pressed between fingers. The experiment lasted for 
8 months, and during this period the animals on this 
test-feed did not Buffer in health. Reeds sweetened 
with molasses cannot be used as the sole feed as tbey 
contain no digestible protein. Green leaves or silage 
or oil-cake are necessary to supply the requisite 
portion of protein. 

A number of calves also were kept on reed
molasses cake ration with a pound of green leaves. 
The calves showed no deterioration during the seven 
weeks that tbey were kept on this feed. 

It appears that there are vast sources. of potential. 
fodder unutilised, and greater attention to them may 
to a certain extent go towards relieving the fodder 
shortage, so much in evidence. 

460. More leguminous fodder: In wet or rice 
tracts, the cows are notoriously ill-fed, and hence they 
have the most degraded appearance. Rice straw, a 
very deficient food, is at the root of this under
nourishment. The deficiency of rice-straw may be 
materially corrected by the more general use, and in 
larger quantites, of leguminous fodder. Legumes 
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enrich the soil instead of impoverishing it. Legumes 
give pulses which may be used as human food, and the 
dry stalks constitute substantial and nutritiouB fodder. 

Feeding legumes in larger quantities EUl'd 
throughout the year may be made the programme 
partioularly for the rice-tracts. Very generally in wet 
soil, after the crop of rice is mature and water has 
subsided from the fields, pulse seed/:l may be sown 
broadcast on the standing crop. 'l'hey germinate' 
and on taking root the pulse seed gets somewhat: 
covered up. On harvesting paddy, the field is sown 
with legumes which grow well. On reaching maturity 
these can be ensilaged 01' dried and kept stored. 

The difficulty with regard to them in many cases 
is that of protection from the grazing cattle. In the 
rice tracts it is the usual prl1ctice for cultivators to let 
loose the herds on the stubbles. Green blades soon 
appear after paddy is harvested, and the cattle graze 
on these. At this period it is difficult to keep stray 
fields under cultivation. J oint action by the villagers 
is the remedy. In order that the health of the cattle 
might be maintained tbis task can be managed by a 
living boely mindful of the welfare of villages as had 
been envisaged in the Village Communities. 'l'he 
Village Oommunities with village Pctnchayets as their 
executive can certainly control the herds of the village, 
so that the growing of leguminous fodder lllay Dot 

be interfered with. If the whole village takes to the 
scheme of growing legumes, then the matter of 
control of the berds does not come up, as it does Dot 
come up when the paddy is in the fields, for everyone 
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is equally interested in the protection of the paddy 
from stray animals. Similarly, when legume growing 
becomes a programme of general cultivation, the 
question of protection against stray cattle disappears. 

By growing a crop of legumes all over the paddy 
area of India, a substantial contribution to the 
solution of fodder scarcity can be effected. But paddy 
areas are not the only areas where more legume 
cultivation is necessary. It is necessary throughout 
India as a general measure to improve the fodder 
that more and more leguminous crops should be 
cultivated. 

461. Chaffing-fodder cutting: In many parts 
of our country, the land of fodder deficiency, fodders 
even with thick woody skins-like faa?', kadbi, baJm 
etc., are fed to the cattle as entire plants. rr'he cattle 
eat the leafy and tender portions and leave the rest. 
The farmer usually dumps these unconsumed pieces 
on the manure heap and allows his dry and less 
productive animals to starve. It has been Doted that 
not less than 30% of the fodder is thus wasted, and 
at the same time animals remain starved. If the 
fodder is cut into small pieces and then fed, a large 
part of the wastage will be saved and more cows 
could be maintained in good condition. Under Berar 
conditions a herd of 75 animals would normally 
require 1,500 Ibs. of dry kadbi, but if the same is fed 
chaffed, there will be a saving of nearly 450 lbs. which 
will mean that nearly 80 more animals could be 
supported on the same stuff. 



CHAPTER XI 

CONSERVATION OF MANURE 

462. The. problem stated: '1'he conservation of 
manure is a subject which natul'ally belongs to. 
agriculture but has to be considered along with 
cow-keeping also. Farm-yard mannre from caM Ie 
constitute one-fourth or rather more than one·fourth 
of the income from cattle-breeding, being rupees 270 
crores in a total of 1,000 crores. It is therefore, 
worth while fo1' the animal husbandry man to see that 
the utmost possible output is conserved. Otherwise,. 
a large fraction of the total output may go to waste, 
remaining only on paper to indicate the possibilities of 
animal husbandl·Y. By a little care and by using 
manure for manurial purpose only and not for 
burning, the greater part of the value of the farm-yard 
manure may be utilised. 

That fuel is a necessity which is met from manure 
has been a misfortune. Dr. Voelcker had taken pains 
to show that the Indian cultivator knew the values. 
of manure, and that when he used mam6?'e fo?' fuel, he 
did so under a pressing necessity. He, therefore, 
recommended the intensive practical application of 
the policy underlying the creation of fuel and foddel': 
reserves initiated by the Government at that time, 
The Government has not taken action upon this· 
recommendation. And it bas been shown in the 
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previous Chapter, what marvellous opportunities are 
yet before us in the matter of providing for fuel and 
fodder. (28,32, 444, 577) 

463. Cow-dung to be conserved: Cattle-dung 
has to be released from its present use as fuel and 
conserved for use as manure alone. But fuel 
replacement is only half of the problem. Of the 
value of cattle-manure nearly half has been credited 
to urine. No question of securing a substitute fuel 
can arise in this matter of the disposal of urine. 

In the estimate for valuation of the solid droppings 
from cattle, these have been shown at Ra. 14/- per year 
and urine at Rs. 12/- per year, the two together 
making Es. 26/- for a full-grown bullock. Half oi 
this amount or Hs. 13/- per animal has been taken 
as the average of the entire bovine population. 

464. Cattle urine to be conserved: We have 
to conserve not only Rs. 14/-worth of dung but also 
Rs. 12/- worth of urine from every adult animal. 
Much of the urine is wasted, and only an insignificent 
portion comes to be used as manure. Where the 
practice is of erecting temporary and shifting cattle 
pens in fields, the urine is utilised, being absorbed 
by the soil which is cultivated in a few months. 
But this is dorie in a few districts and in special 
seasons. Some means should be found for conserving 
urine, which is practically as valuable as the solid 
droppings. Dung and urine, however, do not exhaust 
our list of manures. 

465. Various manures: There are various 
manures besides the farm-yard manure. Household 

Q1 
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sweepings, corn cleanings and harvest sweepings, 
husks, ashes, stumps, useless leaf and leaf-mouIa, 
village wastes, street sweepings, oil-cakes, human 
excreta, bone and meat fl'om dead animals, the entire 
body of the smaller domestic animals and pests, such 
as cats, rats, lizards, cockroaches, moths, are all 
manureS or convertible into manures. If they are 
returned to the soil after proper treatment and 
preservation, the productive capacity of the soil will 
materially increase and the present problem of 
starving men and starving animals may be very 
materi~lly solved. This list of manmes lllay be 
enlarged, because materials which can be converted 
into manure will run into hundreds. 

466. Soil fertility: When plants grow and 
Hower and seed, the natural process is maintained in 
the plant by the collection of the necessary materi!1ls 
of growth from the Boil and from the air. The Boil 
supplies the mineral-contents of the plant body as also 
the protein-contents, and the air and moisture supply 
the carbohydrate portion of the structure. 

By repeated cultivation, the soil gets denuded of 
those components which contribute to plant formation. 
'l'here must be some method of recoupment, so that 
the soil may not be exhausted. Not only is the 
maintenance of the plant-forming constituents 
necessary, but to get better yields of plants their 
increase is necessary. These plant-forming substances 
have to be returned to the Boil; and manuring the 
Boil means replenishing 01' increasing the plant
forming constituents, The more manure is put into 
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a soil, the greater becomes the power of the soil 
to produce. Of course, there are limits to the 
productive capacity of the soil. In India the soil 
is not being properly manured although crops are 
being grown from year to year. Naturally, one might 
think that in course of denudation a point will arrive 
when the soil will lose its productive capacity. This 
might have happened in India, but it is not happening 
because there are natural ways by which the soil 
recoups the denudation. It appears that in India a 
balanoe has been established between denudation by 
crop-growing and reconpment, partly natural and 
partly by manuring. It ie, therefore, apparent that 
if more manure is put into the soil now, more crops 
will grow. Production can be very materially 
increased in India by scientific manuring. 

467. Conversion of fodder into manure: It has 
been mentioned hpw villagers near forests utilise 
fO?'est grazing. They keep any number of cattle, and 
in return take particular care to get the droppings which 
they use as fuel. In this case, the villagers use cattle 
as the medium for converting leafy structures 'into 
manure and subsequently into fuel. 

What happens in the digestive mechanism of the 
cattle may be otherwise conducted outside. The 
digestive mechanism digests the leafy structures and 
converts them partly into blood and the rest into 
manure. 

After digestion a lot o£ living and dead bacteri,.a 
is thrown out with the droppings. These can be 
utilised £01' the work of converting leafy or 80ft 
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vegetable structures into manure. If fresh dung if.) 
mixed with water and the fluid sprayed on leaves 
and soft plant structures, such as straw or stalks of 
plants, bacterial action commences under certain 
conditi ons and the leafy and other soft vegetable 
structu res are converted into manure. This process 
of converting leafy and other vegetable and plant 
refuse materials is called composting. 

What is performed by the bacteria from the dung 
can be performed by human excreta also. I-Iuruan 
excreta can also be used for cornposting. 

468. Conserving manure: The dung of the cattle 
is parb of the farm-yard manure. The dung when 
exposed to the sun, ail' and rain loses much of its 
manurial value. It has, therefore, to be conserved for 
use. There are certain garden-processes by which raw 
manure may be trenched and conserved. PI!tnts on 
either side of the trench dl'I1W upon the manure as it 
gets. matured, and there is no waste. Guinea Grass 
plots, lying about dairies, can be very successfuly 
manured in this way. The grass is planted in rows. 
In the intervening space between rows, shallow 
trenches can be dug and filled with 11 thin layer of 
dung and immediately covered. The grass roots 
from either side send suckers and get fed on 
the manure. Nothing of the manure is lost and 
the grass shows immediate improvement. Trenches 
may be dug in rotation and thus u, requisite 
nnmber of acres may be kept continu::111y ::1nd fully 
manured from the daily dung-receipts from the 
cattle-shed. 
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All plants will not respond well to this treatment. 
To some, the fresh dung may act injuriously. Fodder 
grasses are, however, responsive to this treatment, 
and thrive in the process of trenching. at.her waste 
materials from the farm-yard and household may also 
be P"\..lt in along with the dung and urine. This daily 
utilisation keeps the surroundings of the cattle-shed 
clean. 

Daily trenching is, however, not applicable to 
crop-cultivation where the entire field has to be evenly 
manured in a few days and ploughed, dressed and 
made into a seed-bed. For this purpose the dung 
has to be stored and matured. 

469. Storing cow-dung: Cow dung has to be 
stored in a pit. Where means permit of the 
erection of a masonry pit, this can be made. The 
size of the pit will depend upon the number of cattle. 
Large pits are to be avoided. Several small units are 
preferable. The pits may be emptied and the manure 
used every three months. As one gets filled another 
is used for receiving, while the one in which the top 
layer has been old is emptied out. 

Where a masonry structure is not possible sticky 
clay is the material of choice. Where the water level 
comes neal' the ground the pit should be made above 
ground with thick mud walls. It is always necessary 
to bave a shed over t.he series of pits to protect the 
contents from rain. Rain and sun spoil the materials. 
The dung has to be protected both from the sun 
and rain. There should be an inside lining of clay. A 
twelve inches layer at bottom above the water bed and 
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a six inches layer at the sides, will be ideal. From 
such a pit fluids will not be able to escape. The wall 
should be built in layers, just as they build mud walls 
for huts. The outside of the pit above ground should 
be protected by a very thick abutment walling, sloping 
from the top to downwards. Another suitable method 
of storing cow-dung manure is to cut long tl'enches, 
say, 3 ft. deep x 5 ft. wide. The pits may be filled 
in and covered daily. The mature portions may be 
used at the tail while fresh manure filling goes on at 
the head. 

The height of the walls or the depth of the pit 
should not more than four or five feet. The higher 
it is, the stronger and thicker should be the abutment. 
In the above-ground pit, the dung will have to be 
carried up along the slope. 

470. Collecting cow-dung: When the calitle are 
stall-fed, as in the case of dairy milch-cows, tlhe 
droppings of both the day and night mrly be collected. 
When, however, the herd is sent out on the pasture, 
care should be taken to collect the droppings. 'J1wo 
baskets lined with a plaster of dung may be used, they 
being connected together by a rope which can be slung 
over the back of any animal of 1ihe herd. 

A pair of sheet metals six inches wide !Lnd twelve 
inches long and doubled on three sides should be 
carried with the baskets to Hcmpe off and lift the 
droppings into the baskets without soiling the handH. 

When bullocks are used for carting, iti is a practice 
to put a pad of straw on the cart platfrom as fodder 
for the joumoy. A thrifty CA,rtel' may make it I],. 
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habit to carry a basket below the cart frame for 
collecting the droppings from his animals during the 
journey, so that a return for the, feed in the shape of 
dung may he brought in. 

If the cost of maintaning a pair of bullocks in a 
village is estimated at Rs. 100/- per year, the value of 
rlroppings alone will be repaid by Rs. 25/-, and if the 
urine could be conserved, by another Rs 25/-, or ha1£ 
the cost of feeding could be obtained froni the 
excreta. This consideration must weigh sufficiently 
with the discriminating and intelligent animal 
husba,ndry-man. (30) 

471. Waste of cattle urine: The urine is 
rarely conserved. Where the cattle are a,llowed to 
graze during the day and kept in the shed at night,' 
the dung from the stall is collected but the urine is 
allowed to be absorbed in the kuccha :floor. If the 
floor is of sandy soil nnd the ground 111so sandy, all 
the fluid is absorbed and disappears. On 'the clay 
floor the urine is not wholly absorbed but gets mixed 
with the dung, and that portion is conserved. 

Oareful cultivators slope the floOl: in such a way 
that the urine runs along a drain and is collected into 
pits; there may be manure pits when these are placed 
under-ground or a pit having a large earthen-ware 
vessel. When the soil is of hard clay well rammed, 
t,here is not much waste of urine. 

472. A dry soil absorption method of conserving: 
The urine from the shed can be better conserved by 
keeping a depth of loose earth on the floor and 
removing this and spreading another layer when the 
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first layer is saturated. For saturation the floor may 
be raked up alld the layer turned. This method has 
been tested under practical conditions. In the test the 
old method of heaping the cow-dung was done on 
one part, and on the other, the dung was kept in a pit 
under a shed and covered with a layer of earth to 

which was added earth that had absorbed urine from 
the floor. The experiment showed that the floor 
absorption-method, combined with the earth layer pit 
system called hereunder "urine-earth" system for 
mannre, gave twice the yield of the old process. Some 
details are given below. ,(Singh & Rasld. Agrioulture 
and L'ive-stoc7~ in Ind-ia. J7£ly, 1933. P. 35'2). 

473. The urine-earth system: ':rhe urine-earth 
method practised at Lyallpur (Punjab) was compared 
with a control experiment; of the old method of keeping 
the dung in 11 heap. Lyallpur is a place of low rain-fall. 
Two pairs of bullocks were taken. They were fed the 
same materials. The dung of one pllir waH stored in 
a heftp in the usual Wfty and that of the other pail' 
was preserved by the urine-earth method. 1'he pairs 
were changed after half the time, so that even 
quantities of droppings were ensured for each system
hnJf the dung went to the open and the other half 
to 11 coverea pi.t. The dung was kept in 11 pit, for 
here at Lyall pur there was no chance of water 
percolating inside the pit. To keep away the rain and 
the sun a light shed Wfl,S built over the pit. 

(a) In the urine-earth method for one pail' of 
bullocks, urine was absorbed in It layer of silt and 
earth about 6 inches deep spread on the floor of the 
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bullock-stand and kept loose by digging, as required_ 
The dung was removed and put in a kuccha pit 
covered with a layer of earth about 3 inches thick, 
once a week. 

(b) In the other experiment the dung produced by 
one pair was collected and stored in an open heap_ '1'he 
experiment was conducted for a period of 230 days. 
The total rain-fall during this period was 3-87 inches 
only, the heaviest rain-fall in one da;y being 1'8 inches. 

474. Comparative estimate of urine-earth 
conservation: At the end of the experiment the urine
earth and the .manure from the open heap and the 
covered pit were weighed and sampled for analysis. 
The results are given below: 

TABLE-31 

Description. 
Open heap 

method. 

'Total quantity. 
Total organic matter. 
Moisture percentage. 
Percentage of nitrogen 

in original sample 
with moisture. 

Percentage of nitrogen 
on basis of dry matter. 

Total quantity of 
Nitrogen present. 

Ibs. 

6,091'2 
2,520'4 

35'05 

0'2400 

0'3695 

14'62 

U rine-cill,th & 
improved mothod, 

Solid manure 
from covered Urine-
Rachcha pit. earth. 

Ibs. Ibs. 

12,056'9 
2,103'2 

68'30 

0'1563 

0'5273 

18'84 

8,290'3 

0'1449 

0'1563 
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The total quantity nitrogen in the collection was 
double that of the old way. Even in the dung alone, 
storage in the open and in a pit under cover with an 
earth layer showed nearly 30 per cent increase. r:I'he 
urine gave an additional 70 per cent; in all there was 
a little over hundred per cent increase in manurial 
value. The extra labour to handle tihe manure by the 
improved method was as under: 

TABLE-8!J 
MtLll Bullock 

hours hours 

1. Cartage of earth from and to the field, 
and digging the floor when required. 88 16 

'2, Compacting dung in the pit, sprinkling 
water and covering it with earth. 48 

3. Carting extra watel: and added earth 
to the field in case' of pitted manure. 8 4 

From the extra weight obtained it appears that 
about 5 cart loads of earth had to be brought in 
for the treatment of one pA.ir. The quantity of 
earth will be materially less in case of a herd. For, 
whatever be the quantity of dung, a 3 inches layer of 
earth will be spread pel' week. 

In a large herd a substantial quantity of dry 
earth would be necessary fOl' the absorption of the 
urine. In this experiment 3 carts pel' pail' of 
bullocks .for 230 days, brings it to 4~ carts for the 
year. A rather large quantity. It has to be seen 
if less earth could absorb. If household ash is included 
in tbe absorbing ml1terial mnch less earth will be 
required, as ash is highly absorbent. 
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'1' he experiment was conducted at Lyallpur, 
a very rainless place. Experiments made under 
different rain-fall conditions will give an idea of the 
requirement of earth for absorption. In areas of 
heavy rain-fall, and in the deltaic areas, the pits should 
have to be constructed more or less above ground. 
In these areas earth jiO last the year will have to be 
brought during the dry season and kept stored under 
sheds. This will require also additional space. These 
are the extra difficulties. But the reward is enormous 
in the greater 'out-turn from the same acreage. 

475. Refuse, sweepings, shrubs and other 
materials for manure: Various organic materials 
may be easily, simply and quickly converted into 
manure by the bacterial action of the excreta. The 
materials used may be household sweepings, corn 
cleaning husks etc. unsuitab Ie for fodder, vegetable 
refuse, leaf and leafy refuse, stubbles from fields and 
jungles, bushes aad other tender leaves and the twigs 
of plants useless as fodder, water hyacinth, decayed 
grass and any vegetation. These may be conveded into 
manure by starting bacterial action from cow-dung 
(or human excreta). The process is called composting. 
By composting larger quantities of manure can be
obtained and utilised for increased production from 
the soil. In fact, in composting there is room for 
every organic vegetable material to be converted into 
a rich manure. 

The process depends upon the bacterial action of 
a 'starter', such as cow-dung, in the presence of air and 
moisture. Air and moisture in plenty are essential. The 
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process is just the opposite of ensilage where we have 
to keep the materials entirely out of contact with air. 

476. Compo sting : site: A site should be selected 
for composting where the ground is high and there is 
no risk of water standing, or being flooded during t.he 
rains-a shady place suitable to prevent quick driage. 
During the rains care should he taken that excessive 
down-pour does not wash away the formed manure 
from within the heap. For this reason in t.racts of 
heavy rain-fall a light structure should he erected over 
the composting site. 

A site near a source of water and neal' the cattle
'Ahed may be suitable, for these materials will have to 
be carried to the compost. 

A1·ea of oomposi'ing: Composting is made by 
spreading vegetable and refnse materials on the floor 
of the site to the thickness of a foot. The width of the' 
compost heap should be about 6 feet. The length 
should be according to the supply of the materials 
available. It is better to have a number of small heaps 
of about 16 feet length. The heap should be 4 feet in 
height in layers of 1 foot each. 

Moist~t1·e: Green or wet materials should be used 
for composting. Dry lel1Ves and other dry organic 
matter should absorb water before coming to compost
ing. A good way is to use dry materials as a litter in 
the stalls where these get soaked in the urine and take 
moisture from the dung also. The treatment necessary 
for moistening should vary with the materials. When 
such a watery material as water hyncinth forms part 
of the heap, comparatively drier materials may go 
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with it without moistening. 11he climatic conditions 
should also be considered. Dry climate requires more 
llloisture to be put on the stuff, 

Heaping: Materials al'e spread lightly over the 
soil for a depth of one foot, without treading. 1£ there 
are much bush-like plants they should be cut up or the 
branches separated before putting in the heap. After 
a layer of materials has been put, a two-inches layer of 
cow-dung has to be sprayed over, 01' better, an 
equivalent quantity of dung should be mixed with the 
mass with the help of water, and heaped. It is 
followed by a thin layer of earth where convenient, and 
the whole is sprinkled over with cattle-urine and 
cattle-shed washings or cow-dung mixed with 15 times 
its weight of water. After the first layer, a second, a 
third and then a fourth layer has to be heaped. This 
will complete the stack. At no stage should the stack 
btl trodden upon for compression. Inter-space air is 
the very life of the process.. By treading or ramming 
this ail' is forced out, ha.mpering the act of conversion. 
When the stock is finished the top may be sloped 
slightly. 

The heap should be examined from time to time 
to see that enough moisture is present. If it is drying 
up, water should be sprinkled over it. When very wet 
materials like water hyacinth forms the chief material, 
some dry materials should be incorporated, such as dry 
bamboo leaves or other leaves or dry straw, or stubble. 
These should be moistened in cattle-mine and stacked. 

Oompletion of the conversion: For completing the 
conversion it is necessary to break up the stuck alld 
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rebuild it. When the process is well advanced and it 
appears that half the material is converted, then it will 
be time for breaking and re-stacking. For dry materials 
it takes about 6 weeks, whereas for very watery material 
half this period or only 3 weeks will be necessary tiO 
{lomplete the first period of conversion. After this 
the stack is broken up from its site and re-heaped neal' 
it. During this breaking up vertically and·re-sLacking, 
the materials get thoroughly mixed. The harder twigs 
and sticks will have shed their bark and soft materials. 
These [tre then to be kept out of the heap. Woody, 
hard materials, thus separated, way be dried and used 
,as fuel. In re-stacking, the order of layering is 
reversed. W hat was on the top goes to the bottom, 
and the bottom materials COllie to the top, layer by 
layer. The more refractory materials should be put 
at the centre of the stack. If there is evidence of dry
ness, water mixed with dung (15 : 1) should be sprayed. 

In another 3 to 6 weeks the compost will be ready 
for the field. 

Composting is completed quicker during the rains 
than during the summer or winter. Generally 3 to 3~ 
months time would be the mean period. Very stiff 
materials should be pounded by beating. l\<laterials 
like husk should be spread lightly over leafy layers so 
that the intlerstice~l might not get filled. It is a good 
practice to use dry materials as litter for the bed of 
the cattle, to be soaked with urine, before composting. 
rrhe same applies to rice husks. 

477. Manure: utilisation of human excreta: 
Human excreta is more valuable even than the eXCL'eta 
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of the cattle as manure. In cities where l:ihere is 
flushing and the sewer system, the excreta is carried 
away with the drainage, and is lost. ,But in most of the 
towns the excreta are handled by men and are trenched. 
This is a wasteful method. A better method in 
composting is the use of the town-refuse as the starner 
of bacterial activity. Town-refuse can be converted 
along with night-soil into manure efficiently and 
quickly by the Indore system. In villages, however, a 
different method should be adopted to convert excreta 
into manure. It can be done by trenching. A 
travelling latrine over a trench under a covering shed 
will be ideal. Much of the nuisance of the Villages 
might thus disappear, if trenching of excreta is adopted 
as a general practice. Water should flow away 
separately and not allowed to mix with the excreta. 
Should water come in contact, the excreta becomes 
~n a short time converted into a fluid and it is 
,difficult then to get rid of the foul odour because 
such a material cannot be kept covered by dry 
,ear~h. It is, therefore, necessary to so construct and 
use the trench that only excreta gets in it, the 
urine and the wash water being carried away by a 
,surface drain. After use the excreta is covered up 
with dry earth which must be separately stored in 
a dry state for this purpose. In three to six months 
time the excreta gets converted into earth and becomes 
a harmless material fit to be handled and taken to 
the field for manuring. 

478. Manure from dead animals: Dead animals 
may be utilised as manure after t.he skin or hide 
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has been taken off. By chopping the body and by 
boiling, the fat is separated, and the bone and mG!tt 
can then be fried over a pan. The product can then 
be separated into dried meat and bones. Dried meltt 
can at first be put under earth. In three weeks 
the mass gets converted into usable manure. The 
bone should be charred over a light fire to make 
it friable. Charred bone can be powdered under 
dhenki, sifted and used directly in the fields for 
manuring. 

Small animals, pests etc. IUay be buried under 
the earth and later used as manure. 

'rhese and many other sources could be found if 
one became manure-minded and wanted to increase 
the output from the soil, which has to be done to 
save tbe cow. Wben more cereals and grains will 
be turned out from the same acreag'e, then it will be 
possible to set apf1l't a fraction of Il1nd for fodder 
and thus save the cow. 

479. Oil-cakes as manure: Uses of oil-Cl1kes are 
known, and they are used in SOIlle localities for 
special crops. ~rheir use Illay be further extended. 
'1'he return that comes to India, by export of 1U\1mU8 

is nothing compared with the return tl1l1t will accrue 
by the use of oil-cake manure on fl larger scale. 

l\fanures, whatever be their name and source, are 
saviours o£ the cow when npplied 1;0 the soil, as they 
increase its fertility and thereby make room for 
growing foddcl·s. (27-'9, 547-'51) 



CHAPTER XII 

IMPROVEMENT THROUGH THE 

BULL-·_ MILK-RECORDING AND 

HERD REGISTRATION 

480. The scrub bull pest: A scrub . bull is a 
degenerate bull not developed for the purpose of 
breeding. To-day the scrub bull has become a real 
pest, for it is this individual who is propagating the 
species in the largest number and· is bringing the 
breeds of. India down and down in quality, But 
why is he. allowed to do so? We shall try to 
understand the. position. (148, 518) 

481. Village community and the scrub bull: 
Reference has been made to the Village C01nmunities 
that made up India in the past, These institutions 
took up some matters as their own concern and 
acted as Lhe State in those matters. Providing of bulls 
for the village herds was one of the items which the 
village communities took upon themselves as their 
duty, The burden or responsibility for providing 
propel' bull service was taken off the hands of the 
?'yot; it was the concern of the corporate body-the 
community and not of the individual. The individual 
was, of course, a part and parcel of the corporate 
body. This custom had originated in the forgotten 
past and became a pattern of village life itself. The 

32 
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community had its Qwn machinery for achieving the 
end. It was made a religious duty to present good 
bulls to the community for those who were able to do 
so, and it was the duty of all the families of cultivators 
in the villages to maintain the bull in proper health. 
This institution worked well, and along with the 
favourable conditions then prevailing, it contributed 
to the creation of the excellent breeds which we 
now know by their loss, that they had existed in 
abundance. 

With the extinction of the Village Communities 
after British conquest, the form of the institution of 
the dedicated bull remained, but life went out of it. 
The token or symbol of the extinct practice still exists. 
Still, practically all over India, during a Smdh, bull
calves are dedicated. But it is a lifeless practice, 
distorted from its original purpose. Any bull-calf, 
anything that comes cheap, is dedicated and allowed 
to roam about in a village. '1'he guiding body being 
defunct, there is no one to regulate the number or see 
that the existing bulls are properly cared for and fed. 
'l'here are places where the bulls, so dedicated and 
ma.intained by the public, have got so few in number 
that it is a matter of concern for the herd-owner to be 
fully sure of a bull when the cow comes to heat. A8 
there is no choice in their selection, so there is 
no feeling of responsibility about feeding them. 
They are left to their fate. The evils of the 
present practice regarding bull sel:vice would be 
apparent to even the most superficial observer. 
Generally spea.king, as the COWR are under-feel, so also 
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is the bull .service in the most degraded condition. 
An awakened society may take up the problem and 
end the mismanagement that exists. Individual 
families had never thought of the bull. They depended 
wholly upon the village communities to do this 
work for them. While the village communities have 
become extinct, religious practice still provides a 
number of weak, indifferent or inefficient bulls, 
incapable of casting a high-class progeny. And the 
individual herd-owners do not look beyond their 
immediate horizon. That the cow is deteriorating, he 
knows. The bull is a scrub one, not worthy to be 
the sire of the herd of the village. This also the 
herd-owner knows, and knowing all these he does 
not know where the remedy can be found for the 
individual families, owning one or two or ten cows, 
cannot afford to maintain a bull. 

'l'his is the miserable plight in which the break
down of the old institutions has brought India
breakdowns without. anything Lo function effiCiently 
in its place. (143) 

482. Scrub bull: the costliest bull: The 
villagers willingly or unwillingly often maintain the 
scrub bull and, therefore, even in their poverty main
tain the costliest bull. For there is no bull as costly 
as the scurb buil, He takes his feed, be it a full or 
a starving ration. But he gives the service which 
brings down the quality of the herd. Is he not costly 
even if maintained at starVtLtion ration or driven from 
field to field in the days of harvesting ~ In America 
it is recognised that a scmb bull is the costliest bull. 
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The scrub bull should disappear. Wherever 
villagers ,want cattle welfare, it should be 11 practice 
to rear a selected and the really best possible male
calf for making the bull. If feeding at random by 
the entire community is not satisfactory, quotas should 
be I'aised from all OWners of the cattle, according to 
their capacity and according to their herd, and the 
bull should be maintained by stall-feeding. The old 

Fig. 34. Scrnb bull-the most expensive 
type of bull in the world. 

(r.,ive·stock of Southern Ill(1ift.) 

tradition should be revived and the existing scrub 
bulls should be castrated. 

Heference has been made about breeding in the 
U. P. where the villagers willingly come to the 
authorities for the supply of the better-class bull and 
agree to castrate all scrub bulls from the area 
where the premium bull is to serve. 
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Whether the Government or District Boards 
supply the bull or not, it is for the villagers to secure 
the best bull-calf of the locality and real' it to 
serve the herds. 

This is one item of improving the breed and a 
very important item. In selecting a b'nll-calf care 
should be taken to see that the calf is of the same 
breed that it is going to serve. If it is of a 

mixed breed the predominent character should be 
sought out and a calf selected to meet the 
requirements. (143) 

483. Supply of better bulls by Government: The 
Government have been encouraging the introduction 
of better bulls from well-known breeds. But the 
speed is slower than that of the proverbial snail. 
India Can never improve the breeds of cattle if the 
supply of better bulls goes on at the rate at which 
it is going on. One can determine the number' of 
cows and calculate one bull for every 50 or 60 eo ws. 
This is the initial requirement, and this number is 
to be l'eplaced annually by, say, one-fiibh. For, the 
active service period on the avemge cannot be 
calculated at more than five years at present. To 
meet the enormous demand for good and improved 
bulls it is necessary for a body like the Village 
Oommunity of the old to be set up and work out 
the miracle. 'rhe modern attempt is to fit in any such 
organisation with the trend of the present centralised 
administration. The new organisations are named 
Breeding Associations or Breeding Societies. In 
their very conception they are too official, too out 
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of touch with the life of the villagers, to be of 
sn bstantial use. 

From the various Government measures taken for 
the supply of improved bulls, one fact comes out. 
clearly. It has been discovered that the Government 
cannot supply all the improved bulls necessary for 
India from their own breeding farIns. Some provinces 
have, therefore, adopted the policy of intensive 
breeding in areas where suitable types exist, by 
supplying approved bull in those lLreas. AHer a time 
the bulls prodnced in these villages will be approved 
bulls and will be available for distribution where tbat 
particular breed or strain is needed. rrbis is a move 
in the right direction. 

Wherever such intensive breeding work is under
taken it becomes a condition precedent that all scrub 
bulls should be castrated. By this S01'li of intensive 
work the Government may in a few years build up 
breeding villages to supply gradually the needs of the 
whole country in this direction. (142-'43) 

484. The exchange of bulls: The intelligent 
breeders know it well that by maintaining the flame 
bull in the herd, it is made to serve it,s own sisters 
(Lnd daughters, bringing in the disadvantuges of 
in-breeding. To avoid this, he either sells it or breaks 
it to the plough. Many It tirlle soUle very good bulls are 
thus lost; but if they had been transferred, they wOllld 
hr1Ve produced many useful animals. It is not always 
possible for the breeders to sell their bull and purchase 
new opes in their place. Much of this trouble could 
be saved by maintaining bulls on co~opel'ative basis. 
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As for instance, three breeders A,B.O., interested in 
the same breed, purchased co· operatively in 1940 three 
bulls X.Y.Z. and distributed them among themselves. 

Breeders A.B,O. use the bulls X.Y.Z. respectively up 
to the year 1943, when the bulls change place. A. has Z i 
13. has X and 0 has Y; and again they shift in 1946. 
A. gets Y., B. gets Z. and C. gets X. Thus all the three 
breeders will get the advantage of all the bulls. (Fig. 85). 

Ax----~X_-_--;;..By 
1943 

Fig. 35. Co-operative exchange of bulls. 

If in the meantime any bull is found unsatisfactory, it 

is replaced by a new one. In this way the bulls are 
tested and their full use is obtained economically. (143) 

485. Nandi-shalas: The old age practice of tbe 
community providing breeding bulls still exists in 
many parts of the country. The form remains but the 
spirit has gone. Very cheap specimens of the breed
if there is nn~'-llre selected, branded and dedicated 
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in the name of the deceased. The animal is allowed 
to roam about and get whatever he can from the 
fields. He is everybody's property, that is no-body's. 
He is driven from field to field and always being 
cursed. Such a breed, and an uncared-for animal 
belonging to it, is sure to reproduce inferior stock. 
Being a. dedicated animal, it can neither be castrated 
nor used in the plough. 

In order to be more useful a new turn should be 
given to the institution. Only the besG animals should 
be allowed to be dedicated. They should be placed 
in charge of the local Goshala or the village headman, 
or the village temple or any other reliable worker. 
The feeding and other expenses rnay be met by 
levying a tax in kind on the COw-kcflpers. The cows are 
to be brought to the bull for service. During spare time 
SOme light work like hauling of the village refuse, 
drawing water for the village cattle etc., may be taken 
from the animal to keep it in a good condition of health 
and to be of some use to village community work. Such 
common places for keeping dedicated bulls once 
existed and were used to be called Nundi-shalas. (143) 

486. The production of high-grade bulls: rl'be 

WfLDt of high-grade bulls has greatly hindered tbe 
pmgress of mass cattle improvement" pnd it gets very 
difficult for progressive breeders to get bulls that will 
suit their standard. In lIlany provinces attempts are 
being made by the Government to produce and 
distribute bulls for breeding purposes. But they have 
not been able to cope with tlle work. On the other 
hand, there are progl'essive breed fl Bcutterd all over 
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India, maintaining SOIDe of the finest specimens of the 
breeds. But they cannot dispose of their home-l'eared 
bulls for want of propel' advertisement and necessary 
credit. A working plan co-ordinating these agencies will 
prove to be very beneficial in solving the problem. A 
improvement plan may be suggested as follows: In the 
locality where cattle work is to be undertaken a model 
farm should be started. Some 50 of the best available 
cows of the proposed breed should be maintained, 
headed by the best possible bull. Selected bulls from 
the herd will go to service the cows of the certified 
breeders. 'rhese certified breeders will carryon these 
operations on scientific lines. Their approved bulls are 
to be purchased by the Government and distributed in 
the locality. 'l'hings are so arranged that one bull 
serves three herds in a life time. If well-managed, 
one ruodel farm will be able to supply enough bulls 
for at least 50,000 cows. Concentrated working in 
any locality will alter the face of the cattle within 
about 10 years. (141, 143) 

487. The scrub cow: milk recording: In order 
to put more milk into the existing breeds, better bulls 
of these breeds are, of course, necessary. In this work 
merely supplying good bulls to breeding villages is 
not enough. The draught quality and size may be 
t.l'ansmitted by selection from the appearance, but for 
milk-quality, no outside guide is available. Bulls have 
to be tried on approved cows, and seen how the progeny 
has responded. For this work a selection of the cow 
is also necessary. Scrub cows are not needed, for they 
will continue to do harm. The question of eradication 
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of the scrub cow will be considered later. For our 
present purpose, a selection amongst the exis~ing 

cows is necessary. 'rhe cows should be selected on 
the record of their milking capacity and the interval 
of calving, and health, and freedom from disease. 
Once a .cow is so selected, she is to be mated with 
an improved bull, and the performance of the progeny 
is to be observed. When u, cow and bull are fonud 
on test to be able successfully to transmit the desired 
qualities, then as far as that pail' is concerned, it would 

be expected that the future progeny would also breed 
true to the type. Such a cow will be worthy of being 
sought after for her off-springs. But how is she to be 
marked out unless a reliable agency is set up to identify 
her: and certify about her perforlllance '( 

488. Necessity of milk-recording: Here steps 
in the necessity of milk-recording and the establish
ment of milk-recording societies. 

Now!1 days when one wants to buy a cow in the 
market, he sees the milking in his presence and huys 
where such arrangements exist. Otherwise, the buyer 
has to depend upon the appearance of the cow, and 
take chances. He strives to pay ::tn unremunel'ative 
price for the cow, and reasonably so, becl1use he is in 
the dark regarding the performance of the cow. 
Where the selling is done on the result of one milking, 
there is something to go by to evaluate the cow. But 
this also is a play of chance. Tricks may be adopted 
by the seller to show an exaggerateil output iluring 
that milking by not milking her the previous 
evening. Here also all the three parties concerned 
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may suffer. The seller Buffers, for, in spite of hi& 
showing the performance at one milking the buyer is 
bound to suspect the bona fides of the normality of 
the condition of the cow for that milking. The seller 
may not get what he deserves. For the same reason, 
the buyer also may suffer by being over-circumspect 
or over-confident. By being over-circumspeG,t he 
probably loses the chance, and lets go a good cow. 
By being over-confident he may pay a price which he 
later on regrets on fuller trial. The cow suffers in 
both the cases, because the seller and buyer cannot 
evaluate her at her true worth. (253) 

489. Oow selection for purchase; In certl1in 
city markets, particularly in Oalcutta, there is a 
custom for bringing the milch animal to the cow-shed 
of the purchaser with an attendant from the seller. 
rfhe cow is milked for three consecutive days, and 
remains under the care of the seller. After three 
days the average daily milk-yield is determined and 
the stipulated price of the cow, based on her milk-yield, 
is paid. The seller agrees to ·this arrangement when 
he knows his customer by previous contacts. This is 
much better than buying after a single milking. 

Still, these three·days milking does not reveal 
everything. How long is the cow going to yield at the 
rate found out? Will she diminish her flow Or will
she increase it during the second month? These are 
the questions that weigh with the buyer. Although 
he is bound to pay the stipulated price, still he· 
buys an uncertain animal which' may fall short· of 
expectation or exceed the expectation. Even in :1 
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thl'ee-days trial, therefore, the cow suffers. She 
remains a suspect, and full credit for her performance 
m!1Y not be beyond question. If she exceeds expectation 
the seller would feel the injustice !1nd become 
circumspect about breeding valu!1ble cows and 
pl'opedy maintain her from the moment of hel' birth. 
It ha:s been explained already that breeding begins 
with the calf in the mother's womb. Any neglect, 
ante-natal 01' post-natal, is bound to reflect adversely 
on the constitution of the cow. 11hese are obstacles 
to good breeding. 

490. The cow should ha.ve her certificate: If the 
cow is to be given her due, she should be a more 
01' less certain item to the buyer. rrhe more she 
approaches !1 trade-mark article the 1110re she gets 
even chances. The seller brings her to the market 
with fLIl the history behind her, and the buyer buys 
her, knowing full well what he has been buying. 
On bot,h sides the cow gets a true lmd eXllct valuation, 
and is, therefore, assessed on her own merit. 

In order, therefore, that a good cow may fetch 
good v!1lue, arrangements should h!1ve to be set up so 
that she may be fully known. If the keeper of the cow 
keeps a milk-record, one part of the c1i1Ii.culb business 
is [1ccomplished. But the milk-record does not and 
cannot give full satisfaction to the buyer who would 
like to know about the performance of the parents 
of the cow, and th!Lt most naturally. .What was the 
·story of her mother? How did she behave with 
her milk? What was her age at the time of covering, 
and how much milk was the mother of the cow 
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giving per lactation? These are pertinent questions. 
On the sire's side also: who is the sire of this cow;. 
what is the record of bel' sire? All these questions 
may reasonably arise. If the sire of this cow is seen 
to be the 8ire also of otber cows who have been 
giving good milk, the presumption wonld be that 
his daughter, the cow in question, may also turn out 
to be as good as her sister. Thus the necessHy of 
examining the pedigree of animals arises. This 
necessity, if met, dispenses with most of the uncertain 
items about III cow, and the cow gains. She is able 
to appear in her true colour with 11 recoro of her own 
past milkings and also about the performances of her 
parents. To deny the cow such a chance is to do 
her a dis"service, and put a hurdle on the improvement 
of the cow. 

491. Pedigree registration: The pedigree of the 
cow is registered in a book called Pedigree Register 
or the Herd Book. '1'be name "herd-book" has 
become more familiar in India. 

We • have now arrived at the conclusion. And 
considerations have led us step by step to accept this 
conclusion that for saving the cow from her down
trodden state she must be allowed the assistance of ~ 

(1) a Milk Record; and (2) a Herd Book. These are 
the two essential steps in the improvement of the cow, 
which means saving the cow. 

In other countries the introduction of milk-records 
h~],s done II great deal towards the improvement of the 
cow. 'l'he records began to be kept by associations. 
which were named Cow-Testing Associations. 
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492. Cow~Testing Associations: '1' he first Cow~ 
'Testing Association was started in Denmark in 1895. 
It became very popular with the Danish farmers. 
Through their advocacy, it has spread to every 
dairy country of the world. 'l'he first association 
in America was established in 1905 at Fremout 
Newaygo county, Michigan. Fr·om that time the 
movement has been spreading steadily. In 1938 
there were 1,106 associations in the various States of 
America, Lately, these associations have begun to be 
called Dail'y~Herd Improvement AssociatioDs,. which 
they really are. In Denmark in HJ34 there were 
1,579 Cow-Testing Associations with 48,940 herds and 
0,78,402 cows. There are areas in Denmark where 
as high as 70 pel' cent of the cows are tested. 

493. The Dairy-Herd Improvement Association 
Organisation: 'l'he plan of organisation is simple. 
]'ifteen to twenty-five or more farmers adopt the usuaJ 
form of constitution and elect officers and agree to put 
a certain number of cows on test. In America the 
cost pel' cow for one year varies from $1'00 to $2'50 
depending on the place, also the number of cows 
and of the members. rrhe a,ssocil1tion then hires the 
sel'vi ces of 11 tester. U suaUy the te'ster visits the farm 
of each member once a month, throughout t,he year. 
He weighs, samples, tests the milk of each cow and 
then determines the fat~percentage of each One of 
them. 'l'his is used as a basis for calculating the 
monthly fat-yield. For the rest of the month the 
milk-yields for every cow are entered in sheets ruled 
for the purpose. In another sheet a record is kept of 
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the feed given to the cow. The recording work of the 
months is looked after by the tester, who makes a 
summary of production and cost of feed for ea.ch cow 
at the end of the year. The testers in course of their 
duty come in contact with many dairy men and are 
able to gain much valuable information which they 
pass on to the other farmers. 

494. Cow-Testing in Denmark: In Denmark 
these associations get affiliated with the Government 
which helps each association with an annual subsidy, 
provided there are at least 10 members and 200 cows. 
The association in return has to supply a summary of 
the production from each cow. The Govel'nment keeps 
the official Herd-Book showing the pedigree of the 
registered animals. There is a minimum requirement 
to be fulfilled for being entitled to an entry in the 
official Herd-Book, depending upon the records ·of 
the Cattle-Testing Association Records. 

The Government sends consultants to farmers 
who are whole-time men, devoted to the improvement 
of dairy and to dairy-cattle work. Denmark hILS made 
phenomenal progress in dairying through the help of 
the Government and through the system of Cow
Testing Associations. In this country the average 
production of a cow was 110 lbs. of fat a year, and 
the total export was 26 million pounds of fat in 1911. 
In 1934 the average production went up to 298 Jbs. 
of fat and the export to 330 million pounds. 

495. Registration in India: A beginning has 
just been made in India. The Imperial Council of 
Agricultural Research has started keeping milk-records 
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and herd-books. Provincial Animal Husbandry 
Departments look after the work. Animals can be 
l'egistered with the Provincial uuhhol'ities by writing 
directly to the Secretary, Imperial Council of Agri
cultural Research, which puts the enquil'el's in tonch 
with the Provincial Organisation. 

Iu Europe aud America the test; consists of the 
weight of milk obtained and also of its fat-content. 
In India the work is, for the present;, restricted to the 
taking of milk-weights only nud not of the fnt

contents. No fees are charged by the Government, at 
this preliminary stage. 'l'he milk tester employed by 
the Imperial Council of Agricultural Hesearch visi ts the 
farmers every fort-night and tnkes the record of milk 
obtained in 24 boUl's. Frolll this, according to a fOl'mula 
adopted by the 1. O. A. R, the total milk-yield for the 
fort-night is calculated. 'l'his is done till the end of 
the lactat,ion, mon til by month, and the farmer is, 
saved the trouble of keeping daily records himself. 
'rhis is a good system to start with. 

Herd-books have also been opened at the Centre at 
Delhi. It is now for enterprising farmers to get into 
touch with and get affiliated t.o this body. 'I'bifl has it 
great future for cattle improvement, if properly 
conducted. POl' example, if any of the progeny of the 
registered cows u,re to be sold, they will cel'tu,inly 
be sold upon their pl'eformance and not on chance, 
and are sure to fetch more value than an ordinary 
animal would fetcb. This is not the only aspect. 
By this process bulls are sure to be discovered which 
are specially prepotent £01' transmitting milk-quality 
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to their daughters. The knowledge that such bulls 
are in such herds will allow the progeny of the 
prepotent sires to be spread, leading, to the general 
uplift of the cattle. 

496. Elimination of scrub cows: In judging a. 
cow, records are not the only factors. . Records of milk 
and pedigree will certainly give some information. 
This information again should· be evaluated. Other 
personal factors have to be conside:l.'ed along with the 
records. Conformation is a very important point. 
Men accustomed to judge cows can indicate with a 
good deal of certainty her place in the breed. There 
is sense in judging by appearance of the milk quality 
of a co,w. About heredity also, mere personal figures 
of record also are not enough, 

It must now be quite plain that the scrub bulls are 
to be eliminated for the improvement of the breed. 
Similarly, it is equally important that scrub cows should 
be eliminated. Neglect of the one or the other will result 
in the creation of indifferent herds which will not go 
much towards solving the problem of saving the cow. 

The question of elimination in the case of scrub 
bulls is easy by castration. But the question of 
elimination of bad or uneconimic or useless cows 
cannot be done on the same lines. It is not possible 
at the present stage to make a cow sterile a,t will. 
But such a cow has to be prevented from reprcd ucting 
for the well-being oE the race. 

When a 'l'yot has a cow which the community may 
think undesirable to breed, and which he may himself 
find to be, .uneconomic, and therefore, undesirable to 

30 
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be kept in the herd, it; has go~ to be eleminated. This 
oannot and should not be done by sale to others for 
breeding. For, it is unwise to pass off to others au 
objectionable animal without waking known to thern 
the defects. Sbe can be !;old off. for slaughter to 
butchers. But where sentiment is against it, passing 
off qnietly to auy purchaser will amount to seJJing for 
slaugbtel:, because the uneconomic cow will ultima.tely 

, find her way to the slaughter house. To prevent this, it 
would be in the interests of the discriminat;ing farmer 
to put her to drallght use for whatever she is worth, 
and to keep 4er se.pal'ated so th(tt she may not 
contact a bulL 

497. Two classes of cattle to improve: ~ehere 

are again, throughout India, different t,l'acts with 
their peculiar problems. But a general point of 
<1i£ferenti,ation rnay be created on the bl1Sis of breed. 
'rhere are areltS in which certlLin definl1ble breeds of 
cattle exist, A few htLve been listed and enumerated 
and the work is an expanding one, 'rhis is one elaBf:! 

of tract. (l'here are othel' tracts whore non~descript 

cattle exist. 'l'hcil.' relation to any particular breed 
cannot be tl'l1ced, but they are supposed t,o ue the 
descendants of the origin!Ll slllall hill-type c!LM,le. 

These occur most.ly in the wet or rice-areas, In 
the dry tracts of the Cen tml Provinces !m!) in Oentral 
India such cattle also crowd the pll1in8.'·~· '1'h8 question 
or their improvement is quite distinct from the 
improvement of those of distinct breeds. 

Distinct breeds rGsult as the work of Helected 
llropltgation through many generations, After a time 
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the type gets fixed through changes. Then the cattle 
with the type-stamp are expected to breed with the, 
characteristic features. The special features, the 
colo Ill", the sh:We of the horn, the size, the character, 
all tend to conform to a standard, and when that 
standard is achieved, a breed is established. 

The origin of such 11 breed may .have been by 
crossing. . But after cI'ossings had taken place the 
new blood is worked on in the area Bufficiently long 
and sufficien tly persistently to bring forth those 
.characteristics that; constitute the breed . • 

498. Oattle of particular breeds: In considering 
a pt'ohlem of improving the individuals of a breed, 
many of which are not showing. satisfactory 
performance, the question of grading up comes in. 
A better bull is obtained and the bull stamps its better 
character on its progeny. At first, the new blood is 
halved. This is in the first generation. .If the 
progeny of the first generation is mated to the 
improved sire, the second generation will be of three
fOlll:t,IlS improved blood, and then in the next or 
third generation, if the mating is again with the 
improved blood, the result will be seven-eighth. 
impl'Oved blood and only one-eighth original blood. 
In such a case the process is called grading-up to pure 
breeding. When in course of descending progeny 
the new blood fills practically the entire field, tbe 
resulting animal is a pure-bred animal. 

In a pure-bred animal certain characteristics are 
passed on unChanged to the progeny. Hence the 
necessity of breeding to purity. There is rqom for 
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improvement in pure-breds also. The fact that a cow 
or a bull is pure-bred for a bI'eed does not mean 
necessarily that it is the best of the breed. It implies 
that the animal shares the general characteristics of 
the breed. If in a herd of such pure-bred cattle, a bUll 
occurs which has got t.he capl1city of improving the 
milk-yield of the daughters over their dam, tbe bull 
will be a prize bull and will contribute towards 
improving the herd of the pUl'e.,breds. 

The steps, therefore, are, in 11 herd of known breed, 
to get a pure-bred bull of that particular breed and 
by working for three or four generations convert the 
entire herd into 11 pure-bred herd, and strive on to 
improve the quality of the herd by select,ion of better 
and better bulls. 

499. Difficulty of progressive improvement; '].'0 

begin with, it is an easy work to observe marked 
improvements. But as the quality desired rises bigher, 
it becomes more and more, difficult to H1l11,e further 
improvements. On the contrary, there is every chance, 
of, say, the milk~quality falling down even when all 
care is taken in t,he selection of tL bull. Individual 
factors come in, and even with the best care it may 
sometimes be found difficult to maintain the high 
~tando.rd once achieved. 

'1'he endeavour should be not to produce oue cow 
with a high record but to lift the whole herd to 11 high 
level so that, apart from individual performances, the 
whole herd shows excellence on the average also. 

500. Attainment of excellence in the average; 
Alllihe wisdom of the breeders is concentrated on 
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this subject. The methods are common, namely, the 
employment of the proven bull. A proven bull 
is a bull which has been tested. by the milk-yield 
of his daughters from different dams. The daughters 
of the bull will be superior to their danlS. In 
order to conserve this superiority and stamp the 
whole herd with this oharacter the breeder takes to 
in-breeding. 

501. In-breeding for excellence: There is 11 

general misconception about in-breeding or breeding 
by mating close re.latives such as father to daughter Or 

grand-daughter, and brother to sister. In animal 
husbandry, in-breeding has been the stepping-stone 
to the improvement of herds. 

For lasting and marked improvement the 
foundation-stock must be sound. The original dams 
selected for procreation should be chosen with regard 
to their conformation, constitution, freedom from 
disease etc. Provided the foundation-stock is suitable, 
in-breeding by sOllle proven bull leads to the creation 
of types which put the herd to a much higher level 
than what it was before. 

We have in this country now found 10,000 lbs. 
milkers pel' lactation and more. At this stage the 
problem of further improvement has to be seriously 
considered by stock-owners. That in-breeding for 
excellence is a recognised practice will be clear from 
the following extract from the reprint of an article 
by Buchanan Smith, Institute of Animal Genetics, 
Univer~ity of Edinburgh. (Agriou.zc'lt?·e &; L'ive-stook in 
Ind'ia. Septem,be?', 1935) 
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"As a means for the improvement of live-stock, 
in-breeding is one of the most importantj weapous 

which a breeder can employ. First and In,st, 

the success of in-breeding depends upon the quality 
of the foundation-stock. 'l'his quality must be 
good in two respects-in respect of productivity 

(yield of milk and butter-fat in the case of dairy 
cows) and also in resp(~ct, of constitution. Further
more, the qUltlity of the foundation-stock mnst 
be good, not merely so far as the eye can judge, 
hut it must be absolutely sound fLS regards the 

hel'edit!1ry mechanism. 
"'rho hereditary constitution of n,n l1ninHl,l can 

only be judged by the stock thn,t it produces. 
By mating two closely-rehL~ed animtlls tog"'ther, 
we can the mote assuredly obtain au indic!Ltion 
of their hereditary constitution. 
"By in-breeding plus selection we ean CODcentmte 
the desired q llalities. This lea,dB to pl'epot,(-)f1cy." 

In OUT country it is necessaJ:Y to fix the typos of 

out· herds, a byintellig,enti (Lnd watchful in-breeding. 
I consider it a desirable thing for jihe day. There 
lllay be failures in certain issues, and thu progeny 
in such cases 8hould then be eliminated by nIH,king 
them sterile. (163) 

502. Warning about in-breeding: Though in

breeding has produced excellent results in the hands. 
of skilled breeders, the amateurs should be very 
ca,reflll in using it. There are Ch(LnCeS of t.he 
undesired characters multiplying Or ultimately ruining 
the herd. For, in-breeding fixes characters botb 
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desirable and undesirable. In-b:geeding continued for 
a long time may result in lowered vitality or lesl'lened 
fertility in the off-springs. (163) 

503. Improved bulls for non-descript areas: In 
non-descript areas, the problem is entirely of a 
different nature. There the cattle are generally 
very poor. The impetuEI to the supply of improved 
bulls has been operating in these areas also. 'l'he 
Government appears to have adopted the same policy 
for these areas as for other areas. 

A fundamental matter in the problem of improve
ment is envil:onment and also fodder. In connect.ion 
with the suitability of the Rojban cattle for the 
poorer areas of the Punjab, it bas been I mentiolled 
that environment is the determining factor. Animals 
unaccustomed to damp climate and poor fad del' are 
likely to suffer and deteriorate if brought into thtose 
areas for breeding. And it is very doubtful if t,he 
progeny can survive the treatment and the unsuitable 
environments. (271) 

504. Eastern Bengal remains four months under 
water: Take, for example, the case of eastern Bengal. 
This area remains flooded for four or five months in 
the year. Houses look like little islands. In such 
areas it is most difficult to maintain the health of the 
cattle during this trying period .. Nothing except dry 
rice-straw may be available in most localities. (349) 

505. Rice-straw as a single feed: In other parts 
of Bengal also the rainfall is very high, and except in 
a small tract in western Bengal, flooding during the 
rainy season is a common feature. Fodder is not a 
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cultivated crop in Bengal. The staple food is dce
straw with what green grass may be aCI'aped 

together. Rice-straw as a single feed is a "verY
bad material. ~esea.rches conducted an the nut:citive 
value and digestibility of the 1'ice~st1'aw have shown 
that it is defective in minerals. There should be a 
proper ratio between calcium and phosphorus, and 
this is disturbed in the rice-straw. Besides, it has 
got too much of excess of potassiuln which" makes 
calcium unassiroilable. The protein it has got is not 
assimilable. Upon this material as the principal 
fodder, generations of cattle in Bengal and in other 
rice-tracts of India are being raised . No wonder 
that the cows there are so poor. Acclimatis!1tion of 
generations has enabled the rice-area cattle to suhsi,gf; 
on e;uch poor fodder. For such :11'eas; if improved 
bnlls from S0111e famous breeds are brought in to 
cross-breed, the result may be extremely disappointing. 
'l'he few bulls from the Punjab can do nothing. 
They can make hardly any impression whatever 
upon the millions that exist in Bengal. Then again, 
the importation of a bull of another breed is not an 
end by itself. If, for example, the Hariana is allowed 
to mate with non-descript Bengal cows, the lllotive 
should be to gradually 1l111te the herd wholly with the 
Hariana, beginning with half-breeds and ending with 
converting it ultimately to the pure-bred Hal'iana. 
Regula.ted breeding can ha,ve Bome such aim.. '['he 
question arises-will the Hariana or any cattle of 
some famous breed be able to stand the Bengal 
environments and the treatment that a Bengal 
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.culti vator is likely to accord and is capable of 
according it, considering his present circumstances? 
{397, 655, 794-814) 

506. Danger of importing superior-type bulls: 
Mr. Pease enunciated a principle which should be 
~pplicable to Bengal and other rice-tract cattle in 
toto. According to bim, it should be the aim to 
produce an animal of the same class which is found 
in the locality, but stronger and better and which 
will subsist on the available fodder. (271) Importation 
of heavy, large bulls of the Hariana type into sucb 
areas as Bengal goes against the above sound principle. 
On (;he fodder of the rice-tracts such bulls or their 
progeny cannot be expected to do the work that is 
being done even by the local degenerate stock. (217) 

507. Olver on dangers of importation of an alien 
type: Sil' Arthnr Olver in one of his articles said: 

" ...... That high-cla.ss stock can be produced in 
areas which are not naturally suitable for them, 
there is no question, but the cost of doing so is 
prohibitive for the ordinary breeder and, apart from 
the constant struggle against adverse circumstances 
which would be entailed, there is the difficulty 
that-if of a breed or type different from the local 
stock-the male progeny, when used as sires, would 
be likely to do more harm than good. Moreover, 
in order to obtain fresh blood it would be necessary 
constantly to import sires from elsewhere." 
-( Agl'icmltu1'e d Live-stock in India. Jttly, 1937) 

The case exactly applies to the rice~area cattle. In 
those tract.s and under the present village conditions of 
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living, fodder-supply and environments, the HarianrL 
sires are not likely to be suitable. It will require a 
constantly increasing flow of Hariana blood to keep 
up the change introduced, and that it is likely "to do 
more harm than good." 

508. Bruen's experience with superior types: 
" ... The first cross, resulting from a mongrel cow and 
a pedigree bull, is onen so good as to deceive even 
the experienced eye, and frequently large sums are 

paid £01' such bulls in mistaking t.hem to be pure. 
Their progeny, however, have thrown back to an 
even worse type than their degenerate mongrel 
dams." (1st meet'ing A. H. Wing, (1933).-P. 150) 
Wit,h all these, it is a fl1ct that t,he Bengal 

Government schemed, in the first instance, for 
bringing in 1,500 bulls for 15 districts of Bengal 
from the Punjab, necessarily of the Hl1riano, breed, 
and they have been distributed to the people. (271) 

509.· Olver prescribed IIarianas as milch-breed for 
Bengal: Sir Arthm: Olver, in spite of his own wp.rning 
as quoted above, had advocated the me of the Hariana 
01' Rath sires for Bengal hy mixing carelesRly the need 
for city milk-supply with the need for cattle improve
ment in general. In speaking o£ the improvelpent of 
milk supply, he said, (AgTic11ltm'e (f: Live-Stock in 
Ind'ia. Scptcmbc'r, 1038) : 

"In areas where the cattle are hopelessly poor and 
inefficient, it may even be necessary to introduce 
betber stock from other parts of India to demonstrate 
to the 1'YOt that good c[1ttle, and in particular 
milch-cattle, are very profitahle, if properly fed 
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and maintained, on the holding in suoh a way as 
to ensure that as li~tle as pOBsible of the manurial 
value of their urine and droppings is wasted. With 
a view to making rice-growers more cattle-minded, 
I have. recommended to provincBB u,nd states within 
easy reach of Oalcutta that they should take 
advantage of the opportunity of obtaining good 
Haria,nl1 cows there, at moderate prices, and hand 
them over to selected ?'yots, on pad-payment terms, 
on the condition that the u,llot.tetlS undertake to 
introduce a sufficient proportion of Imitable legumes 
or grasses into their rotatioll, to supplemBDt the 
usual rice-strftw ration. Such It system should make 
economical milk production possible and should 
enable the stock to be maintained in better condition 
all the year round. I have also suggested that a 
sufficient quantity of silage should be made for each 
of Ghese cows from young grass or leguminolls or 
other Buitable crop, quantities of which can be 
grown during the monsoon in such areas and cut at 
an early stage of growth, to ensure that sufficient 
sllcculent fodder would be available during the 
dry season. Under departmental 8upervibion such 
cows should prove a valuabJe source of additional 
income besides producing useful young hulls or 
bullocks and should be useful as an object-lesson 
not only to the allottees but to their 'neighbours us 

to the valrue of superior stock if properly fed. For 
rice tracts within easy reach of Calcntt,a, I 
have" therefore, recommended small-type, compact 
Hal'iana bulls, and they are doing well and proving 
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highly popular. In similar areas, not within easy 
reach of Calcutta, I have in the past recomr::ended 
Tharparkar cattle, and I consider that they or, 
even better, good Hath ca,ttle, should prove the 
most suitable. Both al'e very compact and hardy 
and good milk'ers and Rath cattle in particular 
are quick, active workers." 
Sir Arthur Olver's statement" if! contradictory 

to the principle enuncia,ted by bim as quoted in 
a fore-going para (507). Taking the last part of his 
observation, we fmd that he recommended Hal'iana 
bulls for rice-tracts within easy reach of Calcutta, and 
for tracts not within ea,sy reach of Oalcutta he 
recommended Tharparkar and Rath bulls. (350) 

510. Can Harianas thrive under Bengal village 
conditions?: Bnt what will the Thal'parkar or the 
Rath bulls do in the interior of Bengal? Will they 
be able to poodle the rice-fields and live on rations of 
'l'ice-straw 01', perhaps wholly on water-hyacinth during 
the flood-periods? No body can say that without 
triaL Then again, will it be possible to "Hariallise" 
the entire stock of Bengal? And, who knows that 
even any attempt at the introduction of Hariana blood 
into Bengal cows will be productive of improvement 
-and not do harm, as Olver apprehended, and as Bruen 
denounced? This can only be ascertained by breeding 
up to four generations in Government farms. Unless 
this is done it is nnsafe and wrong to pass on Hariana 
bulls to the interior of Bengal, Orissa and other wet 
and rice-tracts. Even if in the limited scope of 
Government dairy farms, crosses come ont successful, 
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yet till the fodder-supply is improved it would be 
disastrous to import' blood from other provincial. 
breeds, where the peculiar fodder conditions of the 
rice-tracts do not exist. Olver had qualified his 
recommendation of the introduction of the Hariana by 
ensuring th~ production of better fodder simultaneously. 
Even, according to his recommendation, one cannot· 
go without the other part-the part of the introduction 
of legumes and silage etc. 

511. Pure-bred Harianas-a necessity in Bengal 
for milk: The first part of Olver's recommendation 
of Hariana cows is for those areas where the cattle 
are hopelessly pOOl' and inefficien~ as in the provinces 
within easy reach of Calcutta. Probably he meant 
Bengal, Assam and Orissa. 

According to the context this is for improving the 
milk-yield. A dairy cow confined to dairy purpose 
is a necessity for the towns only. For example, take 
Calcutta. To Illeet the milk-need of the city Hariana 
cows are brought in annually and slaughtered after 
they have finished that lactation. At Calcutta under 
the special protective provisions provided. in the city 
suburbs. and the care that the Gowalas take, Harianas 
and Sahiwals thrive. It is not only feasible but a 
necessary proposition for cities like Calcutta and also 
£01' interior_ towns to have high-milking breeds, and 
stall-feed the·m. In order to save the thousands 
of good milkers imported from the Punjab annually 
frOIll slaughter, it is imperative that the pure-bred 
Hariana, or better, the Sahi wal herds, should be built up 
in the neighbourhood of Calcutta and other cities and 
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towns even in the wet~and-rice-al'eas of poor cattle. 
It is wholly a qnestion of supply' for the towns. The 
bull calves that will grow up from such maintenance 
of the pure Hal'iana 01' Sahiwal herds will not be fully 
required for dairy purposes in these city~supply herds. 
They may be sold to be reared in the U, P. and Bihar 
where conditions are not 1=)0 bad as in Bengal. If 
the surplus Hariana and Sa,hiwal bull calves are passed 
on to the Bengal cultivators, even free, without a 
change of environment, it will lllean undel'taking a 
large-scale experiment the result of which may be 
disustrous, 

Alrea,dy over 2,5QO bulls of the HILriana breed have 
been scattered over Bengal. It is time to wait and 
see how the progeny of these bulls thrive under the 
villf1ge environments and the village feeding of Bengal. 
From private correspolldence it has been ascert(1ined , 
that the 1. C. A. R. is not in a position to pronounce 
an opinion upon the success 01' otherwise· of the 
Hariuna bulls di::;tributed in the wet-area::; under 
Lord Linlithgow's gift-bull scheme. (350) 

512. l'l/[ass-scale crofJsing undesirable: H has 

been reported of a fa rID in Bengal where HariuulL bull~'l 

were used for the usual Bengal village cattle, that the 
result has not been satisfactory, and the deterioration 
has been fast. The herd was virtually broken up. 
Details have to be obtained of this trial. 1 had occasion 
to see Borne of the Bengal-Hariana crosses. They gave 
only 3 seers of milk under the best; feeding conditions. 
As much milk and lllore may be obtained from some 
local cows under careful Il.Iallagelllt:!nt. Judging from 
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this, the crossing of the Hariana with the mongrel 
or non-descripts of Bengal and other. rice-tracts seems 
to have little future for mass, utilisation. 

'l'he real step towards improvement in the pOOl' 

. wet and rice tracts is first to improve fodder and 
disseminate a knowledge of the deficiency, and the 
means of correction of the deficiency of rice-straw as a 
fodder. When this is corrected the poor cattLe will 
undoubtedly show much better forIll. Then, by 
selecLion and in-breeding good types may be founded 
and spread all over the provinc~s by careful line
breeding. Experiments of crossing with bulls from 
the Punjab or Sind should be confined to Government, 
institutions and farms. 

For dail:.y purposes for the town-supply in these 
poor arelti:) pure-bred herds of Hariana or better the 
Sahi wal should be established, and the surplus bull 
calves produced should be disposed of, as all'eady 
menLioned, for rearing into sil"t'~fl for the other drier 
provillces where there is a need lor them. 

513. Oastration of scrub bulls: Dcrub buJls, be 
they in areas having definite breeds or in non-descript 
.cat,tle-areas, should be castrated. In Bengal bulls arB 
found to be yoked. As the bulls are of poor 
quality the cultivator does not feel any difficulty 
in yoking them to the plough and using them like 
bullocks for cultivation. These bulls, used for draught 
purposes, of course, do serve as sires to the herds: 
This praetice is highly injurious, and leads to certain 
deterioration of the cattle. If the deterioration is 
to be stopped these bulls should be castmted. Here 
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Government might step in with legislation. But prior 
to its enactment, popular opinion should be created 
by educative propaganda. Mere legislation in such a 
matter will be useless, unless it be preceded by 
intelligent educative propaganda and also a large 
measure of persuasive castration in selected areas. 
Simultaneously with this. a sufficient number, of 
approved bulls will have to be supplied. In' areas 
with well-known breeds the matter of bull~supply will 
not be so difficult. In areas of non-descript cattle, 
local bulls of a better type must be bred, since the 
introduction of bulls of known breed from other 
11l'ovinces is not recommended. Castration of scrub 
must go side by side with the rearing of. better bulls. 
Bulls should not be castrated without making 
adequate auangements for the supply of improved 
ones. The problem is of vast magnitude. The 
process of castration should be begun extensively and 
immediately. The problem of the supply of, better 
bulls from village herds should be simultaneously taken 
up earnestly to stop the deterioration of the cow. 

There are some attempts by the Provinci!l,l Govern
ments to castrate. The number castrated is, however, 
insignificant. The demand for castration is for all the 
male-calves that are born in the year except those 
that are to be reared as bull calves, In. addition to 
this, the stray scrub bulls and bulls yoked to plough 
have to be castrated. (480) 

514. Licensing of bulls is a forward step: It 
is a good legislation to l'equire every owner of a bull 
or of any IDale calf to have it licensed on the second 
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year of ita bi~th. 'l'he necessary staff and organisation 
is wanting on th~part of the Government. 

But where Government is delaying or unable to 
cope with the problem, the village communities can for 
thems,elves take up this work. It is quite easy to castrate 
with a modern pincer cashrator. They may be made 
in India and Bold cheap instead of using the impol·ted 
ones. Burdizzo castrator comes from Italy. EV61'y 
village may possess a castrator and get the operation 
performed quickly and painlessly on the male calves 
during the second year after birth or before, according 
to local practice, excepting those calves that are 
to be r'2ared as bulls. The village community may 
receive gifts of approved bull-calves or buy them, 
the best available in the locality, for rearing as 
stud bulls. 

515. The Bombay Act: The Bombay Government 
passed an enactment for castration and subsequently 
made rules for carrying on the work of compulsory 
castration. The enac&menh19of law, of course, presupposes 
licensing. A village community as an organised uni 
can a,chieve the same object by voluntary co-operation 
and watching. No expenses are involved. If the 
cow has to be saved, disciplined and co-operative 
action is absolutely necessary from within. The cabtle 
of India rose to their greatness b~cause such a 
protective and progress-ensuring machinery was in 
existence within the village and in its social structure. 
These have to be rebuilt according to the necessity 

, of the present times and suitable to the existing 
conditions. 

34 
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516. The Madras, Act: The Veterinary Depart-
ment Report of Madras (1940.'41)~entioned that

<' ... The breeding of cattle has in recent years suffered 
a check owing to the progressive reduction in the 
supply of fodder consequent on the replacement 
of cereal crops by other commercial crops, e.g" 
cotton, tobacco, chillies, turmeric, etc., which yield 
no fodder. The decrease in the total cultivated 
area during the quinquennium ending in 1935 is 
estimated at O'S million acres. The quality of 
cattle has also suffered owing to the great dearth of 
good bulls in the breeding tracts ... proportion of 
breeding bulls to the number of cows in the N ellore 
and Guntur districts (both forming the Gngole 
breeding area). was 1: ~::n and 1: 122 respectively 
while the proportion for the whole Province ~as 
1: 20 cows. Vigorous attempts are now being made 
to augment the supply of breeding bulls for these 
areas by encouraging the maintenance of bulls 
in the breeding tracts ~ wi th financial. aid from 
Government. 'fa this end, schemes have been 
drawn up....... The bill to enforce compulsory 
castration of bulls, not suitable for breeding 
purposes, was passed by Government during the 
year as the Live-stock Improvement Act, 1940." 
517. Grading of village cattle (Madras): rrhe 

Madras Veterinary Report of 1941-'42 referred t,o 
the grading of village cattle. It ad vacated the 
'grading' of village herds which was regarded 
as the cheapest and easiest method of obtaining 
rapid results. 
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" ... It has been computed that in about six 
generations the unimproved blood almost disappears 
in the common village cattle by the continued use 
of pure-bred s1res. An important point, however, 
is that the good effect of grading ceases the moment 
a pure-bred bull is withdrawn from the locality. 
If the cattle of the district are to be improved, it 
is ver~ essential that the graded cattle are all 
sired, by an unrelated pure·bred sire of the same 
breed as the previous sire .... Government (Madras) 
agreed with the Board and, directed that graded 
cattle should not be sh'ed by half-bred bulla and 
that the Veterinary Department 'should make a 
start in the grading of village' cattle ... " 
It appears that the Veterinary Deplu:tment of 

Madras have taken steps to see that the progeny of 
improved sires are not served except by a pure-bred 
unrelated bull of the breed of the sires. For this 
purpose a register of all cows served by each bull 
will be main tained by the staff. 



CHAPTER XIII 

MARKETING-MELAS, FAIRS,. SHOWS 

518. Marketing of animal products: The ma,rket
ing of animal products, and more directly the 
marketing of milk-products, seriously affect the cow 
and may be directed towards irnprovemenb of the 
cow a,nd o~ saving her. The influence of a good 
market affects the cows immediately and directly. ':ehe 
price of milk is high in the cities and lower and 
lower in the interior according to the distance of the 
place from prominent centres of business. There al'e 
localities where cows give some milk in particular 
seasons, and it way happen that in that season there 
is little demand for it. The' cultivator thinks of what 
he uses in the family in tel'illh of waste, because 
be wants ready money for his milk. The local 
rJowala takes f1d VtLn tage of the culti vator's disposition 
and also of his need, and keeps the price below the 
fair levrl. The cultivator seeing the little retul'l1 
that; the cow brings from milk neglects to feed her. 
If sOlUe caRh had come to him from the milk, he 
would talre good care in feeding the cow. As soon as 
the milk in the country-side becomes remunerative, 
thl condition of the cow improves il.nd she is placed 
on the road to giving 1110re wilko 

Where there is active and cOIllpet.itive trade in 
milk or milk-products froIll the cow, where the 
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buffalo has not stepped in, the cow begins to thrive 
at least during the milking season. 

519. Competition between cows and buffaloes for 
the market: The cultivator can only undertake to feed 
the cow when he nnds that what he puts in for the 
cow will come back to him in return. This last stand 
of the cow is, being taken away by unfair competition 
from the buffalo. Both in the liquid milk market 
and in the ghee market, the cow is being pushed 
down. The reasons have been already discussed. It 
is for the village communities to save their cows 
from the competition of the buffalo. The assessment 
of milk on its fat-content only is the original source 
of mischief. Co-operative action which will lead to 
the better valuation of cow-milk can rectify this, 
coupled with legislation against adulteration of buffalo
milk and passing it off as cow-milk. But the place of 
intelligent understanding is much greater than ,that 
of legislation in this matter. Cow-milk can stand 
against buffalo-milk on its own merits. In the case 
of liquid milk the unfair competition begins with 
the watering of buffalo-milk and with the passing 
off of tnat a~ cow-milk. In case of milk products, 
particularly of ghee, the unfair competition comes 
in with the depreciation of the skimmed milk or 
curel (lassi) left after extraction of the fat, and also in 
evaluating all ghee as ghee and not on its nutritional 
~value. (109-'27) 

520. Cow-ghee contains 'ten times carotene 
vitamin: A decisive factor in favour of cow-ghee 
is that it is superior to buffalo-ghee as a nutrient. 
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Besides fa.t, ghee has the most 'valuable constituent 
Vitamin A. It has been proved also that carotene, 
a colouring material, is the precursor of Vitaulill A., 
and is really a Vitamin A. substitutie. 'r'be difference 
between cow and buffalo-ghee lies in their carotene 
and vitamin-contents. Cow-ghee contains ten times 
the carotene of buffalo-ghee. Cow-ghee. has 20'9 1. V. 
units carotene per grain against 1'9 units of the buffalo. 
-(Majumdar). 

In a paper on the carotene-content of cow and 
buffalo butter fat by Bal it is claimed that while the 
carotene content of buffalo butter fat is between 20 

and 30 micrograms in 100 grams, that of cow butter 
fat is between 200 and 570 micrograms. (Eal 
!1nd Shrivs,stava. Nagpur Unive?'sity .lou'mal, 1940, 
No.6) 

"Cow-ghee is superior to buff!1lo-ghee in regard 
to the stability of its Vitamin A. towards heat." 
(Banerjee. Ag?·icultu?·e cf; Live-stock ~n India. 

Jan~ba1'Y' 1987). The little vitamin that the buffalo
ghee has suffers worse under heat. 

Ghee has to be heated for cooking, 01) heating, 
buffalo-ghee loses more Vitamin A. than does c'bw-ghee. 

It has been found also that the presence of carotene 
works as a preservative, preventing destruction and 
oxidation of the ghee by storage (Banerjee. Ag1'iClllt1l1'e 

cf; Live-stock in India. Jlc('?"ch, 1988), and buffalo
ghee has been found to have hardly any cal'Otene 
(Majumdar)., 

It will thus be seen that on all scores cow-ghee 
comes out many times superior to buffalo-ghee. 
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Therefore, the two products, cow and buffalo-ghee, 
should be valued separately by the consumer and the 
seller. All these are reasons of health for which cow
ghee should be preferred to buffalo-ghee and cow-milk 
to buffalo-milk. The other and the most overweighing 
point has already been considered regarding the future 
of tlae cultivator, if he should continue to neglect the 
cow and give preference to the buffalo. It has already 
been shown that the cultivator will be able to produce 
bohh ghee and milk cheaper from a well-nourished 
cow than from a buffalo. 

In their own interests the cultivator-breeders 
should give preference to the cow in the milk and ghee 
market, and the consumer also should give preference 
to cow-products. (127, 377) 

521. Better marketing for cow-products: Better 
marketing facilities for cow-milk and cow-ghat will 
secure the premium that is due to the cow. Today 
there is little preference for cow-ghee; in most places 
the two milks .are mixed and a mixed ghee marketed. 
In their own interest the ghee merchants may 
volunteer to pay more for the ghee ma.de from the 
milk collected separately from the cow alone. The 
mixed ghee will then disappear, and the cow-ghee and 
buffalo-.ll hee will remain till buffalo-rearing ceases 
altogether. 

If the cultjvators are alive to their own ultimate 
good, they should cease to give special preference to 
the buffalo. Enterprising traders may greatly help 
the s!tuation by stepping in and putting a premium 
upon cow-milk and cow-milk products. (127) 
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522. Effect of the opening of ghee-markets: 
Amongst the various points that need to be attended 
to fat' saving the cow, the one need is to save her I'rom 
the unfair competition of the bub~alo. This problem 
comes up seriously again and again. If the cow has 
to be saved she is to be the animal of preference, as 
she rightly deserves to be, compared with the buffalo. 

The opening of the ghee-market in towns and tbe 
extra emphasis put on the fat of milk is a creation of 
the modern times. In villages there was need for ghee 
as a preserved milk-product, but lassi and butter-milk 
h'ld also their place. In the unilateral demand from 
towns for ahee, where milk and other milk-products 
cannot be easily transported, ghee has acquired quite 
an exaggerated importance. The towns have created 
lllany evils, and the exaggerated emphasis on one 
milk-product, ghee, is one of those evils. Because 
the towns must largely consume ghee only, on account 
of the dearth of milk, ghee has become the one, 
commodity to the milk-producers aJ?-d dealers in 
villages. And because buffalo-milk contains more fat, 
it has been given an importance which it does not 
deserve. But this demand for ghee should not lift 
the stock~keepers in villages off their feet, as it has 
done today. ,They should know that they cannot keep 
two animals, the cow and the buffalo. Without the 
cow, his ploughing and other draught-work will be at 
a stand still. It behoves him to foster the cow, fee~ 
her well and get satisfied with what she can give. 
lYlodern dairy farms have clearly shown that b~th in 
milk-yield and in fat-production, a good cow is more 
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economical than a buffalo. It is all the more reason, 
therefore, why the cultivator should make it a point 
of ,honour to accord the best treatment to his cow 
and do more for her than what he does for the buffalo, 
and remain satisfied with the monetary income the 
cow brings him without hankering after the buffalo. 
If he will save the cow, ultimately the cow only will 
save him, not the buffalo. He must understand that 
by caring more for the buffalo and neglecting the 
cow, by pJacing an exaggerated value on the apparent 
money-income from ghee, he is undermining the 
2,nimal that can save him. (127) 

523. More emphasis on liquid milk: Those who 
{;f1n do without ghee should db so and rely on the milk. 
If the ghee-trade will shrink, the undue importance on 
the fat-content alone of tb:e milk will cease to be, and 
milk for milk, cow-millr even at higher cost is better 
than buffalo-milk. 

The fat of the cow-ghee is wpM·iot·. This has been 
scientifically proved. Seeing that emphasis on ghee 
itself brings an undeserved premium on buffalo-ghee, 
irrespective of its vitamin value, a lover of the cow 
should not only make it a point to take cow-products 
only, but should limit the use of ghee to the mininium, 
for setting an example of a good practice, leading 
to the saving of the cow. (127) 

524. Harm in fixing cow-milk fat-content too 
low: The staridanZisation oj milk by some 
Municipalities and Provincial Health Departments, on 
the basis of the fat-content of the British cow, has 
deteriorated the situation. The Indian cow-milk has 
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rarely less than 4'5 per cent of fat while British CO,VB 

give 3'5 per cent fat only. The Health De;Pf1l'tment;s 
are satisfied in India with the 3'5 per cent fat only. ~t 

becomes possible for buffalo-milk to be mixed with a 
larger share of water and brought down to the 
standard. This also inflates the illegal gain of the 
traders who adulterate milk and pass toned-down 
buffalo-milk as pure cow-milk. The subject is further 
considered in connection with Dairy Practices. 

Where legislat,ion fails, trade enterprise often leRds 
the way. It would be for the future enterprif;ing 
dea.lers to spot out favourable localities, give premium 
to the keeper of cows, on condition that they cease to 
breed buffaloes and underta.ke to supply cow-milk only. 
by offering higher price for that. The organisation 
flhould start with the village producer. There may 
be adulteration and passing off of dilute buffalo-milk 
as cow-milk, more specially because of the preminlll. 
The work, therefore, must begin with the cow-keeper 
as the basis. Only those who have no buffaloes should 
be enlisted.' Milk so collected Illay be separated in 
the village and made into ghee, the separated milk 
returning to the supplier of milk or sold as dahi or 
other milk-products such .as 7,ski?' and khoa. If the 
villages can consume their own ghee, it should hE! 
sold there, the surplus only coming to towns where 
there.is always an unsatisfied demand for genuine 
ghee. (127) 

525. Village community and milk: In dealing 
with milk, ,the first consideration for the village 
community should be, to allow that much of milk to go 
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out of the village that can be done, consistently with 
the health of the village itself. Those who can afford, 
alpongst the villagers, should drink more niilk and 
should not sell off the milk so exhaustingly as has been 
revealed by,the "Seven Tracts Enquir,,·." . 

Using more milk by the producer himself in his 
family, will mean less money income. But the habit 
of drinking milk will be a great saviour to him in the 
form of preservation of health and insurance against 
disease. This subject of the 1dility of milk and its 
necessity for preservation of health and ensUl'ing of 
growth is dealt with in connection with Dairying. 

Marketing of cow-milk at a premium rate will ... 
reflect itself in the better keeping of the cow, and 
will consequently lead to greater milk flow and 
probably milk consumption within the village, making 
the villages healthier and livelier, What has so often 
been observed about the use of milk in schools, will. 
without fail be observable in villages under the newer 
condition. In schools and in boarding houses 
attached to schools, it has been invariably observed 
that those children that get a share of milk grow more 
quickly and shed their docility and become difficult 
of management. Village life today is too full of 
docility. (399-411) 

526. The effect of Itdrink more cow's milk" 
drive on cow-saving: It has been seen that milk 
forms a very small i~em in the average diet of the 
Indian. The result is malnutrition, lack of stamina, 
and the, high percentage of mortality. Effective 
propaganda on "drink more cow's milk", coupled wi!.h 
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cheap milk production, will go a long way towards 
correcting these defects. The apathy towards cow's 
milk in many pads of the country, especially in 
Katbiawa,r, Gnjarat, Bombay, Deccan, Berar, C.P. etc., 
is well-known. The she-buffalo has completely thrown 
the milking cow into the shade. The cow starves 
(Lnd produces a progeny of inferior quality. Degradation 
in the cow hiLS set iIi. The cow can produce cheaper 
milk, and the cow's milk is more nourishing than 
that of the she-buffalo. If the people take to cow's 
milk only, not only the condition of the cow will be 
improved but stronger Hnd well-built bullocks will be 
made available. The cow will be permanently saved. 

(/} 

Recent experiences gained at Wardha. (0. P.) are 
encolll'aging. As late as 1925 it waS very difficult to 
purcbase even a small amount of cow's milk. But the 
"Goseva Vrata" has brought about a good change. 
A num bel' of well-managed a ai1'i88 and cat,tle-breeding 
farms has sprung up producing about 1,500Ibs. of 
cows' milk daily. All this milk comes from' the cqws 
that were not cared for before. A market for better 
type of cows has been cl'eated, and on the whole the 
people are becoming more cow-minded. 

527. More milk for villagers: The introduction 
of milk diet will bring life and vigour to the villager 
which will be bound to be reflected on their general 
welfare, making them more industrious and thrifty 
and enterprising. The village communities will be 
more lively. Spods and games will re-appear, and 
money spent for the doubtful nostrums of village 
doctors will be diverted to creative work. People 
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will become more cattle-minded and, therefore, their 
own-welfare-minded. 

Marketing fac~lit~es need not stop with milk and . 
milk products. Proper markeLing will mean giving 
proper.value to the hide and also to the carcass. 

Within the villages, tanneries may spring up, 
utilising the hide obtained fro~ the dead cattle of 
the village. The meat and bone of carcasses will, with 
r,e-organised village life, begin to be regarded as very 
valuable products. They are so valuable t,hat these 
hones travel hundreds of miles by boat and rail to 
towns and tltereget crushed, and then travel thousands 
of miles to enrich forel'gn soil. 'ro the extent they 
enrich foreign soil, to the same extent the home soil 
gets poorer . 

. 528. Cow-centered all-round village activity: 
With marketing opened for animal husbandry 

'" products, buyers will be found in the village itself to 
buy the 'sterile meat and bones for manuring." Bone8 

charred and pow.dered will go. to elll'ich the cattle feed, 
and in rice-tracts correct the most crying deficiency 
of the vital minerals in rice-straw. 

A local tannery brought into existence for the 
utilisation of the bide will put a premium on babul 
bark for tanning purposes and increase the value of the 
babul tree and, encourage its plantation for fuel and 
fodder. Previously, in many villages the villagers 
used to get t,heir ieathel' sandals and thongs and other 
ief1thel' goods free' in return for the hides of dead 
cattle. The same practice illay revive to the mutual 
benefit of both the cultivator ani! the tanner and the 
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~hoe-ma,ker. Better marketing also includes marketing 
of the ca,ttle, their buying and selling. There are cattle 
markets throughout the country. Better marketing 
facilities, combind with herd-registration, will activate 
animal breeding and help to fetch better values for 
really better cattle. (24, 26, 399-412, 544, 579) 

529.' Markets, mel as and fairs: These are the 
trn,ditional places for fostering trade and industry. 
These are now neglected so far as the cattle are 
concerned. Melas, ordinarily, have become show 
plaoes for shoddy, cheap, useless and deceptive 
imported war~s. They do'not give life; trey exhaust 
the life stream of the villages~ With awakened interest 
the cattle enclosure in cattle melas will be the primary 
60urCe of attraction. Fairs draw crowds. by various 
questionable mef1n.s. Entertainments of inferior grade 
are [l1'ovided to dmw men. Sometimes the organisers 
01' proprietors stoop down to immorality. Nothing can 
he more edifying and enlivening to village life than to 
Illai{e the melas and fairs attractive by the exhibition 
and purchase and sale of the better cattle from 
hetter cows, better bullocks' and better sires and better 
male-calves. Cattle-based sports. may enliven when 
'mere purcbase and sale get dUll. Cattle processions, 
milk recording, exhibition of feats of strength by cart 
bullocks and plough bullocks, skill in furrowing parallel 
.and true, all these and more have endless features of 
attraction which can be tapped to provide enjoyment 
and make people cattle-minded. 

530. Stone-dragging sport at Mahanandi: Here 
.. is an example from Madras. The Kurnoal District 
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in Madras is rocky and has black. cotton soil reqmrmg 
heavy o,nimals for agricultural purposes. The Ongole 
is the main breed, though. many non-descript cattle 
are used. People want power£nl bullocks and, there
fore, judge their capacity by ma.king them pull massive 
stones. This practice has given rise to sports. 
Animals are trained for stone-dragging and llire entered 

,for competition on festive occasions. Mahanandi is a 

]J'ig. 36. The sport of stone-dragging at 

Mahanandi, Kurnool District. 
(Indian Farming., Vol. II, No.4) 

place of pilgrimage, and. the Sivarahi festival is an 
attraction. A committee of cattle-minded enthusiasts 
have been holding [L Cattle Show and a stone-dragging 
competition here. A gold medal worth oDe 
sovereign is the prize for the winning pair, given 
by the Trustees of the Mahanandeswar Temple at 
Mahanandi. . 
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'I'he stone is 11 ft. long and weighs 3'2 tons. The 
longest distance carried in balf an hour is the measure 
for the prize. In 1939 the longest distance covered 
was 211 feet. It affords sport as well as a test to the 
cultivators. 

In every tract there are some festive occasions 
centering oround the cow. Enthusiasts and cowJovers' 
Illay put life into these festivals, participate in them 

Fig. 37. 'rhe sport of stone-dragging at 
Mahanandi, Kurnool District. 
(Indian Ftl,rming., Vol. II, No.4) 

and make them occasions for spreading the knowledge 
of the importance of the Co\V to Indian life and of 
demonstrating the love for their cow. 

'531. Utilisation of mel as for the spread of 
kuowledge: Talks, lectures, shows, pictures, models 
may all go to make the places educative. Now-a-daYfl 
cheap town-attractions find their way there, Oow-Jovers. 
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may transform these into places of enlightened 
marketing and of acquisition of knowledge about cattle, 
about their diseases and protection therefrom. 

The melas and fairs are generally places of income. 
Cow-lovers may endeavour to spend Buch incomes 
for the improvement of the cow. The utilisation of 
markets, fairs and melas on the above lines will also 
contribute substantially towards saving the cow. Local 
Pin,jarapole Societies and bodies like the Humanita.rian 
Society of Bombay may form the nucleus of such 
improvement activities. But cow-lovers will find 
ample work in these congregations to organise and 
educate and shape public opinion for the betterment of 
the cow. 

532.' Exposure of cruelty to the cow: A lot of 
cruelty is practised on the cow. The use of imn
pointed goads has been already referred to. There 
are other practices. rrhe tying on the horns and \ on 
the ears is a painful practice that should be given 
up. The injuries inflicted may be made objects of 
exhibition. 

~ 

New and better "yokes are being designed in place 
of the old ones. The exhibition of similar devices 
for relieving pain may create centres of attraction and 
education in the melas. 

A hospital and dispensary with charts ma.y form a 
feature of the" melas. Pre-arranged lectures on the 
prevention of diseases and on the beat way of receiving 
veterinary aid may be given. The cow ve1'Stts buffalo 
position may be discussed, and ways and means 
indicated for practically achieving the object of saving 

35 
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the cow. The importance of skimmed milk and lassi 
and their nutritional value way be brought out. 

533. Theatricals centering round cow-life: 
'l'heatricals centering round cow-life may be organised 
and staged. Amusements may take the form of 
showing the better way of cow-treatment interspersed 
with stories. . The country has play-writers and 
artists enough. Their sympathy is to be drawn to 

Fig. 38. Photos from Cattle Show. 
Bullooks intended fol' sale. 

(Indian Farming., Vol. IV, No.5) 

this. Lat cow-life and cow-lore be enlivened by the 
best that the foster.child of the cow, man, can do for 
her. There will be place for the author, the poet, 
the play-wright, the artist and the BcienList in this 
creative endeavour. 

The magic-lanterner may step in, showing micro
photograph slides of clean and unclean milk, showing 
disease germs that travel from tbe milkers' hands. 
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and communicate nastities, showing the bacteria 
that causes contagious abortion and renders so many 
cows sterile. There is no end' to such educative 
themes. 

534. Cattle Shows: The All-India Cattle Show 
has now come to stay. It is growing more and more 
important in the sense that it is drawing more 
and more attention to the problem of the cow. It is 

Fig. 39. Photos from Cattle Show. 
Visitors interested in an animal. 

(Indian Farming., Vol. IV, No.5) 

helping the topmen in offices and in society to be It 

little more cattle-minded. 
535. The All-India Cattle Show Society: The 

first All-India Cattle Show was held at New Delhi in 
1938. It was in the nature of an experiment. It 
attracted 488 catHe and buffaloes. The Government 
organised the Show and then voted a sum of 2~ lakhs 
·of rupees to put the Show on a permanent basis. 
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The All-India CaWe Show Society, 11S' a permanent 
body, Wil,S registered under the Societies Act in 1939; 

'l'he second Show, held:iu February 1939 in New 
Delhi, was more successful than the first in its cattle 
exhibits. The number of entries was 637, including 
22 breeds. The highest single entry was from the 
Sahiwal, of which there were 103 entries. Rs. 10,000 
worth of sales were made 01' contracted for at this· 

Fig. 40. Photos hom Cattle Show. 
Judging in progress at Bhavnagar. 

(Indian Flwming., Vol. III, No.3) 

8how. It should be remembered thctt this was a 
Show and not a meZa, where cattle al'e brought. for 
sale. In this Show every animal brought in had 
to be registered first. The exhibitors had not to 
pay any entry-fees. All the expenses including the . 
feeding expenses during the pel'ion of' the Show 
was borne by the Government.' Government farm 
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animals predominated at the Show. Government 
aided the· cultivators to bring their cabtle over long 
distances. 

536. Central and regional Shows: The question 
of attracting more.of the cultivators' stock engaged the 
attention of the organisers. It was proposed to hold 
regional Shows at which people of the neigb bOUl'hood 

. ~ig. 41. Photos from Cattle Show. 
Milking competition at Bhavnagar. 

(Indian Farming., VoI. III, No. S) 

might participate .... 'l'wo· .subsidiary or regional Shows 
have nqw been arranged-one, the southern regional 
Show ·at Bangalo1'e, and the other, the western 
regional Show at' Bhavnagar. The. prize-winners at 
these Shows are encoumged to join the Centl'al Show 
at Delhi. 
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TABLE-33 

In 1941·'42 the Shows had the follow1:ng enb'ies ; 

CfLttle Buffalo Sheep Goat 

Bhavnagar 362 108 80 40 
Bangalore 659 41 350 
Delhi 560 150 144 113 

---. 
Total 1,581 299 574 158 

At these Shows the animals are classified according 
to breeds and types, Thus it becomes 11 great 
educational and interesting field of study £01' the 
student who can afford to attend such Shows. 

537. Shows in the provinces: A statement on 
the places where breeds were exhibited was prepared 
for the A. E, W. meeting, 4th session, 1940, by 
Mr. Kartba. The list gave the places where f)Mh 
breed was exhibited. It is to be noted that the 
Tharparkar was not found in any exhibition. The 
Sindhi, which has the largest export, market, WBS not 
exhibited in Sind. ' 

List giving the breeds and the places whM'e 
they we?'e exh1:bited. 

Breed. 

Ongole 

Alambadi 
Krishnagil'i 

Provin()c. 

Madras 

Coohin 
Madras 

.. 

Lacaiihy. 

GunLur. NeHare) Cuddapah, Proc1dfttur, 
Jamnlalamadugu, Kurnal, 

Mahanandi, Kurnal Allagadda, 
Kurnol. Lower Ahobilam. 
ChittJUr. 

Cuddapah, Pl'oddatul'. 

South lianal'l1, Suthanadi . 
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Breed. 

Sindhi 

Krishna 
Valley 

Khillal'i 

Amdt 
Mahal 

Kankrej 

Surati. 

Province. 

Madras 

Bombay 

Bengal 

N.W.F.P. 

Cochin 

" 

Bombay 

Bombay 

Locality. 

Coimbatore, Valparai. 

Wambori. 

Daraset. 

Haripur, Kohat, 

Nallipilli, Chittur. 

Ydrad, Bijapori, Atho.nai, Sevadi, 
Dharwar, Yadur, Nandi, Barwad, 
Belgaum, Sholapur. 

Ydrad, Bijapori, Athanai, Gumgal, 
Yadul', Nandi. Barwad, Belgauro, 
Parner, MiI'l, Wambori, Erandgo.on, 
Jamkhed, Ahilyapur, Sholapur, 
Malsiras, Patkha I Barhmanpuri, 
Tandulwadi, Khatgun, Mhaswad 
Shingnapur, Khillari. 

Bombay. Bijapur, Ra1Jtihali, Devargudd, Gumgal, 
Belgaum. 

Mysore 

Cochin 

Bomhtty 

Baroda 

Bombay 

Hassan, Frenoh Rocks, Araeikere, 
Krishnarajanagar Arkalgud, Saligrama, 
Chanerayapatna, Tumkur Sha, 
Turuvekere, Hiriyur, Harih!!-r, 

Shimoga, Sorab Channagiri, Honnali, 
Kalasa. 

Chittur. 

Sanflnd, Erandgaon, Akkalkuva, 
Khapar, Patti Taloda. 

Radi, Po.ttan, Chanasma, Vadnagar 
Sidhpur. 

Sanand, 8h1'i Gonda, Mid, Akola, 
;ramkhed. 
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Gil' 

Nimari 

Malvi 

Sirl 

Sahiwal 

Hctdana 
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Province. Locality. 

Bombay Belgaum, Mi1'i, Wambori, Eranqgaon, 
Akola, Sholapul'. 

Baroda 

Bombay 
C. P. 

Bomuay 

c. P. 
Bhopal 

Bengal 

Bengal 

l'unjab 

Bihar 

N.W.F.P. 

Orissa 

U.P. 

Punja.b 

Amreli, Rodinar. 

Jamkhed. 
Singaji. 

Akkll.Ikuva, Khapar, Pati, Ta1l:lda, 
Ahilyapur. 
Garbakota, Burman, Singaji. 
Chiklod. 

Kalimpong, Rllrseong. 

Sud. 

Kangm District, Ferozepur, 
Mon.tgomery, Dipalpul', Kabil', Lyallpul', 
CbaJ, No. 45 L. B., Bachrianwll,la, 
Cha.k 528 G. E., Pauliani. 

Soncpur (Saran). 

Koflat. 

Cuttack. 

Bateshwar, l\Iankapur, DeoNa, Ain 
Dhaighat, Khatauli, Aligarh, 
Bulanclshahal' . 

Mangali, Sasai, Toshan, DhangBr, 
Oc1han, SOllepat, RoMak, Palla, 'rigoon, 
Palwal, Dharuhera. Pahewa, ltaiuhal, 
Samb"Um, Thaska Miranji, G(\pal, 
Machan, 8awi:l,l'a, MOl'inda, Hosrtiarpur, 
Jullunilur, Ferozopur, Amritsar, 

Gurc1aspur, Sheikhupum, Sa~godha. 
Gujrat, Montgomery, Kabil', Di,palpur, 
Jhang, Multrm, M[lils!, Qadil'Pilr, 
Kabirwal!t, Sakhipur, ,Lyallpul'\ Chak 
No. 45 L. B., Dachrianwala, Cb,(l,k 528 
G. B., Paulii1ni. 
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Breed. 

Dhanni 

Dazzal 

Gaolao 

Ha1likar 

Province. 

Bihar 
Orissa 

Punjab 

N.W.F.P. 

PUnjab 

C.I:'. 

Mysore 

Locality. 

Sonepul' (So.,ran). 
Rhirda, Briboi, CuttA.ck, Lucbapara, 
Ichhapur. 

.Jatli, Gujarkhan, Rawalpindi, 
Ffl,tehganj, Tallagnnj, Pindigbeb, Lawa, 
Tarnman, Hassanabc1aJ, Mianwali. 
Musakhel, Sl\,rgodha, KhuBhab, 
Bhalwal, Bhagatanwala, Sullanwalli, 
Shabpur, Gujrat. 

Mardan, Haripur, Kohat, Data-Ismail 
Khan. 

Shehr Sultan, Nawan Kot, Ka;rol, 
Kh,mplU", Bnga Shar, TRlai Nurshah, 

Jb:mg-, Multan, Mailsi, Qadirpur, 
Kabirwala, Sakhipur, Dera-Gbazi. 
Khan, Fazalpur, DajrJ, Lalgal'h, 
T"unsa, Sikhaniwall1, Rojhan. 

Katol, Dhaga, Borgaon.~' 

Bl1ngdol'e, HoslwiJe, KankanhoJli, 
C]lennapatna, Nclarnangala, Magadi, 
DoviluhuJli, Dodballapur, Sidl.aghatta, 
Bognpnlli, Chintamani, Goribianur. 
Chikballapur, Malur, Kollar, Hassan, 
HUDenr. T. Narasipul', Arasikere, 
Krishnal'ajnagar, Araki1Igud, Saligrama, 
Holenarasipur, Maddur, Mallavali, 
NitgRmangoJa, Channerayapatna, 
Tllmku r, Ohiknaikanhl1Di, Sim, 
P:wagada, Kunigal, Tnruvekere,· 
Madhugiri, Gubbi, Ririyur, Hariho..r, 
Shimoga, Sorab, Channagiri, Honnali, 
Kalasa. 

,;, At present the Shows 111'e held at Wal'dha, Yeotmal, Chandur, 
Ira,tol, Uml'eh, Garbi and Sawner. 
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Breed. Pro-vince. Locality. 

Mehwati U. P. Deoroa. 
Kherigarh U.P. Deoroo.. 
Ponwar U.P. Chandpur, Shahjahanpur. 
Kosi U.P. Bateshwar, Shahjahanpur. 
Nagori C. P. Sillgapur. 
Dangi Bomblty Jamkhed. 
Deshi Bombay Jamkhed. 
Tapti Bombay A}lilyapur. 
Gavati Bombay Islampur. 
MhaswA,n Bombay Khatgun, Rhanpur. 
Nepali Bengal Kf),limpong, Rurseong. 

Shahabad Bihar Hizla. 

Taypor Bihar Sonepur (Saran). 

Kuthiw!tri C. P. Gflrhakota. 

Rhurgoni O. P. Sipgupur. 

Gujjamll.va Mysore Bf),ngalore, Magadi, N agamangola", 

Tllmkur, Runigal, 

Nadudan:1 Mysore Dodballapur. 

Bettadadana 

Bettad:1pur Hunsur, 

Nadu " 
Tumkur. Kunigal. 

Pandharpur 
buffalo Bombay Belgaum. 

Mehasana 
buffalo Baroda Kadi, Pattan 

N ill buffalo N.W.F.P. Haripur. 

hffal!badi 
buffalo Baroda Kodanir. 

538. The Score-Cards: For judging the cattle, 
the cows and bulls that compete in any exhibition, 
flame method of judging their comparative merit has 
to be adopted. This has been accomplished by. the 
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introduction of the Score-Oard system, The object 
is a. thorough examination of the surface of the body in 
comparison with the breed and type which the animal 
represents. Pure breeds show uniformity in physica} 
appearance and can, therefore, score the full marks 
of 100 if all parts are perfectly and satisfactori Iy 
aligned. 

In examination by Score-Cards some marks are' 
put against every point or its component, part in the 
body. rrhe ideal points are given marks. The full 
marks allotted to the body total 100. The putting of 
marks is more or less arbitrary and no two experts may 
agree. Still it is something to go by. The system 
has come from the West and the Western or the 
British system of making 13 points and subdividing 
and assigning marks to them were more or less 
empirically adopted before. But now new Suore
Cards are being made for every special breed and 
ma,rks put against them. 

But after all, despite this mechanical sort of aid" 
it is the discriminating eye that really counts in 
assigning marks to the animals and often the Score
Card system becomes a hindrance rather than an a.id. 
It has been held in India that the Score-Cards should 
be better utilised in training the student to judge 
the important points that count for evaluating cows. 
and bulls. This would be legitimate scope., 

Below are given Score-Oard models - one for the 
Ongole and another fOl' the Gil', cows and bulls. The 
Ongole card was suggested by Oapt. Littlewood of 
Madras and the Gil' card by Mr. Ko~hawalla. 
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539. Score-Card for judging the Ongole : 

Point. Marks lor (lOws. :Marks for bulls: 

1. Head. 
Forehead 
Face 
Muzzle 
Jaws 
Eyes 
Ears 
Horns 

2. Neck 
3. Dewlap 
4. Hump 
5. Shoulders 
6 .. Chest 
7. Barrel 
8. Loin 
9. Rump 

10. Tail 
11. Flanks 
]'2. Thighs 
13. Legs & feet 
14. Skin & Hair 
15. Mflmmary 

system 

1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
--

13 
'2 
'2 
'2 

6 

4 
10 

6 
10 

3 
2 
2 
8 
5 

10 
16. 
17. 
18. 

Style & quality 7 
Size & weight 5 
Oolout' :3 

'I'otal 100 

1 
1 
'2 
2 
3 
1 
5 

15 
2. Neck 5 
3. Dewlap '2 
4. Hump 4 
5. Body 9 
6. Chest 6 

7. Barrel 8 
8. Loin 8 
9. Rump 6 

10. Pin bone '2 

11. Tail '2 
12. Flanks 2 
13. Thighs 5 
i4. Legs 6 

15. Feet 4 
16. Skin & hair 5 

17. Colour 4 

18. Size & weight. 5 

100 

-(Ongole Oows d: B~tlls by B. W. Littlewood) 
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1. 

2. 

540. Score-Cards for the 

Oows. 
Point. l\fa~ks. 

Head 
Forehead 4 
Face, Muzzle 1 

Eyes 1 

Ears 4 

Horns 3 

13 

Body & Limbs 
(i) Rare quarters 

Neck 2 
Dewlap 1 
Chest 3 
Legs and 

Shollider ;) 

(ii) Barrel 
Back 4 
Ribs 4 
Navel 1 

(iii) Hind Quarters 
Loins & Hips 5 
Rump & 

Pin bone 6 
Flanks 2 
Thighs, 

Buttocks 4 
Tail 2 
Hocks, 

Legs, Hoofs 5 

42 

Gir: 

1. 

1. 

.Bulls. 
Point. Marks. 

Head 
Forehead 5 
Face, Muzzle ~ 

Eyes 1 
Ears 4 
Horns 3 

15 

Body & Limbs 
(i) J?ore quarters 

Neck 2 
Dewlap 1 
Ohest 4 
Legs and 
Shoulder 4. 

(ii) Barrel 11 

(iii) Hind Quarters 
28 

50 
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Cows. 
Poin~. 

3. Udder, Teats 
& Milk Veins 

UddAr 
Teats 
Milk vein 

4, Skin, Hair, 
Escutcheon: 

Marks. 

6 
5 
5 

16 

Skin 4 
Hair 2 
Escutcheon 2 

8 
·5. Colour and 

colour markings 4 

{i. General Appearance, 
Size, Bearing, Gait, 
rl'emperament, ChfLracter, 
Trueness to Type: 

General 
appearance 4 

Size 2 
Bearing 3 
Gait 2 
Temperament 2 
Character 2 
Trueness to 

Type 2 

17 
'Total marks 100 

Bulls. 
Point. Marks, 

3. Skin, Hair 
Escutcheon Ie 

4. Colour and colour 
markings 5 

5. General appearance, 
Size, Bearing, Gait, 
Temperament, 
Character and 
Trueness to Type 20 

Total marks 100 

Suggested by Nh', ZaZ. R. KothawalZa. 
(A bull or cow should be disqualified if it 8cor6S 
less than half the mlLrks allotted to each points) 



CHAPTER XIV 

MIXED FARMING AND COTTAGE 

INDUSTRIES AS COW.SAVING 

MEASURES 

541. Farms were invariably mixed farms: In 
India farmers are invariably mixed farmers. 
Agricultural farming consists of growing agricultural 
products from the soil. In England and in other 
.countries, they use ~he horse or oil engines for 

. ploughing and preparing the field for the seed. We, 
bEre in India, use the bullocks for that purpose. 
Every cultivator has, therefore, to keep bullocks. 
Most generally where bullocks are used, the farmers 
desire to raise the stock themselves and, therefore, 
keep cows both for the milk. and for the supply of 
her . male-calves as bullocks for draught purpose. 
Every farmer is both an agricultural farmer and an 
animal husbandry man and a cattle' breeder. Their 
differentiation was non-existent in India. The gowalas 
maintained cows only for milk; but such cows in 
the hands of th~ gowalas who specialised in the milk 
trade never formed more than an insignificant part of 
the total number of cows in the country. It is so even 
now. A differentiation has been sought to be made 
by the Government between these functions of the 
·cultivator. In this matter of milk production, the 
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more is the attempt to isolate and divide the life of 
the villager, the more complex and intricate becomes 
the problem of living a healthy village life. In the 
matter of milk, Government departments concerned 
are continually emphasising the separation of the two 
functions,- draught and milking. 'The draught animal 
is to be the cow and the milch animal the buffalo. 
'l'his unnecessary emphabis has all'eady done great 
hal"1u~ On the other haud, nothing is done to prevent 
buffalo-milk, watered down to a very low content of" 
fat, from passing off as cow's milk. It is time that the 
Government should be alive to the disaster to which 
their short-sighted policy of looking upon the, buffalo 
as tile milking animal is leading the country. 

542. Oattle and agricultural farmers are not 
separate units: Similarly, the distinction between 
an agricultural farmer and a cattle farmer has no 
real meaning in India. Every means should be taken 

. to encourage mixed farming where the habit may be 
disappearing. Mixed bl~ming will mean agricultural 
farming, and dairy farming and cattle breeding. All 
these should go together. By cOillbining the tw,? 
endeavours the cultivators put themselves in line 
with their ancestors. And their ancestors did thrive. 

Every cultivator has to be aeattle farmer. Instead 
of putting all his land undeL' food and money-crop 
he should put some under fodder and become a. 
real cattle fal:mer or an animal husbandry man. 
Although, every farmer is potentially so, yet t.he 
modern separation of functions has begun to affect, 
agricultural life. 
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Por some t.ime the 1. C. A. R., particulary Sir 
Arthur Olver, was advocating mixed fal:ming fOl: 
securing greater income to the cultivator. The 
essence of this was to take off some area from grains 
and money crops and rut that area under fodder. 
The extra area under fodder should be such as to 
ci1ny the burden of the illilch-animaIs maintained for 
dairy purpose and cattle-breeding. 

543. Mixed farming necessary for more milk; In 
the United Kingdom they had been getting 39 ounces 
of milk peT capita. In 1943 the Ministry there 
sanctioned an expenditure £ 3?l millions La be spent 
in course of the four years to increase the consumption 
of milk. ,.£, 3t millions ill 4 years converted into rupees 
come to one and a half crore of rupees per year. And 
the expenditure is only for an endeavour to induce 
people for increasing their milk-consumption. 

The need for mixed farming is great. The extra 
fodder will put extra milk into our weedy cows. It 
would not diUlinish the crop out-turn. More manure 
from better-fed and stall-fed cattle would give greater 
out-turn which would make up the los8 for lands put 
under fodder. This process would secure som,e extra 
milk of which the country is 80 much in need. Put 
money value into the milk if you like, but ultimately 
it is nutritional value-a value which evel'Y thoughtful 
man would like to retain for the producers in the villages 
to improve their health. It will help to cheapen milk, 
and at the same time be profitable to the cultivator. 
That India needs cheap milk, that her best interests 
will be served by reserving any increase of milk for 

36 
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the poorest is a matter of discussion in connection 
with the development of the dairy industry. 

That more animals kept in farm will give greater 
out-turn of fodder and grain per acre is the experience 
of some observers. The following Table from the 
Telankhery Dairy Farm is illuminating. 

Serial No. Year. 

TABLE-34 
Fodder 

in maunds. 
Grain in 
IDo.unos. 

1. 1932-33 12,595 219 
i) Hl33.34 12,694 506 
3. 1934-35 18,028 350 
4. 1935-36 15,143 529 
5. 1936-37 18,272' 634 
6. 1937-38 19,024 433 
7. 1938-39 19,-173 610 

-(Report of the Indllsir'ial SU1'vey Oommittee. Part I, 
Vol. I1). 

544. Place of cottage industries: Oottage 
industries have been included as one of the means for 
saving the cow. When we have more and stronger 
cattle the question will be-what do we propose to do 
with them as we refuse to eat them? The only reply 
is to utilize them for what they are worth. The 
females will be utilised for giving milk, and the males, 
over and above one bull per 50 cows, will go to be 
employed in work. 

Work for them is there, in the matter of carting, 
water lifting, oil-pressing, sugar-cane-pressing and 
the driving of cottage machineries coupled to geal'. 
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A great deal of all that is turned out in factories could 
be turned out nicely in villages by the introduction 
of bullock power. There is no scientific spirit in 
allowing man power and animal power to run to waste 
on the one hand, and in going after oil-ar-coal-driven 
engines on the other hand. There should not be this 
under-valuation of living engines. Cottage industries 
are intimately connected with village-centered life, 
not based on exploitation, There can be exploitation 
in it also, but the oppol'tunities are less and the checks 
are very much greater. 

Production of more fodder !1nd larger quantities of 
stall-manure, and consequent increase in the yield of 
crops; more food and more milk for the people-these 
are the prospects of mixed farming and ultimately 
of the employment of more cattle-power and more 
man-power for creative work. (24, 26, 412, 528, 579) 

545, Economics of mixed farming: Sir Arthur 
Olver gave a rosy picture of the future when India 
would become cattle-conscious, He was pot petulant. 
and angry with the weedy cows, This article was 
entitled "Potentialities of Dairying & Mixed Farming 
in India," (Ag1"iwlture &; Live-stock in India. 

J1tly, 1934) 
" ...... From the result obtained in this (Ferozepur) 
herd it is clear, however, that the best Indian cows 
can compare very favourably with dairy herds in 
Europe and America, both in mille-yield and in 
b1tttm':fat p?·odttction." 
" ... the possibilities of improving Indian cows are 
much greater, owing to the general lack of 
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attention which has been paid to milk-yield among 
Indian cows in the past, due largeJy to concentration 
on the breeding of work-cattle, and to a general 
preference for bu,ffa.lo-milk- for ghee production 
owing to its very high content of butter-fat." 
"Another important aspect of the development of 
the huge dairy industry of India, at the present 
juncture, is the relief mixed farming, including 
the rearing of a due proportion of live-stock, 
could give to the market for cereals and other 
agricultural cash crops. Even a slight increase in 
tbe consumption of dairy products would enabJe 
large quantities of grain, not necessarily of the best 
quality, to be taken off the market and satisfactorily 
employed in the feeding of dairy cattle. It is, in 
fact, calculated that a 10 per cent increase in the 
consumption of dairy products, throughout India, 
would entail an increase in the consumpti()n of 
concentrates equivalent to the total average export; 
of grain of all kinds, during the past three years ... " 
546, Change of outlook needed: In Sir Arthur 

Olver's thoughts dairy meant a cow-dail'Y and not a 
buffalo-dairy, From whichever angle we look at the 
problem of poverty of the Indian cultivator, imposed 
upon t.hem with the introduction of British rule, the 
starving of men and cows that has become so common, 
mlty disappear only if an attitud 0 of mind is cultivar,ed 
for caring for essentials, for things of food and 
clothing first, and for money to purcbase luxuries or 
even other necessities afterwards, Sil' Arthur Olver 
suggested in the article to Indians to stop the export 
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of grains, and feed these grains as concentrates to 
the cattle and get milk in return. His suggestion, if 
worked out, will bring us to the position that by mixed 
farming more milk is obtained. The loss of cash
money on account of the stoppage of export can be 
more than made up from the saleqproceeds of better 
animals that such a change in feeding cattle would 
bring about. 

547. Robbing of the soil: But Olver's thoughts 
or those of men like him did not count in the adminis
tration of the country. If this suggestion had been 
put before the Linlithgow Commission, and similar 
ones were actually put, it would have worked them up 
to raptures over the beauties of exporting fodder and 
manure and the consequent deprivation of the Indian 
animal and the Indian soil of their food. For, 
according to the Royal Commission, it is only out of 
concern for the future of the cultivators that such a 

l'obhing of the Boil and of animal-food must go on. 
Here is what the Royal Commission opined on the 
suggestion of the stoppage of expo1·t of oil-cakes, oil
seeds, bone and hone-meals etc. 

The Report began the subject with a mention 
of the loss to the Indian soil by the export of 
oil-seeds etc., and ended by saying that this drain 
must continue for the welfare of the pOOl' Indian 
cultivator. The same was said about the export of 
oil-cakes, of the export of fish manures and of bone 
manures. (27-29,479) 

548. Export of oil-cakes supported by R. C.: 
"The loss to India of a valuable source of combined 
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nitrogen as the result of the export of so large a 
. proportion of its. production of oil-seeds was 

emphasised by many witnesses before us. The 
yield and exports of oil-seeds during the last fifteen 
yea,rs are shown in the following Table: 

TABLE-35 

Expo?·t of o'il seeds. 
Total of 15 yea1's-1911 to 1925 

Cotton seed (1) 
Ground nut (2) 
Rape & mustard (3) 
Linseed (4) 
Sesamulll (5) 

Total of (1-5) 
Total of all oil seeds 

Total yiold Total export Percentage 
(' 000 tons) (' 000 tons) of exports 

to yield 

27,697 
14,019 
17,093 

6,915 
6,794 

72,518 
not available 

2,198 
2,842 
2,825 
4,642 

.719 
13,286 
15,356 

8 
20 

16il 
67 

11i! 
18 

"These figures indicate that, of the out-turn of the 
seed of cotton, ground nut, rape and mustard, lin
seed and sesamum, the exports amount to an average 
of 18 pel' cent, and they suggest the lOBS which the 
soil of India suffers by the export of a valuable by
product, on the assumption that the whole of the 
nitrogen contained might be returned to the soil. 
Under existing practice, indeed, much of this 
material would probably be fed to cattle and 
subsequently dissipated as fuel. But it is not 
surprising that the view that an export tax on 
oil-seeds and oil cakes should be imposed in order 
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to check exports and to bring oil-cakes within 
the purchasing power of the cultivator has found 
much favour and even received the support of the 
Board of Agriculture in 1919, and of the majority 
of the Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee, but 
not that of the Indian Fiscal Oommission. Some 
witnesses before us went further and urged the 
total prohibition of export. Whilst we fully 
recognise the advantages to Indian agriculture 
which would follow froIll a greatly-extended use of 
certain oil cakes as a manure for the more valuable 
Cl'OpS, such as sugar cane, tobacco, cotton and tea. 
we cannot but feel that those who suggest the 
attainment of tbis object by the restriction or 
prohibition of exports have failed to realise the 
economic implications of their proposal.. .... In these 
circumstances, it is an economic axiom that an 
export duty will be borne by the producer and that 
the cultivator will, therefore, receive a lower price 
for the oil-seeds exported .... "-(P. 88). (27-29,479) 
549. Ohain of arguments of R. O. favoured 

export: " ... In the third place, even if restriction 
on exports succeeded in reducing the price of 
oil-cakes, this would mean that a section of the 
agricultural community would be penalised for 
the benefit of another and much smaller section, 
for the growers of oil-seeds would probably not 
be those who would make the most 11se of the 
oil-cakes." 
"A similar line of reasoning applies to oil
cakes···" -(P. 88~89) 
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It is useless to follow this chain of ul·guments. If 
the oil-cakes are used for enriching the Indian soil, the 
seed-grower, owing to the fall in their price, may get a 
less return, and, therefore, the enrichment of India's 
soil by manuring is tabooed. The argument that 
growers of oil~seeds are one set of persons, and nsers 
of oil-cakes are other sets, does not require a moment's 
scrutiny. There is no such compartment. Really the 
same lIJan grows oil-seeds l1nd potatoes and tobacco. 
Even if the opposite were true, the consideration 
should be the welfare of India as a whole. (27-29, 479) 

550. The export of bones to continue: On the 
same chain of arguments the export of bones Inust 
continue. This time there were no cultivators' 
interests to weep for; it was the interest of the poor 
collectors of bones that will Buffer. In the words of 
the Commission, 

"Nitrogen deficiency can be remedied to some 
extent by the application of bones and bone-meal. 
This form of fertiliser is, however, of greater 
value as a means of rectifying the deficiency 
of phosphates which, as we have pointed out, is 
mOre prominent in peninsular India, and Lower 
Burma, than that of nitrogen. As with other forms 
of combined nitrogen, an important quantity of this 
fertiliser is lost to India by a failure to apply it to 
the soil and by export .... "-(P. 92). (27-29,479) 
551. Bone-meal trade of India: And yet, in the 

opinion of the R. C., this export must continue. In 
whose interest? England must have bone-meal and 
organic fertiliser; also other white peoples must have 
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them in order to enrich their lands. India is 
recommended to import artificial fertilisers and export 
her more valuable natural bone-meit! fertiliser. The 
b~ne-meal trade of India is wholly· in the hands of 
a close ring of foreign exporters. Stoppage of exports 
means an end to this line of their business. The 
COQlbine of the bone-meal exporters is so powerful 
that any new-comer in the field of collection of bones 
for milling has to come to grief. But it is not they 
for whom the R. O. was advocating this draining 
away of the fertility of the Indian soil. There are no 
growers to plead for in this case as in the case of oil. 
But still how wonderfully the R. O. found out a way! 

" ... Further, any restrictions on export (of bone) 
would deprive one of the poorest sections of the 
popUlation of a 80U1'ce of income of which it stands 
badly in need."-( P. 92) 
But cannot this poorest section be employed in 

the same work, and the bone-meal retumed to the 
Indian soil? Is it an impossible task for the 
Government, bent upon improving the productivity 
of the Indian soil? Agruments are useless before 
these dispensers of India's destiny, because they 
know what is what! It is not that they are wanting 
in knowledge of facts, but it is the clash of interests 
that stands in the way. This Royal Commission was 
presided over by Lord Linlithgow and he continued 
to preside over the destiny of India this second da.y 
of October, 1943. He will go and go in a few days, but 
the system of exploiting the poorest under tbe pretext 
of serving them does not go with him. (27-29, 479) 
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552. Mixed farming for prosperity: This Ohapter 
on mixed farming and cottage industries is closed 
with the belief that enough has been put before 
the reader to convince him about the necessity" of 
mixed farming or agriculture combined with animal 
husbandry and dairying, and also of the necessity 
of the provision of work for the well-built, well-fed 
bullocks of the future by way of carting, pressing, 
crushing and other cottage industries. (658) The 
benefits and prosperity that will accrue out of the 
greater production of milk will make the people 
healthier and happier. (27) 



CHAPTER XV 

STATE ORGANISATION TO SAVE 

THE COW 

553. The Imperial Dairy Expert: When 
Dr. Wright was in India in 1936-37 fo~ five
months to report on the development of the Cattle 
and Dairy Industries of India, the Government 
organisat.ion for Dairy Industry Development was 
practically nil. All dairy improvement work was at 
the time centered in one· persop, the Imperial 
dairy expert. At the Imperial Dairy Institute at 
Bangalore was located his office. Hie permanent 
staff consisted of two officers of class II. and fOlIr 
officers of class III. A farm of 198 acres was 
attached to the Institute. It was used chiefly as a 
teaching centre. 

In this environment, and with the above assistance, 
the Imperial Dairy Expert had to attend to the 
following duties: 

(a) The giving of advice to the Agricultural and 
the Veterinary Departments in the provinces and 
Indian States; 

(b) The training of post-graduate students, and of 
students desiring to qualify themselves for the Indian 
Dairy Diploma; 

(c) The testing of dairy products for the public 
where such tests are of a special nature, not normally 
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falling within the duties of public analysts and other 
officials; 

(d) The prosecution of research work into 
problems connected with the dairy industry, including 
the investigation of the methods of handling and 
transporting milk and the utilisation of milk and milk 
products; 

(e) The testing of new types of dairy machinery 
and ,I%quipment. 

Practically little work to serve tbe whole of India 
could be done, although· the list of duties, from (a) 
to (e) seem to be It very imposing one. 

·'It is obvious from this brief statement that the 
facilities and staff available at the Oentre and in 
the provinces' is utterly inadequate to meet the 
needs of a branch of agriculture of the magnitude 
of Indian Dairy Industry." (Wright's Report) 
Some improvements have been worked out after 

that. But owing the war closely following the 
initiation of these changes, not much advancement 
ca,n be expected to have been made during these 
i D tetvening years. 

But dairying is only one aspect of the question of 
the improvement of cattle or of the care of cattle in 
India. Animal husbandry work includes a. much 
larger field. It includes production and the rearing 
of animals, their nutrition, and prevention of 
diseases. It includes the marketing of the animals and 
anilual products, of which dairying forms a part. 

554. Animal husbandry defined: India bas no 
such Animal Husbandry Department. There may be 
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some confusion about the meaning of the term Animal 
Husbandry. Anilllal Husbandry is not a science by 
itself, but is the science of utilising varia.us scientific 
r!'lsearches belonging to the sphel'e of animal breeding 
and"rearing, and also of dealing with the con"nected 
animal prod uets. 

One branch of Animal Husba.ndry, namely, dairying. 
has been alldted by the Government of India to the 
Imperial Dairy Expert; similarly another branch, that 
of the trea,tment of diseases, is under the charge of the 
Veterinary Department. Other functions are scattered 
over in the Agricultural and obher Departments. 

555. Animal hus~andry, co-ordinating science: 
We shall try to have a clear and broad conception 
of the sphere of animai husbandry. Mr. Buchanan 
Smith of the Animal Husbandry section of the 
University of Edinburgh had put in an eXlJlanatory 
definition of Animal Husbandry :-

"The aim of the science of animal husbandry is 
the efficient production of farm live-stock; it deals 
with the applicatiou of those basic sciences which 
affect the production and maturation of our farm 
live-stock. 'rhe principal sciences from which it 
derives are genetics, nutrition, animal healtht 
economics and physiology, both reproductive and 
nutritional ... '" ... " 
"'fhe science of animal husbandry does more than 
apply the sciences from which it derives; it co
ordinates them. The real function of the scientific 
animal husband-man consists not in the direct 
application of new knowledge or the testing upon It 
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large scale, of such hypotheses as its basal sciences 
may bring forth, bu~ in the relation of. new facts 
to existjng circumstances. This implies that 
~nirnal husbandry is not merely an applied science: 
it ciLn evolve new techniques and can prosecute 
research ......... " 
" ...... For example, there is the science of animal 
husbandry, based on the science of nutrition; 
the science of nutrition alone can make little 
contribution to the welfare of mankind through 
live-stock without taking into cOll8ideration other 
basal sciences. Thus there are developed animal 
husband-men, who are primarily nuLl'itionists but 
who also must have sufficient understanding of 
the principles and findings of the other sciences 
to enable them to co-ordinate the work with 
which they are mainly identified. In the same 
way, there are animal husband-men who are 
primarily either veterinarians 01' geneticists." 
556. Animal hUSbandry applies science to stock-

production: "A precise definilion cannot be con
fined to a few words. Briefly, animal husbandry 
may be defined as that branch of science which 
interpretes, co-ordinates, and finally applies the 
result of science to the problems of live-stock 
production." 
In India this synthesis, this co-ordination of the 

genetecist and the nutritionist, the veterinarian and 
the agriculturist has been markedly wanting. And it is, 
therefore, that animal welfare work in all its aspects, 
from breeding to rearing and utilisation, and the 
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combating of diseases, as a unified whole, is very 
lamentably wanting. 

Sir Arthur Olver, who was a scientific animal 
husbandry~man, endeavoured to bring the Oentral 
Government to co-ordinate the various component 
parts into one whole. His recommendations have not 
been given effect to. There must be constitutional 
or practical difficulties. But they should not be 
insurmountable. 

557. Animal husba:t;ldry work: now done piece
meal: 'I'he Government animal husbandry expenses 
are included in the Agricultural Departmental budget. 
There it is sub-divided. Some WQl'k remains directly 
under Agriculture and some are transferred to the 
Veterinary Department, which again is a pl1rt and 
parcel of the Agricultmal Department. This bas failed 
to put life into animal husbandry work, for no body is 
directly responsible for the whole. There are and 
have been animal husbandry experts attached to the 
provinces and to the Oentre. But their more or 
less advisory function bas not contributed to the 
growth of animal husbandry, commensurate with 
the expenses, however inadequate these expenses 
may be. That full advantage was not being 
taken of the very inadequate budgetary sanctions 
had been the cry of Sir Arthur Olver. It was so 
because of the defective administration in its very 
conception. 

558. Olver's suggestion on re-organisation : In 
his note presented to the Animal Husbandry Wing, 
2nd Meeting, Sir Arthur Olver says: 
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" ....... ,. it is clear that the allotment of funds··· 
for Animal Husbandry as a whole is still very 
inadequate and disproportionately small compared 
with what is spent on Plant Husbandry. Moreover, 
there is still, in most provinces, notbing which can 
be described as a comprehensive Animal Husbandry 
organisation, such as exists In other countries, 
with staff and facilities for dealing all aspects of 
Animal Husbandry, under the unified control of a 
specialibt in snch work. Only in the Punjab and the 
North~West Frontier Province is Animal Husbandry 
work of all kinds dealt with by one department, 
viz., Lhe Provincial Veterinary Department, under 
the unified control of a specialist. And it is 
significant that in these provinces, progress in 
organised live-stock improvement has greatly 
exceeded that of provinces in which similar 
unified control does not exist and in which 
at present some Animal Husbandry matters are 
dealt wi~h by the Director of Agriculture, some 
by Director of Veterinary Services, and some 
not at all." (581) 
559. Oreation of a Director of animal husbandry;. 
"That the Ii ve-stock officers who were employed 
under the control of Director of Agriculture in 
most provinces of British India have done good 
work with the funds and facilities at their disposal, 
I freely admit, but without an Animal Husbandry 
organisation at their backs, covering the whole 
pl"OvinceJ or at least the principal areas, where 
live-stock are bred and devoted solely to live-stock 
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interests, it is difficult to understand how they 
could have been expected to produce the general 
improvement of the stock of the country which is 
needed. It seems to me, therefore, that the right 
policy would be to amalgamate all the live-stook 
personnel at present employed under Provincipal 
Directors of Agriculture with the existing Provincial 
Veterinary Departments, and to place Animal 
Husbandry work of all kinds, e.g., disease 
control, breeding control, systematic castration 
and inoculation of improved animals, and official 
registration of pedigree stock as well as the 
marketing of Animal Products under the gelileral 
control of a Director of Animal Husbandry, on the 
lines which have been sO successfully followed in 
eminently successful agricultural countries such 
as Denmark, the U. S. A., New Zealand, Australia, 
the Union of S. Africa and all the more important 
British Colonies .. · ...... " 
"I visualize, for example, that specialists would 
be needed in Dairying, sheep and goats and 
poultry, and for the marketing of Animal ProdUcts, 
and it would be necessary that the DirectOl' of 
Animal Husbandry should have, at his sole disposal, 
funds and facilities, more in conformity with the 
greater economic importance of live-stock and 
live-stock products in comparison with crops, than 
is at present the case ... " 
The following figures illustrate Sir. Arthur Olver's 

criticism: 

37 
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" ... From these it may be seen that the total 
expenditure on Animal Husbandry work of all 
kinds, including disease control and the trea.tment 
of the sick, and veterinary education, is less than 
half the amount spent on plant husbandry, though 
it is generally admitted that in India Live-stock are 
of special importance because they are used for 
cultivation of the land, and milk is of special value 
because the diet of the people is predominantly 
vegetarian." 
But things move slowly, and after so many years 

when Sir Arthur Olver having retired has ceased to 
advise, the old ways still continue and animal husbandry 
occupies its old place in the administrative scbeme, 
although it is the one department which by its growth 
could have contributed materially to the improvement 
of the economic condition of the people. In India we 
have breeds of cattle about which we now know that 
they are second to none anywhere in the world, taking 
milking capacity or draught capacity, as you like. 

With such wealth at our door, complaint is made 
of there being too many weedy animals; their slaughter 
is advocated, and practically very little is done to 
convert the animals into sources of wealth by scientific 
animal husbandry practice. 

The above Table has been given, as drawn up by 
Olver in 1933. Later, in Ul3B, Dr. Wright brought out 
the figures in which the total percentage of animal 
husbandry work is shown which includes veterinary 
work plus expenditure on live-stock improvement, 
as also on improvement work alone. 
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The Table shows that the total veterinary expen
diture is less than at the time of Sir Arthur Olver's 
note, and that the expenditure on the improvement of 
live-stock has gone down from 7'57 to 6'1 per cent. 
In other words, there has been retrogression in 
Animal Husbandry and not development. 

When we come to examine the staff em ployed by the 
Government for looking after the animals, the figures 
reveal nothing but neglect. (W1'ight's Table-4d). 

562. Table of agricultural and veterinary officers 
in British provinces in 1936-'37 : 

TABLE-3S 

Agriculture. Veterinary. 
Provinces. Gazetted. Non-gazetted. Gazetted. Non-gazetted. 

C.P. 25 166 7 163 
Bombay 38 208 9 143 
Madras 59 464 23 274 
Punjab 69 236 36 406 
U.P. 44 274 4 :226 
Bengal 26 188 13 174 
Bibar 18 113 11 139 
Orissa 14 14 2. 28 
Assam 9 54 2 60 
N.W.F.P. 5 18 2 33 

Total 307 1,735 109 1,646 

The total number of gazetted veterinary officers 
is 109 and of non-gazetted officers is 1,646. This 
number includes the teaching staff for colleges or 
schools. Leaving out the gazetted officers, the 1,646 
non-gazetted officers work out on the 215 millions of 
cattle at one officer for every 1,30,000 cattle. 
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Here 18 another Table in which is worked out the 
number of animals per veterinarian, Province by 
Province. 

563. Oattle per veterinarian and per capita 
expenditure: 

TABLE-89 

Number of cattle per veterinary assistant and 
expenditure pel' bead of cattle in British provinces: 

Provinces. 

. N.W.F.P. 
Punjab 
Bombay 
C. P. 
Madras 
Assam 
Bengal 
U.P. 
Bihar 

Number of 
aattle per 
veterinl1ry 
I1Bsistant 

29,500 
36,000 
65,500 
81,500 
82,500 
~6,500 

1,35,000 
1,41,000 
1,42,000 

Expenditul'e on· veterinary 
services and live-stock 
improvement per head 

of (la1ltle. (Pies) 

23'S 
16'3 
9'1 
6'7 
8'4 
8'2 
4'1 
3'3 
5'1 

-(W?'ight's Table-43.) 

'1'he fate of the cattle can be understood in the 
matter of intelligent care and medicinal service 
accorded to them. The highest expenditure, 
excepting in the N. W. F. P., a very small Province, 
is in the Punjab, 16'3 pies per head of cattle. The 
work in the Punjab is best done and the expenditure 
has, therefore, doubly profited the animals there. 

564. Animal husbandry in India and U.S.A.: In 
this connection figures for the United States of 
America should offer interesting comparison. 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY DAT A BASED ON 
1929-30 FIGURES (Olver). 
1. Nu,mbM' oj live-stock. 

U. S. A. 181 millions, including pigs. 
B. India, 220·" including pigs and poultry. 
All-India, 300 " approximation. 

2. Gross val1te of animal products. 
India-in Sept., 1929 

-1,900 crores of rupees per annum. 
India-re-valuated by Wright . 

-1,000 crore8 of rupees per annum. 
U, S. A. in Sept., 1929 

-6,243 million dollars; 
= 1,711 crores of rupees per annum. 

U. S. A. crops -5,680 million dollars; 
=1,556 O1'ores of rupees per annum. 

3. Provision for Animal Hu.sband1·Y Services 
f?'om Cent?'al fttnds (1929-30) 

U, S, A. Bureau of Animal Industry-446 lakhs. 
British India from Central funds 
for Pusa and Mukteswar- 14 lakhs, 

Details of Cent1'al Budget (1929.'30) 
(a) Agricultural Sections •.. ••• 9'1 lakhs 
(b) Animal Husbandry Section 

Karnal, Bangalore, Wellington 
and Anand Institutes, 
Imperial Dairy expert and 
physiologial chemist ... 6'8 lakhs. 

(c) Mukteswar .. , '0' ••• ... 7'9 lakhs. 

Total 23'8 lakhS. 
Less Income from Mukteswar S'llakhs, 

Net expenditure ...... 15'7 la.khs. 
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The Mukteswar Institute by supplying serums and 
vaccines was making profit (8'1 lakhs) against its 
expense of 7'9 lakhs. The principle of making profit 
at the expense of the provinces was deprecated by the 
Royal Oommission of Agriculture. But it appears that 
the Oentral Government even after the recommenda
tion of the R. C. did not want to lose its profit. 

565. Insufficient field-work: Little field-work 
in the matter of prevention of disease or of the 
improvement of cattle can be expected from the p!111city 
of men in service. The District Board maintains 
dispensaries and hospitals for animl11s. The men 
employed would have no other work to do if they 
had properly to athend to this particular work. 

There is an itinerary-staff for the control of 
epidemics. But looking at the work they have to do, 
they are likely to be of use only when the epidemics 
almost' spend themselves out. For the method of 
receiving information is as faulty as the staff is 
under-manned. 

Improvement and castration activity IS just 
beginning to be felt. But what is done is a mere 
drop in the ocean. 

566. Bull policy for non-descript areas: 'rhe 
supply of bulls to non-desc?'ipt a?'eas is going on 
against the principles enunciated by experts. .The 
opinions of Bruen and Olver .have been quoted in 
connection with the improvement of breed in non
descript . areas. The latter had warned us of 
the da,nger of certain present practices in the supply 
of bulls: 
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" ... There is, in fact, a definite danger that the 
ultimate effect of distributing bulls in .such small 
numbers may be the production of stock which, 
under existing conditions, will eventually become 
degenerate like the local stock, and of even more 
mixed origin. Such work requires moreover to be 
very carefully controlled by .experts, backed by 
animal husbandry organisations capable of rendering 
systematic assistance to breeders, throughout 
the country, and of undertaking the systematic 
study and control of the host of adverse factors 
which now make the rearing of good stock a 
practical impossibility in many parts of India." 

-(1st meeting A. H. Wing, 1983.-P. 261) 
In spite of this clear warning bulls are being 

distributed in non-descript areas, for example in Bengal, 
without any regard to the degeneration that might 
come in the next three or four generations. The work 
of experimenting with superior bulls should have been 
conducted uuder supervision in Government farms first, 
and when the results were proved to be satisfactory, 
the work of distribution of .outside bulls could have 
begun. No harm could have happened by this delay. 
For the span of 10 or 12 years could be well spent in 
improving the fodder-growing conditions, in effecting 
selection and breeding from better specimens of the 
acclimatised stock, and for organisational work for 
the prevention of preventible diseases. All these and 
more could have been done. There is no justification 
for hurriedly distributing bulls on pro mta Bcale, such 
as one hundred per district etc" with only a few 
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officers in the staff to look after the welfare of the 
millions of poor, unthrifty cattle. 

567. Super-annuated distribution of bulls: There 
seems to be little justification for this sort of super
annuated distribution of bulls all over the provinces 
when the problem can be tackled by concentrated 
work in a better way. 

Harian!1s are being brought to Bengal. There is 
a dearth of Hariana bulls of pure descent in its own 
soil in the Punjab and the U. P. Instead of sending 
the 2,500 bulls to Bengal on an uncertain mission~ 

these could weH have been used in the Punjab, the 
N. W. F. P. and the U. P. for positively better 
breeding. 

The total want of better bulls is one million, and 
the replacement demand is of two hundred thousand 
bulls pel' year. It is no use scattering a handful of 
bulls in Bengal, Bihar, Assam or Orissa amongst the 
millions of non-descript cattle in bad environments. 

The want of men in service is due partly to the 
insufficiency of arrangements for training and also 
due largely to the aversion of the service-seeking class 
for animal husbandry work. 

The change in the cultural side has been deplored. 
The extinction of village communities has hastened 
ruin. And the cnltural change has become so great 
that those who take up veterinary service or for the 
matter of that agricultural service, are not held in the 
same respect as, for example, a doctor is beld. 

The arrangement for veterinary and allied education 
to tUrn out capable animal husbandry men is 
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altogether inadequate. There are only a few schools 
and colleges all over India, and the number of trained 
men turned out annually is absurdly small. While 
institutional training is wanting, the tradition that 
created good breeders and veterinarians in the villages 
is also fast disappearing. 

After the Report of Dr. Wright some arrltngement& 
at the Centre for higher veterinary and dairy education 
and training have been in the contemplation of the 
authorities, but owing to the war no tangible progress 
is observable. 

568. Veterinary education: Education is !Ii 

sore point whether veterinary, agricultural or general. 
There is no sense of reality attached to these. The 
courses are joined and passed through as a matter of 
routine. There has been a divorce of education from 
its real objective. Nowhere is it felt mO:re than in 
the village life of the agriculturists. Their children 
go to school and learn how not to imbibe the sound, 
practical instinct of the agriculturists or the villagers. 
Primary education, even in the villages, has no 
reference to village life. (15) 

569. District Board and veterinary help: The 
amount spent on education in the Provincial and 
District Board budgets are not inconsiderable. The 
Di-strict Boards derive their income from the poorest 
class, and it has a wide-spread organisation. In the 

, District Board budgets, education is a considerable 
item. But the manner of spending it on education 
and on the educational inst.itutions is the reverse of 
satisfactory. 
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The Punjab cultivators objected to paying for the 
District Board bulls supplied for the improvement of 
the village stock. They argued quite naturally that as 
the District Board funds were contributed by them, 
there was no reason, therefore, why the bulls 
bought out of their contributions should be paid 
for again. They refused to pay twice, once indirectly 
as cess to the District Board and again as direct cash 
01' instalment value of the bulls purchased from the 
indirect contribution. A sound argument, which 
probably the District Board had to accept. Similarly, 
in the matter of education they could have asked 
the District Boards to educate and train their 
chililren for plant and animal husbandry work in 
all their elementary aspects. That would have been a 
right claim. That claim is neither put forward nor 
thought of. (15) 

570. The trend of education: When any student 
goes to an agricultural 01' veterinary school or college, 
be goes with a disposition which makes him a misfit .. 
He goes on t,hrough the course and ends in getting a 
post which is his only inducement for joining the 
school or college. Noone goes to join an agricultural 
institution or veterinary institution for becoming an 
animal husbandry-man on his own account. There are 
rich cultivators who could afford to have their children 
educated and trained for their profession. That would 
have created an atmosphere of reality. That is" 
wanting. It is, therefore, that in spi te of the little 
advances in agricultural and veterinary education, 
these have not touched the life of the· cultivators. 
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From beginning to end the educational structure is 
unreal and a super-imposed one. The results become 
painfully apparent in schemes of veterinary higher 
education that are formulated and worked out. (15,597) 

571. Educational need of the moment: The 
need of the moment in the country is for spreading 
elementary knowledge on animal husbandry SUbjects. 
These should be incorporated in the curriculum of 
every elementary school combined with facilities for 
practical work. The arranging of practical work on 
elementery animal husbandry is easily possible and 
will meet a vital necessity in changing the dead 
character of villages by infusing fresh life into them. 
A lead from the State is needed for this. The State 
within the State or the village communities could 
do it and carry out the necessary reformation in 
village life when the State failed to do its primary 
duty. (15,597) 

572. Veterinary colleges: So much about 
elementary education on animal husbandry for .the 
masses, which is wholly wanting. For higher 
education there are five colleges in India, at Calcutta, 
Bombay, Madras, Lyallpur and Pusa. These colleges 
turn out Veterinary Assistants. (15, 597) 

573. Proposed central college: For the higher 
services there is need for a Oentral College. There is 
a proposal before the Government for establishing 8; 

qollege at Mukteswl1l', Izatnagal', which will train up 
to what would be the M. R. C. V. S. course of 
England. The scheme provides for the training of 
10 or 12 students through a five-years course, the first 
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two years of which may be completed in a Provincial 
college, should such a college get enlisted by adopting 
these first two years' curriculum. The provision will 
be for 70 students at the laboratories etc; The 
estimated initial expenditure was about ninE) lakhs of 
rupees (pre-war) and the recurring expense was of two 
lakh ten thousand rupees. (15, 597) 

574. Rs. 20,000 for training one man: Distributed 
amongst 10 students who are likely to come out 
successful at the end of the five years' course, the 
per oapita expenditure on every student works out 
at twenty thousand rupees. M. R. C. V. S. diplomas 
could be obtained at 'a very much cheaper cost to the 
State by sending out students on State schlorships to 
England. It is better certainly to have a high grade 
Central College in India. But can India afford to 
spend Rs. '20,000/- on one student for training him for 
veterinary service ? 

The need of the hour was the dissemination of the 
elementary knowledge on nutrition and dairying
elementary knowledge but scientific and refreshed 
with the latest research results that the researchists 
have been annually adding. (15, 597) 

575. Inadequate preventive service: Disease
,combating is the chief iteru of importance in veterinary 
work. The Central Research Institutes are conducting 
this work, but the results of their researches 
are not reaching the villagers as speedily as it should, 
because of the lack of a suffIcient number of Veterinary 
Assistants. There has been an endeavour for training 
up stocks-men, who will be able to attend to the 
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ordinary ailments and to vaccinate and inoculate. 
Thousands of such stocks-men could at once find 
employment should the Government set up a suitable 
organisation, recruit them, train them and send them 
out to the villages. They could with the assistance 
of preventive measures stamp out the scourges of 
epidemic that take a tremendous toll every year. 

The State Animal Husbandry Department, if it 
were responsive to the crying needs of the country, 
should proceed along the following lines, which have 
been already discussed in connection with the problem 
of saving the cow. 

Here is a recapitulation of some of the points: 
Arrangement for introducing education on animal 

husbandry in the course of general primary education, 
combined with practical work as envisaged in the 
Wardha scheme of Basic Education. Let the boys 
grow cattle-minded and learn to handle cattle, love 
cattle and serve cattle from the beginning of their life. 

District Boards should utilise education grants in 
conformity with the above itnd also should increase 
animal husbandry and veterinary grants. (597) 

576. Ohange needed for the protection of the cow: 
The cow has to be lined from the unfair compe~ition 
of the she-buffalo. At present the Government 
policy is to look upon the sbe-bufialo as the milch 01' 

dairy animal. The Royal Commission put its stamp 
on it, and officially the she-buffa.lo still remains the 
dairy animal and not the cow. The Government 
should by this time be able to realize the disastrous 
results of depriving the cow of her natural position 
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as the giver of milk, and as the one animal providing 
draught cattle and milk. The old policy should change, 
giving place to a new, and each and every item of 
unfair competition should be removed : 

(a) By disseminating education of the nutritive 
value of cow-milk and of cow-ghee as compared with 
buffalo,-g hee. 

(b) By preventing the passing off of buffalo-milk as 
pow-milk by mixing water with it, and by legislating 
against the marketing of a toned-down adulterated 
milk and passing ,it off as cow-milk. All idea of 
standard milk, which is now ruling. the Government 
health and milk analysis departments, should go. 
Milk should be the pure product from the udder,. 
and should be classified as pure cow-milk and pure 
buffalo-milk. 

(c) Preference should be given to milk and milk 
products from the cow as distinct from buffalo
products. Cow-ghee should have a lj;lgally higher 
value on account of its better character in the matter 
of its carotene-content. Ghee should be protected from 
adulteration wil;h vegetable products. Mixed ghee 
should legally disappear from the market (cow and 
buffalo) as detection of adulteration becomes difficult 
on account of the longer range to be given to the 
determining limits of tests. 

(d) By disseminating the knowledge of the 
nutritional value of skimmed milk and encouraging the 
nse of whole milk in preference to ghee. (597) 

577. Creatioll of fuel fodder reserves: The 
Government is to arrange the supply of fuel to the 
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cultivators at nominal cost. In order to save cow-dung 
from being burnt, coal or wood should be supplied very 
much on the lines indicated by Dr. Voelcker. The 
Government may'" allow rent remission directly and 
in permanently-settled areas through the Zemindars 
for land put under fodder crops. It should 
utilise canal banks and railway embankments for 
the cultivation of )iree-fodders. It should create and 
conserve the fertility of the soil by prohibiting the 
export of oil-seeds, oil-cakes, bones and fish manures 
and arrange for their application either as cattle-food 
01' as manure for the soil. In the absence of an export 
market for oil or its export facilities, land used for 
growing surplus and exportable oil-seeds should be used 
for other suitable crops. (28, 31, 411, 444-'53, 462, 597) 

578. Effective prevention of epidemics: Prevention 
of disease and service to cattle should be managed 
through the training of hundreds of stocksmen in 
the elements of animal husbandry, nutrition, dairying, 
castration .and in the processes of vaccination and 
inoculation, and supplying them on occasions of 
enzootic outbreaks with free vaccines and serum 
according to plan and under the 'direction of the 
Animal Husbandry Department to which they might 
belong. (597) 

579. Utilisation of cattle power: The Government 
is to foster the utilisation of cattle power in place of 
coal-or-oil-generated power for traction or the d~iving 
of the shaft. This will involve the protection of 
cottage industries against the competition of mills. 
(24, 26, 412, 528, 544, 597) 

38 
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580. Effective measures fm' breeding and castra
tion : The Government is to facilitate the grading up 
of breeds where they exist to pure breeds, and to put 
roore milk into all cows, whether of the draught type 
or of the milch type. For non~descript areas, it 
should reserve the experiments of mixing better blood 
to its own farms and institutions. And in the mean
time, till definite reasults are .obtained, help the 
villager ih selecting and improving the existing cattle 
by better feeding and other known and practised 
methods and by the elimination of scrub males and 
females through educative propaganda and helpful 
measures. (697) 

581. Re-organisation: 'l'he Government is to 
-reorganise the work of the Anima.l Husbandry 
Department: The WOl'k now is partly done from 
:the Agricultural and partly from the Veterinary 
Departments. A separate Department o£ Animal 
Husbandry should be created in which the existing 
Veterinary, Department is to be included, also sucb 
of the staff from the Agricultural Department as are 
employed in Animal Husbandry wotk. The Veterinary 
Department as 'it exists should form a part of the 
Animal Husbandry Department to be created. 

The number of Assistants now· called Vetel'inary 
Assistant Surgeons should be very materially increased, 
I1nd the existing staff should be given refresher courses 
of t~aining in animal n"utrition, genetics and dairying. 

The existing colleges should extend their 
curriculum so as to include animal nutrition, genetics 
and dairying in it. 
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Provision should be made for training and 
employing hundreds of stocksmen to carry out the 
policy of the Director of Animal Husbandry in 
the field. 

In the field of Animal Husbandry the essential 
requirements at the present time are: 

(1) Animal nutrition; 
(2) . Breeding and castration for the improvement 

of the existing· stock ; 
(3) Putting more milk into the cows and 

prevention of competition of the buffalo with the cow; 
(4) Prevention of disease by inoculation and 

vaccination; 
(5) The cow should be the one animal of first 

care from the Animal Husbandry Department and the 
emphasis put on horse and horse surgery should give 
place td the nutrition of the cow; 

(6) The present Veterinary Assistant Surgeons 
should be. re~namedt Animal Husbandry Assistants. 
The Animal Husbandry Assistants and the stock8~ 

Dlen should connect the villager with the' Depart,.. 
mental bead and through him with the Mukteswar 
researches. (558, 597) 

582. Pinjrapoles: Pinj?'upoles and Pinirapole 
Goshalas are institutions for the protection of the 
(Jaw iIi particular, and of all domestic animals in 
general. (597) 

583. The place of Go-rakshani Samiti in saving 
the cow: The Go-mkshani Samitis first came into 
existence when Indian culture was mainly based 
on village communities. The breeders and the farmers 
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'maintained cattle for l'eproduction f!,nd for work or 
milk. The owners maintained them well when they 
were a direct source of income. But when they became 
unremunerative due to old age 01' accidents, there were 
neither the arrangements nor the skill to look after 
them, and the cow suffered and slaughter became 
the only way out of the difficulty. But sentiment 
forbade this and the animals had to be taken care 
of. At this stage the GO~?'a7,shani . Samitis came into 
existence. A group of villages joined together 
co-operatively to ·look after such animals. Funds 
were provided by the philanthropic people from 
their charity funds. The farmer and the breeder 
consented to pay a small levy or lot on t,heir produce. 
'l'he management was vested in the hands of 
MahajaI'ls. . 

But, now, with the coming in of British Raj these 
things have changed. These institutions are no longer 
community bodies, neither do they care to look after 
the welfare of the animals 01' of the owners from whom 
they came. The miserable picture of the GO-1'alcshani 
Samiti could be seen everywhere. 

'llhese institutions can be of good use to the public 
in saving the cow. Some suggestions as to how 
they can be made useful are given by a resolution 
of the Go-seva Sangh passed on 1~2~1942, which 
runs thus; 

The real aim of the Pinj1'apole and the Goshala 
is to give protection to the sick, old and. inferior 
animals and save them from the life of pain and 
agony. In the opinion of the Sammelan it is 
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neeGes/u'Y to improve the lines of wOl'king or 
management of the PinJrapoles in the following 
manner: 

(1) In every institut;ion arrangements should 
be made for rearing, treating the ailments and 
other such things, and its advantages should 
be roade available to the cow-keepers in the 
neighbourhood; 

(2) All the inferior and low gl'ade animals should 
be stopped from reproduction and the better grade 
cows should be made to give more milk and produce 
better bullocks by better feeding, breeding and 
management ; 

(3) Every institution should maintain high 
grade bulls and make their use available in the 
vicinity; 

(4) Every institution should have enou'gh grazing 
lands where the dry and young stocks of other 
breeders could be maintained at reasonable cost. 
High grade bulls should also be kept there; 

(5) Green fodder or silage should be produced 
and pl'eserved in sufficient quantities; 

(6) All the buildings in the Piny'mpole should 
be construe ted with due regard to sanitation and 
hygiene, an d o~her arrangements like wells, irrigation, 
fencing should be planned on definite and scientific 
lines ; 

(7) Every institution should employ a cattle 
expert, and everything should be run under his control. 
He must be well-versed in cattle management, fo~der 
farming and veterinary science. 
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The Government and all others concerned should 
co.operate with the ,Pinjrapoles in their attempts to 
save the cow, and enlist their co-operation in all 
measures for protection. and improvement. The 
PinJrapole8 may occupy a very large place in saving the 
cow in the future, apart from the immediate noble 
and humanitarian office they have been fulfilling. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

THE IMPORTANCE OF NUTRITION 

584. Oow-the domesticated animal: Wild 
animals in a state·· of nature choose their food 
instinctively-such food as may maintain them in 
health. Under domesticated conditions, the anima.l 
haB little choice about food. A cow may eat what is 
made available to her by her owner. Insufficiency in 
quality and in quantity may trouble her. She has to 
submit to whatever condition of living her owner may 
have imposed on her. To the extent that man fulfils 
the part of an able guardian the animq,l thrives. When 
the conditions become unfavourable, the animal is 
a burden to the owner and in the end succumbs either 
to mal-nutrition or to disease. The science of 
nutrition provides us wHh the clueB by following 
which, domestic animals may be kept healthy. The 
more man deviates an animal from its natural life, 
the more trouble he has got to take to look after it. 

585. The task imposed on the cow: The milch 
(lOW and the working bullock are men's artificial 
creation. A cow is expected like all other animals to 
supply milk enough" for her off-spring for such a 
period as it cannot take any other food. At the 
rate at which the power to assimilate normal food 
develops in the off-spring, the need for milk diminishes 
and the supply at the teat also diminishes. 
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The milch-cow is required by man to perform quite 
11 different task. She is required to give more milk 
and yet more milk. Under the circumstances, merely 
providing plenty of pastures cannot carry her very far. 

586. Roughage and concentrate feeds: Men I1re 
not satisfied with" 10 Ibs. of milk a day in those types 
in which the udder has been built to a higher capacity 
by training for many generations. What applies to 
the cow applies to the bullock also, The more 'work 
is required of it the more feed becomes necessary. 
Feeding for meeting both these classes of necessity
milking and work imposed by man upon the cow
cannot always be got out of pastures, however 
plentiful. The reason is that they have a limited 
capacity in their pouch. As much as the belly can 
hold they may cpnsume, and no more. But when 
more production is needed either in the form of milk or
in the form of work, more Jeeding-material has ~ to 
be put in; otherwise the animal will fail to perform the 
task demanded of her. To meet this exigency, concen
trated food is given to the cattle, a small bulk of which 
can substitute the place of a large quantity of herbage. 
Such concentrated foods are the cereals and pulses 
and oil-cakes. In cattle-farms these foods are .. called 
"concentrates" as distinct from the herbages which are· 
Galled "roughages." Roughage does not mean useless 
stuff, it means tbat it is a bulky food, designed to fill 
the belly of the animal and get, some nutrit,ion also. 

With .the introduction of concentrates in the feed 
of the cow, men have found a means of enormously 
increasing t~e feeding capacity and, thet'efore, the-
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productive capacity of the animals-the cow for milk, 
and the bullock for work. With their introduction, 
the responsibility of man for the intelligent feeding 
of the animals has further increased. 

587. Stall-feeding; A combination of the 
herbage and the concentrates is made for stall-feeding. 
A cow has to travel long distances and spend energy 
for feeding on pastures. Bullocks are required to 
work at day time; and they are ~llowed little oppor
tunity t() feed on pastures. If they are to spend the 
clay in search after food, they will be able to give 
little time to productive work. Man, therefore, has 
developed the system of stall-feeding. The animal 
will not have to go roaming about for gathering food 
from pastures, but will find all that it may need at 
the barn neal' him-fodder, concentrates and water, 
and everything else. The cow has taken gracefully to 
all these interferences of Illan ; and instead of fretting 
at the treatment, she ha:~ put forth all her ~atura} 
functions to accommodate herself to the desires ofman. 
In this arrangement there is little to cavil at. The 
cow gets her need, and men satisfy their needs out 
of caring for her by providing her a home and a shelter 
and also by supplying all her other needs. BOL~ have 
progressed. Because of this. mutual dependence the 
cow has become a betLer animal and man ,a better 
man than what they were before they came together, 
i. e., before the cow was domesticated .. (981) 

588. Knowledge of nutrition for proper manage
ment: The principal duty of an owner of the cow 
is to see that she is properly fed ana exercised, 
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watered, cleaned arid housed, in short, properly 
managed. Within management is included every aspect 
of cattle-rearing. Of the items of good management, 
care of feeding or nutrition takes the first place. 

In order to discharge. this function of feeding 
the cow, the elements of nutrition have got to be 
thoroughly grasped. It may be said that men have been 
keeping their cattle for thousands of years without any 
particular scientific knowledge of their nutritional 
needs. SOlUe fodder, some concentrates in the shape of 
oil·cakes 01' cereals 01' pulses, they were being given all 
the time ~nd they have been thriving. Therefore, there 
can be no plea for ent~ring scientifically into the 

0) 

subject of feeding-a subject which, in the opinion of 
many, does not require theoretical knowledgE) but only 
practical experience. This, however, is not the correct 
atti(;ude to tuke up. Men have been living and eating 
and maintaining themselves from the beginning of 
their creation. But the n~6essity of knowing more 
about food and health requirements had never been 
pushed to the background. Our knowledge is increasing 
and we are profiting by the increased knowledge of 
nutrition, and health and hygiene. 'llhe same applies 
to the domesticated animals. The more scientifically 
we know about their requirements, the more can we 
manage them successfully to the profit of both. 

The grass and straw we feed them with, may be 
adequate in quantity; but they are inadequate in 
quality. This error will be detrimental to the 
optimum growth and maintenance oithe cattle. Thel'e 
is undoubtedly a streak of indifference in men about 
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matters of their own nutrition and health as compared 
to the matter of disease. This should go. Even those 
who ought to know do not much care about knowledge 
of human nutrition, far less about animal nutrition. 

589. COW-keeping does not pay: In India the 
cattle have been brought to a condition in ';"hich they 

• are ceasing to be economically profitable. That is 
what is meant by saying that the ryots are losing 
interest in the cow; it means that cow-keeping causes 
loss to them. If cow-keeping is not profitable, then 
what about the future of the nation depending on that· 
very cow at every stage? 

Diseases and their cure are things which men 
understand easily. In order to find a short-cut to 
health from disease there is a great d6~1 of dependence 
upon .the physician. The same is true about 
domesticated animals. too. If anything is wrong the 
veterinarian knows the art of healing and he is sought 
for where available. It is good a:p.d natural. But 
much better it is to have a. knowledge of nutrition and 
prevent diseases by enough proper feeding and healthy 
conditions of living. (211) 

590. Elementary knowledge of nutrition for all : 
It is very necessary that every keeper of the cow should 
have the knowledge of the elementary requirements 
of nutrition. Want of nutrition may be due to under
feeding or it may be d l1e to feeding to the satiation 
of the animal with feeds which may be lacking 
in the essentials of life-sustaining substances. 

Where plenty of feeding-stuff is allowed to the cow 
it is necessary to see whether the essential materials. 
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for sustenance are included in the feed or not. In 
India, our cattle suffer from want of sufficient materials 
to eat; and the inadequate feed they get, even that 
feed is, in many cases, defective. 

591. Deficiency of fodder and mal-nutrition: 
Want of riutrition and mal-nutrition go side by side, 
and the results are obvious. In the previous chapters 
the matter of inadequacy of nutrition in India, as 
a whole, has been referred to. This inadequacy is 
now well-known throughout the world. ODe can find 

in the technical literature of other lands reference to 
the inadequacy of cattle-feed in India. 

In the Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Science 
and Practice, International Institute of Agriculture, 
Rome, April, 1940, No. 4 entitled, "Present-day 
Problems of Animal-Nutrition", there is an article 011 

'Self-sufficiency in fodder supplies', in which the 
writer brings out the inadequacy of Indian fodder. 
(Indian Journal of Veterinary Science rf; Animal 
Rusband1·Y. llIarch, 1941). (21, 386-'91) 

592. Indian fodder deficiency-45 per cent: "On 
the basis of 215 million, heads of bovines (as we 
have an available supply of 15,54,90,470 tons of 
dry iod del' .:t:. from cultivated sources) it is found 
that only about 4'4 lb. of dry fodder per head per 
day are obtaina.ble. Even if bran, pollard, etc. are 

',' (a) Htraw of orops (moisture'10 per oent) ... 18,51,99,082 tons 
(b) Dry ma.ttsl' content of above ... .. .... 12,16,79,174 " 
(c) Groen fodder (moisture 80 pOl' cent) ... 16,90,56,479 " 
(d) Dry matter content of a.bove ...... 8,B8,11,296 " 

Cftkes plUA cotton seed on dry basis 88,29,746 ' " 
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considered to be fodder, and the amount available 
is added to the amount of coarse fodder, this will 
mean only an addition of a little over an ounce per 
head per day. In this calculation sheep, goats and 
equines ate not taken account of. If one assumes 
an average body-weight of the Indian animal to be 
400 lb., then the foocl requirement would be about 

" 8 lb. of dry matter per day (inclusive of concen-
trates). For hard-working animals and milch-cows 
the amount will have to be increased. The amount 
of concentrates (cakes and cotton seed) and bran, 
etc. available, works out to be about 0'2 lb. per 
head per day. As the fodder-supply should provide 
about 8 lb. of dry matter per day, and since only 
4'4 lb. are available from cultivated sources, there 
is a shortage of 45 per cent of this substance. , 
"It is obvious that grass and hay will tend to 
rectify the deficiency. Whether we can get the 
additional 45 per cent of the l'equire~ent from 
fodder grasses, cannot be accurately estimated. 
Much more than this is certainly potentiaI1y 
"available and it is for this reason that grass-land 
improvement measures," and better utilisation 
of forest areas are of so much importance." 
593. Mal-nutrition in rich countries: This 

shows the extent of fodder shortage in India. The 
nutritional demand in the first instance is to ensure 
the 8 lhs. of dry fodder per head of cattle on the 
average. This is the primary consideration; but 
along wHh this comes the question of the quality of 
the feeding-stuff. Even in scientifically-advanced 
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lands, possessing subject countries, where there can 
be no question of fodder shortage, there is still the 
question of mal-nutrition, of under-feeding. The 
defioiency is one of management which, in this case, 
has to keep itself· abreast of scientific investigations 
and findings. 

With all the excellent scie.ntific advice, with 
arrangements ready at hand to bring in any nutritive 
material from any part of the world, with the capacity 
to pay. for such imports, there is, in Great Britain 
itself, still a lot of mal~nutrition a:nd defective nutrition 
causing enormous economic losses· to the animal 
husbandry and dairy industries. Mr. W. C. Miller of 
the Royal Veterinary Oollege, London, in his addres~ 
brought this fact to the notice of the "National 
Nutritional Oonference," summoned by the British 
Medical Association, April 1939. 

"In all probability the first quarter of this century 
will be registered in the archives of history as 
a period wben major attention was directed to 
the elucidation of disease-causl1tion upon a purely 
bacteriological basis. Subsequently • and to some 
extent concurrently,' we bave seen a phase of 
intensive investigation of disease of plants, 
animals and men, due to viruses; a phase the end of 
which bas not yet been reached. Slowly, during 
this time, it has been clear that neither the 
bacterium nOLO the virus is the complete answer 
to the question-'what causes disease?' Minerals 
have enjoyed a phase of popularity, vitamins are 
fashiona.ble, but though both are important, 
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neither .0£ them is more than one factor in the 
cause of disease .. · •.. " 
"I thihk that we may reasonably assume that a 
further contribution to the solution of the general 
problem is being made and will continue to be 
made by the intensive study of the. nubition of 
the organism, viewed as a whole. Oonsiderable 
progress is being made on the frontiers of this 
newer knowledge, and although the horizons are 
as yet by no means quite clear, various .avenues 
are being opened up. to give a far more lucid 
conception of the situation ..•... .', 
594. Study of health-an end in it~elf: "The 
study of health, as an end in itself, and of the 
measures and methods to achieve and maintain 
health, must be carried on as a complementary buh 
fundamental study ...... " 

"It is necessary to state categorically that jf this 
country is to make the most of its peculiar 
agricultural advantages, so far as live-stock is 
concerned, its farmers must take a far more active 
~ntereBt in health than they have hitherto. 
"The annual loss of lambs, piglings and calves is 
enormous, and much of it would be prevented if 
sound and adequate methods of feeding and 
rearing were widely practised. Improvements to 
pastures, adequate supply of vitamins and minemls 
during winter, and the avoidaDce of unsuitable 
food-stuffs during juvenile stages of life, would do 
much to prevent losses and to improve the health, 
disease-resistance and quality of adult animals. 

39 
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More natural systems of rearing, less forcing of 
young stock, a good use of good~quality, fresh 
home-grown ~ood-6tuffs, and a restriction in the 
use of manufactured compounds containing by
products from impoded seeds, would effect 
improvement in health and constitution in all 
species of young stock." 
595. Deterioration due to faulty feeding: 
"There is much evidence that modern methods of 
'scientific feeding' are producing a cumulative 
deterioration in the health of farmManimals. It is 
difficult to particularize; but the increasing annual 
wastage in the dairy herds, (now OVer 25 pel' cent), 
the rising incidence of sterility in cows and bulls) 
of mastitis, digestive troubles, and general 
metabolic disturbances in all classes of farm live
stock and most paralysing effects of mortality in 
poultry kept on the intensive system, point to 
deficiences or inaccuracies in the present regimes 
of feeding. Without doubt, SOme of these 
troubles can be traced to the eXcessive use of 
imported vegetable proteins, specially from the 
tropical oleaginous seeds, after removal of 
the oil ...... " 

"Unwise and faulty animal-feeding leads not only 
to a lowered geneml resistance to disease, but it 
results in the production of human food-substance 
of less than perfect nutritional value." 
Our farmers in India without the aid of scientific 

laboratories knew much about animal-feeding and 
animal nutrition by observation and intuition. But all 
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that has been levelled down to a, common pha.se of 
ignorance. The steam roller of Western science has 
not left any field l'eserved for respecting the usages 
and practices of ~hose who knew how to build a 
strong and efficient herd. 'There is a reaction setting 
in England against too much dependence upon 
artificiality in animal-breeding, and more and more 
emphasis is being put on natural ways of catHe
management. Things there are that science could 
not explain and are, therefore, ignored. The newer 
know ledge of nutrition is for re-establishing those 
natural methods. More virtue is seen now in things 
which appeared to have no special value before. 

596. Importance of grass and grazing: Mr. Miller 
then went on to describe the deficient feed that the 
cattle are receiving because of the "lack of knowledge 
of many of the £updamental details of grass-land 
management which farmers should possess." 

"It is impossible to over-estimate the importance 
of grass and grazing on animal health. No method 
of artificial in-door feeding ever gives results, 
which are comparable with those obtained by 
proper use of good grazings, and there is adequate 
evidence to show that correctly-managed grass land 
is one of Britain's richest natural resources for 
the production of healthy fertile stock, yielding 
products of the highest nutritive quality." 
The pastures are not to be left to themselves with 

unlimited grazing. The stocks-man has to guard 
against the 'sickness' of the grass land. The address 
put stress on this aspect of the matter and showed how 
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real improvement required the co-operated action of 
all scientists. 

"The work entails the co-operation of botanists, 
plant geneticists, soil experts, agriculturists and 
veterinarians, and the improvements possible would 
amply repay the sums needed to finance adequate 
research." (396,424-'39, 98V82) 
597. Contact between student, soil and farm 

animal: Not only this, Mr. Miller called for a 
change of outlook on the part of his people: 

"Field stations are urgently needed, so that fuller 
immediate contact between the student, the soil 
and the farm animal can be achieved." 
The Indian veterinarians have received their 

heritage of training from Bl'itish practices, and the 
address can be regarded as a strong appeal to change the 
aspect of the old heritage in whic,h the horse was the 
central figure in the animal world of the veterinarian. 

"The bias towards the horse (and more recently to 
dogs and cats) should be changed, and the food
producing animals should receive the major amount 
of attention." (15, 27, 570-'82) 
598. Knowledge about Indian fodder: The 

nutrition of the cow in India offers difficult 
problems, all their own. In matters of health and 
nutrition and selection of fodder, based upon the'ir 
chemical composition and digestibility, Indian research 
work is lagging very far behind. Digestibility trials 
on Indian fodders are just beginning t\) be made. 
Some materials have aheady accumulated, but much 
more is necessary. Yet, with what little has. been 
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known of Indian fodders, enough has come to hand to 
enable us to form policies for drastic cbanges in the 
nutritional methods now prevailing in the country. 
Knowledge so far accumulated in India or in South 
Africa 01' in other tropical countries, in so far as they 
are applicable to India, may be utilised, and much of 
the mal-nutrition stopped. 

599. A little correction in nutrition may bring 
in immense welfare: The importance of the subject 
of animal-nutrition cannot be over-emphasised. A 
little change here, a little correction there, may bring 
about remarkable results, and also help to solve to 
some extent the general problem of fodder-deficiency, 
by creating an enthusiasm for improvement within 
reach of the cultivator, which he had not been taking 
up, for his want of initiative and knowledge. 

Regarding the value of balanced diets it has been 
long known that the more it is consumed, the better 
nourished will be the animal with reference to which 
the ration is balanced, up to the point of repletion of 
its requirement. On the contrary, jf. the rations ate 
unbalanced "the more of them are consumed the 
poorer nourished will be the animal with reference to 
the functions with respect to which the rations are 
:unbalanced." In such cases, simple doses of corrective 
might make enormous changes. It had been demons
trated long ago that the mere inclusion of one per cent 
·of sodium chloride in a ration, predominantly made 
up of corn, increased ita growth-prompting value by 
40 to 50 per cent in feeding experiments with rats 
;8.nd chicks. 



CHAPTER XVII 

PLANTS AND ANIMALS 

600. Plant-life supports animal life: Animals 
depend for their nutrition upon the plant-world. The 
two creations go side by side. Where there are no 
plants, t,here are no animals, and the place is !1 desert. 
If one could make an oasis of a desert, provide for 
the growth and development of pIa.nt, life, then animal 
life will automatically follow. There are some animals, 
the carnivorous ones, that do not live upon plant or 
herbage. They devour other animals. But following 
the chain of feeds it will be found that the animals 
devoured are dependent. on plant-life for their 
existence. 'Fhe carnivorous animals, therefore, also 
depend on the· plants, indirectly, for their exifJtence. 
Under water, nndel' the bottom of the sea, go wherever 
you like, it is plant life that supports animal .life. 
And strangely enough, the life process is the same 
in the animals and in the plants. Bot,h have 
mechanisms or organs for growth, development !lnd 
reproduction. The reproductive pl'OCeElS is also 
amazingly 8iniila1'. There is the ovary of \,he females,. 
the sperm of the male, and the two combine to form 
a new plant. There is reproduction by the prol:less 
of division in the animal world as well as in the plant 
world, In fact, it is difficult to say which is Jnore 
developed, the animal or the plant in the mechanism 
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for growth and development. The plants are one step 
in advance of the animals in the matter of nutrition. 
The animals depend on plants for existence and for 
their nutrition, while the plants depend directly on 
the soil and the sun for their existence, and draw their 
sustenance from these primary sources. Sunlight is 
also necessary for animals but not to such an extent 
as in the case of plants. Out of a seed put into the 
soil the plant grows and develops. Similarly, out of 
the composite thing-the ovam and sperm-the animals 
grow. For the cow, we are, at every step. dependent 
on the plant, be it fodder or be it concentrl1te; it must 
come from the plr1llu. Ultimately, both pltmts and 
animals on the final decomposition of their bodies give 
back to the sources the elements which they drew from 
them to form their bodies. 

601. Burning a plant: If we take a plant and 
set fire to it, the plant burns. After the plant is burnt 
out most portions of it is Been to have disappeared. 
Just a little ash remains. Where has the large bulk 
of the plant gone? To the ail', of course. And where 
is the ash left? On the earth. The plant body has 
been resolved to its components by fire; and the airy 
component of the body has gone· to the air and the 
earthy component to the earth. The plant builds its 
body mainly from the substance of air. It does take 
some material frOlll the earth, but that forllls a very 
little portion of its body. After burning a plant, ashes 
are only left and these are the contribution of the 
earth to the plant along with some water which has. 
disappered dlll'ing burning by the beat but would 
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return to the earth, sometime in the form of dew. It is 
true though hard to believe that 80 to 90 per cent of 
the wood-structure is practically built from the air. 

602. Contribution of the earth to the plant: 
ashes: Whatever be the contributions of the earth and 
the air· for building the plant body, t,he importance 
of both the components is equal. Without ail' tbe plant 
willl10t grow, nor without sun-light. Similarly, without 
the earth constituents the plant will be unable to build 
up its body. Plant life, the living composite organism 
of it, under the influence of sun-light, decomposes the 
air and takes nutrition from the air. The Sf1me life
process draws some matBl'ials in a soluble form from 
the darkness of the soil. The combination of these two 
kinds of materials from the air and the Boil is the 
plant with the added energy of the sun. When the 
plant burns, it returns the energy of the Bun in the 
forID of heat, and we may measure the doses of sun's 
heat that a plant took to build up its body by 
measuring jihe heat of its combustion. In the plant 
the leaf and its green matter, the chlorophyll, play 
the wonderful part of resolving ail' and sucking up 
nutrition under the influence of the sun. The root 
performs the wonderful part of Bucking nutrition 
from the soil under the influence of water 01' 

moisture. 
In order to know the process involved in the 

growth of the plaut, we shall haV"6 to make the 
acquaintance of the materials that come under the 
plant-building process and the ultimate constituents 
of those materials. 
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603. Plant-body made of cellulose: We say that 

the wood~body is made of cellulose aud that cellulose 
is a oa?'bohyd?'ate. There are othel' substances in 
the woody core and bark and leaf of the plants, but 
the main substance is carbohydrate. This word 
carbohydrate need not baffle us. Carbohydrate is a 
complex substance consisting of carbon, hydrogen and 
oxy,gen. We always meet these elements about us in 
the forID of compounds whatever name we may give 
them. In fact, to our leH and to our right, above and 
below and within us, these ubiquitous elemants
carbon, hydrogen and oxgyen-are present. 

604. Plant-carbon from the air: Carbon is the 
substl1nce of wood charcoal. The impurity of wood 
charcoal is the ash substance of it. Pure carbon will 
leave no. ashes on burning. The hydrogen and oxygen 
we meet most readily in water. Water is made of 
oxygen and hydrogen, which are gases in a free state, 
By the union of hydrogen with oxygen the gaseous 
character of both these substances disappears, and 
we see them combined in the form of water. Water 
may take 11 solid form by freezing under the influence 
of cold and may again take the form of vapour under 
the influence of heat 01' of air. If we keep water in 
a dish, it gradually disappears; it dries off in the form 
of moisture and vanishes on the wings of the air. 

605. Oxygen, nitrogen and carbon of the air: 
Oxygen is also a component of the air. Air is a mixture 
of nitrogen and oxygen and just a little of another 
substance, carbon-dioxide, a gaseous combination of 
carbon and oxygen. Air then is a mixture of these 
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three substances-oxygen, nitrogen and carbon-dioxide; 
Nitrogen in a free state is a gas. Oarbon-dioxide, 
a combination of carbon with oxygen, the product 
of burning wood, is a gas. These three gl1seous 
Bubst,l1l1CeS form the air. 

606. Carbon-dioxide to wood; We have now 
got a clue to where the plant gets its wood-form from. 
We have known that there is carbon-dioxide in the ,!lir. 
The lel1f of the ph1llt decomposes the carbon-dioxide 
of the air under the influence of the sun's rays, und 
throngh the agency of the green colouring matter, 
chloropbyll, absorbs carbon from the air and transforms 
it into carbo-bydrate by its peculiar life process. 
Carbohydrate needed the three elements, carbon 
hydrogen and oxygen, to form it. r:l'he plants get 
the three elements from. tbe ail' and moisture. The 
moisture is in tbe soil. Plrmts draw upon this source 
for their purpose, through their roots~ 

r:l'be plant-body is mainly composed of woody 
material and we have traced tbe woody material, 
the main portion of it, to its sources-tbe ail' and 
moisture. (631) 

607. Protein in the plant: Another substance of 
importance in the plant-strncture is protein. Proteins 
contain nitrogen besides carbon and oxygen and 
hydrogen. Nitrogen, as we know, is in the air. It 
is a very inert material. It refuses to come into 
combinations readily. Plants have some special 
mechanism for combining it. Plants get their nitrogen 
fl'om the soil where it goes from the air through the 
agency of some bacteria. 
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'I'here are certain plants which have the property 
of fixing nitrogen from the air and transferring the 
nitrogen to the soil through their roots. (846) 
The leguminous plants are particulal'ly adapted to 
this work. But it is not the leguminous planLs alone 
that play this function. Other plants also do it. The 
rice plant, for example, has such a mechanism and so 
have the algae. The nitrogen of the air in the first 
instance geLs fixed in the soil through the action of 
plant-bacteria; and the generality of plants draws 
nitrogen from the soil into their body, particularly in 
Lhe leaf-structure in the form of protein or a crude 
form of protein. (616-'17,622, 657, 699, 724, 844) 

608. Various proteins: Readers are familiar with 
a few forms of protein. Milk contains it and when 
fat is separated from the milk and the skimmed-milk 
is treated with acid, the precipitated substance is milk 
protem. It is an animal protein. This milk-protein 
in a dry and powdered condition is called casein in 
the trade. It has got many industrial uses. It acts like 
glue if dissolved in, borax and is a very superior 
binding material. 

When wheat-flour is ruade into dough und that 
dQugh is puddled with water, starch granules get 
washed away. What is left is called gluten, a sticky 
{ua,terial, o,lso used for joining wood to wood like 
glue. This gluten is a plant-protein. The flesh and 
skin substan.ce of animals is also prolein. We have 
traced the origin of protein to plants which dra\'\' 
carbon from the air and nitrogen and water from the 
soil, !Lnd manufacture it. 
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609. Minerals in plants: We have accounted 
for two substances in the plant organism-carbo~ 
hydrate and protein; and there is the third group
of substances which we know by the name of 
minerals. The first two items cannot form the plant~ 
body in the absence of these minerals. They are 
required in very minu-te quantities, but they exercise 
a profound influence on the growth and development 
of plants. Their names are various, but the principal 
ones are calcium, phosphorus, potassium, sodium, 
anc1 magnesium. ('702, 712) 

610. Calcium in plants: 'l'he mineral substances 
are in the soil in combimtion with other elements. 
We should get a little more acquainted with them. 
The :::hells consist mainly of calcium. When shells 
are burnt lime is obtained. Lime is also in the soil in 
the form of chalk, kan7ca?' 01' calcareous earth. 
Calcium, like other minerals, goes from the earth to the 
plant, and from the plant to animals, and when the 
planGs 01' animals die, they are returned to the earth 
again. The bones of animals ci\')ntain calcium to a 
very large extent. (612, 708, 714-'22, 774) 

611. Phosphorus, potassium, sodium in plants: 
Phosphorus is the substance which has the property 
of glowing in the air. The glow-worm glows because 
of its phosphorus. Phosphorus in combination with 
other elements makes the earth. Some plants and 
weeds are particularly rich in potassium. Sodium is 
also an important component of plants. The most 
familial' form of a sodium compound is common salt, 
called sodium chloride, a substance profusely present 
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in sea water. The soil also contains it. There are 
other mineral Bubstances besid es these. 

The plant collects these elements in its life-process 
and manufactures them into body-substances. (714-'22) 

612. The vitamins: The vitamins are other 
life-giving substances, which occur in the minutest 
quantities, but which are of immense importance 
in weaving the structure of living things out of 
their component elements. (610, 709, 750-'61, 862} 
872-'74, 1115) 

613. The seed-a store for future life: These 
four materials may be regarded as the foundation of 
plant nutrition, or necessary for the formation, growth 
and development of plants. Plants are designed 
to propagate, and the most common· propagating 
mechanism is the seed. In the seed, the plant stores 
up the essentials of the future plant-nucleus. When 
the seeds, in the proper season, come in contact with 
moisture and air and the warmth of the soil, they 
germinate. The . life that was sleeping in the seed 
blossoms fOl'th into a new plant structure. The 
seedling is a weakling, and fore-seeing this, the parent
plant had not only imparted the life principle to the 
seed but used the seed as a store of food for the coming 
plant in its early days. 

614. Seeds supply starch: We know that plants 
require carbohydrates, proteins and minerals and the 
vitamins to form their bodies. 'l'hese substances are 
neces~ary for the new life that would come forth, and 
the parent-plant, therefore, stores these substances in 
tb,e seed. The seedling, on coming out, utilises this 
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store of nutritive substances and shapes its structure 
out of them. The root goes down seeking nutrition 
from the soil and the shoot goes up seeking nutrients 
from the air. All this time, the seedling feeds upon 
the stored material in the seed to shape its roots and 
shoots and leaves. By the time the roots, shoots and 
leaves are capable of functioning, the seed store 
gets exhausted and is not needed. It is in the seed, 
therefore, that we find the entire plant~substance in a 
concentrated form. 

615. : The oil of seeds is a compound of oarbon, 
hydrogen and oxygen: Oil is a oomplex compound 
of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen and is combustible 
like carbohydrates. The young 01' baby plant 
needs oil before it can manufacture oil out of its 
elements or the carbohydrates. Therefore, the seed 
has to contain oil 01' fat substances. Saine of the seeds 
are very rich in particular substances for the particular 
necessity of the out-coming plant. Men know which 
is which and have been ntilising them. Those seeds 
in which the carbohydrates are very plentifully stored 
we call cereals, such as rice, wheat, barley, bajJ'a, 
maize, mgi and other millets. 

616. The pulses largely store protein: Those 
seeds in which proteins are largely stored we call 
pulses, such as the various peas, the cow~pea, the 
pigeon pea, the field pea, lentil, gram, etc, 

Those seeds that contain a large proportion of 
oil we call oil seed, such as mustard, rape, til, 
linseed etc. 

Minerals and vitamins are fonnd in all seeds. (607) 
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617. The protein of oil-cakes: When the oil seeds 
are pressed, the oil goes out, making for the supply of 
oil. What i8 left behind is oil-cake. Oil-cake consists 
of the cellular case of the seed, holding all the 
proteins and minerals of the seed. On this account, 
both fol' its protein and for its minerals, the oil-cakes 
are particularly valuable food both for the soil and for 
the animals. (607) 

618. Plants store tubers: The seed, however, is not 
the only store-house of the plant. 'rhe carbohydrates 
in the form of starches and sugars are stored 
in some roots. The plant-hody itself is principally 
cellulose, a form of carbohydrate. Proteins are stored 
in the leaves. Of course, these storages are poor 
compared with the perfection of storage in the seeds. 
In the seeds all the requirements are stored up in life
giving proportions. The tubers of some plants hold 
large stores of carbohydrates in the form of starch. 
These are used as food both for cattle and men. 

619. The nutritive mechanism of the cow: 
Having learnt something about the plant, we may now 
proceed to consider the digestive mechanism of the 
cow and the nutritive materials necessary for the cow. 

The plant can manufacture carbohydrates, fats and 
proteins and also Salle of the principal vitamins out 
of their elements from the ail', the sun-light and the 
soil. An animal cannot do quite as much as that. 
rrhe stomach of the ruminants, of which the cow is 
one, is made particularly suitable for the ingestion 
of a large quantity of herbage. Nutrition must 
materially and in a major portion come froIll the 
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herbage. What the plant can do, the cow cannot, 
The cow cannot, for example, take cal'bon from the air, 
swallow some earth from the soil, and with water 
make carbohydrates out of them. The cow~body is 
not constructed for that. The cow can take and 
digest herbage, and in a normal and natural condition 
it sqbsists entirely on herbage, i.e., on the carbo
hydrates, proteins, minerals and vitamin.8 that she 
may extract out of the herbage through the process 
of digestion. 

What the cow, a ruminant, can do, a h01'se cannot. 
Their stomachs are differently designed. fJ..lhe horse also 
obtains the carbohydrates, the proteins, the minerals 
and vitamins from the plant. The horse cannot, 
synthetise or construct these out of the elements as. 
plants can. But the horse cannot even do what the 
cow can, i.e., digest all the herbage that goes to feed 
the cow. The stomach of the horse would not able to 
work with as much herbage as the stomach of the cow. 
The horse has a smaller and diffel'ently-constructed 
stomach. The horse requires more of concentrated 
food and less of herbage than the cow. 

A cat or a dog cannot, however, perform what, 
even the horse can. rrheir stomachs are still 
smaller and, therefore, they need more concentrated 
food. Man stands between the herbivorous animals 
and the carnivorous animals. The stomi1ch of man can 
tolerate more herbage than tbat of a dog or a cat but 
not qnite so much as that of a horse or a cow. Mi1n 
requires some herbage in the from of vegetables and 
mostly concentrates in the forms of cereals, pulses etc. 
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620. The essentials of nutrition; same for plant 
and animal: For plant or cow or horse, cat or man, 
the essentials or foundations of nutrition are the same 
four-fold items: carbohydrate, protein, mineral and 
vitamin. The carnivora require protein most. From 
protein they .meet those requirements which lUen or 
cows do from cereals and herbage which also contain 
protein. The carnivora, therefore, have to depend on 
animals, on animal meat in the form of protein, which 
is their principal but not sole source of supply of 
nutrition. 

621. The sustaining structures of. wood and 
bone: The cow takes carbohydrates, proteins, 
minerals and vitamins from the grasses and other 
fodders, and converts these into their body-substance. 
Although the cow takes every ·item of nutrition from 
the plant, there is a great deal of difference between 
its nutritional requirements and of the plant. The 
plant-body is chiefly carbohydrate and the sustaining
structure is wood or cellulose-a form of carbohydrate. 
As wood supports the plant-body, so the bones 
support the animal body. Over the woody inner 
structure, there are the bark and foliage containing 
just a little protein but principally car bohydrate 
again. In the cow, in the structure of her bone, 
consisting of minerals there are flesh and skin both 
principally proteins. They also contain a good portion 
of minerals in them. Therefore, while the p~ant 

structure is mostly of carbohydrate with some protein 
and mineral, the animal structure is principally of 
bone or minerals and prote,ins. Bones are pracLically 

40 
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made of the minerals, calcium and phosphorus. In the 
hollow of the bones there are proteins." But devoid 
of this substance in the hollow of the bone, the bony 
structure proper is practically made wholly of calcium 
and phosphorus. When the bone is burnt, what is left 
as ash is almost pure calcium-phosphate, a compound 
of calcium and phosphorus. 

622. The bone has more minerals and proteins : 
It will thus be apparen t that the animal structures have 
more of minerals and proteins; the carbohydrates 
take a place of much less importance in the animal as 
compared with that of the plaut. 

1£ the cow is, therefore, to construct its body out of 
herbage, ih has to make selective use of the constituents 
of the herbage, not in the same proportion as they 
exist in the plant out in different proportions. It will 
also be apparent that herbage contains too much of 
carbohydrates; much more· proportionately than th~ 

cow can need to build her body. (607) 

623. Disposal of carbohydrate by the cow: What 
is the cow to do with this excess of carbohydrate 
mixed with so little protein and minerals as these 
exist in the plant? Herbage is the chief food of the 
cow, and what she has to build is a structure ol 
miner8Jis and proteins out of a stuff which is poor in 
mineral and protein but rich in carbohydrates. Why 
has nature designed herbage as the food for the cow, 
and how is the cow to eliminate from her system the 
carbohydrates which she has got to ingesb in her 
search for the minerals and proteins, her principal 
requirements? 
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We need not be anxious. Nature works unfailingly 
for its objective, and we have only to find 
out the meaning and the purpose of her· ways. 
Presently, we shall see that carbohydrate has a great 
function to perform in the life-process of the cow, 
although for her body-building she need only have a 
little of it. (658, 683) 

624. The cow has to searoh for food: It will 
not do for us to over-Jook the functions of the two, 
the plant and the cow. In plant-life the only objective 
is to build itself and procreate by standing at bne place. 
'l'he cow has to go about in search of food for the same 
objective of body-building and procreation or to 
maintain life aiDd function fully. A difference is thus 
forced upon the cow by nature, of having to search 
£01' her food. 

625. The plant stands rooted to the soil: The 
plant gets all its needs by standing at one place. This is 
a very material difference. The plant stands rooted to 
oue place. The roots branch out and collect a part of 
nutrition, nitrogen and minerals in a soluble form froth 
the soil. The plant shoots up and branches out in 
foliage. The leaves are the converters of the 
carbohydrate of the ail' into the carbohydrate of the 
plant-body. Food below and food above surround 
the plant. The plant has not to go about searching 
for food. Air functions there by giving the plant· 
doses of carbon from its carbon-dioxide 'and then 
moving away in the form of breeze and allowing 
fresh ail' to be consumed by the leaves. The a it' 
is moving day and night past the. leaves, while 
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the leaves are immersed in the air. Food is cheap 
for the plant. The roots have to undergo little 
effort j they are to spread out for having access 
to ever-new surfaces of the earth for sucking up 

nutrients; 
626. The cow spends energy by moving: There 

is no locomotion in the plant 1_lhis stands as the 
biggest . differentiator between the plant and the 
cow. The plant stands quietly and functions for 
its maintenance and growth, while the cow has to 
walk about to get her feed f!'Om the pasture. Moving 
about or locomotion is the extra thing that the cow 
does, as compared with the plant. Moving about means 
the spending of energy. The cow has to spend energy, 
and draws upon the excess of plant-carbohydrates 
which she has to ingest to form her body. Here is 
a noble use of the excess of carbohydrate that the 
cow has to take. 

627. Energy creation and food: In order to 
understand this relation between work or the energy 
of moving and the feeding on carbohydrate as 11 source 
of that energy, we must go into the mechanism of the 

" conversion of carbohydrate into locomotive energy. 
The plant gives more carbohydrates than minerals 
to the cow. The cow uses all this carbohydrate: 
We have found that this feeding on carbohydrates by 
the cow is a necessity for the work which the cow 
has to do to move about for its food. For the moment 
we shall forget the plant and take up the cow as an 
instrument for the conversion of carbohydrates for 
!l;fj purpose of moving about. 
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628. Burning or combustion of cb.rbohydrates in 
the system: The cow ingests carbohydrate in its 
food which cannot go to build its body as its body 
does not consist so much of carbohydrates as of 
proteins and minerals. This carbohydrate the cow 
ingests and then bUl'llE:1 it within her system. Tracing 
the origin of the carbohydrate in the plant we come 
to the air. Air contains the gas carbon-dioxide. The 
plant extracts the carbon out of t.he carbon-dioxide 
and releases the oxygen into the air. In the animal 
body the reverse phenomenon takes place. The 
carbon ingested wHh the carbohydrates combines with 
the oxygen of the air in the body of the cow and 
produces carbon-dioxide. Animals take the air inside 
their system and the ox.ygen of the air is extracted 
within the animaJ-Bystem and made to combine with 
the carbon of the carbohydrate. The inhaled air is 
pure air. The exhaled air is air loaded with carbon
dioxide. The plant through its leaf also inhales, 
so to say, air. The leaf absorbs the carbon of the 
carbon-dioxide of the ail' and returns the air 
poorer in carbon-dioxide and richer in oxygen. 'l'hat 
carbon had gone to form the carbohydrate in 
the plant. 

629. Establishment of carbon balance in the 
atmosphere: It was tiIDe now to discharge the loan 
of carbon taken from the air for the formation of 
carbohydrate in the plant. Animals burn the carbo
hydrate within the body with the help of the oxygen 
of the inhaled air, reproducing carbon-dioxide within 
the system; and then they return the carbon-dioxide 
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to the air. The carbon returns to the air through the 
cycle of plant and animal. Plants denude the air. of 
something, and that something is returned to the 
air by the animal which had ingested the plant. 
A balance is thus established in the air. This Course 
is not the sole way of the disposal of the carbon 
accumulated in plants from the air. All wood and 
herbage do not go through the animal stomach .. But,. 
ultimately whenever wood-matter is decomposed 
a state equivalent to the combustion of the carbon 
of the wood takes place and returns to the air as· 
C11rbon-dioxide. 

630. Wet combustion of carbon: Within the· 
body of the cow the process that goes on day and 
night by the mechanism of digestion and of breathing 
may be called combustion. It is wetburning. But 
the ultimate resuH ie the same as in dry burning in 
the air. In burning a piece of wood we get a lot of 
heat generated and find that carbon-dioxide is 
produced which escapes into the atmosphere. In the 
combustion within the body of the cow, the carbon is 
burnt. Whenever carbon (as carbohydrate or fat) 
burns, cal'bon-dioxide will be produced and heat will 
be generated. The fact that cal'bon-dioxide is 
produced within the cow and exhaled out with ,breath 
cttn be easily proved. Exhaled air, be it from a cow 
at' from a man, contains carbon-dioxide produced 
through combustion. (682) 

631. Test for exhaled carbou-dioxide: If lime 
is shaken with water and allowed to rest, a clear 
liquid stands at the top after the milky mass has 
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settled down. This clear water is called lime~water. 

Lime·water has the property of absorbing carbon
dioxide and of converting the absorbed lime into 
calcium carbonate or chalk. If clear lime-water 
is separated out and put into another tumbler and 
breathed upqn, the clear liquid will become milky by 
the absorption of the exhaled carbon-dioxide. We know 
that air contains carbon-dioxide, however little. The 
presence of carbon-dioxide in the air can be detected 
in the same way by keeping a little clear lime water 
exposed to air. After a time there will be formed a 
white crust on the top of the clear fluid. This white 
crust on the top of the clear fluid will readily break and 
settle down. This crust is of calcium carbonate or 
chalk fot'med by the combination of the. carbon-dioxide 
of the air with lime water. (606) 

632. Combustion produces carbon-dioxide and 
heat: Whenever carbon ·burns in the air not only 
is carbon-dioxide formed, but heat is evolved .. The 
amount of heat is proportional to the carbon consumed 
or burnt. An exact measure of the amount of heat 
evolv:ed can be found out. The same amount of heat 
is evolved by the combustion of the same quantity of 
carbon, whether the combustion takes place in the 
atmoapheI:ic ail' or inside the animal body. A definite 
amount of ca;rbon-dioxide also is formed by the 
combustion of carbon, whether the combustion takes 
place inside the body or outside in the open. By 
measuring the carbon-dioxide· a measure of carbon and 
of heat can be found out. It has been definitely 
established that whether carbon burns outside or inside 
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the body, the same amount of heat and carbon-dioxide 
is evolved. 

We may burn cl1rbon in a stove, say charcoal, Or 
we may burn carbon in the form of oil, a hydrocarbon, 
in a lamp. The result is the same, being the formation 
of carbon-dioxide and the evolution of heat. 

633. Heat of combustion: The evolved he!1t 
may be utilised for boiling water or heating some 
other substance. Men may utilise heat for the 
production of Borne work by employing proper 
appliances. Heat is a form of energy and heat-energy 
may be converted into work. This is what happens 
in a steam-engine or in an oil-engine. The steam
engine has It boiler attached to it. '1'he heat of 
burning coal 01' wood is utilised for boiling water 
and making steam. The steam is made to propel the 
engine. The steam itself gets cooled down to water 
after it has given up its heat in the form of wOl'k
driving the piston or the wheel of the engine. The 
engine is a converter which converts heat-energy 
into work or motion. Under the impulse of steam the 
engine moves. At the root of the motion, there is 
heat as the cause of it. Similarly, in an oil engine, 
oil is burnt within the engine and the heat produced 
is converted into work by the movement of the piston 
of the engine and then of the wheel. Here again, 
heat-energy stored up in oil is liberated and converted 
to work. In either case, in the case of the steam
engine or the oil-engine, if an account is kept of the 
amount of carbon-dioxide formed, then the quantity of 
coal or wood consumed can be gauged and vice ve1'~(L 
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if an account is kept of t,he weight of the carbon burnt. 
The amount of carbon-dioxide and heat produced 
can be determined, for the proportions are definite. 

634. Conversion of heat of combustion to work : 
A cow when she burns carbon in her system also 
behaves as an engine, producing a definite amount of 
heat and carbon-dioxide: The heat she utilises for 
keeping her body warm and for her life-function to 
go on in work inside and outside the body or through 
the body. When the digestive organs move in the 
stomach a certain work is performed. It is performed 
out of the heat of combustion of the fodder-material. 
When the cow breathes, there is Inhalation of ail', the 
heaving of the chest and then falling of the chest and 
,exhalation of air. All these are items of work. When 
the cow moves her body or swings her tail, or shakes 
her head or walks, she performs work at the expense 
of the heat of combustion of carbon of the digested 
herbage. 

635. Herbage enables the cow to build the body and 
to work: Here, we have now found the explanation as 
to what had the cow to do with so much carbohydrate 
of ingested herbage, which she could not possibly 
utilise for her body-building. We now understand 
that by the ingestion of herbage the cow is not only 
able to build her body but also to perform work, in the 
shape of internal work or processes involved in 
mastication and digestion etc., and the outer work of 
movements. 

636. Synopsis of the fundamentals of nutrition: 
By now we have stepped on the threshold of, t1 new 
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phase of the problem of nutrition. So far, by 
analysing plant and animal life, we have come to the 
following conclusions: 

(1) The plant aynthetises within itself carbo
hydrates, fats, proteins, minerals and vitamins into 
its body substance from their elements, gathered from 
the soil and the atmosphere; 

(2) Carbohydrates and fats are made mainly from 
the air and constitute the major portion of the woody 
iltrncture; 

(3) Plants make protein with nitrogen from the 
soil, which nitrogen again finds its way to the soil 
through plants; 

(4) Minerals enter into the composition of the 
body-substance of the plant and are obtained from 
the soil; 

(5) The cow ingests carbohydrates, fats, proteins 
and minerals from plants and builds them into her 
body-substance. For building bel' body she .requires 
very little of carbohydrates. The major portion 
of carbohydrate which sbe ingests goes to supply her 
the energy for performing the internal functions of 
digestion etc., anel for performing the movements of 
her body and for doing work. 

""Te shall now step on to the next sLage, thab of the 

maintenance-requirements of the cow, of tbe four-fold 
nntrihional foundations, namely, carbohydrates and 
fats, proteins, minerals and vitamins. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

TRANSFORMATION OF FEED 

637. In the last Ohapter it has been mentioned 
that the plant synthetised carbohydrates, proteins, 
minerals and vitamins in its body and the cow gets 
these by feeding on the plants. These are the four 
foundational nutrition materials. . 

It should not be supposed that the cow utilises 
them in the same state as they were in the plant. 
Although the body of the cow contains all the four 
foundational . nutrition Bubstances, yet they are 
quite different from the plant materials. In animals 
carbohydrate is in a different though allied form, and 

'as has been said, they constitute an insignificant 
portion of the animal body-structure centrary to their 
place of predominance in the plant-body. The animal 
takes its proteins from the plant but manufacture~ 

new protein.substances out of those materials; and 
what is finally found in the animal body is flesh and 
nerves or milk, i.e., animal proteins different from 
plant-proteins. The minerals are interwoven with 
the proteins and various other substances. . The cow 
gets the raw materials from plants and then remodels 
them into her body-substance. This remodelling of 
food materials under the influence of the life-process 
is called metabolism. The calls on metabolism are 
many-sided and various. Suitable food materials 
under the influence of the life-process respond won del'-
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fully to the calls, yielding complex substances for 
the various requirements of building, repairing, 
functioning and working. 

638. Herbage builds the cow body: The cow~ 

body consists of bone and skin, of hail' and hoof, of the 
internal organs of digestion and circulation, of the 
nervous system and the secretory systems etc. All 
these have to be built from the herbage and other feeds 
offered bel'. But this (a) bU'ilding operation is only a 
part of the duty or requirement. Building goes on 
from birth up to maturity. After that, building 
proper ceases in normal, well-developed, healthy 
animals. But along with building work (b) ?'epair 
work has to go on. The body substances decay by da.ily 
use of them, and to the extent they are wOrn out, 
decayed and excreted off, repair work has to go on 
to keep the system in a fit, repaired and workable 
condition. It is, therefore, that (a) building and (b) 
repair work have to go on side by side. 

639. The feed provides for internal and external 
work: In order that the body may be built the 
internal organs have to work. The mechanism of 
breathing and circulation, of digestion and excretion, 
has to be kept running and for this purpose (c) energy 
in proper form has to be created by the individual. 

In order to live it is necessay for an animal to do 
-some exte1'nal w01'k; some movements have to be 
performed and this again requires (d) energy to be 
evolved out of the feed. These are the four-fold 'calls, 
(a), (b), (c), (d), that the animal has to satisfy out 
of the feed in order to grow and function properly. 
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640. Oombustion of blood: Of the foul' items 
(0) and (d) are energies and these energies are to be 
obtained from food, first by metabolism of food and 
then by the. combustion of the metabolised food. 
Animals have only one medium of combushion. If we 
have a kerosine stove, we .cannot burn coal in it. 
Every time we ,want heat we must feed the stove with 
kerosine~ In the animal the final burning material is 
blood. In order to burn, the material must be carried 
to the blood stream, and in the blood stream it will 
burn, forming further degenerate products in the bloDd~ 
one of which is carbon-dioxide. The spent-up material 
forms carbon-dioxide, even if the combustible materials 
were burnt outside. The blood has the power to absorb 
this waste product and carry it to the lungs, whel'e 
the .carbon-dioxide is thrown out with exhalation 
and the blood gets rejuvenated with oxygen from 
the inhaled air which it has the power of absorbing. 
We .shall have the details of this mechanism when 
considering the body-structure of the cow in . Part V 
(Vol. II). In the combustion for the production of 
energy along with the carbon-dioxide othel'degenerate 
products are formed which find their way OUG of the 
body through the excretory organs of the intestines, 
the kidneys and the skin. 

6U. Blood builds and repairs: For the function
ing of the item (a) and (b), i.e., for body-building' and 
repair, the requisite substances must also pas:; into 
the blood stream, It is !1 delicate work, this passing 
of food materials into the blood stream, Blood is a 
fastidious substance, baving a close range of standards 
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<Jf its own. In order ~o function properly the blood 
must remain within its own close range. If tlie blood i~ 
~rtificially loaded with substances which fall beyond 
this range, it will nob be able to function properly, and 
mal-nutrition or disease or disaster will follow. 
All the time we see the cow nibbling grass or chewing 
the cud, the blood-stream is doing its work and 
.getting replenished and rejuvenated by the food 
materials that are being sent by the mouth to the 
stomach for digestion, and ultimately its useful and 
acceptable parts are thrown in desirable condition 
into the blood-stream. 

We shall first take up the consideration of the twa 
items (c) and (d) involving the production of work, and 
later on take up (a) and (b) building and reJi>air'. 

642. Oombustion of blood sugar: Whenever work 
is performed blood is burnt. Blood contains a limited 
amount of sugar in it. Sugar is a soluble forin of 
carbohydrate. This sugar is produced from the various 
forms of carbohydrates taken in. Carbohydrates 
may be presented to the cow in the form of· cereals, 
pulses, oil-cake 01' leaf or root. All these, after 
metabolism, will have to be put into the blood stream. 
A certain amount of carbohydrate is kept in reserve 
in the liver. As the sugar of the blood gets exhausted 
by work, the liver gOBS on adding doses little by little 
to keep the supply replenished. 

The capacity of the liver to store up carbohydrates 
is very limited. The body needs the keeping of some 
reserve of carbohydrate for an emergency. Here, in 
the matter of storing, the animal body functions partly 
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like the plant body. The usual 8torage-place of 
carbohydrates in the system is the liver. But 
this being not enough for emergency purposes, some 
other form8 of storage have to be brought into 
existence. 'rhis the animal doe8 by converting 
carbohydrates into fat and depo~iting the fat in the 
various parts of the body, principally a8 a lining under 
the skin. In emergencies when the liver storage may 
run 8hort, this fat is drawn upon to supply energy. 
Fat also contains carbon, hydrogen and oxygen like the 
,carbohydrate from which it is manufactured in the 
animal-body, 

It will not be out of place to mention bere that the 
body of the cow needs some fat, which has to be fed. 
It is better placed if a quantity comes to it through the 
cereals and oil-cakes. The cereals contain a good 
amount of fatty substances in their sperm. Oil 8eedH, 
of course, contain it. It has been observed that small 
quantities of oil or oil-cake can splendidly furnish the 
requisite need. We generally look upon cal'bohydrates 
as the source of the supply of energy. But protein 
.also burns. When carbohydrates arewanting, and yet 
there is need of combustion, the system draws upon 
.the proteins of the body to carryon the functions. 
As protein gets burnt the body gets emaciated and 
its weight ia lost. 

It is costlier for the body to form the protein 
substances within it. 'l'herefore, it is bad economy 
to allow the protein to be burnt. But necessity 
lorces this to be done. On normal occasions also, 
this costly material is burnt. If more protein is fed 
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than there is necessity for, or than can be added on 
to the flesh, the excess burns away like carbohydrates. 
This burning of proteins' taxes the internal organs. 
It produces more than ordinary poisonous excretory 
materials, and entails abnormally hard work on the 
kidneys. 

643. Internal and external work: By burning 
carbohydrates and proteins, the body is ena.bled to 
perform both internal and external work. 

For items (a) and (b) (638) £01' building and repair 
work, protein is the material. Protein-substances get 
into the blood stream and do their daily share of 
replenishment work. When body-building is necessary, 
the requisite quantity passes on through the medium 
of the blood to be converted into body-tissue. The 
four-fold work of body-building and repair of internal 
and external work are, as we have seen, performed by 
the ingested proteins and carbohydrates. 

644. Minerals and vitamins take part: Although 
no mention has been made of the ,minerals and 
vitamins in this connection, yet it must be under
stood that the proper doses of the various requisite 
minerals a~d vitamins must be supplied with the 
feed. In their !1bsence, the blood will fail to have its 
characteristic. Heeds without them will work as a 
burden, worse than a waste. The minerals and 
vitamins, however, have little burning value. But it 
will not do to dismiss them. Again, water and air, 
although no n~ention of them may have been made 
yet are requisites for (a) (b) (c) (d) along with 
minerals and vitamins. 
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The stock will fail to digest herbage not containing .
the proper minerals and vitamins despite the 
ingestion of the necessary proteins and carbohydrates. 
They will not be able. to live without the proper doses 
of these substances. They are no Jess vital necessities 
than proteins and carbohydrates. We shall learn 
gradually that their importance is greater. Here, this 
much only is to be understood that the contribution of 
minerals and vitamins as combustible substances for 
the production of energy is negligible. 

645. Oonsideration of energy-requirement: We 
have up till now laid stress on the four-fold foundations 
of nutrition. Now, this fifth matter, the question of 
t.he production of energy, has got to be taken into 
account and its implications understood. 

The more work an animal does, the more energy 
it spends, the more energy-producing materials 
will it require to be put in its feed. If all work is 
st,opped, if moving about is also prevented, still 
there will be a residuum of energy necessary to keep 
the life-process going and to keep the digestive system 
working. In order to keep the system working 
ca.rbohydrates and proteins will have to be burnt. 
Such combustion also will produce heat. It will be 
dissipated through the skin, a portiou only of it 
contributing to keep up the body-heat. 

When all outside work is stopped, the residual 
requirement of energy which must be supplied ~o an 
animal to keep it alive without losing weight is called 
basal metabolism. This is determined scientifically 
in order that, upon this basis, the calculation of energy 

41 
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for growth, for milking and for work and for cari'ying 
the foetus etc. may be worked out. 

646. The unit of energy: The amount of energy 
necessary to raise one kilogram of water to one degree 
centigrade is called a C1lJl£r~~~ A thousand Calories go 
to make a 'Therm'.· A Therm is the unit for energy 
measurement. There is a small caloric spelt with a 
small cc' which is the measure of the heat requir,ed to 
raise one cubic centimeter of water to ODe degree 
centigrad e. 

There is another way of expressing energy~ 

requirements. It is expressed in pounds of starch. 
'rhat much of heat which is evolved by the combustion 
of a pound of starch in the animal system is taken 
as the unit, and is called "Starch Equivalent," or 
simply S. E. If one hundred pounds of a kind of 
fodder produces after digestion as much heat as will 
be generated oy feeding 01' by combustion of 22 lhs. 
of Ht,arcb, then the S. K of the fodder would be 22. 

It has to be point,ed out that the "Starch Equivalent" 
is the net energy value of the feed 01' the alllount of 
energy left after deducting from the metabolised or 
available energy, the energy lost in the work of 
digestion. The metabolised energy is not the inherent 
heat-production capacity of the substance. The heat 
prodllced on burning a 8ubstance is its gross energy. 
J ost as in coal, the gross energy value of a. feed is 
determined by burnirig the feed in pure oxygen in a 
calorimeter. But this energy will not be evolved in 
the animal system because of incomplete combustion 
Ol' digestion. Gross energy, therefore, does not 
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indicate the nutritive value of feeds. Substances 
gi ving the same units of heat in a calorimeter may 
behave differently in the matter of energy which it 
ca.n furnish to the system. For the consideration of 
nutrition, the graBs energy-va.lue has to be reduced 
by loss due to indigestibility, as passed out in the 
faeces and urine, and the losses due to the formation 
of useless combustible gases. What is left is the 
available energy or metabolised energy. All this 
available or metabolised energy does not go to 
perform. work. There is lOBS due to the work of 
digestion. What is left after accounting for the loss 
during the work of digestion is called Net Energy 
Value. The Net Energy Value of starch is that value 
which will be left available after all these deductions. 
8. E. Value, therefore, is the net energy value. 'I'he 
following equation will make the definition clearer: 

Gross ene?'gy value-Minus energy lost in faeces, 
urine and in combustible gase!'; 
formed: 

= Metabolised Ene'J'gy O~· Available 
Energy. 

Metabolised energy-Minus energy lost in the work 
of digestion is Net Energy. 

A protein ma.y show much higher gross energy 
than I:ltarch, but in breaking it up in the body, for the 
production of hea.t, much energy is lost. Eventually 
it ma.y show less net energy than starch. (676) 

647. Relation between Therms and ~. E.: There 
is a simple relation between the two units, the Thel'lll 
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and the S. E. If the S. E. figure is multiplied by 1'07 
then the product gives the The'rrns. For example, 
Therms corresponding to 15 S. E. would be 
15 x 1'07 = 16'25. Similarly, if energy is known in 
'{'herms, it can be converted to S. E. by dividing 
the TherUls by 1'07. In Great Britain they express 
energy in S. E. units. In America, they express it in 
Therms. There is no difficulty if we remember tbat 
the two are very nearly equal and that S. E. is equal 
to 1'07 Thenl1s. 

It has been mentioned that proteins also burn 
and contribute to energy-production, and iihis has to 
be taken into account in arriving at the total basiC' 
energy-reg llirement. 

Basic energy-requirement depends upon the area 
of the body-surface of the animal. This al'ea bas a 
relation to weight also, though not proportional. 

In all feed iog problems the question of live-weightEf 
comes up. In the absence of weighing arrangements, 
dependence has to be placed on calculation based on 
size and also on Tables· showing weights against 
such size. Sucb .. methods of calculation without 'rabIes 
[,re given in Para 925. 

648. Maintenance S. E. of cow and live-weight 
of cattle: It is generally computed that a cow 
weighing 1,000 lbs. requires 6'0 lbs. of starch equivalent 
of energy for maintenance, including '6 lb. of 
c1 igentible, crude portein. Upon this the requirements 
for a cow of say 500 lbs. cannot be proportionately 
calculated as requiring 3 Ibs. of S. E. The 500 lbs. cow 
will require a little more. It is easy to understand 
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that two 500 lbs. cows will require more feed than ODt' 

1,000 lbs. cow. It is practically so, and is scienti:ficaJ]~, 
also found to be so. The energy-requirement varies 
as the hwo-third power of the weight or, according to 
another authority, it varies as -73 power of the weight. 
It is difficult to find out '73 powers, It is not necessary 
to do 80, however, for ordinary purposes. The 
following Table will serve as a guide for finding the 
differences in S. E. requirement, according to varying 
weights. The Table is taken from I. C. A. R. Bulletin 
No, 25. by Dr. Sen. It is based on Morrison's data 
for American cows. 'rhe Live-weight of cattle can be 
determined from the Table or by calculation or by 
actual weighing. lVfethod of calculating the weights 
from chest girth, are given in Para 925. (671, 726, 
767-'68, 925, 971-'72) 

649. Nutrients required for maintenance of dairy 
cows per head per day. 

Live·weight 
Pounds 

500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

1,000 

TABLE-40 

Digestible 
Protein. lbs. 

0'338 
0'399 
0'458 
0'516 
0'570 
0'625 

Digestible carbo
hydrates, Starch 
equivalent. Ibs. 

3-05 
3'58 
4-09 
4'59 
5'08 
5'57 

From'the above figures it will be seen that if tbe 
values were proportionately worked out and a little 
addition made for dimi:p.ishing weights, it would not 
be very far off the mark. (673) 
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650. Starch equivalent of protein: Starch 
e~llivalent of crude protein is ta~en as '94. There. is 
a difference between crude protem and pure protem. 
Crude protein, as is found in fodder, consists of a 
mixture of pure proteins and bodies known as amides. 
:~'or fodder-estimation they are taken together. One 
pound of pure protein is equivalent to 1'25 lbs. of 
&tarch, 80 that its S. E. is 1'25. But a pound of 
a.mides is equivalent to '6 lb. of starch. It 
is, therefore, that one ponnd of mixed material, 
deRignated "crude protein", is taken as equivalent to 
-94 lb. of starch. (657) 

651. Starch equivalent of carbohydrates: In 
measuring the starch equivalent in feeds the quantity 
of digestible carbohydrates is taken into account. 
It has been previously mentioned that oil or fat are 
<\Iso converted forms of carbohydrates worked in the 
plant or animal body. Waxes also fall under thl,t 
category. One pound of pure oil is equivalent to 
2'4 tbe. of starch. But oily or waxy substances do not 
always and wholly occur as pure substances; there 
are various grades of them, the energy values of which 
would be various. As a general basis of calculation, 
the S. E. of feeds for oil or fat is placed at 2'25. In 
other words, one pound of fatty substance in fodder 
is given 2'5 S. E. value. In analysis the term fat if! 
not used for those substances. All the oily matter 
that comes out by extracting the fodder with ether 
is put in as ether-extract and S, E. value of 2'5 is 
given to it. The ether-extract is to be multiplied by 
2'5 to obtain its 8. E. 
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652. Digestibility of feed; In finding out the 
maintenance-requirements we have to take into account 
the starch·equivalents not of the whole of the 
carbohydrates and of the proteins of the feed, 
but only of the digestible portion of them. In 
the Table 40 the figures give the digestible 
proteins and carbohydrates that have to be fed in 
order to ensure the maintenance of cows of 
various weight. 

All that is fed is not digested. It would not help 
the cow at all if she is fed a stuff which she cannot 
digest. That portion which is indigestible is useless 
to the cow and is thrown out. It is of great 
importance, therefore, to determine and know the 
digestibility of the feed as a whole and of the various 
items that go to form the feed. Two fodders identical 
in chemical composition, showing identical protein and 
carbohydrate values, may be widely different in their 
behaviour as regards digestibility. One may be very 
materially digestible and the other may be quite the 
opposite of it. Both in choosing and eva.luating the 
feeds, their chemical composition cannot guide us, 
unless along with the chemical compositions their 
a igestibilities are considered. 

The digestibility of every important fodder has to 
be known along with their compositions in order that 
one may judge their suitability as particular feed. In 
other countries the digestibilities and the compositions 
are all worked out by scientists for the benefit of 
the dairymen and breeders of live-stock in general. 
In India this work bas only recently been undertaken, 
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and a few common feeding 
analysed for their digestibility. 
890, 905) 

materials have been 
(819, 822-'24, 833-'34, 

653. Chemical composition and digestibility: 
The chemical composition of fodders and concentrates 
can be easily found out in any ordinary chemical 
laboratory. But special hand ling arrangements are 
necessary for animals in order to obtain digestibility 
records. For this purpose the animal is kept in a 
stall during the experiment in which there are 
arrangements for collecting the entire urine and 
faeces of the animal without any loss. A weighed 
quantity of feed is placed before the animal, and what 
is left over of each item is taken back and weighed, 
the difference showing the quantity fed. From the 
composition of these feed-materials, calculations are 
made of the total carbohydmtes, proteins and 
minerals ingested by the animal. On the other hand, 
all the excreta are collected and weighed; the 
carbohydrates, proteins l1nd minerals that have come 
ont are found out; the portions that have been 
digested are determined by the difference. Thus the 
digestible proteins and digestible carbohydrates and 
also digestible minerals are found in the feed. 

654. Difficulties in individual feed determination; 
There is difficulty in arriving at digestibility results. 
1.'he digestibility of individual feeds are easily 
determinable when such feeds contain mOre or less 
all the ingredients required by the cow. If the feed 
is lacking seriously in one or other vital components, 
the cow will either not take the feed or the feed will 
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be found to be extremely inaigestible as 11 single feed. 
When the substances that were lacking are given with 
the feed and the combined fodder is fed, then only can 
the animal be kept on the diet sufficiently long, to 
give reliable results. These are the difficulties in 
determining the digestibility of feeding materials. 
A beginning has been made, and in course of these 
few years the results that have been obtained are 
remarkable for their importance. 

655. Behaviour of rice straw: Many well-known 
feeds ate exhibiting peculiarities the knowledge of 
which will now allow f·heil' utility to be increased by 
using them in mixtures suitable for digestion. Rice
straw offers a striking example. Analysis shows' that 
rice-straw contains a em·tain amount of proteiu
generlLlly 3 to 4 per cent of crude protein. If there is a 
cow of 5001bs. live-weight to feed, her maintenance
requirement will be from the Table 40, 0'338 lb. 
of protein. There arB 3 to 4 lbs. of crude protein 
III 100 Ibs. of rice-straw. As the maintenance
requirement of protein is found to be '338, therefore, 
10 Ib8. of straw will give '3 to '4 lb. of protein which. 
may be just enough for lllere maintenance. For milk 
01' pregnancy or for growth, something more will be 
necessal·Y. But now, if we look at the Digestibility" 
Chart, we find that the protein of rice-straw is wholly 
indigestible; its digestibility value is nil. Under 
the circnmstances, if the poor cow is given rice-straw 
and that as the only feed, the result will be that she 
will be starving in protein every day snch feed is 
:given. We shall later on see what effect such a feed 
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Illay have on her system. For our present purpose, 
this 'Zero' digestibility of the crude proteins of rice 
straw should warn us and make us give due importance 
to the digestibility figures and make us careful so that 
every time we consider a feed we take care to know 
it,s digestibility. (397,505,794-814,826) 

656. Recording of digestibility trials: When a 
digestibility-trial of a fodder is made, the results are 
put in such a form that ready calculation can be made 
from them for determining its real feed value. The 
feeding of that fodder lDay be regulated accordingly, 
and if I1ny combinations are necessary, such combina
tions might be formulated from the digestibility 
of other avn,ilable feed-materials. Usually the results of 
digestibility trials and chemical analysis results are 
recorded about the following item: (1) Orude protein, 
(2) Carbohydrates, (3) Fibre, (4) Nitrogen-free extract, 
(5) Ether-extract, (6) Nutritive ratio. These and 
percentages of the different mineral constituents of 
the feed complete the Table. We shall now try to 
nnderstand the significance of the foregoing items. 

657. Crude protein value: (1) C?'ude p1'otein,
'Phis term is used for the mixture of protein and a.lIied 
l'Illbstances in the feed. In energy-determinations. 
proteins are valued differently according to grade. 
T'he pure proteins have 1'25 S. E. value. The amides 
have only '6 S. E. value. The relative proportion 
of these are indefinite. Authorities differ as to the 
Dutritional protein-value of the amides, which are 
also nitrogen-containing substances. Some regard 
these as having only balf the valu~ of true proteins. 
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We shall know more about proteins later on. For 
our immediate purpose, we shall take crude protein 
to mean a mixture of true proteins and amides having 
various protein values, the energy of the mixture 
being put at -94 S. E. (607, 650) 

658. Carbohydrates value: (2) Oarbohydmtes 
include a lot of substances. They form the woody 
frame-work and are a.lso the chief reserve food stored 
in seeds, roots and tubers. The carbohydrates. 
comprise about three-fourths of all the dry matters 
in the plants. 

Carbohydrates a,re composed of carbon, hydrogen 
and oxygen. It is a peculiarity of the carbohydrates 
that their hydrogen and oxygen contents are in the 
ratio in which they exist in water, namely as 2 : 1. 
Water is chemically HliO or two atoms of hydrogen 
llllited to one atom of oxygen. In the carbohydrates, 
hydrogen and oxygen are found in this 2: 1 proportion. 
Here lies the difference between the carbohydrates 
and oil fats and waxes. The fats like carbohydrates 
are made up of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. The 
propol'tion of oxygen is much less and of the carbon 
and hydrogen much greater in fats than in the 
carbohydrates. (623) 

659. Sugar and poly·saccharides: The carbo
hydrates consist of two groups-the sugars and the 
poly-saccharides. Sugars are simple substances and 
are easily digestible. The other group is complex. 
These complex carbohydrates form the wood fibre of 
plants. They are digested with difficulty. A large 
amount of energy is lost in their digestion, varying 
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according to their composition. They have a low 
feeding-value. The harder woody portions are not 
digestible at all. It has been previously mentioned 
that sun light and chlorophyll play their part in 
the formation of carbohydrates. These form the 
carbohydrates in stages. The green-coloured portions 
of plants, '~he leaves and barks, under the influence of 
snn light convert the energy-pool' carbon-dioxide into 
energy-rich carbohydrates. The primary products are 
regarded us simple compounds like sugars, belonging 
to the first group of carbohydrates. How chlorophyll 
or the green colouring-matter of plants builds the . 
simple organic compounds is not known. It is a 
mystery of the life-pl'Ocess. Eventually the energy of 
the sun gets fixed up in the organic compound, 
thereby hhe carbon of the carbon-dioxide of the air, 
an incombustible substance, becomes converted into 
the combustible and heat-giving substances like sugar 
or starch. From these sugars the plants proceed to 
make more and more complex hydro-carbons, ending 
in the poly-saccharides of the hard woody structure. 
Hydro-carbons, therefore, present a range beginning 
from soluble substance like sugar and passing through 
the water-insoluble but acid-soluble form of starches, 
and thence to the stage of oil and also to indigeetihle 
hard wood fibrs. 

The word poly-saccharide on examination will be 
found to reveal its meaning. It is a combination of 
many saccharides or sugars. Many sugar molecules 
combine to form a molecule of poly-saccharide. They 
contain primarily HI 0 05 Oil or 10 hydrogen 5 oxygen 
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and 6 carbon atoms as a saccharide, and then any 
multiples of these go to form the more and more 
complex products, ending in wood. 

This process of building up from riaccharides to 
poly-saccharides may be reversed, and the poly
saccharides broken down through the influence of 
enzymes or through the action of heat and acids. In 
the animal body this cbange of breaking-down to 
simple soluble forms takes place. 

Starch is one form of carbohydrate. It is: 
found in cereals and in roots or tubers. These 
are used as human food. Starch is more complex 
than sugar. 

660. Fibre-value: (3) Fib're value,-Oel1uloses 
are forms of carbohydrates found in forming the' 
cell-walls of plants. Cellulose is more complex than 
starch. By heating cellulose with acid it can be 
broken down into sugar but not so readily as starch 
can be broken into sugar. The cellulose gradually 
merges into more and more resistant forms, Simple 
boiling with acid cannot then dissolve them. This 
insoluble form is designated CJ'ude fibre or siTl/'ply 
fibre. In the analysis of plants the word fibre 
is used. 

FIBRE ESTIMATION: Plant substances after 
drying and powdering are acted upon by acid for a long 
time. All the soluble portions are brought out thereby. 
What is left after washing out is known as fibre. Fibre, 
therefore, is the form of carbohydrate which i~ 

iosoluble in acids. 'What the acids cannot perform, 
the stomach may. And some portion of fibre is 
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digested in the animal system which is then utilised 
just like the other soluble forms of carbohydrates. 
There is a great loss of energy in the process of 
chewing these crude fibres and in their digestion; 
their nutritive-value, therefore, is very low. 

661. Nitrogen-free extract: (4) Nitrogen11'ee 
ext1'aots are also called soluble carbohydrates. 'rhese 
include the more soluble forms, such as sugars, 
starches and half-formed cellulose-a substance 
mid way between soluble form and fibre. Some other 
.soluble substances which are found in plants in small 
quantities, such as the organic acids, are also included 
in the nitrogen-free extract. This substance is not 
actually sought for in analysis but is found from 
.difference. The percentage of wa.ter, ash, protein, 
nbre and fat found in 100 parts of the substance are 
added up, and what remains to make up to the total 
of 100 is put down as soluble nutrients. The cereals 
show particularly high figures for nitrogen-free extract. 
It is because they contain a lal'ge amount of starch 
which is a soluble substance in acids. The hays and 
roughages are low in nitrogen-free extract. . Even 
then the soluble portions of hays contain the s~mi
formed cellulose etc. The nitrogen-free extract, 
therefore, of these substances is less nutritious than 
the nitrogen-free extracts of seeds or oil-cakes. 

662. Ether-extract value: (6) EtlM1··extraot,
All the substances in a plant-body that are .soluble 
in ether are termed fat. The extracts, therefore, not 
only contain fat but the variolls other fat-like 
substances. also. 'rhe ether-extracts of seeds would. 
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be nearly entirely fats, while the extracts of rougbagelS 
will consist of waxes and chlorophyll. They would, 
therefore, show different energy-equivalents. This 
is allowed for in analysis by putting 2'25 as the Starch 
Equivalent of ether-extract as an average figure. The 
fats show the following gradation: 

Fat in coarse fodder 
Fat in cereals 
Pat in oil seeds 

Starch Equivalent 

" 
" 

The accepted average Starch Equivalent is 2'25 of 
a mixture of these items. 

663. The nutritive ratio: (6) Nut1'itive ratio,-l'he 
contribution to nutrition is largely and essentially that 
of proteins. Carbohydrates and fats supply energy 
.and not nutrition in the sense of building or repairing 
.of the body. Minerals and vitamins are accessories 
and necessary materials; but their· quantity is small 
compared with that of protein. From these and frOID 
.other stand-points the nutritional value of protein is 
given prominence, and in any fodder or conceDtra.te 
this protein factor is generally the determinative of 
valuation. In feeds, carbohydrates and ether-extract!.; 
.are cheaper materials. Any grass or hay will give 
these in good quantities. Not so is the case of 
prutein. It is the costliest portion of fodder. 
Specially for growing animals and dairy cows. As 
a practica.l measure it is reasonable that stress should 
he put on this ingredient, 

The· determinative llutritive ratio is a flexible 
figure, depending upon the nature of the animal and 
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the nature of tbe work expected, It is generally 
classified as narrow, medium and wide, 

N arrow ratio is 

Medium " " 
Wide 

" 

1:4 
1: 5 
1 : 8 and upwards, 

A buyer of fodder or concentrate may reasonably 
ask himself-what amount of digestible protein am I 
going to get out of this stuff? In order to clearly 
define this, the finding of the nutritive. ratio has 
been introduced, It means the ratio of digestible 
protein to other digest,ible nutrients in the fodder, If 
the nutritive ratio of a fodder is put at 1:10, it means 
there is one. part of digestible prot,ein to 10 parts of 
digestible substances in the fodder. 

664. Digestibility of barley, and gram: In the 
case of Barley and Gram the following figures are 
given about their digestibili t,y analysis: 

TABLE-41 

Digestible nutrients per 100 Ibe. of dry materials. 
Name. Place of Crude Carbo- Ebher Tolal Nutr.i· Starch 

origin. protein hydrate extract tive equiva-
1 2 8 4 ratio 5 .lent, 6 

BarleY-Bangalore 7'39 
Gram-Bangalore 14'33 

75'69 1'30 86'01 10'6 
66'27 1'96 82'01 4'7 

84'6 
78'5 

The nutritive ratio of Barley is given as 10'0 (001. 5), 
meaning that there is one pound of digestible protein 
to every lO'f) poundR of other digestible nutrients in it, 

And what is the total of digestible nutrients in 
Barley? 'l'he answer is in Oolumn No 4. Total, which 
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gives 86'01, meaning for every 100 pounds of dry 
Barley. there are 86'01 pounds of total digestible 
nutrients, 

How is this total of 86'01 arrived at? It is arrived 
at by adding the digestibility percentages of Protein 
(Col. 1), Oarbohydrates (001. 2), and of Ether-extract 
(001. 3), But before adding up Ools. I, 2, 3, the 
Ether-extract is to be multiplied by 2'25 to bring 
the fats down to the level or carbohydrates. We 
can then add carbohydrates and fats together, 
Therefore: Ether-extract 001. 3, 1'30 is multiplied 
by 2'25, 'giving 2'93 as the prod uct. The iteins now 
stand as: 

Digestible Protein per 100 of substances 
" Oarbohydrate" " 

" 
Ether-extract x 2'25 

" 
Total- 86'01 

(as in Col, 4.) 

The total digestible nutrient is now found to be 
86'01. Out of this, proteins constitute 7'39. 1£ protein 
is taken out by subtraction, 

Total nutrients 86'01 
Protem ... 7'39 

Nutrients other than protein- 78.62· 

Therefore, for every 7'39 of digestible prot'ein 
there is 78'62 of other digestible nutrients, Dividing 
78'62 by 7'39, the quotient 10'6 gives the nutritive 
ratio, 

42 
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Similarly the. figures from Gram may be worked 
out and interpreted. 

665. Composition of fodder: Without going 
into the digestibility trials, analysis can be made in 
the laboratory, where also interesting results are 
obtained. These are interpreted below. 

Chemical composition of Bal'ley is given as under: 

BarZey (Bangalo1'e) 100 pa1·ts dry substance contains-

(a) Mineral constituents: ash- 4'53 (1) 
(b) Organic const,ituents : 

Crude protein
Fibre-
Nitrogen-free extract
Ether-extract-

9'48 
5'23 

Total- 100'00 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

Barley contains mineral 4-53 pel' cent, crude protein 
9'48 per cent, Nitrogen-free extract, 79-09 pel' cent, and 
Ether-extract 1-67 per cent. There is'noillois£lii-e inlt. 
Before analysis, the moisture is dried out. Commercial 
barley will have 10 to 12 per cent moisture and the 
results on each item will be correspondingly lower. 
Asb, crude protein, fibre and ether-extracts are found 
out separately, and by subtracting their total from 
100 by difference, Nitrogen-free extract is found and 
put at 79'09. 

'l'his portion of the report, however, has not 
revealed everything to us. We have yet to learn 
about the different items that go to constitute the 
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percentage of ash, This is supplied in the next 
analysis Table. 

A fresh example is taken. 

666. Ash percentages: 

TABLE-42 

Total ash. Gram grain Gram with Rice-Bra:n. 
only, pods. Bengal. 

~rotal ash 3'50 9'08 15'85 
Acid soluble ash 3'42 W3S 11'29 
Calcium 

~ 
CaO 0'33 1'94 0'22 

Phosphorus P20S 0'93 0'56 6'23 
Magnesium MgO 0'27 0'50 0'26 
'Sodium NazO 0'22 0'16 0'38 
Potassium l K 2 0 0'72 2'15 0'19 -

Total soluble 2'47 5'31 7'28 

An examination of the above Table reveals that in 
.all the three substances out of the total ash a good 
portion i!:l soluble in Il:cid. Only the acid-soluble portion 
can possibly be digested and enter into the final 
metabolised products of digestion. Of this soluble 
ash, the most important ones are only tabled, 
namely Calcium, Phosphorus, Magnesium, Sodium and 
Potassium. These oxides are shown !lnd the symbols 
of the oxides of these mineral substltnces are given. 
CaO stands for Calcium oxide. P20S for Phosphorus 
pentoxide. MgO for Magnesium oxide. Na2 0 for 
Sodium oxide. Na is abbreviation of Natrium. meaning 
sodium. K 2 0 for Potassium oxide. K standing for 
Kalium meaning Potassium. .The su~-total of these 
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oxides do not equal the total soluble ash.. They can
not for two reasons. One is that all the items are 
not included in this Table, and the other is that the 
ash is not necessarily in the form of oxides. For a 
convenient comparative meaSUre they are calculated 
on the basis of the oxides. 

667. Ash of rice-bran: We shall now examine 
the items more carefully and comparatively. It will 
be seen that rice-bran shows the highest ash. It 
contains only '22 per cent of calcium (oxide) but 6'23 
per cent of phosphorus.· Phosphorus is a very coveted 
substance in nutrition, so also is calcium. Of the three 
sllbstances selected at random rice;-bran shows the 
lowest share of calcium and an inordinately high share 
of phosphorus. Those who have been seeking for 
a source of phosphorus in the feed will be glad at 
finding such a phospborus-rich material. But the joy 
will be short-lived after digestive trials are made. 
Such trials will show that the high content of 
phosphorus is a drag, for the cow cannot absorb it 
in her system i. e. digest it. Although gram shows 
less phosphorus than rice-bran yet experiment may 
show that the little amount is more valuable than 
the preponderatingly high phosphorus-content in the 
rice-bran. 

668. Return the bran phosphorus to soil: Such 
an examination should also show how necessary it is 
to return the rice-bran to the soil after use. The 
soil of India is in most parts said to be deficient 
in phosphorus. One cannot, therefore, afford to 
waste phosphorus contained in the rice-bran by 
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allowing it to be used for filling pits or keeping it 
in such a way 'that it IIlay not usefully return to 
the soil. . It has to be returned to the soil, and 
this ,will be 11 step taken for conserving the fertility 
of the soil. 

When paddy is sent out of villages and gets 
accumulated in rice mills, the reverse of this happens; 
soil fertility is exported wHh the paddy in the form of 
bran. When rice is milled, the bran is treated as a 
waste-product, and the accumulation cannot eVen be 
economically used I'ound about the locality where 
the paddy is milled. Thus phosphorus, one of the 
life-giving ingredients of the soil, is robbed from 
village fields and allowed to be dissipated about the 
rice mills. 

Under the old conditions when paddy was husked 
in villages, the robbing could not. take place. The 
villagers husked the paddy, and the bran remained to 
feed the village animals and ultimately got returned to 
the soil through cattle-manure. Even if cattle-manure 
was burnt, the ashes comprising the coveted minerals 
went back to the Boil. How conscious are other 
countries about oonservation of the je'rtility of the 
Boil! Education there teaches people to love 
the soil and do their duty by it. But what India 
has received in the name of education has no 
relation to things of the soil. Education has lifted 
people up from the soil to a visionary region. In 
American literature on live-stock production, on dairy 
farming etc., one constantly comes across passages of 
'striking appeal about the conservation of soil-fertility. 
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669. Conservation of soil-fertility: There are 
poster illustrations recommending farmers to retain 
the fertility of their soil. Hay or straw selling is also 
discouraged, showing that the better way is of rearing 
cattle and receiving better return by the sale of 
milk-products and at the same time conserving tbe 
fertility of the soi1. 

Before the introduction of modern machine days 
in India, all these points like conservation of soil
fertility were naturally safeguarded.· Things have 
fast changed for the worse, and cattle-mindedness, a 
sure precursor of prosperity, has gone from our land 
and has taken root in modern America, Britain, 
Denmark, Germany and Russia etc. 

670. Mere chemical anlysis fails to guide: 
We have come a long way with soil phosphorus. 
Reverting to the other aspects of the analysis of 
fodder, it has to be observed that mere chemical 
analysis of its components without digestibility
trials going side by side ma,y be very misleading. 
Even then the inherent deficiencies are made 
apparent if an windfall like the phosphorus of 
the rice-brn,n proves to be unsubstantial in the 
end. There are the two items in the fore-going 
Table of gram grains only und gram with pod. 
On examination it will be found that pods have 
lowered the phosphorus-content, indicating that the 
pods are too poor in this mineral. These points 
of analysis, both chemical and through digestibility 
trials, require to be well studied with regard to the 
fodders of a locality. 
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671. Basis of maintenance: So far only the 
maintenance ration basis of proteins and carbohydrates 
has been considered in the Table No. 40. (649). 
It has to be remembered that the maintenance 
requirement Table is only to be regarded as a base 
upon which' the feeding structure has to be built. 
Mere maintenance without movement is a scientific 
laboratory consideration. We have to consider in 
practice the nutritional requirements of cows in milk, 
of dry cows, of heifers or growing cows, of cows 
carrying calf, of bullocks at rest and at various 
grades of work. They have to be fed at all these 
stages to obtain the utmost efficiency. A few 
'rabIes and data are necessary for constructing 
sp.ch ration programmes, primarily on protein and 
energy-requirement, based on the af!1~ulDption that 
a cow weighing a thousand pounds requires 6 lhs. 
of S. E. including 0'6 lb. of digestible crude 
Flrotein. (648) 

672. Requirements for growth: Calves of Hariana 
and Montgomery breeds put in 8 Ibs. of weight per 
week. In some specially-managed farms the dai1y 
weight increase for the first few weeks of calf-life 
may go up to It Ibs. We shall know more about 
this when we discuss the subject of the rearing of 
calves. Calves above 100 1bs. Illay be gaining on the 
average 1 lb. per day increase in weight till the 
attainment of full maturity. Upon this assumption 
the ene:rgy-requirment will be from 2 to 3 Ibs. of S. E. 
per day, in addition to their maintenace requirement. 
(689, 769, 770) 
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673. Nutrients required for growing dairy cattle: 
Based on Morrison's data (Sen). 

TABLE-43 

Note: In the o1'iginal M01'1'ison Table the valttes 
are given as maximmn and mini11~um requi1·ement. 
In this Table {~ mean hCM been struck, In the original 
Table ene1'gy is given in therms. It is calculated to 
$, E, here by dividing the the?'ms by 1'07. 

Live- Digestible Starch 
weight. protein. Equivalent. 

Ibs. Ibs, Ibs. 

100 0'32 l'S 
150 0'47 2'4 
200 0'57 S'S 
250 0'66 3'9 
300 0'73 4'5 
400 0'85 5'3 
500 0'g3 6'1 
600 1'00 6'S 
700 1'07 7'4 
800 1'13 8'0 
900 1'19 8'7 

1,000 1'25 9'2 

It will be seeD that in a herd a cow weighing 
normally 500 lbs. at full growth, the feeding should be 
a.t the rate of nearly lib, ('93 lb.) of crude protein 
and 0'1 Ibs. of starch equivalent. 

Suppose we want to keep a growing cow weighing 
500 Ibs. solely on Dub grass. We may try and see 
what we have got to do to achieve this. (649) 
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674, Nutrition value of Dub grass: Looking at the 
Tables below we find chat the Dztb grass hay of different 
places have different nutritive values. The Bangalore 
hay contains as much as 7'28 per cent of digestible 
protein and has 34'8 per cent starch equivalent; 
Karnal bay bas 3'31 per cent crude protein and 25'9 
per cent starch equivalent. Five varieties are tabled 
as under: 

TABLE-44 

Crude protein. S. E. 
Plaoe. per oent. 

Bangalore 7'28 34'S 
Bareilly 4'45 26'5 
Fyzabad 8'76 26'S 
Lucknow 3.t38 30'6 
Karnal 3'31 25'9 
Lyallpore 5'44 28'7 

Tbe values are on a 10 per cent moisture basis of 
hay a.nd not on the laboratory basis of 100 per cent 
dry. For 100% dry material the values would be about. 
one-ninth more. But commercially we get 10% 
moisture normally in hays. From the above 6 reports, 
we may take an average quality mid-way between 
the very rich Ban galore hay and the very poor Kamal 
hay, and select for our present consideration Fyzabad 
hay as being of the medium class, more likely to be 
met with at many places. 

Fyzabad hay having 3'76 per cent digestible crude 
protein will require 25 Ibs. to be fed to yield the 
required '93 Ibs. On S. E. value of 26'6 for this hay 
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our requirement for the 500 1he, cow of 6'1 1be, will be 
met from 23 Ibe, Whichever point we may emphasise, 
we see that we require from 23 Ibe, to 25 Ibs, of dry 
hay to be fed per day to feed a 500lbs, growing cow, 
or· say a heifer, The question then comes-can we 
feed her this quantity? So much of hay cannot 
be fed to a 500 1bs, cow, 

675, Ration for growing dairy cattle: In 
Morrison's Table referred to already, there is a column 
for dry matter which can be fed to the growing cows. 

'l'ABLE-45 
Weight, Dry matter. Nutritive Ratio. 
Pounds, Pounds, 1 : 

100 1'4 to ~,N 3'9 to 4'5 
150 i:j'O- 4'0 4'4-5'1 
200 4'6- 5'6 5'0- 5'5 
250 5'9- 6'9 5'7-0'2 
300 7'2- 8'0 0'3- 0'8 
400 9'O-lO'O 6'5 -7'0 
500 10'6-11'8 o'9-'/'4 
600 12'0-13'6 7'2-7'7 
700 13'4-15'5 7'4 -- 7'9 
sao 14'8-17'4 7'6-8'1 
gOO If)'l-19'2 7'S-8'3 

1,000 17'5-21'0 S'O-8'4 

It will be seen that for a growing cow of 500 Ibs, 
weight the total weight of dry matter should be 
between 10'6 and 11'S lbs, But, if we are to feed hay 
we shall need feeding her 23 to 25 Ib8, which is an 
abeurd proposition, On general consideration this 
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is supported, for it is an accepted limit that the 
quantity of dry matter fed should be about 2. per cent 
of the body-weight. The Chart above works out 
within this limit. We find, therefore, that a growing 
cow requiring 1 lb. weight increase per day cannot 
be made to depend upon Dub grass alone as a single 
feed. On it alone she may get only half of her 
required feed. That means that there will be not 
only no growth, but emaciation will set in. From 
another consideration we come to the same conclusion. 
that the Dub grass hay is too poor a material on 
which to keep a growing cow solely. 

In the Table above, the last column shows the 
nutritive ratio of the feed necessary. For a 500 lbs. 
gL'owing cow the feed should have, according to the 
'rabIe, a nutritive ratio of 6'9-7'4. Whereas the 
nutritive ratio of the Fyza.bad hay of our selection 
has a ratio of 9'4. This indicates that Fyzabad 
hlLy is not so rich in its proportion of protein to other 
nutrients that it can alolle support the growth 
of 1 lb. per day. 

We, therefore, shall have to fall back upon some' 
other hay if available in the locality, which may 
be better than the D~lb grass. There are many 
leguminous fodders rich in nitrogen. We may select 
oue of them with a close nutritive ratio, 01' failing this, 
we shall have to take recourse to the most· usual way 
of adding some concentrates to the feed·. We may 
try a leguminous hay now, 

Berseem hay of LyaUpore has a nutritive ratio of 
5'4 closer than our requirement. Its digestible 
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proteins and starch equivalents .on a 10% moisture 
hasis are 9'26 and 42'6. This works out as under: 

For '93 lb. of the protein-requirement of our 
5001bs. cow, we shall need approximately 10 1bs. of 
hay. The energy-needs of our growing cow of 500 1bs. 
is 6'1 1bs. This can be obtained by feeding about 
14 Ibs. of Berseem hay. It is found, therefore, 
that though Berseem hay will supply the protein 
requirement fully if fed at the rate of 10 Ibs. per 
day, it will fall short of the energy-requirement. 
The starch equivalent of Berseem is not' high 
enough to suit our case. So Berseem fails. (680, 
-871, 874-'78) 

676. How to grade up the starch equivalent: We 
may look for some hay having still closer nutrition 
ratio. Oow-pea hay and ground-nut hay have much 
closer nutritive ratio, being 3'9 and 2'3 respectively; 
but the starch equivalents of these are lower even 
than those of Berseem hay and, therefore, cannot meet 
-our case. For a 500 Ibs. growing cow the requirement 
Bet forth has been rigid on the Morrison scale. In 
this scale the quantity of dry matter is limited to 
10-11 Ib8., and on the other side tbe S. E. has been 
set at 6 Ibs. If 6 Ibs. S. E. is to be obtained from 
10 Ib8. of dry feed, then the S. E. of 100 Ib8. of 
feeding stuff should be 60. 

The way to grade up the S. E. is to include the 
requisite quantity of one 0{ the concentrates, the S. E. 
value of which rUDS up to even 80 per 100 lbs., in the 
case of cereals. A mixture of cereals for S. E., of 
legumes for protein with some cake for minerals and 
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hay as roughage will be the direction to which we 
shall have to look. (646) 

677. Familiarity with the use of Tables: In 
this exercise we have made attempts· to be familiar 
with the use of Tables. It has not been CI. real search 
for a proper feed for our cow, for we have not gone 
into the mineral requirements at all, in this instance. 
And without the proper dose of minerals the feed will 
be no good. Here again, no mere percentage 
statement of mineral contents can satisfy. If the 
percentage gives the requisite quantity, still the matter 
of their digestibility or absorption will have to be gone 
into. Before proceeding so far it would be better 
to know the entire range of requirements first. So 
far, only the subject has been opened. We have yet to 
know more about proteins, minerals and vitamins 
before the construction of a ration may be attempted. 

678. Optimum plant growth for fodder: When 
we took up the case of Berseem for testing its, 
suitability as a single feed, we did not consider in 
what stage of growth of the legume was it harvested 
and made into hay, and how it was made into hay. 
But the matter deserves enquiry from the point of 
view of the valuation of its digestible nutrients. In 
fodders there is [L stage of optimum growth for 
supplyiqg nutrition to the herbivora. Very early in 
life the fodder plants are too watery and too Bucculen~ 
to give sufficient starch equivalent values. Their 
fodder-value increases with their growth and reaches
the maximum at the time when the seeds are forming 
past the milky stage. After that stage soluble nutrients 
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in plants diminish as the woody portion increases, 
while the seeds get richer in value. For use as a 
fodder, harvesting is to be done before the seeds are 
hard. When legumes or cereals aI'e grown for human 
.consumption then the best por,tion of the plant 
structure is taken away by man. The, sta1ks, robbed 
·of their rich nutritional value, are given to animals. 
When the cereals and legumes are grown for fodder, 
the greater food-value for animal-feeding is obtained, if 
ha,rvested before full maturity. The fodder harvested 
at the proper time will give lUQre nutrition than if they 
were allowed to seed and ripen, and both seeds and 
stalks wet'e used for 'cattle-feeding. 

At the optimum stage for fodder harvesting the 
plant. had taken all that it could have taken out of 
the soil and the air. During the ripening days, the 
mltterials reserved in the stalks, leaves, and roots, are 
marshaJIed out for the formation' and ripening of 
seeds. The plant knowing that life is ending strives its 
utmost to send out as much as it can by conversion 
·of its bod y-material into seed making, so that the 
more the number of seeds and the more they are 
developed the more .the chance it will bave of living 
on the soil through the seeds. By procreation, the 
plant remains eternal and its hunger for life makes 
it bloom forth into flowering and subsequently 
into seeding. 

It will be apparent, therefore, that the time of 
harvesting is a great factor, affecting the usefulness 
of fodder as a nutrient. 'l'be more mature it becomes 
the more woody the cellulose. or carbohydrates 
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become. Some turn insoluble, and those that remain 
·soluble lose their energy-value on account of having 
changed their character from the simple to the 
complex. 

• 679. Stages of plant maturity: In fodders like 
JOM' or maize, when the plants are young, there is 
very little of any nutrient. The succulent leaves 
.contain much water. Protein, fibre and nitrogen-free 
.extract are aU insignificant, With the growth of the 

Fig. 42. Stages of plant maturity. 

plant, the nitrogen-free extract goes on increasing, and 
the proteins and the fibres cannot keep pace with it. 
Gradually fat also appears and the nitrogen-free 
extract reaches its highest before the corn is mature. 
The stage at which a fodder is harvested is a matter, 
therefore, of great importance, 

680. Grasses more nutritious at early stage: 
What happens in grasses is somewhat different from 
that in cereals and legumes. In grasses, however, the 
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earliest leaves are more full of protein and minerals. 
As time proceeds, the percentage of proteins and 
minerals go on decreasing and the stalk goes on 
becoming more woody. This matter is dealt with 
more fully in connection with grass. It has to be 
observed here that green fodder has more digestible 
nutrients than dry fodder. In the course of drying,. 
the solubility of the carbohydrates goes down. 
The quality of carbohydraLes depends not only 
upon drying but also on the manner of drying. 
Storage also deter.iorates the nutritional value of 
carbohydrates. 

Carbohydrates appear in several other forms in 
plants. The pectins and gums and gummy substances. 
are also carbohydrates, giving food-value. (675) 



CHAPTER XIX 

NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS. 

681. Oalculating feeds from Tables: In 
Chapter XVIII, Para 673. an attempt has been made 
to find out a balanced ration ~or a growing dairy-cow 
of 5001bs., which requires '93 pound of digestible 
protein and 6'1 lbs. of starch equivalent from a single 
item of feed. It was found that Berseem hay could 
supply the necessary amount of protein from the 10 
to 11 Ibs, of feed which !1 500 lbs. cow could ingest, 
but, that this quantity would not be lLble to give the 
required energy and, therefore, Berseem was found 
wanting. But the Tables, however, do Dot f'a.y 
everything about fodder and feeding, and a blind 
dependence on them may lead us nowhere. 

It is not that a 500 lbs. cow cannot take more than 
10'u to 11'S pounds of dry fodder. It is a suggestion to 
serve as a guide in average cases. Cows can take 2~ 
per cent of their weight of dry fodder if the fodder is 
palatable and provides a square ration, satisfy.jng the 
mineral and vitamin requirements as well. The feed 
of dry fodder then may be increased so as to make it 
21 per cent of the live-weight. This comes to 12~ Ibs. 
We had been working on Berseem on a 10 % moisture 
basis. But the 2! per cent live-weight basis is of 100% 
dry fodder. On that basis 12~ lbs. would correspond 
to 13'7 Ibs. against the requirement of 14 lbs., as 

43 
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ca.lculated for her. As the tabulated figures are 
approximations, 13'7 Ibs. feed in place of the 14 lbs. 
required is practically meeting the requirement. 
It would, therefore, seem that Berseem need not be 
rejected as a single feed for a growing 500 lbs. cow. 
As a matter of fact, it has been practically found that 
Berseem can be used as the sole fodder in such cases. 

But we have not covered all the grounds. Berse,em 
bay has been selected. There is no 1'eason why 
the stuff should be fed as hay all the year round and 
not partly as green fodder. If this is not done, if a dry 
fodder is fed continually, then, in spite of the richness 
of Berseem, the cow will lack in nutrition; for bay 
will hardly have the full quantity of Vitamin A that 
the cow will need. And without Vitamin A she will 
break down and refuse to eat all that quantity of 
fodder presented to her. 

682. Selection of feed: From this illustl.'ation, 
it will be apparent that in the matter of selection of 
feeds, the Tables cannot be our only guide, ThesE: 
show the line of working, but a knowledge of the 
behaviour of the selected feeds and their reaction 
upon the system of the animal should have to be 
considered. Before attempting to cal(mlate the ration 
on the basis of the Tables, it is necessary to know 
a.ll about the feed-requirements and about the general 
character of the particular feeds available. It is more 
than the simple mathematics of finding out the 
figures from the Tables and calculating down if the 
feed falls within tpe range. Intimate acquaintance 
with the feeds is a matter of first importance. Upon 
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that ground and also upon the basis of a store of 
practical experience of the breeder" can the Tables 
be of .value in the selection of feeds. 

683. Carbohydrate as nutrient: We have known 
something about the carbohydrates in plant and 
animal economy. ,It is also of such great importance 
in feeding that it will be worth while to pause and 
know more about its place as a feed. 

Plants manufacture carbohy~rate out of the 
carbon of the carbon-dioxide of the air. The first 
prod ucts are, rega:rded as simple sugar-like substances. 
'I'hese simple substances get gradually changed, 
according to the requirement of the plant and ,the 
simple carbohydrates act as building materials 
changing into complex substances to fulfil the various 
needs of plant-life. They get deposited in leaves and 
barks, or rather they form these and then go to forID 
the harder and ye,t harder cores. The twig is a 80ft, 
yielding thing. In time the twig develops into 
heart-wood and gets its interior converted into Ii 

woody core. Here will be found ca,rbohydrates in 
various stages of complexity of formation. Again, the 
carbohydrate gets deposited in tubers and in fruits 
and seeds as starch. In sweet fruit the carbohydrates 
appeal' as sugar while the hard fibrous hull of the seeds 
is also shaped out of carbohydrate combined with 
minerals. (630) 

684. Bacterial action on carbohydrates: When 
a cow is fed with leaves, stalks, roots, tubers, seeds 
and oil cakes, the largest bulk of the stuff is formed of 
.carbohydmtes in various shades of composition, with 
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various physical and chemical properties. Some are 
soluble in water, some in aoid, some dissolve on 
prolonged action by acids, and some refuse to be broken 
up at all till they are acted on by the bacteria in the 
animal stomach, while some pass unchanged. 

'1'he more complex and harder materials undergo 
this bacterial action of conversion in the stomach. 
Some carbohydrates begin to be changed by the 
ptyalin secretion even in the mouth. Portunately 
cows have little secretion of this nature in their 
mouths as men have. If they had, 11 lot of 
carbohydrates would have got changed into sugar-like 
bodies, and while going past the first stomach would 
have been acted upon in the earlier stages by bacteria, 
and would have been broken up too early to be of use 
for combustion in the blood-stream. '1'he energy-values 
of these would have then been frittered away in 
body-heat and not in the p.roduction. of work. 'l'he 
fodder gets broken up partly in the first stomach to be 
acted upon in the subsequent stomachs. 

The enzymes produced by the digestive tract 
are unable to digest cellulose and othel' complex 
carbohydrates. These are acted upon by bacteria in 
the first three of the ruminant stomachs .. The bacteria 
break them down to organic acids and possibly into 
simple sugars and glucose. Gases are formed and heat 

.. is produced by the bacterial action of conversion. The 
organic acids go to serve much the same purpose as 
the sugars. The heat produced is wasted except what 
is required for keeping up body-temperature. But 
anything in excess of this need is entire waste. 
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685. Breaking up of carbohydrates in the rumen: 
The bacteria not only break down cellulose in the 
rumen or first stomach but they may attack sugars 
and starch also. If these latter bodies are broken up 
here, it will be harmful, for these are more effectually 
digested in the small intestines; whereas, if they are 
acted upon by the bacteria, their feeding-value will 
be materially lost (693) through the pI'oduction of 
gas and beat. 

686. Bacterial action causes bloating: Bacterial 
action on starch is very vigorous and too much gas 
may be produced when fresh and easily-fermented 
forage is eaten. It may be so great that gases may be 
produced faster than they can get away, resulting 
in bloating or tympanites. Those who feed their 
herd on leguminous pasture. know how dangerous this 
may be. A cow may die within a few minutes after 
the symptoms appear. A healthy cow lllay be found 
{lead while grazing. 

Bacteria in the stomachs do one great service by. 
breaking up cellulose. They expose the cell contents 
and, therefore, allow their absorption or allow reaction 
to proceed on them. 

687. Carbohydrates ranging to wood fibre: 
Carbohydrates occur in varied forms and stages of 
solubility from sugar to starch, from herni-cellulose to 
cellulose, and from cellulose to hard wood fibre. These 
also act as the mother substance both for fats and 
proteins. In fats, the carbon is found in a condensed 
form and the proportion of oxygen is much les8. Fats 
are formed out of carbohyd rates. 
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688. Carbohydrate-mother of protein and fat : 
The carbohydrates are regal'ded as mother-substances 
in the produotion of protein in the plant-structure. 
The nitrogen of the protein though coming out of 
the soil is primarily of the atmospheric air. Air, 
therefore, is responsible for all these three forms
wood, fat and protein. The part that the carbohydmtes 
play in the nutrition of animals is of supreme 
importance, although protein is given a place of more 
value than ~he carbohydrates. 

689. Carbohydrates economises protein require
ment: The presence of adequate carbohydrates in 
the feed ensures economy in the use of p1'Otein. If 
there is plenty of digestible C!Lrbohydrate present in 

. a feed the consumption of protein becomes low. 
A Bufficiency of carbohydrates includ ing fats bas, 
therefore, to be assured as the basis of animal 
"Ilutrition. 

The requirement of digestible carbohydrates has 
been put at 6 Ibs. fol' a 1,000 1bs. live-weight. This 
iA for maintenance alone. For growth or for 
:milk the quantity has to be largely increased for 
:satisfactory animal husbandry management. For 
growth, according to the Morrison Table, (673), 
:a 500 lbs. cow will requil'e 7'03 lbs. total digestible 
nutrient, . including fat and protein, as against 
~ lbs. for maintenance only. For milk, containing 
4'5 per cent of milk fat, the total digestible 
nutrients should be between '33 to '35 pound per 
!lound of milk in !tddition to the maintenance 
:requirement. (672) 
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690: Storage of carbohydrates as fats: 
Carbohydrates and fats, after they hmve made their 
contribution to body-building and maintenance
requirements, are not reject"ed by th_e body but are 
cOllvel'ted into fat substance, form::ing a necessary 
portion of the body, giving it roundnelSR and smooth
ness, In emergencies of starvation '!this fat is first 
drawn upon for use as fuel for combustion, for the 
Iife-proc!3ss to continue. 

Extra carbohydrate or fat has :got to perform 
another function besides forming the fatty deposits 
within the body where they lie in moa erate quantities 
£01' an useful purpose. This otll €f fu~ction of 
carbohydrates and fats is the prod uetion of work. In 
this capacity, carbohydrates behave like fuels for 
engines, The more work is taken out of the engine, 
the more fuel has to be burnt. AJI blUmt fuel again 
does not go to productive account, Something is 
lost in the process, In the conversion of heat to work, 
as is done in the steam enginf', it is estimated that 
only 25 per cent of the beat-value goes to pr9ductive 
use; the rest is lost by radiatiom, friction and 
incomplete utilisation. 

691. Bullock as a source of powet:' : The b1tllock 
as a SOU?'ce of power is no les8 efficient than H. steam
engine or an oil-engine. It bas been found from 
numerous experiments that animals can convert to 
work one-third to one-fourth of the e::nel'gy fed, after 
the maintenance needs are met. Mechanical f!,ppliances 
for conversion of fll e1 to energy Buch as an oi I-engine 
also do the same. The difference i"ll favour of the 
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animal is this that while the' oil-engine burns 100 
per cent of the oil fed to it, the bullock burns only 
half the fodder-fuel fed, and the other half it throws 
out as indigestible. 

There are other differences because of the, natul'(~ 
of the animal and that of the engines of conversion, 
There is a factor of fatigue in living beings, which 
is absent in mechanical appliances. Provided the 
lubrication and running arrangements are perfect, a 
mechanical engine can perform work day after day 
without fatigue. For smooth working, cleanings and 
stoppages become necessary, but that is due to the 
defect either of fuel or of the method of combustion. 

692. Protein requirements: The proteins are 
essential to all life. (854) The protoplasm in living 
cells and their nucleus contain protein. In plants 
the proteins are mostly in the leaves and in the 
reproductive parts. In animals the proteins form the 
muscles, the internal organs, the cartilages, the 
connective tissues, and also in ,the outer coating of 
the skin, hail', nail, hoof and horn. It is also the 
chief component of nerves, of the brain-matter and of 
tbe reproductive elements, By taking away all the 
protein substances of the body, only the bone structure 
will remain,. It is, therefore, that the proteins are so 
important. Without them body-building and repair will 
cease; and without them the feeds will be abnormal 
feeds, and the cattle will not be able to live long on 
such feeds. When, after the maintenance-requirements 
are met and an animal is called upon to do work, 
even then some portion of protein must be supplied 
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to enable the animal to utilise the carbohydrates 
~ecessary for work. When an animal works, 
there is no extra burning of the muscles, tissues, or 
body-proteins. 'I'bis has been repeatedly seen. Fl'Om 
this, one would conclude that since for work no 
proteins are necessary, foods containing only pUl'e 
carbohydr~tes would do' for obtaining work. But 
experience shows that for carbohydI'ate~utilisation 

some amount of proteins will have to he fed, otherwise 
I,he digestibility of the carbohydrates decreases. 

It has been definitely determined that the absence 
of proteins in proper quantity profoundly affects the 
flssimilation of easily-digested carbohydrates. 

Morrison wrote (Feeds and Feeding, 1940. P.68) 
that by a study of the resu Its of various digestion 
experiments he found that when kaji1' grain (joa·r) 
had been fed to ruminants in balanced and unbalanced 
rations the digestihilities were found to be as under: 

TABLE-46 

Digested in Digested in profiein-
balanced ration. deficient ration. 

Proteins 81 per cent 47 per cent 
Fibre 55 

" 
44 

" 
Nitrogen-free 

extract 92 
" 

51 
" Fat 76 

" 51 
" 

The nutrie~ts in a balanced ration showed 
remarkably high digestibility, whereas in protein-low 
ration the digestibility was remarkably poor. Morrison 
said tl?at similar data could be cited for other graius. 
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693. Depression of digestibility: This lowering 
down of digestibility due to low protein-feed is called 
depression of digestibility. And because of this 
depression of digestibility it is economical to feed 
more protein than is needed to meet the theoretical 
requirements. According to Morrison the depression 
of digestibility occurs when the nutritive ratio (603) 
is wider than 1 : 8 or 1 : 10. 

The easily-digested carbohydrates refened to 
above which show this depression of digestibility, are 
the cereals containing a high percentage of starch. The 
reason for this is that within the ruminant stomach 
the bacteria that are there to attack cellnlose, 
normally to secure their food, attack the more easily. 
digestible starches by preference. By this not only 
is the digestibility of cellulose or fibre lowered, but 
also that of crude protein and nitrogen-free extract, 
because the cell walls remaining unaffected do not 
expose their contents to the action of the digestive 
juices. But, when protein-rich feeds are added to starch 
or sugar feeds, this depression does not occur, because 
the balance between protein and non-nitrogenous 
nutrients is. preserved. By the addit,ion of more 
protein, bacteria get stimulated to act more vigorously 
and commence to attack the more difficult portion 
of the feed, viz., the fibres, etc. 

694. Formation of proteins: Proteins are formed 
by the combination of amino acids. These amino 
Rcids form various groupings for the formation of 
the various forIDs of protein substances in the animal
body. There are over twenty of these amino acids. 
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Therefore, there can be an almost unlimited number 
of combinations, generating different varietiE'S of 
protein substances, from these twenty and odd 
different amino acid s. 

The proteins, as we know, are originally manufact
ured by the plants out of the basis of carbohydrates 
by the incorporation of nitrogen from the flail. We 
know also that the plant gets its nitrogen through the 
agency of a bacteria capable of fixing nitrogen. Such 
bacteria, the azotobacter and allied ones, live in plant
tissues and get on from there to the roots and form 
nitrogen-rich nodules on the roots. We shall know 
more about them (844-'47) when considering the 
leguminous plants and their importance as fodder. 

695. Amino acids: The plant proteins, however, 
cannot be used by the animals as such. In the animal 
stomach these proteins are broken up into amino 
acids. These amino acids in a soluble form then get 
into the blood-stream forming in the animal body 
the different combinations in the different parts 
according to their needs. The amino acid bodies :tush 
and pass in~o the blood-stream through the minutest 
portions of anilllal~body and get those parts replenished 
or built as are required, choosing the particular 
combination for the particular protein Bubstance of 
the part. 

696. The essential amino acids: These amino 
acids are not all of equal value. There are some which 
can be built out of others in the animal body; but 
there are others which must be present in the feeds 
and without which the conversion and building work 
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,cannot go on. Therefore, of the amino acids some 
are marked essentials and others non-essentials. r:rhe 
essentials must be present in the proteins of the feed. 
It may also be that 80me of the non-essentials may 
be synthetised by the animal. The animals certainly 
can break up the essentials and make from them the 
non-essentials. At the present stage of knowledge 
the following are regarded as the essential amino 
acids for building proteins: 

1, Lysine. 6. Leucine. 
2. Tryptophane. 7. Isoleucine. 
3. Histidine. 8. Threonine. 
4. Pheny lalani ne. g, Arginine. 
5. Valine. 10. Metheonine, 

Besides these ten, an eleventh-'Oystine'-was 
also considered to be essential. Oystine is the chief 
sulphur-containing amino acid. It has now been 
proved that cystine may not be needed if i,be tenth 
one 'metheonine" is present. lVIetheonine also 
contains sulphur. Glycine is another amino acid, 
non-essential but very importanfi. It is very necessary, 
and it can be synthetised in tbe animal body from the 
other essential amino acids 

697. Essential amino acids must be present: In 
blood all the essent,jal amino acids must be present 
in the requisite proportion. If a single essential one is 
absent, then the building work of some groups of 
proteins will llot be possible and, therefore, it will 
retard the growth or fail to replace wear and tear. 
If the proportion of the necessary acids is below what 
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is needed, the feed will be useless to the extent it, 
is wanting in the amino acid ~or body-building and 
repair. Suppose, in building body-tissues 2 per cent 
of a particular amino acid is necessary and the ration 
supplied contains only sufficient to make up one 
per cent, then double the entire feed will be necelilsary 
to keep up the required growth or to make up
thell08S. 

But if the feed lacks in a non-essential amino acid 
while plenty of essentials are fed from which th~ 
deficiency can be built, then there will be no 
rlisturbance in the normal working. For example, milk 
protein lacks glycine, one of the very important bnt 
non-essential proteins. No harm will be done if the 
essentials present in the milk are sufficiently fed. 
G,lycine will be made in the body itself from other 
sources. 

r1'he essential amino acids can again be grouped 
into two classes-those that are required both for 
maintenance and growth, and those that are needed 
for growth only. If these latter are absent in growing 
animals, the growth is suspended; but if these are 
absent in the feeds of grown-up animals, Where 
maintenance is the only need, then such absence will 
not matter. Zein is the chief protein of corn or maize. 
It lacks in two essentil11 amino acids, the first two· 
thfl,t have been mentioned in the list (696)-Lysine 
and Tryptophane. rrhere al'e other proteins in corn 
which can· make np for the absence of the above 
two to a certain extent, but that only for maintenance 
and not for growth. Young animals cannot attain 
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full growth on a feed of corn alone to supply the 
amino acids. 

The experiments for the requirements .of amino 
acids were made on rats. As rats re-produce quickly 
the effects of feeding may be studied up-to three 
generations in the course of a year. What applies to 
rats applies generally to all Ulamruals. But ruminants 
form an exception in that they have four stomachs 
'and they have special digestive methods absent in the 
-others. The ruminants break up food-materials in 
their first stomach with the help of bacteria. When 
iood-materials with these. bacteria travel on to the 
stom.achs following, some of these. bacteria come to be 
digested themselves along with the herbage. These 
bacteria may supply some of the proteins from their own 
bodies-some essential amino acids absent in the feed. 

698. Linseed meal-a special feed: As an example, 
it may be stated that linseed-meal alone, as the only 
protein supplel1lt'nt, gives excellent results combined 
with grain and hay for the cattle. 'l'his same feed 
will, however, prove unsatisfachory for pigs, for which, 
the above feed must be supplemented with prot@in 
from some other sources. Linseed-meal as cow's feed 
is a superb article. :For calf-ieeding, when a milk 
substitute is sought, linseed-meal gives the best result 
as a concentrate, In fact, there aloe several 
concenhrate-mixtU:r!'l~ known as milk substitutes for 
calves containing linseed-meal or linseed-cake as the 
chief item. 

BIOLOGIOAL VALUES:' It will be understood 
that the mere presence of certain amides in !.Ii feed is 
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not enough. Their impm:tance is rueasured by th.eir 
contents of essentials or the contribution they make to 
growth and maintenance, which is their biological value. 

699. Quality of proteins: Milk-protein is almost 
perfect protein, ahhough it lacks in a Bufficient supply 
of cystine and metheonine. But milk is 80 rich in 
lysine and tryptophan.e that it is able to correct 
the deficiency in the proteins of other feeds. It is 
customary to speak of protein in percentages indicating 
their quality. Few feeds come up to 100 per cent 
in value. The biological value of 75 per cent indicllttes 
that the proteins are considerably better than the 
average. Values below 60 per cent Indicate that the 
protein is not of high quality. The biological value of 
the proteins of cereals stand between 60 and 70 as 
against 90 or more of milk protein. (607) 

700. Froteins that have high value: Generally 
speaking, the cereal grains have better proteins in 
their germs than in their bodies or the endosperms, 
the starchy part. In wheat-grains the bran supplies 
protein of a higher value than the endosperm. 
Wheat-bran is, therefore, superior in protein--value to 
the whole gra.in. (908) Rice-bran has proteins of 
some value but this material cannot be very usefully 
(903) included as a superior protein-concentrate on 
account of its mineral deficiencies. 

In the legumes, the pulses and leaves differ in 
protein value. Soy-bean and ground-nut proteins 
stand very high and give excellent results when mixed 
with the proteins of cereal grains to make up ~heil' 
{leficiencies, The proteins of most othel' beans and 
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pulses are inferior to Boy-bean. Theil' deficiencies in 
value are somewhat corrected by mixture with cereals. 
The proteins from the different Bources are dealt with 
when cousidE;lring the value of the various fodders. 

It may only be mentioned here that proteins of 
cotton-seed and linseed and cocoanut among concen·· 
trates take very high places. (912.915) Among 
. roughages alfalfa arid clovers stand very b igh and can 
he depended upon as sources of high-grade protein. 

Grass pasture also is a very superior source of. 
proteins. 'l'he young shoots of grass, just coming out 
of the soil, are almost milk-like in their protein-value. 
Composition of the soil, fertility etc., influence the 
biological values of the proteins of feeds, the same 
feed having one value in one locality and another 
value in another. (848-'57) 

701. Protein requirements: There have been 
no end of experiments with the protein-requirements 
of the cow. Some have arrived at very low values. 
such as 0'21 to 0'27 lb. of digestible protein daily 
pel' 1,000 lhs. live-weight. Others regard this as, 
exceptional. Armsby who is an authority on cattle 
nutritional problem regards 0'43 to 0'75 lb. of' 
digestible protein daily per 1,000 lbs. live-weight of 
cow per day as the maintenance requirement. On this· 
basis, he strikes at the average of '55 lb. and 
recommends -6 lb. of digestible protein per day for 
for the maintenance of a 1,000 lbs. live-weight. 

The finding out of the absolute and true optimum 
requirements of various types of cattle fwm various 
feeas is a difficult and an almost impossible task. In 
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choosing a fodder one has to enquire how much total 
protein it contains, and next how much digestible 
protein it contains. Mere digestibility will not carry the 
enquirer very far, for the question of composition will 
come up. Does it contain the essential protein? If it is 
Jacking in some essential amino acid then the particular 
item of amino acid in which it is lacking has to be 
determined, to find out where to look for it. Even here 
the enquiry does not stop. The next question that 
crops up is about the biological value of the combination 
of the proteins offered by the feed-is it to be 50 01' 60 
or 70? And the replies to only a few of the querries 
can be found from the published literature, and that 
again about only a few items of fodder. 

Yet, this discussion about the amino acids and 
their biological values have not been introduced 
'without a purpose. When the details are not known 
it is as well that we know the difticulties of our 
problem. Although definite conolusions cannot be 
arrived at from the published charts, yet they give 
indications of the requirements. The husbandman 
will- do well to include protein in the feed from as 
many different sources as possible. If one is lacking 
the other may fill up the requirement. This, together 
with a ·knowledge of the experience and practices of 
discriminating husbandmen, will show a ~ay. Pure 
mathematical figures are of little use. Inclusion of 
variety, the knowledge of the percentage of digestible 
proteins in feeds together with a general idea of l.he 
problem, will help to solve it, leading to better 
feeding managemen t. 

44 
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The practical method will be to r;tal't calculation 
with the mainienance-reguirement of '6 lb. of 
digestible protein for a 1;000 Ibs. live weight; then to 
allow for milk or work or growth according to the 
needs of the animal. 

702. Mineral requirements: Minerals play a 
very important part in the digestion and assimilation 
of nutrients from the feed. The minerals are in small 
quantities, but they exe~·t a very profound influence. 
Blood contains, for example, a very insignificant 
quantity of iron in it. Bnt it is through the presence 
of this tra,ce of iron in the ce]]s that the process of 
oxidation and rejuvenation lis madj3 possible. 

It has been repeatedly observed that feeds Jacking' 
in minerals are Dot only deficient, but act as poison. 
Feeds from which some salts are l'emoved will fail to 
maintain the health of animals. And, in case of any 
vital de£ciency of minerals the animal will starve to 
death, even if the best combination of carbohydrates, 
proteins and fats are supplied, 

In other words, animals will die wuch quicker if 
fed on mineral-free feeds than if they were starved. 
Feeds in such a circumstance act like poison, bringing 
death. As an example, it may be stated that if 

magnesium is wholly absent in feeds cows will develop 
symptom of tetany, and die speedily. The evil effects 
of the deficiency of the minerals in feeds is dean wi th 
more fully in the next Chapter. The case of mag~leBium 
is mentioned by way of an illustration only. (609) 

703. Mineral composition of pastures; The 
minerals are naturally present in the plants. And 
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,ordinarily mixed fodders serve the purpose of feeds, 
,sometimes efficiently and sometimes inefficiently. 
About pastures, the breeders know well which are 
,cond'ucive to development and which are not. The 
story of the Romney 1\1arsh pastures, as an example, 
.bas been mentioned by Linton in his "Animal 
Nutrition and Veterinary Dietetics'} (1927. P.31). 

"H has long been known to the practical farmer 
tbat pastures vary greatly in their feeding~v~lue. 
'l'be variations are so great that one pasture will 
be considered cheap at £ 3 per acre and another 
dear at 10 s. per acre. This range of values cannot 
be ll:ccounted for by any differences in the quantity 
of herbage or any difference in the chemical 
composition, as measured by protein-content 
and starch equivalent. Hall and Russel when 
investigating the 'fartting' and 'non-fatting' pastures 
of Romney Marsh were unable, by ordinary 
chemical analysis, to discover sufficient difference 
in the protein and starch equivalent values of the 
two types of pastures to account for the great 
.differences in feeding-value obtained in practict:. 
Recent work carried out by Godden has shown 
that the difference in the feeding. values of various 
pastures is to be found not in their content 
·of protein and st&rch equivalent but in the 
amount of lime and phosphoric acid which 
they contain ... · 'l'wo sets of figures are given 
for each fiela and represent the composition 
of the portions eaten by stock and the portions 
.not eaten by stock. 
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"The figures quoted afford a convincing explanation 
of the great differences which exist in the feeding 
value of pastures .... " 
On scanning the above Tables, it will be found that. 

it is the percentage of ash that is determinative in 
the choice of fodder of the pastures. Those 
containing higher percentages are Buperior to those 
having lower percentage. The cattle also seem to c, 
appreciate cOl'l'ectly the value of feeds. It will be 
seen that the portion not eaten are invariably poorer 
in mineral value than the portions eaten. 

Nearer home, in the provinces in India, in those 
places where the pastures are better in mineral
contents the animals are better. Pastures containing 
more lime, and the soil containing more lime, are the 
homes of the famous breeds of Madras •. 

706. Inter-dependence of mineral requirements: 
Calcium is one of the most important of the minerals. 
Ninety pel' cent of the ash of animal-body consists of 
calcium, phosphorus and sodium. As for calcium, 
two per cent of the body-weight of the cow consists 
of calcium oxide. Phosphoric acid closely follows 
calcium. 

A general feature of the mineral requirement is the 
inter-dependence of one on another or on several 
others. The excess of one over the due proportion 
acts injuriously on the whole. The deficiency of one 
mineral similarly brings down the utility of another 
or several others. For example, there is some relation 
between the requirement of potassium and sodium. 
If the normal potassium: sodium ratio is disturbed' 
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if there be an abnormal excess of potassium over 
sodium; then, not' only will sodium refuse to be 

'I 

assimilated but potassium, though largely in excess 
of the requirement, will also be' thrown out as 
un assimilable. But this assimilability is not governed 
by their mutual relation only; the presence of other 
factors complicate the results. The group of the 
minerals represent almost a coloured woven pattern, 
one affects the other and is influenced by the rest and 
influences the resG. Deficiency of phosphorus will 
react upon calcium, making calcium un-assimilable. 
Again, 'an excess of calcium will react similarly; 
yet, on the whole, an excess of phosphorus to a 

certain extent is conducive to calcium assimilation. 
Deficiency of sodium (common salt supplies sodium 
in the form of sodium chloride) induces all-round 
mal-nutrition and deficiencies. These can be 
corrected by a little addition of cummon sal t to 
the fodder. 

707. Value of balance diets: Mitchel in an 
article on balanced diets (Science. 1934. P. 588; 
reprinted in Indian Jou1'nal of Veterinarg Science and 
Animal H7tsband1'Y, J1me, 1936) wrote: 

" .. Carman and the author showed that the mere 
inclusion of one per cent of sodium chloride in a 
ration predominantly made up of corn iDOl'eased 
its growth-promoting value by from 40 to 50 
per cent in paired-feeding experiments with rats 
and chicks, without appreciably affecting its 
digestibility." 
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Elsewhere in the same article, he wrote: 
(' ... young rats placed upon a diet high in calcium, 
low in phosphorus, and deficient in vitamin D, 
will develop rickets, and the rate of development 
of this bone disease is the grel1ter, the greater the 
daily consumption of the rachitogenoic diet ... ." 
What was found in the experiment on ratfl 

was corroborated in the herbivora also, in mB.tters of 
minerl11 deficiency. Deficiency of sodium is a standing 
cause of mal-nutrition in very lal'ge trads of India. 

708. Oalcium regulates iron assimilation: It is 
also observed that the amount of calcium in diet affects 
the assimilation of iron. When there is plenty of 
calcium ingestion, less iron serves to satisfy the needR 
than when the reverse happens, and the supply of 
calcium is limited or deficient. 

A deficiency of calcium has been found to induce 
defective absorption of sugar in the blood of rats. 
And, it is supposed that similar reaction also takes 
place in the system of the cow. (610) 

709. Vitamin D regulates cal. phos. assimilation: 
Not only do the minerals act and interact amongsb 
themselves but the excess or deficiency of other 
nutritional factors in a feed, such as protein 01' 

vitamins or total digestible nutrients, profoundly 
affects mineral assimilat.ion. It mlty be stated that 
with deficiency of vitamin D, calcium and phosphorus 
refuse to be assimilated. The all-round action of 
vitamin A in animal-health is well-known, and a 
deficiency of vitamin A will react on the assimilation 
of the nutritive components in general. 
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In this tangle it is difficult and almost impossible 
to chalk out a clear mathematical line and say that 
so much of calcium, phosphorus, sodium, potassiulll 
and magnesium etc. is necessary for the maintenance 
of a cow of a given weight. Every attempt at finding 
{Jut the requirement of a padicular mineral will have 
to be guarded by the provision or presence of other 
nutritional factors in due or balanced proportioDs. 
The imbalance in one matter ", .. ill affect the balance of 
many others. 

With this reservation an attempt is made for 
indicating the requirement.R of the different minerals 
in a general way. The real requirement of a 
particula,r mineral IDllSt be solved with reference 
to any particular feed and the digestibility-trials of 
that feed. (612) 

710. Acid-base character of mineral: Of the 
minerals some are acid radicles and some are basic 
radicles. Acid and b[18e8 are familiar terms and may 
be easily understood. Acid radicles are those that 
produce acids in combination with hydrogen or 
oxygen. Phosphorus, chlorine and sulphur are, acid 
radicles. By combination with oxygen and hydrogen 
they form acid. Chlorine forms hydrochloric acid; 
phosphorus forms phosphoric acid, and sulphur forms 
sulphuric acid. They may form many other acids; 
Borne common acids only are mentioned here. The 
bases are substances which in combination with 
oxygen and hydrogen form alkalies. Oalcium oxide 
is an alkali. Sodium, potassium and magnesium oxides 
are also alkalies. One property of alkalies is that they 
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combine with acid to fOl'm salts, Thus, calciulll oxide 
"~~_~l~ali }orms with phosphoric acid a substance

calcium phosphate, which is a salt. The word salt 
here does not mean the table salt, but is chemically 
applied to substances arising out of the combination 
of alkali with acid. Common salt is also a sa.lt formed 
out of the combination ' of the acid formed from 
chlorine called hydrochloric. acid with sodium oxide, 
the alkali. 

In nutritional experiments, recently carried out 
in Wisconsin, it has been found that when there 
is an excess of acid radicles, there is more rapid 
assimilation. 

711. Some functions of minerals: The body
Huids contain minerals and these give them their 
characteristic properties. Blood also functions 
because of the presence of minerals. The acidity 
of the digestive juices are also due to the minerals. 
One of the most active enzymes of the stomach is 
pepsin, and pepsin can act upon the food materials 
for breaking up and making them digestible only 
in the presence of hydrochloric acid produced 
from sodium chloride or common salt, of which 
sodium is the mineral substance. The wondei'ful 
process of exchange between blood and body. 
fluids also takes place because of t,he presence of 
mineral salts. 

The minerals help to keep. the system in delicate 
acid-base balance. When this balance is disturbed 
dIsease and death may follow. The organ, kidney, 
hmctions very largely for keeping the mineral 
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balances in the system in proper proportion, by 
~xcretion of the unnecessary and excess mineral
contents of tbe blood. When the limit of the 
capacity of the kidney is reached, then there is a. 
general break-down. 

712. Minerals and frog's beating heart: l'he 
life-process goes on through the working of the fluids. 
Here again the importance of the mineral-contents 
of the body-fluids is illustrated uy the common tests 
on the frog's heart in the physiological laboratories. 
If the still-beating heart of a frog is taken out and 
placed in a solution of common salt, the beats soon 

become progressively feeble, and soon stop. If, then a 
small amount of calcium salt is added to the solution 
the head will .begin to beat again. At this stage it is
seen that unless a little potassium salt is added, the 
relaxations of the heart become feebler, and then 
stops in a contt'acted state. Potassium salt bas to 
be present, and present in the correct proportion, with 
calcium and sodium. (609) 

713. Sources of minerals in feeds: Minerals 
are ingested with roughage which vary very much 
in their mineral-content. A choice has, therefore, 
to be made for making up a suitable combination of 
various roughages. The legumes as green fodder 
are not only a rich source of protein but a rich source 
of minerals also. The deficiency of the minerals in 
roughages may be made up to a very considerable 
extent by the inclusion of leguminous roughages in 
the feea, although these are relatively pOOl' in 
phosphorus. 
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The oil-cakes are also rieh sources of minerals. 
Analysis Tables will show how rich some of 
them are. 

Husks of legumes and pulses are also rich III 

minerals. The legumes and cereals are coshly 
sources of minerals. But for growth and milk
production the protein of legumes becomes a necessity, 
and along with the 'protein they supply the 
minerals. Bones are supremely rich sources of 
calcium and phosphorus. Many a poor feed may 
be converted into satisfactory feed by the addition 
of bone-u~eal. 

Common salt is a very easily available and 
much-needed source of sodium and chlorine. Even 
when other minemis and proteins are present in 
adequate quantities in a feed, sodium chloride will, 
in most cases, be found to be wanting. Common 
salt has to be fed to the cow regularly with 
the feeds. 

Shells in powdered form may be used 11S a source 
of lime, so also powdered kanlca1·. Kanka1· may be 
burnt into lime and then allowed to be slaked in t.he 
air and kept exposed to it with occasional ra,king 
for reaction of air on it. In course of time the 
causLic-lime gets shorn of its caustic property, being 
,converted to calcium carbonate or chalk. It can then 
be used as a source of lime. Lime-stone powdered 
into meal also is a good soure,e of lime. 

Potassium is generally present in excess in feeds. 
lt is a problem in most cases to find a fodder not 
:excessively rich in pot,Hssium. Where, however. 
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potassium is deficient, wood ashes which cont/ain a 
very large percentage . of potassium will serve the 

purpose. 
Magnesium is generally found in requisite 

quantities normally in the feedb. When there is, 
however; a deficiency, mineral magnesium in the 
form of magnesite may be used. 

If iron is found deficient, iron oxide used for 
pigment may be added to the feed. Copper sulphate 
is a source of copper. ]'01' sulphur, sodium sulphate 
in klta?'i-salt is an adequate source of supply, 

714. Oalcium-phosphorus requirements: There 
is calcium in body-fluids in the blood, and in the 
muscle juices. Calcium and phosphorus combine to 
form bones. Calcium in the form of calcium phosphate 
is the commonest compound in which calcium Occurs 
in the system. Of the mineral-contents of milk half 
is made up of calcium and phosphorus. 

Vitamin D is intimately connected with this 
couple; calcium and phosphorus canDot be assimilated 
in the absence of vitamin D. But vitamin D is 
not difficult to feed. Fodder dried in the sun 
contains vitamin D. H can be manufactured in the 
animal system itself by exposure of the animal to
sunlight. (610-'11) . 

715. Calcium phosphorus ratio: About their 
mutual interaction something has been said. Any 
large difference in their ratio is detrimental. In 
the animal-system they exist in the ratio of 
1: 1 or 2: 1, or as a mean-ratio as Ii of calcium 
to 1 of phosphorus. When there is a great excess 
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of phosphorus or calcium, the balance is disturbed, 
and difficult consequences follow in spite of the 
presence in l'equisi te quantities of other minerals. 
But, in the presence of very plentiful supply of 
·each, with excessive ingestion of calcium, such 
as in the propol·tion of 6'5 parts of calcium to 
1 part of phosphorus, dairy cows have been found 
to do well. (610-'11) 

716. Calcium phosphorus on live-weights: The 
.contribut,ion of the German animal nutritionist Kellner 
to the science of animal nutrition is great. In his 
"Scientific Feeding of Animals", he has given data 
'l'egarding the mineral requirements of animals. 
According to him, for 2,000 lbs. live-weight the daily 
.consumption of calcium and phosphoric acid are 100 
grams and 50 grams. Converted to the requirement of 
a 500 Ibs. cow (approximately one-fourth of 1,000 Kg.) 
the requirement of calcium could be taken 
approximately at 25 gram lime (CaO) and 12l grams 
phosphoric acid (P 2 0 5 ). 

Several otber investigators in Europe and America 
have given figures approximating to the figures 
of Kellner's. In India several experiments were 
conducted at the Bangalore Institute and then ·at 
the Dacca and Krishnagar agricultural farms 
(Bengal), to find out the lTHlinLenance-requirments 
·0£ the Indian cow. 

Warth & Lander also carried out experiments 
on the digestibility of Indian fodders frOID 
which an idea of the requirements can be 
{) btained. (610-'11) 
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717. Table of Bengal experiments on minerals: 
Carbery and Chu,tterjee in Bengal experiments found 
that a 500 Ib8. bullock, when fed mainly on rice
str.aw, required the following quantities of minerals 
per day: 

TABLE-49 

JrfaintenanIJe 'I"eq!birement {OJ' a 500 lbs. live weight. 

(Oarbery & Ohatterjee, 'raJpatra) 
Dacca~BeDgaL 

Lime OaO 
Phosphoric 

acid P20S 
illagnesia MgO 
Potash K 20 
Sodium NaOl 

24 gra.ms 

10 
15 " 
70 " 
32'05 " 

-(610·'11) 

718. Lime requirement with rice straw feed: 
From these experiments 24 grams of calcium is to be 
regarded as the miximum maintenance reqllirement 
when rice-straw is fed. Rice-straw as a feed was 
also experimented upon at Bangalore. With a feed 
containing 24'91 grams there was a. negative balance 
of OaO. 

Negative balance means that the animal excretes 
more of the mineral than it is fed with; the excess 
coming from the body tissues. Positive balance 
means that the animal excretes less than the intake 
of the mineral. Thp. difference goes to be assimilated 
in the system, showing possibility of maintenance. 
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In a Bangalore experiment 16 gmms of lime (GaO) in 
.loa?' feed was found to give a positive balance. And 
in yet another series of experiments for 750 lbs. 
live-weight, 15 grams of OaO were found to give 
positive balance with jaa?' bay, Aurangabad bay, 
Hhodes grass hay and Spear grass. 

'l'he interpretation of these figures with regard to 
the .J;espective feeds is taken up later on. ll'or the 
moment the optimum figures for calcium requirement 
of. a 500 Ibs. live-weight cow, may be put at 36 grams 
lD case of rice-straw and less in case of other 
tad del's, This is a little over the Bengal minimum 
but recommended by Oarbery (Bengal) for safety in 
f1 rice-straw feed. (610~'11) 

719. Bangalore experiment --lime requirement: 
It is possible that as much I1S 36 gmlUs OaO for the 
maintenance-feed of a 500 Ibs. cow may not be quite 
necessary, except when fodders like dee-straw are 
concerned. Animals are likely to suffer from lack of 
calcium when fodders, poor in calcium, becomes the 
chief roughage. In [1 B~ngalol'e experiment an 
intake of 41'07 grams of cldciuill gave practically a 
neutral balance, the actuu,l figure being 0'08. In the 
same experiment, in an lLverage of 5 experiments 
with ?'agi straw, an intake of 57'£19 grams gave a 
positive balance of 2'3 grams of OaO. rrhis is the· 
iLVel'age, But in individual experiments while 53'S 
grams gave a positive of g.g gram OaO, in another 
57'90 intake gave a negative of 2'35 (Warth. Indian 
Journal of Vete'I'ina?'y Science and Animal H~bsband?'Y, 
1932. P. 328). These again indicate a much higher 
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requil-ement than .the 24 or 25 grams consid erea 
to be the necessary minimum .for rice-straw by 
the Bengal experimenters. In the Bame Bengal 
experiment, however, there were cases of rice-straw 
feeds to animals where as much as 47 and 55 
grf1ma. of CaO intake ~ailed to create as pqsitive 
balance. 

The very l!4l'ge difference between 24 grams 
arrived at as necessary in some Bengal experiments 
against negative balance even with an intake of 47 
to 55 grams in the same series of experiments cannot 
be explained away. Some explanation has to be 
found, if we accept the figure of 24 grams of OaO 
requirement as held by Carbery and others to be 
the' reasonable minimum figure. 'I'his matter is 
dea,lt with fully while considering rice-straw as a. 
fodder. (196-807) At this stage, the oft-repeated fact 
bas got only to be remembered that there is nothing 
like an absolute figure. for a particular mineral or 
even anything near it. The action and inter-action of 
other factors in the feed govern the ultimate limit up 
to which calcium intake or for the matter of that any 
other intake has to be pushed to create a stable or 
positive balance. The quantities and forms of other 
minerals, the presence and absence of vitamins etc., 
all affect the reg uirement. (610-'11) • 

720. Fodders and lime intake: Oalcium occupies 
OJ very important place among the minerals in a.nimal 
nutrition, and calcium balance has- to be kept positive. 
This may not be. achieved in some cases by any 
amount of intake of calcium through III particular 

45 
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fodder till the factors contributing to make calcium 
balance a negative one are attended to and rectified, 
in other words, till the feed is made into a square 
ration. With these limitations we may, for the 
present, accept ordinarily calcium (eaO) requirement 
to be at 36 grams per 500 pounds live~weight, as 
recommended by Oarbery; for optimum, and 24-25 
grams as mmlllmm. There will be exceptions, 
according to cases. (610-'11) 

721. Requirement of phosphorus:. Oalcium and 
phosphorus combine to make bone which is mainly a 
<lompound called calcium-phosphate. Ninety per cent 
of bone consists of calcium-phosphate . 

. These two minerals, calcium and phosphorus, 
together constitute three-fourths of the total mineral 
constituents of animal body. Of the minerals 
of milk, calcium and phosphorus constitute. more 
than half. 

In the life-process these minerals are used up 
and excr~ted daily. Sufficient amounts should be 
taken in to make up for the daily lOBS .. In the case 
of growing and lactating and pregnant animals, 
liberal supplies ure necessary to meet the increased 
need. Even for maintenance, if a sufficient quantity 
is not taken in to make up the dftily loss the system 
will BuffeT. (610-'11) 

722. Oalcium and phosphorus in due proportion: 
In this connection it should be remembered that not 
only should calcium and phosphorus be present in 
appropriate proportions but along with thelli the 
presence of vitamin D also (ana, of course, of A) is 
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necessary so that these mineralS may be effectively 
utilised in tissue-making. 

Calcium and phosphorus deficiencies are corumon 
in the usual roughages, and the mal-nutrition of cows 
·on account of their deficiency is also very common. 
Care, therefore, should be taken to see that they 
.are present in sufficient quantities in the feeds to 
meet both maintenance and production and growth 

. req uirernents. (610~'11) 

723. Phosphate and leguminous fodder: The 
leguminous concentrates or pulses are rich in calcium 
.as also the leguminous hays or leguminous .greep 
fodder. Non-leguminous fodders contain much less 
.calcium than the leguminous ones. Most of the 
roughages are low in phosphorus. Legume hays are 
not much richer in phosphorus than the common 
grasses. The stalks or cereal grains are very poor 
in phosphorus. Cereal grains are low in C'alciulll 
but fair in phosphorus-contents. 

724. Bone-meal for calcium and phosphorus: As 
we may ldbk to the leguminous bays for calciuill, 
!:!imilarly we may look to the protein-rich oil-cake 
concentrates for phosphorus. Wheat-bran is specially 
rich in phosphorus. So also is rice-bran rich in 
phosphorus. But this phosphorus of rice-bran (827) is 
in an indigestible fotm, and, therefore, of little use as 
a feed. Bone-meal is rich both in phosphorus and 
calciulll and it eontains a high percentage of protein. 
It has 32'6 per cent calciuill, 14 to 15 per cent 
phosphorus, 7 per Clilnt protein, and 3'3 per cent 
fat. 1t has been found that for a 500 Ibs. live-weight 
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10 to 11 graws of phosphorus, (digestible) will do. 
Phosphorus in some excess helps the assimilation. of ' 
calcium and other nutrients. Although any very 
nigh, disproportion of phosphorus to calcium is 
undesirable, It parts of calcium to one of phosphoru,s 
has been recommended. But 2 calcium to 1 phosphorus 
has been found satisfactory in many instances, while 
cases ,are not lacking whete 6: 1 ratio of calcium 
to phosphorus have been known to be entirely 

satisfactory. 
Taking calcium to" be 30 or 36 grams, we should 

suppose that 15 grams of digestible phosphorus in feeds 
for 5'00 Ibs. -live-weights are a satisfactory bal:iis. (607) 

725. A study of, some analytical figures of 
nutrients and minerals: I At this stage it is worth 

'while to take up some typical fodders and study their 
Chal'l1cter as revealed by analysis and their sui tability 
as feeds. A total consideration of the feed-values 
regarding all minerals and vitamjns is not attempted 
here. We have got some idea of the requirements 
for carbohydrates and proteins, and of I< calcium and 
phosphorus amongst minerals. We have some more 
items to consider, for example, the requil'emenLs 
of the other impodant minerals like potassium, 
sodiuUJ, and magnesium, of the various vitamins, 
and also of the inter-action of the various minerals and 
nutrients on one another. But before we go so far, 
it is necessary at this middle stage to take stock of , 
the materials hitherto treated and utilise them for 
judging the place of some fodders, however incomplete 
BtlCh a sUl'vey may be. 
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726. Maintenance requirement of a 500 Ibs. cow:· 
So far we have seen that for mere maintenance· of OJ 

500 lbs. cow, the following nutrients are necessary: 

Dil:{estible protein 
Starch equ.ivalent 
Oalcium as OaO 

..... 
O'33lb, 
3·05Ibs. 

25 grams minimum-
36 grams optimurn. 

Phosphorus as P 20" ... 15 grams. 

For the common feeds all over India, the Punjab 
excepted, the straws from cereals are depended npon 
as the main fodder. These cereals vary according to 
locality. All over India, however, Rice, Wheat, Jom'. 
Ragi, Bajm, Maize, Barley a.re the principal food
grains. The stalks or straws left over after collecting 
their food-grains form the main dry roughage. An 
analysis of the digestible proteins. starch equivalents 
and of the minerals, of calcium and phosphorus 
contents or some of these are given below, to get at 
their nutritive values. Although they form the main 
feeding-stuff, animals cannot exist only on them as 
single fodders, neither are the cattle kept singly on 
them in practice. Some green grass or green 
fodder, however small be the quantity, is fed . 
. Without green fodder there will be no vitamin A, and 
without vitamin A no nutrients can, for any long 
time, keep an animal in health. (648) 

727. Digestibility trial conditions; It has been 
the practice in digestibility trials in India to keep the 
animals first entirely on a life-less and practically 
protein-less dry feed to determine the mineral 
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requirements on single feeds. At the next stage, 8om~ 
concentrates are given, and at the third stage, both 
concentrates and some green fodder ilJre given, and the 
mineral requirements at these three stages of feeding 
are determined. This has been the case with the 
two series of Bangalore experiments conducted by 
Warth and Iyel' (1932-34) and with the Bengal 
experiment by Carbery and Chatterjee (1937). In the 
Lyallpol'e expetiment by Lander and Dharmani (1931) 
the third stage was not taken up. 'rhese experiments 
(808-'12) cannot serve as guides, being void of 
practical utility. 

728. Constructing a ration: In trying to find 
out how the common feeds answer to our requirements, 
a more realistic choice has to be exercised. In 
chalking out the feed requirements of the foul' items 
of protein, energy, calcium, and phosphorns, an 
attempt is made to show in skeleton form what would 
be amenable to development as a practical feed and 
not as a mere academic thing. The feeds, therefore 
are intended to be made up of (a) dry straws or stalks 
which go mainly to supply a pOl,tion of the energy 
needs; (b) green grass which will go to supply some 
protein, some minerals and vitamin A ; (c) an easily
available common concentrate for the supply Qf some 
protein and phosphorus, 
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Out of the various straws from' cereals let rice
straw be chosen as the main roughage. 

For a live-weight of 500 'lbs., the maintenance 
requirements of the foul.' items (a) digestible proteins 
-'33 lb.; energy-S'05 S. E.; CaO-25-36 grams;' 
P20s-15 grams, hav~ already been mentioned in Para 
726. The above demand has to be met from rice
straw in combination with, for instance, green D~tb 

grass and a conc6ntmte, linseed ca;ke. At the ver:v' 
outset there is the limit to the quantity of dry Ulatter 
or equivalent of dry matter that can be fed. At two 
per cent of live-weight (500 Ibs.) this works out at 
10 lbs. This has to be distributed amongst the three 
items of feed. 

730. A trial ration: For a beginning let uS try 

with the following :-

Rice-straw 
Dub grass green 6 Ibs. 
equivalent to dry grass 
Linseed cake 

Total 

8lbs. 

2lbs. 
£ Ibs. 

10~ Ibs. 

Such distribution will be approximately within the 
total dry-matter limit, and it is believed that a healthy 
cow shall be able to eat the quantity of palatable 
concentrate with the addition of some salt. 

731. Nutrients available in the ration: The 
nutrients whioh the animal will receive froUl the 
feed, according to analy.sis in the Para 927, will be 
as under: 
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TABLE-51 
(1) (2) (8) (4) 

Digestible 
CaO crude protein. S. E. P20S 

lb. lb. gram ':. gram 

Rice-straw 81bs. nil 2'5 ,16 5'6 

Dub grass dry 
equivalent 21b8. 0'1 0'68 8 6 

Linseed-cak0 lb. 0'18 0'6 1'9 8'2 
Total 10! lbs. 0'28 3'78 25'9 19'8 
Requirement 
according to 
8chedule- "]Olhs. O'SB B'Of) 9.4.,0 1 t',.{\ 

732. Scanning the trial ration: On an 
examination of the above Table it will be observed that 
the total dry-matter exceeds by i lb., which is a 
negligible quan_tity for practical purposes. A cow in 
heaHh, with appetising food, can take niore than 
2 per ,cent of her weight of dr,y-matter if she chooses 
to do so. 

Digestible crnde protein shows a negative 
difference of '05 Ib, This also is a negligible quantity. 
It would have been better if more protein conld be 
included. 

Starch equivalent shows a positive difference of 
'73 lb. This would rather help maintenance than 
detract from it. 

Calcium (CaO) shows a positive altterence of 1'9 
grams from the minimum standard set for it. 

,r, Oaloulated at 450 grams ·to the pound. 
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Phosphorus shows a positive difference oU'S grams. 
This is a great asset. In fact, this is a determining 
factor in the Bum total of the assimilation of nutrients. 
It is largely in excess proportionally of the calcium 
intake. Tbi.l excess will be wholly for tbe good. 
Here it indicates to us the possibility of utilising a 
concentrate poorer in phosphorus than linseed or any 
other oil-cake, at the same time a concentrate that will 
not fall short of .the protein requirement. 

733. Various straw feeds: The reader may work 
out probable feeds with other cereals, grasses and 
concentrates. It will be seen on an examination of the 
Table No. 50 that wheat-straw· is as bad as rice
straW in its content of digestible crude. protein. Its 
protein is wholly indigestible like the protein of 
rice-straw.· . The other straws are a little better, hut 
analytically their digestible protein cpntents are 
almost n<:gligible, with baJ1'a at 1'5 pel' cent' as a 
relieving exception. Next to baim stands ioa?' with 
0'64 per cent. Joa1' is a much better fodder than 
rice-straw, though it is poorer than baira both in 
cfLlcium and phosphorus. 

Ragi straw is rich in calcium being the best in the 
group with its 1'11 pel' cent. The one next best to it 
if'. baj1'a with '55 per cent which is nearly half the 
percentage content of mgi-straw, 

Straws or stalks are bad fodders in as much as 
they are poorer in the three essentials of nutrients
protein, phosphorus and calcium. But it is no use 
finding fault with them. As we are situated, we have 
to make the best UBe of them, knowing the poor value 
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of their constituent nUbritiona,1 factors. The proper 
outlook should be to use them with the necesrsa.ry 
correctives. We shall go into the matter of correctives 
when we know more of the fodders in general. 

734 .. Place of legume hays: It lllay be mentioned 
here that the hays from leguminous crops are mu~b 
richer in protein. In fact, in protein alone some of 
them approach some of the concentrates. They .ae8, 
however, very poor in phosphorus, which, if necessal:y, 
can be artificially made up. If, for example, a rice
growing province understands the importance of 
feeding leguminous fodder for making up digestible 
protein which is practically absent from rice-straws, 
then the feeding problem at once takes a better and a 
vastly more promising turn. That will partly do away 
with the necessity of feeding concentrates, merely 
for maintenance purpose. 

735. Recoll6tructing the ration: If, for example, 
ft legftminous fodder is chosen which has near about 
12 per cent digestible protein, as many leguminous 
fodders have, then double the quarntity of cake or 
1~ lbs. of dry fodder will serve the purpose of the i lb. 
of oil cake. In that case, i lb. or 1 lb. may be taken 
off from the rice-straw, and in place of the £ lb. cake 
may be added 1~ lbs. of a leguminous hay. That will 
keep the protein-need practically fully maintained . 

. But oil-cake is not only rich in protein, it is 
riC'h in phosphorus also. Legume hays are poor 
in phosphorus. But as we had a good excess of 
phosphorus in hand, legume hay may just fit in. 
Some of the legume hays left after harvesting are 
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quite rich fodders, and it is worth while to see how 
some of them might fit in. 

736. Concentrate substitution by hay: Percentage 
composition of some legume bays: 

TABLE-.M! 

Digestible protein 
HfI,Ys. per cent. S. E. CaO P20S 

lb. lb. lb. lb. per cent 

Berseem hay 10'29 47'3 2'07 0'65 
Oowpea bay 10-83 29'6 2'27 0-40 
Ground nut hay 14'g3 83'8 2'54 0-42 

Dz lbs, of the hays will give-
Berseem 1!i Ib8. 0'15 0'7 0'03 0'01 
Oowpea 1~ Ibs. 0'15 0-4 0'03 0'006 
Ground-nut l!i Ib8. 0'22 0.5 O-OU 0'006 

737. Straw grass and legume 'hay feed: If the 
three-fourth pound of oil-cake be replaced by l-! Ibs. of 
a legume hay, say ground-nut hay, and if the rice-'t;traw 
feed be reduced by one pound, the new feed composi
tion stands as under: 

TABLE....:.. 53 

Digetible 
protein. S.E. CaO P20S 

lb. lb. gram. gram, 

Rice straw 7lbs. 2'2 14 5 
Dub grass 21b8. 0'1 0'68 8 6 
Ground-nut hay l~ Ib8. 0'22 0'5 15 3 

Total avaiiabie-IO-! Ibs. 0'32 3'08 37 14 
Eequirements : 101be. 0'33 3'05 24 15 
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'l'he new total has come up to 10~ lbs. of dry-matter 
which is within the margin. Digestible protein is 
also within the limit of requirement, and 80 is starch 
equivalent. Oalcium has· gone considerably np by 
the change while .phosphorus stands just near the 
optimum limit. . 

By this replacement of i pound of concentrate 
by l! Ibs. of legume hay, the net result looks 
considerably improved arid the cost will work Oilt. 

cheaper, which is a great consideration. . 
The above serves as an example of the way of 

thinking out a probabJe mixed feed for maintena,nce 
according to the locality. To the cereal crop of the 
locality one will have to look ror the main rougba,ge. 
Next, as much as possible of green grass, or any 
green fodder should be sought for. Here there is a 
margin for conside~ahle improvement by cultivation of 
suitable fodder-crops ana feeding them in a green or 
silaged state. Next to these, legume hay fills the 
picture. 

After having gone into the question of requirements 
of the two minerals, calcium and phosphorus, we 
stopped to utilise the knowledge for drawing up 11 

feed suitable for the maintenance-requirement of an 
animal of 500 lbs. live-weight. This has now been 
accomplished. 

The other minerals have now got to be taken up 
one by one. 

738. Sodium and potassiulll and chlorine require
ments: It is a peculiar fact that the body 
requirement of sodium in herbivorous animals is often 
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,greater than the quantities which they usually obtaIn 
from their feeds. Unless, therefore, sodium is got 
from non-vegetable sources, there is a constant and 
persistent hunger for it. The flesh-eating anirnals 
,do not suffer from this difficulty: They live on flesh 
which gives them the required quota of salt. Where 
the soil is markedly alkaline, there may be little 
,difficul~y for the, animals in procuring salt. The 
,plants there contain Bufficient quantities to meet 
the need. 

739. Sodium chloride or common salt: Sodium 
.chloride or common salt has sodium and chlorine 
in it, and both sodium and chlorine are necessary to 
maintain that state of pressure of body-fluids in which 
they are able to permeate through the membranes to 
react on materials outside of it. The transfer of 
nutrients to the body-cells !Lnd of waste-productB from 
the. body cells depend upon this peculiar state of 
pressure or osmotic pressure of body-fluids. Sodium 
chloride is an essential material in maintaining this 
osmotic pressure, although other mineral substances 
are also necessary, and sodium chloride merelY will 
not serve the purpose long. 

The chlorine part of sodium chloride serves the 
purpose of forming hydrochloric acid, the substance 
of the digestive acid-juice of the stomach. Blood 
contains sodium chloride. The share of cowmon 

. salt in blood is greater than that of any other 
mineral. Blood tastes of salt. Sodium chloride, 
af,tel' discharge of its various. functions, is excre~ed 
,out of the body in urine and particularly in the 
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sweat of the body. Sweat is rich in salt. A cow 
will lick another's body for tbe sake of the salty 
taste of sweat. 

740. Importance of salt: Physiological experi
ments with frog's heart prove (712) how necessary 
&odiuID, calcium, potassium and chlorine. are for 
the heart to function. Not only must these be 
present, but they should be present in their proper 
proportion. When common salt is denied to a cow 
she will ordinarily preserve her health a long time 
without showing any marked change. She will 
economise bel' supply and excrete it less with urine. 
But after a time the result of sodium chloride 
starvation will be manifest in mal-nutrition and 
break-down. 

It has 'been ob~rved that when there is much 
perspiration, much salt is thrown out and there is 
exhaustion. If, at' that time, watei' containing salt 
is' drunk, thel'e is less exhaustion. Perspiring animals 
should, thel'efore, be gi ven salt-water drinks after 
hard work. 

'1'he quantity of COllmon salt needed depends 
upon the quantity of potassium present. If the 
sodium-potassium ratio is broken, then, in spite of 
sufficient intake, both will starve the system and be 
excreted out. As a matter of fact, it is the excess 
of potassiulll over sodium that does the mischief. 
Excess of sodium has not been found to produce a 
similar effect. 

741. The problem of potassium: 
to potassium the problem is how to 

With regard 
keep down its 
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proportion rather than supplement it. In the ordinary 
feeds, there is of Len too much excess of potassium. 
The cereal-straws contain too much of it and the 
legume hays contain more, often one and a half times 
the content of cereals. Hays rich in protein are 
generally gifted with very high potassiulll . content .. 
So, there is little chance· of· potassium requirement 
falling sbort of the needs. 'On t,he contrary, watch 
has to be kept that the percentage of. potassium 
does not go up too high. If it is unavoidably high, a 
remedy is sought by increasing sodium chloride intake 
proportionately. 

742", Ensuring sodium sufficiency: It has been 
found in· practice that the beat wa.y to ensure. 
sufficiency of sodium is to add salt to the feeds to the 
extent of three-fourth ounce to .two ounces per day 
according to the nature of the ~eed, and leave the 
animals to satisfy any deficiency by keeping blocks 
of rock salt in places to which the cattle may have 
free access so that they may lick them whenever they 
desired. 

743. Iodine requirement: A quantity of iodine, 
though very small, must be present in the feeds to· 
meet iodine requirements. Localities fat· removed 
from the sea generally run the risk of b8Jving iodine 
deficiency. There are special' areas where iodine 
may be deficient. Iodine deficiency causes goitre, 
specially in the new-born ones. Where this is 
observed, the remedy lies in supplying minute 
quantities of potassium iodide with the feed. Two 
drams (120 grains) or 2{3rd tola of pota.ssiuIl1 iodide 
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may be mixed with one maund of salt to be served in 
the usua.l way of serving salt with the daily feed. 

744. Iron and copper requirement: The sum 
total of iron in animals is very negligible. In a healthy 
man, there are. at any time only 43 grains of iron, an 
insignificant quantity. A little amount of iron in the 
animal..:body has a great effect on the life-process. The 
blood corpuscles contain baemoglobin that has iron 
as one of their ingredients. There is, therefore, ever 
so little iron in every corpuscle of blood. This 
microscopic quantity of iron serves the very useful 
purpose of helping the absorption of atmospheric· 
oxygen by which blue veinous blood is converted into 
red arterial blood. Iron is also present in the 
body-cells. 

Recent experiments at the Wisconsin. Station 
(U. S. A.) have gone to prove that copper is also 
needed in the system to make iron perform its 
function. It a.cts by its mere presence, It has already 
been mentioned in connection with calcium that it 
profoundly affects the assimilation of iron. If there 
is no copper in the system iron is unable to function, 
and anaemia will result, in spite of the intake of iron 
in the feed. In the absence of copper, iron gets stored 
up in the liver and does not contribute towards the 
formation of haemoglobin. 

There is generally sufficient iron and copper in 
the usual feeds of cattle. Where, however, there is 
too little iron" and copper in the herbage, the cattle 
cannot thrive. It was known that cattle cannot thrive 
in certain tracts of sftndy land in Florida. These lost 

46 
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appetite; got emaciated and their haemoglobin of 
blood fell below normal. They got s,hnted and many 
died of disease. It has now' been found that the 
disease is really a deficiency disease due either to 
the absence of iron or' both of copper, and iron. A 
mixture consisting of 25 lbs. of red oxide of iron and 
one pound of finely-ground copper-sulphate was mixed 
with 300 lbs. of common salt. Precaution was taken 
to so uniformly mix the stuff that the composition 
was the same at any place, and that cappel' poisoning 
might not happen by the excess of copper sulphate . 

. The animals were allowed to take a portion of this 
mixture daily. The whole herd thrived. This newer 
knowledge may serve humanity in several diseases 
involving anaemia which can be accounted for and 
handled. 

745. Assimilation of inorganic iron: These 
Wisconsin experiments have brought out another 
factor. It was so long believed that mineral iron or 
iroo salts caoDot be assimilated in the system when 
presented in an inorganic form and that only organic 
compounds of iron can serve to make up the deficiency. 
But now, it has been proved that it is the organic 
iron found in plants which is more difficult of 
assimilation, for it needs breaking up before absorption. 
On the contrary, the inorganic iron salts are easily 
assimilated if the requ isite quota of copper-sulphate is 
administered with it. It was also found that organic 
iron in the cereal grains was not as available for 
haemoglobin building as that in inorganic salts.· '1'his 
newer knowledge of the suitability of inorganic iron for 
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assimilation ha,s been utilised in the cure of iron 
.o.eficienoyin young suckling pigs. 

746. Experiments with pigs: Pigs which were fed 
unusually long on their mothers' milk, a Bubstance 
deficient in iron, developed deficiency diseases due to 
the shortage of . iron. and copper in the milk. Of.a 
pair of newly-born pigs one was left with the mother 
.in a paved encloBure without access to eartll or fodder. 
The other was taken to anot.her sow whose udders 
were bathed: in a solution of iron sulphate daily. 
'.rhe one that was removed showed normal growth for 
having taken the iron sulphate solution of the wash 
of th.e udders. The other one suffered from a.evere 
.anaemia. 

747.. Mothers' milk and iron: It has been 
obser.ved that calves,· kept inordinately long on 
mothers' milk, were likely to develop anaemia. 
Mothers' milk is poor in copper and iron. Before 
birth the mother putB in so much iro~ in the system 

<Of the foetus in the uterus that after birth and during 
the normal period of dependence on the mother's milk, 
the reserve of iron and copper serves the purpose 
of maintaining normal development. If, however, 
a calf or a human child is made to depend on the 
mother's milk longer than is normal, then provision 
must be made for supplyi'ng supplementary iron and 
copper ; otherw~se the young ones will not thrive. 

748. Sulphur requirement: Sulphur is an 
essential element necessary for the production of. the 
important sulphur-containing proteins called cystine. 
Normal fodder contains sufficient sulphur fOl' the 
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ordinary needs. When sulphur shortage is appre
hended, inOl.'ganic SUlphur in the forID of raw sulphur 
or in the forro of sulphates lllay be gjven, though 
their utility is doubted. Dub grass contains sufficient 
sulphur. This lllay be incre!1sed in the feed. A 
list of the sulphur-contents of fodder grasses IS 

given with the Analysis Tables in Para. 934. 
749. Magnesium requirement: MagnesiuUl is 

necessary for nutrition, and its absence causes disaster. 
Fortunately, however, generally all feeds contain 
s~fficient magnesium and its defioiency is not 
apprehended. 

In the Bengal experiments (717, 808-'12) a positive 
b!1lance was found to be established when the intake 
stood at 15 grams for 500 ibs. live-weight. The 
dietary requirements of magnesium is, however,. 
assessed to be very low. Green doubts whether 
magnesium-deficiency diseases would ever be found 
to occur naturally in farm animals. 

Precaution has to be taken the other way. Excess 
of magnesium m~y be ingested, and this is likely to 
cause poor assimilation of both calcium and sodium. 
Rice-k1lm (bran) (815, 827) contains an exceSSIve 
quantity of magnesium, having 2'D per cent of dry
matter. Rice-kura is used as a concentrate feed. It 
may act harmfully, if any but the smallest quantities
are fed. Magnesium fed in large quantities for at 

long time results in weakening the bones, leading to 
a disease known as 'bran disease.' This agl'ees with 
the theory that magnesium in excess causes increased 
elimination of calcium. 
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l\1:anganese and Boron are necessary in very minute 
,quantities and they are usually present in all common 
feeds,' and no particular attention need be paid to 
them, although their absence will cause deficiency
.diseases. 

750. Vitamin requirements: general considera
tion : The number of vitamins is growing as 
investigations are progressing. Six of them A, B, C, 
D, E, G, have definite masses of information about 
them. Vitamin K for the poultry bas been added to 
the list of the definitely-established ones. B is 
regarded as a complex vitamin yielding 6 different 
vitamins. and what was named B2 is now riame~ G. 

Of all the vitamins, A and D vitally concern the 
veterinarian. These affect all classes of stock-animals 
and are of great importance in the matter of stock
feeding. The other vitamins are found plentifully 
in rations fed to the stock. 

Between the years 1911 and 1913 the importance 
of vitamins A.B.C. in nutrition and in the working 
of the life-processes was found out. Pigs born just 
before winter or in autumn used to get diseases like 
paralysis or pneumonia in America, and a large number 
of them· used to die. This was due to the seasonal 
deficiency of essential vitamins in the feeds. This 
was not known at the time, and there was no remedy 
for this illness and. the deaths. After the discovery 
of the vitamins the causes have been understood. 
and the problem of the death of pigs", born in autumn 
does not trouble the stock-breeders of the affected 
tracts of America. 
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The stock fed exclusively on cotton-seed. meal, as 
concentrate, did not thrive. Deaths occurred which 
were· at the time known as "cotton seed meal 
poisoning." The disease was due to deficiencies of 
vitamins and minerals. They have been corrected 
and cotton-seed meal stands today as one of the
most prized of concentrates, although it was a dreaded 
article: only a few years ago. 

These disco'Veries have solved and are still solving 
many intricate nutritional problems. It is a pity that 
researchers in vitamins have given their attention 
primarily to human food. It is only on a few items 
of fodder that there is definite knowledge of their 
vitamin-contents. Even those few about which such 
knowledge has been obtained are fodders grown in 
countrie<;; of the researchers outside India, and" 
therefore, are of little value to the stock-keeper in 
India. Indian fodders are still waiting the attention 
of researchers in India. The work done upto now 

"in India, though valuable, is very meagre. 
Vitamin-contents v,ary according to season and 

soil in the same fodder. From the published Tables 
a guess may be made about the vitamin-contents of 
Indian fodders. (612) 

751. Vitamin A: In the nutrition of cattle 
vitamin A takes a place of unequalled importance. It, 
is necessary for maintenance, and more necessary for 
growth and lactation. Unless a sufficient amount of 
feed, rich in vitamin A, is fed, disaster is sure to follow. 
Vitamin A used to be called the vitamin for growth. 
But this cir~umscribed idea' a~out the utility of 
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vitamin A has how been discarded. It not only affects 
growth but it affects cattle in all the phases and 
aspects of their life. (612) 

752. Functions of vitamin A: One of the chief 
functions of vitamin A is to keep the surface tissues 
of membranes and of the skin in a healthy condition, 
so that bacterial invasion may be resisted. DefiCiency 
of vitamin A so weakens the power of resistance that 
bacteria can invade the body readily. The internal 
organs have membraneous coverings. When the 

,I'" 

cove¥ings of any organ are affected, disease of that 
p,Lrticular organ commences. The respiratory system 
is, for example, full of membraneouB surfaces. Lack 
of vitamin A will invite disease to the respiratory 
system. (612) 

753. Vitamin A and blindness: Disease-creating 
bacteria are in the air, and they find their entrance 
into the lungs. Diseases of the "respiratory system 
may result on account of vitamin deficiency. 
KeratoID!1lacia or xerophthalmia is a disease of the 
eye. It is due to injuries to the .mucuous membranes 
of the eye. , These membranes cannot resist bacteria. 
in case of vitamin A deficiency; infections occur which 
eventually lead to blindness. It is not the resisting 
ability of the mUCUOUB membranes alone that is 
undermined by vitamin A deficiency. The nervous 
system is affected and the retina is affected also. In 
some experimental stations in America, sows "",ere 
fed with a ,ration void of vitamin,A. Pigs were born 
there, which, as a consequence of the deficiency, were 
without eye-balls. In another place in America, 
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COws were fed with rations pOOl" in vitamin A. There 
were deficiencies of minerals also. This resulted in 
the blindness of the calves. Norma) calves, reared 
on rations deficient in vitamin A, also became blind. 
In these cases the optic nerves were affected. It 
should be noted that in these pal'ticular cases, 
vitamin A deficiency was not the only cause, for 
even after the correction of the vitamin deficiency 
some calves still went blind. Thel'e were othel' 
contributory factors. 

When cows are fed on low vitamin rations :~or a 
time disaster generally follows. The calves are born 
dead or so weak that they die soon after birth. 
Occasionally the cows abort long before their calving 
time. After calving the cows fail to come to heat 
until green feeds become available. Young oattle 
suffer seriously for vitamin A deficiency. They 
improve when feed rich in vitamin A is given, 
unless they are very seriously run-down. Vitamin A 
deficiency may cause paralysis. Young and growing 
animals have greater need of vitamin A and, therefore, 
suffer more frOID its deficiency. (612) 

754. Storage of Vitamin A: Vitamin A can be 
stored in the liver and other .tisBues; and, therefore, 
when there is a deficiency in the feed, this reserve is 
drawn upon and no evil effects may be felt so long 
as the reserve lasts. When more than the necessary 
vi~min A is supplied, the extra supplies go to the 
reserve. (612) 

755. Sources of Vitamin A: The commonest 
and the most wide-spread source of vitamin A is the 
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green part of plants: green leaves and green stems. 
Cows on good pasture give the highest yield of vitamin 
in their milk. Milk responds to the vitamin A reserve 
.of the milking-animal. When fodder is rich in 
vitamin A, the milk also is rich in vitamin A. When 
a cow is fed on rations Jacking in it there will be no 
vitamin A in the milk. or the quantity present will 
be insignificant. A milch·cow on fodder in which 
there is DO vita.min A will run the risk of her life, as 
well as that of her calf. 

The yellow colour is associated with vitamin A. 
As a matter of fact, it can be manufactured out of 
carotene in the body of the cow. But it should 
D0t be concluded that the depth of the yellow colour 
is a measure of carotene, and that the more the yellow, 
the more. carotene is there. 'l'here are some cows 
which give colourless butter, which contains its full 
share of vitamin A, but probably no carotene. Vitamin 
A is a colourless body which can be made out of the 
yellow carotenes of fruits and leaves etc. Many cows 
convert carotene partially, others fully into vitamin A. 
rrherefore, the absence of yellow colour in milk or 
butter does not . necessarily mean a. deficiency of 
vitamin A, as the whiteness may be due to the more 
complete conversion of carotene. Generally speaking, 
however, white butter fats are poor in vitamin A and 
in carotene·contents. (612) 

756. Oarotene: Caro~ene is a yellow-coloured 
fat .. soluble substance, occurring in the yellows of 
carrots or of butter-fat. In plant life, all or nearly all 
vitamin is in the shape of carotene, invariably found. 
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in green leaves. Carotene itself is yellow but its yellow 
is masked by the deep green colour of' chlorophyl~. 
When, on uprooting a, plant or on plucking a 
leaf, tbe green is bleaohed out by the action of the 
sun's rays, the yellow appears. Animals taking green 
fodder secure an abundance of carotene: When, 
however, green fodder is allowed to dry, carotene is 
destroyed, partially or wholly. If fodder is dried in 
the shade without fermentation in such a way that 
its gl'een colour is maintained I then much of the 
carotene is preserved. In dried hays, the amount of 
carotene may be regarded as proportional to the 
greenness of the fodder. In silage, to the extent the 
gl'een colour is retained, the carotene also is retained. 
As a matter of fact, ensilage allows much of the 
carotene to be retained and is, on this account, superior 
to dry cured fodder. With the exception of carrot, 
yellow roots and tubers do not contain carotene to' 
any appreciable extent. 

Vitamin A is fat-soluble and, therefore, all the
vitamin A of the milk is in the fat. Skimmed-milk 
may contain only a negligible quantity of vitamin A. 
The yolk of eggs and the livers of animals and fishes, 
are excellent sources of it. (612) 

757. Vitamin B: Vitamin B is an water-soluble 
substance and is known as the anti-beri-beri vitamin. 
Highly-milled products fro111 which the outer coat of 
the grain is taken aWI1Y ,retain little vitamin B, so' 
that when such grains become the staple food of -the 
people, the deficiency-disease of beri-bel'i, due to want. 
of vitamin B, occurs. 
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Vjtamin B is widely distributed in plant life and .. 
therefore, there is little danger of herbivorous animals 
receiving vitamin B-deficient fodder. It is present in. 
straw and in hay, whether green or Dot. Yeast is, 
particularly rich in vitamin B. It has been found that 
it can even be synthetised in the paunches of 
ruminants by the action of bacteria. (612) 

758. Vitmin B complex: Vitamin B is nOw 
regarded as a complex substance, the components 'of 
which are all water-soluble and resistant to high 
temperature and to oxidation, although they can be 
destroyed by prolonged· heating at the boiling 
temperature of water. 

Vitamin B2 compJex is now separately named as· 
Vitamin G, which consists of two factors- flavin 
which is required for growth and nicotinic acid. It 
is the nicotinic acid that prevents skin-diseases and 
also prevents pellagra in man. It is not exactly 
known whether the other components of B complex 
are of any importance or DOt. Vitamin B is so stable 
that paddy, stored in a dry climate fOl' a hundred 
years, retains it. (612) 

759. Vitamin 0: Vitamin C has been definitely 
separated in a crystalline form and has been identified 
as the substance now known as ascorbic acid. Vitamin G 
is an anti-scorbutic agent. It is soluble in water and 
is contained in green leaves and fruits,. particularly. 
in sour fruits. Men, monkeys and guinea pigs caunot, 
Bynthetise vitamin 0, and, therefore, when no green 
substance is supplied with the food, they suffer frOID 
scurvy) a vitamin O-deficiency disease. In scurvy the 
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teeth are loosened, the gums get inflamed and the 
:bones get brittle, the wounds become slow to heal, and 
loss of vigour and death ensues. Many people in long 
<voyages developed scurvy and succumbed to it. In 
Europe and America scurvy was, at one time, a 
·common disease. But riow, it is becoming rare because 
it has been generally known that scurvy is a vitamin C
deficiency disease, and that this vitamin is obtainable 
in' orange, citrus, tamarind or tomato Jlllces. The 
·disease may be prevented by adding a little of the 
raw juice of these fruits with the daily food, and if 
the disease occurs, these juices can cure it in the 
early stages. 

Farm animals can synthetise vitamin C and, 
-therefore, they do not suffer from this deficiency. It 
has now been found that human infants up to about 
5 month of age can synthetise vitamin C. After 
-that age, they lose this ability. (612) 

760. Vitamin D: Vitamin D is vitally necessary 
for cattle. Cattle can synthetise this vitamin in the 
'presence of sun-light. 

It is known as the anti-rachitic vitamin, because 
'in its absence rickets att.ack human beings and cattle. 
Vitamin D acts by its presence, and makes the 
assimilation of calcium and phosphorus possible. 
During the period of development of the cattle, it is 
particularly· necessary. Pregnant mothers require 
it for the growing foetus, for the formation of bone 
from calcium and phosphorus. Milk contains large 
·quantities of phosphorus and calcium and, therefore, 
during lactation, vitamin D is particularly necessary 
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for the assimila.tion of these two minera.ls from 
the fe,ed. 

Just as the discovery of vitamins has stamped out 
scurvy. similarly the discovery of vitamin D has 
:;a.ved innumerable children and also the young of the 
live-stock. Only a genera~ioIf"'ago. 80 pel' cent of the 
children in the large cities of Europe and America. 
used to have rickets to a more 01' less extent. But 
rickets is disappearing how. 

It was discovered in 1924 that certain substances 
could develop vitamin D in them by exposure to ultra
violet rays. in the skin there are minute traces of a, 
Bubstance called ergosteroL Sun-light acting on thi" 
formed vitamin D. Even diffused day-light has the 
proper~y of forming it from ergosterol in animal, 
tissues. When live-stock are allowed to have sun
shine, they generate it for themselves. 

Vitamin D is 801uble in fat but is not destroyed 
on pcolonged heating at the temperature of boiling, 
water. Dry fodder. cured in the sun-light, contain!::l 
it. Green plants have no vitamin D. It is formaa 
during sun-drying. Milk has vitamin D in its fat. 
Egg-yolk has plenty of it. Fish liver and fish 
liver-oils are particultul.y rioh in it; fish meat also 
contains it. (612) 

761. Vitamin E; This vitamin is widely 
distributed in fodders and in those human foodti 
that have not been artificially refined. Vitamin:U; is 
abundant in cereal. grains. in seeds and in vegetable 
oils. It is particularly rich in the germs of seeds. It 
is present in green leaves and in hay. Lack of 
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. it in female. rats causes sterility .. 'l'he female rats. 
,conceive, but in the very earliest stage the. foetuB 
·dies and .is absorbed for lack of this vitamin.. In 
male rats also this deficiency brings about 
sterility. What is hue of rats is not applicable to aU 
.mammals. It is not ""definitely known bow far cows 
l'equire vitamin E. Even if it is required, it is a,mply 
,provided for in the usual feeds. (612) 

762. Water requirement: Water IS of the 
utmost necessity in the nutrition of animals. Wat.er is 
.evaporated from the skin, it escapes through the breath 
and also largely through urine .and faeces. All these 
losses have to be replenished. rfhe animal. itself 
produces some. water during the. metabolism of its 
food. For example, 100 lbs. of cal'bohydra~es will 
yield 55'5 Ibs. of water and 163 Ibs. of carbonMdioxide, 
rl'he proteins 
car bohydrates. 
the dry feeds. 

will yield a little les8 water than 
Animals, get some moisture even with 
Green feeds. are particularly heavy 

carriers of water. 
If enough Wl1ter is not supplied, the milk-yic;lld 

of cows gets lessened. The milch-cows require the 
largest "amount of water, for water forms 87 pel' cent 
of their: milk. According to size, a cow may take 5 
to 12 gallons of water daily. Oows require 4 to 5 
volumes of water per volume of milk alone .. Water 
should be available in a pure and clean condition, 
always in the byre. When animals are kept loose, 
water troughs should be provided where they may 
have their fill. In stall-feeding every animal should 
have a water trough or every pail' may be provided 
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with one trough if properly arranged Or ~here should 
be a row of common W!Lter troughs accessible to !LIJ. 
Where cows are taken ,out for drinking in streams, it 
should be done twice daily. 

Water serves another purpose, namely, the control 
of the body temperature; when the body temperatm:e 
goes up, a d,rink of cold water helps to bring down 
the temperature and allay the discomfort. 

763. Air requirement: When the,air is inhaled 
it reacts on the lungs and gets altered. Foul' ReI' cent 
of the volume of air is taken away in the form of 
oxygen and is replaced by four per cent of carbon~ 
dioxide in the process of breftthing. Air entering tbe 
lungs has 21 per cent oxygen. Four per cent is taken 
out of it in the purification of the blood in the lungs, 
and the exhaled air contains only 17 per cent oxygen. 
In the air taken in, there is only '03. per cent of 
carbon-dioxide which increases to 4 per cent. Continual 
inhalation and exhalation will go on if .animals are 
,confined in a closed box and the confined air will soon 
be unable to support life. When men congregate, 
when there are many men in a closed space, the people 
.are oppressed with a stuffy atmosphere. A.t one time 
it was believed that this was due to the over-loading of 
the air with exhaled carbon-dioxide. Later knowledge 
has shown that this, is not so. If a room is ventilated 
with air containing a higher dose of carbon-piox,ide, 
still there is no oppressive feeling. It is the inc&.se 
of humidity of the room due to exhaled water vapour 
and the rise of temperature of the confined air that 
give rise to the feeling of oppression. The remedy 
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lies in the cooling down of the temperature and the 
removal of humidity. This is brought about by 
ventilation. 

The Table below gives the cubic feet of carbon
dioxide exhaled by cows pel' hour and the requirement 
of air, and also of the cubic feet of space. 

TABLE-54 

Cubic feet Cubic feet of air Cubic feet of spac" 
carbon· dioxide required to keep required per hea,d 

Animal, exhaled carbon· dioxide for keeping CO 2 
per hour. below '09% within '09% 

Large cow 6 10,000 1,100 
Medium cow 

or horse 3 5,000 550 
Man 0'6 1,000 330 

When cattle are kept in closed sheds -there should 
be ample opening at fioor level and neal' the ceilings, 
to allow unobstructed ingress and egress of air. 

764. Balanced ration: After having gone' 
through the nutritional requirements of carbOhydrates" 
proteins, minerals and the vitamins, we are now in a 
position to construct a balanced ration for the herd. 
Balanced ration is one which furnishes the severat 
nutrients: proteins, carbohydrates, fats and mineral& 
in such proportion and amount as will properly 
nourish an animal for 24 hours. 

Th~ requirements for the maintenance of an animal 
ile~nd upon its live-weight which is found from 
schedule or formula (925) or by actual weighing. 

Of the total requirements, the needs for proteins. 
and'tltarch equivalents have been indicated. (730-'32) 
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765. Nutrition and live-weight: It has been 
mentioned that nutritional requirements vary not 
proportionately to live-weights of animals but 
proportionately to two-third power or to '73 or '78 
power of weights. A Table made out on that basis 
shows the differing requirements for various weights 
to be as under : 

'Weights 500 600 700' 800 900 1,000.lbs. 
Digestible 

proteins. 0'338 0'399 O'4~8 0'516 0'570 
I 

0'625 lb. 

If 0'338 lb. protein is required fol' a 500 lbs. live
weight, then for an animal of 1,000 Ibs. live-weight, 
the proportionate requirement would be double of 
0'338 or 0'676 lb. The calculation on, the basis of 
2 power of the weight shows the tabled figure to be 
0'025. This difference between proportionate figures 
and those from power calculations do not much matter, 
considering the widely uncertain requirements which ~ 
we have to deal with. Proteins are different'; IDineral 
requirements also are governed by many known and 
unknown factors. With so many inexact points, 
the difference between the tabJed mathematically 
exact weights and the proportional weights should 
be regarded for practical day-to-day work as 
immaterial. If, therefore, the l'equirements for a 
500 Ibs. live-weight be tabled, the reader will be 
able to find the requirements for other living-weights 
proportionately. ' 

47 
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In this example, a nutrition ratio of 10'8 works 
.out with the' '34 digestible protein and (3'Q5-'34) 
digestible nutrients provided for. But if, as a matter 
of fact, a todder . is chosen within the' range of dry 
matter and protein requirement, but if the Tota.l 
Digestible Nutrients (T. D. N.) be more than what 
is in the schedule. then the nutrition ratio will be 
:altered. The widening of the nutritive ratio in' this 
event will not be harmful to a certain extent. 

About the requirement of Potassium it is to 
be understood that the amount indicated should not 
be exceeded. 

In this, 'l'able only a 500 lbs. live-weight has been 
indicated. The maintenance requirements for other 
weights m's,y be worked out proportionately to this 
weight. 

767. Requirements for growing cows; The next 
Table (Table 56, Page '741) indicates the requirements 
for growing cattle. During the period of growth of an 
animal, it has to be provided with Buch nutrients that 
it can add on daily one pound to its weight for the 
larger breed cattle of 700 to 1;000 lbs. weight. This 
period of growth is the most critical period in tb.e life 
of the cattle. If they are not allowed to develop as they 
ilhould, then their future is blasted. After a stunted 
growth during the period of development, an animal 
may be fed and well cared for afterwards. 'llhey roa.y 
make up weight and look healthy, but they will not be 
able to perform the functions required from full-grown 
animals ~f that particular type which had the 
necessary growth and development from the very 
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womb of the dam. If it be a female oalf she is likely 
to be a bad milker, however muoh she may be fed. 
during gestation or when she is ~ilking. After-care will 
certainly improve conditions, but serious neglect during 
the period of growth oannot be wholly made up. 

While considering the nutrient, it was mentioned 
that the protein was the material for building flesh, 
skin, hair etc., and that calcium-phosphorus were 
bone-making materials. During the growing period 
flesh, and bones grow, and it is very necessary that, 
these building materials be fully supplied during, 
growth. 

It should be understood that there would be a large 
difference in the requirements of a 500 lhs. cow for 
maintenance, and for a 500 lbs. growing, cow, heifer or 
bull, meaning those' that are growing up to greatel" 
size. As has been said, this is cqmputed ,at one
pound per day increase in weight, and involves the 
expenditure of 2 to 3 Ibs. of extra ene~gy for the. 
work of growing, and proportionately of ,othel' .itemEi 
of nutrition. (648) 

,768. For growing animals: Whereas for mere 
maintenance for a 500 lbs. animal 0'34 Wlund of 
protei'n is i'equired, for a gl~owing animfJIl of the 
same weight, an animal that has expectation ;,0£ 

lUore growth, the protein requirement is about 
~~ times, and starch equivalent is double .. Indeed, 
t,he growing period is a costly period. No work is 
obtained, but the feeding costs of growing animals 
are not less than those of working at milking 
il nimals. (648) 
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providing maintenance requirements al()ne. If that is 
so, the extra requirements have to come solely from 
concentrates. If there was left a margin on the 
maintenance requirement then that margin of 
roughage will, of course, be fed to go towards meet.ing 
the extra requirement, supplemented by protein und 
digestible nu trients to make up the total. For Jess 
than 8 hours work less would be proportionately 
necessary. (672) 

770. Additional requirements for milking: For' 
feeding milch cows the maintenance requirements
have to be met liberally as provided for in Tahle 
No, 55. For every pound of cow-milk, containing 
4'5 to 5 per cent fat, the following is delivered in the 
milk hy the cow: 

TABLE-57 

Nu,t1'ien'ts voided by cow pM' pmmd of milk 

Digestible Total digestible Starch GaO P20S 
protein nutrient equivalent 

lb, lb. lb. gram. gram. 

0'05 0'35 0'30 0'5. 0'4 

Additional feed is based upon the milk-contents of 
the nutrients. Milk contains the following: 

Protein 
Total digestible nutrients. 
Calcium 
Phosphorus 

3'3 per cent 

16'2 " 
0'12 " 0'09 " 

With every pound of milk the'above percentages 
of the nutrients come out of the cow. This has to be 
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replenished, allowing fo1." the lossage in metabolism 
and also in quality. 

P'I'otein requirement in the feed is calculated 
variously on the milk-content at 1'6 times to 1'25 times 
the weight of protein present in the milk. Taking 
1'6 times the contents of the protein in milk to be 
necessary to be put into the feed for satisfying the 
requirement, the amount of protein necessary in the 
feed comes to '033 x 1'0 = '05 lb, This figure is 
accepted. 

Digestible nutrient: 100 Ibs. of milk contains 
Hj lbs. total digestible nutrient, includip.g fat. For ODe 

pound, '16 lb. of T. D. N comes out of the cow. If 
twice this is put in the feed the total digestible 
nutrient comes to '32 lb. which will correspond nearl~T 
to '80 lb. of starch equivalent. 

Calcium and phosphorus: If the milk contents of 
these are calculated, and 1'5 tillles put in the feed, the 
figures come to '5 gram for CaO and '4 gram for 
phosphorus. (672) 

771. Requirements per pound of milk: The 
figureR for requirements are tabled. 

Digestible 
protein 
lb. 

0'05 

TABLE-:-58 

Total digestible Starch 
nutrients. C'nquivalent. 

lb. lb. 

0'32 0'30 

CaD P "OS 
gram. gram. 

0'5 0'4 

The matter of requirements for milk production 
is considered again in connection with dairying. 



CHAPTER XX 

NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCIES 

AND THEIR CORRECTION 

772. Balanced requirement is true requirement: 
So fal: we have studied the requirements of variOUI:I 
nutritional elements for maintenance and work.. This 
has been an one-sided affair, because individual Hems 
of nutrition do Dot act as single units, hut togetber 
they form a composite whole. It would not do to 
lOBe sight of the fact that tbe nn tritional necessity 
of an animal-body for any particular purpose of any 
particular item requires the simultaneous presence 
of all other items of nutrients. An animal lllay 
require a cert,ain amount, of protein daily, but if only 
its requirement of protein is met, still it will not be 
able to secure protein equilibrium unless all other 
nutritional factors are present at least in their 
mlmmum. This fact is often lost sight of even in 
scientific experiments OD digestibility-trials etc. If, 

along with the meeting of the protein-requirement, 
the energy, the mineral and the vitamin requirements 
are. fully r;net, then only can the protein-supply be 
useq to the best advantage, and the ration will 
be a balanced ration. Diets may be unbalanced by 
including in it excessive quantities of one or othel' 
of the ingredients, and it is stated that even an excess 
of vitamin D, contained in Bun-dried bays, may upset 
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the balance and turn an otherwise balanced ration 
into an unbalanced one. 

In India, a very large percentage of the cattle 
have been Buffering from mal-nutrition of a severe 
type. This is- due to insufficient food being given 
which even quantitatively lacks the essentials. Less 
protein is fed and less starch equivalent is fed 
than is necessary to maintain them, not to speak of 
obtaining work or production out of them. 'rhis 
mal-nutrition is immedia-tely and most remarkably 
reflected in sterilit,y, either of 8, temporary or of a 
permanent nature. 

773. Sterility from mal-nutrition: Sterility 
makes animals unremunerative, and the longel' the 
sterility continues in an animnl, the more is it 
neglected by the owner and the dete~·joration proceeds 
yet faster. Deficiency in anyone of the several 
nutritional requirements is likely to make an animal 
sterile. Unfortunately not in one but in almost aU 
the items in protein, in total digestible nutrients, in 
minerals, and occasionally in the vitamins "too, there 
are deficiencies. Mr. Leitch of the Imperial Bureau 
of Animal Nutrition, Aberdeen, observed: 

"Fertility depends, in the first place, on the simple 
quantitative adequacy of the diet. Famine and 
war sterility 01' diminished fertility, is known in all 
olasses of farm· [},niI11111s and in human beings. 
Following the Great War sterility was common in 
cattle, goats and sheep in Germany and B:tingary ... J' 

In addition to general under·nutrition, deficiency 
in minerals have been known to cause sterility. 
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774. Sterility and phosphorus deficiency: He 
continued: 

"N aturally-occurring deficiencies of mineral. 
elements have been shown to affect fertility. Of 
these, possibly the most important is deficiency of 
phosphorus since it is of wide-spread occurrence in 
natural pastures throughout the world. It has been 
shown by Theiler and his associates in South Africa" 
by Henry in Australia, and by Eckles, Becker 
and Palmer and Hart in the United States, that 
deficiency of phosphorus results in abortions and 
sterility. In observations on 200 native scrub. 
cows, half of which received a supplement of bone
meal, r.rheiler, Green and Du 'fait found that 80 
per cent of the bone-meal-lot calved normally, while 
only 51 pel' cent of the controls calved. Du Toit 
and Bisschop report an e~periment continued 
for three years with 109 bone-meal-fed cows and 20 
contl'OIs in which the bone-meal-fed group produced 
87·3 per cent of $e possible number of calves, 
while the control group produced only 56'5 per cent 
of the possible number. Eckles. Becker and Palmer 
also found that feeding It phosphate-supplement 
improved fertility. They att.ributed the low 
fei.'tility associated with phosphorus deficiency to 
infrequency of ovulation .... " 
775. Sterility and calcium deficiency: "In 
experiments in which dairy cows were fed greatly 
restricted rations, confined pl'llctically to a. single 
fodder-pllint, oat, wheat or maize, Hart. and bis 
co-workers showed that addition of calcium was 
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essential to secure reprod nction. . .. Hart also, 
records that cows fed on hay and straw grown on 
acid soil and contl1ining less than the normal per
centage of calcium, were unable to pl'oduce normal 
healthy calves, Tn an experiment using a ration 
of. low calci~m-content, Meigs found that cows 
were very difficult to get in calf, while controls, 
with a supplement of calcium carbonate gave much, 
better results, ... " 
776. Deficiency and infection: "In addition to 
this direct influence of di'et on fertility, there is the 
other, possibly even more interesting and important" 
indirect effect through ita modifying action on 
susceptibility to infections, It is known that mal
nutrition practically determi.nes Busceptib,ility t,O 
certain infections, and there is evidence that it may 
be an important pre-disposing factor t,o infection 
with Br', abortu,,~ and other organisms which 
interfere with reproduction .... " (Indian Jou.rnal 
of Veterinwry Soienoe ci; Animal Hilsba,nd,ty. 1988-

-P.19S) 
ABORT ION HOR MINERAL DEFICIENCY: 

A case is reported from Madras which conclusively 
proved how mineral deficiency ,c9.used a.bortion. 
(Indian Jo1t1'nal of Veterina?'Y Saience tf; Animal 
H2I,sband?·y. 1939-P, 415). 

In Madras in an army Stud Farm there were out
breaks of equin~ abortion. Prior to 1929, there were 
about 7 abortions on the avera,;ge every year, It 60' 

happened that in HJ29 the authorities in their attempt. 
to improve the skeletal frame of the foals, introduced 
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mineral feed, containing ca,lcium. After this feed was 
introduced abortion stopped. The new mineral-feed 
was expected to give better bones, but this was not 
found to be the case and was, therefore, stopped in 
1934. Abortion l'e-appeared in 1985 with '2 cases and 
reached 12 cases in 19S6. At this tiple expert advice 
was taken and it was discovered that it was calcium 
~,hat was wanting in the feed. Accidental use·of extra 
calcium had stopped abortion, which re-started with the 
discontinuance of the. mineral feed. Extra calcium feed 
was re-introduced, and with it abodion disappeared. 

777. Mal-nutrition deficiency and reproduction: 
Crowther observed that untilrGcent years reproductive 
troubles were commonly sought for in the field of. 
disease, but conclusive evidence is now available that 
in very many cases the basic causative factor was 
faulty nutrition. Under-nutrition includes general 
deficiency of energy-supply or deficiency of one or 
more of the specific essential factol's such as vitamins 
or minerals. These deficiencies lelld to disturbance 
of oestrus cycle and t,hen to actual cessation. Crowther 
was positive that maternal diet must include extra 
;amounts of vitamin A and B which can be had 
from green leafy feed, 

778. Oalcium deficiency and reproduction: 
Dr. Sen (Ag1'iC1llt~(re &; Live-stock in Intlia. Novembe1', 
1983.) observes that mal-nutrition, especially deficiency 
-of lime or phosphorus or both in the ration, may 
lead to either sterility Of abortion in the female. 
Sometimes, there lllay he no abortion, but the milf may 
be weak and may not sUl'vive long. Lime-deficiency 
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usually occurs in stall~fed animals which are given 
conceI).trates, . and these concentrates lack in. lime. 
Lifile-deficiency also Occurs where no grazing can 
be obtained and a better· type of fodder is not, 
available. One of the cOillmonest ~yr.uptom8 of this· 
lime-deficiency i.s the tendency of animals to eat earth 
and mud. Dr. Sen opines that all young animals. 
have a great craving for minerals owing to their high 
requirement for bone·formatiou. 

779. Dr. Sen on deficiency; Phosphorus dejiaiency 
and sterility: According to Dr. K. C. Sen, another 
mineral which affects tbe fertility of domestic animals. 
is phosphorus. Pastures in many parts are highly 
deficient in phosphorus, and the cattle develop a 
condition peculiar to the deficiency of phosphorus 
called a-phosphorosis. 'rhey get emaciated, develop, 
depraved appetite such as chewing of bones, and 
carcass or refuse matters, become prone to infective· 
diseases and get partially or completely sterile. The 
addition of phosphorus-rich substances, Dr~ Sen 
observes, Buch as bone-meal (which contains lime 
as well) improves their condition. 

The evil. effects of phosphorus-deficiency are 
markedly prominent in India, because the natural 
pastures of India are highly deficient in phosphorus. 

Dr. Sen in another article in "Agriculture & Live
stock in India", March, 1935, followed up the subject 
and mentioned that lack of lime or phosphorus 
or both lead to emaciation, pica (depraved hunger} 
unthriftiness, stunted growth, sterility, low. milk

. production or bone diseases in cattle. He obseJ:ved ; 
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" ... Our observations show that under laboratory 
oonditions, the effect is much mOre pronounced in 
imported or half~bred oattle than in indigenpuB 
animals, though even in the latter the ill~e:ffects 
·of a low minerl11 diet are always observable .... " 
780. Experiment on the cow-Khairi : "Examples 
of this na.ture are shown. Fig. 43 is· the photograph 

Fig. 43. Rhairi 75, Holst.ein-Hariana, on 
normal dairy ration. 

(Agdculture & Live·stock in India., Vol. V, Part II) 

'Of one of om dairy cows, Khairi 75, 11 half-bred. 
Holstein-Hariana. She was a good milke!', had 
already passed three lactations, and was in calf 
when she was brought' under the . present 
expel'iment, where she was put on' a phosphoruti
deficient diet, or more oorrectly, on u. diet whioh had 
.iLn abnormal lime phosphorus ratio, with a slight 
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protein-deficiency for the first two months. Within 
a. few months of the experiment the animal had 
lost much weight and, gave birth to a calf whiqh 
died in an hour's time. Fig. 44 was taken at 
this time, and the condition of the dam and calf 
is readily seen. A highly unbalanced ration with 

.a low all.10unt of phosphorus and a slight deficiency 

Fig. 44. Khairi 75, with her dead calf. 
Note the extremely emaciated condition. 
Diet very low in phosphol'Us, rich in lime 

and slightly deficient in protein. 
(Agdculture & Live·stock in India., Vol. V, Pa.rt IT) 

of protein in the diet, in fact, led to' a lllarked 
emaciation and the birth of a non-viable calf. 
The condi tion of the anima.l became so bad afte']_' 

.calving\ that she had to be returned to the normal 
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dairy ration but did not improve for about a 
month; and it was only when in addition to dairy 
ration, she was a;llowed to graze on· a vel'Y good 
pasture land, containing plenty of green grass. 
thr~t she rapidly regained her original weight." 
In the above passage the importaDce of phosphorus 

Imfficiency .is we,ll brought by the d~saster that 
followed· on giving full dairy ration which was deficient 
in phosphorus and slightly deficient in protein. 

'l'he fact should be noted also that '[(hai1'i, the cow,. 
of the experiment, did not get her condition back, even 
when kept on full and bar lanced dairy ration, till she 
was allowed to graze also. 'l'hel'e was something 
in pasture grass whioh stall-feeding could not give. 
What is tha.t mysterious thing in growing grass, 
that works like mlLgic on starving and emaciated cows?" 
This i~ .beginning to be underBtood (868-'70) and is 
dealt with in connection with pastiure grasses. 

In continuation of the case of the cow Khairi,. 
Dr. Sen observed that similar though not so striking 
results were obtained in trials with a Sahiwal cow
Hansi 207. Hansi was put on a diet poor in lime and 
rich in phosphorus, with a snilicient amount 6f protein .. 
rl'he animal started to lose condition gradually, became
unthrifty, and died after about 5 months. 

781. Khairi's trouble due to phosphorus. 
deficiency: In connection with the experiment on 
Khairi, the Holstein-Hariana cow, Dr. Sen observed 
that another covv was fed the same diet as Khairi,. 
but she was given in addition a phosphate supplement. 
ohe maintained her condition well, showing that the 
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misfortune that came" to Khairi was wholly due to 
phos phorus-d eficien cy. 

782. Knowledge of nutritional experiments: 
Dr. Sen commented: 

"The above results of laboratory experiments are 
so striking that it is necessary to consider if 
similar ," instances are to be observed under field 
conditions. It is well-known that in many parts of 
the country, tbe soil is poor in lime or pb0sphorus. 
or both, and that thi I> poverty of the soil is liable 
to be reflected in the composition of the pasture. 
In animals reared on such poor pasture, troubles 
due to mal-nutritj'on are to be expected, and the 
existence of various diseases due to deficiency of 
lime or phosphorus in the feed are well~known in 
various parts of Europe, America and South Africa, 
where most of the significknt work ha~ been done. 
Literature in this country is very poor on this 
subject due not to the non-existence of the ill 
effects of mal-nutrition, but rather to the fact that 
few have tried to study the subject, or when cases 
have come to their notice, have not placed their 
observations on record. It is well-known that 
deficiency of lime or phospho~s leads to certain 
types of bone-disease., and we have received reports 
of several sllch cases from South India recently. 
Equine osteoporosis, due to lack of lime in the diet, 
has long been known to occur quite frequently, 
and we have had cases of osteomalacia in cattle in 
a village the fodder of which, on analysis, was 
found to be low in lime and very poor in 

48 
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phosphorus. Movement of t,he affected animals 
to an adjoining village where better pasture was 
available, stopped the progress of the disease .... " 
783. Vitamin deficiency: "Oonsiderable evidence 
bas been brought forward in the last few year~ 

by American and South African worker!; that 
vitamin, A deficiency in the, ration of cattle llay 
give rise .to serious difficulties. In my pt'evious 
papell a mention was made ·of the occurrence of 
'blindness in calves' and abortion in cattle in Bome 
parts of India. It has been reported recently by 
South African workers that when heifers were 
kept on deficient diet, almost all of them gave 
birth to weak and blind calves, and the cause bas 
been ,tentatively assumed to be due to vitamin A 
deficiency in the ration .... " 
In the Bulletin of the 1. C. A. B. No. 25, on ''I'be 

Nutritive Values of I~dian Cattle Foods (1938)', 
Dr. Sen observed as under: 

"Straw and hay, ,as commonly available in India, 
are practically vqid of vitamin potency. This is also 
the case with most of ,the concentrates: For tbis 
reaElon a-vitaminos'is-A ,in a mild form is widely 
prevalent and o~ca8ional inst!ltnces of this trouble, 
such as intra-uterine blindness, ophthalmia, in 
growing animals, abortion and sterility are found 
in many places. The only pract.ical method of 
remedying this defect in the ration is to provide 
for green grazing, failing which, a suitable supple
ment of green f.eed, 8-10 Ibs. daily, should be 
given to growing, in-calf and lactating animals," 
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784. Vitamin deficiency in a Jail dairy: I was 
,put in. charge· of the dairy of the A.lipur Oentral Jail, 
when r was in the Jail as a prisoner in 1942-'44. My 
.experience there corroborates the observations of 
DI·. Sen reg~rding a-vitaminosis. In tlte Jail dairy, 
some body put.it into the head of the authorities that 
green grass was not safe for the dairy animals. 
A very' promising bull died there of pneumonia. On 
.autopsy a ladies hail' pin was found embedded in the 
~l]ngB, having penetrated there' through its stomach. 
After that grazing had been stopped. The herd was 
kept solely on rice-straw, and a scheduled quantity of 
concentrates . 

. The dairy was an aId place with me. I had served 
my previous .. term (1930-'33) in this .Tail, and did all 
:that I could .for. the dairy then. I caused 'Guinea 
grass to be planted all alopg the walks by the 
wall surrounding the Jail· compound. On taking 
.charge again in 1942, I was' struck with the poor 
.condition of the cattle. The familiar herd had 
,changed beyond recognition. The grasses on the Jail· 
.compound were cut and thrown away. These changes 
led me to think. Last time the milk yield had risen 
to 2 mds. This time. I found that barely 25 seers of 
milk were being obtained daily. On searching the 
records I found that out of the last 24 births there 
were 19 cases of calves found dead at birth or calves 
that. lived only for a few days. Tben, there were two 
blind calves living. At first the blame was laid on an 
.old, bull which had served too long to be really useful. 
But, in a few days it dawned on me that it was 
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vitamin-deficiency that did the mischief, when I found 
that no green things were allowed to the berd. The 
herd lived entirely on tice-straw and concentrates. 

Provision fO'!: feeding green grass and also for' 
exercise was made, and bone-meal was added to' • 
rectify the mineral deficiency of rice-straw. The 
death of calves at birth disappeared from the' dairy 
the moment I took charge. In a few days of my 
an'ival a calf was born. With special treatment it, , 
lived on, 'l'he calving followed at the rate of 

two calves per month, without any accident. During 
this term there was an out-break of an epidemic' 
of black quarter which carried away six young calves. 
Despite this misfortune, the milk yield of the dairy 
shoh up by degrees froID' 24 seers a ,. day to a 
maund and a ball,. and remained at that raCe for 
six months when I got my discharge. I have 
touched on the problem of vitaJ1.l.in supply and of the 
provision of bone-meal anly. It wonld be incorrect to· 
suppose that these were the only or even the main 
items for reforming the dairy. Many things were 
undone, in order to bring the dairy to an ideal 
condition within the cramping limits of Jail 
administration. 

Experiments here proved' to rue how quickly 11 run
down herd may be brought to a fine form. At the 
time of leaving I had the satisfaction of feeling that 
the, dairy was again in a first class condition, a 
condition in which I had left it 10 years ago in 1933. 
The dairy WaEl the very breath of my life for the 
period that 1 was in the Jail. 
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785. Famine and vitamin A deficiency: For three 
years prior to 1939 there was very little monsoon in 
Marwar. But 1939 was an year of complete failure. 
This brought in famine. Food and concentl'ates 
'Could be brought from distant places to alleviate 
the suffering. But it was .• otherwise' with rougbages, 
particularly with green feeds. Vitamin A has to ,be 
<>btained from green fodder and there is DO green 
fodder. Vitamin-starvation naturally occurs. Tbis 
happened in 1939 in Ma:t;war. In 1936 green fel)d 
was available for only two to three months in place 
of the usual five nionths of normal years. In 1937 
green feed for cattle was available barely for two 
months; in 1938 there was practically no green 
fodder; While in 1939 there was not a blade of . grass 
to be seen to feed. the cattle. The previous three 
years of a-vitaminosis bad worked considerable injmy 
on the cattle. 'l'heir reserve of vitamin must have 
been long spent up. In 1939,' in spite of the fuU' 
ration of concentrates and dry fodder to the cattle in 
the Oattle-Breeding Hesearch Station at Jodhpur, the 
11nimals fell ill and 45 of them became blind in this 
institution alone, while animals suffered ulldescribable 
distress in many other places of Ajmere. 

Want of vitamin A not only affected the eyes but 
in some cases attacked the salivary glands also, 
causing profuse salivation. There was general 
debility added to difficulty in moving the hind legs. 
Abortions were there as would be expected; and 
those that calved gave birth to calves which were 80 

under-nourished that they either died immediately 
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or survived a da.y or two. Calving mothers also died • 
.B'ollowing the use of cod-liver oil for supplying 
vitamin A; some cows showed improvement and gave 
birth to calves. Nine pregnant cows after the cod-liver 
oil treatment gave birth to calves which were entirely 
,blind (Fernandes.-Indian Farming. Decembe?', 1940). 

786. Contagious disease and deficiency: Dr. 
Sen in bis paper referred to above wrote: 

"There is now a considerable amount of evidence 
to show that natural, immunity to contagious 
diseases is dependent on the, nutritional state of 
the body, and that diet has a definite effect on the
increased resistance and decreased susceptibility 
of an animal towards an invasion by certain 
types of micro-organism, but as yet 'we do' noi 
understand fully the I'elation between diet and the 
incidence of infection. The experience of different 
groups of jnvestigat,ors, however, shows that any 
impI'ovement in the qllality of the ration by tbe 
ineOl'poration" of materials, deficient ,in natural 
food-stuffs, markedly increases resistance. T~U8 

the South African workers found that the addition 
of phosphates to tbe phosphorus-deficient feed of 
cattle resulted in a, decreased rate' of mortality. 
Aberdeen workers have found' that ,when the 
pasture W3.S good, the natural anti-body response 
was greater than when ,the ration was un-balanced, 
An iinportant observation has been made at the 
Nutrition Institilte, Ooonoor, that animals living 
on imperfect diets show a greater tendency to the 
irifections of the respiratory and gastro-intestinal 
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tract, and that there is a tendency· of stone
formation in the. bladder. And the. Aberdeen 
workers have found that the parasitic flora of the 
intestine is increased when animals are kept on a 
deficient ration. In the case of our half-starved 
indigenous cattle of low productive capacity) this 
disease-susceptibility does not often attract our 
attention, but striking after-effects of mal-nutrition 
are seen in the case of imported breeds or indigenous 
animals of good breed and high milk-yield ..... . 
The deficiency of vitamins and mineral matter in 
the locally available food-stuffs, raised on poor soil, 
bas resulted in the partial mal-nutrition of the 
animals and has been one of the predominating 
causes of weakened resistance to disease. It 
should be realised by every nutrition worker that 
there is a 'threshold' value for adequate nutrition, 
and that there may be a veiled mal-nutrition 
indicated 01;,11y by a falling short of full develop
ment and by a latent weakening of resistance to 
infection and exposure." 
787. Oalcium-deficiency and milch cow: "It is now 
widely accepted that a great loss of body-caloium 
is a predisposing factor in the greater incidence 
of certain diseases in heavy milking cows, such 
as milk fever, tuberculosis and Johne's disease." 
788. Oalci-phos. deficiency: J. B. Orr, Director 

Rowen Institu~e, in a paper discussed at the 
Veterinary Oongress, 1929, mentioned th~t of the. 
non-energy-yielding constituents, those required in 
the largest amounts are <calcium and phosphorus; 
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They not only form the main elements in the skeletal 
structures, but fLre present as essential components 
of every living cell. Dr. Orr, after giving the minimum 
requirements of calcium and phosphorus, mentioned 
that the ration must obviollsly contain more than 
these. minimum amounts, for only a portion of what 
is present in a ration is absorbed from the intestine. 

789. Calcium assimilation: In Dr, Orr's opinion 
the absorption of calcium presents more difficulty than 
that of phosphorus. There may be an abundant supply 
9£ calcium in the food, while through diffjculty of 
assimilation, the tissues may be short of lime. The 
amount absorbed in the intestine may vary from 
o to 80 pel' cent or more of the amount ingested. 
Therefore, factors affecting assimilation are as 
important as the amount present in· the ration. 

Dr. Orr mentioned that vitamin A and ultra-violet 
rays considerably help the assimilation of calcium. 
The vitamin was given in the form o~ codqliver oil to 
young pigs on a ration of maize, etc., and the following 
results were obtained: 

Days CaO 
intake 
gram 

1-7 3'48 
8-13 3'48 
~4-19 3'48 
2.0-22 3'48 
Cod-liver oil given-
23-28 ' 2'32 
29-34 2'32 
35-40 1'7 

TABLE-59 
Balance 

CaO. 
gra.m 

+0'64 
+0'17 
-0'36 
-0'38 

+0'17 
+1'54 
+1'16 

CoD retained 
jn percentage 

of intake 

+18 
+5 
-10. 
-J4 

+7 
+66 
+68 
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'1'he above figures amply show that the mere 
presence of calcium in the ration is nothing, and. that 
its absorption is everything. With the feeding of 
:3'48 grams of OaO there was absorption of '64 to '17 
gram, which then became negative .asthe days passed 
,on, on the same ration. When, however, cod-liver 
oil was added, even from so small a dose of ingestion 
as 1'7 gram, l':L6 grams waR ret,ained. It shows 
what an important part vitamin A plays in calcium 
assimilation. Ultl'a~violet rays administered in the 
laboratory experiment showed similar results
absorption going up .from '46 gram to 2~10 grams 
after ~2 days of lighf .. rllY exposure. 

The nature of dil/iit, reflects similar alteration, 
:f!, higher proportion of calcium is absorbed from fresh 
pastures than from most other food~stuffs. 

, The ratio or calcium to phosphorus affects the 
balance, 11 large exceSB of one affecting the absorption 
of the other. 

790. Deficiency and growth: Tlieiler's figUl'~s 

for cattle go to show that the feeding of bone-mea] to 
the stock, grazing on a phosphorus-deficient pasture, 
resulted in a rate of growth three times greater 
than that of control animals without bone-meal on 
-the same phosphorus-deficient diet. The phosphorus 
deficiency had obviously restricted the rate or growth 
to a third of the animal's capacity. A similar result 
was obtained by feeding bone-meal, when the milk 
yield increased by about 40 pel' cent. 

Deficiency very strikingly affects the health of 
;11niTllflls. The metabolism of calcium is closely linked 
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with that of phosphorus, especially in th~ bones. With 
deficiency the animal becomes unthrifty, gets a staring 
coat, and has a tendency to emaciation, ,let,hal'gy' ana 
stilted gait. Accompanying these symptoms there if> 
depraved appetite. 'l'he abnormal Bubstance eaten is 
usually rich in the material which was deficient in 
the food. 

South African workers also confirmed the' fact 
that calves from cows on phosphorus-deficient pastures 
were lighter at birth and weaker than those of 
control animals receiving bone-meal.. There is -fl. 

general constitutional disturbance due to mineral· 
deficiency, and only some pathological changes get 
manifested. These are accomptitliec by disturbances of 
the functions of the ductless glands. 

It has been the common experience in South 
Africa th!1t the feeding of bone-meal and salt to< 
cattle of a phosphorus-deficient area was marll:ed by 
a decrease in death-rate in bone-meal-fed groups a& 
compared with the controls. In India some worket& 
have found that mal-nutrition makes the animals very 
much more susceptible to attacks of parasites. 

791. Making up the deficiency: The making 
up of the deficiencies in ration is, 'however, easy. 
W hen there is a deficienoy of protein and total 
digestible nutrients, they have got to be supplied. 
When there is a deficiency of non-energy producing 
mineral elements, the remedy lies in feeding what 
is lacking. 

Proteins can be supplied from oil-cakes and 
leguminous grasses and pulses. Energy requisites are 
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well supplied by cereals. Oalcium-deficiency can be 
met from bone-meal and also from oil-cakes. A few 
anti-deficiency feeding-materials stand out prominently 
and their utilisation may easily change an un balanced 
ration to a balanced one, 

(1) Green grass for vitamin A-deficiency, and for 
correction of many imbalances. This is best ingesteil 
when the animals graze on pastures. . 

(2) Oil-cake for protein and phosphorus deficiency. 
(3) Legumes, pulses and hays for protein and 

calcium-deficiency. Bone-meal is also slightly 
contl'ibutory to proteins. 

(4) Common salt for making up salt-deficiency. 
Almost all feeds needed salt. Common salt is needed 
to correct the excess of potassium ingestion also. A 
very large number of feeds require bone-meal also. 

These few easily-available materials are to be . ~ 

looked for to correct the Imbalance. 



CHAPTER XXI 

SOME FODDERS AND FEEDING 

MATERIALS AND THEIR 

COMPOSITION 

792. The cereal straws: Straws are bad for 
:fodder., As we shall presently see they. contain very 
little protein nnd a small amount of phosphorus which 
is in some instances of doubtful quality. On the other 
hand, they contain a very large amount of potassiulll 
which exercises a harmful influence in more than one 
way, and hampers the assimilation of what little 
nutritious matters are present. For this reason, 

p 

straws .are regarded as poor roughages, supplying only 
11 portion of energy, and mainly weeting the purpose 
of filling the belly. 

In cattle.breeding, therefore, nutrition is sought 
for from other quarters than from the straws or 
cereal g~ains. For better cattle-breeding, the growing' 
of fodder-crop is necessary; and in other lands 'they 
grow fodder-crops of suitable character to serve as 
the main feed. These fodder-crops may yield grains 
.but the grains are either not allowed to develop when 
the fodder is cropped, or if the grains are allowed to 
mature, they also are fed to the cattle as concentrates, 
so that whole fodder plants, seeds or ~rainB and stalks 
,llnd leaves and· all go to make up the feed. Oereal 
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straWB are considered fit for use as litter only in 
Burope and America. 

In India we are in a different position. Very little 
acreage is under fodder-crop, and the cattle popUlation 
bas to depend mainly upon the straws of food-grains. 

The best portions of the plant are represented in 
the grains, and the grains ar~ taken away' for human 
food. What is left is unable to maintain the life of the 
cow. Yet, dependence upon such poor stuff has been the 
lot of the cows of India to a large extent; and such 
is the misfOl:tune that even this poor quality non
nutritious feed is not available to the required extent,. 
being short, as the statisticians say, by 45 pel' cent. 

793. The. importance of cereal straWS: Therefore,. 
cereal-straws, poor as they are, will continue to be fed. 
We shall take a few of the more important of the, 
cereal-straws and try to learn about their utility and 
deficiencies so that when used, their deficiencies might 
be corrected. Rice, wheat, joa9', baj~'aj 9'agi, and oats
are dealt with, which will give a general picture and 
help us in estimating the value of other cereal-straws 
non d~scribedj but listed in the digestibility Table of 
fodders. The digestible constituents and minerals of 
these are given in the Para 729. 

794. Rice-straw: Rice-straw _ is an important 
fodder. It has been found that rice areas are areas of 
large production, having heavy rain-fall as compared 
with other al'eas where the rain-fall is scarce and,. 
therefore, the productivity of the soil is less. These 
areas of productivity are exactly those areas where the 
cattle are poor. This had been regarded as a fact. 
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but a mysterious fact, defying explanation. (397, 505, 
655, 814, 826) 

795. Better animals from dry areas: Dr. K. C. 
Sen who is in charge of the, Nutrition section, Imperial 
Veterinary Institute, Izatnagal', wrote: 

" .. ·A very curious fact is that most of the ,good 
animals· in India come from the tracts where 
rainfall is low and water is scarcely available. With 
the increase in the irrigated areas, and consequent 
increase: of crop-production, grazing areas are 
getting fe,wer, and animals coming from irrigated 
tra:ct,s are much inferior in condition so far as 
-their performan,ce is concerned, and, moreover, 
these animals are more susceptible to parasitic 
infections and disease in general. This observation 
is of the ,highest importance to a.griculturist and 
animal-husbandmen alike, and attempts should be 
made to find out if this difference ill disease
susceptibility and in performance is due to climatic 
considerations, to nutritional differences .or to any 
other causes. The Punjab experiments, . however, 
have shown how much it is possible to improve 
the local breeds by selective breeding and judicious 
feeding, and experiments made in Pusa support the 
idea, that good animals can be· raised from almost 
any breed of animals available in India, provided 
the degeneration has not proceeded too far." 
(Ag1'iculhl1'8 J] Live-stock in India. Nov8mbe'l', 
1933). (397,505,655) 
796. Best cattle bred in drier districts: Sir. 

Arthur Olver published a paper .. in :'Agriculture & 
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Live-stock in India" in September, 1938, prior to his 
retirement, in order to place on record the conclusions 
which he bad formed after 8 years of clos~ study of 
the problews of lIve-stook in India: In this paper, 

8JS also previously on several other occasions, he 
brought out the fact of there being inferi~r cattle in 
wet ar!3as. He wrote: 

"As a general rule, it can be taken that'through
~)Ut India, the best cattle are bred in the drier 
tracts where free grazing is scanty: and the grass 
grown is not coarse, and this fact may be taken 
as a sure indication that the coarse grass 
produced in forest areas, under. heavy rain-fall 
conditions, is not sufficiently nutritious to produce 
good stock. In wet areas it is unlikely, therefore, 
that much impro~ei:nent can be effected by tl;l.e 
mere introduction of stock, accustomed to drier 
conditions and more higqly nutritious food-stuffs. 
The policy, therefore, should be to improve the 
local breeds by careful selection and. systematic 
animal _husbandry work, designed particularly' to 
provide better fodder and to control parasites 
which, in such areas, are nearly always a serious 
cause of degeneracy and ill-health. 
"In the rice-tracts the degeneration of cattle which 
{)ceUl'S, appears to be largely due to the fact that 
the people are not cattle-minded and take no steps 
to provide nutritiouB and health-giving fodder or 
semi-fodder-crops such as the legumes and grasses 
or joar, kadbi which are e~tenBively grown by 
cattle-breeders in districts where. the best ~tock 
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I:tre bred and reared. It seems, however, that. 
crops of this kind could usually be produced in 
rice tracts if suitable seeds were tb rown in on the· 
last watering of the paddy-fields." (397,505,655) 
797·. Oauses of inferiority- in wet areas: What-

ever be the reason, the fact stands that the cattle' 
areas of h~avy rain-fall or what is the same thing, the 
catt.le of rice tracts are very poor and degenerate. 
Both Dr. Sen and Sir Arthur Olver seem to think that 
factors are at work which have not been fully explored .. 
Dr. Sen seemed to be inquisitive and would have liked 
to find out the root cause of degeneracy of the cattle 
of the wet areas,' whether this was due to climatic,'· 
nutritional or, other causes. The latter seemed to, 
attribute the degeneracy to the absence of cattle
mindednesB in the people of these tl'l1cts, for, in his 
opinion, they could improve their cattle if they could 
grow fodder which they could easily do. 

'l'he real cause is that the main fodder of 1'ice-~1teas. 

is rice-straw which is a very deficient material 
(798-'800) as regards nutrition; so also is rice-bran 
or kU1'(lJ. (397, 505, 655) 

798. ~mportance of rice area: But' we cannot 
pass over this question with simply mentioning this 
fact. The rice-area is an important area, and 
improvement or deterioru,tion of cattle in these areas 
will illean and does weaD corresponding change in the 
fate ~lld fortune of the millions of people inhabiting 
these arel18. The importance of rice-areas is great 
in India, and the cattle problem of these areas and 
consequently the main Cltttle-fodder of these areas" 
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rice-straw, deserves more than a passing notice, ' The 
area under rice ,in the, various . rice-traots· will enable 
us to underatand the significance of the problem. 

ProvincBs, 

Kashmere, Sind, Madras 
and CentriLl Provinces 

Bihar 
Orissa 
Bengal 

Portion under rice. 

over 20 %, 
over 40 % 
over 60 % 
over 80 % 

Tb-e above is the roughest division of rice areas in 
India.-(I.O.A.R., Bulletin No, 38), '(397,505,655) 

799. Area under rice and other grains; There a,re 
eg· 5 miJlion aCl:es under rice ,out of 180'7 million acres 
under food grains (Rice, Wheat, Barley, J oar, Maize, 
Gram and other food-grains and pulses), forming 
37 per cent of the total area under food-crops. These 
eg'5 million aores are roughly distributed as under: 

A?'ea undM' fiae in B1'itish India. 

'Bengal 22'2 (million acres) 
Madras 10'1 

" Bihar 9'5 
" D.P, 7'1 "I 0, p" Berar 5'S 
" Orissa 5'1 " Assa.m 5'0 
" Bombay' 2'3 
" Sind 1'2 
" Punjab 1'1 II 

Miscellaneous 0'1 " 
Total- 69'5 

" 49 
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The total area all over India under rice is , 
however, 72 million acres being 25 pel' cent of the 
total area sown. (397,505,655) 

800. Unbal~nced rice-straw feed. responsible for 
degeneracy: There is, however, no doubt that 
mal-nutrition has been a determining factor in the 
process of slow deterioration, and that unbalanced· 
feeding of rice-straw has largely contributed towards 
the present position. This should serve to clear 
awa.y the mystery about the presence of inferior' 
cattle in the rice-areas or areas of heavy rain-fall. It 
is really rice cultivation that has been the determining 
factor in particular areas. These rice-areas are, 
except Bengal 01' Assam and Orissa,· to be found in 
certain special localities in the provinces, whose 
<lattle stand in their inferiority as a contrast to 
those of other areas in the same province. It has 
been mentioned in connection with cattle-breeding 
in Madras, that whereas some of the finest milch 
and draught types belong to this province, there are 
also some of the poorest cattle there. The)'e is a 
low-lying belt in the delta of the Krishna river. 
This belt falls within the rice-area and the cattle 
are very, very poor. In the Tanjore District in 
Madras there is another equally poor area. The 
case of Malabar has been mentioned (179) and also 
of Kashmere and the Kangra Valiey where rice is 
grown. In all t,hese areas the cattle are poor, and 
so are the men. The problem of rice-straw areas is 
a vast one, connected with the welfare of millions of 
cattle and men. (397, 505, 655) 
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801. Yoke efficiency of bullocks: The Bayal 
Commission brought out the requirement of bullocks 
per 100 acres of sown area. In Bombay, one pair 
of bullocks cultivated 20 acres, whereas in Bengal 
{lne pair does only 5',5 acres. Mr. I. B. Chatterjee, 
researchist on nutrition at Bangalore, has calculated 
the yoke efficieJ;l.cy from the Royal Oommision Report 
as under: 

Bengal 
U. P. 
Bihar, Orissa 
Punjab 
Madras 
C.P. 
Bombay, Sind 

'2'3 
2'4 
3.6 

The figures show that Bombay bullocks can do 
three and half times the work that the Bengal bullocks 
can do. This is an exception. The bullocks of the 
Punjab, Madras and O. P. do more than twice the 
work of Bengal bullocks, or for the matter of that, of 
the rice-area bullocks. Bengal is practically entirely 
a rice-area, and the performance of the· bullocks is the 
!lame in all-rice areas, although divided into provinces. 
The bullocks of the Krishna delta area or of Malabar 

<or of Orissa are as weak and stunted as those of 
Bengal. (397, 505, 655) 
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803. Nutrition from 10 Ibs. of rice straw: The 
':'\ 

digestible protein of rice-straw is nil in some cases 
and '28 to '44 in some others. Cows fed on rice-straw 
will get practically no proteins. The total digestible 
nutrients are, however, fair, ranging from 50 to 41, 
a.nd the S. E. is 25 on the average. The mineral
contents are, however, extraordinarily against balanced 
rationing. In lime (CaO) it is very poor. The 
samples showed ranges from '50 per cent or 2'2 grams 
per pound. In phosphorus it is poorer still, having '12 
per cent in aman straw, equivalent to a content of '5 
grams per pound of straw. 

If 10 lbs. of straw are fed to a 500 lbs. cow, 
supposing the above analytical figures are correct, 
then that cow will have: 

Rice straw ... 
Proteins. 
Digestible nutrients 
Starch equivalent 
CaO 

P20S 
KilO. 

10 lbs. 
nil 
5'0 lbe. 
2'5 lbs. 

22 grams. 
5 grams, 

80 grams. 

Three mattel'S come strikingly out of the above 
figures. Rice-straw has no protein, is too poor in 
phosphorus, and is excessively loaded with potassium. 
The calcium-phosphorus ratio is also necessarily very 
nnsatisfactory. 

An outstanding disproportion in the caloium 
phosphorus ratio affects all other factors adversely. 
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An excess of 
Don -absorption 
sodium (N 20), 
505, 655) 
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potassium p.ot only leads ~o, the 
of calcium but it also drives out 
and itself gets driven out. (397, 

804. Rice-straw is never the only feed: Rice
straw is a difficult material to tackle. The cows 
have been living on this as their main ration 
for generations. No cow, however, can live entirely 
on such a stuff as dry rice-straw, and indeed, 
this is never used as the sale ration. The cows 
must have been ingesting some protein and some 
phosphorus and some salt from other sources, 
otherwise they would have been extinct. However, 
it is still a wonder that they continue at all to exist 
and procreate. 

The only possible feed which a poor cultivator can 
add to rice-straw must be D1lb grass. (866-87~) 

With the increase of the cultivated area, pastures 
have become rarer, and today in thickly-populated 
areas there are practically no pastures. Sufficient 
supply of Dub grass from pastures could give life to 
the dead feed of rice-straw. With the shrinkage of 
this source, deterioration has been going on rapidly, 
and I do not think that we have 1:eached the bottom 
of deterioration yet, in all tbe rice~tracts. For example, 
Benga.l cattle in their deteriorated state of today are 
much superior to the deteriorated cattle of Orissa, 
another rice-growing province. 

In Bengal mustard is grown and mustard oil is 
largely used, leaving mustard-cake for the cattle. 
The proteins of this goes to feed the cattle, to 
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the extent that this cake is supplied. Even as a. 
concentrate mustard-cake is inferior to linseed '01' til 
cakes. This is the sum-total of the feed in the 

. rice-tracts, particularly of Bengal. 
The question is whether cattle can be fed rice

straw to better purpose with such combination as 
may come' within the means of the cultivator. To 
determine this, rice-straw has been the subject of 
experimental feeding by the 1. C. A. R. in Bengal. 
(397, 505, 655) 

805. The Bengal experiments on rice-straw feed : 
'fhe experiments began in Dacca and Krishnagore. 
and the first paper on the research was published in 
September, 1937 in the "Indian Journal of Veterinary 
Science & Animal Husbandry". The experiments 
were made by M. Carbery and Indu Bhusan Chatterjee. 
The paper is entittled I "Studies in the Mineral 
Requirements of Cattle in N. E. India with Special 
Reference to Rice-straws." (397, 505, 655) 

806. Papers on rice-straw feed experiments: 
Upon the materials dealt with in this paper several 
articles appeared in the "Agriculture & Live-stock in 
India" which are more or less culled from the above 
paper as under: 

(1) July, 1938-"PreJiminar.v Note on the Behaviour 
of Rice-Kura (Bran) as a Oattle Feed"-By Carbery 
& Chatterjee. . 

(2) July, 1938-"The Value of Aus Paddy Straw 
as Fodder"-Ohntterjee & Eye. 

(3) September, 1938-"Oan Water-Hyacinth be 
Used as a Cattle Feed"- Cbatterjee & Eye. 
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(4) September, 1938-"Lime und Phosphol'uS 
Requirement of Bengal Cattle"-by Chatterjee & 
Talapatra. 

In the April, 1942, issue of. "Indi.an Farming" 
Chatterjee discussed the position in a popular 
article-"Rice-straw; Its Feeding Value and How 
to Improve It." In this article, the defects of rice
straw were set out. (397; 1505, 655) 

807. Defects of rice-straw: "The main defect of 
rice-straw is that it is very pOOl' in pi·otein 
and phosphorus and contains a large quantity 
of crude fibre on the one hand, and a 
substance which interferes with· the proper 
absorption of lime, on the other. Again, 
depending on the nature of feed-combination and 
kind of stmw, the digestibility of straw-protein 
varies from nil or even negative (i.e. more is 

excreted than is supplied through the straw) 
to 3, 4, 5 going up to 34 per cent. Thus in 
an experiment with winter 01' Aman variety of 
straw as an exclusive feed which was continued 
for a period of 111 to 150 days, the animals 
(starting live-weight were 375 to 403 Ihs.) lost to 
the extent of 38 to 85 lbs., an.d the efficienoy 
of general digestion was reduced by 25 per cent 
in the course of only two months, whereas in 
subsequent periods it became still worse. As 
an instanoe, the animal whioh waS able to derive 

"5'3 Ib8. total digestible nutrients during the 
first test could not draw mOre than 3'9 Ibs. 
during the second test after an interval of two 
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months. . .. In the case of another animal the 
result was· still Illore disappointing"'" (397, 
505, 655) 
808. Only negative re:mlts from feed experiment: 

From the above. the reader will have soDie idea of 
the experiments. Details of the experiments were 
published in the paper refened to. It is unfortunate 
that only negative results have been obtained. 
As a scientific study its value is diminished, because 
well-known nutrition{tl facts were not taken into 
consideration during these experiments. For example, 
it is a first consideration in feeding experiment 
that vitamin A should be supplied with fodder to 
make the animal ingest what is needed. These 
series of experiments started with giving dry rice
straw only with the addition of a little salt. When 
no vitamin is supplied, the cow cannot take out 
the nutrients for absorption even from otherwise 
balanced diets. In the discussion ~ on vitamin
deficiency it has been shown that foods, otherwise 
suitable, could not maintain the health of the cow-, 
Khairi· (780-'81), and that she could not regain her 
constitution even when normally stall-fed (which 
must have included green feed) after the experiment. 
It was only when 'she was allowed to graze in 
addition to receiving the normal stall-feeding that she 
recovered. (397, 505, 655) 

809. Period of straw feeding experiments: The 
Bengal experiments were conducted without any green 
fodder in the first three stl1ges. The poor results 
about digestibility must have been largely due to 
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the absence of vitamin, although straw itself is a. 
bad fodder. 

The experiments were as under. 

A-Rice-straw only fOl' 18 weeks 
B-Aman rice-straw and rice-kura 18 Il 

C-Aman rice-straw and linseed-cake 12 
" 

D-Aus straw only (\ 
" E-Aits straw with ~ to !lb. linseed-cake (\ 
" 

F-Aman straw with green feeds of 
(1) Hyacinth; 
(2) N' I apier grass: 
(3) Guinea grass 18 

" 

It will, be seen that only in experiments F. 
were green feeds introduced with the straw, but 
there was no cake in it. Still this experiment F" 
barring t,he abnormal feed in F(l) of water hyacinth, 
would have given an idea of how l'ice-straw as a 
feed behaved in combination with green grass, 
Unfortunately, this experiment was rendered valueless, 
by being conducted on animals which had already 
lost t,heir vitality by being too long kept on dead, 
unbalanced ration. 

Experiment F(2)-Aman straw and green feed of 
Napier grass was conducted on animals D--,-3 and 
D-6. (397, 505, 655) 

810. Same animals used over again: Looking 
up the experiment list it is found tbat these animals 
D-3 and D-6 were subjects of the following otber 
experiments also: 
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D 3. 

Exp. B. with Arnan 
straw and rice-ktwa 

-18 weeks 
Exp. C. Arnan straw, 

and linseed oake-12 " 
Exp. D. Aus straw 

as single feed - 6 " 

36 weeks 

DB. 

Exp. B. with Am.an 
straw and rice-ku1'a 

-18 weeks. 

Exp. E. Aus 
straw and 
linseed-cake-6 ,. 

24 weeks, 
-(397, 505, 655} 

811. Loss of weight prior to green feed: The 
bullock D-3 was kept for 36 weeks on dead vitamin~ 

less fodder and the bullock D-6 was kept for 24 weeks 
on dead vitamin21es8 fodder. It was fortunate that 
they could pull through these weeks on Fluch life-less 
stuff. it was found that the bullock D-3 bad It 

starting weight of 568 Ibs. when he was taken in 
for experiment B. for 18 weeks, After its experience 
through experiments B. C. and D, for 36 weeks he 
came down from his original 568 lbs. to 469 fhs .• 
thereby losing 99 Ibs, 

Bullock D-6 started experiment B. with 5S9 lhs., 
}lnd after having had experienoe of experiment B. 
and E. for 24 weeks came down to 517 Ibs" thereby 
losing 72 lbs. 

812. Feeding-experiments lacked practical 
objeotive: These bullocks when they had lost already 
99 lbs. and 72 Ibs. after au bsisting on an unnatural and 
deficif'nt food were subjected to experiment F (3) with 
green feed. They, therefore. responded very little to 
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the reaction of the life-giving Guinea grass and their 
assimilations were poor as shown below: 

TABLE-G1 

N. CaO. P20S K 2 0 Na20 Weight 
D-3, 
In-take 58'0 59'S 
Balance + 7'3 +2'5 

D-6, 

In-take 57'1 54'9 
Balance +1'8 -1'3 

24'10 73'8 35'0} 
+3'241 -7'0 +2'S -l'1081b, 

21'0 71'6 _3
1
3',7

6
} +O'3761b, 

+2'1 -20'5 

The in-takes in this Jast F(S) experiment were 
principally from Guinea grass, they having eaten little 
of straw, Yet, one lost weight and ,another remained 
constant, and potassium was negative in both, and 
calcium and sodium also were negative in D-6, 

Therefore, it is apparent that no conclusion can be 
drawn from the results of the experiments which 
would have been useful for guidance in the determina
tion of a corrective for rice-straw fodderR, the original 
intention with which the experiment had started, 
It is no wonder, thel'efore, that Wright in l'efel'l'ing 
to these or similar experiments remarked that they 
lacked a practical objective in the following words: 

"At Dacca the work has so far been largely devoted 
to the formulation of a new method of determining 
the digestibility of food-stuffs by means of 
regression equations. The maintenance' rEquire
ment of bullocks have also been determined. 
"Most of these investigations have been carried out 
with obvious' care and by sound methods and the 
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scientific value of the results cannot be questioned. 
The broad iInpresssion created is, however, that 
much of the work lacks a practical objective, and 
that there is need for better planned and co~ 

ordinated methods of attaok" 
It appears that more experiments on these lines 

were conducted. For, in the article in the "Indian 
Farming", it is mentioned that mustard"cake in 
combination with rice-straw was fed, which must have 
been after the first series of A. to F. experiments, 
referred to above. But this experiment also proved 
unsatisfaotory although " ... judged from body~weights 

etc., it gave an indication for the better. But 
when the in-take of essential nutrients are carefully 
examined, it was a surprise to find that in spite· 
of a considerably large in-take of potash, more 
was voided out than was provided in the feed. ' 
This behaviour has been noticed in III very large 
number of experiments, but the cause of it is 
yet under investigation." (397, 505, 655) 
813. Part played by potash: "It may, however, 
be noted that potash forms a considerable part of 
the mineral fraction of body tissues. But whenc 
more potash Wfl,S voided out than is supplied 
in the feed it may be related with a possible 
break-down of body-tissues. On the other hand,. 
tissue break-down generally ocours. when the feed
proteins lack the essential amino acids. In the 
present case, the feeds consisted of rice-straw 
and mustard-cake. Very JHtle is known of the 
nature of the amino acids in mustard protein. 
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If it is deficient the body in its attempt to meet 
the physiological needs of its system will sacrifice 
11 part of its tissue-protein, and in such a case 
the other associated components of the tissue, 
including potash, will necessal'ily come out as the 
products of disintegration .... " (397, '505, 655) 
814.' Oonclusion. on defects of rice-straw: 'l'he 

<lefects of rice-straw as a feed were brought out in the 
last article referred to as under, with some of which 
the reader is already familial' : 

R'i,cB-st1'aw-
1. Carbohydrates: '1'he energy requirement is 

met. 
2. Proteins. 

3. Phosphorus: 

4. Potash: 

5. Calcium: 

Deficient in it which can be 
made up from protein from 
other sources. 
Poor in it. Even this supply 
is of doubtful quality. 
Con tains large quantity 
which probably retards lime 
assimilation. 
Has a fail' supply, but a large 
fraction of it is useless, being 
in the form of calcium 
oxalate. 

The experiments 00 rice-straw so far have been of 
a negative nature. Its defects have been 'shown t10d 
proven. But these experiments are not far-going 
enough. In the cultivators' homes, in the rice-tracts, 
cows reproduce. The female calves grow and become 
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.heifers and' again reproduce mainly on rice-straw. 
It has not been found what; factors were there that 
contributed to the successful rearing of calves, 
aUhough in a poor condition. If the balance of calcium 
or potash were throughout negative, then there could 
he no growth. 'llherefol'e, the defects of l'ice-shaw are 
to a certain extent corrected by the other feeds that 
the cattle in the area get. An insight into the various 
roles which these other feeds play might serve as clue 
.to further improvements. (397, 505, 655, 794) 

81B. Suggestion about rice-bran: The experi
menters have suggested that suitably to Ber:igal 

,conditions, rice-straw should be fed with rice-bran as 
a concentrate together with a combination of cake, 
some green forage and a small quantity of powdered 
.chalk to supplement lime-deficiency. It is a pity that 
.digestibility trials have not been carried out on these 
lines, 80 that a practical feed could be hit upon that 
would contribute to a better growth and better make' 
of the cows of the rice-tracts~ The experiments, it is 
understood, are still going on. 

816. Improving rice"area cattle: In the mean
time my suggestion for improving rice-area. cattle are 
.as follows: 

(1) To ensure the presence of plenty of green 
grass with J;ice-straw feed, say, 6 lbs. green feed equ:al 
to 2 Ibs. dry for a 500 Ibs. live:-weight. 

(2) To make up for deficiency of protein and 
phosphorus, some oil-cake is necessary, say, ! pound of 
cake or as an alternative some legume hay, about 
double the quantity. 
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(3) To make up for deficiency of calcium, bone
meal is to be used and not chalk or lime-atone as 
suggested by the experimenters. Bone-meal will 
provide both phosphorus and calcium in an absorbable 
form; 2 to 3 ounces of bone-meal would be enough for 
a 500 lbs. cow. 

(4) A small quantity, say, lIb. or less, of rice-ku1·a,. 
which contains about 20% of oil, should be included, 
as it is universally available and is practically cost
free to farmers. In place of oil-cake which has, 
however, to be purchased, legumin hay may be used, 
which will supply the necessary protein, and being 
rich in calcium, will be helpful for balancing. 

(5) The excess of potassium in rice-straw is its 
most positive repugnant factor. It is wanting in 
protein, in .assimilable calcium and in phosphorus. 
These are negative defects and can be corrected by the 
addition of the deficient materials. But with regard to 
'potassium its defect is a pOf:litive one. It contains too 
much of potassium whicfi retards calcium-absorption, 
and thereby upsets the calcium-phosphorus balance;. 
and what is more, it also causes sodium to be thrown 
out. The problem is how to take it off or counter-: 
balance it. To counteract the almost poisonous action 
of potassium a larger than ordinary dose of sodium 
chloride or common salt is recommended. Here will 
be found a clue to one of the very urgent modifications· 
in feeds. In rice-tracts more and more salt is to be 
given to the stock. It is not given. And here lies 
in my opinion, one of the chief causes of inefficiency. 
For a 500 lbs. cow, fJ ownces oj salt would have to be 
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given; 2 ounces per day means two seers of salt per 
month. 

Bone-meal· need not cost anything. Even when it 
has to be purchased, it is a cheap article. It should 
be manufactured . in villages from the bones of dead 
cattle. After serving as a feed, if there is any excess 
feed, that will again come back to the soil in a better 
form· as manure. Introduction of bone~meal and the 
understanding of the. importance of common salt are 
the two special features for making rice-straw feed 
more useful and for the better growth of the cattle 
in the rice-tracts till such time as new researches 
do not show a way. I have found incalculable 
good come out of the use of these two materials. 
Salt for cattle-feed may be made duty-free, and 
thereby cheapened for extended use in improving 
the 'cattle. 

817. Potassium-the offender: That potassium is 
the prime offender in rice-straw as a feed has been 
curiously brought out by experiments on rice-straw
alkali-treatment in the Izatnagar Institute by 
Dr. K. C. Sen and his colleagues who were carrying 
on experiment on the alkali treatment of straws for 
improving their feed-values. The result of their 
researches were published in "Indian Journal of 
Veterinary Sci'ence and Animal Husbandry", December 
1942, in which it was found that the alkali treatment 
of rice-straw improved its feeding value by amongst 
oUler things, the elimination of a large portion of the 
burden of its potassium. The experiments are 
interesting from several points of view, as· giving 

50 
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us insight into the working of some of the mineral
contents of straws. 

818. Alkali treatment of cereal straws: Cereal 
straws are given [L very low place in fodder. In fact, in 
other countries, where cattle-keeping has considerably 
advanced, straw is regarded as a food only in times 
of stress. Under war conditions when transport is 
difficult, when grass-lands are ploughed under for food 
production for human beings, the straws are looked 
upon as a 80urce of supplying ,a large portion of the 
energy~requirement of the cattle. During the last 
Great War and after; Germany was trying to improve 
the cereal straw8 by alkali treatment. This work has 
been tILken up subsequently by scientists in many 
other countries, Ceresl straws improved if soaked 
over-night in a solution of 1125 per cent caustic soda. 
n was found in England that there was difference in 
the growth of animals, fed with alkali-treated and 
untreated straw, the difference going IIp to 60 per cent 
·ot' more in favour of the treated straw. 

The subject is enticingly interesting as straws of 
cereals such as rice, wheat, barley, bajra, maize etc., 
constitute 80 per cent of the total organiz,ed roug~age 
supply of the cattle of India (Sen & Ray, 1941). Out 
of the straws, rice-straw takes a special llosition 
because 25 per cent of the total cultivated area is 
under l"ice, and its stl'aw forms the staple fodder of a 
very large portion of the cattle in India. 

819. Ca.lcium as an unassimilable oxalate: 
Dr. Sen took up the research work carried on in other 
countries and began. experimenting on straws for 
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their improvement under alkali treatment. The 
blemishes of straw as a fodder are general. But rice
straw Buffers h;om drawbacks which are peculiar to it. 
He observed: 

" .. ,Experimental work carried out :in our laboratory 
(Izatnagar) shows that a portion of the calcium in 
paddy-straw is in the form of calcium oxalate, 
the major part of 'which cannot be metabolized 
in the body. The absorption of the rest of the 
-calcium in paddy-straw is further hindered by the 
large amount 'of potassium which this straw 
cODtalDs. These factors which are almost absent 
in other cereal-straws makes the position of 
paddy-straw unique from the point of view of 
scientific study. Any treatment which can improve 
its nutritive quality and remove its inherent 
defects must be considered worth attempting at any 
time irL'espect;ive of whether it is war or peace." 
In England uuder the stress of the present war, 

this experiment has been fruitful, and now a.lkali
treated straw is a regular article of feed there. 
Samples of treated wheat, oat and rice-straw were 
subjected to experiments for feeding, and the. results 
were found on the total assimilation of all nutrients 
and minerals. (652) 

820. Alkali treatment of straws: Straw was cut 
into one inch lengths and soaked one day in eight 
times its volume of water containing caustic soda 
equal to 10 per cent of the weight of the straw. For 
80 pounds of straw 640 1b8. of water and 8 pounds of 
caustic soda were used. Next day, the water was 
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drained out and collected, in which was added a 
certain amount of water to make it up to 640 IbB. 
for the next treatment. In the next t:r:eatment this 
liquor was rejuvenated to caustic form. from carbonate 
to which the caustic soda had degene:r:ated, n,nd the 
strength made up by fresh addition of caustic soda to 
the extent of about half the original quantity. Three 
successive treatments could be made from the starting 
solution afte:r: which fresh water is used. 

The straw was washed thoroughly and fed. For 
experimental purpose the straw was dried to 
determiue weight, and it was found that the 10s8 in 
weight varied with the kind of stm w. 

'Losses in weight on alkali t1'eatrnent : 

Wheat-straw 25 per cent. 
Oat-straw 34 " 
Rice-straw 25 

" 
The treated dry straw became yellower and softer 

to the touch, There was loss all along both in protein 
and carbohydrates by the alkali treatment. 

TABLE-6fJ 

100 Ibs. dry Crude Ethel' Crude Total N.-free 
material. prot;eiu. ext. fibre. ash. extraot. 

Rice-straw-
Untreated 2'68 0'83 40'4 8'57 47'19 
Treated 2'51 0'60 56'0 7'25 33'61 

The . a.lkali soluble portions of straw had been 
washed out, carrying with them protein; carb04ydl'ates 
etc., and therefore leaving the material richer in fibre. 
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821. Ohanges in minerals by alkali treatment: 

TABLE-63 

Pad(ly~st1'aw 100 lbs. d1'Y material. 

Oalcium. Magnes. Potash. Sod. PhOB. 

Total before 
treatment , .. 0'52 0'47 4'52 0'07 0'22 

Total after 
treatment ... 0'66 0'46 1'18 1-3 0'11 

It will be seen that calcium gained by the 
treatment. This was explained by the fact that the 
wash~water contained calcium which was retained 
and absorbed by the treated straw. Sodium also 
showed a gain. This was due to the fact that 
the straw had been treated with caustic soda which 
was a product of the sodium. The most prominent 
change, however, was in potassium which fell from 
4- 52 per cent to 1'18 per cent. The alkali treatment 
performed a wash~out of the potash. Alkali had gone 
into the cell structure of the straw and washed 
the potassiuUl salt out of it. Shorn of this 
nuisance, rice~5traw at once become a better feeding 
material. 

On actual trial it was found that the digestibility 
of protein and carbohydrates had increased very much, 
and allowing for the los8 in weight of the straw by· 
the treatment, there was still much greater utilisation 
of the nutritive materials on the original weight 
,of straw. 
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822. Mineral assimilation from treated stl'aw: 

NHrogen. Caloium, PhoR, 
Intake-Balanoe Intake-Balanoe IntJake-BnJanoe 

Un-treated 
straw ... 57'4 +4 23'S +1'3 13'7 +1'3 

Treated 
straw ... 53'3 +16'0 22'8 +3'7 11'0 .+4'2 

It will be found that les8 protein was taken in the 
treated straw, 53 against 57, still the retention was 16 
against 4, i.e., 4 times more protein was I1ssimalated 
from the treated straw, Similarly, cal6ium-assimilation 
increased hom 1'3 to 3'7 and phosphorus from 1'3 to 
4'2. This explained how the cows put in more weight 
when fed with treated straw, in another case fed with 
an addition of mustard cake. The average increase 
pel' cow of 666 Ibs, weight was 5 lbs. with untreated 
straw and in an equal period with treated straw the 
weight increase was 22 lbs, (652) 

823. Eftects of exces'iJive potassium in straw: 
The above showed how materially rice-straw had 
improved under the treatment. In this connechon, 
the above paper said : 

"Certain evidences are available which point out 
the factors present in paddy-straw, responsible for 
a general deleterious influence upo n n;etabolism. 
Thus the clinical symptoms of .diuresis induced 
under the paddy-straw feeding haa been attributed. 
to the high potassium-content of the straw, rI.'o 

counteract the possible 'washing out' effect of 
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potassium on sodium and chlorine, a :routine 
feeding of a comparll>tively higher dose of common 
salt supplement has been found necessary. The 
high potassium-content may also be responsible, as 
has been found in the present investigation, for the 
wastage via the kidney of a significant quantity of 
nitrogen, which would otherwise have been retained 
in the body. In support of this observation. the 
experimental evidence supplied by Richllrds, 
Godden and Husband (1927) can be cited. These 
workers have shown that excessive potassium in a 
ration decreases both the assimilation and retention 
of nitrogen. High potassium ingestion has further 
been proved by these workers to depress the 
absorption of calcium. Perhaps, a part of the 
chronic negative balance under paddy-straw 
feeding can be explained on this basis. The 
present investigation definitely shows that the 
alkali treatment removes a large portion, practically 
two-thirds of this undesirably high amount of 
potassium from the paddy-straw." (652) 
824. Effects of oxalate-content ·of straw: 'IThe 
large oxalate-content is another peculiarity of 
paddy-straw. Evidence has been collected in tbis 
laboratory to the effect that a rna jor portion of this 
oxalate is in the form of soluble potassium. oxalate. 
but a significant fraction is present as insoluble 
calcium oxalate. ..... The insoluble fraotion 
of oxalate in paddy-straw thus prevents the animal 
from making use of a significant portion of ingested 
calcium." 
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This alkali trea.tment has given a more accurate 
picture of what is wrong with paddy than was ever 
done before. (652) 

825. Alkali treatment not economical: It is to 
be regretted, however, that though the alkali-treated 
cereal straw-feed has come to be taken as a normal 
thing in war-time England, out here in Inaia, it bas 
no possibility of adoption in actual practice. Fo;r 
treating 80 Ibs., about one mauna of straw, even if 
only 5 lbs. of caustic soda on the average were needed, 
allowing for recovery from the first two liquors, even 
then, the cost becomes pl'ohibitive. Even if caustic 
soda soluti.on is made out of soda ash or sa}i rnat'i 
and lime, still the price corresponding to the required 
quantity of chemicals would be conside1;able and 
prohibitive. For the present the experiment bas served 
to establish what is necessary to impl'ove rice-straw. 
So long as nothing better is commercially available; 
the dependence upon an excess of common salt in 
the feed has to be urged to counteract tbe excess 
of the potasBium~content of the straw. For this 
purpose, it would be the duty of the State to make 
common salt available to the stock-owners at H, 

nominal cost and not to look for revenue at the cost 
of the health of the very 'mother of prosperity', 
the cow. 

826. Problem of rice tracts: As for Bengal 
and other rice-tracts all over Inaia with poor cattle, 
now that some light has been thrown on the cause 
of their stunted growth, it is up to the people of 
~hese tracts seriously to set about correcting the 
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draw-backs of the staple fodder-crop. Introduction of 
bone-meal and the practice of giving larger doses of 
salt should be popularised, and stress should be put on 
feeding green grass, and on growing leguminous crops 
in the paddy fields. Just a little before paddy is 
harvested, when the soil is 80ft with receding water, 
seeds of pulses may be broad casted and a. crop taken. 
The leguminous crop may be used as green fodder 
or may be harvested, and both the pulse and the 
hay stored for the cow to last the whole year. This, 
along with green grass and 'proper doses of salt and 
bone-meal, is expeched to do the marvel of solving 
the problem of cattle-feed of the wet areas, and put 
their cows in line with the better cows of India'. 
Rice-straw must cease to be the only or the principal 
feed. For roughages green grass and legumin 
hays should have a significant place in the all-yea.r 
round feeding of the cattle of the rice-straw 
,tracts. (655, 794) 

827. Rice-bran of little value: In this connection, 
another. natural disadvantage of the. rice-straw tracts 
in feeding cattle should also be noted. It is not the 
dependenqe on rice-straw alone that has caused the 
deterioration of the cattle; rice-bran is also largely 
responsible for the mal-nutrition. If rice-bran were 
a good concentrate then the animals of the rice areas 
could get from the cereal crop refuses something to 
support them. But as a matter of fact, rice-bl'l1n is 
not of much worth, as has been established from 
experiments carried out with it in Bengal. Rice-bran 
-Qontains some oil, but is poor in protein and calcium -
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its phosphorus is insolnble, (903) and it has an 
injuriously high percentage of magnesium. 

828. Wheat~bran helps wheat-areas: As 
compared with the poor quality of rice-bran, wheat
bran stands out in relief. Wheat-bran is a much 
superior article than rice-bran and, therefore, animals
in wheat areas, although they do not depend on wheat
straws because there are other fodders grown there, 
get the very valuable concentrate in their wheat-bran, 
the opposite of which happens in the rice tracts. 

'].'he inferiorities of rice-straw and rice-bran have 
combined, in the absence of other relieving factors, 
to create the deteriorated cattle of the rice 01' wet 
!treas. 

829. Wheat-straw: Next in importance as food
crop comes wheat with its 26'2 million acres J as 
against 69'5 million acres of rice, and 186 million acres 
under total food crops. Wheat cultivation is 
distributed ·as under ;-

Million Million 
Province. acres. Province. acres. 

Punjab ~H) Sind 1'1 
U.P. 7'9 Bihar 1'1 
C. P., Berar 3'3 N. W. F. P. 1'0 
Bombay 1'8 Bengal 0'1 

Wheat straw is not quite as bad as rice-straw, 
although it is very much like rick-straw. The most 
significant matter about wheat-straw is that the cattle 
do not depend upon it as the only or the main fodder. 
The Punjab and the U. P. grow over two-thirds of 
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the entire produce, And in both these provinces very 
large areas are under fodder-crop. Out of tHe total of 
10 million acres under fodder-crop in India, the Punjab 
alone accounts for 5 million acres against 31 million 
acres sown area or a little below one-sixth of t.he totul 
sown area of the pi'ovince. 

830. Areas under food crop and fodder, and 
total sown area (million acres) : 

'1'ABLE-65 
Per cent. 

Area under Total Total sown 
Province, Area under fodder. sown ttres. to 

food crop .. crop. al'ef\,. fodders. 

Bengal 24'0 'I 29'7 0'4 
Bihar 19'7 23'8 0'0 
Bombay 20'2 2'4 29'6 S'3 
C. p, 19'9 0'5 27'2 1'9 
Madras 25'0 0'4 36'9 1'1 
N.W.F.P. 2'1 0'1 2'5 4'0 
Orissa 6'1 6'9 0'0 
Punjab 21'4 5'0 31'5 16'0 
Sind 4'2 0'2 5'7 3'5 
U.P. 38'0 1'5 44'7 3'4 

The Punjab stands out very prominently with 
regard to its fodder production, followed at a great 
di.stance by the U, p, But the importance of wheat 
is greater in the Punjab than in the U, P. In the 
former, out of a total 21 million acres under food-crops~ 
9'9 million are under wheat, comprising nearly 46% of 
the total area under food-crops in the whole Province, 
whereas in the U. p" the area under wheat is 
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7'9 million acres as against 38 million acres under 
food-grains comprising only 20 %. The. wheat-straw 
problem as a fodder is, therefore naturally, thrown 
into the back-ground as compared with rice-straw .. 

831. Wheat straw an inferior feed: Iu the 1942 
'8xperiments at the Izatnagal' Institute by Sen, Ray 
and Talapatra on the alkali treatment of straws, wheat 
and oat straws were submitted to the same treatment 
as described under rice-straw with equally satisfactory 
results. Wheat-straw contains like rice-straw little 
,digesti ble protein. Its calcium-content is also low. 
But in phosphorus-content it is comparatively a little 
better than rice-straw and has less of potassium than 
rice-straw. (see Table 50, Page-71l). 

If the cows o~ the Punjab and the U. P., the two 
pre~ominently wheat areas,.were to depend solely on 
wheat-straw as their main fodder, then it is difficult to 
!lay whether we could have seen the fine breeds that 
we now see there to·day, specially if the aavantage due 
to the high nutritive quality of wheat-bran was 
denied to the cattle of these areas. 

832. Joar or cholam straw-the great millet: 
JOWl' feed: Joa1' or cholam forms one of the most' 

important fodders used allover Bombay, Madras, the 
C. P. and the U. P. The nnmber of acres under JaM 
:l1r6 given below : 

Bombay 
C. P. 
Madras 
Punjab 
Sind 
U. P. 

S'O million acres. 
4'2 
4'6 

( 0'8 
0'4 
3'S 

" I, 

" 
" 
" 
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Joa'ris grown both as a food-grain and as a fodder. 
For fodder, it is harvested at the prime stage,; 
while, when the grain is collected for food, the straw 
goes to make fodder. It can be very well kept in 
silage. . Both in prime and ripe conditions, it can be 
successfully ensilaged as the Bangalore experiments 
carried out in 1932 showed. 

J oa1' is a. kharif crop so wn from the end of February 
to July under irrigation, and from July to September 
as a dry crop. It can be followed by any crop excepting 
very exhaustive ones like sun flower. The soil should 
be well cultivated up to 8 to 4 inches, and firm beneath. 
The seed rate for fodder purpose is 35--:-40 lbe. per 
acre. It requires irrigation at intervals of ~ to 15 
days, according to the season. If the season is very 
dry and if the plants are not stunted it may be fed jUl:it 
before flowering, but it is advisable to feed it after the 
grain is in the milk stage. 'l'he average yield may be' 
expected from 200-40U mds. green or 50-100 mds. 
dry. 'I'he crop should be manured at the rate of 10 to 
15 cart loads of farm yard manure. It is one of tbe 
cheapest fodder crops, and the animuls relish it, 
when it is fed cut. It is also a practice to mix some 
legumen seeds at the time of sowing. Sundhia, 
Utawali, Nilwa 'l1jW some of the good and early 
varieties. It makes good silages. 

JaM' is grown extensively in Northern India both 
under irrigation and without irrigation. It can be 
sown from May to June and can give three cuttings. 
It is a good material for fodder, and is equally good 
as a g-reen feed, for silage, and as hay. It can be 
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sown as a follower of the rabi crop without 
preliminary cultivation in the Punjab. Ripe ioar
straw can be stacked for years without sel'iolls 
deterioration. The JaM' of Madras is a special variety. 
and is superior to the common joa'!' of the Punjab and 
the U. P. This variety gives a heavier yield and 
remains green till the end of November. Its usual 
yield as a fodder crop is 300 mds. per acre. In the 
Punjab it enjoys cheaper water-rate. It is rather an 
important crop in the U. P., where it occupies 10 per 
cent of the area under kharif crop. The principal 
JOM tracts in the U. P. are tpe Jhansi, Allahabad and 
Agl'l1 divisions .. 

Extensive researches were undertaken on it at 
Cawnpore where several distinct types were cultivated 
and some types were separated, 

833. Digestibility of joar and rice-straws: 
J oa~' and rice were tested for their mineral contents 
and their digestibility. The following results were 
found by Viswanath lyer, Bangalore, 1934. 

Joa1' straw 
Rice-straw 

TABLE-66 

AVe1'age analysis. 

CaD. 

0'382 
0'564 

0'227 
0'169 

N. 

0'543 
0'430 

When used as a single feed Joar behaved much 
better than rice-straw as will be seen from the 
following figures by the same author: 
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TABLE-67 

CaO. P 1 Os. 

JOM'straw .I Intake Hi'O 17'7 
t Balance +2'61 +2'57 

Rice straw Intake :2.7'9 11'1 
Balance -2'42 +0'09 

It is a notable fact that joa?' gave a positive balance 
both with regard to calcium and phosphorus, With 
so Iowan intake as Hi grams of calcium, there was a 
positive balance of 2'61 grams, an~ with phosphorus 
with an intake of 17'7 grams there was a positive 
balance of 2'57 grams, As against this, rice-straw 
with an intake of 27'9 gra'ms of calcium gave a negative 
balance and in phosphorus with 11'1 gram intake 
the balance was about nil, being 0'09, 

When some gr~en grass and minerals were supplied 
as supplements, the balances Were largely positive with 
JOM' as regards calcium. Rice-straw here did not 
behave as badly as in the case of the Bengal 
experiments, With green feed and mineral supplement 
of calcium and phosphate. rice-straw also showed a 
positive balance, And so too it might have been in 
Bengal if green grass and SOille bone~meal had been 
included in the feed, JOM straw, however, stands 
out much superior to rice-straw in the BangalOl'o 
experiments of 1934, (652) 

834, Joar ill other lands: Joa·r is called Sorghum 
or Kafir in America, The Sorghum of America are of 
two varieties, the sweet Sorghums which have their 
stems filled wi th sweet juice, and the grain Sorghums 
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with juice that is sour or slightly sweet, with 
a more pithy stem. The grain Sorghums ar~ used 
both as grain for cattle-feeding and for forage feeding. ' 
They are of great· importance in America in the 
central and southern parts of the Western plains. 

Morrison observed: 
,' ...... In fact, success in stock-farming throughout 
this great section depends largely on the Sorghums. 
Because they are much more drought-resistant 
than corn, they have largely taken its place in 
those portions of this region that have too little 
rain-fall for corn" (maize). 
"The SorghuIDs are important in India, China .. 
Manchukuo and Africa. In these countries the 
grain is used widely for human food in place of 
wheat or rye. In Africa where Sorghum grain is· 

',one of the chief foods of the natives, the Sorghums 
are grown on the dry plains, in the oasis of the 
Sahara, on high plateaus, in mountain valleys and 
in tropical jungles. Their fOl'IDS are as diverse as, 

the conditions under which they grow, the plants 
ranging in height from 3 to gO feet with heads 
of different shapes varying from 5 to 25 inches in 
length. Though Sorghum originated in the tropics 
it is now grown chiefly in the temperate zone.'" 

-(Morrison-Feeds and Feeding. 1942.-P.286·'87). 
The yield of joa?' as a fodder crop under good 

conditions is 400 mds. per acre. The seed necessary 
is 30 to 36 seers per acre. (652) 

835. Ba.jra or Cumbu straw: The area und61: 
bajra is 12'5 million acres and is distributed as under :: 
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Bombay 4'0 million acres, 
Punjab 2'6 " M;ad.ras 2'0 " U. P. 2'1: ,~ 

Sind 0'8 " C. P., Berar 0'1. " N.W.F.P. 0'1 ." 
Others 0-2 

" 
Total- 12'5 million acres. 

It is a hardy c-rop. generally grown on .poor soil. 
The grains are used ror human iooa. The sta1ks are 
used as fodder. The dry stalk of bajm or karbi-bafra 
is fed to the cattle and is a stand-by in times of famine 
or scarcity of fodder. It can be used as a green 
fodder. Several cuttings may be taken. A crop 
of green fodder may be raised in 60 to 80 days after 
sowing. (Read. Ag?'icultu?'e &; Live-stock in India. 
January, 1986). 

836. Ragi straw: There are under ragi 3'5 
million actes aU over India distributed as under: 

Madras 1'6 million acres, 
Bombay 0'6 

" Bihar 0'6 
" Orissa 0'3 " D.P. 0'2 .. 

C,P. 0'1 
" Others 0'1 
" 

Total- 3'0 million acres. 
51 
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Ragi is most generally used in Madras, and is 
fairly well-distributed in other provinces. The millets 
are used· as human food, while the straw or stalks 
are used as fodder. 

Dr. Warth carried out mineral assimilation 
experiments on 1'agi at Bangalore in 1932; .He idhnd 
ragi-straw to contain the following: . 

CaO 1'136 per cent 
P20S ••• 0'193 " 
N " 837. Digestibility trials with ragi straw: The 

digestibility experiments were conducted in three 
stages: 

(I) Straw as .single feed; 
(2) Straw with supplement of calcium phosphate; 
(3) Straw with calcium phosphate and green feed. 
The fodder was found to have good assimilability 

of lime. Phosphoric acid was on the border line of 
sufficiency. When calcium phosphate was added, 
calcium assimilation increased, owing probably. to the 
introduction of phosphates. Dr. Wadh concluded from 
this that phosphoric acid influences lime assimilation. 

Ragi is a much be.tter type of fodder than rice
straw or poor hays, 

In Bengal, in the Agricultural Department trials, 
mg'i was found to yield 250 mds. of dry fodder per 
acre. The seed required was 13 to 15 seers per aCre. 

There is an interesting description of ragi in 
"Buchanan's J Gurney" (1807)-Vol. I. P. 102, while he 
was at Seringapatam. After describing the cultivation 
of 1'agi, the distinguished traveller procee'ded to 
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describe the use of mgi as food, and concluded by 
referl'ing ,to the Buperiority of mgi-straw over 
dee-straw. 

838. Buchanan on ragi straw: "For all kinds of 
cattle, the Ragy-straw is here reckoned superior to 
that of rice. My Madl'as bullock-drivers dispute ~he 
point, but I am inclined to think that they are 
wrong ; for the people here (Seringapatam) have 
much experience of both kinds of straw, while the 
Madras people are only accustomed to that of rice, 
or at least haye never seen the Ragy-straw used 
except in our camps, where many ell/uses contri
buted to render the mortality among the cattle· 
very great." 
There is no doubt that the Seringapatam peopJe· 

were right, and Dr. Buchanan's bullock drivers were 
wrong; for ?'agi is a fodder much superior to rice
straw, as modern nutrition experiments have proved. 

839. . Maize or corn straw-Makki or Makai; 
'1'he area under' maize all over India is 5'6 million 
acres, distributed as under: 

U. P. 1'9 million acres. 
Bihar 1'5 

" 
Punjab 1'1 

" 
N.W.F.P. 0'5 " 
Bombay 0"2 

" 
C. P., Berar 0'1 

" 
Madras 0'1 

" 
Others 0'2 

" 
'l'otal- 5'6 million acres. 
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It is a high-yielding kh@'if crop, thriving on good 
]oa:plY soil. Light and sand soils are not suitable for 
it. It can be sown from May to August, and in 
Buitable ground practically. throughout the year, a~ 

a green fodder crop. It grows faster .than joa?' and 
giv:es an yield of heavy succulent green fodder. It is 
very suitable for silage.. It canno.t stand water
logging, but will tolerate heavYl'ain-fall. 

~aize can be sown practically all throughout the 
year, but in ,Very cold season it does not do so well. 
It caD follow any crop provided the land is manured 
with 15 to 20 cart loads of farm yard manure per acre. 
The seed ra.te is from 35 to 40 lbs. pel' acre. It can be 
fed when the grain is just getting milky. Stovers after 
the. cops are harvested make very poor feed. 200 
to 400 mds. of green foddel' may be expected as th~ 
yield pel' acre. 

840. Analysis of maize straw: 

Digestible protein 4'7 . pel' cent 
Starch equivalents 52'3 Abs. 
CaO 0'73 per cent 

P20S 0'63 
" 

Kl3 0 1'6 
" 

It is an excellent fodder-crop. When grown for 
corn, the stalk is used for fodder. In America, 
the corn holds the position of honour amongst the 
fodder crops. 

"Indian corn (Z.ea Mays) is the imperial agricultural 
plant of America. Wherever conditions are 
favourable for its growth, it excel8 all other 
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forage-crops in average yield of dry matters 
and of digestible nutrients. . .. in these respects 
it even slightly surpasses alfalfa, the queen of 
the legume roughages. This giant annual grass 
reaches a height of 7 to 15 feet 'in 4 or 5 months' 
growth, producing under favourable conditions 10 
to 15 tons of (270~400 mds.) green forage per acre, 
-containing 4,000 to 9,000 lbs. of dry matter." 
841. Maize straw in other lands: "Oorn IS an 
exceedingly adaptable crop, and it is raised for 
grain or for forage on more than two~tbirds of all 
the farms in the -gnited States ..... ." 
" ... Wherever the climate and soil are suitable, it 
flurpasses all other cereals as a feed~grain. Not only 
is the average yield of grain much higher but also 
Corn grain ranks first in feeding value and the corn 
stover (stalks) is worth much more per acre for 
stock~feeding than the straw from small grains .. ." 
"When corn is planted thickly, a tremendous 
yield of forage is secured under favourable 
conditions, with relatively little grain. This forage 
can be cured into nutritious dry fodder wHich 
approaches hay from grasses in feeding value." 
-(Morrison-Feeds and Feeding. 1942.-P. 277). 
Experiments on growing maize for fodder were 

made in Bengal by Gossip. 
"In 1927-28 a collection of maize types was made 
and in comparative te8ts it was found that a few 
types of Kalimpong maize and some of the 
silage corn from the southern States of U. S. A. 
gave promising results. In further tests the 
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American varieties gave higher out-turn than 
Kali mpong types." 
The Bengal Bulletin No.7 of 1938 gives the yield 

of maize at 400 mds. per. acre, which is equal to 
that of joar. Gilling mentions that the fields ha.vE' to 
be weeded, hut prefers Joa?' to maize (in the Punjab). 

842. Oat-straw: .. The acreage under oats is not 
separately shown. It is grown as a fodder-crop in the 
Punjab and in some parts of northern India. The 
oat is harvested before the seeds are fully ripe; 
therefore, even when grown for grain, the straw left 
over is richer than most other cereal-straws. Read 

" has praised oats in glowing terms. It is an irrigated 
crop and could be grown more largely as a fodder 
but for the water rates, as fodd er rates are not allowed 
for oats in the Punjab. 

Oats are recognised nearly all over the wodd as 
probably the most important of fodder-crops. The 
seed is a first-class concenh'ate for all classes of 
live-stock, ::tnd it is an extremely valuable and 
versatile fodder-crop. Great Britain produces 2 
million tons of oats, and imports also a good quantit.y 
for feeding the liveqstock. 

The United Stat.es of America produces 185'7 
million tons annually .and the bulk of it is consumed 
internally for the live~stock,only 3 per cent being used 
for human consumption. 

South Africa also grows o~ts largely, where in 
some parts, it is the staple food of all live-stock. 
Northern India-grown oat~fodder showed the following 
content of proteins: 
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Oats green 12'07 per cent 

" 
hay 8'01 

" 
" 

bhuBa 4,-94 ,> 

" seed 10'94 
" 

In the opmlOn of Read, oat cuI.tivation bas no!; 
,extended in the Punjab becauae of the very high 
water~Iate on it. 

In the Hl42 experiment at Izatnagar on alkali
treatment of straws, oat-straws were included. 
(818) It showed a higher percentage of total 
carbohydrates left Over the treatment than wheat or 

, , 

rice-straw. 

Oat-hay has the following digestible and mineral 
contents: 

TABLE-68 
Digest. crude Total Digest. 

p~otein. oarbohydrate. N. R. S. E. CaO. P~Os. K.O. 

64'0 25'7 46'9 '46 '38 2'44 

843. Legume hays: In India the' cattle are 
obliged to depend very' largely on cereal strawB, 
which is a misfortune. The corrective lies in llsing 
as much as possible of 'legume hays. Even in countries 
where straws, robbed of their grains, are discounted 
as cattle-feed, where fodders are grown and liberally 
fed, there also much stress iR laid on feeding legume 
bays in addition to. or in replacement of, the 
ordinary forages. How much more necessary is it 
in India to introduce legume hays in feeds, where 
life-leRf! stl'aWS form the principal roughage! 
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The legume-hays provide hope for the improve
ment of the deteriorated cattle of the villages, whether 
of recognised breeds or of mongrel ones. 

Legumes may be fed on the soi I by tethering 
the animals on the margins of the fields and allowing 
them to advance day after day up to specified 
distances. They may be cut as green fodder and 
immediately fed or silaged. They may be cut and 
dried into hay and stored fOl' stall-feeding, mixed with 
other fodd ers. 

844. The proteins of the legumes: The legume
hays and pasturage are richest in protein of all 
common l·ougbages. The protein-content of the leaves 
of legumes is much higher than that of the stems, 
and the nutrients of the leaves are much· more 
digestible than those of the stems. When a 

considerable part of the leaves are lost during 
drying or transport, then fihe most valuable parts are. 
wasted, and the 108s is much more than what the 
bulk 01' weight would indicate. 

The protein of the legumes are richer in quality 
than those of the cereals, and effectively complement 
the deficiencies of proteins from other sources. It 
is held that cattle, fed on the proteins of legumes, 
cannot suffer from deficiency in the quality of the 
protein, if a proper quantity is fed. It is a peculiar 
characteristic of the proteins of legumes that the 
ruminants can make biologically the best UBe of them. 
They have a special biological value for ruminants 
which they have not for non-ruminants like .the horse 
or the pig. (607) 
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845. Legumes and calcium-phosphorus: Legume 
roughages are the richest in calcium. If a sufficient 
·quantity of iegume roughage is fed, calcium .deficiency 
is not likely to occur. 'The total available digestible 

,calciulU in the various legume roughages can be found 
out from the Table in Para 927. One draw-back with 
the legume roughages is that they are not Bufficiently 
rich in phosphorus. A supplementary source of 
phosphorus will have to be sought for if the 
phosphorus-content of legumes falll:! short of the 
requirement. Bone-meal is normally that supplement, 
as it contains calcium and phosphorus in t·he Illost 
assimilable fonu. 

846. Legumes and soil fertility: It is well
known that legumes make nodules on their roots 
which harbour nitrogen-fixing bactel'ia. (607) These 
bacteria take nitrogen from the atmosphere and build 
the proteins for the plant as also serve to enrich the 
soil from the st~bbleB and roots left· with the nodules 
!.in the soil. Here lies the benefi·t of growing leguminous 
·crops in rotation with other crops.. In order to 
specially enrich the soil, the practice should be to 
grow leguminous crops and plough up the green crops 
and mix it with the soil. This helps to feed the 
soil with much more nitrogenous manure than the 
,harvesting of legume crops from the soil. If legumes 
are rotated with cereals, it hus been found that 
·the soil maintains its fertility without any addition 
·0£ manure. Not only do the legume 'roots supply 
nitrogen to the soil but they make the soil-nitrogen 
more active and, therefore, more available. More 
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practical advantage can be taken of this fact by rotating 
legumes with other crops than by cootim~ing to grow 
legumes on the Bame soil yeal' after year. The 
effect of the growing of legume-crops on the same 
soil is not cumulative and, therefore, year to y~ar 

growing of legume in rotation with cereal or other 
crops is of the utmost advantage. 

847. Bacteria for nitrogen-fixing: The use of 
legume-crops for increasing soil fertility is, however,. 
conditional. If there is nitrogen-fixing bacteria 
in the soil, then only can the legume plants harbour 
the bactm'ia all their roots and enrich the soil. 
Otherwise, a legume crop will feed npon tbe soil
nitrogen as any other crop and fail to contribute 
anything to it. It may happen that a soil· may be so' 
poor or flO devoid of the particular bacteria necessary 
for that legume, that the plant may not grow weHr 
fLod remain stunted and unthrifty, and become useless 
for ha"rvesting. 

Not only should the soil contain nitl'og@n-fixing 
bacteria for the development of 11 legume-crop, but. the· 
bacteria should be of the propel' strain necessary. 
There are many strains of them. Some strains are 
highly beneficial, and others are not so effective. 
It is, therefore, a' problem as to how to have !lr 

Gonvenient growth of legume by ensuring that 
proper bacteria remain present at the roots of the 
oeveloping plants. The solution of this problem lieA 
in inoculation. The seeos lDay be inoculated with 
the bacteria from the nodules. These seeds. on 
germination begin to multiply bacteria. The plant,s 
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grow w~l1 and yield a rich harvest of nodules in the 
roots. Bacteria thus planted' once in a soil have the 
capacity of travelling to neighbouring fields where 
even un-inoculated seeds show good growth and 
produce nodules similar to those in the plants on 
the inoculated soil or from inoculated seeds. Different 
legumes have different bacteria. 

848. lnoculation with bacteria: A Departll1!'lnt 
of Agriculture Bulletin of Canada reproduced in the 
"Indian Farming" March, 1943, placed the matter of 
inoculation in a simple form. 

"The principle underlying inoculation is siI1ljJle. 
It consists of the addition to the soil of useful 
bacteria which are able to penetrate the rootlets 
of young plants where they form characteristic 
swellings known as nodules. Here the bacteria 
live in close association with the plant, enabling it 
to use nitrogen from the air. Without the 
proper bacteria, plants would have to take all 
theiJ; requirements of this valuable element from 
the soil. Crop yield, crop quality and the soil 
itself may all benefit from inoculation. 
"Where a legume is grown for the first time, the 
proper .bacteria are often lacking, and inoculation 
is strongly advised . . . .. Even if nodule-forming 
bacteria are naturally present in the soil, 
inoculation may be of value. Investigations ..... 
have shown that the natural bacteria are not 
necessarily the most efficient, and the addition of 
It 'good' strain of high nitrogen-fixing ability may 
be of advantage. 
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"In cases where a crop has not been grown fol' a 
number of years, inoculation is to be recommended. 
In the absence of the legume plants the 
bacteria tend to die out in soil .... In any case, 
re-inoculation is advisable after a lapse of three 
or four years. Another point brought' out by 
investigational work is that it may take a season 

,for the bacteria to become well-established in 
some soils, and that the benefit may not be 
visible until the second year with such a crop 
as ~11£a1fa. 

<lInoculation is only one factor in Buccessful 
legume-crop production and cannot be expected 
to compensate for poor seed, acid Boil, or poor 
cuHivation methods. It does help in getting a 
legume stand well established, and under some' 
conditions may mean the difference between 
success and failure. 
"Treatment of seed is simple and iH cheap. 11,eliable 
cultures are now available commercially in "Canada 
and may be obtained from most of the larger seed 
houses .... " 
We are very far behind in India. So fC1r Berseem 

inoculation has made Borne headway 10 the 
.Punjab. (856) 

849. Berseem-Egyptian clover: Berseem was 
introduced in India in 1894 and in the Punjab in 1901. 
It is an irrigated leguminous crop. It haS' now become 
wide-spread in the Punjab. It is a very heavy yielder. 
'yielding about 1,000 mds. per acre. It has a capacity 
to yield repeated cuttings at short intexvals. 
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Berseem is sown in September to November, and 
repeated cuttings. about 6 or 7 times, may be taken 
up to. May. It provides a fodder in summer when it 
is difficult to get green fodder fol' the cattle. . 

The land is well prepared by frequent cultivation 
and manured. with 20-25 cal't-Ioads of well-made 
farm yard ID!1nUre. In .new plots it is advisable to 
inoculate the soil with 5 to 10 cart-loads of soil on 
which Berseem was previously gl'own. The seed 
at the rate of 25 to 30 lbs. per aCre is mixed with 
earth and is broad casted in beds prepared for the 
crop. The crop if'! frequently irrigated every t.en 
days, according to tbe season. Tbe crop is cut-
when about a foot and a half high, and cuttings are 
repeated till the hot season sets in well. Out-turns. 
as high as a thousand mannds per acre are reported. 
In India it is not found profitabl~ to turn it into· 
hay or silage. The seed is only harvested in places 
where the c'old season extends to a long period. 
It is a very rich fodder and helps the flow 
of milk. 

850. Nutrients in Berseem: '.rbe protein-content 
of green Berseem is 18'38 per cent on dry basis. 
The dried hay contains protein to the extent of 
14'70 per cent. 

'l'ABLE-69 

Digestibility and mineml contents. 

Digostable Total Diges. N. 
Protein. Nutrient. Ratio. S. E. GaO. P20S. K 2 0. 

10'29 65'79 
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Berseem hay practically behaves like a half
concentrate containing as much as 10~29 per cent 
.digestible protein. Its calcium-content is very high, 
being 2'07, wherea~' phosphorus is not bad being 
'65 per cent. 

At one time it was thought that Berseem cannot 
seed out properly in the Punjab, so that every' year 
fresh seed had to be brought from either Egypt or the 
North Western Frontier areas. But now it bas been 
found that Bel'seem seeds successfully in the Punjab.· 
The difficulty hitherto was that, by cutting the plant 
several times, when it was allowed to seed, the seeds 
·did not mature, and therefore could not germinate. 
Now seeds are obtained from the Punjab dealers. 

As a matter of fact, Berseem has become the great 
·success that it is, only after laboratory work was done 
by Ram Singh Sarkaria at Lyallpur, reported in the 
"Agriculture & Live-stock in India"; January, 1933, 
introduci~g cultures for inoculation. . 

851. Inoculation necessary and possible in 
Berseem: It is advisable to sow inoculated seeds. 
Oultures for inoculation are obtainable from the Agri
cultural Research Institute, Lyallpur, Punjab. For 
cultivation, selected seeds bave to be purchased and 
inoculated with the culture from the Institute, accord
ing to its directions. 

852. Viability of Berseem seeds: All seeds of 
Berseem are not equally viable. Those with a yellow 
colour ale the best, next are the reds, Ilnd last are the 
brown seeds-the viabilities being approximately 90 
pel' cent for the yellow, 50 pel' cent for the red and 25 
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lor the brown. Oertain plants should be reserved for 
seed-yielding and not subjected to cutting for fodder, 
for ·the deterioration of the seeds increases if the 
plants are subjected to cutting for fodder at its 
.growing stage. 

Berseelll cultivation with inoculated seeds has done 
.great good to the cattle of the Punjab. a.nd more is 
.expected with the rate of increase in its cultivation. 

Senji, another leguminous plant, was in favour in 
the Punjab as the most valuable fodder-crop .. But 
Bel'seem is replacing it on account of its superior 
.yield. Much work has been done on this subject by the 
.Agricultural Department of the Punjab. J. O. Luthl'a, 
1. A. S. of the Punjab Agricultural Oollege, has done 
,considerable work in the matter of seed production 
.and selection. Improvement work on cultures are also 
being successfully ca.rried out by the Department. 

853. Berseem at Fusa; Berseem· was introduced 
in Pusa in 1917. Gradually its cultivation extended 
to 130 acres along the river bank of the Pusa farm. 
Wynne Sayer reported in 1936 about Pusa work. on 
Berseem (Ag1'ic~tlt~t1'e cf; Live-stock in India.. July, 
1936). He wrote that it had been growing continuously 
in those 130 acres and formed an impQrLant cold 
weather crop for the whole of the stock maintained 
·on the .Pusa estate. . 

The yield in those days were much ~allel' than 
what has been obtained recently in the Punjab with 
inoculated seeds. In 1936 at Pusa, 4 cuttings each of 
90 mds. were received per· acre, totalling 360 mds. 
PUSlt Berseem had to be mixed with dry oat-straw on 
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acco~nt of its having too much of water. The 
continual rotational grazing on Berseem plots made a, 
very large difference in the total yield of milk and in 
the general condition of the Pus a herd. 

854. Progressive ripening and nutrients in 
Berseem: In 1941 Das Gupta contributed a paper on 
the effects of progressive ripening of Berseem on its· 
protein and mineral contents (Indian Joumal of 
Vdm'ina1'y Science cf; A.nimal Husband1'Y. Marck, 
1942). He found that the protein-content was highest. 
by the 9th week and stood at 26'68 pel' cent, and 
decreu,sed to 15'8 per cent on the 24th week. Ether 
extract also decreased with growth, while fibre
content increased from 14 to 28 per cent or· nearly 
doubled itself. Lime gradually increased from 2'0-
per cent on the 9th week to 3'6 per oen~ on the 18th 
week, after which there was a grad ua.! fall. Phosphate, 
decreased with maturity inversely to calcium and fell 
from '7 per cent on the 9th week to '4 per cent on the 
19th week, after which it became steady. The growth,. 
however, was very little on the 9th week, being only 
8 inches. It was 27 inches on 13th, 39 inohes on the 
17th, and 50 inches on the 22nd week. Flowering began 
on the 17th week from which period the deterioration 
seemed to stay, and the condition seemed to have
steadied. T,he results are, however, of a tentative 
nature, being carried out on one plot only, 

Analysis figures (850) show that Berseem contains 
a vel'y heavy percentage of potassi um, being 3'89, As 
it can be successfuly used as It single feed, it bas to 
be concluded that the excessive potassium in Berseero 
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does not exert any deleterious effect on the system. 
Knowledge on the subject of potassium metabolism 
is meagre. Much more research work will have to be 
carried out before anything very definite about the 
effects of potassiu'lll in fodder can be determined. 
For the present, the fact remains that potassium in 
cereal-straws is a great draw-back, and its removal 
improves the nutritional-value of the cereal-straws. 

855. .Soy4 bean fodder: Soy-bean is It legume. Its 
seeds are used as human food, and the hay is used as 
rich fodder. Soy-bean call be raised entirely as a fodder 
crop. It will grow on almost any Boil and can thrive 
on without irrigation. I t can be successfully cultivated 

. even in tracts of heavy rain-fall like Bengal. 
As a legume, soy-bean forms nodules containing 

bactel·ia and thereby enriches the soi], Like Beraeem 
soy-bean can improve in yield and in its capacity 
for enriching the soil by inoculation. 

856. Inoculation of soy-bean seeds: . A Press 
Note of the Agriculture Department of Canada 
throws interesting light on . soys-bean inOCUlation 
(Indian Farming. August, 1943). 

,"The soy-bean plant is a legume and like other 
legumes gathers nitrogen from the ail', which is 
stored in the roots. It is both desirable and 
economical to obtain as much atmospheric ni trogen 
as possible to relieve the demands made upon 
the soil nitrogen supplies. 
"The medium· through which this atmospheric 
nitrogen is obtained and made available to the 
plant is bacterial. When present in the soil, these 

52 
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bacteria multiply on the roots of the soy-bean 
plant and form pea-like bodies called nodules. 
These nodules are visible to the naked eye, and 
when present are proof of successful inoculation. If 
nodules are not present in ~bundance, inoculation 
has not been successful, and the full advantages. 
of a legume-crop are not being realized. The fact 
that the soil has been inoculated for clover or 
alfa.lfa is of no value to the soy-been crop •... '" 
"Soy-bean seed should be inoculated before 
planting. Cultures for inoculating soy-bean seed 
lllay be a btained from most commercial seed hOllses 
in Canada. Simple directions for using cultures are 
provided by the manufacturers. It is important 
to prevent inoculated seed from coming in direct 
contact with sun-light, as far as possible. 
"When soy-bean crops show a tendency to become 
pate and yellowish in mid-summer, poor inoculation 
may be the cause. In any case, it is a wise 
procedure to pull up carefully 11 few plants in 
each crop and examine the roots for 'nodules. 
Inoculation of a field will generally last for several 
seasons, but considering the smail labour and' 
expense involve in this operation in comparison to, 

the benefit derived, frequent periodic inoculation 
will be found advisable." 
It is up to the Government of India through the 

I. C. A. R. and the Provincial Governments to make 
full use of the scientific discovery about the benefits 
,of inoculation and arrange for the inoculation of the 
seeds not only ,?[ soy-bean or Berseem, but of all 
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legume pulses so that their productivity may increase 
and. phe soil get more nitrogen through them. 

Soy-bean thrives in very diverse climates. In 
most districts of Manchukuo soy-bean occupies 
between 45 and 60 per cent of the cultivated area. It 
is gradually making a fooh-hold in America. In l,l1ost 
of the corn-growing districts of the United StateI'); 
soy-beans are the most valuable and important 
legume-crop for hay. The yield is 30 to 60 mds. of 
hay per acre. In America soy-bean is harvested just 
when the seeds are ripening, and the seeds and all are 
fed. Here in .. India, the seeds are kept for human 
consumption. 'l'he hay will be the poorer for that. 
Still, what is left after the removal of the seeds will be 
'Of considerable value as fodder. And to this is to be 
.added the increased manurial effect on the soil. (848) 

857 .. Senji-Indian clover: Senji is the 
leguminous irrig~ted mbi crop of the Punjab. It 
does not do well in hard soils. It is 118ually sown ill 
October between rows of maize and cotton in the latter 
stage of their growth. The crop is harvested in 
February-March. Senii improves the soil and is very 
beneficial to the following crop. It yields 16,000 Ib8. 
of green fodder per acre and is highly prized for lllilch
{lattie. It is mixed with Borne dry stuff for feeding 
as it is too rich in protein and' in ferm€nti~e 

carbohydrates to be fed wholly by itself in the green 
stage. It can be dried to hay, and stored. 

858. Pea hay: Pea hay is an excellent~ Il~gume
fodder, and if grown for fodder, it may be u8edt~reen 
or cut and dried into hay. It lUay be sown in Odtober 
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or early in November in drying-up rice-fields in the 
wet areas. It is sown as a rabi crop for its pulse, and 
will grow anywhere. 'J1he hay contains 10'9 per cent 
of total crude protein, and yields 200 mds. of valuable 
green fodder per acre. In the Punjab it is sown with 
oats, and the combination makes an excellent green 
fodder. It is specially useful in improving milk-yield. 

The cultivation of leguminous cwps like pea and 
other pulses is imperative in the wet or rice-areas to 
i.mprove the nutritional quality and quantity of feeds. 

The other food pulses like gram, khesa-ri (Lathyrus) 
kalai, rmmg, all fall under the same category as the 
pea and should be cultivated as a winter-crop,. 
particularly as a precursor to the next paddy-crop. 

859. Arahar-Pigeon pea -- a drought resister; 
This belongs to the ~egumes but is a perennial plant 
although it may be cultivated as an annual. It is 
sown in rows with cotton or ragi in Madras. The 
purpose of this arrangement of sowing shows the 
intense foresight of the cultivators. 'I'he following 
passage. is from "Buchanan's J oU1'lley" (1807) who 
undertook the journey in 1800 A. D. : 

"The ploughing commences whenever the firr:,t. 

occasional showers in the spring have softened 
the Boil sufficiently to receive the plough. From 
that period till the IHtli of Jyaistha, or 5th of June,. 
the field is ploughed frOlll four to six times, 
according as it may he found clean or foul. The
dung is then given, and ploughed lUtO the sop. 
When the rains begin to be heavy, the seed is. 
sown broadcast and covered by the plough ..... ,. 
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Next day single furrows are drawn throughout 
the field, at the relative distance of six feet. Into 
these is dropt the seed of either Avamy or TOVM'y 
(Pigeon pea, Arakat·) which are never cultivated by 
themselves; nor is Ragy ever cultivated, without 
being mixed with drills of the leguminous plants. 
The seed of AVa?'ay or Tova?'1J is covered by t.he 
foot of the person who drops it into the furrow. ' , . 
,According to the quantity of rain, the Ragy ripE'lls 
in from three to four months, The Avaray or 
Tova1'y do not ripen till the seventh month, The 
l'eason of sowing t;hese plants along with the Ragy 
seems to be that the rains frequently fail, and then 
the Ragy dies altogether, or at least the crop is vpry 
scanty; but in that case, the leguminous plant,s 
resist the drought and are ripened by the dews 
which are strong in autumn, When the Bogy 
succeeds, the leguminous plants are oppressed by 
it and produce only the small return." , but when 
the Ragy fails, they spread wonderfully and give !Ii 

very considerable return."-(P. 100-101) 
A?'aha1' or Pigeon pea, cultivated as an annual crop. 

will give plenty of rich leaves as fodder besides the 
pods which are used as human food as a pulse, The 
stem is woody and only the leaves and tender twigs 
are useful as fodder, Being a legume it enriches the 
soil. Cuttings can be taken four to six times 'a year. 
There is great possibility for the Amha?' or Pigeon 
pea of being used as a fodder-crop, It is a leguminous 
plant which is perennial and' can stand on the soil 
for four or five years without its stem being woody. 
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Its roots go deep enough to resist drought. '1'hes6 
ate three great assets, and in this matter it stands 
parallel with Lucerne, which is an exotic. Mention 
may be made about the drought-resisting' capacity of. 
Lucerne in common with t1?·ahct?· or Pigeon pea, 

860. Arahar cOlllpared to Lucerne: Morrif;on 
in Feeds d: Feeding mentions that the great yields 
of Lucerne in some of the' non-irrigated semi-arid 
secbions of America are due to the fact that it sends 
its roots deep into the sub-soil, drawing fl'OW great 
depLh moisture which has been, stored there. In 
the dry climate, this brings about a great depletion 
of the sub-soil m'oisture. "For example, in Nebraska 
experiments it was found that in It 6-years old field 
of alfalfa the moisture in the Boil had been reduced 
to a depth of 35 feet." 

Nothing like this can happen out here, uecllus6 
of replenishment of the moisture of the soil by the 
subsequent monsoon season even if one or two would 
faiL But what this points to is that; AmhM as a. 
fodder crop may be used with equal ·advantage 
!:Lnd better, because it is indigenous, and Lucerne ib 

exotic and iG requires Lillie to establish Lucerne in the 
soil, wherelts Amha1' lllay be grown without difficulty 
at any time, '1' he fodder possibilities from Amhar 
are unexplored and invite attention. 

861. Lucerne: Alfalfa: Rizhka: It is a leguminous 
fodder-crop lmt perennial like Pigeon pea. It grows 
III mediuDl and heavy loam Boils. It requires plenty 
of water but cllnnot stand water-logging. It is sown 
m September and Octobc:r and \vill give f:ieVell to 
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eight cuttings per annum. The yield is heavy when 
it has properly taken to the soil, and each cutting may 
go up to 12,000 pounds per acre. 'l'here are broadly 
two varieties, one annual and the other stands for 
three years. 

The root of this plant goes deep and is, therefore, 
a drought-resistant crop, after it is well established. 
In times of water scarcity Lucerne will remain green 
long after' other crops have begun to wither. It is 

. resistant to extremes of heat and cold. 
It is difficult to establish it on some soils, because, 

. perhaps, of want of proper. bacteria. But, if it is 
cared after imd allowed to stay on, it will do 
better in successive seasons. A better way would 
be to inoculate Lucerne. seeds. Mr. Read highly 
recommends the growing of Lucerne and says 
t.hat no farmer should be without a plot of this 
prolific crop. 

It contains 16'3 per cent of digestible protein and 
55'9 per cent of total digestible nutrient and has 
37'7 Jbs. of starch equivalent. It has 1'7 to 2'8 per cent 
of GaO, and 0'79 to 0'74 pel' cent of P205 on the 
average, and has a high percentage, about 4, of K 2 9. 

lVIr; Read recommended cutting of the crop when 
it is half bloom. Animal!:! may be tethered and fed 
from the pasture. AfteL' 4 or 5 years it should be 
ploughed up, for the stems become woody after that. 

862. Vitamin A in Lucerne: It is famous for 
its vitamin A content as a green forage or as a 
shade-dried hay. When properly developed it is an 
unBurpassable fodder-crop, having a high percentage 
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of protein of the highest quality. -It is rich,in ca,lcium 
too. Hs cultivation in America is going up by leaps 
and bounds. It requires water, but can be grown as a 
non-irrigated crop on account of its habit of deep 
rooting. So efficient is its power of extraction of 
moisture from the soil that if not replenished by rains, 
the soil continues to lose moisture and becomes unfit 
fOl' Hs growth or for anyth iog else if it is standing 
year after year. Where there are good showers 
of annual rain-fall, there is no risk of depletion of 
subsoil water by it. There are several varieties, and 
the Provincial Agricultural Departments will be able 
to advise which is the best variety for the soil for 
which it is wanted. (612) 

863. Shaftal, Kabuli clover: It is an irrigated 
1'abi crop of the Punjab. It is similar to Senji, but 
will give cuttings which may go up to the dry weather. 
This is valued for the reason that it gives some dry 
fodder at the time of fodder scarcity. 

Shaftal is sown in October and the first cutting is 
available in Febl'uary. It yields 12,000 Ibs. per cutting 
per acre for two or three cuttings. (Read) 

864. Guara, Cluster Bean or Field vetch: It 
is a leguminous pulse of the rainy season crop. It 
is sown under irrigation between April to June and 
also during the rains. The sowing may be continued 
even up to August. It is a sixty-days y~elder giving 
a crop of 12,500 pounds to the acre. It is a good crop 
for green manuring. (Read) 

865. Cow peas, Chavli: It is a leguminous crop, 
and is best sown early with ioar or alone. When 
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irrigated, green fodder of 12 to 16 thousand pounds 
per acre may be obtained. 

Several varieties were experimented upon in 
Bengal. One variety with bll1ck seed was the earliest. 
It comes to flower in the ?'abi season within 40 days 
Df sowing. Even under adverse conditions it becomes 
ready for feeding within two months. Work has 
been . going on upon this crop in Bengal. In the 
Punjab it has made head-way . 

. 866. Grass: Grasses are the primary support 
·0£ the cow. There is nothb]g like grazing on good 
pastures for the health of the.cow and of her progeny, 
By domestication man has imposed extra duty on 
the cow, of which she was free in the state of 
nature. This extra duty has necessitated the use of 
.concentrates where simple grBzing cannot maintain 
her. Besides, the use of dry fodder is unnatural. 
Only by the addition of a portion of her natural food 
to the stall-feeding of strawB, namely, green grasses, 
leaves or legumes, can she be kept in a state of 
health and efficiency. 

Unfortunately many farmers do not know all 
the virtues that are there in grazing and are, 
therefore, ignorant of the difficulty in which a cow is 
placed for want of proper feed, through insufficient 
grazing. 

By now it has become known that there is a 
progressive deterioration in the feeding quality of grass 
with its advance in age or growth. The younger it 
is, the richer it is. This feature is dealt with in some 
detail hereafter. There are many other nutritional 
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factors about grass and grazing of which only 11 faint 
idea exists at present. 

867. Undiscovered food actors in natural food ~ 

Fraser's views (1935) on the subject are given in 
an abstract in "Ind ian Journal of Veterinary Science 
& Animal Husbandry" March, 1937. 

" ... where an animal is to be used for breeding, 
then it should be fed as near! y as possible on its 
natmal food, and it is highly probable that there 
may be un~discovered food facto'l't; in natural foods 
such ItS grass, and milk which are of importance 
in live~stock feeding. Bused on the results (If a 
number of natural immunity tests on grazing 
sheep, Anderson and others suggest the presence o£ 
Il property in growi ng grass which has an influence 
(;n the defensive mechanism 0 the animals' t.issue." 
W hat is this mysterious property in growing grass, 

which reacts on the defensive mecbanism of tbe 
grazing nnimal, we do not know. A few decades agO' 
we did not know about the vitamins, and civilized 
IJeople paid by disease and death for their ignorance 
und disobedience of Dature, in running after artificial 
and dead foods to an exclusive extent. Our knowledge 
of vitamins bas been helpful in regulating our 
dieti1ry needs to the presCl'iptions of nature from 
whrch men were departing. 

This discovery has not been the last work in this 
direction, and there are other directions about 
nutrition which are altogether un iouched. '1'berefol'e1 

what is quoted in the above extract should be kept 
in mind, and it would be a saving factor if, even 110t; 
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knowing the exact reg uirements, more emphasis is· 
laid on the management of dieting in such a manner 
that it may, as far as possible, Hopproach the natural 
condition. 

868. Special virtue in grazing: If there is a 
special virtue in the growing grass, there must be one 
in grazing also, FOI' the same reasoning, grazing 
makes available to the animal the earliest growth 
which gra88~cutting cannot do. 1'he gi'~SB must grow 
to some height before it can be cut by a scythe, tbo,t, is· 
the minimum growth necessary. But n grazing cows 
can pick up' blades still earlier in their formation. It 
has been the experience of farmers that grazing 
benefits more than feeding. the same grass in f:ltallB, 
'l'he caBe of J{hai?'i (780) is a standing example. 
She could not thrive on the l'ation given to her at the 
stall of the nutrition expert. She must have been 
having her share of green grass and the benefit of 
a balanced and rational meal. But all that could not 
pick up her condition which did not improve till she 
was allowed to graze on a good pasture, proving that 
there is some mysterious, life-giving, diseuse~resi6ting: 
propel'ty in the growing grass, 01' as I would put it 
in grazing grasB~ 

869. Auximones in nutrition: McCarrison in 
his evidence before the Hoyal Commission on 
Agriculture, quoted by Sen (Agricu.ltu?:e and Live-stock 
ill India. M[~1'ch, 1935,) said: 

" ... It has been shown in regard to plants, as in, 
regard to animals, that they cannot tbrive, DOl' their 

'seed attain La the fullest 'repl'Oductive quality', .. 
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unless they be provided, in addition to the mineral 
constituents of their food, with certain organic 
substances known as 'auximones.' These 
substances which are akin to vitamins are as 
essential to the normal metabolism of plants as 
vitamins are to the nOl'mal metabolism of men and 
animals .... " 
It may be that these 'auximone' matters are 

required by the cow and that they are assimilated 
best in the process of grazing. Some idea abont 
the l1uximones will help the understanding of the 
importance of grasses and grazing in feeding the stock, 
in as much as they contain these growth-promoting 
substances in an active state. After the plant~ 

struct.ure is wholly dead these growth~promoting 

substances natural1y cannot remain in their original 
form. 

It has been found from experiments that these 
growth-promoting substances supply a form of impetus 
to the plant or excitability to the influenct=s of light 
etc. These substances have been analysed fmd three 
·chemical Bubstances have been separated which 
showed ability to promote growth. 'rhe first two of 
the three have been named 'Auxin A' and 'Auxin B', 
and the third substance has beEm found to be a 
familiar chemical substance, indole acetic acid - which 
could be made in the laboratory. 

Some uses are being made of this newly-found 
knowledge in horticulture. Cuttings of Borne plants, 
treated with these gl'owth~prod ucing substances, 
showed improvement in the speed of rooting. 
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870. Auxines A. and B.: 'l'hese substances modify 
or control the utilisation of the food-reserves of plants. 
The Bruxines have been likened to hormones or
exciting bodies iu animals. Indole acetic acid is 
produced by microbial action on proteins, und it is 
present in urine. The value of COUlposts made out of 
decaying organic matter is attri bu ted to the presence 
of these substances. This explains the influence of 
organic manures in plant growth which cannot be 
exercised by chemical Ulallures. 

'l'his is a vust and fl1scinating s:ubject, and 
experimenters have just been .able to touch it. More 
of these growth-pl'OlllOting substances ai'e liktly Lo 
be k[)own, and the part they pla.y in the developwent 
and growth of plants and animals ascertained. 

It has been experimentally found that, these 
growth-pl'omoting substances or auxiwones send oul; 
impetus from the tips of growing shoots as was found 
in 11 classical experiment with the hollow Lubular 
shoots oloats just. as they came out of the seed. 

1'he special virtue of grazing grass is likely to bet 
in SOllle way, connected wiLh these growth-produci1J.g 
substances. Without digressing into a subject of 
intricate scientific interest, enough has been found for 
our purpose to justify the conclusion that there' is 
something in growing grasses that reacts beneficially 
on the life-proc'llss of grazing animals. Grazing is 
like breast-feeding. Just as the animal mother feeds 
the most essential and also complete nutrients from 
her breast, similarly, it appears, as if mother earth 
feeds the hel'bivora with her breast milk in the form 
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()f tips of grasses rich in nutrients and growth
producing auxines. It is remarkable that the. auxines 
inhabit the tips of blades. In grazing, the cow gets 
.the utmos.t number of tips with every mouthful. 
Here lies the real reason of the mysterious difference 
,between stall-feeding of cut grass and of grazing. 
When a tip is uiLt,en off to-dILY, nature repairs the dut 
tip ,vhich becomes a fresh tip charged with fresh 
<Luxines fit for grazing on the next occasion. 

871. Ohanges in nutrients with growt~ of grass: 
In this country Lander has conducted a very large 
number of experiments on the chemical changes tha~ 

.follow the growt,h of grasses. At different stages 
the grasses show differing composition. The sum
total of the experimental results is that in grasses 
the nutritional elements are proportionately highest 
at the earliest stages. In the earliest stages, however, 
the quantity of materials available is also very scanty. 
A mean may be struck when the optimum nutritive 
material way be obtained in quantity and quality from 
growing fodders. 
. It is diffioult to compare the grass of one 

.description with another grass. The Bame grasB of one 
locality differs from that of another locality. Despite 
these, in the same grasses the variation of mineraI
.contents with age shows some orderly rise 01' fall. 

lt is necessary to have a cotrect iqea of the 
.differences between immature and mature plants. 
Young plants are watery, containing less of dry matter. 
Dry matter increases with growth. Imlllature plantf:l 
.are richer in protein than when .Lhe same plants n.re 
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made into hay, both being' calculated on the dry basis. 
The immature plants contain more vitamin, more 
,calcium and more phosphorus. 'I'herefore, on all the 
three scores they artl superior to mature plants. The 
larger content of water in immature grass makes it 
necessary to be used in larger quantities to get the 
same extractives. Weight for weight, in !lr dry 
.condition, the immature plants will show more 
nutritive value than mature ones. (675) 

872. Protein, calcium etc. in growing grass: It 
may be generally stated that young, immature grasses 
,contain 10 to 15 per cent pl'otein on dry hay basis, 
while when they are mature or ripe,' they contain 
4 to 7 per cent only. 

As in protein~value 80 in calcium and phospborus 
value a180 the immature grasses show considerable 
superiority over their mature state. Calcium varies 
from '6 per cent at the early to '4 pel' cent at maturity 

. stage, while 'phosphorus goes with age or maturity 
from '4 to '2 per cent or thereabout. 

J\1onision mentions that dried pusture grass from 
ferLiie, closely~grazed pastures supplies 64'7 pel' cent 
total digestible nutrient against 51'7 per cent of mixed 
,grass hay of good quality cut at maturity. 

Immature grasses are often regarded as 
concentrates, And. they are really so if protein and 
minerals only are taken into consideration, but if 
the enel'gy-value is considered, corns and cereals 
:and pulses provide more, and in that respect immature 
grasses on a dry basis are not equal to conc~ntl'ates. 

\ Yet, even in a· comparison between immature and 
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. , 

mature stages, grasses in an immature stage contain 
more digestible nutrients than mature grasses. But. 
in total digestible carbohydrate-content, grasses, as 
has been said, fall short of the grains, meaning that 
for energy-value grains cannot be replaced by the 
same, weight-equivalent of immature grass, although 
in protein, calcium and potassium they may stand 
equal. (612) 

873 Grass as a supplier 0 f protein: Here lies 
a matter of great economic value ~o cattle-breeding. 
rl'he cattle here in India may be made to depend 
upon stmws for their supply of energy, and proteins 
and .. minerals. may be derived for their subsistence 
from immature grasses when plenty of grazing is 
available. Even where plenty of grazing is not;. 
available, whatever little is available should be 
assessed at its true value as a supplier of proteins, 
minerals, vitamins and other gl'Owth-pl'oducing 
substances. The abundance of protein in growing, 
illlmature grass is a fact of great import!tnce. It 
should not be forgotten t.aat bays from cultiv!tted, 
high protein legumes may be equa.l in protein-content 
to immature grass. For example, Imcerne-hay 
contains 16'3 per cent digestible protein and 21'26, 
per cent total protein. While Dub grass (samples from 
His Bar Grazing Paddock, Cattle Firm-Table XIV. 
Lander) shows for new growth 21'94 per cent and 
a month later 20'94 per cent of proteins. All Dztb 
grasses are not like this, but just as an example, it is 
shown how rich the new growths may be. Cuttings. 
of the same grass show less protein and there are 
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variations from cutting to cutting, depending upon 
Boil. condition and moisture or rain-fall etc. In 
Morrison's opinion the best of the immature forages 
is equal in composition and nutritive value to the 
protein-rich concentrates, such as wheat-bran, linseed 
IDeal etc. The forages, however, even when young, 
contain more fibrous material than the concentrates, 
and are, therefore, poorer in energy-value than the 
coneen tI'ates. (612) 

874. Outting of grass keeps up protein value: 
Pasture' grass can be kept high ih protei:q, (on a dry 
basis) by allowing it to continue on the growing 
stage by frequent cuttings. The protein-content 
of grasses will remain high during the rains-the 
season of growth. During the dry season and with 
the diminished rate of growth the protein-content 
will be lower at the same, state of maturity as 
compared with the wet season. When the grasses 
resume their rapid growth, the protein-content also 
shoots up. When the grass is allowed to head· out 
and to flower and seed, then ·the protein-content will 
be relatively low. 

What ,has been said of the grasses does not apply 
to the cereals and millets such as corn, jowar, bajra. 
?·agi. These plants begin to store la.rge supplies of 
protein and carbohydrate as they flower and seed out. 
When· both the seeds and stalks are fed, then more 
nutrition is obtained than if they were fed immature 
in equal weights on a dry basis. 

By frequent cuttings the total yield of dry matter 
comes to be less than if the grasses were allowed 

53 
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to grow undisturbed to full maturity. By frequent 
cuttings smaller leaf surfaces are presented to ~un. 
light and, therefore, there is lesser manufacture of 
carbohydrates from the air and sun-light and 
chlorophy n. Close grazing on a crop affects the yields 
in this way. (612, 675) 

875. The reduotion of yield by outtings: It 
depends upon the natUl'e of ~he plant and on other 
factors. The decrease of output in the pase of tall. 
growing plants is more than in the case of low
growing, ,spreading pasture grasses like Dub-grass. 
It is held generally that grasses, cut at intel'vals of 
two or three weeks, will give 50 to 60 per cent of dry 
matter and 60 to 75 per cent of total digestible 
nutrients to what they would have given if they were 
allowed to grow fully and harvested at the usual 
time of maturity. 

The closer the interval of cutting or the closer 
the grazing, the more reduced will be the yield as 
compared with wl?-at could be obtained by harvesting 
at maturity. It iB, therefore, that rotational grazing is 
better than continuous close grazing. 

The soil also affects the mineral and protein
contents of graSi'les. On Boils, poor in phosphorus or 
lime, the plants grown are expected to show ,poor 
content. ):j'rom the experiments carried out in India, 
however, it has not been so far possible to relate the 
mineral-contents of pla.nts to those of the soiL 1'he 
{Subject has to be thoroughly gone into by' fodder 
analysts. Lander had many studies of samples, but 
clear light hilS not been coming up to now. 
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Fertilization with nitrogenous manures increases 
the nitrogen-content of the grasses. Grass grown 
partly in shade, as in the woods, produce much lells 
forage, and such forage as is obtained is less palatable 
to the stock. For rbaking nays, the period of maturity 
at which a grass is cut makes a good deal of difference 
in the nutritional factor. 

When grass is allowed to mature, there is the 
normal lowering of nutritional value. In making 
hays, weathering, exposure to sun or ra.in, there is 
,again a material lowering of value. The more the hay 
will· be wea'thered the more will it approach the 
straws in composition. (675) ~ 

876 .. Dub grass-Oynodon Dactylon: Cynodon is 
,derived from kyon-a dog, odous-tooth Or dog)s tooth. 
DactyJon is the Greek Dactylos-finger, ~'l~~i~~ to 
,the shape of inflorescence \Yhich shoots out in five 
finger. like lines. 

It grows everywhere in India~ and in abundance. It 
flowers throughout the year. It may grow sufficiently 
tall to be cut as hay, under favourable conditions. It 
is widely utilised as a lawn grass. Its peculiar habit 
fits it for the lawn as no other grass does. The 
more is it pressed and cut, the better and more 
carpet-like it spreads and grows. It improves by 
rolling and moving treatments under which other 
grasses will colla.pse. The Dub is of an aggressive 
nature and will drive most other grasses out. 

It is called Bermuda Grass in America. Seedl 
of Bermuda grass, imported and grown at the Dacca 
Farm, proved it to be the same as our Dub grass. 
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Lander observed that it is a highly nutritious 
fodder. grass and one of the best of them. Where 
conditions permit of being properly grazed upon, it. 
would provide a continuous supply of nutritiouB. 
fodder. It is a low-growing, creeping grass. It 
is propagated by phlnting sods. But the bes~ 
way of propagating is to take advantage of the 
rai'ny season, and allow it to take root from cut

grass stalks. 
PLANTING A PAS'1'URE : During the rains the 

soil is freed from weeds, ploughed under and levelled. 
After a shower has softened and moistened the surface~ 
turts of grass are out in handfuls and planted just. 

as 'they transplant paddy. The sticking out-tops of 
these bunches are then beaten down and covered 
with earth scrapped from the nearest inter-spaces. In, 
this way the sown f:l1lrface will present a ,matted 
appeart1nce. If there is plenty of moisture, or if. 
there is rain, the cut-ends will take root and 11.11 
the nodes of the pressed-down and earth-covered 
portions will· I1lso take root. In 11' few weeks, 
there will be a uniform covermg of D~tb all over 
the field. 

It is an 
main tenanc.,e. 
support her. 
mds. per acre. 

J 

expensIve 
One .cow 
The usual 

feed if used alone for 
will require one acre to 

yield of hay is 30 to 100 

It provides pasturage when closely grazed. 
otherwise it becomes tough and wiry. 1£ allowed 
to gr<?w for over a month, the stalks will be like 
sticks with leaves only at the tops. When the hay 
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is cropped tue ground looks as if it were full of 
bristles. In u,. few days leaves appear and the field 
becomes green and soft. The matter of variation 
in nutritive materials has been generally disoussed. 
(868~'78) Below are given Borne analysis results and 
discussion on them from Lander. (675) 

877. Variation of nutritive materials in Dub 
grass: 

'lIABLE-,'lO 

Pe1- cent on dry crop. 

Protein. Calcium. 
CaO, 

Young Bangalore 1932 14-68 0-88 

" " 1983 14'83 0'74 

" 
£wo'tl. 1~';)'1 l<}''H:, 1''1'1 

" " 1933 4'46 0-87 
Prime Bangalore 1932 11-8g 0'76. 

" " 1933 10'24 0'64 

" Pusa 1932 9'18 0-63 

" " 
1933 6'29 1'16 

Ri pe Bangalore 1932 8'28 0'44 

" " 1933 8'60 0'38 

" Pusa 1932 6'28 0'77 

" " 1033 5'33 0-66 

Phosphol'ic 
!lllid. 
p",Os 

0'51 
0'64 
Q:M 

0''28 
0'47 
0-55 

' 0'42 
0'46 
0';)0 

0'25 
0'39 
0'50 

"A simi Jar series of analyses were carried out in 
1933 on Dub grass from the lawn adjoining the 
laboratories at LyaUpur, The first sample was cut 
in March, soon after the new growth, followiIlg the 
winter cold started, and cuttings were roade ea.ch 
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month until the end of October. Here again. 
the grass was under controlled conditions, the 
sample ~or analysis being carefully cut by 
hand, after which the area from which it was
obtained was mowed to uniformity. The lawn 
received periodic irrigation through the period 
!Lnd was of course subject to the monsoon rains in 
July, August and September. It will be noted that 
protein, calcium and phosphoric acid, all remain 
conspicuously high, although there if:J' Borne falling 
off in phosphoric acid towards the hot Bummer 
months and at the end of the period when 
cold ensued." (675) 
878. Analysis of Dub grass at various cuttings ~ 

rrhe analytical data are as under : 

TABLE-'ll 

Lya.llpur. ProilGin. Oalcium. Phosphorio aoid, 
CaO. P20S. 

27-0-33 1st cutting 12'75 0'77 0'68 
27-4-30 2nd 

" 
13'00 0'77 0'03 

27-5-33 Srd " 7'19 0'88 0'69 
27-6-33 4th 

" 7'50 0'98 0'49 
27-7-33 5th 

" 
9'50 0'87 0'54 

28-8-33 6th 
" 

11'19 0'91 0'67 
29-9-33 7th 

" 11'36 0'95 0'43 
30-10-33 8th 

" 
11'48 0'07 

"In Table, are shown some analyses of Dub grass 
at various stages of growth from the Cattle Farm 
at Hissar, from Karnal and from Rohtak," 
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TABLE-'l2 

HISSAB (Grazing Poddock, Oattle Farm). 

Phosphorio 
Date Protein. Calcium. acid, 

. CaD. PIOa. 

13-4-33 New growth. 21'94 0'81 0'82 
13-5-33 One month older 

than above 20'94 0'85 0'76 
20-10-36 Green Dub (Barani) 

milk stage 16'25 0'90 0'47 

BORTAK 
20-10-26 Bir, milk stage 7'75 0'90 0'81 
9-10-26 Agri. Farm. 

Milk stage 5-18 0'77 0'57 

KABNAL 
5-10-26 Ca.ttle Farm, 

Milk stage 10'06 0'64 0'.56 
17-11-27 Bir, Sounthi, 

Near Karnal. 
Ripe stage 4'90 0'50 0'23 

"Particular interest attaches to the Rissar figures 
for young Dub grass where the protein figure is 
al:l high as from 20 to 22 per cent, and both ca.lcium 
and phosphoric acid are very satisfactory. 
"A sample of Dub grass in the early stages of 
growth from a natural grazing ground at Rohtak, 
however, shows that calcium and phosphoric acid 
figures are as high as the Hissar figures. A sample 
of Dub in the milk stage. from Karoal showed a. 
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higher protein-content, but lower figures for calcium 
and phosphoric acid. On the other hand, a sample 
of ripe DZ6b grass from the Bil' at Kamal in 1927 
showed a very low "content in protein, calcium and 
phosphoric acid." 
From the above it will follow that ~he:re is 

considerable variation in the composition of D~lb 

grass, according to locality, season and the condition 
of the Boii. The soil of naturally-growing Dub 
grass shows the poorest results in all the three 
items. 

If the grass is grazed upon, the droppings and the 
urine are distributed over the soil, and it improves the 
quality and quantity of grass. Manuring with a 
sprinkling of cow"dung before the rains is conducive 
to keeping the pasture in a sound condition. Jf, 
however, the grass is not grazed upon, which would 
have provided some manure, if only annual cuts are 
taken, then, naturally, the grass will show poor results 
in all the nutrients. Something like this was the case 
with the Bir, near Karnal, from which the naturally
growing grass came for analysis, as shown in the last 
item of the above Table. 

The monthly cuttings of the Lyallpur samples ftom 
the College compound showed, however, medium 
result throughout, and the composition did· not very 
much vary in the monthly cuttings. By the end of 

. the rains, in August, September and October cuttings, 
the protein-contents were higher than the previous 
monthly cuttings, except the first one, which was 
probably due to the first shooting. out of blades with 
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.a rich load of protein after the dormant condition 
of winter. (675) 

879. Anjan or Dhaman grass: Kollukkatai 
,grass: It is common in dry soil and is much 
used in the Punjab, the Bombay and Madras 
Presidencies. It is common in Africa, Sicily and the 
·Canaries also. 

Anjan or Dhaman or Kollulrkatai is one of the 
richest natural pasture-grasses of India. It is very 
rich in protein and can be very well made into hay. 
It does not require much rain-fall, the scantiest 
showers being sufficient for it. And, for this very 
reason it cannot tolerate heavy rain-fall, such as that 
-of Bengal. 

In some of the localities Anjan shows 10 per cent 
-and bver of protein. In successive cuttings .Anjan 
showed a steady protein-content of 7 'to 8 per cent, 
whereas there are localities where the protein-content 
falls to the level of ordinary grasses as at Aurangabad, 
Meerut, Jubbulpul' and Bellary (Madras). From 
Hosur (Madras) comes a report of an analysis showing 
as high a protein-content as 20'16 per cent. 
Bangalore and Poona analyses show protein-content, 
next to Hosur. These analyses would tend to indicate 
that the" plant shows rioher protein-content in tbe 
south. The Bellary (Madras) analysis is extremely, 
aisappointing, giving only 3 per cent protein. But 
being a single instanc~ it may be suspected that the 
sample was particularly bad. 

Anjan is rich in calcium and phosphoric acid, and 
these two seem to be well-proportioned. It occupies 
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most of the natural pasture landa of the Hissar 
Fa.rm. }:I'rom the nutritive point of view Anjan is an 
excellent grass and under proper treatment it is 
expected. to show great improvement. 

W. Cold stream (quoted by Lander) observed I10S 

under a.bout Anjan: 
"It requires a rich land. This is one of the most 
nutritious grasses and is said to be the very best. 
It is said to keep good in stack for 14 to 15 years 
;1nd longer if kept dried. It is one of the first 
to give way before the ploug'h as it grows on 
the best lands which were first brought under 
cultivation. It is noW somewhat rare. This grass 
if in good condition is reported to give a semi-· 
intoxicating quality to the mi.lk of buffaloes which 

. graze on it." 
880. Anjan as a. concentrate: One experiment 

was carried out in 1932 to find out iLs compal'ative 
nutritive capacity as IJ, concentrate by '1'. Murari~ 

:::;uperintendent, Live-stock Research Station, Bosur. 
Here 10 calves were selected for feeding on Anjan and 
10 calves were kept as contI·o!. Both lots got 6 to 
8 ibs. of milk per day and a 2-hours grazing. The 
control lot got 1 lb. ground-nut-cake and 1 lb. wheat
bran, while the experiruentals got 351bs. Anian dry 
hay per day. 'fhe experimental lot showed in the toto.l 
greater increase in weight which was 21'6 per cent 
against the 20 per cent of the control. It was· 
concluded that 1'75 Ibs. of hay was equal to one pound 
of concentrate formed of the mixture of equal parts 
of ground-nut-cake and wheat-bran. 
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881. Guinea grass: Guinea grass is a native of' 
tropical Africa, but is now popular in mauy tropical 
countries. As an exotic, introduced into' India, it is 
making remarkable progress and haa taken very 
kindly to our climatic and soil conditions. In the 
plainsf#i!of Northern India, it remains more or less 
dormant dur~ng the cold weather but :ffushes up 
with the spring. In the hotter parts of India, under 
irrigation, it grows well throughout the year. It 
grows best during the monsoon and the early part of 
cold weather. It is propagated generally by roots. 
Newly-planted roots in bunches of 3 or 4 during May 
in Bengal will give cuttings in August, if well 
manured. After 2 or 3 years the plantation is 
improved if each root-stock is reduced in size by 
separation. This can ,be done by the spade .. The 
separated roots will form setts for a new a.rea. In 
Bengal one plot may be separated out as above and 
twenty equal plots could be planted with it, all 
giving splendid cuttings in a few months after the
commencement of the monsoons. It needs manure. 
Provided manure and water a.re supplied there seeIDS 
to be no end of the capaci ty of Guinea gra~s to 
yield plentiful monthly cuttings, It cannot stand 
water logging. 

When flower stalks appear, the herbage becomes 
coarse. They begin to appear after the monSOODS. 
In cutting, oare should be taken to crop it as clos6-
to the ground as possible. In Pusa no irrigation 
was required to get an yield of 20,000 to 35,000 Ihs. 
per acre. 
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With good manuring the yield of 1,000 mds or 
:80,000 lbe. pel' acre has been obtained, which is not 
an unusual figure. 

882. Yield of Guinea grass: Dr. Mann in the 
Bombay Agricultural Bulletin, "Fodder Crops of 
Western India," Bajd that at Karachi, undiel' new 
sewage manuring, Guinea grass yielded a return 
of 'eight cuttings of ~5,OOO lbs. each, totalling 
'2,00,000 Ibs. 

,At Kirkee attempts were made to find out tbe 
maximum yield under heavy manuring. There, in tbe 
second and third years, the yields were of 92,000 and 
1,51,000 lbs. per acre respectively. The experimenters 
believed that their yields will break the record. 
Guinea grass shows a good protein-content. In 
Howey it shows 4'76 pel' cent ,protein, and before 
flowering 7'56 per cent on dry weight. Digestible 
protein is 3'10 to 5'83. 

Raw cow-dung, trenched between rows, does no 
hftl'm to the plants. These send out rootlets and suck 
nutrition from the trenched manure. Raw manure can 
,be added to in alternate trenches without disturbing 
the. grass. 

It posseses a high nutritive-value and provides a 
tender and sncculent fodder. 

883. Napier grass: Elephant grass: It is a 
perennial exotic grass like the Guinea grass. It 
,grows vigorously, specially during tbe monsoons. It 
reaches a maximum height of 10 ft. For fodder it 
should not be allowed to. grow to this height but 
should be cut when about 3 to 3'5 ft. high. It looks 
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like sugar-cane when mature. Its atems are hard. 
Its propagation is, like sugo,l'-cane, done through 
stems cut into setts. For this purpose the plant 
should be allowed to develop its full height. It 
can be conveniently propagated by planting sets from 
parent plants. 

It requires like the Guinea grass heavy manuring to· 
yield the best results. During winter its growth is slow, 

For planting, the setta are cut into 3 to 4 ft. 
lengths and put lengthwise in the furrows. Each 
furrow should be made 4 ft. apart. It is best planted 
during the monsoon months up to October. 4,000 setts 
are required per acre. In Bengal, at the Dacca 
Farm, the yield of the Napier grass was double that 
of the Guinea gl·ass. But it js much poorer than 
the Guinea grass in nutritive value. A Pusa analysis 
showed it to contain only 1'02 per cent crude protein. 
Another analysis showed 5'35 totall1nd 3'85 digesti,ble 
protein. It contains '46 per cent lime (CaO) and 'SO 

. per cent phosphol.'ic acid, and its potassium-content is 
as high as 4'8, and is, therefore, unsuitable for rice
areas for use in combination with rice-straw, which. 
itself suffers from an injuriously excessive content 
of potassium . 

. The yield of the Napier grass at Ooimbatol'e was 
60,000 to 90,000 lbs., about 750 to 825·mds. per aCre. 
At Dacca the yield was 8775 mds. per acre green feed 
up till the 6th December, and during the same period 
Guinea grass gave an yield of 467£ mds. At Dacca. 
the Napier grew quickel' than the Guinea. The 
Bengal Government has been distributing setts of 
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,the Napier to cultivators. It is a very drought. 
resisting and hardy plant. 

884. Dryland thin Napier grass: The Deputy 
Director of Agriculture, Bangalore, in a paper to the 
"Indian Farming", December 1940, wrote that· in 
their search for a drought-resisting grass they ca.lDe 

across a tall thin variety of Napier grass which they 
have since named dryland thin Napier grass. It 
was propagated from seeds in 1927. 

The' seeds are sown in nurseries and the seedlings 
,0£ about 9 inches height wbich they attain in 40 to 50 
·days are transplanted. One pound of grass seed 
,gives enough seedlings to plant an acre. The seedlings 
.are transplanted during the :x:ainy season. 

'rhese have done very well in Mysore. They were. 
·so drought-resistant that long after the other grasses 
had dried up, the thin Napier kept its greenness. It 
.grows up to 5 ft. on the poorest land. Three cuttings can 
.be taken in a year, giving about 190 mds. of green fodder 
;per acre. Owing to these cuttings the grass remains 
,tender and furnishes fodder for nearly nine months. 

'l'he Agricultural Department of Mysore is ·trying to 
popularize this grass for planting the large acreage of 
,cultiva.ble waste, and also the large area of 'gornal' or 
village common pasture with it. It is prolific, and 
when the plants seed, seedlings will appear with the 
rains, so that once planted it will not die, even if 
uDell.red for. This grass has grown not only in areas 
of 18 inches rain-fall but also in areas with 120 inches 
of rain-fall. The Mysore State harvested 3,000 Ibs. of 
seed for distribution in 1940. 
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885. Sudan grass: 'l'his rain fodder-crop is 
,gammg popularity in Northern India, particularly 
in the Punjab. It is closely allied to ioar as its 
bota.nical name Andropogon Sorghum implies. It is 
a variety of joar with which it crosses freely. It is 
a. sweet, green fodder and makes both good bay and 
.silage. Under irrigation it will yield three to four 
cuttings, every cutting giving a yield of 16,500 lbs. per 
acre. It will grow on any soil suitable for joar. One of the 
significant points about it is that it will give a good 
return of fodder in the shortest possible time. The 
protein-content of green Sudan grass on dry basis 
18 4'13 per cent, 

Trials made in Honolulu with Napier and Sudan 
grasses on milch-cows showed tha.t other things 
being equal, Sudan grass increased milk outturn by 
8'66 per cent. It was also found to be more palatable 
than the Napier grass. 

886. Sarson fodder: These are rabi crops, 
giving oil seeds. 'l'hey can be used as green fodder, 
and for this purpose the Japanese Sarson variety 
is the best. It will give two heavy cuttings during 
the short mbi crop period. It grows in any soil. ana 
does not require much cultiva.tion and manure. 

887. Water hyacinth: It is not a fodder but 
a pest of the river courses of Bengal. But IDen in 
difficulty with fodder in the a.nnually flooded areas 
of Bengal, have, for sometime past, been using this 
recently-introduced pest, which is, difficult to 
exterminate and is resisting all organised attempts to 
do so. It floa.ts on the surface of the water and senaa 
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out roots Bucking nutrition from water. As a fodder 
it has little value. But. still it is used along with 
rice-straw during the rains when nothing else is 
I1vaila.bk. 

This plant contains about gO per cent water and 
yields ash of which 60 per centi is potash chloride. Its. 
protein-content is from 1 to 2'5 per cent on dry basis .. 
It has ~ phosphate content of 'S5 pet cent. 

In a Dacca feeding experiment with straw and 
water-hyacinth only, the subjects rapidly lost weight. 
On the addition of one pound linseed-cake per day, 
the result was IDore favourable, the animals gaining 
weight. 

888, Spear grass: Pandibellum (Madras), Surwla 
(Punjab), Sunkhflli, Survalu (Bombay), Sukhli, Garyali,. 
Bal Suckel·j are other names current in Bombay 
Presidency .. 

Spear grass is a natural grass, which in the Punjab 
prefers damp soil, and in Madras it grows naturally 
on any soil. The Government Farm at Hosur has a, 
pasture of almost pure Spear grass. When young, the 
grass is liked by the cattle, but on maturity it becomes· 
rough. Besides, on maturity it develops seeds with 
sharp barbs which hurts the tongue and makes it· 
difficult to be eaten. 

Experiments were made on this grass by Mr. 
Ramiah, Agricultural Chemist, Coimbatore, which 
were described in his paper in the "Indian Journal' 
of Veterinary Science & Animal Husbandry", March, 
1933; for the determination of the variation of 
protein and mineral-contents with the age of 
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the grass. This paper gave a description of the 
grass also. 

"The Spear grass is a very hardy species with a 
deep-rooted habit, and tillers freely. It is very 
drought-resistant, and given a normal (South
Indian) season of frequent light raid-fall, keeps 
green throughout the year and provides grazing 
for animals. The principal period of growth is 
between September and the beginning of December 
when the tract receives the bulk of its rain-fall 
from the north~east monsoon. The flowering 
period is about the middle of November. At its best 

• 0 

the grass grows to a height of 2 ft. and is well-
liked by animals. At the time when it is dead, 
ripe, and seeds .have set, the grass is not liked 
by animals, because of the sharp barbed ~ seeds 
it carries and which have given the grass its 
name. These seeds are the one disadvantage of 
the grass, and the Live-stock Station useB a comb 
drawn by horses to comb out the seeds before 
mowing the grass for hay." 
The yield of the grass was 700 Ibs. or dry hay per 

acre in 1930, which is considered to be a satisfactory 
one for the fodder. This particular grass-land was not 
an intensive pasture, but was only kept free from 
weeds, and carried a good growth of Spear grass of 
almost pure culture. 

Investigations were carried on for eighteen mouths, 
and monthly samples were analysed in four different 
plots. The average analysis of the constituents of 
the grass is given below. 

54 
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889. Spear grass analysis of variation in mineral 
contents: 

Pe1'oeniage on dry basis. 

Calcium. Phosphat,e. Potash. Protein. Hemal'ks. 
1930 CaO. P 2 Os. K 2 O. 

J·anuary,~. 0'38 0'393 I-4til 4'27 Very dry 

February 0-544, O·a71 0'842 3'36 
" 

"March 0'483 0'242 0'849 3'18 
" 

April 0'733 0'415 1'340 3'52 
" 

MaJi .. , .0'575 O'31~ 1'399 0'87 Heavy rain 
June 0'607 0'399 1'512 6'70 
July ... 0'628 0'477 1'379 3·S1. 
August ... 0'790 0'514 1'163 4'23 
September 0'582 0'347 1'162 5'64 

October 0'402 0'431 1'438 (j'39 Heavy rain 

November 0'377 0'528 1'395 \}07' In full flower 

December 0'·1'20 0'439 1'281 4'84 

It will be observed that the Spear gmss has !1 good 
supply of protein. But this is really an illusion. It 
wiil be seen from the digestibility rl1able below that 
its protein is practically indigestible. Only if it is 
harvested before flowering Can a little digestible 
protein be obtained. The plant marshals its proteins 
just at flowering, when it is at its highest. The other 
nutritive factors, calcium and phosphoric acid, . show 
the general characteristics with growth. Phosphoric 
acid increases ,with increase of protein, while calcium 
is affected inversely_ 
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It will also be observed from the Table that after 
±lowering is finished, the analysis figures for protein 
and phosphorus during the next 3 or 4 dry months, 
are all very poor. Then again, when there is heavy 
a.-ain in May, the figures shoot up immediately. 

890. Digestible proteins of Spear grass (Sen): 

TABLE-'14 
Bangalore Spear grass hay (in flower) 0'89 per cent 

" " 
(in seed) 0'00 

" Hosur ,I -Young 2'93 
" -Prime 0'84 " -Ripe 0'00 
" 

Bombay Early 2'47 II 

Before flower 1'815 
" (in flower) 0'59 
" . " (in seed) 0'00 Jl 

Spear-grass analysis provides another example of 
the irnpor~ance of digestibility experiment, Without an 
idea of the digestibility one would be tempted to 
harvest Spear grass when in flower, because at that 
tilUe the' protein-content is 9'07 pel' cent" the highest 
during the year. B~t digestibility trials show that 
Gut of the 9'07, only 0'59 per cent is available. (Bombay 
Report). If the grass is harvested before flowerIng 
·the digestible protein-content would be 1'85 per cent· 
and it would be higher still, amounting to 2'47 
per cent, if it is harvested still earlier. 

In s, later publication by Mr. H,amiah in the 
Madras Agricultural Bulletin No. 88 bf 1941, the 
percentage of protein in Spear grass js mentioned 
as 2'46. (652) 
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891. Buffalo grass: It is 11 7charif crop. '1.1h6 
grass is coarse but relished by the cattle. It looks. 
like maize at· :iO(),1' in appearance. It has proved itself 
to be a valuable fodder in Government oattle-farms, 
but is not veq popular. 

At Hissar it grows to a height of 10 to 12 feel,. 
Several tillers oi'iginate from one root. rl'he yield is 
20,000 1bs. of green fodder in !L season. It becomes 
ready in 80 days after seeding. Its growth is slow 
prior to the monsoon, but during the monsoon it· 
grows very rapidly. It is infedor to :ioa'/' in nutritive 
value. (Re!td) 

892. Burkwani-Khavi, Chatyari, Iskir (Bombay): 
It ()ccurs from Morocco through N. Africa, Arabia, 
Persia, Afghanistan, Baluchistan to the Punjab and 
Sind. It is a characteristic desert-plant requiring 
very little water (Bombay Grasses-Blatter). It is very 
common in the Hissar, Bil', Punjab, and in Bikaner. 
It grows in jungles and not about cultivated fields. It 
is grazed when tender, but not so when fully~grown. 
It is stacked and used in times of scarcity. It is a 
fragrant gdss and may impart itIIIJ perfume to the milk. 

893. Ohimbar-Ohimbar or Ghantil or Dubra: 
It OCCUl'S in the Punjab, Sind, Cutch, Khandesh, 
Deccan. It is a plant fit for sandy soil. It grows in 
Muzaffargarh and Hissar. It is suitable for all 
soils, even saline. It is a prostrate grass which 
sends out runners, and if::! an abundant, and well~known 
grass, useful both for grazing !md hay~making. It 
takes the place of Dub as a fodder grass on sandy 
soils in the Muzaffal'gal'h district and in the 
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RW.F. Province. It is propagated from root stock in 
spring and iLl the rainy season. 

894. Chamur (Punjs.b): Also known as Git, 
Sera, Male, Shansukha, Ghal'am, Ghamar, Girni, 
Ml1ngl'ur, Barn, BI1l'wari, Bal'igagli. 

Disb'ibtttion: Arabia, Afghanistan, the Punjab, the 
Upper Gn.ngotic Pln.in, W. Peninsula, Ceylon, Australia. 

Locality: Punjab, Sind, Cutch, Kathiawar, 
W. Ghats and Southern Marhatta country-(Blatter). 

It is a tall perennial grass. It requires a rich Boil 
and is usually found nnder bushes where dung has 
fallen. It is an inferior grass, with a rather bitter 
and salt ish taste. It is gJ;l1zed{, sometimes when tender. 

895. Lamp grass (Punjab): Aristida Depressa ; 
A. Adscensionis. 

Names: Motliburi, Longi KUBsaI, Lani, 
D'istrib1ttion : In most warm countries. 
Locality: N. W. F. Province, t,he Punjab, Sind, 

·Gujrat, Khandesh, Western Ghats, Deccan, whel'e it 
grows in most kinds of soil. It is only grazed because 
it is too short and light to stack, and too fine and 
soft to be cut with a scythe. It is particnlarly relished 
by the cattle and is highly nutritions. 

896. Makra grass: 
Names: Bombay - Gandhi, Anchi Man chi, 

.ragar sammi. 
Dist?'ibution : Throughout tropical and sub-tropical 

regions. 
Locality: The Punjab, Sinel, Cutch, W. Ghats. 

Deccan, Southern Mal'hatta country. N. Rltnara. 
-(Blatter). 
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A sporadic grass, growing in the barren places and· 
fields in the drier parts of the Cal'U!1tic. It requires 
good soil. It is a quick-growing grass but not. 
abundan~ and grows in ploughed and manured lands. 

897. Palwan: 
Names in Bombay: Chauga, Marval, Payen, 

Paiva, Palvan. 
OcC~t1'1'erlOe: From N. W. ]'. Province, Punjab to· 

Gujrat, Deccan, W. Ghats, South Marhatta country 
and N. KaD!11'11. 

Distribution: More or less throughout India, 
chietly in the drier parts; Ceylon, Afgbanist,I1ll, 
Australia, Africa. 

It is universally estee'med as I.~ good fodder gl'l18S 

both for gl'azing and stacking. In Australia also it. 
is highly valued, being regarded as one of the best 
grasses to stand long droughts, while it will belll' any 
amount of feeding. It is useful also as a winter gl'l18S. 

if the weather is not too severe. 

In the N. W. F. Province it is consid ered as 
nutritious as Dub grass. 

898. Samak grass: Punjab-Sanwak; Bombay 
Presidency-Bornr, Pakud, Pacushama, Tor, 'rodia,. 
'l'il'ia, Sawank. It is found throughout India, Ceylon 
and all over the tropics. Probably of African and 
Indian orgin. It grows best in finn soils. A 
quick-growing grass. A very good green forage. Wild 
Sawank is said to bring cattle to condition and 
fatten them. 

899. Tree leaves as fodder: Mention hal" 
been made of the suitabili ty of tree leaves as, 
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fodder (455·'57) in normu.l times as also in times of 
scarcity or dUl'ing floods. 

In the Analysis 'llable (929~'30, 933) the leaves of 
SOUle U. P., Bombay and Madras trees are listed. 

A study of the Tables shows how these leaves are 
rich in protein, being 10 to 16 per cent. In this 
matter they are as good as leguUle hays. Their 
digestibilities have not been determined. But the 
aVidity with which some of them are eaten by the 
cows gives promise of a satisfactory digestible protein~ 

content. 'llheir calcium-content is also high, soros of 
them reaching even up to 5 per cent. The phosphorus" 
content also is not bad. 

More attention should be paid to the leaves as 
regular feeding-materials to the cows. Meanwhile, 
complete digestibility trials are needed regarding both 
their protein and mineral-contents. 

900. Concentrates; 'llhe importance of feeding 
properly with roughages has been emphasised. But 
produotive work cannot be fully t.aken ont of l'Oughages 
only. 'l'he high quality 0 roughage is the tirst 
necessit,y, and concenr,rates must be added to them 
to give the required production in the shape of milk or 
draught work or carrying a foetus in pregnancy. 

In countrie8 now developed for cattle farming 
and dairy industries, attempts are being made to 
grow on the Boil of the farm all the roughages and 
concentrates. In India also it would have been well 
if this could be done. But, the holdings are so 
divided that it is !1lmost impossible to so arrange that 
self-sufficient cattle farms and dairies can function. 
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If the concentrates cannot be grown by the farmer, 
they have got to be procured by buying or exchange. 
Concentrates may be classified into: 

(1) Oereal grains, legumes and tubers etc. 
(2) Oil-cakes. 
(3) By-products of farm. 
(4) Animal products. 

901. Oereal grains, legumes and tubers: The 
cereal grains are all rich in starch; there is only a 
little fibre; the digestible total nutrients are supplied 
in plenty and, therefore, much energy may be obtained 
out of them. 'llhey are highly palatable. Rice, maize, 
wheat etc. will be taken with relish and lihe cattle 
are capable of ingesting more roughages if a quota of 
these palatable materials is given to them with the 
roughages. 

The cereals are generally low in phosphorus. 
They have a slightly higher content of it than the hay 
crops. Some by-products of cereals are rich in 
phosphorus. Some of their deficiencies may' be 
rectified by legume hays which contain calcium and 
good protein. But as regards phosphorus, the legume 
hays also are not well placed. 

In India cereal grains are rarely used for cattle 
feeding. This is obviously for the reason that they 
supply the human requirements. India had to import 
rice from Burma to meet her need for this cereal, 
and eveh that was barely sufficient for meeting her 
human needs. rrherefol'e, there is little possibility 
of its utilisation as cattle-feed for supplying their 
energy-needs. Indian cattle will have to depend very 
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Jargely on the straws and other better roughages for 
their energy-requirements. 

The by-products of cereals are, however, largely 
used. Some of them are described below. 

902. By-products-Turnips, Shalgam: Turnip 
is a human food and is also cultivated as a fodder. It 
is a rabi crop, and can be taken out in about 8 weeks 
.after sowing. They are chopped and fed to the cattle. 

903. Rice-bran: Rice-bran or rice-leura was the 
subject of feeding tests in the Bengal experiments 
(806) of 1937 by Oarbery and Chatterjee. (Agricultttre 
J:; Live-stocle in Inclia, 1938). The analysis of foreign 
hul1ings showed th!J,t about 8'5. per cent bran and 
3 per cent polisb, ip total 11'5 pel' cent of paddy 
hnlled becomes available. Considering the quantity 
.of paddy produced in India 11 t per cent comes 
np to a very large fignre, indeed. Bran and polishingA 
arB mixed together in villages. In paddy-husking 
in the villages polishing is not done to the extent 
it is done in mills; therefore, the all-India output 
may come up to 10 per cent of paddy, which will give 
an enormous yield in tonnage as cattle-feed. 
Rice-bran contains a very large amount of vitamin B, 
and has been recommended for human use in it fresh 
,condition for vitamin deficiency. 

904. Oil in rice-bran: Rice-bran has some 
protein and it is very rich in oil. In the experiments 
in Bengal, bran showed twenty per cent of oil of a 
nature which is useful as food. 

Rice-bran on analysis was found to contain over 
,6 per cent of phosphorus (P20,,). Of the other 
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minerals magnesia was found to be 2'6 per cent and: 
lime (OaO) 0'2 pel' cent only. 

The Bengal experiment showed Lhl1t despite the 
high promises such a material presented, the results. 
wers very unsatisfactory, 'l'he animals were given 
rice-straw and 7ct61'a as feed, hut they refused to 
take their usu,nJ quantity of ration. r:T.'here was a 
disinclination for the feed. 'l'he weights of some six; 
out of the nine animals markedly fell. Although 
decrease in the in-take of rice-straw would cause 11 

shortage in energy needs, yet the huge percentage 
of oil in the 7cu?'a was likely to keep it n6n.rly at the 
norn] III level. 

905. Digestibility trial-rice-bran: On digesti
bility tests it WI1S found that about two-thirds to three·· 
fourths of protein passed undigested, As l'egards 
phosphorus it was found to be wholly indigestible,. 
Although 10 grams should have been near the 
maintenance requirement, yeL with 43 grams of 
phosphorus in the feed, lihere was negative balance 
or all the phosphorus taken in was thrown out, and 
something more fro111 the body tiSflUtlB also. 

'l'he experimenters believe t\Utt the phosphorus in 
the 7c~tm is in the state of phytin which is not readily 
f\,flsimilable, 'fhis, along with poor calcium-content, 
!1nd excessive lDagnesia proved the material to be 
of little value. It is not mentioned whether the 
animals experimented upon were accustomed to this 
concentrate. (652 

90S. Limit of using kura: Mr. Gossip experi
mented by feeding kU1'a, to the extent of ,3 to 3~ seers 
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in Ferozepur. The result ended in 80 severe a loss of 
condition that three animals died. 

But 3 or 3! seers of let/fa would be a very 
abnormal feed. Experiment on rice.bran so far has 
given negative results. But there were defects in, 
these experimental feedings. . Knowing that rice-bran 
contains no digestible phosphorus and littl~ lime, if it 
is fed in small quantities for its protein (digestible
over 6 per cent) and oil-content, keeping other items 

balanced, then the results are likely to be favourable. 
As a matter of fact, rice-bran is fed to the cattle and 
the result is no~ unsatisfactory. Now that the feeding 
experiment has shown the defects in the digestibility 
of the phosphoruB-content, the poverty of its lime
content has been known also. The remedy now lies in 
feeding along with rice-bran a due quantity of cl1lcium
phosphate in the shape of bone-meal which will make 
up for both the calcium and phosphorus deficiencies. 

907. Feeding rice-bran with rice-straw: Rice
straw with the addition of the required protein from 

-oil-cake or legume hay I1nd rice-bran and some green 
grass may form the basis of feeding with the addition 
of bone-meal. The result is expected to be wholly 
good. The richness in oil of the kU?'a makes it a very 
valuable concentrate-feed provided its deficienoies are 
rectified. with the addition of bone-meal. In this 
connection, it is worth while to remember tbat rice
bran contains an excessive dose of magnesium, and 
reed'jng in excess may caUBe grave injury, 

908, Wheat-bran: We have found that wheat
straw (829) is not a suitable food as a roughage, but. 
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-not so wheat-bran. It is an excellent concentrate
feeding mo,terial. It contains 15 (Bangalol'e) to 11 
(Pusa) per cent protein of which n's and 8'7 per cent 
respectively are digestible. It contains 1'7 to 3'4 
per cent fat. Analysis shows the following figures: 

TABLE-75 

Wheat Bmn. 

DigestibJe Lime. Phosphorus. 
protein. S. E. CaO. P\l,Os. 

Bangalore 1]:8 56'9 '22 6'23 
Pusa 8'7 53'7 '25 HJ8 

It contains a very high percentage of phosphorus, 
and on account of high total digestible nutrients, the 
st,arcb:-eguivalent is om 53 to 56 Ibs. 

The protein of wheat-bran is of a considerably 
better quality than that of wheat flour. The protein, 
however, is not so well-balanced ItS the protein of milk. 
This shortld be remembered while choosing feeding 
materials. Proteins from other sources should be mixed 
80 that there 'will be u, chance of rectification. Its' 
phosphorlls is one of the richest of all common feeds. 

Wheftt-bran is one of the most palatable of feeds 
and haB fl, mild ]fI,xative eHect, It is very light 
and bulky. 

909. Legumes: pulses: Legume pulses are human 
food; these are fed to milch-cows with very satisfactory 
results in India. As all the pulses are human foods, 
the cheaper ones I1re selected for cattle-feeding. Of 
the pulses "alai (mid) is reputed to be the best for 
jncreasing the flow of milk. Other pulses are given 
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to milch~cows, the cheapest being keshari (Lathyl'us, 
Sativus) pulse. 

Gram is given to bulls and bullocks for increasing 
their capacity for work and for keeping them in a 
proper conditipn. Legumes, as we know, are rich in 
protein and calcium and serve to meet these deficiencies, 

910. The chunies: In the manufacture of dal from 
puls,es ch~'ni is got as a by~product, and it is largely 
used as cattle food. It is a leguminous product and is· 
very rich in protein. . It is also dch in mineral 
ma.tters. It tends to increase the flow of milk. 
Its food-value greatly depends upon the pulse from 
which the chuni is obtained, the way in which the dctl 
is manufactured and the presence of foreign matter in 
it. Very little work on its digestibility has been 
done. Very roughly it coq-ld be said to contain. S. E. 
26 and Digestible protein 4'5. 

911. By-products-Legume husks: '1'he husks are 
taken off the pulses, when used for human consump
tion. These husks of pulses form a very valuable 
article of fodder. Besides the hulls, these contain 
fragments of pulses also, which give them additional 
value. They are palatable and nutritious alid serve 
as concentraiies .. 

Digestibility trial on gram-husk (free from gram 
dust) shows that though the crude protein-content 
was 5'99 pel' cent, nothing of it was digestible; the 
digestible protein in percentage was found to be 
only 0'00. It has a starch equivalent value of 47'0. 

No digestibility trial has been made on arahar' 
husk, the crude protein of which shows 7·04, nearly' 
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the same as that of the whole amha1'. The mineral
·contents of these have not been determined. 

912, Oil cakes: Oil-cakes form the most important 
·concentrate feeding-material in India. Oil-cakes are 
relished by the cattle and a sprinkling of it on the 
·otherwise unpalatable straw makes it palatable. Oil-cake 
supplies the much-needed proteins and phosphorus in 
which the dry straw-feeds are so· prominently 
·dencient. They go a great way in acting as 
correctives of roughages, It is usual for almost every 
cattle-owner to use some one 01' other of the oil-cakes. 

Oil-cakes vary in provinces, according to' the 
·charaoter of the oil most produced in the province. 
Musl;ard, rape 01' t01'ia-cake, cotton-seed-cake, til or 
:gingelly-cake, cocoanut-cake Itnd ground-nut cake are 
all utilised for cattle-feeding, 

For cattle-feeding, cakes from village ghani 01' 

bullock presses are preferred as they contain a little 
more of the unexpressed oil which very much increases 
their value as a feed by raising the energy-value. In 

. {act, working bullocks will be half useful withont this 
helpful protein-energy and phosphorus-providing 
matet'ial, 

Now-a-days large qm1nt.ities of oil seeds are brought 
to towns and pressed in power ghanis. They extract, 
-a lit.tle more oil and the expressed cakes are passed 
through expellers, which working at a very high 
'pressure, talre out the last traces of oil from the cakes. 
Such oil-cllkes are valuable for use as manure, as the 
presence of oil is a blemish in manure. But for 
cattle-feeding they are certainly much poorer, and the 
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farmers do not go in for expeller cakes for their 
,cattle-feeds. '1'he analysis given of cakes are all for 
the common pressed-cakes and not for the expeller
cakes or 'extracted' cakes. 

913. Cotton-seed cake: Cotton-seed is pressed 
for oil and what is left is cotton-seed cake. Ootton
.seeds are hulled before pressing, while unhulled or 
entire seeds are ILIaD pressed. These whole-seed 
pressed cakes are called 'whole pressed' cotton-seed 
c(Jakes. The hulled cotton-seed cakes are known 
simply as cotton-seed cakes. These cakes contain 
.about 41 per cent protein while the whole-pressed 
.seed-cakes, having the hulls, have a more fibrous 
.composition and the percentage of protein thereby 
is lowered, coming to 25 to 28 per cent. The cakes 
are evaluated according to their nitrogen-content. 

Cotton-seed cake is one of the richest feeds 
containing phosphorus; the 43% protein variety 
containing 1'2 per cent of it. Oil-cakes generally 
are poor in calcium, and comparatively speaking, its 
content of '2 per cent is not bad. Cotton-seed cake 
like other seed -cakeR lacks the vitamins. Vitamin
deficiency should be made up by including green, 
feed, and calcium-deficiency by including legume 
hays or bone-meal. 

\ 

Cows fed on cotton-seed give hard milk-fat. 
Cotton-seed meal contains a substf1nce known as 
gossypol in appreciable quantities. It has (L poisonous 
effect. But the cattle are immune to it. Care, 
however, should 'be taken that too much may not 
be fed to calves of 3 or 4 months of age. Gossypol 
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In these experiments milch-cows were fed on all 
the usual feeds consisting of silage and grains and 
calcium supplement. Only in addition to these, 
grass-hay and cotton hulls wel'e fed altel·nately. One 
batch of cows was fed dry grass equal in weight to the 
grains. Their milk-yield was recorded. The same 
cows were turned over to the next feed consisting of 
evel'ything as previously, only cotton-seed bulls were 
given in place of l\ays, and the results were noted. 
Tbree varieties of hays were fed. 

The conclusion arrived at was that supplemented 
with calcium, green feed and protein, cotton-seed hulls 
were superior to hill-land grass hays but inferior to 
mixed clover in milk production. In Our country ~n 
equal weight of hay may be replaced by cotton-seed 
hulls, being not more than one.fourth of the green-feed. 

915. Linseed cake: Linseed· cake is a very 
superior form of protein-supplement for the dairy 
cattle. It is not only rich in protein but it is very 
palatable to the stock. Linseed-meal succeeds well as 
the only protein-supplement for the cattle. It is 
specially valued for its laxative property. Feeds fol' 
milch-cows .and calves, containing linseed cake, give 
more satisfaction than most other concentrates. 
Linseed-meal as a calf-feed is dealt with in connection 
with calf rearing. Linseed cake contains 25 per cent 
of digestible protein, ·52 per cent of calcium and 
2·2 per cent of phosphorus, making it a concentrate
feed of first clas8 value. , 

916. Ground-nut or pea-nut oil-cake: 
cakes are extremely rich source'S of protein. 

These 
They 
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contain over 50 per cent of protein, while the digestible 
crude protein-oontent is 46'3 per cent. It has 8 per 
cent fat, '28 per cenli calcium (lime-OaO), 1'28 
per cent phosphorus and 76 lbs. starch equivalent. 

Ground-nut cake is one of lihe best protein supple
ments for stock-feeding. Its protein is of specially 
high qUlLlity and is well-liked by the stock for its 
palatability. Cotton-seed, linseed and ground-nut 
cakes are equal in feeding value; linseod-cake is 
notably superior I1S a material for calf-feedin~. Gronnd. 
nut cake is a little laxative, and if not properly 
expressed and too much flLt is left, it ml1Y be 
disadvantageously laxative. In the Virginia experiments 
it was found Buperior to cotton-seed meal for milk
production. 

917. Oocoanut cake: Cocoanut cake has a lower 
percentage of protein than, for example, gronnd-mlt 
ca.ke. It has only 21'1 per cent digesti ble protein; 
its S. E. value is, however, very high, being 90; its 
.calcium-content is '0 per cent and phosphorus 
1'7 per cent. If there be left some moisture in the 
copra, the cakes o,l~e then apt to get quickly rancid. 

Its protein is not of very high quality and it should 
not be depended upon as the single source of p:rotein 
in feeding dairy-cattle. This cake contains BOHle 
oillmd it is believed that on account of its peculiar 
character, the fat·content of the milk of cows, 'feeding 
on coconut-cake, rises a little high. Tqa.t fat·contents 
of the feeds affect the quality and character of butter
fat, there is no doubt. Not only is the quality 
changed, but the qnantity of fat is claimed to be 
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increased. Butter froro the milk of cows kept on 
cocoanut cake-feeds is not liked by people. 

918.· Til oake : Til-cake contains 44 per cent 
crude protein, and 12 per cent fat, and is, 
therefore, regarded as particularly rich in proteins 
and fat. It has good keeping quality, and does 

I!J 

not readily go rancid.· It has given satisfactory 
results when fed to dairy cows, apparently stimulating 
the :flow of milk. It is said that if fed in excess of the 
.optimum amount, it tends to lower the percentage 
of the total solids of the milk. (Linton). One to one
.and-a-half pounds can be given to a 5001he. cow, 
which will not be exceeding the limit. This cake was 
.at one time very popular in Europe, particularly in 
France and Germany. 

919. Mustard-cake: Rape-seed cake: The 
• 

. composition of this is as under: 

Water. Crude protein. Fat. Carbohy. Fibre. Ash. 

9% 38% 8% 24% 8% 13% 

From the analysis it will appear that it is not very 
-different from linseed or other reputed cakes. But 
as a matter of fact, this cake is not regarded so good 
a feed as the other ca~es, It contains a pungent 
oil which gives its characteristic flavour to mustard, 
and which makes it a blistering material. For 
thig very reason its suitability for feeding milch-cows 
is rendered low. It is not recommended for milch
cows 01' calves but is given largely to bullocks. 

920 Ootton seed: Cotton is an important money 
~rop in British India. About 150 lakhs of acres are 
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annually put under the crop, nearly 15-4 % of the 
total cropped area. Its lint- is separated from the seed. 
,Enormous quantities of cotton seed are thus made 
available as a by-product of the cotton indus'bry, In 
lllany parts of the wOl'ld the seed is used I1S cattle food 
either dry, soaked o~ boiled. It is supposed that the 
seed covers are very' hard and fibrous and are difficult 
to digest. It may be thoroughly crushed before
soaking or boiling. Feeding milch cattle on cotton seed 
tends to increase the hardnees of butter which if:! of 
great advantu.ge iLl. making ghee by the deshi method. 
Morri,son observed: 

"Animals fed too large amounts of cotton seed may 
ficour badly on account of the large amount of oil. 
In trials with dairy cows it bl18 required 171 to-
206 Ibs. of cotton seed to eCJ,.ual 100 IbH, of high 
grade coLton Beed mea,l" 
In parts of north Gujrat, Rajpntana, Cent,raJ India 

CfLrrots are grown for feeding the animals, 'rhey 
are vel:y valuable for winter feeding, '11heir water 
content is very high, being roughly from 80 to 90%, 
'l'be dry matter is rich in carbohydrates and poor ill' 
protein, fibre and mineral matter. The digestibility 
is very high. They are palatl1ble and rich in 
vitamins. Carrots when fed to milch cows impart UJ 

very good iiavour. Generally spoaking, they have 
a laxative effect nnd l1ids in stimulating milk 
production. 

921. Molasses: Molasses is a by-product in the' 
manufacture of suga]', It bas a very high value, and 
ftH ft concentrate mm replace cereal grains in feeds· 
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to a large extent. It is, however, poor in protein. 
Analysis shows it to contain: 

Soluble carbohydrates 
Protein 

70'09 per cent 

Ash 
'6 

4'58 

There is !Ii prevalent belief that 
harmful as a concentrate for cattle-feed. 

" 
" 

molasses is 
In order to 

judge the actual effe~8 of feeding molasses, feeding 
tests 'were carried on for some time at the Punjab 
Agricultural Oollege. . Two pounds of molasses were 
daily fed to the cattle and the results were observed. 
The feeding experiments were made without 
disturbing the usual food of the cattle us far as 
possible. It was found that the catt,le took 2 Ibs. 
of molasses daily without any reluctance. In case 
of some of the bullocks, salivation began to appeal' after 
feeding for 11 few days. This stopped on giving them 
common salt. Blocks of salt were put before the 
¥-imals, and they licked the saIt ae they desired. 

From these experiments it was Goncluded that 
'2 Ibs. of molasses coula replace 2 Ibs. of maize as a 
concentrate for working bullocks. In case of milch
cows 1 lb. of 1110lasses was used in replacement of 1 lb . 
.of bran. There was no appreciable change in the 
milk-yields of the cows. Care yvas taken that in 
molasses feeding, the other ingredients supplied the 
necessary protein which was not to be found in the 
molasses. 

922. Winter feeding of molasses: When bullocks 
were fed over 2 Ibs; of molasses the utilisation was not 
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satisfactory. 'l'he trials were conducted on bullocks 
during January to April (1933), before the hot weather 
set in. 

923. Summer feeding of molasses: During the 
next summer season similar experiments were 
conducted to find out the effects of feeding molasses 
during the summer months, 20th July to 27th 
September. It was discontinued, because the health of 
the animals fed on molasses 15'egan to deteJ:iorate'. 
Their dung became watery and dark in colour. Some 
of them went off the feed, while others, when at work, 
began to breathe quickly during the hotter part of 
the day. It was concluded that the feeding of molasses 
during the summer months was not advisable. For 
affirming the 8uit[1bility of molasses in the winter, the 
experiment was repeated in the following winter. 
rrhe results confirmed the' experience of the first 
winter that 2 Ibs. of molasses can I'eplace 2 lbs. of 
corn in feeding work-bullocks. 

924. Animal products: Steamed bone-meal, 
steamed meat-meal and, skimmed-milk are the most 
used of animal products. Bone-meal is produced by 
crushing steamed bones and passing them through a 
3/32 inch mesh sieve. The composition Has been given 
in Para 724. It is a highly efficient corrector of feed 
and can safely be fed to cows and calves in small 
quantities to correct caloium, phosphorus ~nd protein 
defioienoies. In the case of wet-area cattle, it is a 
material indispensably necessary. Meat-meal contains 
more protein and less calcium and phosphorus than 
bOile-meal. A mixed meat-and-bone-meal is also 
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~vailable and will form a satisfactory concentrate 
and will supply the needs £01' calcium, phosphorus, 
and protein. 

SHELLS: Shells are burnt to obtain lime. 
In fact, the most superior limes of the market are, 
the shell limes. Shells are collected in a heap and 
burnt in a kiln, leaving the lime as a residue. 
The demand for this lime is limited, and. all' the 
shells are not utilised in this way. They naturally 
disintegrate slowly and return to the soil. A better 
way of utilising the shells is to utilise them for 
cattle-feeding. Old shells are to be boiled, Bun-dried 
and Cl'l1shed under dhenki or passed through stone 
grinders. The meal will forID an excellent calcium
supplement. In rice-areas where there is dearth of 
available lime in the usual feeds, it is particularly 
advisable to collect shells, crush them and feed them 
to the cattle. They are not as good as bone-meal, 
for bone-meal supplies both calcium and phosphorus 
and also some nitrogen, while the shells supply 
calcium only. 

925. Live-weights of dairy cattle from chest 
. girth: For scientific rationing of the cattle, it is 
necessary to lmow their weights. Everywhere, in 
COUrse of the discussion on nutrition, the five-weights 
came up for consideration. Rationing is based on 
live-weights. Few individuals can possess large weigh
ing machines for weighing cattle. In the absence 
of !1 weighing machine, weights can be found from 
the following, based upon the chest a.nd girth and 
body le!=lgth measurement in inches. 
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Sodhi Gambhir Sing of the Punjab Agricultural 
College has given a formula for finding the live
weights from chest girth and length in inches. 

Girth measurement is taken by passing the tape 
behind the fore-legs. The length is fonnd by 
measuring in inches the distance from the end of 
butto,?k to the protrusion of the shoulder where the 
lore-legs commence. 

Girth in inches x Length in inches . ht . 
9 8 5 8 = welg 1D seers. or . or . 

When the girth is below 65", divide by 9, 

" " between 65" and 80", divide by 8'5. 
" " above 80 inches divide by 8. 

This formula has been found to tally very aearly 
with the actual weights of 11 number of animals, the 
.difference in a large test coming on the a.verage as 
under: 

TABLE-'17 

Breed. No, of I1niwlJ,]a, 

1, Hissar bullocks 84 
2. Montgomery cows 16 
3. Dhanni bullocks 14 
4. A II breeds taken 

Average varia.tion 
from actual weight. 

pl'esent. 

1'28 
1'70 
1'56 

together 114 1'36 

The use of this formula is l'ecommended. 
-(Agriculhtre cf; Live-stock in India, Jl,farch,1983). 

926, On the use of nutritive value Tables: In 
'Using the following Tables, the limitations thereof 
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should be remembered. It has been made cleadn 
course of the discussion on nutrients, that the nutritive 
factors differ according to the age of the plant, the 
locality, and the season in which it is grown. Therefore, 
11 Table which does not mentiol?- the locality, the 
season and the stage of growth is very incomplete. 

Of only a few items have the digestibilities been 
determined. Here proteins mean digestible protein, 
But the percentages of calcium and phosphorus shown, 
indicate the total of these minerals but do not give 
indication of their digestibility. 

'J.'he digestibility Tables are after Dr. Sen. There are 
other Tables from the provinces, There the total crude 
proteins are mentioned and not the digestible proteins. 

The analysis of tree fodders, (929-'30, 933) shows 
how rich they are in all the three items-protein, 
calcium and phosphorus, The digestibility triu,ls of 
these are urgently called for. 

927, Nutritive value of feeding materials: 

'l1A.BLE - 78 

(A.dapted from Sen) 

Digestible nutrients 
per 100 lbs. d\'y material. 

Orude Lime, l'hos. Pot. 
Name. protein. N. !'t. S.]]]. OaO. P",Os, K20. 

1b9. Ills, 

Green Feeds. 
BltdTa 4'31 12'9 47'0 0'55 0'44 2'96 
Berseem 12'56 3'S 43'4 2'69 0'64 0'4 
I:!llephant gmss 3'85 13'4 38'4 0'70 0'61 2·m,. 
Gum'a 6'63 6'4 30'9 3'2 0'38 2'5& 
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Digestible nutrients 
per 100 Ibs. dl'Y material. 

Crude Lime. Phos, Pot, 
Name. protein, N.R. S,E, CaO, P~O$, lizO •. 

Ib8, Ibs. 
Guinea grass-

(young) 0'83 10'2 42'3 0'71 0'90 3'78 
Joa?' (young) 4'20 12'4 85'S 0'69 0'41 2'45 

" prime 3'44 14'7 35'2 0'59 0'32 1'67 

" 
ripe 1'16 4[>'0 30'S 0'63 0'25 1'76 

Lucerne 16'19 2'7 41'4 3'64 1-12 4'9S 
Maize. 4'68 13'5 52'3 0'73 0'63 1'61 
Oats 10'50 5'4 46'6 0'67 0'76 5'28 

8enji 12'61 4'1 44'7 1'89 0'42 2'21 
Sudan grass 1'57 27'2 2814 '1'19 1'33 1'99 
Sun flower 8'55 5'1 37'6 
Velvet beans 10'66 4'9 51'1 

Hays, 
Anjan hay 1'71 2~h3 32'4 0'36 0'72 1'61 
Bolarum hay-

young 2'27 22'0 30'9 0'73 0'24 1'43 

" 
prime 1'21 42'2 30-6 0'75 0'22 0'90 

" 
ripe 0'00 25'3 0'50 0'09 0'17 

Dnb hay 8'09 5'7 38'7 0'70 0'44 1'53 
Guinea grass hay-

(before :flower). 'V09 10-6 24'8 
J OM hay young 2'81 17'3 27-5 0-38 0'54 3'49 

" 
prime 1'78 27'7 28-4 0'38 0'33 1'67 

" 
ripe 0'64 79'S 27'0 0'32 0'56 1'9 

I{ollukkattai-
young 11'17 4'3 42'1 

" 
prIme 5'49 9'2 35'2 

" 
ripe 2'97 16'8 33'2 .. ~ 
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Digestible nutrients 
per 100 lbs. dry material, 

Crude Limo, Phos, Pob, 
Name, protein. ,., N ,R, S. E. CaO, P:Os, R,O, 

Ibs, Ib8, 

Oat hay 2'40 25-7 4(h) O·4ti 0'38 2'44 
Spear grass prime_ 0'84 52'4 23'2 

" 
ripe 0'00 28-4 

" early 2-47 19'5 30-9 0'47 0'30 1'41 
-Sugar cane leaves, 0'00 24'6 0'55 0'14 1'00 

Legume Hays, 
Berseem hay 10'29 5-4 473 2'07 0'65 3'89 
Cow pea hay 10-33 3'9 29-6 2'27 0'40 2'89 
Ground-nut hay 14-93 2-3 33-8 2-65 0'58 3'26 
I.JUcel'ne hay 16-37 2-4 37'7 

Straws, 
Gram bhoosa 2-41 14'4 .L1-2 0'47 0'27 2'91 
Bagi straw 0-23 243'5 34-7 I'll 0'16 1-5 

Rice straw 0'00 HO'I 0'5 p'15 1'83 
'\Vheat straw 0'00 24'3 

" 
bho6Jsa 0-00 24-5 0-42 0'51 1-25 

Concentrate grains, 
Barley 7'39 10'0 84-6 0'25 0'85 0-56 
Ootton seed 12'49 0'1 85-5 
Gram 14'33 4'7 78-5 0'33 0'93 0-72 
Oats 7'85 9'0 7B-4 0'16 0-93 
Maize 8'22 10'5 93'3 0'02 0'94 

Concentrate cakes. 
Cocoanuts 21'10 3'3 90'0 0'56 1'69 
·Cotton-seed cake, 19'42 3'1 67'1 0'39 2'95 
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Digestible nutrients 
per 100 lbs. dry material. 

Crude Lime. PhOB. Pot. 
Name, protein, N,R, S.E. OaO. p.Os. IC.O .. 

Ibs, lbs, 

Ground-nut cake 46'3g 0'7 715'9 0'28 1'28 1'43 
Linseed cake 25'86 1'8 69,1 0'52 2'20 0'92 
Rape cake 30'92 1'8 82'6 
Sarson cake 30'68 1'7 78'1 
Til cake 42-60 1'0 83'3 
T01'ia cake 28'51 H:l 75-2 

By-products, 
Gram husk 0'00 47-0 
Wheat-bran 11'80 5'4 56'9 0'25 1'98 1'46 
Rice·bran 6'76 8'5 48'8 0'22 6'28 O'}9' 

928, Nutritive value of some U. p, grasses: 

TABLE-'l9 

TottLl 
Protein, CaD. P2 Ds -. 

Musel '(Iseilem laxum) 5'34 0'35 0'27 

Dub (Oynodon dactylon) 9'00 0'85 0'73 
Anjan (Penniaetum cencbroides) 2'80 0'32 0'74 

Bhanjara (Apluda Aristata) 3'32 0'34 0'24.' 
Sandur (Bothl'ichloa intel'llledia) 2'16 0'28 0-17 
Rua (Eragrostis cynoBUl'oides) 6'75 
Janewa (Andro pertusus) 6'91 
Jhal'na (EIesine v61'ticil1ata or 

Ohloris barbata) 10-82 0-88 1'00' 

Jhusa (Eragrostis puana) 9'91 0-55 0'87 

CheeDa (Panicum miliaceum) 12'35 0'57 0'1::;]: 
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929. Nutrition value of some U. P. tree leaves 
used as fodder : 

TABLE-SO 

Orude protein, 0110. P20S. 

Haldu (adina cordifolia) 15'26 2'41 0'26 
Kachnar (Bauhinia variegata) Ul'15 3'40 0'04 
Mulberry (Moras alba) 13'99 2'74 0'45 
N eem (Azadiraohta Indica) 15'i:l1 5'53 0'48 
,Pi pal (Ficus religioBa) 12'68 4'58 0'47 
Pakul' (Ficus infectoria) 10'90 2'92 0'41'> 
Bel' (Zizyphus jujuba) 12'8 4'23 0'76 
Shisham (Dezbergia sisso) 10'26 4'73 0'54 
Pastawuna (Grewia oppositefolia) 16'37 5'00 0'58 

930. Some feeding stuffs of Bombay Presidency. 

'l'ABLE-81 
Total 

C}'ucle protein, CaO. p.Os. 

Mimosa Hamata (leaves) 11'87 4'46 0'241 
Lepidagathis cristata ~J'25 1.97 0'31 
Lantana cama leaves 7'66 2'S2 0'23 
Cichorium intibus pods 13'30 0'24 0'24 
Gl'ewia birgatl1 leaves 11'69 5'31 0'21 
Acacia catchu leaves 11'81 4'65 0,19 
Randia dumatol'um leaves 3'87 3'1::)7 0'09 

93l. Lesser millet fodders of Madras. 

TABLE-82 
Total crudo protein. 

Tenai-stl'aw 
Vargu straw 

3'OS 

2'187 
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932, Some grasses of Madras: 

'l'ABLE-88 
Protein. Fat, Oarbohy, 

Cheng alIi Gaddi (Iseilema 
anthephoroides) 

Nanabalu Gaddi 

4'26 1'99 43-27 

(Eremopogon Faveolatus) 3-39 1'66 42-94 
Pullirusa Gaddi (Apluda aristata) 4'41 2-52 30'84 

Karrapa Gaddi (Chrysopogon 
orientalis) . 4'45 1'13 42'64 

Botha Gaddi (Cymbopogon caloratus) 2'27 2'62 44'36 
Dabba Gogada (Andropogon Sp) 2'39 2'38 45'70 
Nendra (Sehima Nervosum) 2-93 1-47 37'90 
Nakka peethu (Perotis Indica) 4'03 1'87 49'41 
Gre.cilia Nutans (Melanocenchris-

monica) 4'63 1'37 47'00 
Loppopogon (L, Tridentatus) 2'37 1'51 39'58 
Chipuru Gaddi (Aristida setacea) 3'32 1-14 43-86 
Eteropogon IDonsotachy 4-33 1-41 44'34 
Chloris incompleta 5'48 1'24 45-03 
Gogada Gaddi (Ohrysopogon 

montanus) 2'83 1'51 45'37 
Poavula Gaddi (Eragrastis bifaria ) 2-50 1'77 43'66 

933, Some fodder plants of Madras: 

TABLE-8!!: 
Protein LimB PhoR. 

OaO. P,Os. 

Nala mada (Avicennia officinalis) 11-34 O'9S 0'42 
·Cherathela thiga (Derris uliginosa) 16'4~.l 0'84 0'37 
.Acha or Tepi (Harwickia binata) 10'79 4'10 0'24 
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934. Average sulphur-content of grasses per 100 
parts dry plant: 

TABLE-85 

Grasses 

PaniCUln maximum 
Pennisctum oenohroides 
Andropogon contortus 
Andropogon annulatus 
Andropogon pertusus 

. Sorghum Vulgare 
Cyrobopogon 
Rhod~s grass 
Elusine coreana 
Elusine Indica 
Chloris barbata 
Cynodon dacty Ion 

Total Sulphur. 

0'123 
0'196 
0'123 
0'163 
0'1l5 
0.137 
0'106 
0'234 
0'405 
0'286 
0'477 
0'562 

Total Nitrogen. 

1'350 
1'962 
0'870 
1'157 
1'117 
l'g86 
1'064 
1'774 
2'353 
1'274 
1'704 
2'228 

-(Wrath and Krishnan. Indian Jonrnal of 
Veterinary Soience ct Animal Husband1·Y. Ma1'ch, 1937), 
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.Fig. 4tl. Slwtch showing whore to take meaauremcnts 
for finding weight by the 

formula-
Girth in inches x length in inches. 

I} 01' 8'5 or 8, 

(See Page 873) 

(Agrioulture & Live-Stoak in India., Vo!' III, Pa·rt II) 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

MANAGEMENT OF THE COW 

935. Objectives of cow-keeping: One may start 
11 mixed farm, a farm for cow-keeping, £01' cultivation, 
for milk, and .£01' manure-supply, or one may already 
be the possessor of a herd and a farm. On the other 
hand, one !Day simply desire to keep cows £01' milking 
for town-supply. This latter aspect cannot be shorn 
()I the association of soil cultivation and manure 
production. Management has to proceed along lines 
in conformity with the all-round responsibilities of a 
.cow-keeper, If an enterprise for the supply of milk to 
towns cares for milk only on grounds of cheap mil~ 
production, and allows the cows to be slaughtered, or 
makes her sterile through ill-treatment, or if the 
enterprise lets the calves be killed or starved to death, 
or neglects to properly utilise urine and dung, then 
such an enterp,rise should be regarded as anti~national. 
From this point of view, very few town milk-supplying 
.enterprises will pass the test. The subject of town 
milk-supply is taken up later on. ·For the present, the 
.rural condition of mixed farming is only considered. 

For a person who has a herd, his problem will be 
one of making the best out of the herd. It may 
otherwise be that a new enterprise is started with the 
profit-motive consistent with the general national 
welfare. Once a stal't is made, the position of the 
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new venture and that of the old owner of an existing 
berd of cattle may not materially differ. There will 
be one great difference for the new enterprise in the 
matter of the selechion of the locality and in the 
selection of the herd, he having a choice which is 
absent in the case of an old and running farm. 

936. The new enterprise: We shall take up 
the case of the new enterprise. 'rhe owner of an 
established firm may on studying the conditions of 
the new venture modify his farm-management to 
bring it as far as possible in line with the new venture. 

937. Selection of site: A site should be l:ielected t 

where agricultural and pasture land are available. A 
few years' practical experience will tell the enterpriser 
as to the number of cattle he can keep per acre of 
land available. It is well to begin with a small unit 
,just as many of our cultivators have, and the new 
enterpriser must be content with such returns as 

the older farmers obtain, except for the gain that 

IDay accrue to him on account of better farming 
meLhods. The aim should be to set up a farm 
that may serve as a model for improved methods 
brought to practice. All the fodder and feeding 
materials ought to be home-grown. But this will be 
hardly possible. Provision at least should be made for 
the supply of a definite proportion, say, 20 per cent of 
the feed as green or silo fodder. Leguminous fodder 
will have to be provided £01'. A certain quantity of 
it should be available throughout the year. Water 
should be available in plenty from natural sources 
or from tanks or wells. There are other points 
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for consideration also. The nearness of a market, 
transport facilities, availability of labour, should be 
considered in selecting the site. 

938. Selection of herd: If it is a question of 
buying, the best sto.ck available in Ute locp,lity should 
be purcha~~d·"";';'" 'a· ... ··. n~~le·~s:···· 'Whatever 'b~""'the 
uftGn'iite"aIm"'~rWth~ en:terpri~e, the beginning should 
be small, and the endeavour should be to create a 
suitable herd in a few years from the progeny of the 
nucleus stock. 'J1he .nu.cleus ,should, therefore, be very 
small, and should be decided according to the ability of 
th~ enterpriser to wait for the creation of his minimum 
unit. In areas where the cattle are very detel'iorated, 
such as the wet-areas of Bengal, Assam, Orissa, pRrt 
of Bihar and part of the districts of Kistna, Tanjore 
and Malabar, it will be wis~ to start with a very small 
unit. (The ground is untrodden from the experimental 
point ~. view) Rice-straw and rice-bran have been 
found to be very inferior fodders. Correctives have 
been suggested in the Chapters on nutrition 
(816,827, 903) for rectifying the inherent unsuitability 
of rice-straw as a fodder. These suggestions have been 
worl\ed out and tested aatisfactorily in a few cases 
under ltiy own supervision. Yet, it will be wise to 
proceed cautiously in such areas and proceed as 
experience indicates the definite directions. 

For other areas, where cattle of recognised breeds 
€xist, pure-type cattle should be chosen so that it 
will assure an 'arriciunt of definite result. It has been 
the experience of many Government dairy farms that 
purchased stock of well-known breeds, under proper 
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management, show on the average 60 per cent higher 
milk-yield in the lactation SubBequ~nt to tho,t of their 
purchase. Cattle from known sources would be best 
to start with. One will then know what is to be the 
immediate effect of better management. 

Those who already possess a herd have to start 
with the handicaps imposed by the past. It may not 
be a handicap after all if the enterpriser will have 
patience and faith jn the newly-acquired knowledge of 
feeding and management, such as this book seeks 
to impal't. Such I),n owner will start with the draw
backs he knows. He will start with a knowledge of 
his herd, and the treatment of each individU!11 which, 
in proper cabtle management, is a great asset. If he 
has a low-milking type, better feeding may WOl'k 

some improvement. But heredity cannot be ignored. 
If: milk is not there in the strain it cannot be fed 
into a cow.) There the question would be one of 
improvement of the herd by the use of u better sire, 
coupled with better feeding and management. 

939. Choice of a sire or bull: '1'he sire has to 
be chosen. If there is no suitable sire in the locality 
one has to be procured. It is not generally within 
the means of the owner of a small herd to' possess 
and maintain a sire. At the present moment all 
over India, the Government Animal Husbandry 
Departments have been fostering the use of better 
sires, according to the capacity of the provinces for 
finding funds for such work .. An enterpriser may try 
to induce the propel' authorities to supply a bull on 
conditions. current at the time for any pl1l'ticulal' 
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province. Here joint effort is necessary. The 
enterprisingfa:rm~~ will enlist the co-operation of other 
farmers like himself and form an association 01' a 
Panohayat for the improvement of the cow, beginning 
with the problem of supplying the sire for the village, 
and for its maintenance. Such an enterpriser will not 
only help himself but also help the village in carrying 
out a momentous reform by rousing the villagers to 
the needs of better breeding. When he seCures a bull 
of the type he needs, his problem will be easy .. ,For 
definite breed areas such gift or maintained bulls 
should be of the breed recognised for the area. In 
areas Of non~descript cattle, such a bull shbuld be from 
a cow of known performance in the locality. 

It has been already mentioned that in non-descript 
areas, the Rariana or similar bulls are being 
distributed to the peasants. The objection to such It 

procedure has already been pointed out. If these 
become failures, they will leave the area worse than 
what they had found it to be. It would, therefore, be 
wise to WELit rather. than go in for iii bull impor.ted 
frOln some other province into such areas. 
(506, 512, 796) The appearance of success in the first 
hybrids is inboxicating and catching. A discriminating 
enterpriser should appraise such factors at their 
p:).'oper worth. 

The Report of the Agricultural Department of 
Bengal for the year 1940·41 has: 

"Now that the scheme for cattle improvement has 
been in operation for nearly foUl' years in some 
districts, iii number of tbe female progenies of the 
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Government bulls have calved and are in milk. 
During the course of my tours this year I saw 
many such animals who invariably were reported 
to be yielding much more milk than their deshi 
dams. Many heifers yielding from 6 to 8 seers 
milk a day are seen. 
"Similarly the male progeny has been observed to 
develop into It very good bullock. The owners of 
these progenies are very conscious of their high 
quality and generally agree to part with them at 
a price which may be considered fabulons for 
cattle of Bengal." 
This, however, is the report on. the first croSs at 

one place. All may not be so well after the second 
Or third or the fourth generation. (165, 506-'12, 796) 
Therefore, in spite of the tempting results of the use 
of a superior type bull on a non-descript dam, the 
enterpriser should do well to wait before he launches 
into sllch experiment for reasons explained. 

940. Culling: It is the prevalent practice in tbe 
Government :FarIDs to eliminate undesirable cattle. 
Any cow showing d~~'li~i~g m:ilk-yi~ld ';; "g~t . rid of. 
Any heifer not coming up to the expectation is got 
rid of; so also about the male progeny. By sucb 
a process of elimination a herd may be shown to 
be rapidly improving in milking performance from 
year to year. The record may bring credit to the 
institution, but the effect on the cattle-wealth of the 
country is of a remote nature. True, a very high
quality strain is cultured in this way at particular 
centres, and after a time the progeny of the individuals 
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()f such herds may be used with greater certainty for 
the production of results similar to that of the parent 
herd. But to accept this view totally would be It 

mistake, for even in the advanced herds" elimination 
,or culling has to be done every year. Where do they 
go? After they have left the parent herd, they may be 
:and generally are used for breeding by the neighbours 
,or others who get attracted by the performance of the 
parent herd. The rejections of the parent herd are 
something different from the average of that herd. 
This change of house, from one farm to another, does 
not benefit the cattle-wealth of the nation. What the 
rejections would hfllve done in Herd A, they continue 
to do in Herd B. The only tangible result is that the I 

parent-stock remains an undiluted high class. 
Elimination, therefore, does not give a correct picture 
'of the capacity of the herd. And he who takes to 
farming as a national duty can have little satisfaction 
with the thought that the inferior cattle have been 
passed on to others. Under the circumstance, what 
will the owner of a herd do, when he finds that the 
performance of an individual is below par? If it is 
-tolerably good and he is not in need of the animal, he 
may sell it off after informing the purchaser of the 
reasons for sale. If it is very inferior in performance, 
it should not be allowed to procrea~e; it should be 
-castrated if it is a male. The castrated male may be 
sold off as a bullock for whatever it is worth, as no 
bad consequence can come out of a castrated male. 

941. Making inferior cows sterile: The inferior 
female should not similarly be allowed to procreate. 
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It is difficult at the present state of veterinary 
surgical practice to make a cow sterile in villages by 
the removal of the ovaries or what is technically called 
'spaying' in Indian villages. There are dangers 
of abuse also for making an inferior cow sterile in 
this way. 

The following extract from Black's Veterinary 
Dictionary (1939) under the heading "Spaying" willi 
point to the danger in it. A spayed cow is being used 
for prolonging milk supply at the cost of the maternity 
of the animal preparatory to slaughter. 

"Spaying is tho term commonly useel for the 
removal of the ovaries in tho feml11e .... " 
"Healthy female animals are, in many countries, 
operated upon for the saIDe reasons as t,he males 
u,re cl1stl'l1ted .... " 
"Cows are operated upon to enable them to 
continue to produce milk for long periods (some
times for as long as four yeo,1's) without the 
disturbances accompanying parturition. 'l'hey 
usually give an increased flow of milk which bas 
a better butter-fat-cont,ent than previonsly, and 
the flow remains pl'l1cticnlly steady for at least 
18 months. In certain city byres whore the cows 
n.re kept purely for milk-production, and whore 
calves are not wanted, since there is no 
accommodation for them, the operation, carried out 
as soon after calving as possible, allows a more 
uniform supply of milk to be ensnred, and at the 
same time encourages fattening, so that by the 
time the cow has fallen below the arranged 
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productive standard (e. g. perhaps 3 gallonFJ pel' 
day) she is usually ready for immediate disposal 
to the butcher. Such commercialisati'on of dairy 
cows offers very great advantages over the usual 
system of only milking the cows during a normal 
lactation period, and then selling them for beef. 
The flesh from a spa/yed cow is more tender and 
succulent and the carcass more uniformly fattened 
than ordinary dairy cows. On ranches wl!ere 
ithere are large numbers of cattle, in North and 
South America, the females are very commonly 
spayed to enable them to settle down in the 
herd more quietly and to fit them to produce 
better quality beef." 
"Operation: The actual operation may be 
performed in one of two ways; after appropriate 
preparation, an incision may be made in the lef.t 
flank, the cleansed hand inserted, the ovaries 
secured and removed by ecraseur ...... With 
ordinary care, no complications OCcur. "," 
The gowalas of towns keep COWB for only one 

lactation and then hand them over to the butchers. 
They practise phooka on the cow to get milk, a process 
of blowing ail' into the uterus. This has to be daily 
practised at the time of milking. Tbe surgical metbod 
of the removal of ovaries is a painless and more 
.scientific way of doing the same thing, witb the 
advantages mentioned in the portion quoted above. 
In the introduction of the practice of 'spaying' in 
India, the gowalas ml1Y find a new inducement for 
making cows sterile and then butchering. Pl.oalea has 
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been made a criminal offence in Calcutta. Spaying 
cannot be made an offence, and it may offer more 
inducemen t to them for butchering the' cows. But 
this method cannot be supported, as it is ultimately 
harmful to the cattle, and to society. 

942, Separation of inferior cows: A cow, which, 
it is thought, should not procreate, should be kept 
separate, and care should be taken to see that she 
Illay not approach a bull on heating. If what has been 
described above on the value of manure and of 
,composting, then a cow, unfit for use as a dl1m to the 
future progeny, may be kept 011 for her dung and 
such draught labour taken of her us she is capable 
·of rendering. She is used in many districts for the 
plough or the oil-ghani. 

It is, therefore, recommended to avoid cnlling or 
elimination as 11 routine practice unless when the 
enterpriser wants to restrict his herd. Then, of 
·course, the better animals should be sold for the 
purpose for which they are wanted. 'rhe inferior 
males should be castrated and the inferior femn,jes 
should be trained for the plough. 

943. Disposal of the old members of a herd: The 
-herd in 11 healthy condition procreates and multiplies 
quickly. The life of a cow is estimated at 18 years, 
although cases of cows outliving this age are also 
known, She may bear child up to very near her last 
days. The progeny of the old cows are not inferior 
and, therefore, they may be allowed to calve. After 
13 01' 14 years the intervals between lactations 
increase. She may be l1seless a. year 01' two before she 
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dies naturally. Then again, there is the question of 
old bullocks and bulls. A bull living beyond its useful 
age for covering may be castrated and used as a· 
.bullock. The problem of the bull is insignificant, as· 
only one bull is there in a herd of 60 cows and as· 
many young cattle. The bullocks get useless with 
age. What to do with them? The question of aged 
c.attle that have become useless must come up. Those
who have no scruples about slaughter, sell them 
to the butchers. But humanity calls for' a different· 
treatment. The animal that has served you life-long 
should be treated with kindness, and allowed to live' 
on to the end of its natural span of life. The question 
of costs comes in. It should be proper to calculate the 
costing of the maintenance of a herd with allowance 
for this so-called useless animal. It should be the 
endeavour of the enterpriser to prove that the cow 
and her progeny are not useless at any period of 
their life. They will continue to supply dung and 
urine in l'eturn for the fodder ingested. If properly 
handled this product will contribute towards their 
maintenance when they are old and are unable to do 
any work. 

944. Breeder-his own' Pinjrapole: It is the 
preservation of cows and other domestic animals· 
that has given rise to the noble institution of 
Pinjmpole. It may not be convenient for all under 
't~w~~~~~dition8 to maintain old animals, and the 
owners may be tempted to sell them to the butcher. 
It is, therefore, that charitable people have established 
Pinjrapoles in or near crowded centres of population. 
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There are about 800 PinJ'mpoles all OVer India. But 
they can deal with only a fraction of the o.ld and 
useless cattle of the country. If the old cattle are 
to be saved the instinct of humane treatment should 
'Impel all owners to make provision for maintaining 
.them in their own herds. That the Pinimpole exists 
i~ a great and creditable thing for the donors who. 
maintain these institutions. But the owners of cattle 
who fail to disch~l'ge ~heir duty t9wards their old 
cattle and send them to the Pin:j1'apoles have nothing 
creditable to their account. The instinct of pity should, 
however, imtead of blindly operating in UB, C!1.use us to 
make the best use of .the old animals. 'l'hey are. bound 
to pay jjheir way if the value of their excreta and that 
·of the products left· after their death are also taken 
into account. The Pini1'apoles could work IlS models, 
if they showed that by the utilisation of all the 
products of the animals, they can pay their own way. 
'rhe donors and the management, of the P'i1~jmpoles 

owe it to themselves to show the public how to 
treat their old animals and maintain them most 
economically. '1'he loss, if any, for maintaining old 
animals in 11 herd will work out very low if distributed 
{)V6r the entire working herd. Oharity means 

, '. """'" .~, ,,", "·c , . .""'" .... ., ... ,,.". 

sacrifice. While charity should be. the directing factOl~ 
in maintaining the old domestic animals, it should 
also prompt the owner to make the burden of expense 
as light as possible. The old animals have to be 
JDainLained and their, maintenance cost is to be 
included in the total maintenance cosb of the herd. 

For keej)ing the maintenance cost low, the utmost 
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use of the manurial products and of the body of the 
dead animals should be made. That will be the most 
humane method. 

The method of sanitary disposal and economic 
utilisation of dead animals is described in my book 
"Dead Animals to Tanned Leather." 

945. Relationship with the COW: The cow 
responds to kind treatment. In fact, she seems to be 
hungry for a good word, a caress and even a pleasa,nt 
and approving look. For getting .better results from 
the cow, kindness should be regarded as a very 

l necessary investment. \If you are cross with her, she 
is cross with you, and as a result both 8uffd~ 

After having domesticated the cattle, it "'is but 
natural and humane that the owner should accord 
to it and her progeny the same treatment as he 
accords to his dependents. Here comes in the 
necessity of refraining from all cruelties and of 
butchering them. The cows are gracefully slow-going 
animals. They should not be goaded to move fast. 
'1'he bullocks also have their graceful pace. Necessity 
may make men use them for handling carts at high 
speed. The practice does not fit in with the idea of 
developing the best in them. They are not meant r . 

rIal' speed. \,In this land of ours speed is not regarded 
'.as a matter of first conceru) The railways have come 
and speeded up our travel-rate and lessened space. 
But we are none the better for it. To a. limited extent 
let speedy vehicles be used. But for routine work in 
the life of an Indian peasant, speed has little place. 
His companion is the slow-going I:>ullock. 
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946. Why the oow and not the horse: Why has 
not the Indian peasant chosen the faster horses as 
the draught animal? India can bring up and maintain 
a fine race of horses. It is a pl'Oved fact. Yet, for 
constant company, for agricultural work, the cow 
and not the horse has been the animal of choice. In 
Europe they too have both the horse and the cow just 
as we have in India. 'l'here, thoy have given the horse 
or speed the preference. They have kept the cow 
simply for milk and beef. Why is this difference?' 
I should suppose that this has come out of the 
fundamental difference in the culture of the two· 
peopleI'. Indians wanted to select the animal nearest 
to him in temperament as a' companion. rrhe 
comradeship that the Indian had extended to the 
cow would not have been possible if the horse Was the 
animal of his choice. 'rhe friendship, the love, the 
associations that bind man and the cow in India~ 

could not have developed if the choice had been on the· 
horse instead of on the cow. 'l'he Indian has kept 
the horse for speedy transport, for courier and guard 
and war duties. But he wanted a tamer, quieter, 
more responsive, and more all-round useful animal to 
bestow his love and adoration, to sublimate himself. 
And the Indian has signally succeeded in accomplishing 
this and in oreating a tradition which our modern 
agricultural economist so dearly regrets and which 
happily t,hey, with all their ideas of profit and 
their influence in social status, CllD nevel' hope to· 
dis-establish. 'l'his bond of love and veneration has 
been wrought through centuries and is too deep-
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to be. changed at the bidding of the theorist. The 
change is impossible because the relation between man 
and cow has developed on a feeling of 'universal 
oneness. This feeling is to be probed .deep to be 
understood. 

Now, having chosen the cow out of· the two 
animals, the cow and the horse, it would not do to 
ask the cow and her progeny to do the work of a 

. horse. I have rode on carts drawn by very fast-going 
bullocks. I have admired the speed. I think I covered 
8 miles in an hour over undulating ground and back 
again in another hour after about 2 hours interval, 
a performance equll,l to that in a horse-drawn cart. But 
I have inwardly felt sick despite the physical comfort 
of cushioned seat and the exhilaration that sp1ged 
brings. Now, I find the reason of it, as I write this. 
'l'he bullock is not meant ,for fast drive, its 
constitution is against it. (Let it live on and drivel! 
India slowly to her goaL} The slow speed of the cowl 
and bullock is grace itself. If you have a pregnant 
daugIiter or daughter-in-law you bless her in her slow, 
graceful movements. The cow is that daughter or 
daughter-in-law, whether she is pregnant or dry. Slow 
movement is their own and is their grace. If you 
want to bring the best out of your cow or her 
progeny do not goad them to speed. ' 

947. Give names to COWS! The cows and her 
progeny should be given nameS of rivers, names of 
flowers, names we give to our sons and daughters. 
They love to be called by their names. EveD the 
little calves understand the call by names. In a 

57 
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place 150 cows happen to be milked in the open while 
their calves are penned. At the milking·time the 
name of fihe cow is called out and she arrives at the 
appointed place by herself. The same call bririgs her 
calf to the door of the pen to be opened out by the 
attendant. This happens unfailingly day· a.fter day 
with all the cows and their calves. If you haye a cow 
to bestow love on und if you call her by her name, 
when she is far away but within hearing distance, 
she will run to you in a hurry as if enquiring, "what 
has happened? Why do you want me? I am here." 
If you throw her a smile, It pat, her anxiety goes. 
She becomes satisfied and returns to her place. 
When a cow or 11, bullock is after something wrong, 
ahout at the anilllal and it will.understand .that it is 
attempting something which is prohibited, and at 
once it will correct itself. Where then is the need 
of the goad 6 in dealing with such an lJ.nimal? 

948 .. Not goads but combs: Mr. Wynne Sayer, 
writing about herd llianagement, said that in his 
Pusa Dairy, goads or tlticks were not allowed. Men 
were given combs instead. While the cows or calves 
were grazing, the duty of the Il,ttendant WIlS to comb 
a.nd dress their skin, rub off dirt or take out cha.nce 
ticks, or brambles. A cow may be vicious, may 
try to attack you, and that quite unreasonably, but the 
secret of conquest is not to mind the viciousness but 
to continue showing kindness. She will be tame in 
time. Love will conquer her. 

94.9 Love the cow: By close. association with 
men, their feelings have become mysteriously refined. 
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I cannot J:eas~n it out, but the reaction is clearly 
noticeable. In the Alipur Jail, one of the cows in the 
herd that I was looking after, 10B,t her calf in an 
-epidemic known as Black Quarter or Blackleg. 'l'he 
cow, Botu was her name, became disconsolate. She 
went on weeping and refused food. For a week she 
kept off from her feed, all the time shedding tears. 
So much was the flow of tears that her eyes got 
,affected. It took a long time to bril'llfg her back to 
normal, and I do not think .that she will be quite 
herself again till her next calving. 

Once in the same herd".a cow had a prolapse of 
.anus. She had to be cast on the yard and treated . 
. She was in great pain all the night. It was a bright 
moon-lit night and the yard was visible "from the 
shed where the milch cows were kept. The next 
morning at milking-time evel'Y one gave less milk 
.showing how the sight of pain bad reacted upon the 
whole lot of milch cows. 

1'h61'e, was a little female calf 'Mira'. Sbe got an 
injury on her fore-leg when she was barely five weeks 
old. There was septic fever. She survived the fever 
but the injury and dislocation remained. The hone 
could not he set because of the swelling. The 
sw.elling showed signs of suppuration and I opened 
it with a lancet. The next day as she was being 

"brought to me she understood what was going to 
happen and she began to weep. Tears ~olled down 
her cheeks before she was touched at all. This was 
just what a child would do at the sight of a surgeon 
who had operated, on it. 
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• 
Tbe oows deserve your kindness. If they are 

unruly and unrea.sonable at times, do not' get angry. 
Yom' angel' will ito no good; on the contnl,l'Y, will 
make things worse. It may be that by the use of 
force and by beating you get· what you want to be done~ 
but you do 80 at the risk of considerate conduct from 
your animals. There are some who will be more· 
vicious the more cruel you are to them, and you 
can never make them do your will by beating 
and awarding other punishments. Punishment, even 
rebuke, is to be given up if you want to OWn a.. 

decent herd. M~E:.~~1YY~~.I:l,. Bayer went so fa1" as to 
observe tha:t there was no" futu}e for a cow which 
required to be led to your presenoe by two persons 
holding ropes. This behaviour was partly the result 
of bad management. Heredity also plays a part. This 
should be cured by unifol'lD kind handling. 

Oow-keepers all ov~r the world, in Engla.nd and 
America, in Denmark and elsewhere on the' continent. 
of Europe, are unanimous in insisting upon according. 
kind treatment to the cow. 

950. Housing the herd: Adequate space must be 
alIa ted for housing the herd, if the creation of an 
economic unit be the aim. For mere milk-production, 
townspeople may think a stable to be enough; the 
scaveng'ers to take away the manure; straw and 
fodder to be purchased from day to day; so space to 
accommodate the cow and her calf would appear to 
be enough. But this is not cow-keeping. It is· 
cow.killing. The calf will soon be rickety for want of 
exercise, and if it dies the caretaker will have a part. 
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{)f the skin stuffed to be presented to the cow for 
letting down milk. The cow will also follow the calf 
after spending her milking period in the o'wner's stable, 
for another unfortunate one pas to be brough t in there 
and the previous one must die to make room for the 
new-comer. This is not cow-keeping. The subject 
of cow-keeping for town milk supply is separately 
dealt with in another Chapter. It is mentioned here 
to show how not - to attempt to think of the cow 
without providing for her use in her triple capacity as 
progen~~or of the bullocks aIj.d\ of the dams of the . 
futurej/~~s the giver of, 1llilk'l:t-~nd as the producer of 
manure which gives life to the soil to enable the. soH 
to maintain both cows and men through the plants 
and plant-products. The cycle (see introductory) bas 
to be repeated. Therefore, at the very outset of any 
~ow-keeping endeavour all the three aspects of h~r 

functioning should be provided. for. The herd will 
require more living apnca if it is to be managed on 
improved ideas. \ 

There should be sheds for housing with trol,lghs 
for feeding. There should be some ground for exercise 
by the calves and for the milch cows, and there shQuld 
be some pasture for grszing, although it would be 
almost impossible to provide the requisite pastures 
in the near future; and lastly, .there should be 
provision for handling manure and, converting them 
i.nto composts. 

When the herd is a fairly large one, say, 20 heads 
-of cattle with~ .. 01' .5 GOWS,. _ethe calves and the 
bullocks should 'ba housed and fed separately, while 
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in !It small concern a pair of bullocks, one or two 
calves and a cow may be housed under It single ]~oof. 

The feeding and tying-place of milch and dry cows 
should be separate as their feeds are different. 
Similarly, separate arrangements should be made for 
the bullocks and the calves. For the calves again, 
when there are several of them, they should be penned 
and fed separately according to age. Oalves from 
the new-born to two months age may be kept together. 
Those from above two months to six months should 
be kept together, and above six months to a year and 
a half will form '-another b~tch, and then, the older 
ones up to maturity will form a batch. When they 
will be either heifers or bullocks they will enter 
separate batches meant for them. 

If the calves are thuB separated then they may 
be fed in common tl'oughs. When the smaller ones 
are kept with the pigger ones, the latter pnnish, 
trample and knock about the former and prevent, them 
from eating thei!~ quota. If no separate housing 
arrangement can be made for a very small herd, then 
each calf: will have to be kept separately, tied and 
fed from separate troughs to which its neigh bOlll'S 

lUay not have access. 
Rvell when the calves are separated it would be 

11 good practice to let each one feed from separate 
troughs without disturbing its neigh bonr. When the 
growing calve~ are kept separa.tely, according to age, 
it is l1 sight to'~see them feeding, playing or grazing. 

951. The cow-shed: For rural establishments 
it is convenient to have a central row of feeding 
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trollghs in the shed, the animals being tied opposite 
to and facing one another. There should preferably 
be two rows of troughs. Earthen vessels will serve 
bot.h for feeding and watering. The watering 
troughs may be common between the two rows of 
animals. Between the animals and the wall there 
should be 2 to 3 feet of space, allowing fo~ the~ 

a.ttendants to move about, and for accommodation of 
the drain for carrying off the urine. 

The feeding and watering troughs are placed on a 
raised platform-the troughs to be 2f feet from the 
'floor for adult animals. Spacing of the animals should 
be such that each one may lie down conveniently 
without interfering· with the next ones. For smaller
sized animals about -1 feet of space would be required. 
They should be tied to rings or posts against the 
platform so cl08e that more than allowable movement 
may not take place. A stout piece of bamboo fixed 
along the length of the· troughs with slip-ip nooses at 

~tJ" 

proper distances is a convenient method of tying. 
rrhe bamboo is kept fast at several, points. 

The floor should be of earth. Pucca or cemented 
floors are convenient for cleaning. For rural berds it 
will not be possible. A poor peasant cannot have 
p'IlCC(t and cemented flool'8. But even where the 
owner can afford to have pucca or cemented floots, 
it would be better to have kutcha floors for the sake 
of the health of the animals· and for the better use 
of manure. 

In very wet places during monsoons, when nothing 
dries up quickly, the 7c1dcha floor may become 80ft 
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with urine and end in becoming clayey, This should 
be prevented by having a layer of sandy loam for the 
topping. The top is designed for occasional removal 
and replacement with a fresh layer of earth. (472-'73) 
This entails labour, but this hbour has to be spent 
both for the health of the animals 111)0 for the sake of 
~preserving the manure, 

The floor should slope towards a drain leading to 
a covered pit. In the' pit should be an earthen-ware 
vessel to receive the drainage. There may be four such 
on either side of each row of animals, and the slope 
of the' floor and drain 'may be adjusted to this 
requirement. 

There may be a low-height mat-wall a few inches 
above the floor level all tound the sbed. 'rhis may 
come up to a height of two feet. There should be 
a three-feet gap and, above that tbe top-piece of 
wall matting may be fixed. The three-feet clear 
space may be protected with bamboo tatti or gunny 
screens for ~rotection from rain or from cold during 
very cold weather. Usually the cows bear well 
the cold. They feel discomfort with rain, particularly 
when rain falls incessantly. Out-doot life for 24 hours 
in sun and in light rains, summer and winter, is not 
harmful to the adults. The milch-cows need hOUSing 
I1S they are very susceptible to cbanges of weather'. 

. In Bengal, when cows are kept in an enclosed yard 
where there is a shade tree, with an open shed for 
shelter, even during winter the cows prefer to stay 
in the open, keeping the shelter vacant. It is only 
when rain disturbs tbem that they take shelter under 
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the shed. They can tolerate light rains but get 
,distressed in heavy rains and must have protection. 

The method of·renewal of floor and of using the 
urine and dungis described in Paras 468-'72. Provision 
has in the alternative been indicated for using the 
dung by itself on maturing. But this would certainly 
be a wasteful process, and would be discouraged in 
favour of composting. 

952. Acoessory shed: N ext to the houaing~sheds, 
there should be two sets of sheds, one for compQsting 
and preserving the compost, and· another for storing 
·ary earth so necessary for the cattle~shed. In fact, 
full utilisation of the manure from the cattle cannot 
be made if dry earth is not kept available throughout 
-the year. This requires a shed. Mere heaped-up 
earth in the open will not do, as the heap will soak 
through during the rains, making the earth unfit· for 
use in absorption. 

The floor of the cow-shed should be spread with a 
layer of waste material for use as litter for providing 
bed as also for absorbing urine for the conversion 
-of the litter into compost. A collection of dry leafy 
material, waste straw and stumps should be kept 
available for this littering. There shoulc1 be addition 
,of green leafy matter day to day for composting. But 
a stock of dry litter should be preserved after each 
harvest for 8upplying litter up to the next one. 

Theoretically cattle urine and dung are valued at 
Rs. 1/8/- per month per animal of the herd. If there 
is a herd of twenty heads, the monthly income from 
urine and dung, according to this estimate, is Rs. 30/-. 
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'Vhen rendered into composts the value" increases 
three-fold, inclusive of the composting material, and 
t,lle magic that this compost does to -the crop has been 
mentioned in the Int'l·od1wtory. The utmost consi·· 
deration should, therefore, be given to the collection 
!Lnd the preservation of manure at every stage during 
the day, wherever and in whichever way the cattle may 
be kept. When they graze, they make the manurial 
contribution to the pasture. But the manure .should 
not be allowed to be left t.here, it would be better to 
[urange for composting the dung for the COmmOn 
ground through common efforti and for returning the 
layer of composted manure to the grazing ground. 
When the cattle walk to and from the pasture, devices 
flhould be made for collecting both urine and dung. 
It is no good letting the cow ul'inate on the path and 
allowing the urine to be wasted and the path to be. 
soiled. Vessels hung on the backs of one or two 
animals, trained for the purpose, may easily do it. 
'J'hey may be held in place fOl' receiving urine by 

making the animal stand as it urinf1tes. Dung can be 
collected as they pass along. 

953. Cattle in the open: Sir Arthur Howard 
gives an illustration of how fI, farmer in Great Britain 
profited by minimising stall-expenses and keeping the 
cattle in the open for the sake of em·tailing the cost. 
during a slump, and how his retrenchment-effort 
brought much more than the calculated saving in the 
shape of higher returns from the past111'es : 

'''£he most spect.aculf1r eXfl,mple of humus manu
facture in the Boil underneath a pasture. is that to 
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be seen on Mr. Rosier's land on the downs near 
Marlborough. By a stroke of the pen, as it were" 
he abolished the farm-yard, the cow-shed and the' 
dung-cart in order to counter the fall in prices 
which followed the Great War. He l'e-acted to' 
adversity in the correct manner; he found it 
a valuable stimulant in breaking new ground. 
The cows were fed and made to Jive out of doors. 
Thet were milked in movable bails. * Their urine 
and dung were systematically distributed at little 
cost over these derelict pastures. The vegetable 
residues of the herbage carne in contact with urine, 
dung, .air, water and bases (alkalies). The stage was 
set for the Indore process. Mr. Hosier's invisible 
labour force came into action: the micro-organisms 
in the soil manufactured a sheet of humus all over 
tbe downs: the earth-worms distributed it. The 
roots of the grasses and clovers were soon gea,red up 
with this humus by means of tbe mycorrhizal asso
ciation. The herbage improved; the stock-carrying' 
capacity of the fields went up by leaps and bounds. 
Soil-fertility accum.ulated; every five years or so it 
was cashed in by two or three straw-crops; another
period under grass followed, and 80 on. Incidentally" 
the health of the animals also benefited; the 
prognostications of the neighbourhood (wben 
this audaciOlls innovation started) that the cows 
and heifers would soon perish through tuberculosis 
and other diseases h"ave not been fulfillea.'~ 

-(Howard. An Ag1'iaultu'ral Testament-P. 99-100). 

*Bails are herd-rests for cows during milking. 
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We have little pastures in India to copy this 
.example. But where they I1re, the experiment of 
keeping the animals all the 24 hours in t.he open for 
the bonefit of the pastures and for minimising the 
cost of care-taking involved in st.all-feeding would be 
worth-while trying. 

In east Bengal there is the practice of keeping 
·the cows in the fields in shades during the dry season. 
The object is the enrichment of the soil by 'manure. 
'The light structure used as shed is shifted from field 
to field from month to month. During the rains, and 
when the fields are uninhabitable, ihe herd is brought 
home. The peasant is rewarded with a bumper crop 
in the' neighbourhood of the sites of the cow-sheil. 
They distribute the daily yield of manure by 
occl1sional ploughing in of the surrounding soil after 
spreading the dung. The urine gets absorbed in the 
soil which, on the removal of the shed, is B~read out. 

954. Mosquitoes and fleas: MOFquitoes and 
fleas annoy the cows. Some of them .are blood
suckers. They bite and suck blood and oCCl1sionally 
impart disease through their bites. We shall know 
more about this class when dealing with cattle 
diseases. Mosquitoes and fleas should be pl'evented 
from annoying the cows. They are pests of the cattle, 
:and do considerable mischief. For mosquitoes, the 
·chief rem~dy is to smoke the place. In some places 
it is a common practice to let some wet straw moulder 
and emit smoke. Mosquitoes and fleas cannot 
tolerate smoke and they leave the site. Well-regulated 
'and controlled smoking will go fl, great way in warding 
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off these pests. Wet neem-Iea ves if used for smoking.' 
in a smouldering heap is particularlity effective iu 
driving off mosquitoes and fleas. 

955. ~oison and poisoning: 
out in the field, the attendant 

When the herd is. 
should be ,watchful 

and see tbat harmful material is not eaten by 
the cows. Th'ere are several species of poison
plants, and local people know them. These should. 
be avoided . 

. Another source of danger to herds in pasture is: 
from professional poisoners. There are a blass of 
people whose profession it is to poison cattle for their
hides . ..,At~c,,,.po.j.8@n--Ltlixed ,,:witlL,s~~"ets, are left on 
pastures or put inside plantains, and are offered to 
cows when opportunity occurs. The herd should be 
guarded against such dangers. 

956. Prevention of injuries: Cattle in herds 
sometimes fight amongst one a-notber. Occasionally 
severe injuries result. For better control of cows
some Government farms in India 'dehorn the calves 
soon after their birth so that horns may not grow. In 
cases of cattle who are persistent in the habit of 
fighting and wounding others, the tips of horns may 
be cut and rounded off, wooden balls may be put on 
t~.(l .. t~p~ .without cutting" them." This is .also quite· 
an efficient method. 

957. Hump sores: Hump sores are often started 
by the pecking of crows. Once started they are 
difficult to heal. They badly disfigure many animaIsr 
'rhese 80res are irritating and spread gradually. 
Pecking by crows has to be prevented. The sore-
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·heals lip slowly by the application' of the following 
··ointment: 

Litharge (Mudm Sankh)-l part by weight. 
~robacco leaves powdered-l " " " 

'l'he .two, finely powdered and sifted, are mixed 
'together, and incorporated in a bland oil like 
,cocoanut oil, to give it the consistency of a paste. 

The sore is cleaned by the application of tamarind 
made into paste and kept thereon over-night. Next 

,day the ointUlj3nt is applied on the clean sore. If the" 
sore is not sufficiently cleaned by one applioation of 
tamarind, several applications, one after another, on 
Buccessive days have to be made. The litharge
tobacco ointment is to be smeared over the wound 
dtLily or OD alternate days if the thin layer remains 
intact up to the next day. rrhe application is to 
,be coutinued. The wound heals up slowly in course 
·of one or two months but lllCLY requir~ more time 
if fresh pecking by crows is not prevented. Gradually 
.11 scar only is left, which in course of tillie takes on 
hail' and the skin then preHents a completely healed 
·surface. It. lllay take a. year to come back to normal 
.appeamnce. 

958. Ticks: 'l'icks are sources of great aililoyallce 
,to the cattle. Particular areas have particular forms 
·of ticks. 'l'he ticks lliay be combed off. 'l'hey also 
manage to' Olive Oil the floor of the sh~~l" or on fields 
or Oil the walls of sheds, and i1ttack the oattle when 
convenient. It is difficult to gj;lt rid of thelll from 
those sites. Insecticides are helpful. . 1",'Q,PJl!cc.o ... is a 
very good and inexpensive insecticide. Toba9co, 
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powdered and sifted, is to be placed in a tin vessel 
.and kerosene oil added to it. 6 oz. of tobacco to a 

. ~allo? 9£.. k.C3~osene oil. is a good proportion. The 
mixture is heated ,'ft;tJ:&,,)3..e.:V£lXaI hours in a, water bath 

~..,.,,,.,.,,,,,,;,_ .• ~,,,,,,, ... ~,,,,c,!.,"' ,:,~'" , 

with occasional shaking. Kerosene, by this treatment, 
.extracts and keeps dissolved in it the nicotine of the 
tobacco. This kerosene extract is to be sprayed over 
the body of the animal. For spraying, the mixture 
should be allowed to settle.. and the clear filtered 
liquid used.' The skin of the animal, particularly the 
affected parts, should receive the fluid. The ticks 
.do no die immediately and no result or change is 
observable immediately. Next day the ticks are found 
dead while still gripping the skin. The dead one" 
may be easily combed off. 

When the floor is infested it has to be turned up . 
.and sent to the compost heap and a new floor laid. 
When this is not temporarily possible, ,.straw may be 

.. ~.~J~!ttered over the floor andj:it~d..llUQSlJ;,._<;.OIltJ:otF The 
heat of the fire kills those on the sarface of the floor, 
.also "those that may have taken shelter by grubbing 
under the floor. Precaution is to be taken so that fire 
may not spread on to the structure. The treatment 
·of the floor should be taken up after removing the 
c1),ttle from the shed. 

The pastures and grounds should be observed and· 
the tick-infested ones are to bp avoided, and if it is 
~arm property it may be plouge'l:'f up and 80me crop 
grown to get rid of the pest. 

959. Cattle dipping: The eradication of ticks 
·can be effectively taken up by. the stock-breedel'f:l 
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on co-operative basiH. By dipping, it is aimed to 
keep the ticks attached to the body of the animals, 
immerl;led for a few seconds ilil a ,poisonous solution 
as they swim through the dip. 

"The dipping tank or vat as designed (Fig. 47 
and 48) consists of three sections; (1) the approach, 
(2) the dipping vat and (3) the exit or draining floor. 
, .. The approach is protected on the sides by railings 
with a floor space just enough for one animal to 
pass, which prevents its backing at the sight of 
water. The vat is constructed to the requirements 
of the kind of stock to be handled. '1'he entrance 
slopes down to a sudden drop which helps a 
complete dipping of the animal as it is compelled 
to jump from the walk end. The animal then has 
to swim a length of about forty feet through the 
dip, which has an exit with steps for the animal 
to walk out conveniently. The draining floor, 
where the animals are again collected for draining 
off before they are let out, is sloped in such a way 
that all drippings are returned to the tank to 
prevent wastage of the chemical." (Agric'ltltu1'e 
~ Live-stock in India. Janua1·y.1938). 
960. Cleaning: Oows love to see their skin well 

kept and detest the touch of urine and dung as much 
as men do. But they do not know as dogs I1nd Cltts 
do how to take such precaution that excreta may not 
foul their body. The management should Bee to it 
thl1t there is the least chance of their skin-coat 
getting contl1minated with urine and dung. When 
the body is soiled, it should be washed clean, and 
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where there is scarcity of waBh-w~tel.· they may be 
dry-cleaned by rubbing with straw •. Washingi however, 
is the best procedure. The stall-fed cows should 
receive a daily wash. Where there is a neighbouring 
stream they may be taken there and scoured and 
rubbed clean in flowing water. Where labour is 
plentiful, they may be washed standing on a piece ot' 
~emented floor, while tied to a post. Washing even in 
the cold days of winter does no harm. In the cold 
weather care should be taken about giving baths. 
Some cows, calves generally, do not tolerate batbs in 
>cold winter days. 

961. . Trimming: The hoofs and horns are to 
be kept clean. O,9casionally the poofs require 
~riDlming. The hoofs .should be eXI1Dlined, and if 
they taper out, be trimmed down to the normal. The 
method is the same which the professional men 
employ for shoeing an anima], 

962. Slippery floors: Slippery ground or floor 
is to be avoided. Cases are known where bad slipping 
results in death or dislocation or fracture. The heavier 
the animal, the greater should be the care taken not 
to risk slippery floors 01' paths. 

963. Paths, gates, fencings: The herd should 
not be rushed through the paths under any circum
stance, particularly through narrow gates. If there is 
a gate to the enclosure or the shed itself, it . should be 
sufficiently high. A low fencing wall or gate tempts 
the more tnrbulenb animals to attempt to jump off. 
Fatal· injury may come this way. The g~tes and 
fencings must not have pointed ends to prevent 
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escape. These may get stuck on to the stomach in an 
attempL; to settle and rip open the bowels with fatal 
cousequences. Barbed wire fencing should be strictly 
avoided. ' 

964. Securing the bull: The bull, if kept in Q, 

herd, should be sufficiently secured with a nose-ring. 
A bull ~it):lOut a nose-ring' is an untractabl~ .lWlimal,. 
Occa~ionally the· most quiet bull takes a fancy 
to goring the attendant or the owner.' When 
approl1ching a bull this fact should be r€Jmembered. 
Familiarity may make one forget the precaut,ion, and 
the resnlt may be a serious injury and' may even be 
fatal. The bull has such great reserve of strength that 
it is nothing to him to squeeze (1049) a man flat 
against a wall or against a fencing Or even against 
the floor. 

965. Exercise for the animals: The calves after 
. milking should be allowed to frolic about, They jump 

and run for health and vigoul'. It is a cruelty ·to keep 
them always tied up or ,to keep them. cooped up the 
whole time in narrow-spaced enclosures where they 
callnot run about und play. rl'hey must be given 
60me time daily when they lllay run about as they 
please. The calves lleed more playing even than 
our children do. Cows and bulls also should be 
exercised; cows require treatment separate from the 
bnlls, They should be made to do some work 
or should be driven about at some speed, The 
cows should be made to walk slowly in any 
enclosure if they are stall-fed and not sent to 

,rf1stures. The cattle of a,1t ages Deed propel' exercise,. 
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and this should be ensured to them according to 
drcumstances. 

966. Smooth halters: The fastening ropes should 
be smooth. The rope round the neck should be thin 
and smooth. Several or them lllay be used together 
to give strength. They should be kept sufficiently 
loose. In order that the force of the pull of the 
body on the rope round the neck lllay be broken in, 
a second piece of thick rope, preferably a tb ick 
type, should connect the neck collar by passing as a 

loop over the face. This will have tbe effect of 
pulling down the head when force is applied on tbe 
tying rope. Some cows have the bad habit of chewing 
the tether and breaking loose. Slender pieces of 
bamboo jointed with ropes may be used Buccessfu lIy 
like a chain. 

967. Regularity: Regular time should be observed 
in all matters in attending to the cow. The time to 
open them out in the morning, the time for cleaning, 
for feeding, and the milking-time must be the same 
every day. They get annoyed and fret when this 
routine is not obsetved. For working the bullocks, 
the bouts of work should, as far as possible, be 
arranged with regularity, so that they may know when 
to get ready for work and when to leave off work. 

They cannot speak, but they do protest and exhibit 
their annoyance and intolerance. In ordet to get the 
best out of them, the time-table should, as far as 
possible, be rigidly maintained from day to day. 

968. Health: Watch should be kept on tbe 
health of the cattle. If there is any illness, the thst 
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symptom probably is their refusal of food. The cause 
should be at once determined and remedial measures 
taken. The geueral condition of health should be 
observed. Fat this purpose the girtb measurement 
should .be taken every man th and the weight founn 
out according to schednle. (925) The growing Olle['l 

should put on the requisite weight, and the developed 
ones should keep up proper weight. For growing 
cattle a weekly measurement is III necessity up to 
2 years of age. For the gl'Own-up ones a monthly Oi' 

() monthly check would be enough. 
969. Tattooing-Branding: For large berds 

there should be some method of identifying the 
animals. Wbere there are old attendants who know 
the cows, there is no difficulty with the grown-up ones. 
Hut calves are easily mistaken and even old attendants 
will sometimes fail correctly to identify a weaned calf. 
So long as the cftlves are not weaned there is no 
difficulty. Once they ave weaned, the association 
with the mother is lost. They change their features 
rapidly with growth, and identification becomes more 
and more difficult. With the change of old attendants 
identifical;ion is lost. It is necessary, t,herefore, to 
have Bome permanent method of identification, Bome 
permanent mark on the body of the calf 01' cow. 

A. common method for large farms is to brand a 
nnmber on the skin. Letters of iron are heated and 
the figure blll'llt in. The skin of. the place gets burnt 
and a Bore oevelops. After healing a seal' is leH. 
The advllntage of this method is that the animal can 
be identified from a distance, anc1 it need not be 
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approached close. This method involves great pain to 
the animal, and the hide over the part is lost for 
leather making. Generally, branding is daDe on the 
rump. The most valuable part of the hide is thereby 
injured, and its commercial value reduced. 

Another method is to tattoo some letters and 
numbers on the under-surface of the ear. For this 
purpose, tattooing punches are obtainable with sets 
of numerals and letters. These are needle"points 
arranged in the holes of the punch as required. By 
proper setting, letters or numerals may be figured on 
the punch. On pricking the ear with the tattooing 
punch, sO many little pin-points are made. A marking 
fluid is rubbed over, which penetrates into the pricks 
and thereby gives It permanant stain to the punch 
mark. The animal retains the marks for life. 'l'he 
only objection to this is that one has to approach the 
animal and hold its ear in order to read the number 
and lettering. But this objection is not serious as 
compared to its advantage 'over branding. 

Sometimes branding is done on hoofs and horns. 
As these are growing parts, in course 'of time the 
marks may get obliterated, and therefore, needs 
looking after occasionally, and have to be renewed. 
Marking of Roman numerals on the horns or hoofs 
is a quite satisfactory method. A small carpenter's 
chisel may be used for cutting the figures in. A saw 
may be used for marking the numerals on the horn. 



CHAPTER XXIII 

FEEDING. AND REARING 

970. Staple fodder of provinces: This is the 
most important item in the management of animl),l 
husbandry. The nutritional requirements of the cattle 
have been indicated, and Tables and details have been 
provided, 80 that the required nutl'ition may be 
calculated and suitable fodder selected to answer 
the particular requirements of carbohydrates and 
proteins, minerals and vitamins. Yet, it is a task to 
construct a balanced diet suitable to the requirements, 
consisting of items which would be easily available 
and will form the cheapest possible combination 
for the requirements. No single formula can be 
given, and no rule of thumb can be formulated for 
feeding the cow and her progeny to the best advantage 
out of the available local materials. 

Materials for feeding the cow differ according to 
localities, and even in the province one district differs 
from another. The cattle are made to live mainly 
on the stalks of cereals and pulses in practic8Jlly all 
the provinces, the Punjab being an exception. In 
the matter of feeding materials, the available stuff 
will vary according to the food grains grown in those 
al~eafl. Rice is an important food-grain, supporting 
a little over half the people of India. Rice-straw 
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probably supports near about two-thirds of the cattle, 
because rice-areas maintain much more cattle than 
other areas. 

Wheat is another food-grain of great importance. 
The Punjab supports itself mainly on wheat; it is also 
a very important crop in the United Provinces, paJ~t 

,of the Central. Provinces, the North-west Frontier 
Province, Sind and Bihar. The cattle in these 
areas have mainly to depend on wheat-straw. Wheat
bran compensates for the deficiencies of wheat-straw, 
and the cattle are not in so unfortunate a plight as 
they are dn the predominantly rice-areas. Amongst 
wheat-areas the Punjab stapds by itself, growing as it 
does, an enormous quantity of fodder crop. Of the 
10 million acres in India under fodder, the .Punjab 
singly accounts for 5 million acres. The cattle of the 

.• , ... , ...... , "11'""",,,.;, 

Punjab are, therefore, in a particularly favourable 
position .. Millets like ioc6'r and ba,im are grown very 
largely in Madras, Bombay, the C. P., the U. P., 
Central India and Rajputana. ,The stalks 'bf the 
millets are a comparatively richer fodder than. wheat 

. ~E"sLK~.£~~~traw8. The millet-growing areas, therefore, 
get a better chance of supporting their cattle. 

In feeding the cows the different provinces and 
the districts in them will have to select different 
standards. The most difficult problem is that of the 
rice-al'ea, both rice-straw and rice-bran being inferior, 
particularly as the rice-st.raw contains potassium in 
eXcess and calcium in the indigestible oxalate forill. 
The problem, however, of the rice-area has been solved 
as already indicated by the UE:!e of correciiives with 
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the fodder-some green grl'tss, some legumes, oil·cake 
and bone-meal and plenty of S!Llt. 

And if the rice-area cattle can be fed to satisfaction, 
thel~e can be no difficulty about the comparatively 
better-placed wheat and millet areas. 

971. Feeding for maintenance: (726-'32) As a 
general rule for feed jng cows, we know tha,t we 
have to feed them with roughage to the extent 
of their capacity. With the roughage are to be 
incorporated the concentrates in the form of brans" 
legume-hays, cereals and pulses, oil-cakes and cotton 
seeds. By a combination of these we may get all 
that is needed for making a feed balanced. 

About the roughages, it must be made a rule that 
at least ~O per cent 01' one-fifth' should be green. 
Green fodder may be pushed up to seventy-five per 
cent, and with discretion to hundred per cent. But 
in common practice,Z5 pel' cent green would)~~ better, 
reqniring the addition of 25 per cent dried materials. 
Sun-dried roughages contain ,vitamin D. Stall-fed 
animals, not much exposed to Bun-light, may suffer 
from vitamin D deficiency unless some sun-dried 
stuff are fed with the green stuff. In pastures, 
where the cattle graze, there is no chance of deficiency 
of sun-light !lnd, therefore, of vitamin D. Where 
pastures are good, the animals mlly be kept well
nourished on green fodder alone. 

For heavy milkers, concentrates would be necessary 
in addition to grazing in pastures, depending upon the 
quality of the pastures. But this is more or less an 
academic matter. We have little pasture, good or 
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bad. The matter of cows grazing on .pasturss alone 
to maintain themselves is a thing not to be .found in 
the India of today except in some Government farms .. 

In Paras 731 and 737 two possible combinations. 
with rice-straw have been given. Rice-straw is the 
worst straw. If other straws are substituted, according 
to what is available in the particular areas, the fodder 
would improve. For general purpose in the Tables 
referred to, we may read any straw for rice-straw. 

Similarly for d1tb grass in Paras 737, 790 we may 
read green fodder, for ground-nut hay we may read 
legumin hay; and for linseed-cake read oil-cake in 
order to make their application a basic thing. 

TABLE-86 

lIfaintenance 'ration based on Tables Paras 731 & 737 

500 Ibs. oow. 
Formula Formula 

A B 

Straw 8 lbs. 7 Ibs. 
Gr.een fodder 2 ibs. 2 Ibs. 
Legumin fodder nil. 111bs. 
Oil-cake i lb. nil. 

800 Ibs. cow. 
Forroull1 Formuh. 

A B 

12i )bs. U'2 Ibs. 
3'2 Ibs. 3'2 Ibs. 
nil. 

1'2 ibs. 
2·4Ibs. 

nil. 

In order to give the requisite protein, phosphorus 
and calcium, we chose in the Tables 51 and 53 (731,737) 
dub grass amongst grasses and ground-nut hay amongst 
legume fodder and linseed-cake amongst oil"cakes. For 
the purpose of generalisation these specifications have 
been removed from the above paragraphs. Any green 
fodder, any leguminous fodder and any cake are 
substituted with the concomitant risk of deficiency. 
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This risk will vanish by being more liberal, and adding 
simultaneously both legumin fodder and oil-cuke 
concentrates instead of as alternatives. In the altered 
.for111 the formulae A and B merge into one as under: 

l'ABL.E - 8'1 

1J;Iaintenance ,·ation. 
For 500 Ibs, cow. For 800 Ibs. aow. 

Straw 7 Ibs. l1'21bs, 
Green fodder 2 Ibs. W2 Ibs. 
Legumin fooder ... Ii} Ibs. 2'4,lbs, 
-Gil cake it lb. 1'2 Ibs. 

-(648, 972, 983-'90, 999-1001, 1040, 1043, 1048, 1074) . . 
972. Maintenance ration in general: rrhe formula 

has now talken a satisfactory general turn. In round 
figures we may put the qUl1ntities in the following 
]anguage: 

Ma'intena,ce mtion fa?' ((, 800 lbs. cow. 
(1) Straw and green feed together It little 

(-~tb) les8 than two per cent of the weight' of 
the animal, say 14~' Ibs. for a 800 Ibs. animal. 
Of these, the green fodder should be at least 
one-fifth, If more green is put, the dry portion 
should be correspondingly less. The gl'een feed 
is calculated on a dry basis, In other words, 
80 much of green feed is to be given as would 
correspond to the dry weight indicated. In 
the rainy season some grasses on drying 
shrink to one-fourth 01' even one-fifth of their 
weight. In the dry Bellson the shrinkage in 
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weight is one-third. The leafy fodders sbrink. 
more than the stemmy fodders. This should 
be kept in mind. 

(2) Legume fodder should be one-sixth of the 
dry-weight of the rougbage. 

(3) Oil-cake should be half the weight of 
legume fodder or one-twelfth of the dry 
roughage. Taking items 2 and 3 jointly as 
concentrates, the two together make one-fourth 
of the dry fodder in concentrate. 

Boiled down to a more simple form, the above result 
looks for a maintenance ration as under: 

(1) Dry fodder and green fodder equivalent 1n 
weight together a little less (about ltth) than 
2 ibs. per hundred weight of the animal. 

(2) Concentrates, one-fourth of the dry-weight of 
the ronghages. 

Upon this basis any person Can construct for his 
locality a balanced ration for maintenanc~. After
having selected the items 1 and 2, in as much val'ieby 
as is possible and convenient, the items lllay be put in 
a list and their digestibility and chemical composition 
put against them. If the pro.posed list shows any 
deficit 01' excess over the standard set fOl·th in 
Paras 731 & 737, the items lllay be changed 01' their 
weights may be corrected.. . 

973. Feeding the milch cow: (770-'71) For 
feeding the milch-cow additional concentrate has to 
be put in over the maintenance-ration, so that for 
every pound of milk the following supply is ensured 
as given in Table 57, Para 770. 
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TABLE-88 

Additional 1'eg~6irement jor milk 
OVM' maintenanoe. 

For lib. milk. Fot 10 Ibs. milk. 

Digestible protein '051b, '5 lb. 
Sta.rch equivalent '30 lb. 3'0 lbs, 

Calcium (GaO) '5 gra.m. 5 grams. 
PhosphoruB (P20e) '4 gram. 4 grams. 

rraking, for example, a case of 11 10 lbs. milker we 
may fmd out which weight of suitable concentrates 
will meet the needs for protein etc. It is the usual 
practice in some places to add pulses to the feed 
for milch-cows over the maintenance requirement. 
Following this practice we may look up the Table 
for a pulse, U1'id is a suitable pulse for milch-cows. 
Unfortunately the list in Para 927 does not give any 
:figures for ur'id. The only pulse tabulated is gram. 
Although we may, in practice, use any other suitable 
pulse, we may fOJ: the calculation purpose take the 
digest.ibility figures for gram, 

TABLE-89 

NHi1'ition-valtl6 of gram. 
Percentage woights. 

Per 100 1bs. Per 5 lbs, 
Requiromen~ 

for 10 1b8, milk. 

Ctude proLein 1'],'33 Ibs. '7 Ib, '5 lb. 
Str1rch equivalent 78'5 lbs, :}'!) Ibs. :l'O lbs, 

Calcium (GaO) 0'16 lb. 0·008Ib.=3'(lgm. 5 grams 
Phosphorus (P 20~) 0'93 lb. 0'047 lb. = 21 gm. ~, grams 
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We find that 5 Ibs. of gram pulse has very nearly 
.all the digestible starch equivalent necessary.· Calcium 
is near the requil'ernen v, while phosphorus is much 
in excess. Another pulse will show another result, but 
we have got this roughly that for every 10 lbs. of 
milk 5 lbs. of pulse will be near the requirement. 
This is the practice in many weH-conducted dairies. 
The net result is that for a milch-cow the following 
feed is necessary for maintenance and milk: 

974. Ration for milch cow: (770-'71) 
(1) Roughage 01' dry and green fodder (green 

fodder red uced to dry equivalent) at a little less 
rate (about ~th) than 2 Ibs. per 100 Ibs. weight 
of the. animal. Green fodder should not be les8 

than one-fifth of the weight of dry fodder. 
(2) Concentrates Qf mixture of several items, such 

as legume fodder, bran, oil-cake etc., one-fourth 
of the weight of .the rougbage. 

(3) For every pound of milk half pound of pulses. 
{'lo) BO:Q.e-meal to the extent 2 to 3 ounces per 

head, speciaHy in the case of riceMstraw feeding. 
(5) Salt!/; ounce to 2 ounces per day according to 

the nature of the feed, the largei' quantity for 
rice"straw. 

As a general statement it is llecessary to emphasise 
the fact that in the generalisation made above only 
20 % dry equivalent of green fodder bas been provided 
for. The more the green foddel' the better will 
be the feed, and the less will be the necessity of 
concentrates. If suitable green fodder is found then 
nbe cow may feed wholly on it .. Only the concentrate 
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requirement for milk is to be added. In the matter 
of dry fodder also the basis is the poor material 
like rioe or wheat-straw, For better material less 
concentrates would be necessary. 

It should also be noted that the concentrates 
mentioned consists. of legume hay two parts mixed 
with oil-cake one part, It is an inferior concentrate. 
If richer concentrates are used less will be necessl11'y. 
For milking, 11 rich concentrate only in the shape of 
a pulse has been provided £01'. 

We have now got, something very tangible and 
suitable to be taken as a basis to be worked out for the 
fodders and concentrates available for the locality" 
Stated more categorically the formula resolves itself 
into the following items: 

JJeed J01' a 800 lbs. cow giving 10 lbs. m'iUc, 
1. Houghage-80 parts dry and 20 parts 

equivalent of green fodder 
2, Uoncentrate for maintenance 3'6 Ibs. } 

Additional concentrate 
for 10 Ibs, milk 5 Ibs. 

14 Ibs. 

S'G Ibs. 

975, Macguckin on feeding: Ca.ptain C. IlL 
Macguckin, Oont.roller, Military Dairy Fu.rms. Northern 
Oircle, published in the "Indian .Tournal of Veterinary 
Science & AniIlial Husbandry" of H)3I, Page 124, 
8Dme "J?ru,ctica\ Feeding 'rabIes for Dairy Gatt,le in 
India." Therein he calculated the feeding requirement 
of a 800 Ibe. milch cow fed with 75 per cent dq and 
25 per cent green fodder amongst other, as under: , 
Roughage dry calculated (75% dry, 25% green) 14 Ibs. 
Concentrate mixture 6 Ibs .. 
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The concentrate mixture is to be as follo'ws : 
Wheat bran 4 parts. 
Ground toria cake. . . 2 ., 
Gram husk 2 " 
Gram ,.. 1 pllIrt 
It will be observed that Macguckin's concentrate 

mixture is· richer than the mixture contemplated in 
~he fore-going schedule in Para 974 .. The roughage also 
is calculated to contain 25. per cent green fodder as 
against 20 per cent provided for by me. 'l'he more 
the green fodder the less is the concentrate required. 
In place of S·6· lbs. concen~rate tabled by me, 
lVIacguckin's Table allows only 6 lbs. The roughages 
are 14 lbs. in both the Tables; Considering. the two 
points of, extra green feed and inclusion of gram in 
the conoentrate in Macguckin's Table, I think there 
is no material difference between the two 'l'ables, ,at 
least there is as much of uniformity between the two 
as could be expected from Tables calculated from 
different angles. lVIa,cguckin had a definite choice 
of better fodder, but I have to allow for dry fodders 
which may be as, degenerate as rice or wheat-straw 
only. As a geUlTal practice my Table stands with 
this recommendation, as hiLB been already mentioned, 
that when the .actual items of fodder and concentrates 
are filled in, their digesti:ble nutrients should be 
calculated and compared with the basic 'I'able given 
for maintenance in Paras 731, 736 & 770, and if 
necessary, the reg uirec1 adjustment made. 'l'his was 
not possible at the time (HJ31) when Macgllckin)s 
Tables were published. 

59 
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But his ':J:lables need more than !1 passing notice. 
'Jlhe main features of his calculations and the 'rable 
for the feed of milch-cow are, therefore, given below 
in some detail. It will allow the reader to study the 
problem from the point of view of one who is 11 very 
experienced expert, qualified to guide in the matter. 

976. Features of Macguckin's Table: " ... Of all 
the processes on a dairy farm) perhaps, the art of 
feeding cattle is the most difficult to standardize. 
"'l'he factors involved are numerous, many vary 
from day to day, and although an immense amount 
of scientific help, in the shape of data based on 
accurate researeh work, is available, much of this 
data may be most misleading when applied to local 
conditions. 
"In putting forward these ~l_1ab)es, I therefore, do 
so with diffidence and only claim that they fulfil 
-three conditions, which intc1' alia I1re, In my 
opinion, essential in any system offered to the 
ordinary farmer, namely: 
{l) They take into consideration the main factors 

involved in feeding cattle. 
(2) They are simple, as they require the minimum 

amount of ca.lculation at infrequent intervals. 
(3) They can be easily modified to suit local 

conditions and the increasing experience of 
the feeder. 

" ... r shall, therefore, merely, briefly discuss the 
main factors a farmer has to consider when 
computing rations fo'1' his animals and how t,hese 
lactors have been allowed for in lihese Tables. I) 
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977. Macguckin's classification of foods: "For 
the ordinary farmer to obtain accurate analyses 
of the various foods he is feeding is not practicable. 
This applies specially to fodders, which form the 
bulk of his rations. Fodder, even of the same 
varieties, differ greatly in feeding-value depending 
on such factors as the soil and climate in which 
grown, time of cutting etc, 
"In these Tables fodders have been divjdec1 into 
four categories; these have been found sufficient 
in Northern India, without making the Tables too 
complicated. The quantity of concentrate mixture 
is fix.ed to bring the feeding-value of the entire 
ration up to what is at present considered the 
most economical standard for the various animals. 
These figures are based on. feeding for the past 
6 years, over 3,000 anilUals scattered over the 
Punjab, North-West Frontier Province and 
Baluchistan." 
In the Ration Table Macguckin classified the 

roughage into classes A. B. C. D. 
Glass A. In this the roughage is wholly dry, such 

as bhoosa, ki1'bi and dry grass etc. (Bhoosa is the 
!tla£y and flowering parts and husks of pods etc. in 
a broken condition; ki1'bi is the stalk of millets, 
I1lILize etc.). 

Glass B. In this, approximately 75 per cent of the 
fodder is dry and 25 per cent green or 100 per cent 
early-cue and well-cured bay. 

Glass O. In this 50 per cent is dry and 50 per cent 
is green fodder. 
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. Glass D. In this 25 per cent of foddel' is dry and 
75 per cent green . 

. . "Important. It is never advisable, to feed 100 

. per cent green fodder to cattle, specially if the 
fodder contains excessive moisture. 
"N ote 1. ~99.hs .~!:lJl ,EjiJ~gec.c count as green fodder. 
"Note 2. When green foddei: with an excessive 
moisture-contents is fed, e.g. Bel'seem, roots etc., 
3o! pel' cent extra to what is allowed under the 
green fodder category should be.given." 
"Note 5. If fodder is not chaffed or cut up, 
20 per cent extra should be fed." 
978. Macguckin's Ration Table: '1'he first 

four columns give pou,nds of concentrates for milking 
herd weighing up to 800 lbe. 

D",iiy milk 
yield. 

Ibs. 

'J:-;J 
:\ c_. (j 

{\-\J. 
\} --12 

12--1n 
] G·-IS 
IH---21 
n --2~, 

~ j, --27 
'J'i -- :30 
:~q -- ~1:.~ 
:;:~ --- :·lG 

TABLE-gO 

COflCElut"atlJ mixture in pounds. 

]l'odder .Fudder Foddet· ]'oddcr Foddf'r qUlln· 
cllUis A. cln.ss B. elMS C. clH~S D. tHy to b0 {l"d. 
AU dl'Y. 75% dry 50% dry :di% dry All All 

5 
(i 

7 
8 
D 

10 
11 
12 
],) 
.,'J 

14 
15 
16 

25'% gn,I'Il. 50% g'L'Nm. 75% gt'l'on. dry. gretlll. 
lbs. lbfi. 

I> 2 H 70 .J 

4 2 1 
" " 5 :3 1 
" ,t 

(i 4 2 
" " 7 5 ., 

<) 

" " 8 (l 4 
" " U 7 5 ., 

" 10 8 6 
" " 11 !J 7 
" " 12 10 8 
" " 1::3 11 !) 
" " H 12 10 
" " 
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The Table shows that when Class B fodder is 
fed or 75% dry and 25% green is fed, the concentrate 
for a IJ-12 Ibs. milker should be 6 lbs. It will be 
seen that this 'l'able allows one pound increase of 

concentrate £01' . El:vel'y3J~~~ increase in milk. 1 
have allowed for 1 lb. of concentrate for every 
2 Ibs. increase of milk. In case of the better-fed 
cows on better-grade fodder and better-grade 
concentrates, the last may be given at the rate 
of one pound for every a lbs. of milk. But for 
poor, dry and poor green stuff it is wise, where 
conditions like those under observation of Macguckin 
as at the Punjab and N. W. F. P. stations do not 
exist, to give 1 lb. of . concentrate to every 21bs. 

of milk. 
Macguckin's concentrates for the above Tables is 

a mixtures of 

Wheat-Bran 
Ground t01'ia-cake 

Gram husk 
Gram 

4 parts. 

2 " 
2 

" 
1 " 

He has, however, provided for the use of other 
concentrates and given each concentrate a certain 
arbitrary but comparative value so that in case of 
change from one concentrate to another the propel' 
quantity of a new mixture may be used. , 
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979, Macguckin's concentrate values: 

TABLE-91 

Minimum & lllaximulll 

Unit 
Concentrates. value. Category 

No. 

percentage 01 ea,ell 
category wbich should. 
be in final mixuu reo 
Minimum. Ml1xi~uln. 

% % 
Linseed cake 
Til cake 
'l'O?'ia cake 
Cotton seed 
Mustal'ed cake 
Gram 
Oats 
Ma.ize 
Wheat bran 

Gram husk 35 .~ 
Cotton seed husk... 10 
Rice husk 8 
Barley 71 t 
Wheat 72 I 

I 30 60 

II 25 50· 

III 

IV 25 

Macguckin has worked out an example to show 
how this valuation of concentrate is to be actually 
worked out. 

His original concentl'ate-mixture ()(msis~ea of the 
following, and their values were given as follow;; : 

41bs. 
21bs. 
21bs. 
1 lb. 
9 Ibs. 

Wheat-bran 
Toria cake 
Gram husk 
GraUl 

... 4x4!3=172 units. 
2 x 65= 130 " 
2 x 35 = 70 " 
1 x 68 = 68 " 
r.rotal-440 units. 

Therefore, for every pound of the mixture there are 
44!O+9=4S'!) units (approximately). 
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If the above mixture of concentrate is used, when 
say, 6 Ibs. of concentrate are given to Class B feed 
of a sao Ib8. weight and 11 9-12 lbs. milker, then 

these 6 Ibs. will carry 6 x 4!8'9 or say, 6 x 50 = 300 
Macguckin units. 

We ma.y give those 300 Macguckin nnits by 
any other mixture within the limit s~own at the right 
end of the concentrate valuation Table. We lllay not 
use any single item to get these 300 units, but ·should 
restrict the items to certain proportionB indicated ill 
the Table. 

Suppose a concentrate-mixture is made of 

31hs. Linseed cake 3 x 74=222 units. 
lib. Barley 1 x71= 71 " 21hs. Wheat bran 2x43= 86 ~~ 

31bs. Gram husk 3x 35=105 ." 
9 Ihs. Total-484 units. 

Each pound of concent.rate here has 484+ 9 = 53'S 
nnits. The standard mixture was of 4S'9 units. This IaBt 
mixture is approximately 4 units stronger than in 48'9 
units or 10% stronger. Therefore, if the new mixture 
is issued, 10% less conce,ntrate than the tabled weig11t 
should be used. 

9S0. Green fodder: Macguckin and Sen: It 
will be noticed that Macguckin has put green fodder 
70 lbs. as equivalent to 141bs. of dry fodder. The 
calculation of Dr. Sen in his Table of dry equivalent 
of green fodders in Para 927 has been based 
as under: 
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(a) All dry materials, 811Ch as 
dry roughage, cake, grain etc ... ; 

(b) Succulent silage 
(c) Green pasture, green maize 
(d) Jo@' prime 
(e) "ripe 
(f) Green legumes like Berseem 

and Lucerne . 

[PAR'l' 4 

90 per cent. 
30 ., 

25 
30 
40 

20 

II 

" 
" 

" 
Green fodder. 70 in place of 14 dry is allowing 

5 times green to represent dry fodder. ':Phe basis 
comes to 20 per cent dry matter. Extra allowance of 
another 33rs per cent is made by Macguckin for 
specially moist feed such as Berseem and roots. These 
figures appear to be excessive. 

The basis of Dr. Sen appears to be sounder, and 
should be followed in the conversion of green feed to 
dry basis. 

981. Stall-feeding- combined with grazing: III 
actual practice, in the village, some amount of feeding 
will be provided by grazing. Then the amount of 
provision of total feed becomes a matter of guess work. 
It is, however, not' absolutely guess work. 'l'here is a 
way to find how much feed the cow has taken by 
grazing by finding bow much extra feed she would 
take in the f:ltalI. 'I'he provision of 2 pel' cent of dry 
matter perIOD lbs. of body-weight is based on .the fact 
that cows allowed to take their full generally take that 

. much and are well maintained on it. In pl'ac.tice; cows 
should be allowed to take as much roughage as they 
can conveniently take. If, therefore, after grazing, a 
cow is stall-fed, the measure of stall-feeding gives by 
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. difference what she has taken in during grazing. 
The amount of green feed she has taken in by grazing 
then will regulate her need of concentrl).tes. '1'he 
nature of pasture will also determine the amount or 
concentrateB needed. If she is allowed to graze on a 
leguthe pasture like that of Berseem or Lucerne she 
will not require any concentrate at all, if she has fed 
herself full. (587, 596) 

982. Curtailments for grazing: lVlacguckin 
gives the following ILS IL gnid e for the 02wtailment in 
concent?'ates fOT g1'az'ing : 

G1l?'tailment of conce'nttaias vn sta1l1eeding 
/01' grazing ()ows. 

When gra.zing is fair 

" "is good 

" " 
excellent 

. 25 per cent, 
50 pel: cent. 

75-100 per cent. 

"Animals on permanent closely-gl'aze(l yet 
abundant and green nutritious pastures should 
be fed on concentrate mixture class D, less 
50 ver cent," (Macguckin Table) Macguckin adds 
the no~e that "it is difficult to over-estimate the 
advantage of natural permanent nutritious pttstul'e 
for economic milk prod uction." (596) 
983. General principles in feeding: We start 

with an idea of what to feed to a cow in order to 
provide her a square ration, To recapitulate, we. give 
her all the roughage that she can take, and allow some 
extra concentrate to about ith of dry feed according to 
the feed she has taken; more concentrate being given 
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if she is fed on dry fodder. The more the share of' 
green fodder the less the necessity of concentrates, and 
if legumes form a part of green feed they themselves 
supply the requisite of concentrates. For milch-cows· 
we allow 1 lb. of concentrate for every 2 Ibs. of milk, 
'l'his ratio is to be less the greateJ: the quantity~ and 
better the quality of green feed. For' making up 
mineral deficiency, bone-meal has to be given and' 
some salt from £th ounce to 2 ounces per day should 
be given; the necessity for salt being greater in case 
of stall feeding. (971) 

984, Feeding for milk: After calving the cows 
have an urge for discharging milk. This natural urge' 
is t,aken advantage of for getting more milk than 
nature designed bel' to produce for her calf. She has 
admirably answered to the demand made by man 
over her natural function. By proper feeding she 
delivers the extra feed back to man in t.he form of 
increased milk. It has' been estimated that after the 
maintenance ration is fully supplied, whatever extra 
is given to a cow, she converts half of that into 
milk. Here she behaves like a machine. }}'eed her 
and get milk. But all machines are not eqll~rln'th~i~ 

',"'"--,.c"" ~,,>~ ... ,. r.- ' .. '-' """ t,· ,., 

efficiency, and so, all cows do not convert fodder into 
milk equally efficiently. In some, the capacity for 
making milk is constitutionally limited. When more 
is fed to such 8, cow the extra feed goes to make 
flesh and fat for her for the simple reason that she 
is not endowed with the constitution to make more 

I 

milk 1;han a certain ij,mount. Extm feeds are then 
wasted. When by increasing the feeil and the· 
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concentrates the milking does not imp1.'ove, the cow 
pleads that her machinery for milk production is
failing her, although she might digest all that is 
given her. In such a case, the owner should take 
note and restrict her diet to her milking capacity. 

On the other hand, .even if given inadequate feed 
a cow on calving will give her yield of milk. But if 
the feeding continues to lag behind, in spite of the 
cow's desire to discharge milk, the milk~source will dry 
up and the yield will fall till a balance is reached 
between her feed and her .milk-yield. In order to 
draw out the best in the cow it is wise to let her 
have liberal feed, till she comes to a steady position, 
when further increase in feeeding gives no more 
economic return. (971) 

985. Under-feeding is uneconomical: Under-
~11l\tIMtII!~1l~''_ 

fee~i~K.,.~ .. ~Q~ .. ;Q,~V~l: .. pays. That under-feeding 11 

'-mi[~b-cow is uneconomical, every farmer understands. 
because by putting in a little more feed its equivalent. 
of milk is obtained. It is difficult, however, to create 
in the farmer the same keen sense of economy about 
feeding a dry cow. Under feeding a dry cow means· 
ruining the herd. An under-fed cow will, if in ca,lf, 
give to It proportionate extent, a badly constituted 
calf and herself will not be able to milk afl she would 
otherwise have done. Neither wiII she remain in 
milk for a long time. The totallacta,tion yield will be 
very appreciably less. 

In the 111[1(;ter of feeding the milch-cows, it should 
not be forgoliten that the excess of the feed given over 
maintenance l'ation, goes to make milk. Suppose a. 
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cow requires 10 units for maintenance and 10 units 
for milk production, a total of 20 units. She is given 
only a feed of 15 units. Under the circumstances, 
milk. flow will diminish not at the ratio of 15 is to 20, 
but !ih will be halved. For, of the 15 units under 
reduced supply, 10 will go to maintain her. She will 
have a reserve of 5 units only for lactation in place of 

the 10 units required. She will regulate her lactation 
to,_the 5 units only or give only haH the milk. If she 
is fed J 0 nnits only, she will cease to produce milk, 
and u"l;ilize the 10 units for her maintenance only, 
and illainta.in herself fully. 

Under.feeding is there on account of the scarcity of 
fodder. [['his can be remedied by ways indicated in 
Part n. by increased yield of crops, by proper compost 
m[~nUrillg and thereby releasing a certain cropped area 
for fodder. The tree fodders may also he helpful. 
The gl'owing of leguminous orops after harvesting, 
for example, can crea.te at once au increased supply 
of very valuable fodder and' give added fertility 
"[,0 the Boil on account of the nitrogen fixed at the 
roots of legumes by bacteria. (971) 

986, Feed cows individually: Individual care 
should be taken in feeding the cows. The herd is 
to l?e divided into separate groups according to age, 
and the milch-cows are a.lso to be dealt with 
sepa.rately. All milch-cows will neither require nor 
desal've the same feed. The greater the quantity of 
milk the more of feed a[1(\ concentrates will be 
necessary, Therefore, cows should be fed individually 
;according to their needs. A basic' common ration 
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may be distributed to all cows, and then the extra 
concentrates shonld be given according. to the yield 
of milk of . the cows. 'fhis presupposes the need of. 
keeping records. Milk is to be entered in the names 
of the cows, every day, in a Register, and the extra 
concentrates should be accordingly regulated for 
feeding for each. As a cow lessens milk with the 
advance of lactation, her portion of concentrate is to 
go on being reduced, while on calving she will require 
her portion of concentrate to enable her to yield 
milk to the fnll. (971) 

987. Palatability of. feed: It is not enough that 
!1 feed should be ,,(?g,:Q.P,J;I;'l, but it should be palatable 

~,A.,' '''''''.1''' ~-.,'>="t',"'T"""'.,p" ("" \ ", "'\I'",,\,~"I""~ 

to the cow as well. Palatability is not of(ieh 
measured by usefulness. It depends greatly upon 
the temperament and habit of the cow. ,\Vhen a cow 
is habituated to one Bort of food, she is likely to. refuse 
other stuffs. The ,cow is a very conservative and 
persevering animal. If you go . on givjng her both. 
coarse and inadequa.te food she will adjust herself 
to the coarseneS8, a,nd to a lat'ge extent she adjust,s 
herself to the inadequacy also by extracting more 
nutl'itives than she oGhel'wise could have done. It 
is generally said that Indian cows ca.n extract morEl 

nutrition out of a feed than the imported cows of 
Europea.n origin can. ~'he Indian cow has adapted 
her constitution to the poverty of her keepers. rl'he 

extent of accommodation in feeding may appear to 
be amazing. The ration on which our cows liv~ 

are said, in general terms, to be 45% deficient. Still 
the cows manage to live, emaciated, tick-infested,. 
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bony, aud an easy prey to epidemic diseases though 
they may be. 

It is this conservatism and her struggle to do the 
utmost out of a feed that has only made her live on, in 
spite of the staggering neglect to which she has been 
thrown for the past two centuries. It is this 
conservatism again that makes her fastidious about 
any new food presented to her. If any change 
,in feeding is desired, it should be introduced gradually. 
If, for increasing the milk-yield, some change in 
food is desired and the change is made all on a 
sudden, she will probably i'efuse to take the usual 
,quantity of her feed, and there is ,likely to be a fall in 
the milk-yield. 

Palatability comes gradually by habit, and even a 
feed not, liked at first is liked afterwards and indeed 
may be relished. The concentrates are naturally' 
palatable to the cows and so also is salt. If a cow 
is given concentrate sepal'ately with salt and cake, 
and then given her full feed of roughage, she will 
be unable to take what she would have taken if the 
concentrates and the l'oughages were mixed together, 
specially when the roughages are like dry straws 
of rice 01' wheat. Palatability may be induced most 
commonly by addition of salt; but condiments are still 
better. .Condiments find a place in cow feeding for 
increasi~g 'palatability when occa.sions arise. 

Evil-smelling, musty, mouldy food should not be 
given. Moulds are dangerous. Cases are known 
where animals have died on eating mouldy grain, 
unfit for huma.n consumpbion, being given to them. 
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Usually such food is rejected by the cow. But hunger 
may get the .better of their sense Or the unpalata.bility 
,of such food way be hidden intentionally by mixtUl'8 

with salt etc. (971) 
;l 988. Variety of foods : (~llhe greater the nUlllber 

;.of items of which the feed is composed the hetter is 
\jt for safety) Science has not yet gone to the root of 
.the requirements and of their presence in suitable 
form in the available foods. It is wise, therefore, to 
-select several items not of the same nature for the 

composition of the feed. Thereby there is a cbance 

of what may be lacking in one coming from something 
,else. Grazings and main roughages should. pe as varied 
as possible. When a varied mixture is made, there 
is no necessity of changing them, and the cbosen 
,composition may continue till the seasonal harvest 
changes. A good assortment carried from year's 
end to year's end will not be harmful, and the 
,conservatislll in the matter of taste of the cow will 
.not make stereotyped foods unpalatable. 

When the cows show abnormal hunger, the cause 
has to be sought for and remedied. Abnormal hunger 
,is shown by attempts to pick bones, eat earth, leather 
etc. This indicates deficiency of mineral ingestion. 
'l'he remedy should be sought for in the direction 
,of supplying minerals in the forID of calcium 
phosphate from bone-meal or in the form of calcium 
.from powdered shell. Salt-hunger can be easily 
·detected and satisfied. It has been mentioned in 
the Ohapter on Nutrition that blocks of rock salt 
should be kept accessible to cows for licking. (971) 
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989. Preparation of the feed: Boiling concent
ratef.l are unnecessary. Pasbing through grind~stones 
is the only treatment necessary, and they may be best 
given dry. This way, it is easy to distribute individual 
l'a.tlOns of concentrates. It is said that by boiling, 
the proteins of pulses or cereals may become less 
digestible. T'he dung should be examined every now 
and then to see if any unaltered particles of cereals 
01' pulses are being thrown out, and the feed should 
be regulated accord ingly, and boiled pulses given for 
better digestion. Soaking of concentrates is a good 
measure specially for hard grains, ]'01' whole grains or 
i(alaill, sprouting is an excellent Wll>y of presenting 

a feeel .. ~.Y. .... §I!rQ:t:!ting vitamin. A is d~Yf:lloped apd the 
grain also becomes'easily digestible. For sprouting the 
sam~ method is to be adopted aS,described for malting, 
in Pal'a 1.166, In some d !:tlries it has been observed 
that fe(Jdiug of spl'Outed cotton seeds not only helped 
to increase the yield of milk but brought the cows 
to hefLt quicker. rL'his may be due 1iO the presence of 
vibamin E in the gel'min:1iied seeds. 

8tl'a,W shon lel be chaffed or cut to about 2 inches 
leilgth~, and hard st,n.lks to yet smaller bits. If entire 
st.mW8 01' stalks !l,re given there is a gre[Lt deal of 

wast.e and the ingestion il:) less than it would otherwise 
have been. It will pfLy to spend the laboUl' of cutting 
t,he rougbage to size. 

Slin1WS and stalks should be soaked to softness in 
t,he feeding trough. 'l'he feed is t,o be placed in the 
feeding troughs, moistened with the requisite quantity 
of water and mixed with salt and cakes ~tnd 
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concentrates. Some ve(;erinarians are' of opinion 
that·the hatter pJ1actic.e .is.to feed the stalks dry which 
helps better internal secretion for digestion. Feeds 
should be placed when the byre is empty of cows. 

Ooncehtra,tes, when given by themselves,' without 
admixture. with roughages' get a better!! diarice of 
digestion. Cows" may be fed . the, .: conc.entrates. 
sepai'ately, ' In this "case, rough~ges become the less 
palatable, being.' dep11ived of concentr!i:tes. ' Tbis fact. 
should. also ,be considered and the feed so managed 
that the total quantity' of roughage is eaten with or 
without admixture of concentrates. When the cows 
come' to:: feed they will find soft and palatable 
f£lOd. ready . 
. ' .. When' cereals are given, care should be taken to 
guard, these before, during and after distribution. 
Oows or calves may steal and eat any quantity with 
disastrous results. The ingestion of large quantities 
of fermentable food-grains gives rise to the production 
of gases, which by failure to be thrown out at the 
rate at w~ich they are formed crea;te bloating. Bloating 
may caiuse· pressure to be put on the diaphragm' and 
interfere, with respiration; the diaphragm may even 
burst leading to fatal consequences. Oases of bloating 
may occur in the farm' unless precaution is taken 
that the animals do not, at any time, have access to 
the supply of cereals. 

Cooked rice or dal, the excess in houses after 
feasts l if, given in large quantities, bring about 
bloating and death. Gare should be taken to avoid 
such acoidents. (971) 

j:l{\ 
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990. Number of feeds: The oat tIe may be fed 
twice daily, morning and evening, with a small quantity 
given at the mid~day interval. For the milch-cows 
the day may begin with milking in the early hours. 
There should be a clean-up of the byre followed by 
distribution of feed, while the cattle are away, taking 
exercise, grazing or getting cleaned. On return they 
find the meal ready.. They eat pretty fast, one hour 
or an hour and a half being enough for ingesting 
half the day's ration. They rest after eating; and after 
:It certain interval begin quietly to ruminate, and love 
to remain undisturbed. 

During the noon, after another milking, where 
there is the practice of three milkings a day, the 
cows are given a smaller .quantity of feed, after whioh 
they are milked in the evening. It is then that the 
remainder of their ration is given them for the night. 
'l'hey ingest and ruminate this and get ready for the 
early morning milking. 

The time for working bullooks should be adjusted 
to the needs of the field. When they go to )Vork very 
early, they may be given feed still earlier. One may 
be given after tlhey return from work. and the third 
meal may be given in the night. But those animals 
that have other times for work, feeding and working 
hours should be so interspersed that the ca.ttle may 
get plenty of time to lie quietly and ruminate. 

991. Laxativeness of feeds: The laxative 
character is imparted by the ingestion of green feed. 
From this point of view also green feed is 
indispensible. On the other hand, too much of very 
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succulent ar;td watery fodder may cause the dung 
to be thinned down to the condition of the stool of 
diarrhoea. Both these aspects should be kept in view. 
Again, on giving proportiona,tely larger quantities of 
ilry feed disorder of indigestion is likely to follow. 

992. Bulk of feed: The feed should be bulky. 
The stomach and intestines -et the ruminants are 

.constructed for, bulky foods. There is III great deal of 

.difference in the constitution of the. ox and of the 
horse. The horse has two pairs ofteeth by which it may 
reduce its feeds to bits l and then there are powerful 
.grinding teeth to masticate and grind the feed. The 

"stomach of the horse has a lesser capacity than that 
-of the cow, and, therefore, the horse requires more 
.concentrated food than the cow. The ration of ill cow 
with its usual bulky, leafy and stalky food will not 
be congenial to or digestible by the horse. The horse 
will not be able to ingest so much material. Its 
stomach wants food of more concentrated nature. and 
·of less bulk. The horse helps the digestive process 
by.cchewing while eating, rl'he cow swallows its food 
rapidly and then ruminates leisurely, The cow-keeper, 
therefore, should take care to provide bulky food. If 
food of the same food-value be given to a cow in 
concentrated form, she will quickly finish the concen
trated foods and ask for more to fill her belly. If sbe 
is refused, she will fret and attempt to eat whatever 
material comes in her way-ropes, leather straps, box 
covers, canvas paper or cloth or anything like l'efuse 
earth, dirty rags, bones etc. to satisfy her hunger for 
filling the bulk. Without a bulk the fullness or 
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satisfaction of allayed hunger does not come, and this 
creates the craving for food to which the animal 
l'esponds. 

993. Drinking water; There should be a plenWul 
supply of clean water nea.r their feeding troughs so 
that whenever the cows feel thirsty they may "have 
sufficient water to drink. They adjust their thirst 
to the quantity of moisture in the feed, so that if 
very watery fodder is given they drink less wa.ter, 
while with dry fodder they require much more water 
to drink, -

994, Keeping records: In order that the 
cows may be fed individually, according to their 
requirements, it is necessary to keep records dividing 
the herd into various feeding grades and allowing 
definite rations for the groups. The milk-yield of 
every milch-cow should be recorded after lnilking 
every time. The feeding of concentrates to them 
can be regulated only by these recordS, The 
matter of keeping all other records is dealt with 
separately. 

995. Oovering a cow: At a certain tiIUe after 
calving the cow comes to heat and needs the service of 
a bull. In scientific language it is called "oostrum". In 
this period the cow desires the company of the male. 
It is a physiological factor and devoid of volition. It 
comes when the ova is matured in the ovary. There is 
a lleoulia:r systematic excitement in the animal which 
laabs. for some time and then passes off. The cow 
becomes feverish and irrItable, her appetite becomes 
ll,regular, and the milk-flow diminishes. A watchful 
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<cow-keeper can understand when a cow is comi.qg to 
heat even before she becomes unmanageably restless. 
The genital organs become swollen and conge8t~d 

with blood and mucus is discharged from it. The C9W 

frequently bellows and gallops about with., her tail 
raised. She jumps over other cows, which is a' S(\1;e 
sign. Oestrum '. in the cow lasts_!IQJll,,,Ado,12 hours. 
The bull has to be shown within this period.. T,4e 
,earlier the cow is brought to the, bull, during ~~e 
heat, the better. After a time, even if the cow ~e 
nervous, if the heat is passed, the bull woul~ not 
cover her. At the proper time thi::l cow sbould 
,be presented to the choice bull. 

There are two opinions about keeping the bull wjth 
the herd. Some are in favour of it, others condemn 
this practice. I consider it advisable to allow the bull 
to remain with the herd while grazing or in ranche~. 
The bull is III better detector of heat in the cow than 
any human attendant. There is little chance pf 

. missing the covering, once the cow is in heat. . Th,e 
bull and the cow should be separated after on~ 

successful getting up of the bull. If' kept together 
longer, the bull will waste its substance and become 
less fit for the next service, if it is soon n~e4ed, 

and the cow also will get, exhausted. If once tb,ey 
have met, the purpose has 'been served. Ij,epeate,:! 
actions do not necessarily make the covering Dl0l'f3 

Buccessful. 
A cow Can be allowed to be covered when she is in 

the third month of her calving. If she gets heate:d 
.earlier sbe should be prevented, from meeting the bull. 
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because too frequent calving may exhaust hel;. If 
covering takes plaoe in the third month, she will cltive 
after 9 months or after a year of her previous calving. 
Calving earlier than at one year's interval is not 
desirable. If she will not come to heat in four or 
five months, the matter should cause anxiety to the 
keeper, as delayed calving means loss in milk, although 
not al ways so. There are cows which get heated after 
7 months and give a calf on the 16th or 17th month, 
a.nd in the meantime continue their lactation for over 
12 months. 

996. Delay in eoming to heat: When a cow is 
delaying to come to heat the c!tuse has to he explored. 
She may be getting fatty, and excess of fali causes 
delayed oostl'um. She may be losing condition which 
necessarily causes delayed oostrum. If the cow is non 
properly cared for while in milk or .when dry, her 
want of nourishment may be the factor. Therefore, 
the health of the cow should be watched in case of 
delayed rostrum, and if there is any fault towards
over-feeding or under-feeding, such faults should be 
corrected. 

997. Hormone injection for heating: When the 
cow fails to come to heat it means that the necessary 
hormones are not being generated. '1'he root meaning 
of the word hO~'mone is stirring up. Hormones are 
8ubstances which, oti absorption in the blood stream, 
influence the tissues or organs other than those 
in. which they have been produced. 'rhe internal 
secretions of the glands of the ovary, testes, thyroid: 
etc. are examples of hormones. 
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'Jlhe urine of pregnant cows contains this body. 
"When the hormone is separated from the urine and 
injected subcutaneously, it causes the ovaries to be 
excited to action and may successfully bring in 
rostrum. Injection of urine was hitherto used for the 
diagnosis of pregnancy. But, in this instance, it is 
used to create a reaction in the animal to induce 
pregnancy. 

'l'he technique recommended by the Institute of 
Animal Genetics, "Edinburgh, was tested by P. T. Kerr 
1. V. S. in India. He has found a simpler method 
than that recommended by the above Institute." . The 
older method depended upon the separation of 
protein-substances from the pregnant cow's urine 
by precipitation with sulpha salicylic acid. Kerr, 
however, found that better results are obtained by the 
simpler method of subcutaneous injection of pregnant 
cow's urine collected and injected ". in a sterile 
condition. He wrote: 

" ...... we have found it practicable and aafe to 
simplify this method for general use, provided the 
pregnant urine for injection can be obtained 
fresh and used at once; the practice is to collect 
it in a sterile mug discarding the first few ounces 
voided. It is then filtered through ordinary 
filter-paper and injected subcutaneously in doses 
of 10 c. c. per 100 Ibs. body-weight with ordinary 
aBePti~'""'p~'~(J~utions.' ()ne 'dose j~ given daily on 
four consecutive days. 'l'his treatment is already in 
use in a commercial dairy and bas pl'Oved valuable. 
It has also been used by my B~aff in the treatment 
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of bulls kept by public bodies and jail cows, and 
in the majority of cases it has proved satisfactory." 

-(2nd meeting A. H. Wing, 1986.,.--:T'. 141). 
The technique is quite simple and c,an be carried 

out by those accustomed to giving injections to men 
or cattle. . 

As an imlpediate effect of injection, cows diminish 
their milk-flow which then gradually rises, but not 
always to the former level. This. has been my 
experience. 

In three cases injected by me all responded, one 
in 11 days, the second in 21 days and the third after 
a month after injection. 

It should be !1 valuable inst,l'ument in the hands 
of those who want to see their cows regularly 
coming to heat. 

TEASING TO BRING- A COW fro HEAT ~ A 
method of preventing delayed heating is to keep in the 
herd a scrub bull with a piece of gunny hanging in 
front of its sheath and tied to its belly over its back. 
Such !1 bull will tease the cow to come to heat. He 
cannot cover, because of the protecting piece of gunny. 
When the cow comes to heat on teasing, the sire of 

, the herd covers her. 
998. A:rtificial insemination: Instead of bringing 

a cow to a bull, she can be artificifllly inseminated 
by injection of properly collected and pI;eserved 
semen. The advantage of this method is very great. 
For the semen of a proven bull may be used for 
inseminating oows at distant stations, and thereby 
improving the breed rapidly. The process is not 
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'Practised in India, and there a.re . difficulties here 
which may not make its extended use possible. But 
'in other countries, Russia for example, the practice 
is 'Very genel:al, and extremely satisfactory results 
have been obtained. Failures after injection ha'Ve 
not been more than with natural iusemlnation. 
Successful natural insemination occurs· to the extent 
,of sixty to seventy per cent of coverings. , 

I;o the artificial process the chosen bull is made to 
,cover a cow having a I'ubber capsule inserted·.in her 
vagina. The ejaculate is collected in the rubber tube 
,a.nd preserved in a laboratory ,undet paraffin oil. 
Another method is to hand-manipulate the bull in such 

;11 way that the ejaCUlate comes out and is received in 
a collecting vessel. The sperm can be kept alive for 
20 days in a ~,~~J.~??'~l?h()~pb.l1te ' .. dilution fluid at a 
temperature of l,p,?,."tQ".25° centigrade. The semen, 
,can be transport~d in specially constructed receptacles 
without diminishing its potency. A single ejaculate 
may inseminate a very large number of cows. The 
rmperial Council of Agricultural Research in India 
bas in hand a scheme for the introduction of artificial 
insemination. The 1941-'42 Report mentions that. the 
Bcheme could not be started· during the year as the 
.officer in-charge of the scheme had not till thEm been 
recruited. SOlle expedmental work is, all the same, 
going on in India. 

999. Feeding and care of dry and pregnant cows: 
In a normal herd a cow is pregnant before she is dry. 
Therefore, the question of the care of dry cows is also 
.the same as that of pregnant cows. vVhete the cows 
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are dry and yet not pregnant, the cause should be 
investigated and methods.adopted to bring her to heat 
by the improvement of her health or by the injeotion 
of hormones. 1£ there is some organic trouble, these· 
methods may not suoceed. 'rhe oow Ahou1a, if possible, 
be examined by an experienoed animal husbandry 
teohnioian. The veterinary assistants in the employ 
of the Government aDd District BOal·ds al'O not· 
generally tra.ined for this work and may not be of 
substantial help. It is only now that animal husbandry 
n,nd dairying are being given attention to in our' 
Veterinary Oolleges. The result of the effort ltUl,y" 

become noticeable after SOlUe yeal'Ei. 
When a cow is pregnant from the milking stage,. 

then it can be assumed that she has been receiving 
luupJe 1·t1tions to maintl1in her8Hlf and to continue to 
give milk. If she has not lost condition then nothing 
need be done specially to her, except giving her aU 
the exercise sbe needs in !1 pasture. Allowing bel' to 
graze, I1nd supplementing the feed by stall·feeding, 
will be all that is neCeSSI11'Y for the first months of 
pregnancy. (971) 

1000. Regulation of feeding in pregnancy: The 
feeding of the cow while dry will depend largely upon 
her cohditioll. If she is in 11 tine condition and
Horuewha.t more than moderl1te in flesh, a little 
lUore than the mere maintenance ration will be· 
necessary. She, however, should not be kept in a high 
condition, Legume pastures are very good for her. 
~rhe same feed that she was having while in milk, less 
the extra addition .. for milking, will be all that ia· 
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necessary. As has been mentioned already, the feed 
should be regulated to milk production. "Then milk-

'production oeases the quota of feed fot· milk is to cease, 
and, therefore, when she gets dry ahe is already on !II 

feed of maintenance. Even in pregnancy, this feed 
is to continue unless she has lost flesh. No special 
food is necessary for a dry pregnant cow till she is 
within ,2 months of parturition. Prior to that she 
must be kept in good condition. If she is not, the 
same mixture approved for milch-cows will have to be 
given, the quantity of concentrates depending upon 
her condition and the amount of improvement desired. 
During the last two months special and careful feed 
should be given to keep ber in condition. 

If she is not in good condition, hel' milhAlow will 
be less after the next parturition, and difficulties, . such 
as retention of placenta, may occnr at the t.ime of 
calving. People may think that the need. for feeding 
during pregnancy is for the foetus she is cl1rrying. 
This is erroneous. r.!.'he tax upon a cow for the foetua 
is very small. A calf weighing 40 Ibe. at bil't,h has 
only about 10 Ibs. of dry matter. A cow in producing 
80 Ibs. of milk produces as much dry matter. 'rhe' 
case of the pregnanL human mother is quite different. 
from that of the milch ~ow. Because the former has to 
spend comparatively much mOl'e material to build the 
human child. (971) 

1001. Feeding the dam & size of the calf; r:rhel'e 
is another belief that if a cow is not well-fed during 
pregnancy the calf will be under-sized. If there il:l. 
vitamin deficiency the cl11f may not live at aU, but a8 
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:tegal'd8 size and weigM the calf is not likely to suffer 
because of the mother's leanness. The calf taKes its 
:necessary quota from the mother's flesh and blood' and 
bone, whether the mother is up to it or not. Of course; 
in very abnormal conditions the calf will be affected, 
but not under the ordinary case of neglect of, the 
cow, ,rrhe neglect will, however, affect botb the 
mother and the owner, for she is bound to give less 
milk in freshenings it she was not maintained in 
the pick of condition during the period of gestation. 
rrhl3 hLctlltion following will be disappointing, and 
although she may be given the very best and 
nutritious of feeds after calving, it would be too late to 
have any effect for that lactation. (971) 

1002. Pusa experiment, on milch cows : Imperial 
Agriculturist Wynne Sayer has worked ont 11 process 
for handling cows. A detailed consideration of his 
method will. help to throw a great deal of light on the 
management of the dairy cow. His papers were 
published in the "Agriculture & Live~Btock in Indio:' 
March and September, U)341, 

In our feeding Table, 1 lb. concentrate allowance 
. for every 2 Ibs. of milk has been provided for, and it 
has been indicated from Macguckin's observations 
on the feeding of milch-cows that if the cows are fed 
on rich roughage and pasturage the necessity for 
providing concentrates diminishes. 

At Pusa, the herd was developing undesirable 
qualities, and Wyhne Sayer attributed these partly bo 
over-feeding of concentrate and partly to the existing 
methods, of handling at Pnsa and elsewhere. He 
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thouglit out remedies and applied them with complete 
success. His experiments are of a. pioneering 
character and of far-reaching importance in the 
management of dairy cattle. 

The Pusa Sahiwal herd was purchased in 190-t 
with 14 cows and 1 bull from the Punjab. 18 cows 
and 1 bull were purchased in ]910, and 2 bulls in 11)23. 
The. herd enjoyed seclusion and had no case of 
contagious abortion. The purchased herd began with 
about 5 lbs. of milk per cow per day in 1914 which 
rose to a maximum of 16'2 Ihs. in 1928, and fell to 
13'9 lb. in March, 1932. There was an alhound steady 
increWS8 of milk up to 1928; after that the faU began 
and' continued up to March, 1932. At this stage 
Sayer introduced his new technique of handling for 
the'improvement of the herd. It had considerable 
green feed throughout the year, including legumin 
pasture. The need for concentrates was small. Still, 
as 8t rDutine practice, lib. of concentrate was fed for 
ever-y,2 lbe. of milk. 
. The feed for a 900 lbs. cow on analysis showeil 

the following results : 

1. Dry fooddet' (bhoosa) ". 8 lbs. } Fed tn the 
2. Green fodder (Berseem) 40 lbs. byre 
3. Grazing Berseem 20 Ibe. 

(near estimate of what a cow can eat) 

The starch equivalent in the above feed came to 
5'54Ibs. The usual maintenance allowance of '6 Ibs. 
per 100 lbs. (649), required about 5'4 lbs. S. E. for 
III 900 Ibs. cow. The feed, there£ol'e, contained the 
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'required 8. E. It was, however, much richer in 
;proteins as compared with the needs, because of the 
,high-class legume and other green fodders. 

'rhe concentrate fed for milk was a mixture: 

S.E. Otude protein. 

:3 lbs. oats lilt 60 per cent-l'S lbs. 9'5 per cent. 
2 Ibs. gram at 68 " l'36lbs. 28'0 " 
1. lb. rape cake 60 " 0'60 lb. 37'0 ." 

() Ibe. 3'761bs. 
Total 8. E. in 6 Ibs. is a'76 lbs. 
Or one pound concentrates provided '626 lb. S, E. 

Half a pound of concentrate provided '313 S. B-
for one lb. of milk, while the allowable S. E. per lb. of 
milk was 0'27. according to 8a.yer, and 0'3 according 
to our 'fable 57. (770) This led Sayer to think that 
too much concentrate was being fed. It was really so 
when digestible protein was taken into account. 
Although at the time (1932) the protein digestibilities 
for Indian fodder were not known, the credit goes to 
.Sayel' for having put his finger on the right spot. 
He thougllt that too much of c()Dcentrate was being 
given, and decided to allow :I lb. of the same mixture 
·of concentrates for every thl'ee pounds of milk. 'l'he 
results were remarkable. Almost a magical change 
came over the herd not only in the milk-yield but in 
the matter of fertility and udder troubles also. 

1003. Excessive feeding of Pus a Sahiwals ; The 
Ehol'tcomings of the PUBa Dairy Sahiwal herd at the 
·time of the change-over to new methods were the 
following: 
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(1) Milk-yield was Dot progressing; on the 
contrary, there was a tendency towards 8, 

falling-off ; 
(2) Service period was at longer intervals after 

calving; 
(8) Some cows were going sterile and some heifers 

were proving to be inferior milkers to their 
dams and had to be discarded in increasing 
numbers; 

(4) There were udder troubles, developing 
mastitis. 

'l'he reasoning that led Sayer to spot out the defects 
{I) and (2) were that .tbe cows were receiving too 
much concentrates. They were being brought up like 
those that are reared for meat, because at following 
the'British Dairy practice on this Pusa Sahiwal herd. 
About (3) and (4) sterility and udder tl'oubles etc., he 
had other reasonings and remedies to apply. About 
.(1) and (2) he decided to reduce the allowance of 
concentrates by giving 1 lb. for every. 3 lbs. of milk 
instead of 1 lb. for every 2 lbs. of milk of the sa.me 
,concentrate mixture. 

1004. Feed-reduction increased milk-yield! The 
herd veered round and iu the first year, on account of 
,this reduction in concentrates, the milk-yield went up 
by 47 per cent. This was slightly lowered during 
the second year on a.ccount of certain other tempora:ry 
disturbances which had nothing to do with feeding. 
Yet, the increase remained at 41 per cent. 

In addition to the decrease of concentrate feed for 
increasing the milk-yield, Sayer began milking 
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,t timM a day at equal intervals all the cows gIvmg 
over 20 lb8. of milk. 'l'he difference in the milk-yields 
before and after the change is shown below. 

TABLE-9/J 

A ve1'age milk-yield of Sahiwal hM'd 1tnde1' 
special b'eat'l1M1tt, 

No. of oows, 
A VOr!1go cln,ily 
milk-yiold, 

Before special treatment 49 605'(; Ib5, 
Froru April, 1D32 under 

special hand ling... 41) HS3'(j Iha. 

1000. Diminution of service period and sterility:. 
The l!Iervice period under improved handling was. 
reduced from 172 days to !)4 days during the p~riod. 
of test. 

""" .. This shows clel11'Iy that the reduction from 
prime to milking condition bas had a marked 
effect on the problems of sterility and standing 
off in the herd, and that the reduction in condltioDJ 
has been correlated with an almost total abl:!ence of 
sterility. This is in accordance with the gell(~ral 

consensus of opinion to the effect that stel'ility ib 
frequently linked with high condition in fOOll1le8." 

1006, Increasing milk-yield, frequent m.ilking: 
J!'or increasing the milk-yield by milking foul' Limes a. 
day, and for converting bad milkers into botter milkers 
and for removing udder troubles, Hayer had theories 

and specml methods of his own, He was a firm 
believer in the theOl'y that the indigenous cow with 
her lower yield is not entirely suited to the Engl an 
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methods of dairy treatment and rationing usually 
placed on her. He argued: 

", .. She is a smalier cow averaging 850 Ibs. against 
1,500 lbs. in an English breed and appears far 
more suited to smaller and more frequent milking, 
resembling the condition that would exist if her 
calf was left on her, and by her failure to respond 
to English methods frequently becomes classed 
as a poor milker withoub proper evidence. All 

cows were, therefore, brought under a reduced 
concentrate ration, and It (3 to 1 concentrate ratio 
for yield applied, based on the same ingredients 
and proportions, while those cows giving over 
10 lbs, were milked four times in 24 hours at equal 
ii'·(;ervals and all cows and heifers for the first 
30 d!1ys in milk were milked four times pel' day 
irrespective of yield." 
1007, Special handling of Pusa. Sahiwals: He 

pursued this thought further by trying to bring forth 
greater milk ont of bad milkers. He observed that 
many young cows were failing to milk up to their 
pedigree I1nd breeding, l!'or this i'eason in former 
years a number of cows had to be sold off in their third 
Beason 118 poor milkers and not up to the standard. 
This was beginning to affect the milch progress' of the 
herd seriously as became clear from the f!~ct that the 
peak production of 16·,11bs. per cow per dELy obtained 
in 102f3 conld not be maintained, 

He argul'd as previously on the difference in the 
character of the cows and thought not only of milking 
4, times a day for heavy milkers but of milking the 

61 
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low milkers any number of times in COllHW of the 
day in order to let them develop their milchiug 

capacity. 
"Now, the fact that a cow does not give milk 
does not III ways prove that she is a had wilker. It 
has been truly said 'in ill good milch pedigtue-herd, 
half the results are due to pedigree and the otber 
half to management.' " 
1008. Working on heifers for milking; " ... Uum 
a cow has definitely shown, under proper milking 
technique, t,hat she has not got milk in het, she 
should not be condemned as a bad milker, ILnd 

here it appeared to be a e!tse of altering the 
methods to suit the cow, since the drafting :of so 
many young cows from the breed as bad wi llwl's 
was not what lllight be expected from It perusal 

of their brooding ILnd pedigree reeordl:J, lL was, 
therefore, decided to work on all heiftll,s before 
calving in order to accustom them 1.0 being 
milked, and to milk them before mdving when 
necessary, and nfter cal ving, to teach them too milk. 

This process may be brietly desoribed. '].lhe 

heifer is, about 2 months before calving, given 
a mtion of ,t lbs. concentrate per dny. LIer bag 
iii! massaged and sbe is thoroughly uccuHtol1lod 

to being handled. When the flow of milk SI,utta, 

should her bag need attention, she iH luilked 
out eacb dILY. After calving she i8 trained to 
milk and this training cOllsists of llliliollg her 
on nn avemge, seVen or eight up to 11 lW1XllllUm 

of 15 times in 24, hours if necessary, until she gives 
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down, and this tl'eatment has been continued fOl" 

some seven to ten days in special cases as on the 
heifer Bd60orti.'.~ 
1009. Treatment by Sayer on the Brisoorti: 

Here he gives the Tl1ble of the treatment to the 
Brisool'ti : 

TABLE-9g 

T1'eat~Mnt on he~fer B1'isoorti No. 609. 

No. of days milked pefore calving .. , 10 days. 

Milking hours Morning and Evening. 
Average milk-yield during first 5 days 1 lb. 

" " last 5 (la,ys 2 Ibs. 
No. of days under t.reatment after calving· 7 days. 

Milking hours 12 times a day. 

Milk-yield per day : 
1st day 

2nd " 
ard >j 

4th " 
5th " 
6th " 
7th " 

5'0 Ibs. 

8'5 Ibs. 

U'5 Ib~. 

U'5' Ibs. 

Vb'O Ibs. 

165 Ibl:l. 

18'0 Ib8. 

"She ca.me into nonnal flush after 5 diJ,YS fwm the 
date of calving. 

"The alternative and slovenly method of putting 
11, calf on the heifer, which is practised in many 
places, is not allowed, as the removal of the calf in 
the end disturbs the heifer again, while the 

removal of the mall does not produce the same 
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effect. All the cows in the second and third 
lactations were treated similarly, anu up to Hi ll.>s. in 
lL dlly hf~8 been drawn out of a cow below Clolving." 

He lJaBGed on to the Cf1BC of adult cows. 

"At the beginning of this experiment in April, 1\):12, 

there were in the herd two woll-brod cows-Bnll.j 
No. 500 and Algi No. 5;H-who hl1d passed their 

second and third lactl1tionB, withont . giving down, 

and Wflr8 definitely marked for Ci1sting l according 
to rule, as blLd milkers. r!'hese two cows were 
taken over and subjected to the lliost. rigorous 
handling. At the end of 15 dt1Y:-; ill the caBO of 
Bull{i and 8 dl1YS in the Cltfl<3 of Algi, their 
opposition was broken and their records tLre givE.\!) 
below'!18 111l11'ked agltillstJ their forlller Ill.ctlttiollB." 

1010. Algi and Bulki under special handling; 

TABljE-94. 

L (tctn(,'ion figwl'es ./0)' A 19'i ftncl Bnll.:,i. 

No. of 
lact,lILiOIIIl. 

I 'j,2'], 

II '[,02 

III 2,O;rl 

IV 5,B2S 
V 3,5\)5 

'l'OVtd yie.ld in pound 
Algi No. 001. Hulld No. 5tlU. 

In liD days' lact. 1i7li in 81) dlty:;;' lad. 

" 
50 

" " 
1,;3l)0 

" 117 
" " 

" 
210 

" " 
ti,15:3 

" 
2~H, 

" " 
(]!'igUl'GS to dnte} 

" " I, 

" 
170 

" " 
(Figures to date) 

"'l'he 1!1ctation of Bulki N(J. GSO hlLd eertnin 
marked characteristics. She varied fr0111 i[,() Ibs. 
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to 20 Ibs. in a day and appeared :tble to hold back 
her milk for long periods, but has now reached t1 

condition of steadiness. These two eOWR !1l'B now 
Ilmong t,he best milkers in the herd." 

1011. Calf-mortality and pre-calving milking: 
'J1he au~hor then went on to dea.l with the point of 
pre-calving milking, owing to which colostrum to the 
new-born will not be available. He mentioned that 

in the ch~in of calvings, soms cows might be giving 
eolostl'um f1t that moment, but if not, the calves are 
fed some linseed oil, and he showed that calf-mortn,Jity 
had not increased. The Pus a herd, it should be 
noted, was being hand-feel i. e. reared out of contact 
with the mother. 

Galf-mortality}i.q1wes of P1lsa (Pail~fecl }JM"iod) 

Mortality 
PoriO(l. No. of cnlv~~~. per ()f'nt, 

April, 1931 to March, 1932 70 ·1,'3 
April, H!32 to March, 1983 69 l'LL 

"The training, of cows and heifers to milk has also 
he en 11 prononnced Sllccess in the majority of cases, 
and can be recommended for trial in all cases 
where cows (all other conditions being in order) 
are not yielding according to expectations. The 
difference which can be rnade in the value of 
a cow 01' heifer, by this method, is most marked, 
and the work can be done by any tl'flined r;owala,." 
1012. Pregnancy and care of the pregnant cow: 

.An ftnimal is said to be pL'egnant when she has 0. 

developing young in the utel'UB. The period of 
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pregnancy OJ' gestat,ion perioo is the. time which 
elapses between service and pl1rtllriliion. rrhe cow 
hl18 a gestation period of 282 days. A schedule is 

given to determine the du,te of delivery froUl t,he dl1l;8-

of service. 
OHANGES DURING PBEGNANOY: ':[1he utf.ll:UB 

nnd the oVfI,ries undergo great changes during pregnancy 

which subside quickly after the birth of the young. 
Home alterations occur during 1ihe first preglUuwy 

which remain t,hrough life, suell us the elmnge in the 
size of the nmnnnary glands and of the utel'Uf-J. During 
1l1~egnl1ncy the uterine arteries inere[l,Bo to It great size 

to cope with the increltsed work of building the body 

in the foetus. The inner surface of jibe ut,m:ino WItH 

receives this al:1.61'io,l flow and through t,hE! placent.a 

tmllBfers the blood to the fcutus. Wijih the growli]} 

of the footUB bile nti0rus inol'efl,sos in 81y,0 I1nd during 
the later 8t.age of pregnaney occupies the grelll;(w part 

of the abdolninal cavity. 'Phe Chtlrl1ei;(wifljiic entyledons 

of thEl pll1centfL enbrge and increasE! in Durnbcl'. 
'J'hoso becolue mushroom-like eleva!iiolls project-ing 

into the cavity of the uterUR. 

1013. Signs of pregna,ncy: When pregnancy 

hOos developed, [LIlY eXIH-ll'ienced llllLn Ct111 see from t,he 
signs thrtt th(-l animal is pregDltnt. But; j(i is c1 iflielllt 
ILt thf) earlier Ht-ages to sl1Y definitely :if ft eOw ie 
pregnant or not. r1'ho chief chlLnges 111'0 the cossation 
of OOSt.rtHlJ which, jf not pregnant, reeul'S in about 

thl'eo weehs intol'vltl. But this is not t1 sute sign. 
J!':~18e (Ostrnm In!1y appeal' in prognancy. When a 
bull reCnseK to serve I), (lOW in hel~t, thfl,t had been 
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previously served, this is almost a suve indication that 
the cow is pregnant already. The temperament of 
the cow alters; she becomes plOre tracta,ble and greater 

caill1ness COlues over her after pregnancy. If after 
covel'ing she iR not pregnant irritability increases • 

. ~'he condition of health particularly improves during 
the early days of pregnancy, although during the latter 
pel:iod, when the abdomen is Ia.rgely occupied by the 
footus, the opposi te is the case, namely" )161' condition 
tends to degenerate. The pregnant cow becomes 
e!1l3ily fatigued by walk or exercise. A sure test for 
detection of pregnancy is to,~plaBh cold wl1ter on the 

.right tlf1nk in jihe morning. If. the cow is pregnant 
for five monthR or over, the fmtus ViBi bly Jlloves under 
the cold splashing. 

As pregnancy proceeds the abdomen continues to 
become more !lnd 1110re distended. During the latter 
stage it droops down and hollo"YB appeal' in both the 
flanks. 'J;he muscleB of lih~'''~q'{~'~;:ters appear to fall 

in, and the haunches and root of the tail appear more 
prominent. When the root of the tail is left )1igh and 
both sides sink down, the indicf),tion is 'that cow is 
going to calve in 2 01' :1 dn.YR. 1'ho mammary glands 
develop, although in the first few weeks, the glands 
tOl1:d to shrink. If t,be cow was milking, the milk 
supply diminishes and when the cow is 7 months in 
calf the milk supply ceases alt,ogethel'. TherB are 
some cows which may not stop giving milk till the 
next calving time. But caro should be taken to see 
that after 7 or 8 months she is relieved of the milking, 
and also that she is better fed. Otherwise, what is 
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profitable at the moment turns to groat IOfJf!. On 
account of losing condition the yield of milk goeR 
down abnormally during the succeeding laetation 
which cannot be brought up by Ilny RIllOlmt of 
feeding. In human pregnancy after, say, six monl,hs, 
the lrotal heart sound ma.y be hel~rd with the 
help of the stethoscope. But in cows, the VIll'ious 
sonnds and movements in the abdomen generally 
shnt off the fmta) heart sound reaching the 
stethoscope. 

1014. Pampering during pregnancy: Excessive 
attention 01' pampering during pregnancy can do no 
good. But '(II11'e should be talwn to see thu,t i,ho cow 
is in the best possible hygienie condition, Itnd that, 
she is in the best of her he!llth. '1 'he food shotlld be 
perfectly wholesome and devoic1 of irritants. , Unduly 
h1x.lLtiive sutJfltl1nces should not be given. 8he mURt 
have pl(mty of water. During pregnaIlcy the ueed 
for waher increases. 

During the advanced stage a pregnant cow lllay 

be kept Repl1rately from others. Vicious cows in tho 
hera nwy worry and injure pregnant, cows. Shoeks 
and injury lUay caUBe abortion. J f thero is 1m 
abortion the results are very bad, for fLU aborted eow 
does not ellsily come to heat and keeps Oil losing 
(londition. It 11111y take two years before she lUay be 
preguant again. Exercise during pregnancy is highly 
useful, but light. exel'cise only. WiLhout oxercise, if 
the pregnlwt cow is kept idly to st.and 01' sit u.ll day, 
difficulty will appear during the time of pnrt11rition. 
Drastic PLll'gll,tiv0S must be nvoiclec1 during pregnanoy. 
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Prom the 7th month onward the mammary glands 
and udders should be massaged for better performance 
during the next lactation. As the cow approachefl 
her time of parturition, sbe should be, provide,d with 

11 t.hick bed so that in lying clown she may not injure 
. ih"e calf in the womb. 

1015. Fcetus development during pregnancy : 

li'lt stage: H days: length of ovum U12th inch. The 
fert.ilised ovum has reached the uterus 
from the oviduct. 

2nd stage: 3 to .J! weeks: length of fcetus n- inch. 

Traces of fretus appear and the head and 
bocly are discernible. w-···· "-

:ll'd stage: 5 to 8 weeks: length of fretus liinches, 
Indications of 1}9Q.f)~yd, G1f)Jw appea~: .' 

-I,th stage: 9 to 12 weeks: length of icetus 5n- inches. 

Differen ti a tion of 't, st~~J1!~chB app~~'l's. 
, .. \"'.,"~ ~. ' 

5th stage: 13 to 20 weeks: length of iootus 12inches. 
Hair appears on lips, upper eye ii;fs ~ud 
above eye. Teats are visible in female 
fmtuA. 

(ibh sbage: 21 to ;32 weeks: length of fcetus .. 2 .ffOet. 
Bye lashes well developed. ,I-Il1il' appears 
on head and tai I. 

'lth stage: ;3;} to ~UJ weeks: length of frotus, 3 feet. 
FOOt118 I1ttains full size. Body becomes 

gradually covered wit,h hltir. Claws lue 
eom[llete but soft. 
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1016. Gestation Table of the cow 

7'ABDE-95 

The ave1·(tge pM'ioa is .'JBg days. lYIa,le calves come 

a,bont ~t claYH la.tc. (.7Ec7cles) 
" , 

------------~-----------------r_--.------------... Dnto of 

Servico. I ]1idh. 

~~ll: ~ll:: ;! 
'0 ~li Nov. 2 
1~ Hl " rl 

'Fell. I) " 12 
" 10 " 17 
.. II) " 22 
" 20 " 27 
" 2/l Dec. '2 

Min. 2 " 7 
7 " HI 

" 12 " 18 
., 17 " ~il 
" 22 " 28 
" ';],'7 .Tan. '2 

Apr, 1 " 7 

" 6 " 12 
" 11 " 17 
" 16 " 22 
" 21 II 27 
" ~(j Peb. 1 

Mlty 1 " (j 

Du,tl3 or 
SOI:vien. 

Mtty 

" 
" 
" 
" :frlll. 

" 

(i 

11 
Ili 
21 
2(\ 
HI 
o 

If) 
lfj 
211 

" ~G 
:10 

.J~iy [j 

" 
" 

" Aug. 

" 

" 

" !:lup. 

10 
II) 
20 
21) 

HO 
4 
{} 

14 
Hl 
2·J 
20 

!) 
<> 

HirLh. 

1<'oll. 11 

" 
" 
" Mnr. 

" 
" 
" 

Hi 
21 
20 

nO 
H 

1M 
18 
2tl 

A.pril 2 

" May 

" 

" 

" ;IUII, 

" 

7 
12 
17 
22 
2'1 

;I, 

7 
1B 
17 
22 
27 

1 
Ii 

11 

Do,ttl of 

H;:;'~i~e~1 ~~llil'tll.= .. 
Sup. B I ,run. 16 

" 

" 
" (let. 

" 
" 

" N" (lV. 

" 

" Ike. 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Iii 
18 
2H 
28 
B 
8 

III 
18 
2H 
2f\ 

'2 
'7 

12 
17 
22 
27 

2 
7 

12 
17 
2'}, 
27 

" 
" July 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

21 
2fi 
1 
(" 

11 
II} 
21 
21> 
1:11 
Ii 

:to 
15 
20 
25 
lIO 

4 
I} 

14 
19 
2,1 
29 

,t 

-------~-------.;__-----:...~ .... -.. ---
1017. Parturition: When tho fentus iOl fully 

developed it operates like lL foreign body, and llature 
endeavours to lihrow it out of tho uterufl. 'l'ho {'mt,us 
while within the womb gets its nutrition through ita 
umbilical cord which IS attached to tho pltl,centa. 
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The cotyledons of the placenta placed on the raw 
surface of the uterus serve to get mother's blood. 
Blood COlUes inside the footus, circulates through it, 
nourishes iii and carries away excretable products 

, and carbon-dioxide gas thwugh the out-coming portion 
of the arteries. rr.'hence the arteries go back to the 
cotyledons. Here the excret,able matter and the 
Clllrbon-c1ioxide go to the mot.her's blood, and pure blood 
enters the feeding urtery attached to the, umbilicus or 
navel. The fmtul circulation proceeds in this way. 
,When the fmtus is fully mature and ready to be 
delivered anti, ",SOUle ,irdtation happens in the uterus, 
:lIld there is the urge to expel the footus out. This. 
is calIed,p!!;rtJ.H:ition ,or expulsion of the fQ)tus, resulting 
in the birth of the calf. "The ptOCeRs of expulsion 
is a continuous one. 

1018. The four stages of parturition: For the 
purpose of study it may be divided into fOllr stages: 

(1) 'rhe preliminary stage; 
(2) 'rhe stage of dilatation; 
(13) rr.'he stage of expUlsion of tihe foot,us ; 
(4) '1'he stage of expulsion of the membranes, 

01' the plaqenta. 
In the womb, the fmtus is enveloped in !1 mass of 

saline water, called liqllor ,,' l11:n)1i 1 which is contained 
in It bag-like Dlembra~e. RerrHlining in this membrane 
the footue continues to develop. There is no SUffoca
tion although the live creature is immersed in water~ 
because there is. no breathing while within .. tbe wom~. 
The object of breathing is to purify the blood. 'I'lie 
purification of the blood of I;he footu6 is done by the-
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u10ther through her circulatory system, 118 explained 
above. When the j;ime is l'ipe there iF! the tendency 
of the uterus to throw out t,he fmtns, plucent!1 and all 

:f1'o111 it. 
lOU). The preliminary stage of parturition: It 

may last several hours or even days, About this time 
the udder swells, becomes hard and tender, and 11 

'.,. _, ' "', r 

secretion comeS out; of itself or on pressing. '1'he 
·external genitals become swollen, red, enlarged and 
flabby. A sl;l'I1w-colonred muCus is FJecreted which soils 
!tho taillmd therefrom the hind quarters. 'rho abdomen 
droop8 (lawn !lnd the ligam~nt of tlw p(1lvi8 become8 
slackenea. 'J1ho cow somet,imos 8howi'! excitement 
and, if free, runs abont in an anxiouA manner. 

1020. The second stage of dilatation: ~L']H~ 

actual and immediate llrepal'l1,t,ion for {)lu·turit,jon 
·{)ommences with the second Hling'o or the stage of 
dilatl1t,ion. The womb has its opeiIing t,ight.ly closed 
once t.he male sper111 had lodged itself into 1m ovum, 
cansillg fertilisation. Nothing from the outside wos to 
enter the uterus aft,er that. The neck 01' cervix of t,he 
utermh1ad become thick Ilnd plugged with all aseptie 
materi::t1 to prevent t.he 8ntl'l1l1Ce of I1ny difJtmbing 
bacteria inside. Now, all that is reversed. '1'h(-) 
cervix of the uterus must not only open but 11 lUS t, 

expn,nd 60 much that; the body of the fmtus ml1y come 
out through it. The opening 01' the dilato,tion is, 
therefore, begun prior t.o expulsion. The thick 
mll.scular ring at the cervix of the uterus is to he 
thinned ont and expanded and, therefore, an expanding 
;and pressing force is necessary. 
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'fhe mechanism of the water-bag performs this. 
'l'he fmtus is in a bag of water. At the proper 
moment there is pressure frolll the body of the uterus. 
A Bort of squeezing motion is genern,ted. ~rhe bag 
holding the water undel' this pressure is impelled to 
find an outlet. In the cervix of the uterUtl a portion of 
this rnGllibrane gets lodged. Another squeezing 
pressure and a little mOre gets in, and it thiulble-like 
body is formed tilled with the liquor. Marc pressure 
on the liquor makes the thimble expand which in its 
turn ex.pands the opening of the uterus. 'l'his force of 
expansion exerted by the uterus and the oonsequent 
expansion cause tpe labollr .. pain~ When this process 
of expansion or dilatation is going on, the animal' 
is said to be under labour pain. '1'he characteristic 
of the labour pain is that it is not a continuous 
one. It comes, exerts pressure, it becomes intense, 
arid then subsides. At every onrush of pain there 
is, fresh dilatation. At the relaxation the animal gets 
l'est and recoups to bear the second onslaught of paiD< 
and dilatation. 

When a oow is in labour pain she rise!:! up and 
sits down. Even without examining her, from her 
painful anxious look and her siUing and rising, one 
will be able to say that the cow is in labour pain. 
This process goes on normally till the opening of the· 
uterus becomes as large as the vaginal olLIlal so that 
from inside to the mouth of the vagina. there is one 
continuous unrestricted passage. The opening is said 
to be full at this period, to which the second stl1ge 
had advanced the operation of parturition. 
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1021. The third stage-expulsion of fretus: 
When the opening is I'eady, Rnother squeeze from the 
uteruB makes the fore portion of the foetus protrude 
out of the uterus, and the subsequent pushes serve to 
throw the calf with its membrl1neous covel' mOre and 
more forward till the bag und within it the front 
hoofs of the cn,lf become visible. At thiH stage the 
pressure of the fluid rnakes the. membraoeous cilse 
assume a bulged bo,g-like appefLranCe which growing in 
size 11nd hanging £l'om the genit,als downwards bursts, 
throwing off a quantity of liquid lind cleansing the 
pI1SfJl1ge. 

'l'he calf normally COllles with the two front hoofs 
first. 01086 flet OIl them is its nose. 'l'his is called 
.the thin end of the wedge. When the hoops and 
nose Me at l;he genital of the cow, t,lle head of the 
calf is nt the pelvis. ~rlle head and the withers are 
to pass the HIDalI pelvic opening now. '1'his is the 
Illomen t of I:lupretlle effort. lLnd of the greatest point of 
JI1bQur pain. '1'he animal may groan 01' !1 heifer may 
cry out Itt thitl stage. '1.'hfl stage is of excruciating 
pain. 'l'he greatest diameter of the calf-body is 
passing throngh lihe narrow pelvie opening, requiring 
the greatest 11mouut, of exp<~Ilsion and tho ut,lllosti 
pressure. 

At last the fon;e breltks through the resistance of 
tbe lIluscles, and jihe head of I,ho C11if, the lihie!': ond of 

the wedge, comes onto Jf t,he cow il'! I:Itanding tbe helLi! 
begins to h!~l1g down. ~'he rest of the body of the 
calf is expelled after this, and the CtLlf is born. At 
tile time of birbh the umliilieal cord, which is shod ia 
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the case of the cow, snaps. 'I'he separation of the 
mother from the calf is thereby completed. If the 
dam is still standing the calf glides down and is 
deposited on the floor, or jf the dam is sitting the calf, 
is slowly pushed out on the floor. When the dam 
delivers in a standing pose there is the need of an 
assistant to hold- the calf as it comes down, to protect 
it from injury. 

1022. The fourth stage-expulsion of the 
placenta: The placenta and the whole body of 
membranes at the moment of the delivery were still 
n.ttached to the uterus. Now is the time arhar 
parturition for these to com8 out. 'l'he placenta comes 
Qut naturally, ,:within a few hours. In C!1Se of a weak 
and neglected cow there is It chance of delay in the 
discharge of the placenta. 'l'he cow has a tendency 
to eat the placenta. She should be watched, and 
as soon as the placenta comes out, it should 
be I'amoved and disposed of-by putting it under
ground. In the case of delay of over 24 hours in the 
expUlsion of the placenta, veterinary assistance, if 
available, should be called for. But where it is not 
available, manipUlation should be done by the 
attendant. The nails of the attendant should be 
trimmed, the hand cleaned with soap and dipped in 
a very dilute solution of tincture iodine in water 
,having the faintest iodine tri:lt. <.' Weak carbolic oil of, 
.say, 5% strength, serves the salUe purpose in addition 
to "'lubricating the hand. The hand should be put 
inside the uterns through the genitals, and tlae 
placenta felt at the places it is sticking to on the 
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surface of the uLerus. '1'his should be scraped loose 
ltlld j',he materials brought out. After the operation it 
is better to douche out the interior with a very dilute 
oolution of potash pe1'lllangl1nate; the solution should 
have the fl1intest tint. If the delay had been Buch that 
putrefaction has begun the cow should, be given a. 
fewd9ses of ~antiseptics in the for III of sulphl1uiJamide 
~M!pl~t~ ,,)0 11~ l~ tillie, and unce a day 01' similur 
anti-pubrefu,ctive prepl1n~tioDf:i. It is needless to say 

! that mampulation by hand I::Ihould be undertaken 
, ItI:J an oxtrerue rnellBure when there is 
in allowing the placenta to remain allY 
Nature sllauld be depended upon as I), 

of routine. 

dangel' 
longer. 
matter 

As soon at:! the calf COllles out it Bhould be pre8ented 
in £ront of the cow. rphe cow will COlllluenee to 
lick it clean. 'rhe n!l,v:~l ~ord should t.Lt this 
moment l>e ILttended to, It should be tied with 11 

piece of Il cotton cord soaked in dilute iodine solution~ 

at ubout; ~ inchel::l from the navel. '1'he pad ion beyond 
tile tied place should ue (Jut off with a clean piece of 
1;00ssors dipped in iodine solution and IL little tincture 
iodine t-lhould be applied with a swab on the cut· 
end. 'l'he cut end should be treated with a IH~int of 
tincture iodine every dlLy for 41 or G dl1Ys till the 
cord d tiel:! off. 

'rIle calf u.ttempts to bLand up in a fow minutes. It 
should be helped to do 1:10, and ItS soon UB it is ltble to 
do 80 with this help, a few streaks of milk I:lhonld be 
I:lqueezed out of each t,ellot before putting the calf 
to them; this will remove tLny bn,cteril1 that might 
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be in the milk in the udder. The suoking of the teat 
helps to contract the uterus, which is necessary for 
the expulsion of the placenta. Sucking by the calf, 
therefore, helps the expulsion of the placenta. 

1023. Oare of the cow after parturition:' 'fhe 
exterior of the geni.tals j and the flanks and the 
tail should be washed clean with warm water. If the 
plaoenta is delayed, the oow should be watohed and the 
part kept, cle,anwith occasional wash with warm water 
in which a crystal of potash permanganate has been 
put to render it antiseptic. Neem leaves boiled in 
water make a good antiseptic wash.· Such water in a 
warm condition may be used for cleaning. 

'l'he cow should be given 11 warm drink. Instead of 
giving simple water, some bran and salt should be 
added to make it palatable, or still better is the' drink 
ofa, gruel made, of baj?'a, or Bome other cereal or bran, 
wi'th g2~1' a~(r a little oil. r_[1be cow should be allowed to 

rest and some dry hay placed before her to take as she 
pleased. Some green gruss may also be given, but hay 
would be better. F~r ~~p, ,g,u,Yfttl;te ~()'Y ~l¢qlllg}~\?t R~ 

. givBl1 concentrl1.tes except to the extent of making hel' 
feed pahttl1ble, After this period concentrates should 
be given and the proportion gradually increased to the 
full by, say, the sixth day. 

1024. Care of the neW-born calf: If the mother 
will not lick the calf olean, then the attendant 
should dry it clean with the help of bits of clean 
cloth. If it is cold weather the calf should be warmeq 
by lighting 3. fire and placing the calf at SO IDe 

distance from it. The calf misses the warmth of the 

62 
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womb and shall be <.lollfortable in a little warm 
atmosphere. 

'l~he first thing that comes out of the mother's tel1t 

is not milk but is called colostrum, 11 substance 
resembling milk but loaded with proteins 1111<1 mineral 
substl1l1ces to serve the need of the now-born calf. It 
is ll~t only strength.giving but ih is laX!ltive also, 
rt helps to discharge the acculllulated excreta in the 
stomach of the Clllf, called meconium. '1'bo cltlf 
should be allowed to suck up to its needs. In 11 good 
milker, if the calf is allowed to drink 1111 the milk, 
it will die of diarrhmll, for the cow produces very 
much more milk than what the calf requires Qt· can 
digest. '1:11e Co,lf should be given as lHuch mill. as is 
good for it. The cow should be milked. By milking 
it cart be ascertained how much is obt,tLiuo.ble l)(ll: 

milking from each ji0at. Prom this, au estimate of 
how lllany tel1ts should be reserved for tilE) calf can 

be made. 
'l'his is for good milkors. 

give enough for tho cl11f even. 
the calf should be first met. 

Bud lIlilkol'H Hilly not 
'l'he requirement of 

During the first fort-night mother's milk is the 
only food for the calf. 

1025, Weaning & hand-feeding the calf: In 
Government militury a,lld other £al'ms (Lnd in some 
private farms, there is the practice of weaning the 
calf from·its very birth, and rearing it by h:1nd-feeding. 
This is the European !1nd AmeriClHl pmcticc, and in 
t,hi;, countI:y it is also being recoIlnnellded. I do not 
See why the natural relat,ion between the cldf t1l1d t.he 
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mother should be so disturbed that the mother will 
never know her calf and the calf never know its 
mother. 'Where the hand-feeding of the calf and the 
weaning of the calf at birth is practised., the calf is 
removed from the mother at the moment of its birth. 
The eyes of the cow are covered by a bandage or a 
few folds of cloth so that she may not. see her calf. 
This CI11£, so taken away, is now brought to the 
nursery to be reared. lVlany points are made out for 
the practice of separating the mother from her calf. 
The reasons .are a,ll economic. The Indian cows are 
averse to this procedure, and there is no chance of the 
practice being adopted all over India. 'l'he big 
dairies which m.ay see some good in it may practise 
it. I do not see any need for it. 'l'he calf and its 
mother must know each other, and the calf should 
not be denied the mother's affection and the mother 
should be allowed to suckle it. It is .Il. na,tq,r!!>lJ~Jlnger 
and should be reBpected. I don't ~hink any saving 
in milk co,n be effected by this procedure. The calf 
will require its quota of milk, whether iii is hand-fed 
or udder-fed. ThlLG being so, there is little advantage 
in the procedure. 

1026. Claims for hand-feeding: ':Che advantages 
claimed for separating the calf from the mother from 
its birth, and of hand-feeding it, are as under: 

(1) In judging the milk-cows the quantity of milk 
delivered into the pail is taken into account. If any 
be fed to the calf so much is a lOBS while the milk
yield of the cow is to be judged, and she is to be 
regist,ered. 
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(2) 'l'he use of the cl1lf for letting down milk 
introduces an unoerta.in item and the oalf can be 
fed more one do.y and ]ess the next day. The milkers 
t.al{e advantage of this situation lmd explain away the 
short!1ges really due to their negligence or theft by 
putting the blame on the clllves as having stealthily 
Hucked Ilway the milk. 

(!!) Should a calf die, the cow will refuse to give 
IlllY further milk, but no such thing can happen in the 
hand-feeding system. 

1027. Olaims for hand-feeding not convincing; 
None of the objections are, however, very serious. Alii 
for the cnstom of recording the milk received only in 
the pail for judging a cow, it is a man-made rule started 
in the count,ries where this system of Imnd-feeding 
WItS general. In India it is different. 'l'he rules fOL' 

jndging Illay be altered. Up to now there has been 
little judging of the cows. l{egistration and milk~ 

I'ecording are just being started. Hul<-ls can be lUade 
providing for an allowance of milk {01: udder-feeding. 
As 11 matter of fact, the hl1nd-fBd cl~lvcs, during the 
first few weeks, are fed oonsiderable qUl1l1 titioB of mille 
A portion of what is received in tll(~ pail is given tjC} 

the calf. It is not at all difl:icnIt to wake 11n !ubitrary 
!l.llowance of milk fOJ: feeding the calves. '.l~hiB should 
be made and the objection under head (1) will then 
disappear. 

As for (2) the uncertainty of the quantit,y 
sucked by the cl1l{ and the milk-wen's fraud, ib is 
11 matter of supervision. If 11 trustworthy !Ju'lvcda 
18 kept, the question will not !trisc. And fnr the 
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millions who miloh their own cows it is DO 

problem at all. Au unscrupulous' milkman can steal 
even without t.he calf being there to lay the 
blame on. 

In the case of death of the calf (3), the cow dl'ies 
up if she was in the habit of being milked with an 
un weaned calf. It is so. But the death of calves 
should be a rare occurrenCe in bi'eed iog practice. 
,Weaning, on the contrary, puts a discount on the 
life of a calf resulting in national loss by the death 
of ca.lves. In the dairies the calves are regarded 
as undesirables" and as usurpers. Dairy-men for 
town milk-supply wan!; to get the last drop of 
milk for sale by depriving ,the calf. This is a 
criminal, practice, and thousands of calves are 
allowed to die in this way., '1'he practice of allowing 
the calf to die cannot be encouraged. Where 
the calf dies accidentally in spite of the care to 
rear it in sound health, it should be accepted as 
inevitable. ' 

There is no case for hand-feeding; Indian cows 
do not, cent per cent, respond to attempt to milk them 
without the calf. There arc failures, !lnd there are 
cases of low yields nJso for milking without the calf. 
'These losses outweigh the chance of loss due to the 
accidental death of a calf. 

1028. Hand-feeding-an imitation practice: , If 
the matter is gone into; there is nothing tQ recommend 
it except the fact 'that it haa become the European 
:and American practice to separate the calves from the 
mothers at their birth for a prospective -gain which 
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is doubtful. In Ind ia we do not need to sepal'llte 
the calves from the mothers and pl1il~feed them 
froID birth. 

In India, the Government dairies and some large 
private dairies are managed by men who have had 
their training in the western countries or ill America 
where the practice is to pail-feed the calves. The lives. 
of calves are held naturally at It discount when "the 
management is keen on obtaining milk only and 
not on breeding. There is a Government farm 
which receives care-takers from the different jail 
dairies for training. Hand-feeding is practised there 
and little Cltre is taken of the ealves. After such 
training, there is no wonder that theSl\ stockmen 
become failures when they returIl to the jl1ils where 
hand-feeding is not the custom. The careless way 
of maintaining calves gets into the habit of these 
tntined ruen, and calves begin to die nnder their 
supervision. 'l'his matter of holding the life of 
calves cheap, of regarding calves as useless and 
burdensome, is the bane of most dairies where hand
feeding is practised. 

1029. Saving the calves in hand-feeding: Sayer 
WitS keen on saving the lives of calves, although he
advoc!1Led the we!Lning of the calves and hand"feeding 
them from birth. Under his guidance at Pusa calf
mortality became [L rare event. Although he 
advocated pail-feeding, yet the general directions. 
which he gave are useful for calf-rearing. In an 
article on "'1'he Hearing of Pail-fed Calves," ill the 
"Agriculture & Live-stock in India," ,July, 1937, he 
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dealt with the subject. Pusa ho,d men coming to it 
to get trained in the Pusa system of feeding and 
handling .cattle. '!'hose who were coming for training 
were herdsmen and supervisors from Government 
do,iry farms. Sayer observed: 

" ... It has become painfully evident from watching 
the ideas and methods of many of these men that 
the science of calf-rearing is one of the most 
neglected sides of milch-cattle breeding, and while 
Government spends money freely on staff, stock 
and buildings, it calmly watches money thrown 
away by ignorance or neglect of ordinary first 
principles in calf-rearing. The future of every 
pedigree herd rests on' its calves, and if t.he calf· 
mortality is '10 per cent in any herd, that herd is 
costing about twice as much as it should, to breed 
quality stock, and a large n umber of valuable 
animals bred at a high cost are being lost to 
Government-the breed and the industry and 
worst of all, cattle-breeding is being actually taught 
and demonstrated on some of these farms where 
such mortalities are common yearly events .... All 
that is aimed at here is to give G clear conciss 
account of how to rear an ordinary calf from birth 
and to keep it in good health GIld clear from ordinary 
diseases, until it is able to join the young stock 
paddocks. At Pusa we had no 'modern buildings, 
no special devices or appliances. Our gowala staff 
is probably the lowestwpaid in India. They have 
no diplomas and no training except what they 
have recejved here; but we have IL calf-mortality 
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of 1'6 per cent Wllich is the bost diploma of 0,11. 

Our knowledge of catt.le is the lmowledge obt,\1ined 
froID handling and breeding j;hom, and Buch 

knowledge is the best in the world. It is no 
nse having a trained stu,ff 11nd wild cattle any more 
tlum !1 wild staff and trained Cl1tUe. Malte 
the stMf train the cattle until the cattle can 
11,] most, t.rain t.he st.aff." 
1030. Oalf-rearing by hand~feeding: "Now, 
successful calf.rearing begins, though it may not 
be generally realised, long before the birth of the 
calf. If your cow 01' heifer is properly trf1ined, 
properly handled and properly rationed during 

pregnancy, ...... you will get 11 state of things o.t 
birth which will give yon a healthy calf dropped 
by a cow who is quite calm, normal and in proper 
eondition. She will have been milked out just 
beforo and her bag will be easy, and thiA will [woid 
~1 lot, of iil'onble. 

" ... Directly the calf is out, put 11 sad: ovm' the 
cow's head and remove the cl1l£. Do thiA quickly, 
quietly and e1'11ciently, and it; should make no 
rlifference if the cow calves at 2 A. M. 01' 2 1? M. 
It should be done equally promptly .... " 
"You now ha.ve, a newly-horn wet; calf on your 
hands. 'I'ake it to a sheltered plnee and lay it 
down on a dry sack; clean the mouth and nostrils 
first, ana rub the body quite dry with an old soft 
sack. '1'1'i111 the navel cord to half an inch and pll,int 
it with tincture of iodine, continuing this treatment 
fOl" 4 01' 5 day.s till the cord dl'iefl "p. It if! quite 
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unnecessary to tie the navel cOl'd with a string as is 
so frequently done. While the calf is being dried 
put your fingers in its mouth (your hand should be 
cle!1n and the nails pared close) and train it to suck. 
This is most important, as when the calf comes 
to suck inilk from the pail later, it, will do it 
naturally tL'Om your fingers. Never wash a new
born calf; imitate its mother, she licks it dry, 
and the old sack will do the job perfectly. 
When the calf is able to move about freely 
which will he about an hour after birtb, .give 
it half a pound of coloatl'l1m. Four hours latel:. 
it Cl1n be brought over to the general course 
·of feeding. 
"Oolostrum from the dam or any other (lOW calving 
in the chain is given, as this serves as the necessary 
:laxative to remove the ,lll.ecdniuIJ). One ounce of 
linseed oil for 4 01' 5. days at night will have tbe 

\ 't' ' " , , 

same effect if colostrum is not available, and 
the calf is fed on whole-milk fl'OID other cows. 
I might bere remark that hardly any of our calves 
get colostrum from their dams. Most of then) get 
it from cows due in the chain' who bave several 
dn,ys to go, as all cows and beifers at Puaa are 
milked out before calving. Calves' born out of 
the chain, i.e. born from a cow calving down by 
herself at a time when no bther cow is near time, 
never get colostrum but are given linseed oil and 
whole-milk. Colostrum is not an essential, and 
sncb calves under liuseed oil made just as bealthy 
animals." 
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1031. Pail~feeding a new-born calf : 

Weight of calf 
at hirth. 

1bs. 

Under 40 
40 to 4,1) 

45 to 50 
50 to 55 

Over 55 

Quantity of 
milk flld. 

1bfl. 

5 to 5~ 
6 to 6~ 

6i to 7 
7 to 7i 

8 

"All mill! is fed at blood heat. There is no variation 
to this most. important rule, which is the cont,l'olling 

factol' in most cases of seouring, etc., in calves. 
Every week the quantity of milk is increfLsed by 
~ pouDd according to the condition and digestive 
clLpacity of each individual calf. 'l1hey are feel in 

the begiuu\ug thrice dai.ly, 7~~)O A.M., ~~a() g,l\:I._ 
aod.87;10 P.M. for about a mont,h. ~(1hi8 period 
is prolonged 1io 6 weeks in the cllse of weak 
c!~lves. Aher 11 month, only 2 feedB per dAiY a.re 
necessltry. . .. " 
"After () weeks BODle fodder, both dry and green, 
is gi ven to them. . .. " 
Here Sayer recommends feeding the o!L1ves indivi. 

dually from pails, tied at sufficient distlLIlce frolll each 
other in the open, 80 that ont] may not be disturbBd 
by another. 

The calves are exaruine<l, brushed and looked 
over while hied to their rings, and t,hus begins their 
handling, which is really a closer contM.t with IlHtn. 

1032. Sayer's oalf-feeding Table: Sayer gives 
the feeding Chad for ordinary cases. For speeial 
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feeding, for early maturity, more food is given 
according to another Ohart. 

TABLE-96 

Scale oj oalf-feeding. 

Age in week. Whole-milk. Skim milk. G~ain. SaIL. 
Ib8. 1bs. Ib6. oz. 

1 8 
2 8 
3 10 
4 10 
5 12 ! 1 
6 12 ?! 1 
7 12 J: 1. 
8 12 ~ 1 
g 8 2 1 1 

10 f:I 2 1. 1 
11 (j 4 1 1 
IS f) 4 1 1 
13 4 4 l~ 1 
14 4 4 I} 1 
15 4 4 It 1 
16 4 4 It 1 
17 ::l 6 2 1 
18 2 6 2 1 
19 '2 4: 3 1 
20 2 4: 3 1 
21 4: 3 1 
22 4: 3 1 
23 4 3 1. 
24 4: 3 1 
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On cu.lc1l1ating the !ltll1otlllt of whole-milk tiO he fed 

to a pail-fed calf, according to the above sohedule, for 

20 weeks or 5 months, the totl11 qlllmtlit,y of whole-milk 
recommended to be fed to the calf is found to be 
'!)ij,2 Ibs, as unde): : 

1st, 1, weelrs 252 Ibs. 

2nd. il. :l:l(j 
" 

;31'(1, 'I, ., IlJfi 
" 11,th. 'i, " ]12,~" 

5th. 'I, " oti 
" 

%2 " 
If the calves were fed from the udder it is not 

likely that more than this quantity of milk would be 

given, Amongst the cows at PUSl), flome of the noted 

poorer 111 ilkers hardly gave fiR III neh lllilk during 
their (hst and second lactation itA shown in the case 

of Algi and Bulki, milk jnst enough fiO foed their 

own calves. 

INGIWJASE IN WEIGII'j' OJ? CAL VBJS-A 
'l'ES1' Olf FEEDING: rrhe rwemge inerease of 
weight of a calf of the hetter breed of COWR, stltrting 
with !t !!,() to 50 lbs, calf, is 7-0 lbs. pel' week or It 

little over one pound per dlty, '1'hi8 is also Sl1yer's 

experience. In fodder-fed c!tlves, if this weigl\t is 
mainLl1ined, then t,hings would be ideal. I have found 

that nnder-fed c[!Jlves !I,)80 incre[!Jso at this rate. During 

the first foul' weeks the weight increase may be [l, 

little deficient, but as soon as the c!1lves learn to 
,digest concent,'at,es , thH weight is Inude up and they 
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go on adding at the' rate of a pound per day, ana 
some put in a little more weight. If pail~fed calves, 
are fed' accord,jug to the Sayer sohedule, it is, I fear,. 
a more expensive affair ,than if they were allowed to 
feed from the udder, regulated by the flow of total 
milk for the time being. From the point of economy 
in rearing up sound and healthy calves for breeding,. 
pltil-feeding show8 no advantage over udder-feeding. 
]j'or those who allow itO or 100 per cent of the calves 
to die, there may be saving; but that is beyond the 
scope of our consideration, as the rearing of healthy 
calves should be as much an objective in the dairy 
as the obtaining of milk. 

1033. Sayer allows too much milk: Sayer's, 
prescription for hand-feeding whole-milk is found 
to be very expensive. Others who have worked in 
the same Belel ha,ve other quantities of milk for feeding 
to suggest. 1'he experience and opmlOn of 
C. A. Murray, Animal Husbandry Officer of Rhodes,. 
may be mentioned (Ag1'icult'n1'e Ii; L'ive-8took ,in 
India, J2lly, 1935). 

He gave a Table of feeding on which 5 Ayreshire 
and Frieslttnd calves were subjects of experiment. 
'l'hey were fed 655 lbs. of whole-nfilk with a 
concentrate mixture to ensure proper development, 

1034. Rearing calves on lower ration of mil1(; 
Rhodes experiments; Another experiment .vas 
made to raise calves on a yet smaller amount of whole~ 
milk. In this experiment ,ta8 Ibs. of whole-milk were 
fed to the calves. This amount was fed only up to the 
8th week or the first two months of their birth .. 
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After that they depended wholly on hay and 

concentrates. The conclusion arrived at by the 
author, Mr. Murray, was that the growth was 
'satisfactory although there was a slight deficiency in 
weight which the calves were expected to make np 
dater on. 

Dut'ing the first six months of their lives, the calves 

were fed, as mentioned above, 'WB Ibs. of whole-milk 
~ 

and ,1150 lbs. of concentrl1te and ti41H lbs. of hay. 
In these experiments the calves from the beginning 
'had free access to good leguminous hlty and 

,concentrates. Cll1ves generally leam to pi ok ap_d bite 
,grass from the second week, [md froUl tho time that 

the calves take an appreciable quantity of grass and 
,concentrates the necessity for milk diminishes. 

It. is necesaal'Y to mention that in these B.hodesian 
,experiments the weights of Ule calves W~lre neatly 

double those of the Haril1nl1 or 8lthi will breed of 
,calves. 'rhe batch of calves on which the pail~feeding 

experiments were demonstrated by :::layer weighed on 
the !1VGl'age of 1) clllveEl at 11,7':) lb8. 011Ch. Hlll'il111O, 
·calves also show about. the BtJ,m8 weight at bir(ih, In 
n weeks in Sayer'!; experiment the cl11ves went np to 
'H2'O Ibs. on the n.verage. 'l'he gain in weight WitS, 

therefore, D2-,1,7':3 == '1,,1.,'7 Ih!:!. in 50 days or ronghly 
.jJ; of a pound per day. 

Iu the Hhodel:lian experiment the f1VtJl'l~ge weight 

of the calves WI1H 7i:l Ihs. against their n 01'111 al of PI} 
lbs. In the [h'st Hhodesian experiment (ihe average 
weight of calves was 86 lhe. against the f:!IHUO HonOld 

(If HO lbR. It 11ppearfJ ~hl1t these (Jlllver:; were normally 
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double onr Sahiwal 01' Hariana calves. On r.ecelVIDg 
the 450 Ibs. whole-milk in the Rhodesian experiment 
No.2, the weight went up in 180 days to 1302 Ibs. The 
increase was 302 -78 = 224 lbs. in 180 days or Ii 
pounds pel' day again,st the increase of Sayer's batch 
.of i lb. per day. '1'hel'e is room, therefore, to think 
that in place of 408 lbs. of whole milk in. the 
Rhodesilln experiment our Indian Sahiwal and 
Hariana calves can be brought up 011 much lesser 
weight ~f whole-milk. 

In India, calves can be maintained in health with 
-sufficient whole-milk from the mother for the first 
two weeks only. 'llhey may be taught to feed on 
.fodder and concentrates by keeping an older calf with 
them. 'rhey see and imitate and soon learn to take 
.concentrates and grass in small quantities from I1ftel' 
the second week. Concentrates and gr.ass should be 
made freely accessible to them. When they Jearn 
to take these, the quantity of milk may be kept on 
,diminishing, and after 8 weeks only a nominal quantity 
need be fed just to.make the cow let down the milk and 
:allow 1;he calf to get the strippings after the milking is 
,done. rh~ ~tripping8 (1re .1~i.ch(3r thNl, milk. Calves can 
he bl'O{{ght up cheap and in excelIent' health and 

allowed to att;ain full development in thiFl way, without, 
having recourse to the artificif11 method of pail-feeiling. 

Milk frOll) the mother's udder probably has more 
'value tihan milk from the pail for the calves, because 
it is seen that very satisfactory results are found 
iby feeding small quantities from the. udder during 
Jactation. 
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1035. Oalf-rearing is costly: H does not pay to 
rel1r a calf in a dairy. Where the COw is kept 
for immediate profit to the owner, the ctdf is a burden. 

:For, whatever be tbe food upon wbieh you mlLy rear 
)L calf, if you are a dail'y-lll!ll1, you will find that 
rearing has cost you more than if you had purchased 
a bull or bullock or heifer 01' cow, which you want to 
make froID a calf. rrhen, who are t,he people who real' 

calve!:; '? Not the dairy rnen. '1'h08e villagers in the 
interior where milk is chelLp, where fodder ftud labour 
ILro cheap and who cannot tlLhe the C!1l:e and adopt 
the method of milking without !Ii calf, it is they who 
rl~lLl' the calf. 

'l'hif:! is the case with cOlUmercial dairies in India. 

'1'hose who keep cows for breeding purposes have to 
real' calves, and their cost is induded in the entirC:l cost 

of the dairy estl1blishUlont. Dut COlllllWtciu,l dr"iry 
ownC:ll.'f:; hlLve COUle into the busintlsl::I 1'UI: immediaLe 

proJ'H. And they want to maintain that pwtit, 'l'his 
is ~lle caDe with CUIlllllel'ciu.l daires 110t only in lwlia 

!Jut ILIl OVeL' in AmericlL Imd Jijllgllmd 11ud in ]j.~urope. 
Ht!fertmces are fouud in the t,ext books !Lnd in the 

llLel'l1Lul'e OIl modern dlLirying, actvil::ling dairy owners, 
not to sldl off their md ves buti to r(lIH til elll l~t leust to· 
meet Ilhe requireLUents of lUILilllilLinillg Lhu Htrcngth of 
their own hl~rds. Evidently they do noli do 1::10, hcrwe the 
advice. They prefer to !:lC:lil tlleir CILivCI:i Imd !Juy huifeJ:s 

when 11ecessl1ry from other people whu are 110ti 

l:luppliers of milk to towns. 'l'hil:i i!:l tIl(; cuse all the 
world over. 'l'his necessity of obtaining milk at the 
cheapel:it rate has led to the invention of the device 
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and practice of milking a cow without her calf. It is 
an art, and this art has been sCientifically developed in 
the Wes~ DOt for the healLh of the calf, not for the 
better rearing of the calf, but for lllaking the milk 
supplying dairy mOfe profitable. 

1036. Dairy practice and killing of calf: The 
dairy lllen in Europe and America calculate that if 
they rear their calves, they cannot go on ind(lfinitely 
absorbing them in their own herd; they would have to 
sell them, all the males and the excess of females over 
their replacement needs. This means practically the 
whole production of calves has to be sold. Selling after 
rearing them is a losing business. Even if the calves 
are not reared on their dams' milk but on skimmed 
milk and grains or so-caUed milk Bubstitiutes, still the 
cost of rearing them cannot be fetched by selling them. 
'I'herefore, the c{1lves are Bold fOL' their meat--veal. 
'I'he dairy makes profit on milk and the calf goes to 
be slaughtered. There is difficulty here again. 'rhe 
calf, when it is just bam, has very much water in its 
body--:-near about 75 per cent, and it has only about 
25 per cent solid. Such It calf is not liked for veal. 
Calves must be at least three weeks old. to be fit for 
the meat market. Oertl1in Stl1tes in the U. S. A. 
have legislation preventing the sale of calves less 
than three weeks old for veal. But maintenance, even 
for three weeks, is 11 burden. Such a slllall calf cannot 
take anything but milk and milk is costly. The amount 
spent over the milk in feeding thtl c.:,o.,lf for three 
weeks, to bring up to the standard weiciM for veal, will 
be less than the amount received frow the. sale of it. 

63 
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~rher(:lfOl'e, the culf is !111owed to die even without 
being used as veal. '.rhis is the cheapest way of rearing 
calves-to let them die imm.ediately after birth. 

1037. New-born calves to die: Eckles in hill 
"Dairy CaLtle I1nd Milk Production" (103!)) Puge 225, 

put the matter as under: 
"Veal P'roduction. Under EUrOpel1D conditions 
where few cattle are kept especially Ifor meat 

production, veal occupies a deoidedly important 
place in the llleat supply of the people. In 
America, where the abundance and comparative 
cheapness of feed has made possible the l'I1ising 
of large numbers of animals primarily or 
exclusively for beef, veal is of far less importance 
and has not received much attention. In fact, veal 
cfLlvCB are merely 1L by-product of milk production; 
and the source of supply for 1L city is, in geneml, 
jihe same herds which supply it wiLh mille ... " 
"netwl'ns 'in Vca,l P1·od'llction. '1'ho first question 
LhlLt arises ill connection with the veal cl1if is 
wheLher the price recei ved justifies the inllount of 
lllilk necessary to feed the animal until it CI1n be 

. vut. on the 111l1rket .... " 
"ApproxiilllLtely 10 pounds of milk are required for 
-every pound of gfLin lUude by the veul elL)f, but 
seldom will the soiling priue of tho olLlf by the 
puulld equal the lllarket value of 10 pounds of 
wilk. Under COlillllOll condiLiolls every pound of 
gain (in weight) on 11 veal cl1lf is made ut a loss. 
'rhe only pro lit made is by selling the weight of the 
<li1lf at ~irtb, and it follows that the younger 11 Cit If 
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can be sold as i1 rule, the greater the profit, even 
though the total income is less. It is for this 
reason that the ~endeDcy is to sell the calf as 
young as possible, and that cities and states 
have found it necessary to establish regulations 
concerning the minium age at which calves may 
be sold for veal. rrhree weeks is the standard 
regulation, but it does not prevent many from 
reaching the market before this age is reached ... ," 
1038, American dairy-man a.nd the gowala: We 

have noW"probed into the reason of the dairy man's 
practice of milking a cow without a calf. In this 
matter, the much-blamed city gowala of India is 
equal to his American and European opposite number. 
Both work for pt6fit and do not care to rear calves, 
and are relieved by their death. 

Yet calves have to be reared to keep the number 
of heifers, cows and bulls up to the requirement. 
Then the question arises as to how best to rear a calf 
at the minimum of (;ost and at the same time ensuring 
its health, so that it may develop into a good animal 
worthy of the pedigree of the herd. 

1039. Calf-rearing on skimmed milk - not 
practicable in India: It has been found that calves 
can be real'ed cheapest on skimmed milk. In calf
roaring, skimmed milk ne~rly takes the place of whole
milk, if only some grains in the form of gruel are mixed 
wi~h the skimmed milk to make up fol' the fuel-value of 
the buttel' taken off, Vitamin A also has to be supplied 
in some form. When the calves are about 2 weeks 
old they may begin to digest smltll quantities of hay 
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or grass providing the vitamins, but for tbe first two 
weeks some whole-milk must be given to supply the 
vit,l1min in order to ensure the healthy developmen~ 

of the cl1lf. 
Use of skimmed milk again presupposes that 

butter is made in the establishment. In crel1merieB. 
the suppliers of milk may take back the skimmed 
III ilk. In India there is a demand for it as a human 
food~ml1teril\l 80 that even if skimmed milk is avo.ihlblc 
in rural bomes, Cl1lves have little chanoe of 
obtaining it. 

1040. Oalf-rearing on the least quantity of milk: 
A method, therefore, has to be found outi for rearing 
h'elLlthy calves even without tbe aid of skimmed 
milk. fl'his CfLn be dOlle by giving the calf the 
minimum amonnt of milk and training the calf to, 
ta,ko ()oncen tmtes very early. Ii'rom after the second 
week calv6s can take concentrate and bits of gl'lLSS, or 
chn'cf. Wi th older companions it is eaBY to teach 
them to do BO. After milking, when the calf has had 
its feed of milk left for it in the uddur, 11 little 
concentrate, gram husk 01' linseed cake ruoal, may be 
p[t.ced on its tongue. It learns jiO take tllest), Imd if 
these are kept aVl1ilable before it, when in the compo/ny 
of older c!1Ives, who take them with avidity, the 

new-comer soon takes to eating concentl:ates and hilY. 
After six weeks the qUl1ntity of milk from the 

udder may be very muterilLlly reduced with th(1 

corresponding inCrO!1Se in the feeding of gruel, 
coueentmtes and hay. After 12 weeks they lllay 
subsist entirely on these feeds, getting only the 
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strippings ldt after milking and the few el1rlier 
sucking;.; just to let down the milk. On this basis milk 
expenditure need not be calculated aHel" 12 weeks, 
although in two milkings they will manage to Buck 
from ~ to ! pound so long as the cow continues to give 
milk. I have fonnd that a Hariana calf weighing 501bs. 
may be brought up on 300 to 350 lbs. of milk from 
the udder, and their feeding may yet be so regulated 
that t,hey go on adding :1 lb, daily to their weight 
for the entire lactation period' and afterwards. (971) 

1041. Rearing Hariana calves on 3501bs. of milk: 
'11he following Table gives an idea of the concentrates 
and roughages fed to Hariana calves by me for 
achieving the above result. 

TABLE-97 

Fo?' Ha?'iana calves birth weight 50 lbs. 
Ai B. C. 

Calf age Calf age Calf age 
Dn.i1y rrLiJion. 0 woeks to 12 weeks to 24 weeks to 

12 weeks.. 24 weeks. 12 months. 

Hay, Stra,w, Grass. 1'lb. cit Ibs. 8 Ibs. 
Husks of legumes. Ii\- Ibs. 2 Ibs. 2?! lbs, 
Cereal, broken 

rice in gruel form. .l. 
2 lb . 1 lb. l~ lbe. 

Oil cal<e, linseed and 
mustard, equal 

proport ions. i! lb. £ lb. I lb. 
Salt. 1 ounce 1 onnce 1 ounce 
Bone-meal. 1 ounce :1 ounce 
Milk from the mother 

approximately. I! to 3 lbs. 1 lb. i lb. 
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'rhe quantities pnt ftgltinBt 6 to 12 weekfl !11'e not what 
a 6-weeh: old calf can take. A batch of calves of that 

range of age are given tbe feed. '1'be AmalIeI' ones 
and the beginners take much les8 and the older 
ones take more. The rtttion for a batch of six is 
weighed out at the rate under A., and the batch 
feed A together. 

Sirnilt1l'y fa l' B., the beginnel'R of 12 weeks tt1ke less 
and the older ones of 24 weekI'! more, but tbe averH,ge 
quantity of ration fed works out. ftB has been put down. 

For C., the batch requires very little eOllcentl'llte 

in excess of the B. gwup. 'rhe rai;ion of roughnges 
i B increased. 

As foJ' milk the 6-week old ones got t1bout a lbs., 

and the quantity diminishes to l~ Um. fOI' the 12 weeks 
old oneH. After they have paflfl(~d 12 weeks, t;lw weaker 

ones 111'0 given a little more t,ban :1 lb. and the stronger 
ones less [LIld leBs. li'ol' O. gronp. milk iA only nominal, 

being jUl:;t enough to Int1ke the cow let down the milk, 
rmd they nrc removed f!:Olll neftI' thf'. cow immedilltf'ly 

a,ftcl' the milking is finished. 
On tho firHt week of their birth the ealves t1re 

allowed to be' with t.heir GILUIFJ and ,I, (iimes they are 

allowed to have their fill. Care if! tl1ken t,o Ree that 
there is no over-feeding. Excess milk only iF.! lillI-en 

out of the nddel'A by milking. 'j'he first week's full 
feeding gives It good stt1rt. During the Becond wpek 
they ftl'e allowed to BUOll: Itppl'Oxiltll1tf~ly 5 lbs. pOl' dny. 
From the third week milk l1110wanee goeH down und 
down to 1 lb. in the 18th week. A cn,]culated lind: 

approximftte Table is given below: 
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'PABLE-9S 

Milk allowed to Hariana calves on ave1'age . 
'C. in s~tc7cing j1'Om. thei1' dams. 

Fr'om the 1st to the 36th week. 

(Approximate) 

Doily feed. Milk :fed. 

1st week 
2nd 

::lrd-5th 
nth-7th 
8th-9th 

" 
" 

@ 5 lbe. 

8 weeks @ '1 " 

With the dam. 
85 lbs. 

84 " 

" 2 " 
" 2 " 

10th-12th" :~ " 
V.Jth-2iHh ,,12 " 
25th-36th " 12' " • 

@ 8 " 
@ 2 " 

@ Ii " 
@ 1 lb. 
@ l 

"2 " 

4,2 " 
28 !! 

31~ " 
8'J, II 

4,2 " 

999 

36 weeks total a4,(l~ " say, :350 lbs. 

The milk taken by the calf during the first week 
is not taken into account because it is colostrum and 
is not saleable milk. 

The health of the calf is watched, and those getting 
lean are allowed more milk. After 2 weeks they 
are trained to commence eating roughage and 
concentrates. Gruel is given from the second week. 
Those who can forage are given less milk. Linseed 
cake is the best cake for calves. At the place of 
the experiment mustard-cake was available on the 
premises, and' because linseed cake had to be 
pUl'chased half the quantity of cake could be given 
as linseed Jcake. The mixture of cakes was made up 
of half linseed and half mustard cake. 
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It. has been estimated that the calves get from the 
second week about 350 Ibs. of mill;: in tot,al during 
;W weeks from their dams, 'rheil' feeding is regulated 
on tihis bl1sis. The milker can easily nnElel'stand how 
much is being left for the calf. With a gowala 01' 

milkman acting harmoniously with the desire of 
the management, it is eaRy to feed j;h(~ rninilumu milk 

consistent with the healthy growth of the clLl£. This 
personal method is immensely snpel'ior to the 
method of milking out from the) cl!1111 and then 
feeding by hand. 

In feeeling the concentmties to the cn,lves, it should 
bn remembered that when l'oughag'os of a better 
character fire given, less conCerl1imtet'l would be 
1100e8SI11'Y lind that legume hay ll1f1Y he l'eglLl'ded as a 

coocentil'ate by it":lel£. In the experiment ui~ntioned 
1tbove, roughages cOl1siAterl of )'ieA-Hr,)'/1W and gl't'on 

({uinon, grass, 

In the feeding 'l\lJbles for Cl1lvol:I tho CI1BO of 

H!ui!lOf1 crtlves has been given, SILhiwals also are 
of jihe Ramo weight, a.nd require tho i:H1HlO treatment, 
Calves of other birlih-woights will requiro different 
treatmenti, 

Young calvcR can successfully be l'I1isocl on some 
simple concentrate mixtures; these have been used 
with FlUCC09S, 

Mixture. 1. Ground maize :l\) los. 
Ground ouMl 'J.O " Cotton seed cake 20 " 
Salt 1 lb. 
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Mixture II. Ground badey 200 lbs. 

Ground oats 150 " Wheat bran 150 " 
Linseed cake 50 " 
Bone-meal 4 }J 

Salt 3 " 
Mixture III. Grouud maize B4 Jbs. 

Ground oats 35 II 

Co~ton see'd cake 20 ., 
Dry skimmed milk 10 " 
Salt 1 lb. 

1042. Birth-weig'hts of oalves: In the matter 
of feeding, the birth-weight of calves has an important 
bearing. Calves at birth may be weighed and their 
actual weight determined. It is necessary to find,out 
whether r,he calf has been born with the normal 
weight or not. rl1he normal birth-weight is regl1rded 
in India to be 5 per cenh of t,he weight of the dam. 

Macguckin gives the formulas which depend upon 
the consideration that the calf is influenced 2 units 
by jihe dam and 1 unit by the sire ill the matter of 
birth-weight. According to him the hirth-weight of 
a calf should be 5 per cent of the average weight of 
those 3 units. 

Weight of clam x 2 l 
Weight of sire x 1 I = A. 

A, divided by 3 is the average of the weights of the 
parents. 5 pel' cent of this weight or one-twentieth 
d it should be t.he normal weight of the calf. 
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Modern American opinion, howevel', is that the 
hirth-weight of the calf depends solely upoo the 
weight of the dam and is unaffected by the weight of 
the sire, probably if of the same breed. We calculate 

5 pel' cent or 2'0 th of the weight of the dalll for the 

birth-weight of the calf in Indift. rrhe American 
calculation for normal weight has been fonnd to be 
different with dii'fel'ent breeds I1S under: 

Breor1. 

Jersey 
Holstein 
Guernsey 
Ayrshire 
Brown Swiss 
Dairy Short-horn 

TABLE-9f) 

Avom(£n birth
woight of hOI,h 

8l\XOfl. 

55 
HH 
71 

7'2 
IO() 

7B 

W"ight of cll.If in 
propor(,ioll to 

w"ight of dnm. 
Per coni,. 

rl'he nonnal birth-weights of the different IndiuD 

breeds and their percentage to the weight of the dam 
bave DOt been worked out in II. t,abulltl' form. It is 
expected when the normal bidh-weights of Indian 
breeds I1re wodwd ant, similar variations as are shown 
in the above AmeriClLIl Table will btl fOIlIld. ,In the 
meantime 5 per cenli of the weight of the daIll may be 
regarded 118 the sliandard fol' calculation of the normal 
birth-weight for the Indian calf. 

1043. Rearing heifers: Female calvos, after thai ... 
dams cease to lactate, cease to be cltHed calves and are 
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called heifers. The rearing of a heifer is the rearing' 
of a future cow. 

FEEDING: The feeding rate of calves for six 
months, fWIll 6 to 12 months of age has been given. 
'l'hat feeding is based on pOOl' roughages, as has been 
mentioned, of rice-straw and about 20 pel' cent Guinea 
grass. The concentrates have been suited to this poor 
roughage. If better roughage is given, correspondingly 
les8 concel1tra.tes wi II serve. (971) 

1044. Heifers from 6 to 12 months age: Morrison 
recommended the following fol' this age of calves: 

"'J.1he amount of concentrates required will depend 
on the quality of roughage fed. With good 
roughage 2. to 3 Ibs. of concentrates pel' head daily 
should be enough; while, with that of only 
fair quality 4 to 5 lbs. may be needed to keep 
the heifers gaining properly. Heilers 6· to 12 

months of age should be fed "B, t,o 15, Ips. of hay 
per day or !? to.lO Jbs. of hay and 8 to ] 5 Ibs. 
of silage.')' 

This is for American cows, Of t.he American cows 
J el'seys correspond closely to hhe size and weight of 
our Hadanas. Therefore, the above observation wilL 
be applicable to the Harianus also. Judged from 
Morrison's standard the l'l1bion indicated, in column 0 .• 
pl'ovid,.ing 2'~ lbs. of concentrate with 2* Ibs. of legume 
husks, a second-grade concent.rate, and 8 Ibs. of 
roughage in Para 1041 seems to be fair, considering our 
climate, with less need of roughage in consequence. 
In practice, the scheduled quantities have been found 
to be satisfactory. 
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Past,ure, and good pasture at t,hat, is strongly 
recollllllended. If: the pasture 18 excellent no 

concen trates would be necessary to bring up bealthy 
heifers to their full development, 

After the heifers huve become l1 year old, their 
capacity to eat roughage increases and they need less 
and leBs concentrates, taking the cba,racter of the 
l:oughage into consideration, If they ILl'S fed on rice
straw or wheat-stl'l1w, tlf:l the lll[1in rongb[1ge, the need 
for concentmte will fully remain. With joa1' 01' 'I'a[Ji 

and green fodder or silage in plenty, the necessity of 
COllcentmtes will be less, and if t.hey 111'e fed IL portion 
by pastnl'l1ge on IJlICerne 01' BeraeeIU, no concentrate 
will be neCe8SlL1'Y. Lucerne and DtlrSeem gl'een P!.1stiure 
will take the place of concentrates, 

1045, Age for first calving; In AlllOl'ic!L they 
eall calving a,t the age of 24, 1l1Onths [,0 be fiLil' llHLtUl'ii;y. 

_tPOl' this, the clLlf is to be served by It bull in its 

] 5th month, If the firs t, coming tu helLt if! ddl1yed 
in America liO IG or Ib monthR, it if) then of lien 

eonsidewbly c1iflicnlt to hlwe f1 heifer hel1tied. 

In India cl1lving. at 24, llwnMls is l'lLrl, , Barly 
maturity experiments ILt Pusa nhowed thl1t it Can btl 
successfully achieved withoL1t l111y 1I1d effect on tho 
weight; of the calf or 011 the constil;ntiul1 of the heifer. 

In order to find whetbol' a heifer is makiug fair 
progress, it is necessary to find out its weigbt. For 
11 HlLl'ilmf), Cl.t11', properly developing into a heifer, 
the rate of one pound increase of weight pl~r di1Y 

on the average up to the second year mu,y be 
regarded as fair. 
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1046. Jersey heifers: Table of weights: 

TABLE-IOO 

The weights of Jet'sey heifers, given by Mon'ison 
as not'mal, a?'e as ltnde?', 

Months. Weight. 

Birth 

1 

2 

8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
]8 

20 
22 
24 

•• 0 

5<.1 lbs. 

68 " 
92 " 

H14, I' 

250 " 

331 " 
'102 " 
4fi2 " 
518 " 

5G8 " 
()l5 " 

()58 " 
702 " 

750 " 

"In bringing up heifers, C!lJre ~bould be taken to Bee" 
that they do not get too fat. Fu.tnesB and over-feeding 

delay their coming to heat. l!'eeding is an art and 
should be learnt from experienced men. The Tables 

can only serve as aids and guides, But absolute 
dependence on Tables would be disastL·ous, as these 
can never tell all that need be told in the matter 
of cODstructing a ration aod feeding for aniIllalR 

1047. Lactation yield with advance in calving: 
rfhe first lactation of a heifer is below wll!1t her 
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normal and fnll capacity is. In the second lactation 

also the yield does not generally come up to the full. 

From the third lactation full yield is obtained which 
is Illaintained up to the sixth and beyond according to 
{)irCnlllstallces, after which the yield decreases. 

1048. Rearing bull calves: '1'he general lines will 
be the Hams aI'J ind icn,ted for heifers. After the oalves 
have attained tj months they I'Jhol1ld be separated 

from the females, because the bull calves make 
quicker gain than females. In AnleriCl1, a bull, if well 
,grown, should be sufficiently ntf1,tme for very light 
service at 10 to l~ months of ftge; but not mOl'e than 

J or 2 services in anyone week should be permitted 
until he is 2 years 01(1. In Indilt we may limit thH 
age by adding Ii months over the American stlLndal'd, 
and t,ake full service from a btl II after its IttL!~iIllIlent of 

2?i yeltl'S, tLlthough light service clLn be taken froUl l~ 

years. 8IL)'or's experiments have dispelled all fears 
;fLbnui; t,he UIll-illil.l1bildi), of cllrly IlllLturity in IURle 

calvotl. (971) 

1049, From ca.lf to mature bull: r1.'he bull 
should be broken as it eftlf and Itt ILhouti 1 yOl11' of age 
should hltVe a stout. ring il1HBrted in its nose. 'I' he 
ring should not be allowed to weal' thin. A t the age 
of 2~ yettrB t.he ring HhOllld be replaced by It hLrger one, 

'I'he bull calves Hhould be so handled that they COlIle 

to feel th!1t llllm is their Ull1Hti01' [md should never be 
gi ven f1n opportnnity to learn what great strength they 
h,we. (964) Stalls and fences should be so built that 
they may never bl'e!],k through these, so that t,hey may 
not 10111'n how t,o breftlt 100S8. A hull f.lhould be handled 
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with 11 strong rope attached to his nose ring. A 
B~aff attached to the nose ring would be better. 
Bemembering that faLal accidents happen in handling 
the bull, safety will lie in always being alert when 
handling them. Nearly all the accidents have been 
with 'quiet' bulls that have beeD too much ttusted is 
J.\loL'!'isou'8 warning, 

::lome work should be given to the bull, and he 
should be trained to the work quite early. Pulling of 
.carLs l:iingly harnessed is ODe way. Better would be 
liO gi ve him a steady work such as driving a ghani 
fOl' only a shol·t period daily. This will l<eop him in 
.l1 fit condition. Without work and on idly el1ting, 
.the bull gets impotent cady and his disposition also 
becomes ugly. 

1050, Number of services in the year: 60 services 
.can be tttken dUl'ing a year. 100 services also will be 
£l1i1' if they are evenly distributed. 

GEIANGE OJ!' A BIBE: 'l'he bull, if kept for 
more t,han ;) years in Lbe SI1111e herd will in-breed. 
1'he practice, therefore, has developed of exchanging 
bulls between establishments. If It bull is 1;1 good 
,one and if hil:) daughtel' is a good milker'he may be 
.allowed to stay on. This matter has been discussed 
while considering breeding. 

1051. Oastration: Male calvel:) I:)hould be 

.cCLstrated at (j months of age. They may be castl'l1ted 
later on also, But it is safer to castrate an I1Diwal 
,before it attains the age of serving a cow; fOl' only 
approved bulls are to be engaged £01' service. 
Uncastrated bull-calves are a danger to ploper 
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breeding. In order not to run risks, such calves as 

It1'e not to be reared as bulls, should be castrated 
within 12 months of age. 

],or castration a 'Burdizzo castmLor' should be 

used. 'I'his is more or les8 painless and lihere is no 
dlUlger of sepsis. The diHlculty with it is Iihl1t the 

cord may slip from its grip I1nd the cl1straliiou IlHLy 

not be perfect, allowing SOlUe blood t,o pass, in which 

llIM:lli the calf will continue to function imperfectly. 

As it I:1I1£eLy, therefore, both the cordl:1 I1re l:wpamtely 

crushed, each in two places, one below the other, 

80 Llmt during lihe second (JlLstration DO pl1in is Cel t. 
After the crushing, the SCl'OtUIll aud the testes 

Idso swell. rrile swelling remains for 11 few days and 
theu subsides, and there is atropby of t,he pari; which 

shrill ks in hlze. 

1052. Feeding the bullocks: '11110 lJllllocks 
should be fed according to the wurk takol1 out of Lheill. 

rrhe maintenance mtion h11f:l bet!ll given for I,he weight, 
of the ani lUo.!. Bor wOI:k I.Ldd i t,iollal uut,ritHl t baH to 

be tiupplied. Nutrienlifj required for work production 

pel' LOOO 10". body~weight have 1,0 be added to the 
l1minteI1llnce 1111oWI1nce. 

':rABL.l!:-1Ul 

(BfLsetl on A'l"tnsby's l1a.t(Z by Sen,) 

Work. Digestible S. K 
protein. lb. (mnl'oh,c'111ivn]flnl;) 

HefWY (8 haul'S work a dlLy) 1'5 1;3' 12 
Mediuill ('1 hours 11 day)'!) (j'5li 

Slight; (2 hours 1.1 dllY) '5 ;1'20 
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For maintenance, the geuernl COUlputation for !t 

J ,DOD IbB. weight of unilllal is (-i Ibs, stl1l'ch equivalent 
Hnd '0 lb. digestible protein. 

It will be Beell t,hl1t for llled iUlu or 'j, hours 
work a8 much stf~rch equivalent is needed a8 for 

Illl1inlenflllCe, and the protein requirement is over 
double t,he settle for maintenance. rrhis is froll1 

Ai'lllsby's calculation. Nowadays, it is regftl'dNl 
thlLt the protein requirement assessed by Armsby 

is much too high. On the other band, the theory 
that protein is required only for maintenance und 
not for work is not borne out by actual test. "In 
(Letuu.l 'test !1nilllltlR do require protein for work. 
'1'he1'l;)fo1'e, between tdlowing no protein and giving 
as much protein as was tabled by Armsby, ther~ 

is a midcUe path. This middle path will point 
to Lhe feeding of double the maintenance r!ttio for 
L1 hours work, in other words, feeding double the 

maintenanoe proteins (l;ud double the maintenance 

starch equivalent 
It will btl observed that all this new energy and 

protein have to be Rupplied from concentrates, 
because we have allowed all the grass that an 

animal cttn take for its maintenance. There is no 
room left for fresh ingestion of roughage for the 
production of work. If, in any estimate, nut.riontf05 

for work are to be provided, sllch nutrients lllUllt 

practic!Llly oome wholly from concentrates ill qUlllltities 
set. forLh in the 'rable. In other word", both 
protein!'! and starch egui valents should Come from 

coneen tmtes. 
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Without foods containing protein, the extra ration 
becomes uupalatable, and pah~tlLbility does not respect 

twientific bOllndal'ies. 'rho working animals have to 

be given prolieins in the form of concentrates. 

If roughages are inCl'C!lsed and the animal cnn 
digest the increased quota of roughage, still the new 
roughage will not go to produce work, because of the 
energy consumed in masticating it. In main1lenance 

such dissipation of energy givel:l ril:le to bent 
which IDaintnins the body. But whor(1 energy is 

required t,he dissipated hel1t cannot give thu.t. 'rhe 
neceBsity of provid ing extra energy in the form of 
{)onc(mtl'l1tes becomoR almost impemtivo. 

AI'! 11, gonerlLl rule, therefore, feeds should be 

supplied for work Ul the forIll of eoncentmtes 
eon taining 11 fail' pl'O[lort,iol1 of protein ItS giw·u in 

the 'I'able. 
1053. Management of the dairy cow: By 

:.;cientifie 1l111olLger.uent greltt ilnprovcmou ts in the 

mi Iking Gll'paci Gy of t.lHl cow IWLY be Itceomplished. 
HeBcluch was done Oil t.his subject and on the !)ubject 
uf 0fuly mu.tnrity Itnd I-ikeleLal illlpl'OVeImmt of bulla 
(Lod cows et.c. ail 1'u8a !tnd elsewhere. In the following 
plLl'ILgl.'aphs the work done on tho HLLhiwal cow is 
described as an object-lesson. 

rj~ho accompanying '1'ablo will ahl.)w what illlprove

montH the IJjallpur (Punjl1u), rusa (Dihu,l) and 
Ferozepore (Punjab) (Ul'lllfJ brought on the Saltiwl1l. 

1054. Progressive inCl'ease in milk yield by herds 
at Lyallpuf, Pusa, and Ferozepore: From the date 

of their establisbment.-( Wright's Re}J01·t. P. 172). 
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l'ABLE-I02 

A've1'l.ige da'ily yields 'in lbs. 
]914 1912 1912 

lJy[tll}! m', 

[HO 

5'40 

O'SO 
'/'18 
7'4/j 

S'oU 

9'01 
7'27 
l)'lU 

\)-DO 

\:)'03 
\:)'8 

IJ':.~8 

10' 7;J 

11 '\17 
'11'40 

11 ti7 

l~'!:l'J 

lJ '-:Ii) 

15'Oii 

J U 54 
17-15 

PUlJl1, 

5'8 
7'0 
8'0 

u'o 
0'8 
t)'l 

7'4 
1)'2 

·8'0 
g',! 

10'0 

12'0 
1~'3 

11-7 

12'7 

14'3 
l~N 

10'0 
l;3'i) 

H:l'5 

11'S 
Jl'o 
12'~ 

Ilh) 
12'0 
.14'8 
14'7 
15'0 
W'2 
10'4 

17'4 
Hi-4 
15'0 
18-0 

17'0 
Ib'4 
Hi'9 
17'7 
20':3 

, 22'(j 

JW:J 
11)'5 

1011 

'1'6 
59 
IHi 

!J'1l 
l:N) 

10-0 

11'0 
11'1 

11'9 
11'7 

12'5 
12'1 

\)'g 

12:5 

12'5 
12'0 
Bh) 
12'8 
170 
10'8 
1;)'7' 

11'1 

-l< "'rhe~e am over-allltverllges, i.e, averages over milking a~ 
Ilry 8tOCJ~, whcreas those shown ill other columns are 
mill,iug !1 vsrllges, Further the progressive increase of th" 
.l!'eroz~pur hord is often masked by the influx of fresh 
(lOW a whioh are purohased in the market for mooting t bu 
]'oquirt'tllent8 of tl'[1.d€, ~'hegEl!He not snpara.tely shown," 
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A look at the fore-going 'rable will show what. 
enormous progress bas been made in course of 22 
years. 'llhe Ferozepur herd had a better start i. e. it 
beg!lD with comparatively high-yielding cows. 'Vhile 
Lyl111pur and Pusa began with about 0'7 lbs. daily 
yield, Ferozepul' began with 11·3Ibs. To come to 
Ferozepur'a starting yield of 1]:3 lba., the Lyallpur· 
and Pusa herds took 12 years. In Olver's words, Pusa 
and Lyallpur doubled their yield in 12 years. Once a 
high mark is reached it is not possible to keep the 
same l'ate of progress in the milk-yields of herds~ 

Ii'luther improvements must necessarily be slower and 
slower. Another 10 years were required for the Lyallpur 
and Pusa herds to put in another 5 Ibs. of milk per 
cow per day for the herd, bringing the daily avemge 
to about 17 Ibs. The ]'erozepur herd, starting with 
ll';l Ibs. of milk, also put in another 5 or 6lbe. in 

11 years, reaching 17 Ibs. It has gone up to 18, 20· 
aDd even 22 lbs., but the results have not been 
steady; for, after attaining 22 Ibs., it fell in 3 years· 
to l(i'5 Ibs. It may be due to tile purchase of fresh 
cows frolll the ml1rket- cows having comparatively 
pOOl' yield-or it lllay be due to 11 fall for reasons 
within the herd. 

'l~he 'l'able shows Ufi what the Sahiwals llIHlei·· 
eX};lert nilmagement can do. 'J'he opposite of this will 
be found when we corne to study the petforml111Ce of 
the slime Sr1hiwal in t.he hands of the vi Ilager. (263) 

. 'l'he .. l~llpl'OVe[llent achieved in the dairies at· 
FerozepUl', LyaUpul' and PUBtt is due to t,he number of 
succes8Iul experiments conducted. '1'he achievenHml> 
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was Doh dne to routine procedure. l:jjvel'Y dairy-hord 

WllS Il1I1c1e 11 laboratory-an'bject of experimentation', 
and an ltlllazing !lll1o,mt of imagination; t,cchnique 

and f-lkill W!~f.1 brought to bear on the subject 
<Of ref-leal'ch. Some .. of the puhlishea reports of 
experimental work of Mr, Wynne Sayer wit.h t;he 
Sahiwnl herd at Fllsa (Bihar) are too instructive t .. O 

be passed over, (263) 

1055. The Sahiwal at Pus a : r:l'here was fl common 
belief t,hut fJcrvice from U1!lJtnre hulls only should be 

token, {md that the heifer also should be mature when 

she tl1knR the bnll, sO thl1t a sonnd progeny may result. 

'rhis IWceptod belief was being worked upon. The 
cattle in India come to matul'ity lUnch later than they 
do in 'Fllll'Ope, Becl1l1se of late tnatnrity of service 
time' l1ud of calving tilllo, there is economic ]098. 

Aparti frotn those, those who want to make genitftl 
experimonts for the improvement of the berd have to 
w!)'it mnch longer than they would, have to do 

Dthonviflc. '1'h080 factors led l.Vfr. Wynne Sayer to 
fltl1rt expedmentA with the Rahiwal herd at Pna!1 at 
his diRPORltl. 

He made innovations, and thanks to his researches, 
we now lmow that unilel' propel' management early 

tnltt,nrity g'iVOR very slltisfactory results. '1'he llsuld 
way for judging a bull iA by tp.11ting it and then 
soeing Whll,t; milk the claughtel' of the bull gives 11s 

eompl1l'ed witih the milking' capacity of hor darn. The 

titlle usually reqnil'p,d for cltl'rying' ant slleh fm 
expel'i men t covers 11 p{n'ioel of five and a half yeal's 

.only III England; whereas in India, such rm 
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experiment would take close upon nine years. By 
that time the bull to be tested will have grown old 
and of little service. The usual Time Table is given 
below. (12,258·'63, 10(1) 

.1056. Age of a proven bull in England and 
India: 

'TABLTlI-I03 

In liJnghnd. 
Year. Monthr<. 

Age of bull when it 
first stads service ] 

CILlf is born at 0 
This calf becomes It 

heifer and receiveR 
the bnll I1t 

(j·estation period 
End of tiest 

Itwtation. 
End of secono 

lactation. 

() 

o 10 

Tn Innili. 
YNL1', MontllH, 

., 

.j 

() 

2 
() 

o 

() 

!I~ 

Ii 

!)~ 

o 
1"1 

Tn the first Inutation t.he full milk-yiold iH not 
reacbed in Inaja; therefore, a aeeond llletntion bnH t,o 

be taken before t.he petformance of the bull i8 proved. 
From the 11bove Tl\ble, with ettl'ly mat,nrit,y, 11 bull 
in England can be pl'Oved in fi~ yearB I1B ngainst 
8 years lJ months or, say, !l yefL~'B in India. 

"'rhe experience n,t Plum where we have rigidly 
refrained from t,he poliey of merely purchasing aU 
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the best examples of the breed which could be 
found (which is not really cattle-breeding) has been 
as a"bove ill 1~lmost all cases, and to say that it has 
been one of the chief obstacles to the work of 
milch improvement is to state nothing hut the 
plain fnct,s. During mosti of the time we have 

been using bulls of unknown value, with the 
result that we have had a few pleasant surprises 
and a good many severe shocks, and progresH hl1S 
been slow," (72) 
1057, Goal of 1,000 gallon herd-average: "It 
had, therefore, bl.'lcorue clear that if the Su,hiwal 
herd was going to pl'ogL'ess by its present 
method of breeding up towards the goal of 11 

1,000 gallon hord-averttge (which is t,he aim of the 
first-class milch herd) then this wOl:k had got to he 
accomplished by the use of tested and proved bulls 
only, It must never be forgotten lihat the higher 
you bring up the milk-average of your herd, the 
easier it is to find a bull which will bring it dowll. 
It is mneh (laBier to depreciate the progeny of 1~ 

1,000 gllllon cow than a 500 gallon, and this rule 
holds good and becomes increasingly significant as 
the herd-yielo increases." ("PUSI1 Early Maturity 

ExperimontB"-Sayer. A.fJ'ricult1(,?·c d\ Live-stocT<: in 
India, November, 1938). 

The PIlS!]' hel'd, thought Mr. Wynne Sayer, had 
reached 11 stage where it was denniteJy inadvisable to 
use unproved bulis, and it became essential "to develop 
en,rly maturity which is a marked feature of. successful 
cattle-hl~eeilillg work in England." 

,: '~ 
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The experimenter then took to better feeding the 
bull and the cow-calves to induce early maturity. He 
gllve whole-milk to the calves in large quantities and 

for longer periods than was usual. By this 11UO other 
attention to details of management he succeeded in 

bringing the calves to early maturity. '}'he new calves 
quickly put on more and more weight. They 
developed in 18 months the size and weight which 
they usually attained at 24" a clear flo,ving of 
H months to start with. Both IDo,le ILnd female Cltlves 
thereby matured early. 

Lakha/m No. /568 and B'isoon Ilna Nal1!- started 

'l3ervice at one year seven months to one year eleven 
months age. '}'he calves thrown by these eal'ly matmed 
hulls were quite up to the standard obt'l1ined in the 
he1'el previously. There was no diminution in the 
weight of the calves. (72) 

1058. Early maturity bulls and heifers: The 
early maturity bulls were made to Herve three clltBses 

of cows 
1. Old cows. 

2. Heifers allowed to stand over unti I 2~ years 
of age, ItCcol'ding to the usual pl'l1ctice. 

B. LGILl'ly lllat,urit,y heifers. 
In case of (1) ILnd (2) there WitS no dei1nite lowering 

of t,he weight of the calves at bjrl;h. In case of No. :3, 
using an early matu red bljl! on an early matured 
heifer, the weight of the resulting cfltlf WIltS less than 
normal for t.he herd. But this was what hlH1 been 
expected. It is against breed ing pmctice 1",0 UHe an 
early maturity bull on an early maturity calf. 'l'he 
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rule iH to use an e[),rly lUaturity bull over old cows and 
an old bull on Pl1rly ml1tmity heif(~rFl. Yet in t,hiR 

experiment, :tlthough the calf was under-weight ali 
bidb, it grew up to fnll weight. In the ClLse of Lctgati 
No. (183, the !:lire WlL~ one year !Lud eight mouths olel 

.at the set'vice jiime and the dam Was one year ten 
months and eighteen dI1YH, The calf was light in 
weight at bit'th, but itLter on becallie pedeetly nor1110.l. 
It is necessary hel'e to point out thnt birth weights 
have very little bearing on tiht) ultim.1te . size (If tho 

animal, subject to breed 'ltvert1ge, (72) 
1059, Early maturity---a sucoess: Mr, W~nlle 

811yet, has given 11 BerieR of ligures about the <:larly 
IlH1tlll'il;y experiments, lLnd there is no doubt t,llll,t the 
experiment WItS 11 8ucceRS. He obRervec1 : 

",.,,[ Lu!~y here remark tbn,t our Hneflt heifer-calf is 

11H O!1rly-mI1tllrity bot,h siclos, I1nd her mothel' W!},!-j 

covered ILt one yet'Ll' one month and twenty-nine 
dl1ys ... while the bu.1I waR t,woyearA nine mont,}ull1nd 

five dlLYS old, and hn,d been serving since the ILI-(e 

of one yOltl' sevon mont,hs Ilnd twenty-seven dayFl," 
]]CLriy lnaturity 11Ml no beal'i!lg' 011 milking qUlLlity 

which is ILIl entirely different ilLotOl', 

"As regal'dA the nt,ility ILspeeli which WlL8 the 

original rOILs Oil fnt' thtl Ht,IUI; of these experimentl:l, 

the following eowB' histol'Y llllty be tlLken Its 

representing t,he (jiJI'm.·ence in utility period shown 

by eal'ly-mll,tlll'ity IL8 a.gltimt lihe normal llwthodE:;' 
Tho four old COWfl show II. ,,111't~ the piek of tho 

herd, all hl1ving done over H,OOO Ills. in tel; 
months. (72) 
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1060. Table of cows under usual and early 

'.rHFl OOW IN INDIA 

maturity experiments: 

':f1ABLE-J04 

fU,qtM"!! of COW,9 nndm' old re.qime and ea?'ly 
tnr#U1"'it1! experiment. 

NfLUlO & Brano 
No. of now. 

No. of 
~·tlvinflA. 

Cows 'unde'l' 
old J·cgime. 

Ohondmrrm No. Ii(i9 
2 
8 
<I 
5 

CJmlm.i No. fitlt:: 1 
2 
11 
,I 

l\f,tkh i No. !Hi7 
'2 
1.1 
'1 
{) 

Ultllmti ;-';0. lilll) 
~ 
)! 

'l 

(/ow,~ ulUl8'l' early 
?nahtJ'ity expM·i'lrwnl. 

Hi rengen No. nllt 

(~ N "MIG Laprt\ffilt o. u 

(..}utllBuri No. (168 
HrukLa No. 6tH 

1 
1 
1 

Ali" Ill, Milk yield pl'l' 

Mlving. lact,fttion. 

Y.M.P. 

!<l 10 28 
4 4 3 
5 1. 11 
(j ·1 III 
7 (\ (I 

B 5 21) 
[i 1 (i 

5 !l ., 
7 !l It} 

2 11 4 
,.t a HI 
5 Ii 1\) 
6 Ii 17 
7 1 21) 

Bll U 
I) '2 111 
(\ B )() 

7 B :') 

2 l'l 21i 
fl G ~9 
Ii 0 () 

1 11 8 
2 7 29 
2 H 12 

Il)s. Days. 

B,077 BOB 
::I,87B B04-
6.604- nOll '} Hp('cilll 
6,029 B04 hltmlling 
8,015 a06 lHctfttiol\~. 

1,265 271 
5,957 HOi( do 
(1,899 30fl do 
8,001 B04- do 

2,9M 808 
G,478 !lOB 
7,226 BO(} do 
7,082 aoo do 
8,M9 BOIi (l() 

5,()6U IIO!) 
8,fl()H a()i~ no 
8,1327 ll(H do 
(i,O(l1 BOB ito 

B,714 BU4 lin 
0,8{il flO:! do 

giving 81 It.. 
per all.y. 

4,1100 aM} Spcciltl 
7,086 H01 hltlulli Ill-{ 

3,978 B07 htct:ti;iOIlS. 
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Prom jihe above Table it will ue seen tlH~t the 
eady-maturity heifers are i.n no way inferior to the 

average of the best producers of the herd. Ohapnw!G 
676, calving at the age of 2:3 months and receiving 
service 9t months earlier I1t I1bout ].'1, months of age, 
gave in hel: first lactation 'l!,306 tbs. This prov£'s t,he 

IHlCcess of the early-maturity experiments. 
Mr. Wynne Sayer has made no secret, of his 

methods of bringing in eal'ly-matmity in calveR by 
better feeding and rell,ring. " 

'1'he above 'l\tble In·jugs out another result of Lhe
experiment. In the reml1rks G?Jumn. will be fonna 

thl1t cows in Borne cases had special handling. And 
invariably in those cases the same cow showed 
remarkably higher yield I1fter the hl1ndling. For 
eXltmple, the first name in the list, Chen(~1'amn, in her 
fil'Ht and second lactation, gave about :I,ono Ibs. of 
mill" In the third lactation she received special, 

handling and the milk Qnt,-put doubled, having reached 

over 6,000 Ius. Similarly, A1aldti increased from 
5,,1,78 lbs. to 7,22(i lbs. Ruma,U showed still further 
improvement, having gone up from 5,OH{) Jbs. in t,he 
first lactu.tiol1 to 8,8ti(! Ibs. in the second lactation on 

special handling. Undoubted iruprovements have been 
worked in the Sahiwal cows of Pusa by special 
handling, (72) 

1061. Special handling of the Pusa pedigree
Sahiwal herd: Special handling is a special treatment, 

meted out to the Calves by which they CaDle to l'egard 
Ulen and I1ttenaanLs us friends and give up tIll shyncsR, 
'l'hey tIre fed artificially the most nutritious diet, 
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whole milk in the earlier months und Lhen a mixtme 
,of whole-milk and skimmed milk I~long with the 
,roughage. ~I.'he heifers 11re made aceustomed to 
mas~aging their udders and take such bl~naling as 
nol.hing extraordinary. They get accustomed to the 
approach of, and the handling by, new men without 
resentment and terror, In addition to the square food 
that thei receive, the cows are milked 4, times a day. 

Mr, SfLyer wrote: 
"Handling in this reference is a general term and 
,does not solely apply to massaging the udder nOt" 

to Imy special treatment just before cnlving. 
Milch stock should be handled from birth," 
Calves at birth are removed from the cow, and 

aftm' being dried and the navel eord treated with 
;a,nt.is()ptic'l, they are taught to drink colostrum from a 
howl. .A,t the age of fL few days each calf is tied 
np to a ('ing on the floor and fed from It howl. It, 
therefore, learns from the very St.l1l't of life Lo stand 

still when tied up and is l1(Jcllsi;omed to get 11 rope 
or haHer, 11lld being fed at sl10h t.imes Its it il:! tied up. 
(72, 258-'63, 1055) 

1062. Starting life with milch temperament: 
'l'he ring-space method of liying calves for f(~eaing 

,ellftbles each cI11f to be cl1t-erully examined at any time 
by n,ny body I1nd to hecome absolutely used to 1111 
fOl'llls of handling, 80 th!1t by the time they ure 
10 months old and is due to be sent to the young sr.ock 
enclosures, t,hey l11"e absolutely tame and can be 
handled freely by anyone. It has, therefore, st.urted 
me with H, propel' 'mach ifllnpermnC?bt. All young 
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heifel,'s are rtllowed to run in a bunch .£01' grazing and. 
~l'e never tied up. 'l'hey [1re looked over every day,. 
and any heifer, requiring examination, is led up by the· 
gowa.las. All heifers IH'(~ weighed once 11 week. 

No gowala 01' herdsman is allowed to carry any 
forlll of stick or switch. As 11 result all cattle move 
alowly and there is no confusion. The only sticks. 
allowed In the cattle~yal'ds being the bull sticks; all 
the men carry brtl8hes .und ClUTY combs instead:: 
Lhey work their combs on the animals in the field. 
while grazing. rrhis Itbsists to remove the ticks, 
al:,:o "tick lishness." 

1063. Special treatment of heifers: "When the 
heifer comes on hel1t, if she is over 500 Ibs. and 
eighteen months of age, she if:! covered rmd then 
goes back to the bunch. Wben she is about seven 
months on, she is given an increase in ration fmID 

~ to 4, Ibs. per day (first pregnancy ration) until 
abonii two weeks before calving when she receives. 
li lua. concentrates per diem. About u, fortnight 
before dl1te she is taken into the cl1lving encJosure 
and the handling or massaging under the system is. 
started. Directly she shows a bag she is worked on 
!Lnd milked slightly. This massaging and milking 
continues until she calves down." 
1064. Pusa: special treatment on palving: "in all. 
cases where she has a big: show she is milked out to 
avoid any infiammation 01' pressure on the bag and. 
this is one of the principal merits of pre-milking .... 
Seven to fourteen pounds have been taken freely out 
of a heifer with a big show. Directly she calves. 
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down, the oal£ iH removed lLod she is then milked 

out every two hours to bring her down to full 
flusb. 'rhis period of intensive milking varies; 

some beifers come down at once, others take 
Beveral days, but if the milk is there sbe will let it 
.down under this treatment, and once started will 
milk out, freely. '1'0 sbow the efficacy of this 

treatment, we have an S,ODO IOl:l. cow now in the 
byre in her fifth lactati on. She is a nlLturally sby 
cow and has had to be hfludled very c.mrefully to get 
her to the present pitch. As 1.1 hl~irel" she did only 

1,200 lbl:l. in her first l!wLntion, because she WMI 

very llerVOlU; ILIld shy and hlLd not been p1"6~erly 

lmudled frolllbirth. Our preHBut, met,hods, t,hereiore, 
eould not have been applied iUlIlIediately to her." 

1065. Skeletal changes on the qnality of the 
Sahiwal: Mr. Sayer's experiment 1m I,he Sahiwal 
continued in IJeWer nelds. In hill work in I;he Sahiwl1l 

herd, it became evident that llt1 WMI up ItgaiIlBt 

several difficulties besides th!Lt of ulilk-yield, lid 
visualised that the Sahiwal waH one of the be8L 
milch-breeds of the world, and 8lLtisflLct,ion could COllie 

,to him only when the obstacles tu t,ht: Sahiwl11 rising 

up t,<) tbat position were rellioved. FIt: GUnceived the 

jJ ea that some Htnwtuml nltertLtiuntt were ne()esstuy 
1,0 bring the breed in line with the world '1:1 best. 

1066. Difficulties of special treatment for skeletal 
chang-e: 'l'hll firl:lt difficulty about the Hahi wal llllLle
stock WllS thl1t they became sluggit>h a.t, an early age, 

llJod to a great extent impotent in latter life. This was 

11 gref1ti draw-bI1clr. And iVII'. Sa.yet: Het about to bl'illg 
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about the neCOSBo.l"Y change in the conformation of the 
So.hiwal. He spotted the fault to be due to the loose 
flheath. An idea was prevalent that loose sheath 
was connected with high milk~yjeld. He disproved 
i,hltt, ltnd succeeded in tra.l1BlIlitting tight sheath to 
males. For tluee generations tight-sheathed I1nimalH 
were bred, the milk-capacity W!1S tested, Ilnd it Wl1S 

found that It tight sl1(3ath does not inhibit milk. '1.'he 
uddder of the Sttbiwal WItS another featm8 which 
required improvelnent. It hangs clown like a pitcher. 
For the Sahiw!11 to be a first-class milch-cow, all 
improvement of the udder was ueCG8SILry. 'rhe re118011 
of the particular shape of the udder WitS the dropved 
rump of the breed. It was neCeBSl1l'y to tind a bull 
who would enable the top line to be straightened and 
HO improve the udder. Mr. Sayer hUH been successful 
in cl1rrying ont the desired altemtion in the structure 
,of the 8lthiwal, !lnd in itnpt'oving the udder without 
illlpl1il'ing tho milking caplLcity. 

1067, The place of the Sahiwal in wol'ld milk~ 
record: The S!Lhiwu,l is llOW on the march fm' taking 
a position in line with t,he best milkers of the world. 
She hl18 Hhown in seveml instl111CtlB tl record of B,OOD 
.tbEL of milk in a normal lactation of ILbout 300 days, 

In the Puujl1b itself Major C, E, Mllcgllckin, 

AHHisti1nt Director, Military Dairy Ij't11'1u8, Northern 
Circlo, haB boca doing lllu0h original work 011 the 
improvemont of the breed, specially conhibuting to 
the building up of the confJtitution necessary for high

.milking capacity, 



CHAPTER XXIV 

MILK SECRETION AND MILK 

1068. The mammary gland: The udder of the 
cow is a gland called the lllllJmml1ry gland. 'l'ho gland 
lllanufactlires milk Ollt of the elelllents carried to it. 

by blood through the llH1111mu,l'Y ILrtery. 'l'his nrtm'Y 
Bub·divide!> itself into a number of sllllLller arteries. 

which curry blood to every part of the 1llo,wrual'Y 

tissues and to the seereting cells. 
'l'he mammary gland in rudil:nental'Y (orm appears 

in the IrutuE! even when it is liwo or three wed\8 old, 

'l'his glt1nd growl> slowly after birth. When pnberty 
In rerwhed the growth of j,he glltlld becomes l'l1pid and 
cunLiuuel:l up to the time of llLCtat,ioll. 'l'ho udder' 
lI1Cl'el1!;eS III size, and very complex inLdt'md Hj;L'UcLnl'cfj. 

iLppeal'; Up to t,lle laBIi Htage the flJrtJlI1t,ioll of the 
milk tlecretOl:Y cells is held up, 

'1'ho glimd iH divided into [OUl' HOlllLl'ltttl COlllplUt

ment,s each of which is cldled lL quartet. '1'1101'(1 is It teat 

lLttuched to elLcll udder, wlJicll hUI;l iu iLl:! ~Ul'n a :-l1l11111 

cil:ltern attached to it called the milk ciStclt'll with 11 
capl1city for holding about lI.n onnce of milk 'l'he 
cistel'll8 are fed by milk-collecting' d llCLI:l. TheBe d ncts 

branch out I.1gaiu into tlllluller [LIld I:I1ul111er ones ~ill at 

the eud of Lhe 1m.mching process, the tiny dueth 
enter iuto liLtle hollow I:1pherical structllro8 lined by a 
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Fig. 49. Sohom[lLie figure showing Bcotions of the ClOW'S udder. 
1. AlveoluA, enlarged when laden with milk, 
!.J. Alveolus aff;er discharge of milk 

(Indi(ltl P!H111ing., • Vol. IV, No.4) 

65 
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single layer of cells. 'l'he cells of Lhe mammary 
glands secrete the materials of the milk solids 
without themssl ves breaking down. 'l'hese cells, 
amongst themselves, do all the conversion of blood 
to milk. 

The whole of the blood is not used in constructing 
milk out of it. Blood consists roughly of two substances, 
the plasma and the coq)Usclel3. 'The cOl'puscles settle 
down on keeping blood in a tube for sometime, !tnd a 
straw-coloured fluid separates out which is called t.he 
plasma. Researches indicate that the corpuscle portion 
of the blood makes little contribution to the direct 
formation of milk, the plasma Bubstance js converted 
into the vlLriOUS constituents of milk. Science has 
not probed into the exact process of milk formation. 
It is still a mysteriouB fluid to the scientist, a fluid 
having the highest potency for maintaining life. It 
is estimated thlLt J,OO Ibs. of blood lIlust; circulate 
through the udder for every pound of milk. What 
11 torrential flow mUflt be passing through the udder 
of 11 cow which give!:!, say, 12 lbs. of milk each 
12 hours! ·:LOO lbs. of blood must be passing through 
the udder of th!1t cow every hom or about 7 lhs. 
per minute. 

'rhe clLpacity for carrying blood must be large 
for the milk artery, and also for the milk vein 
to carry away the relhnant material aHel' the 
formation of milk. As ·1,00 Ihe. of blood have to 
participate in mnking 11 pound of milk, the 
contl'i bution pOl' pound of flowing blood to milk is 
very little indeed, so that the return blood get 
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oc.nuded to the extent of 4~oth. of its contents only 

and, therefore, apparently the return veinous blood 
from the udder is not llluch different from the ordinary 
veinous blood. 'l'he milk vein must be particularly 
large t,O be able to carry away this larg,e outflow 
,of blood. 

'l'he milk vein can be seen I1S a prominent crooked 
,line on the udders. The breeders examine the milk 
vein' ill order to judge about the milking p08sibiliby 
,of a cow. 

1069. Milk formation: It was held by some 
that milk can be secreted at the time of milking the 
-cow. 'rho contrary hypothesis that milk is secreted 
all along, and that it is the stored milk in the udder 
wpich is emptied out, is accepted by physiologists 
who say that the quantity of milk obtained at a time 
must have been stored in the udder. 

'l'he cow has (lontrol over the milk-flow. 'l'he 
nerve system in the udder gives bel' that power of 
,contl'Ol. If she wants it" she can withhold formed 
milk from being milked out. Even during milking 
she cu.n withhold SOUle milk for sucking by her calf, 
'l'his is taken adva.ntage of by allowing the cl1lf to 
·suck after milk has ceased to flow. When the calf 
is suclting she u.llows milk to come down agiUD. 

When milk is let down a second time for the U!1lf, 

Hhe can be milked again at the same sitting. But 
this should be donf'l when the calves are more or 
less independent of the milk of their dams and have 
learnt to eat concentrates and fodder in appreciable 
,qua.ntities. 
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1070. Sugar-contents of milk: Milk conta,ins 
various speoific Bubstances like milk .. fat, milk sugar 
01' lactose, proteins, miuerals and vitamins. .These 
tt1'e made out of bloDd \ by the powerful and selective 
eells of th~ mammary gland. 

The milk-sugar portion of milk is contributed by 
the milk~Bugal' of the blood. r:J:1here is a relation 
between the level of blood~8ugar in the blood and the 
level of milk~sugar in the milk. 

1071. Milk proteins; Milk contains three 
proteins-casein, lactalbumin und lucto globulin. 
Casein is present in the largest quantity.: Casein does 
noti occur in the blood. The glands probably take up 
the proteins of plasma and synthetise casein out of it. 
Ill1ctalbumin is del'iveJ·.siruilarly. But Jacto globulin 
18 derived directly from the blood stream. It 
Hi very largely present in colostnull, to the extent 
of 10 to 15 per cent. This ingredient diminishes 
as colostrum changes and tn,kes the character of 
mille In milk it very nearly dislt[lpears, being 
only 0'1 per cent. ]'rolU thiA, the suggestion 
comes that it is lacta g'lobulin thati ultimately 
makes the two other proteins of milk, cf},flein Itnd 
lactu,lbumin. 

1072. Milk-fat etc: 'rhe ulamm[1l'Y gIU,lld· 
lUanufactures the fat 11180 from tho pbSilll.t. Milk-fat 
is a complex mixture of fatty acids, quite ft number 
of which is present in the final product. 

rrhe mine'l'a,ls and vitam/ins which are constituontl:l 
of milk are taken directly from the blood stream into 
the milk. 
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1073. Milkqsecreting hormones: It has been 
mentioned that cows feel impelled to seCL'ete milk. 
rrhis impulse is provided by the hormones generated 
in the body. rrhe development of the mammary gland 
itself is due to the influence of a hormone which is 
formed in the ovary during pregnancy. 

There is another group of hormones, produced by 
the ovary. They are the estrogenic ones, those that are 
f.asponsible for the estrus cycle. Lactation is initiated 
and maintained by OJ hormone called prolactin or 
gl1laetin or llLctogen. This hormone is produced in a 
portion of the pituitary gland. Thyroxine, the hormoDe 
secreted by the thyroid gland, increases milk secretion 
and is regarded as a normal hormone controlling 
the milk secretion. The adrenal glands secrete 
a hormone which is also of importance in milk 
secretion. 'rheas active bodies have not been studied 
in much d etl1il. 

It is understood that the ovarian hormone 
i.nhibits the formation of lactating hormones ot the 
prolactines in the first pregmmcy. Up to tha.t 
time the hormone bodies strive to. construct the 
mammary 'for the subsequent needs. After delivery 
Bufficient pituitary bodies COUlS into operation. Then 
these lactogenic hormones predominate over the 
inhibitory hormoneti. During lactation and by the 
very operation of milking itself, tbe lactogenic 
hormones are excited. 

When pregnancy is imposed while lactating, the 
two antagonistic hormones again renew their struggle, 
the inhibitory ones getting the upper hand till they 
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canse the milk flow to disappear in order to prepttre the 
animal body for bearing the stl'l1in of the coming 

lactation. 
It has also to be observed that, the stimuilltion to 

produce milk is a inherited quality. Cows of !'L high 
milking strain will continue to produce milk eVen 
at the expense of their own body tissues when the 
supply of nutrients in the ration is not sufficient 
tor both maintenance und production of milk. The 
capacity to produce milk, thorcfOl:e, depends npon the 
individual and on its heredity and on its ability to 
secrete the necessary lactogenic hormones. From 
this point of view, it has been suggested thn,t the 
injection of pnrified lactogenic hormones into heifers, 
after they have come to lactation, will he ahls to 
indicate from its reaction the futuro r-l1pacity of the 
animal to lactate. 

1074. Feeding and milk secretion: Moro feeding 
C1tnnot help the production of milk. If the henlilitary 
quality is wanting extra feed will go to make ext,rn. 
meat and fat for the cow I instead of inCreflRing heJ~ 

milk; and this extrA. accumulation of flesh nno frtt win 
roact with disadvantage in bringing the cow to hoal; 
and tend to pnsh her towards sterility. (971) 

1075. Milking: For milking the cow her udder 
should be cleaned. If the body of tho cow, her flanks 
and her tail are soiled, Bome dirt is sure to get into the
milk pail and contaminate the milk. Dry cleaning 
would he the best, thing to do. Rubbing with litter 
and straw will clean the body and the tail. The udder 
should be wiped with a clean piece of cloth. If ono, 
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wiping' is not enough 11 fresh piece of cloth should be 
used to ensure that there is nothing about that clln 
contaminate the milk. 

Tbe milker should have his nails IJl1red and hand 
washed clean with soap before milking. 

l'he milk pail should be thol'onghly clean. ']'he 
milk~ll1en must see that milk from clean nddel's and 
teats is milked by cloan hanc1s into It clean milk 
pail. The time of milking should be regular. If the 
cows are milked twice, as they generally should be 
in the case of ordinary breeds, the milking should be 
done at equal intervals of 12 hours. If it is 4 A.M. 
in the morning it should be 4, P.M. in the aftemoon. 
If thol'e Itl'e thl~ee milkings the ti llling should be 
Itt 8 hours interval. In case of four milldngs the 
intervltl should be G boUl's. 

Milking should be done at 11 quiet, sheltered place 
and every day at the flame place for the same cow. 

I . 

Begin milking with a kind word to the cow and end 
the milking wit,h !1 Irind word and patting. The cows 
love to be treated like that.. Some give tasteful 
concentmtes at the time of milking. This does not 
necessarily induce her to give more milk. But as 
an evidence of considerate treatment, it has a 
psychological value. If this is done it should be done 
every day I and not on occasions. 

Strangel's should not. be about when a cow is being 
milked. When there are several cows and several 
milkmen, t,he same lllan should attend the same 
cow every day. Change. of the milker is repngnant 
to the cow. A milker who properly and cal'efully 
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milks her is liked by hel:. r:I:he sams milker should 
atGend every day. Every change of milker induces 
disturbance, and less milk~flow is the result. 

1076. Stripping and 
full~hand milking: The 
cOl'l'ect way of milking 
should be learnb from 
an experienced milker. 
The thul)lb should not 
be put inside t,he grip 
for pressing t,he teat 
while milking. 

'rwo methods are 
practised in milking, 
the stripping and the 
full~hand milking. In 
stripping the teat is 
held between the thumb 
and the fore.finger and 
then the milk is brought 
out by pressing and 
drawing them down to 
the entire length of t.he 
teat. This causes the 
the flow of milk in a 
stream., Both the hauds Fig. 50. 
are used for milking 'l'he art of milking-

stripping. 
two teats. The fingers (ll'eediIlg Itnd l\filldng of Cows) 
are alternately stl'ipped 
down, let go, and the teat is again gripped at the 
base. When the nearest pnir is milked the remote 
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pair is then begun. By quick alternation of the 
two hands, the stream of milk coming, though 
alternately from each teat, supplies in effect il 

l!'ig. 51. The art of 
milking-full-hand 

milking. 

con~inuous flow. 
Full-hand milking 

can be used for animals 
having large teats which 
may be fully gripped by 
the clasp of the palm of 
the hand. It is not 
prlwticable in the case 
of small cows or cows 
having sllall teats. Large 
milkers and buffaloes 
have teats suitable for 
full-hand milking. In 
this, the teats are pressed 
or squeezed by tbe 
pressure of the grip of 
the palm and the fingers. 
Two tet1ts are gripped 
alternately by each hand. 
This gives greater flow 
of milk as the handR 
are not moved up after 
every squeeze. Stripping 
prod uces fI-ictional irri
tation. Full-hand milking 

(Feeding and Milking of Cows) 
resembles Bucking to a 

certl1in ext'cnt, and the cow feels et1sy when milked 
by this method. Full-hand drawing leaves Borne milk 

, 
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in the {fdder which bas to be milked down by 
st.ripping. lVlilking should be done fftst enough, once 
it is commenced. Expert milkers do the job lUore 
quickly than others, and get more milk from the 
udderH. 'rhe yield of milk depends to a clegl'ee npon 
the lnilker, a good milker getting more milk out of 
the sallie cow and that in the shortest possible time. 

1077. Fat in strippings: 'J'he strippings or the 
milk dl'f1wn at 1,he time of finishing the milking 
contains (1 mnch lal'ger percentage of fat in it tblLn in 
the beginning. 'rhe first strelLms of milk may contain 
as litt.le, fat afol one per cent, nnd the laRt portion 8 or 
10 per cent in a cow with 1, per cent f1veragn fld; in the 
milk. 'l'berl:l is a practice in towns of taking the 
cow from house to house !Lnd milh:ing hm at each 
customer's place. The first cllstOtllm's get milk which 
is very dtliicient in fat, while thOBe who get the 
final strippings of milk get an oxceedingly high 
content of fat. 

After milking, the quantity ob~ltined Ahould be 
weighed and tmnsferred to vessels either for storing 
or for transporting. In transporting bull,ed milk 
the milk-can should be 11 vessel, capable of being 
thoroughly cleaned out. 'l~he can should have n cover. 
Milk should be lad led out by a ladle which is alAO 

a mel1surs. The ladle should be hung inside t,he 
can from a looped projection insido it. It. t,hen 
remains clean !1nd rests in It safe place in the can 
at its side when not in nsc. 

1078. Fat in morning and evening milk: Evening 
min~ is ricber in fat. than morning mille 'J'his fact, 
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should be remembered when serving custome1'S or 
when evaluat,ing the lilt-content of milk. 

1079. The milk pail and machine milking: The 
pail should be preferably a vessel with a, round bottom 
having no crea.ses anywhere in its constrllction. 
Creases and cOrners prevent quick and surB clarming. 
A round surface offers no place for longment of 
iI irt. (1175) 

Cleaning the milk.pail should 1)8 an object of 
ftttention. All dairy utensils ftre effectively cleaned, 
fi.rst by washing with cold water. In case of very 
grefLAy ones, wash them with hot water, then they are 
well rubbed with fine soft wood ashes: again cleaned 
with Witter, scalded with hot water and l;:ept in the 
snn for dJ:ying. If the atmosphere bEl very dusty the 
nt,ensils are rinsed with clean water before use. 

For sani tar), milking as also for labour-saving 
purposes, milking machines have been introduced. 
'Ebere is no qnestion of their employment in rural 
IndilL. In town~dairies they have been proved to be of 
doubtflll utility. The use of tubeR is involved in the· 
construction of milking machines. It is ilifYicult to· 
clean these tubeR with the thoroughness which is 
necessary. Rubber tubes lodge a coat of milk inRide,. 
which can be entirely cleaned with difficulty. ':t'he 
nse of steam is not possible as the life of the l'ubber is 
materially shortened by it. On account of these 
defects SOme of those dairies that imported milking 
machines n.re discontinuing their use. 

After milking, the calves may be allowed for a ~hort. 
time to l:emo,in with their dams. By staying Ic>,'loget-
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than necessary, they tease the dDilllB. '.[1his should be 
"prevented. 

1080. The virtues of milk: 
The people who have achieved, 
Who have become large, strong, vigorous people, 
Who have reduced their mortality, 
Who have the besh trades in the world, 
Who have an appreciation of art, literature and 

music, 
Who have progressed in science, and every activity 

of the human intellect, 
Al'e t.he people who have used liberal amounts of 
milk and its products. 

--Dr. E. V. Me.Oollulll. 
"-(Cited bV Manian-"Tke Cattle We(~lth of Ind'ia"). 

LHerature, ancient and modern, iA full of the 
praise of milk as the perfect nutrieui,. '1'he virtues 
claimed £01' it are many and various. Ind oed, modern 
scientific literature on the snbjec~ is full of the 
lllany life-giving and life-sustaining qualities of mi Ik, 
which co.nnot be Bought for from any other 
single food. 

Milk is still regarded as the mysterious fluid, 
conGl1ining about \ 101 different substances. No 
amount of skilful blending of the Imown constituents 
01 milk can equal it. No ot,her nutritiouB liquid 
could be like milk. It stands by itself unparalleled. 
Its tot!!.l nutritive value is gl'eatel' than the sum~total 

of the nutritive values of its component parts. Milk, 
therefore, is equal to its components, plus something 

u 
more. There are Hl amino acids in its three 
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proteins mentioned already. It has 11 fatlly acids 
in its butter faii, 6 vitamins, 8 enzymes, 25 minerals, 
1. sugar, 5 pbosphorus compounds, H nitrogenous. 
Bubstances, all suspended 01' dissolved in the fluid. 

1081. The Vedic praise of milk: From the 
earliest days of civilisation in Iudin, the cow had 
been held in ven€lrfLtion, and milk hlLd been 
e:!dolled. 

Dr. N. N. Godbole in his "Milk-'l'he Most Perfecb 
Pood" cites passages from the Vedas, extolling milk. 
A chapter ml1Y be filled with quotations of the virtues. 
of milk from writers, I1llcient and modero. 

"CfllJTlH ~~'!j QTt<lT ~T1:(lT CllIcr~~ I 

if c5r ~'«~ fCl~fq q~l ~~r \3qT1Iff II 

"11!!~ ~" ~ 0 I ~ 0 I 'I n 
When these 81ldhYlls and Vn,sus have drunk the 
outpourings of the cow, they pay adoration to her 
milk in the Bright One's dwelling pLtee." 

, -
"l~'f <l~ ~ I ~~ I 'l 

Bards who invigorate the milk of the milch
kine, the sap of growing plants, the speed of 

coursers." 

"~f~:qTfif f[CfT ~~ '4JilTiffiO'{ ~~ \{~~ I 
"11!l~ ~~ ~ f ~(. I ~ 

I pour together milk of kine with butter, blending 
strength and iuice." 
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1082. Milk-a perfect emulsion: As an emulsion, 
11 suspension of oil matter in water, it is unequalled. 
No emulsion caD equal milk in its perfeotion. 
Cow's milk in India contuius 5 per cent or 
one-twentieth of its weight of fat. rl'his fatty 

matter is broken into minutest globules and suspended 
in the medium. Such is the character of the 
suspension th!1t the fat does not easily separate out 
.on standing or even on boiling. There is a slow 
seplLration on keeping milk for a long time when fllt 
tends to float up and form a ,creamy layer on the top. 
'1'h1s process is hatltclwd by shaking and churning or 
,even by boiling and jWt)ping. Advantage if:! taken of 

'this cbamcter in l'Jel:lan1Ling crealli and butter mille 
Most emulsions separate on heating, but milk is an 

emulsion which is unrivalled in this respect. It does 
not separate on heat.ing. 

1083. The casein·content: '1' he CI~8eil1 of the 
milk is another wonderful protein matter. It doel:! 
not coagulate on heating. On concentmtion it i!::i 

made insoluble, but by simple boiling its Bolubili1iY 

il.'emainB. 

'.L'he suspended fats and proteins give the 
requisite materil11 for' nourishment and for the 

i'ormation of flesh and bone. Milk can be replaced by 

nothing else. It is significantly called a perfect 
food in I1S llluch 11S bone nnd flesh can be made out of 
it alone. It is a'little deficient in iron but the mother 
put!::i in enough of the material in the child, before 
it is born, so that it can continue for six months 
without any other food. After that the deficiencies 
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of milk have got to be replaced. 
meant to be the only sustenance 
But young and old, all equally 
.out of it. 

Naturally, it is 
for the young. 
get sustenance 

1084. Ma.n· and oow assooiation: (946) The 
wonderful discovery of the qualities of the cow, her 
milking capacity, her herbivorous ha.bit by which she 
ingests crude fodder and voids valuable urine and dung 
to restore fertility to the soil, the working capacity of 
her male off-spring had made her indispensable to 
man. 'rhe Aryan civilisation would not have been 
what it is but for the cow and her milk. The mare 
also gives milk, and the horse also gives work, but 
not of the nature that the cow gives. The horse 
.()annot thrive on the food on which the cow can. 
-r.rhe horse cannot digest the large quantity of leafy 
material that the cow subsists on. The horse 
requires grains l~nd concentrates. \-Vhat a blessing for 
India and for her civilisation that the men of the 
hoary past took kindly to the cow, refused to slaughter 
her for mea.t but loved and developed her milking 
.()apacity and put her male progeny to work I It was 
most superb and one of the grandest acts for civilising 
hUlllanity. By loving the oow, men become more 
humane. 

'l'his milk, therefore, that we get out of the cow is 
associated with greater things tha.n the immediate 
nutritional factors in it, incompara.ble, superb and 
unsurpassed though it he in nutritive value. 

1086. Milk-its industrial uses: Men hl1ve put 
Ulilk to a hundred USGS. Oasein has given the chemist 
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a wonderful material to manufncture all endles& 
number of things with it and pull it to nses which 
excite our wonder. 

In the Indian li'arrwing. in its monthly clip' 
July, 1942, the following occurs under the heading 
':Nw ]1,f.ilky Way'. 

"The barrels of most of our fountain POllR, and, 
Eversharp pencils are made from milk plastics. 
~rhe gloss of fine writing paper is entirely 
dependent upon milk for its finifih. Milk is used 
in the preparation of plywood fol.' airplanes to 
belp IlIen fly ......... " 
" ...... Prof. G. H. Rollings of Vil'gina Polytechnic· 
Institute Bays: 
'Soon you may be crawling outi from between 
blankets made of milk, spread on a bed which 
milk holds together, in a milk-painted 1'00111. A 
rug of milk can protect your feet from jihe cold, 
fiool'. You may tUl'D on 11 faucet hu,mlle of milk 
to produce youI' morning shower, nftel' which yon 
may shave with a milk-handled l'ftzor. Yon lllay 
combyour hail' with a COlub of milk, ttDd brush 
it with a milk-backed brush, and pedlfLps, admire 
the results in a milk-backed mirror. 
'You may don your suit of warm milk-wool, held in 
place by buttons of milk [mil matchec1 to the "Tn 
with your milk plaid necktie. Probably you will 
wish to turn the milk knob on yonr radio and press 
the milk-button for the stfttion yon like to listen 
to. Your cream-drenched ceroftl may be served in a 
bowl of milk, and eaten with 11 miIl\~,;poon. After 
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you have finished eating you can open the milko 
wrapper of a cigarette package for your smoke, 
Before leaving for the office you should kiss your 
wife on the forehead, made soft by milk-base 
beauty culture. IJltst but not least, do not forget 
to take out your milk-barrelled fountain pen and 
write a cheque on another sheet of milk-surfaced 
paper to pay the bills.' (the milk bill)." 

-(From the Goat W09'ld.) 
rl~his is the modern manufacturer's description of 

l:t~,;13in products. In India we do not want milk casein 
to be put into all these fascinating uses. A far more 
fascinating use .would be to use the casein substance 
ilH humu.n food to give some flesh and blood to our 
:;ttLl'ving children. Thati would be the real 'white 
Illltgic' or the real milky way. 

1086. Milk consumption in various countries.: 
Vole 'have not enough rnilk necessary for the nutrition 
of our people. Indians had known better di!JYs, and 
India was a place Hawing with "milk and honey" 
in the not very remote past. To·day everything ha.a 
gone wrong. We have seeD one way to put oUl'selvea 
right by caring for the cow and by the preservation of 
its excreta for growing mol'S food. The use of milk 
is with us for nutrition and not for making fancy 
products. India is the only country in the world 
which possesses the highest bovine popula.tion and 
hMI the least quantity of milk for her human 
population. The following Table gives the pf~r (lapits. 
consumption of milk in different countries a,nd also 
m India. 

66 
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T ABLliJ-105 

E8timated total p1'lJduotion of mille and estimated 
lJt'oduotion and conMJ.mption pm' head 

of twenty CO'lmt1"ie8. 

Total pro· Human Daily pro· 
duction of POPl'l' duction per 

milk. (Million lation. head of 
Country. 

New Zealand 
Denmark 
Finland 
Sweden 
Australia 
Canada 
Switzerland 
Netherlands 
Norway 
U. B.A. 
Czechoslo-

vakia 
Belgium 
Austria 
Germany 
France 
Poland 
G. Britain 
Italy 

gallons.) ('rhoaBandA.) popu!n1Jion. 

870 
1,200 

(120 

980 
1,049 
1,580 

607 
970 
290 

10,380 

1,200 
651 
545 

5,09n 
B,150 
1,990 
1,4,74 

1,050 

1,551.1 
3,551 
3,66fi 

6,233 
6,630 

10,377 
'.L,O{l(l 

7,935 
2,814 

1,22,775 

111,no 
8,092 
ti ,760 

I) ,030 
41,835 
;31,1)4.8 

4,5,266 
H,177 

07" 

2,.L4 

148 
74 
6H 
69 
0(1 

65 

u4 

4,5 
37 

11 

Daily 
consumption 
per head of 
popUlation. 

oz. 

56 
40 
63 
61 
4,5 
a5 
49 

85 
43 
85 
:3fi 

35 
SO 
35 
30 
22 
89 
10 

Roumania 382 10,033 H H 
India G,'.LDD ;3,52,888 S 7 

- (Rep01·t on the Development of the Cattle and 
Dai1'Y Indttst1'ies of India-Norman C. Wn:ght) , 
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The pm' capita consumption of milk is shown to be 
only 7 ounces in India. Since the above figures about 
India were published there have been fresh estimates. 
AHer the Wright's Report was published some of 
the high milk-producing provinces passed through 
IL fodder . fl1mine, successively for 5' years, which 
reduced the cattle population of those milk-producing 
areas, resulting in III fall in milk production. 

1087. Lessened milk production after 1937: 
"Beport on the Marketing of Milk in India & Burma," 
(1941-·1,2) has death with the position thus: 

"'l'bese revised figllres have brought to light the 
important fact thl1t the per capita consumption 
(in IB41) has dwindled down further by about 
12 per cent to 0'8 oz. per day as compared. with 
the estimate of (1'(1 oz., based on 1931 hum.an 
census and 19;35 cattle census ..... " The reason is 
that in areas noted for milch cattle, e. g. Sind, 
Rajputana, Ka.thilLwar and South Eastern PunjaiJ, 
there were famines during 1935-40, and the total 
number of milch-cattle decreased ILppreciably .... " 
Against the estimated out-put of 0,400 million 

gallons, the Marketing Heport estimate was 7,4,40'91akh 
maunds 01~ 5,957 million gallons. The difference is 
not very great, specially in view of the wide guess-work 
and generalisations that have to be made, '1'he real 
PC?' capita decrease is due to the increase in 
popuhttion, according to the 1941 census. 

When the land has recovered from the effects of 
famine, the figures may again come back to the old 
place. Still this 0'6 01' 7 oz. milk pel' head is j;oo 

I 
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luiserable fl thing for the country to be contemplated 
wi thout being perturbed. 

108S. Milk production may be increased by 
60 per cent: For waut of milk the nutritional 
problem, has ta~en an acuto shape, Di~ease is taking 
its quota in inoreasing numbers. DiHeas6s connected 
with mal-nutrition and povel'ty 111'6 continually on the 
.ine-reaBe, Despitie the expansion of the drug market 
[bUd the conseqnent ex.tended use of drugs, despite the 
inm'cl1se in the number of medical men, the death-rote 

JutR been increasing. An increased hirth-rate may be 
more !. tlHm eounter-ballmce I;he dflath-rl1t.e, yet. the 
position remains that 11· nutrition famine is Atalking 
through the land, the evidence of which lies in low milk 
production aud cousumption. ')'he Marketing H,epol't 
f:\ays thu,t milk production Clan be at once raised by 
liD per cen t by better feeding and ('.are without any 
ilUprovement of the breed. I b(:)lieve that llluch better 
than that can be done by i ndicious and adequate 
feeding, and that double t,he qu!Lutiliy of milk may 
be produced, provided the obstacleEi are removed. 
'11hes8 obstacles are· not the m\igiolls prej udice of 

the people, .but the inabilit,y of the people Ulli1SL' the 
present political circumstances t,o do what they should 

uo for the .cow. The meanfl for removing the obstacles 
have been described in Part II. on how to saVe hhe 

cow. And if the cow can be saved, men and women, 
of 00\1):68, will be saved. Saving of the cow means 
sltVing of human beings in India, 

We cannot be satisfied wi th incl'easi ng the 
llrod11ction of milk from 6 or 7 ourwes to 12 or lA, ounces 
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per head. and we must bring the consumption of milk 
up t,o 40 ounces per bead per day which is (:j times 
the present production, and consumption. And this 
even is not all impossible task, 

In compadng Indian consumption with t;he figures 
of other ·countries, the Heport of the Marketing 
Oommittee pointed out that American 01: European 
cow's milk contains S'8 per cent of fat, while the milk 
of the Indian cow contains 5 per cent fat and tbat 
of the buffalo is yet more, or 7 per cent. 'l'he two 
together will give on an average () per cent fat. 
Invaluating milk on its fat-content only and bringing 
Indian milk to 11 fat·content of S'S per cent from the 
average of 6 per cent the Indian cOllsumption of 5'S 
ounces increases to 9'2 ounces per capita pel' day, 
But this method of calculation will neither place 
India on a. higher level of estimation as a consumer 
of milk nor will the health of onr people show any' 
improvement. Fat is not the only assessable nutritive 
~onstitllent of milk. The non-fat portion of milk is 
no less important from the nutritional point of 
view. 'l'his much only can be said that on the basis 
of the :Europel1n standard of milk, Indian milk 
is snperior, 

1089. Milk in rural and ul'ba.n al'ea.s: 1 t has 
been mentioned. that the total milk production in India 
was estimated at fi,400 million gallons by Wright. ItDd 
the latest estimate (19Ln·4,2) in the Marketing Report 
places the gross production at 7,'MO·9 1l1J,h manuds 
which at 8 gallons to the maun~ comes approximdtely 
to 5,U57 million gallons. 
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It would be wrong to suppose that all this milk is. 
from the cow. Of late, buffalo milk has been seriously 
inOl·easing. Men in the milk trade have been pushing 
the cow down and favouring the buffa,lo which has 
been pul; forward I1S a competitor to the cow, but 
whose milk is sold in the name of the cow. Because 
the producers of buffalo milk gel; this undue advantage, 
and because of some other circulUstances mentioned 
already, the cow has been losing ground. The total 
milk ont"put of India is shown below as derived 
from cows, buffaloes and goats. 

1090. Comparative milk out-put-cow, buffalo 
and goat: The number of each animal, their 
respective milk-yields and their percentage to the 
total production is given in the following 'rable. 

TABLE-lOB 

SUmmCL1'Y of mUle procZ1wt-ion 1:n l1uZ,ict, 

She-
DescriptioI}, Cows, bufi'rtloeA, Gonts, 'roual. 

Milldng !tnirnn,ls {l!1khs) 400 214 98 802 
Percontage to the 

totltl animals 61 26'S 12'2 (100) 
Annurtl yield or lutull-dmWll 

milk per l1nilllltl (poundA) 486'7 1,229'2 101'S 
Annual net production of 

ll1ilk (htkh lUtmnds) 2,S97'O 3 j 202'S 192'2 (),~O2'9 

PorcBntage to iJhe 'boiiltl 
production 46'0 130'0 13'1 (100) 

Qurtntity of milk consumod 
by calves and lambs 
(laJrh ml11mds) 763 !1a2 139 1,1134 

AnIl)1al gross production of 
milk (lakh maunds) .. , 0,660'9 5,584'8 2131'2 7,M(l'9 

-(Ma1'keting Bepm't, 1941"!HJ,) 
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It will be seen that although the numerical relation 
be.tween the cow and the buffalo is 61 to 26'S, yet the 
production of milk is nearly equal-being 3,660 lakh 
maunas for the cow a.gainst 3,534) lakh mannds of the 
buffa.l0. Very roughly one buffalo gives milk equal 
to 2'35 cows. 

" ... village cows when brought to the Government 
Farms give on an average 60 pel' cent more milk 
in their subsequent lactations. The first progeny 
of these cows show a further improvement of 
10 to 15 per cent in their milk yields over and 
above the increase recol'ded by their dams." 

-(Ma?'keting Report 1941·1;2. P.-19). 
This means a 69 per cent increase in the milk

yield of the cow in the first generation. The buffalo 
shows no such progressively grea,ter milk-yield; and 
the first increase is only 20 to 25 per cent, 

The first calf may be lactating on the ard year, 
so that in 3 01' 41 years the milk-yield from the cow 
alone lllay go up by 2,500 lakh maunds and the value 
Itt nearly 1.04 CrOres of rupees. 

In other words, if the 500 lakhs of. CQWS can be 
well fed, the increase in national wealth in the first 
year will be 89 cro1'es of rupees and in the fourth 
year 104 O1"ores. This will leave a very large margin 
over their extra-feeding costs. Oows are not even 
given the bl1re maintenance ration for their continued 
e4istence. This opens up a new chapter in national 
economy. (127) 
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An analysis of the figures for cow milk will show 
that several provinces enjoy a special place in milk 
production. The approximate yield pel' cow per 
'annum is the highest in the Punjab, being 1,445 Ib8. ; 
Sind closely follows with 1,315 Ibs; thon come 
the Baluchistan States, wit,h 1,300; next in order 
is the N. W. F. P. with 1,200, and the W. I. Stl~tes 

with 1,000Ibs. pel' cow. One would have ol'dinarily 
expected that Madras with her Ongole breed would 
take a place of eminence. But the fact is tlutt Ongole 
is a small area in the whole Presidency, f1Uc1 the 
lQ,tter as a whole is not much differeD I, wit,h regard 
to milk-yield per cow of 450 lbs. frOlu the 420 Ibs. of 
Bengal. Bihar and the U. p, have a ,j]ightly ImperioI' 
position with their 620 and 025 Ibs; Orissa (350) and 

. Assam (140) range below Bengal, while Bombay 

l'I1nges with poor Assam, having 1410 Ibs. only. 'rhe 
'l'able is a revealing on8, and HhowH that the rice-area 
cows of Bengal, Assam, Orissa und' Madras can 
quickly rise to the next higher grade of Bihar and 
the U. P. 

The pOOl' yield of milk of the cows in the provinces 
of Madras (450 Its.), Bombay (140 Ibs.) und C. P. 
(65 Ibs.) per year per cow should be studied in another 
light, 'rhe enumeration of t,he cows includes all the 
CQws above 3 years that are kept for breeding, In 
the better breeding areas of Madras, Mysore, Bombay 
and the O. P., the rearing up of male calves for making 
efficient bullocks is so much looked for that the 
milking) of cows is not intentionally done for fear 
of stunting the growth of their male calves. It has 
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been mentioned that the better breeders of the 
Kangayam breed tl1ke recourse to engaging foster 
mothers for feed ing milk to their male calves which 
i'ecei ve extra milk in addition to all that they receive 
from the full out-put of their darns. 

In the, C.P., neal' about Wardha and Nagpur, or, 

say, in the cotton-area in general, better bullocks are 
highly prized and, therefore, the milking of cows is 
not given any importance. 'rhe villagers simply do 

,not consume milk products. 'l'he demand for milk 
in .the trade centres and marts is met largely from the 
town gowal(~s who keep she-buffaloes for milking in 
these localities. 

The figures are thought-provoking, and those 
interested in the welfare of the cow will find I1venues 
for work in ,the various provinc6B in the light of 
this 'lll1ble. 'l'he respective popnlation of cow and 
bnffnlo will reveal where danger is threatening 
the 'cow. 

1092. Milk in ;rural areas and cities: Milk is 
being drawn away to the city, leaving to the villagers 
yet less milk for home consumption. This is an 
unhealthy symptom. 'rhe bulk of the people of India 
live in the villages. The improvement of their 
health is primarily a question of the improvement 
of the health of villagers. The hunger for money 
!Lud the fascination foi' it are driving the villagers 
to send more and more of this life-giving article to 
the towns in the {Ol'IU of liquid milk and in the
form of milk products, the chief amongst which 
is !Jhee. 
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'rABLE-1OB 

Daily 2M?' aapita aonsu1npt-ion of mille in cit'ie,~ 
in o1tnCeS (19815). 

Dltiry Corres· UaLioof 
Fluid protluotfl Total ponding Urban [,0 
milI{. in termB conSllmp' Provinoial Provincinl 

of milk. t,iOll, consump· oonsump· 
tion. ilion, 

Peshawar 4'5 U'9 ltj'4 6'8 \N 
J..Jahol'e 4'0 12'4 16'4 15'2 1'1 
Delhi 4-H 17'8 ~~2'7 5-2 4'4, 
Karachi 0-1 11'9 18'0 I 
Hydembad 5'8 14'], 19'9 18'0 1'] 

Sukkur 4'0 10'1 14'1 \ 
Sikarpm R'8 16'0 24'8 
Lucknow 3-4 14:,0 17'4 } 
CI1WnpOl'B 3'3 12'5 15'8 7-0 2'5 
Agrl1 3'0 15'S 18'S 
'Patnl1 3'S 5'0 8-8 4:,2 '2'1 
Outtu.ck 0'6 2'9 a-i) 3-4 1-0 
'Calcuttu, 3-8 (:j'O n 8 t 2'8 3'2 Dacca 3'0 5'0 B-O \ 
8hilIong 2'1 5'8 7'9 ]'a (j-] 

Bombay 4'3 11'3 15'0 l 5-5 27 Poona 4-2 9'S 14-0 \ 
Nn.gpur 2-2 3'9 G-I 1:8 3',1 
Hyderahttd 
,(Deccan) 2'5 '7 7'2 3'9 1'n 
Ba,ngalol'e 

City 2'5 3'i) G'.1 4'4 1-4 
MadraB 2'3 4'0 0-9 } 
Madura 2'9 5-3 8-2 3-7 2'0 
rrri cb inopoly 2'6 4'5 7'1 . 

Average of 
23 cities 3'7 8-9 12'(i 5'8 '}2 

-(Repo~-t on the Marketing of Milk, j94.l.dd3.-P.58), 
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1093. Details of milk consumption: ~rhat the 
cities and towns consume a disproportionately higher 
t'ajiG of milk is cleal' from the above Table, The last 
eolnmn shows that on the average of 23 cities, the 
urban population consume per head 2'2 times the 
qrll.tntityof milk consumed by the rural population. 
rl'he mat,ter is el~borated £i'om another direction also 
in the Marlteting Report. 

"Figures of fluid consumption in 50 towns and 
cities in different parts of the country show that ~n 
fln average one maund of milk per head per annum 
is consumed by the urban popUlation. On this basis 
the entire urban popUlation comprising i374t lakh 
persons consume annually an equal number of 
l.Ilaunds of milk. In addition, 426 lakh ruaunds are 
made into products e.g., curd, ice-cream, ?·ab1·i,. 
malai etc. in urban areas and about 50 lakh maunds 
are used in preparing cream and creamory butter. 
I.n all, therefore, 850 lakh rnaunds of milk or 

, approximately 14 per cent of total milk production 
JQ India enters the fluid milk trade of the country." 
'I'h!3 fluid milk trade mentioned above iR for the 

consumption of the 374 lakh persons residing in OUl' 

towns !lnd cities. Of the population the deber people 
take the largest share and the poorer people get leSB 
than the all-India figure. 

1094. Oonversion of milk into milk products: 
rj_l he towns, besides consuming 14 pel' cent of the 
total milk as fiuid, consume the largest portion of the 
ghee. 'l'he distribution of total milk production into 
U hee and other prod ucts are I1S under; 
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'l'ABLE -109 

Usages of rnille ,in India. 

Annm,l Percen· Porcentago 
quantity, tage to to total qUI1I!. 

(lakh tonal pro- tihy converted 
mds.) du.etioll. into produets, 

Consumed as fluid 1,702'18 28-0 
Converted into gltee 3,589-14 57'0 79'2 

" 
Knoa 311'07 5'0 6'9 

" 
Curd 327'95 5'2 7'2 

I' 
Butter 107 '50 1'7 2'4 

" 
Ice-Cl:eaul 21'85 0'3 0'5 

" 
Oream 23'62 0'4 0'5 
Other 

products lMN4 2'4 3'3 

'l'ot,ul~ (i,2H2'91 ( 1(0) (100) 

1095, Towns consume over 40 per cent: It will 
appea,r that 57 pel' cent of the total production of milk 
go to make ghee, The major portion of it onters the 
towns. The tOWDS, therefore, conSnme in addition 
to the 141 per cen t of the total mi lk a good portion of 
the 57 pel' cent used for the making of ghee. ~raking 

ghee to form half the nutritional value of milk of the 
57 per cent, half only remainH in the villllgeFJ in libe 

form of lcGss'i, I1nd nOllL'isheFJ the producers and their 
neighbours. Of the other half, i:lI1Y 28 per cent, the 
major portion in the fOrIn of ghee loaves the villages 
and may be guessed to be, say, IH pel' cent, 'l'his 
16 per cent with H per cent of fluid milk constitutes 
30 per cent of the total milk production. Considering 
the importation into towns of ]{ltoa and other milk 
products it may be guessed that 4() pel' cent or more 
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of the total production enters the towns. As for liquid 
milk-consuD1ption 28 per cent is ita share out of the 
total milk-production, 

The Report says that of the entire fluid milk 
consumption in the country, half or 14 per cent is 
consumed by the townspeople. It is an enormOUB 
draw, this 40 per oent of the total milk production, 
and attempts should be made to stop this draw on 
the health of the villages. But the modem trend 
is in favour of finding more market for milk and 
milk products in. the towns, The Mille Marketing 
organisation, set up by the Government, has one 
·definition of the scope of its action-it is the 
marketing of milk and milk products for towns. A 
perusal of the entire Report leaves this impression 
in the mind of the reader. Schemes for better 
facilities for transporting milk to the towm; are put 
forward in abundance. 

I' " , 

If the towns want more milk, let more be produced 
near' them, and let no temptations be spread for 
.collecting the quantities from larger areas round the 
cities, i.mpoverishing the health of the rural people. An 
observer may find that the people in the neighbourhood 
of the towns, despite their greater income are more 
sickly, poorer in health and more subject to diseases, 
than people living in places which are more distant 
from the towns. The reason for this deterioration' is 
that all the nutritive materials from their localities 
in the neighbourhood of the towns: milk, fish and 
vegetables find their way to the towns through 
wholesale purchasers who have no concern for the 
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health of the local people. 'l'he Milk Marketing 
Heport is full of suggestions for the exploitation of' 

even distant villages for feeding lil16 towns with milk. 
1096. Milk for villages: A commodity like 

milk produced in the villages, should remain in the 
villages. The needs for the townspeople should be 
supplied by greater production of milk in Ilreas near 
a.bout them, where fodder for the town milk supply 
should be specially grown. Keeping large herds of 
ca.ttle about the towns will serve to famish the cattle of 
the neighbourhood by 11 draw upon the limited fodder' 
supply of the villages. If the villages are to be saved 
from the hunger of the towns, the towIlspeople will 
have to make arrangements for keeping cows for the 
town milk supply and also mllke I1I'l'angementfl for 

growing foddel' for them . 
. 1097. Cost of milk production:. The Indian 

Council of Agricultural Hesearch worked Ollt in 1D32 
the cost of milk production in Government Fal'm8 
and Dairies, AHel' that, the following Bet of figures 
are the only l'elillble ones up to oat,e. 

TABLE-110 
Cost oj m'illc and ghee p1'od~tction on Govt. 1i'(M''I1M & the 

.p1·ice outainecZ by village P'l'od-IICe'l'S 'in the P·nniau. 

Oow milk 
Buffalo milk 
13 u£falo ghee 

-(JlifM'ketin!l 

POI: Hoor 
Oo~L at Govl;. Hllral pror1ll()()l' 

fnrlllfl. sale prico. 
Us. A. p. RH. A. P. 

o ] 0 013 
o 1 10 0 I 5 
I 10 6 1 0 6 

Report, .l.941·cIt2.-P.114)· 
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J t will bEl seen from the 'l'able given in Para 122 
ami the above thl1t the cost of milk at the 
Government farm for Sindhi and ordinary Sabiwal 
cows is \)'42 pie!; and \)"18 pies per pound respectively 
which is neal' I1bout 1'~ annas per seer. This cost is 
the cost I~t the Government ]'arms which are most 
efficiently managed under expert supervision, hOllsed 
in excellent p,r6mises, with pasture ,and every facilitie8. 
HerB the cost is l~ anna pel' see,r without taking the 
!,xpent'dve ,supervision oharge into account. 

1098. Milk cost of farm and, village animals : 
'l'he Government farm aniu.lu,ls enjoy immunity from 
the fa.tal, contagiotlfJ diseases by being suitably 
vroJiected by vaccination ,and inoculation etc., Healthy 
and (it cows in tip~top condition are kept while poor 
yield.ers are .disC!1l'ded in .thes0 flLrms. 

Here even, the betliet· the cow or the herd, the 
h)wer the cost,. as the COllJp[Ll'llJtive figures in the 
/lIable Para 122 £01' ordinary Hahi wals aud ]'el'Ozepul' 
8nhiwrL!s of 9:18 ancl7'lli piefJ respectively would show. 

J3ut the ordinary Sabiwall:l at Government farms are 
(Jxtraordinary animoJs compared Wijih the' villagers' 
S!~hiwaIB. '1'he yield of the ordinary $ahiwal lit 
Government farms has been shown tta 3,800 Ibs. 
per lactation. It is fouud from the Village Enquiry 
Hopod of the Seven 'l'l'Il.ctB that in the Montgomel'Y 
!,rIWG (jibe pJace of the S:lhiwl1l~) the yield of !t cow 
pel: laetation is 1,M3 Ibr;. Milk from cows producing 
j ,:148 Ibe. per lactation Illust cost much more thrm 
t;lutt from the Bame breed of cows producing' 3,800 IbH. 

iu Government lanni:!. 
OJ 
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1099. The villagers sell at a loss: . The village 
cows of the same breed produoed a little over one-third 
of the production in the Government Flu·ms. The 
cost in villages for milk from such cows should be at 
least double that in the Government farms i. e. 
S annas per seer in place of l~ annas per seer. 'fhis 
<observation is applicable to one of the best milkM 
yielders in India. With the poorer quo,lity of 
cows, with the average cows of Madras, Orissa, 
Bengal, Bihar, producing about ,J,OO to 5001bs. of 
the all-India average per lactation, the. coat of 
production may be imagined. When such milk is 
encouraged to be exported to towns from a distance 
of 0..50 or 100 miles radius, it means depriving the 
villagers of one of their most-prized articles of 
nutrition at an unfair price, much below the cost of 
production, simply by the temptation of. providing 
them with cash. A man in distteSB may Bell a 
property at one-fourth its price. That prioe is not 
a fair price, and no Government can scheme for 
enlarged transaction on that bltsis. 

In the matter of ghee the cost shows He. 1/10/- per 
seer at Government Farms against He. 1/- per seer, 
the sale price of the rural producers. Here the 
difference is still greater. In discussing the price 
position the Report of the Marketing Committiee 
observed: 

"Higher initial cost of cattle and the greater 
depreciation of their value, higher cost of feed, 
heavier feeding, greater labour charges etc. on 
Government Farms lue likely to :raise the cost of 
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production c9mpared with that incurred by the 
villagers. But the greater efficiency of the 
farm cattle at the pail may outweigh all these 
factors and produce cheaper milk than the 
village cattle/' 

If this argument is accepted then the village 
producers in the Punjab al'e obviously not getting the 
full return, and ha'Ve to sell milk even for fluid 
consumption below its cost price. 

From these facta it would appear that instead of 
attempting tb· p'iocure cheap milk by collection 
from increasingly wider circles round the towns, it 
would be wiser for the Municipalities to arrange for 
production of raw milk for town~supply and also to 
grow the necessary fodder. 

1100. Milk price should be raised: The problem 
. lEI not how to get cheaper milk but how to feed the 
millions of half-starved cows. If the pI'ohIem is solved, 
milk price will adjust itself to the changing condition, 
and people will enjoy all~round pI'osperity and better 
health. If the people become a little less poor, the 
price of milk will autoDlaticalJy I'jae to a fa.ir Jevel, 
for, people will not like to part with this health
giving fluid at prices which are uneconomic, and 
render them all the more incapable of spending on 
the feeding of their cows. On the contrary, if milk 
prices rise, the producers may better the condition of 
their cows. 

1101. The components of milk fat and solids: 
The composition of milk varies with the breed of 
the cow, the period of lactation and the age of the 
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cow. In ~weraging!1 large number of slunples, other 
factol'S of, varil1~ion get somewhat corrected, ILnd the 
outstanding difference due to the breed Cttn be lil:/wed 

out. The following 'l'able gives the compoAition of 
the milk of various breeds of cows. 

'l'ABIJ E -1.Z1 

Co,m,pos'ii'i01b of mill" uf dii/el'lJnt b'l'eeds of (Jaws. 
(Ad(~}decl fr01Ib the Nla1'7cet'i11,{/ Bep01't.) 

Amriil 
M!timi 

OilHolo 

Sn.hiwl11 

Sindhi 

Gil: 

No. of 
BltmpieB 

UXH,tuiuocl. 

5(:; 

4H 

134 

\:',500 

7S0 

ThfHj)urlml' 50 
Hftl'ilLmt 10 

Soliil~· 
Specific Fn.t nou-fllil, 

Authorihy 
and yo,"r 
of tost,H. gravity_ Per cent~ Per cen!i. 

1'027 

1'032 

1'031 
1'081 

4'58 

0'05 

4'05 

4'65 

4'54 

4'60 

4'60 

\)'20 

B'fil) 

11'1[; 

g'Ug 

!I'(lS 

S. Uno. 
Bu,ngll,lore, 191B. 
Imp, Dld,:y IllS Ii. 
HIlUgltiOl'fJ, 1027. 
Mil.it!Ll'Y Drti.ry 
PCShILWltt, 1916. 
lmp. Dldry lust, 
BltllgoJoJ:fl, 1940, 

Do. 
} Imp, (Jlti,tl(]-

l}reediug l:'lum, 
, h.ltuw,1,1934. 

~L'he above Table shows the analysis of over a,50() 
BMnples of milk from various breedFl. It will be found 
that ,no saillple shows less than 4'5 pel' cent fat, We 
may bake that 4'0 pOl' cent is the minimum fat-content 
of the milk of Indian cows, Individual samples 
may show less fat under special ciroumstanoes, 
such as milk from 11 newly-calved cow or tho milk 
drawn at the fhat stage of milking. But when 
milk is bulked, and the milk of diiTerenb cows in 
iii herd is mixed togethel', then these l1berl'l1tioDB 
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correct themselves and tho result comes up to the 
average of over 4:'5. Therefore, 4'5 per cent' fat 
~F.J to be taken 1113 lihe· minimulll level of cow ll1ill{ 

in India. 
1102. Night and morning milk: II; bas been 

mentioned that the evening milk contains more 
fat than morning ulilk. This, however, should not 

I 

be taken as 11Il absolute standard, The following 
'rable. gives the fat-content of milk from cows milked 
at different hours. The cows arB of European breed, 
a1nd the place of experiment is not India. The fat 
percentages are, therefore, not applicable to the 
milk of Indian cows which show 1 to g. per cent 
1I10re fat over J~lll'opean breeds of cows. 'rhe 'Table 
only shows the variations of fat at different times 
of milking, 

:f.lABL.E-112 

'1'h~'ee ti'lnes a. (l(~y n/'-ilking-cff'ect of length l!/ interval, 

AftOl~ iniJel'val, 
Weight; of buttcx 

i?[.t Yield fn.t pet milking. 
PEl~ cent. 11m. 1b8, 

Night: 12'5 hours, 2'51:) llH'5 3'10 
Mouling : 0'5 " 4'7\.\ 83'5 :)'94 

Afternoon: 5 " ._L·S8 (ii~'O 3'08 
-('1'he Ohem.'ist1·y of Mi17c.-Dav/,es, 1939. p, !36) 

It' will be seen from the Table how night milk is 
iM'ger in quantity but poorer in fat, It will also be 
eeen that though the out-put or milk at the three 
different milkings are diffel~ent, the total blltter~fat 

aD () hoUl's of morning or evening milking is neal'ly 
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equal to the butlier-£at in the milk collected after 
12 hOUfS interval at night. Davies opined: 

1I ... Night itself or factors operating at night, tend 
to high production of milk of low fat-content . 

. More weight of milk and fat are produced pet· hom' 
during nine-twelve and fifteen hour night intervals 
than during the intervals of the same length 
during the day, the milk-increment being greatel' 
than the fat-increment. Milking at mid-day and 
mid-night, more milk and f:at are produced 
per kont' from mid-night to mid-day than in 
the other 12-hou1' interval, and in this case the 
fat increment is greatel',"~(P, 27) 

It has been mentioned that fat-content vfLries with 
t,he progress of milking at the same milking, the earlier 
collection being POOI'et' and the stl'ippings higher in 
fat, The difference is shown in tlul following 'rabIe, 

:l'ABhHJ - V3 

Vat"ia['ioll of fat-content (!f 'Ylbilk, d1l'l'infl milking 
(penenlages of fat) Van Slyke's 'l'esnlts, 

Podiou. Cow A, Cow B. CowC, 

Hirst 0'90 1'60 1'00 
Second 2'60 a'20 ;~'25 

Third 5':35 4!'10 5'00 
StrippingFJ \)'80 S'10 8'jO 

"The maximulll amount of fat will be given by 
quickness, combined with thoroughness of 
milking .... ,.. 

-:-(The Ohemistry of Milk,-Davies, 1989, p, fJ'l) 
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1103. Fat-content and age of the COW: Davies 
quoted data from Spier who had collected them 
from observations for six months of 903 Ayrshire 
cows at approximately equal period s of lactation. 
The Table shows t,hat the yield of fati is high when 
the cow is two 01' three years of age, and begins 
with 3'83 per cent. After that, the fat-content goes 
on diminishing slightly but steadily as age advances. 
The fat of the cow at 13 years of age is 3'42 per 
cent. These figures l11'e, it should he remembered, 
froID European cows. The fat percentages of 
Indian cows is expected to show similar gradation 
with age. 

1104. Fatty acids in milk: The following fatty 
acids are found in major amounts in milk: Butyric, 
Caporic, Capriyllic, Capric, Lauric, Myristic, Pa.lmitic, 
Stearic, Oleic. 

Besides these, lihere are trnces of some unsatUl'ated 
acids. Fat is a combination of the fatty acids with 
glycerine. It is technically a glyceride of fatty acids. 
When fat is broken up, the two components, glycerine 
and the fatty acids, are formed. This happens when 
the fat is treated with an 11lkali, as in soap making. 
The alkali drives out the glycerine portion and 
combines with the fn.tty acid portion, making the 
alkaline BaIt of fl1t.ty acid, which is, in fact, soap. 
Soap may again be broken up by mineral acids. On 
such break-up the pure fatty acids separate out. In 
order, therefore, to make acid out of fats, the first step 
is to make soap with the fllh fUlC! then break up Lhe 
soap with an acid. 
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The fatty acids of milk fat have been very closely 
st,udied, and from it a deterruilllltion of the chl1ra.ct;er 
of the milk"-fat has been made. Some of the fatty acids 
of milk-fat are volatile in steam i.e., when distillf:ld 
with watel' these acids pass out wilih steam und can be 
collected. Upon this behavioul' of butter is based 
a test called Heichert Meissl test of butter-fat. Genuine 
hutter-fat from cow-milk has to conform to a, certain 
range of R. Meissl values. Similady, fat from buffalo
milk conforms to another mnge of B. M. values, and 
in this way the fats from t.he two vo.rieties of the 
(jOW and tbe buffalo can be diilel'entin.ted to an extent. 
l\filk contains 801110 fat-soluble vitarnins. When 
hutter-fat is separated from milk, or when gitec is 
Illade from that butter-fat, these flLt-soluble vitamins 
are carried over to the butter and ghcc. More about 
them is discussed when clealing with ghl)(] ill 
(lh!tpter 25 and following. 

1105. Fat and non~fat contents of milk: Othel: 
Bolid contents of milk are casein, mill;:: sugar and 
mineral salts. Vitamins stand by themselves as milk 
(~onBtituents. ':(1ho solid substlmces together are 
dasBed as solid-noli-fat or in abbreviated form it is 
-expl'essed as S. N. B. or s. n. f. 'l'he solid~not-fu.t 

of milk varies with the chamcter. of the millr, but not 
flO widely !LA the fllt-content. 

1106. Fat affects specific gravity of milk: 'J'he 
[at-content and solid-not-fl1t-content of milk togeth~r 

go to characterise jihe specific gravity of milk. 
Specific gravity is the weight of a volume of a fluid 
as compared wiLh th(1 weight of the BIlme volume 
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,of water taken as the unit. The specific gl'l1'V'ity of 

wnter is the unit or 1. For convenience this unit is 
expressed as 1,000. The specific gravity of milk is about 
1,028. The two factors contributing to the specific 
gravity, fat and solids-not-fat, operate in opposing 
ways to influence the specific gravity. Pat tends 
to diminish the specific gravity. ]'at is lighter 
than water and, therefore, the more fat there is in 
the milk the ]OWeL' will be its specific gravity. On 
the other hand, solids, sugar, and casein and 
ftlbuminoid contents and mineral salts tend to increase 
the specific gravity of milk. These opposing qualities 
,of the milk-contents are taken advantage of by the 
unscrupulous dealers, in adulterating milk, and yet 
keeping its specific gravity constant. The operation is 
very Bimple. Some fat is taken out. ~J.1his taking away 

.of 11 light substance has the effect of increasing the 
specific gravity. If milk was of 1,028 specific gravity 
to start with, after the skimming of some .fat off the 
milk, it becomes heavier !LDd the specific gravity rises, 
Bay, to 1,030. In order to bL'ing down the specific 

.'gL'aviliY to He original level of 1,028, all that need 
be done is to add somo water. This will lower 

,its specific gravity. 
This adulterated milk llH1Y now be further diluted 

with water, which brings down the specific gravity 

-to Bay, 1,020. ,]~hU8 if rt milk on analysis shows low 
·tat.content, 81lY, only 2 per cent of fat, and a ·low 
specific gravity, say, 1,020, the interpretation would be 
that the milk bas not only been robbed of half its fat, 
which would have left it with higher specific gl'a:vitYt 
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but it has been dilu!ied with so much wt~ter tlu.t it 
has gone down to 1,020. Such milk probably is
adulterated with sixty pel' cent water. Mere addition 
of water without extraction of fut; will also tend 
towards giving the same I1nu,lytical l'esnlt,s, 111\,luely, 
low fat-content and low specific gravity. 

Specific gravity nw.y be determined by 11 glass" 
instrument caIled lactometer. I.JactOlueters indicate 
specific gravity at particular temperature, The 
instruments are graduI1ted at 15 degree cenl;igrade 
temperature. Unless milk is cooled down to thltt 
temperature th~ reading will not "be correct. But, for 
comparing genuine and watered lnilk at the S[LOW 

temperature, these inst,l'nments 11111y givo some 
guidance. But, as 1mB been observec1 before, it is, 

easy to evade the lactometer te~Jt by properly doetoring 
the adulberahed mille. ]:)'01' eX:1mplc, low f>pecific 
gravity may be brought up higher by Jihe addition of 
sugar to the watered mille 

1107. Solids-not-fat-contents of milk: The 
I1verage content of solid-not-lilt in the milk of the 
Indian cow is S'O per cent, while S'O per cent 
may be rego,rded as t,he minimum content, Of the 
solids-not-fl1t-content of milk, cl1sein is an important 
item. It is a pwtein, !1sRocifLlied with which 
111'8 two nitrogenous substances-lactalbmnin lind 
lactglobulin, Oasein ifJ present in vn,rying. qUl1ntiticl:l 
from 2'2 to 3'5 per cent in the milk, the average 
percentage being 2'Sli; iti is a phospho-protein 
meaning that phosphorie !teid mdical enters into il;8-
chemical composition, fJ'he other two proteins of milk" 
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lactalbumin and lactglobulin, together constitute 
O' 56 per oent. Of the two, the quantity of 
lactalbumin is twice that of lactglobulin. 

Next to casein comes the sugar-content of milk or 
lactose, Milk has 4'8 per cent of lactose in it. The 
mineral-contents are expressed as ash, the substance 
that remains on drying and igniting milk. There is, 
on the average, '72 per cent ash in cow~milk, 

The total components of milk in view.of the above· 
results come up as under: 

Indian Oow milk: Oompos'ii'i,on a/Uerage pM' cent, 

Fat 4'g per cent. 
Solids-nat-fat g'U 
Oasein 
Lactalbumin 
Lactglobulin 
Lactose. 
Ash 

Total solids. 

2'86 } 
0'38 l 
0'18 \ 0'5G 

13'7 per ceuG. 

1108. Casein: Casein is a pure white, ashless,. 
odourless non-crysta.lline solid. It is usually prepared 
as III fine crystalline powder, It is very hygroscopic or 
hungry for moisture when absolutely dry, but remains. 
in equilibrium when· there is g per cent moisture. 
More than 8 per cent moisture interferes with the' 
keeping quality of the casein. 

SOLUBILITY OF OASEIN: Oasein is soluble
in acids and alkalies. In a moist state it is totally 
soluble in very dilute solution of mineral acids such 
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,!~s sulphuric and hydrochloric, :tnd also in organic 
acids, such as citric or lactic acids. It dissolves 
readily in a.lkalies such as carbonates and bicarbonates 
.of sodium and in borax. 

Casein is precipitated frOlJl milk by disturbing the 
acid-alkali character of mill{ by 1ibe addition of dilute 
.acid to the milk. It is precipitated by jihe action of 
rennin on casein solution 01' on milk. Casein, 
precipitated by the action of rennin, is called 
,pI1ra-cl1sein. It contains a number of amino acids, 
.namely glycine, alanine vn.lino, lencine, isolucine, 
Illheny lalaminc, tyrosIne, serine, cystine, proline, 
,l)xyproline, apl1l'atic acid, .glutamic acid, tryptophane 
;.1l'ginin, lysin and ristidil1e. It is prosent in milk IlS 

!t colloidal complex with acid calcium phosphate, 
']_lhe charact.er of phospho-]Jl'ote-ins q! 1n'illc, casein 

,is similar to the phospho-protein of hen's egg-· 
vitellin. Prom vitellin or the egg pl'oliein tbe entire 
developmental material of the chick within the 
shell is supplied. l\1:i}k-casein is very nearly of the 
same composition, explaining tho offectiveness of the 
unique growth-promot.ing capacity of milk. 

Protein get.s clotted in the st,omach by the enzymes, 
"['his clotting is of special vu.lue in case of the 
new-hom. fl'he clotted material gives volume and 
encourages muscular activity. On the other haud, fat 
globules are encased in the protein mass and allow 
Elmall quantities in a tine state of division to go into 
solution by digestion. I.mcto.lbumin 11lld lactglobulin 
ure the other ingredients of milk. They o.re o.lso perfect 

~ll'oteills but they are suporior to casein because of the 
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fact that the sulphur-containing 11mino acid, cystine, is 
low in casein. The other two proteins Inake up £01' 

this deficiency. Lactglobulin, aa has been mentioned •. 
is a protein identical with serum globulin and 18 

present in milk to the extent of half the quantity of' 
lactalbumin. 

1109. Milk sugar 01' lactose: Lactose is £Ii. 

disaccharide which can be broken up into two sugars, 
glucose and galactose. When .the nitrogenolls padion 
of milk cOl:].gulates out aucl is separated, all the fat of 
the milk gets embedded in the proteins and gets. 
precipitated. The liquid that remains .con.tains SOme 
mineral salts, and practically all the milk sugar 01: 

lactose. It is a crystalline substance in its pure atate, 
When whey is concentrated by evaporation, crystals of 
lactose form, In the preparation of condensed milk, 
all the milk sugar remains in the viscous mass and 
the presence of large crystals of lactose may make the 
condensed milk gritty. Lactose is easily fermentable 
fmd when the whey from the manufacture of cheese 
or chhana is left out for sometime, fermentation 
sets in. Such whey is evaporated from vacuum pans 
or multiple-effect evapoJ:ators. The liquid is brought. 
down to a concentration, containing 55 to 60 per cent 
total solids, This contains about 40 per cent of 
lactose. On cooling, large crystals separate out in 
a few days which are centrifuged and collected, I 
yielding 3'5 to 41 pel' cent of the whey. These crude 
crystals are dissolved in hot water, de-colourised 
and re-crystallized, dried and ground to produce 
the milk sugar or sugar of milk of commerce. 
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It is used for making infant foods, and also in 
confectionary and for tbe sugar coating of medicinal 
tablets etc. 

Some investigators give 95 as tbe digestibility 
value and 90 as the biological value of proteins of raw 
milk when fed at a nitrogen level of 8 per cent of the 
diet. Milk proteins act as supplementary proteins to 
.cereal proteins. Bere lies tbe importaEce of including 
milk in human dietary. 

1110. Mineral components of milk: Cow~milk 

contains iron, and it is this iron that builds up the 
bremoglobin of the blood. It is known that the iron
content of milk is not sufficient to meet the needs of 
the growing baby or calf. In cow milk colostrum has 
a much higber content of iron. It is 1, parts pel' 
million. According to Davies, cow milk ordinarily 
contains 1'0 to 2'4, parts of iron pel' million. Other 
investigators give different figures. 

Milk contains a large amount of minerals necesslll'Y 
for tissue-formation. The rate of growth during early 
infancy is rapid and in this el1:tly pt:I1'iod milk is the 
.only source of inorganic or mineral constituents of 
the body, Milk has a good portion of calcium. 
Green vegetable matter, specially of leguminous 
plants, contain/:! plenty of calcium, and all other 
foods are rell11iively poor in calcium. Milk supplies 
calcium in 11 more assimilable form than vegetables. 
In the diets of adults, milk is advocated to supplement 
the che!1p carbohydrates which constitute the 
main food, as an additional I1n(1 sriperiol' source of 
calcium. Calcium, phosphorus and vitamin D go 
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towards bone-formation and prevention of dokets 
jll children. 

Iron and copper are necessary to ward off anffimia, 
and milk supplie8 them. But this supply should be 
,supplemented. Addition of copper causes rapid 
recovery frOID anmmia and creates a higher level of 
bmmoglobin. 

1111. Oopper-content of milk: 'l'be copper-
,contenh of Dlilk contains about 0'3 parts per million 
·of copper. Even this small quantity has far
,reaohing effects in the nutritional value of milk, as 
JG helps the utilisation of iron in the system, and 
11cts as a disturbing factor in the preservation 
of milk and milk products, causing auto-oxidation. 
Manganese, zinc, iodine etc. I1re present in trace!; 
jn the milk. 

1112. Properties of milk: In mammals, when 
the off-spring is delivered out of the uterus and it 
begins to have a sepln'ate existence outside, it is the 
mother's milk that keeps a connection between the 
mother and the off-spring. In the uterus, mother's 
blood was feeding it and contributing to its growth. 
Outside, as a separa.te being, 130 long as the off-spring 
iil not able to pick up and digest food for itself, 
mother's milk provides the entire snstenance and also 
eontributos towards its growth. 

The growth-promoting property of even striall 
quantities of milk, added to synthetic dieta, drew the 
attention of the investigators to the variouB properties 
of milk, and vitamins were discovered during that, 
search. After that many other interesting problems 
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on nutrition were ulldertl1lwIl for solution and WeJi0 
mostly solved. 

The first supply from the udders, niter parturition, 
is uot. milk but colostrum. Oolostl'l,nn contains a" 
lIluch higher perceut,age of. protein, the chief protein 
beiug lactglobulin. 

'rhe lactglobulin of milk is reg£u:ded uot only Its. 

l1 nutrient but as a carrier of u.nti-bodies or other 
imnlUnising factol's from the moiiher to t,he new-born. 
'.rhe energy~prodllcing factors of rnilk-fnt, protein 1UHi 

sugar, should be given the importl111ce they deSel'Vtl 

for the energy-values which they POSSOi3B in eOll1l110n 

w.ith many other food productB. But the Bpecil1l 
value of milk as a growth-producing and health-giving 
substance is. independent or its fuel value. 

1113. Colostrum: 'l'he globulin (hlCtglobulin) 
of the colostrum is identical with jihe serUlll globulin 
of the .blood. Oolostral"fat also rlhows tL di1ference 

from milk-fat, containing, as iL does, u gret~tel' 

proportJon of capl'yllic !LIld eapric acids. 'I'lIe fat of 
the first colostruUl contains nille time!> the cal'otene j 

eight liimcs the vitamin A o,nd twice the vitt1111in D of 
the normal butter-fat. Colostrum, ttl;; has been naid, ill 

responsible for passing over mat,ertutl anti-bodies to 
the off-spring. Bacterial agglutinins 111so pass over 
from colostrum to the new-born and rapidly get mixed 

up with the blood. T'he Il.nti,·bodies conveyed by the 
colostrum to the new-born aro importaIlt for its safety. 
In the !1bsence of colostrum p!Lthogellic hacteria. 
invade various organs of the body nnd blood poisoning 
results in the calf. While t,he fmt,uB was in the 
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placenta, the cow could not pass the anti-bodies to. 
the footus through the placental barrier. Rence the 
great necessit;:y of feeding colostrum after the 

. off.spring is born. (1011) Mr. Sayer managed to rear 
calves depriving them of the natural protective feed 
of colostrum .. He was fortunate, but it must be suid 
that he ran a veq grave risk. It was held formerly 
that colostruID was a sort of laxative designed for 
pushing. out the accumulated excreta 'meconium" of 
the young.. In. the special handling of the PUSl1. 

herd, it has been shown that calves continued tD 

thrive well when the colostrum was dl'f1Wn out by 
pre-nahal milking; 'l'he calves were fed with ordinary 
milk witlf the addition of an ounce of linseed oil per 
day. It was a lucky thing that it so happened at. 
Pusa; but such luck lllay not befall aU calves • 

. Oolostrum provides anti-bodies which save the calf 
from bacterial invasion from within the stomach and 
from outside. It tUrns to normal milk in about 
a week's time. The protective value of lllilk is not 
confined to. the colostral milll: period' only. It, its 
nQrmal condition, is much more tb,an what its food 
or energy~value and protein-values are. Milk is 
something much superior to its component nutritional 
factors. 

Milk supplies the complete proteins necessary for 
bDdy~building. rrhere are somo amino acids that are 
essential and some are non-essential. It has been 
hitherto difficult to completely separate the essential 
from the non-essential. Milk protein, however, is a 
complete protein, and it allows the formation of new 

68 
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proteins for building, and also for replacing those lost 
by weal: and tear. 

1114. Calorific value of milk: Milk frow 
European cows gives 310 calories per pound. Of this, 
fat·accounts for about 50 per cent, protein 21 per cent, 
and lactose 29 per cent. But in the Indian cow-milk, 
fat accounts for much more and the total caloric value 
is also greater than :310. The energy-value of fat 
per 100 grams of milk having 4,'5 per cent fat is 
82'5 calories, On this basis one pound of the Indian 
{low-milk having 4'5 per cent fat would have 
531 calories out of which ;371 calories would· be 
accounted for by fat and HiO by proteins and lactose, 

1115. Vitamins in milk: Milk is an important 
source of vitamin A. But its qwintity depends upon 
the feed received by the cow. If the cow is stall-fed 
(In dry straw and such other dry stuff only, without 
shade-dried bay or silage there will be little vitamin 
in the food of the' cow. The cow will suffer fl'om 
'vitamin deficiency and the milk of such a cow will not 
at all be helpful as a source of vitamin A which it 
may contain only in traces. 

Commercial processes· have been in use for 
artificially increasing the vitamin-D-content of milk 
by subjecting milk to irradiation. It has been 
advocated to feed the cow with products such as 
irradiated ergosterol in order to get more vitamin D 
in the milk. This process ensures more vitamin D 
in the milk but the price is prohibitive. '].'he presence 
.of vitamin A in the milk helps the generation of 
vitamin D under irradiation. (612) 
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1116. Characteristics of milk: Milk is a white 
fluid. The w4iteness is due to the scattering of 
reflected light by the ultra microscopic particles 
of fat globules, oolloidal calcium caseinate, and 
.calciulll phosphate. When oarotene is in the 
milk to an extent, the whiteness is modified to 
.CL'eaminess by the colour of carotene difl80Ived in 

the fat. 
Separated milk has tt blue tinge. 'l'he depth of 

blue varies wjth the fat l'emltining in the skimmed 
milk. Blueness is intensified by the dilution of 

skimmed milk with water. By processing the 

whiteness is'intensified owing to the destruction of 
;blue colour. 

Milk is an emulsion of fat in a colloidal sulut,jon of 

{ltLsein in the plasma-containing lo,ctiose. rrhi~J elllnlsion 

shows its peculia!' surface tension which is lowol'ed l)y 
the increases of fat-content. rrhere is a sort of 
-capillary attraction on the surface of the fat globules, 
and there the soluble substallces of milk !tcolltJ1nJate 
and lowor the Burface-tension. 

By an increase of dissolved n,ir in jibe lllill{, tho 

surface tension increases, whereas developmellt of 
acidity on changing the physical pl'operty of c:llcium 
·caseinate decreases the surface tension. 

Milk readily f1:oths in the milking pail or on 
stirring. Froth is gas, an enorlllOUS ar80., of which is 
enclosed in a very, very thin layer of liquid. 'l~his 

condHion is attained by the lowering of fludacc tension 
which allows a thin layer of colloidal solution to 
spread in thin films-the films being sufficiently elastic 
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and tough to prevent the coalescence of the gas 

globules. 'l'he dissolved gases, carbon dioxide and ail' 

of the milk, help this. 
FAT SE P ARAT IO N: 'l'he separation of fat. from 

the milk is possible because of the difference in the 
density of the milk-fa,t, 'U2 to ·U'1·, and of milk serum 
~hich is over 1'03. ,]~he viscosity of milk retards 
the separation of fat. But for this viscosity fat 
globules would rise up as they do when oil or fat 
is with water. Yet viscosity is not evel·~thing ; for, by 
increasing the viscosity by tho adc1iLion of gelatin, fat 
rises quicker. Increasing the viscosity of milk by 
gelatinous substances gives a beUer separation of the 
cream. But if the viscosity of milk is increased 
by the addition of non·colloidE', such as sugar, it 
delays creaming. HOlllogenisfttion is the name given 
to the process of breaking up of fat globules by 
passage through capillary orifices Itt great pressure . 

• When milk is treated in this way, the effect is that, of 
a great retardation of fat sepl1l'ahion. I-Iomogenised 
milk, therefore, separates with gl'el1t difficulty. 

When milk is allowed to stand, oream separates 
and rises on the top. If this layer of crealll is taken 
off, what is left is cl111ed skim-milk. But much fat 
is leH in the milk itself in this way. li'01' more 
complete separation of crealll thu,n can be attained by 
gravity, the help of churning by hand-churns OJ: cream 

separators is tl1ken. 'rhe velocity of separation is 
influenced by the centrifugal force exerted. The 
action is the same whether done by hand-chu1')'ls 
or centrifugal separators. 
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Machine separators of cream run at a speed of 
6,000 revolutions per minute. 'l'he force of separation 
depends upon the IDass of the contents of the bowl, on 
the diameter of the bowl and on the speed of the 
revolution. The cream rising to the top is t(~ken out 
by a draw-off, whereas the separlloted milk is drawn 

.. off by another draw-off a little distance away. The 
difference in the distance between the two can be 
l'egulated, which also regulates the volume of crearn 
in proportion to the volume of separated milk 
when a constant stream of milk is fed to the bowl. 
Separation is best dobe at a temperatUl'e of 90·nOo F. 
Below t,he lower limit viscosity increases and 
greater resistance is offered to the separation of fat 
globules. 

When cream obtained from a cream separator is 
churned, the fat globules aggregate llnd clump 
together. The clump growth is accompanied by 
increasing viscosity. The cluzbped fat goes to make 
butter. 

1111. Acid character of milk: Acidity of milk 
is expressed in terms of lactic acid. In the freshly
obtained milk there is no lactic IIcid formo.tion I 
yet there is some acidity which is expressed in 
terms of lactic acid. By keeping milk, due to 
auto-oxidation, some fat brca.ks up into fatty acid 
which gives an a¢id taint to the milk and which 
may Ultimately 'develop more. This acidity due 
to the sepl1ration of fatty acids of fat is also 
expressed in terms of lactic acid. Finally, luctic 
acid develops on keeping milk, and goes on 
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increasing by the breaking up of the lactosc
content of the milk. The acidity of fresh milk varies 
from 0'1 to 0'18 per cent. When acidity increases by 
lactic acid formation to 0'26 pel' cent, then normal 
milk coagulates on heating. 

1118. Ooagulation: Milk is coagulated by the 
[~ction of rennin and by the development of lactic acid I 

bacilli in the mass of tile milk itself, os in dahi. 
Milk coagulates by heating also, as in 7dIOG,. In the 
manufacture of, khoa, advantage is taken of the fact 
jihat when I,t particular concentration is reached, 
agitation in cont!1ct with the ail' coagulates the milk. 
rrhe point of coagulation in the making of lellOa cun 
be observed by an abrupt cbange in the colour and 
consistency of the mass under manipulation, towards 
t,he end of the process. This point; is ,reacbed when 
evaporation brings milk to the consistency of butter. 
~rhe mtio of concentration is 4,'5 to ~1"8 when the 
total solid contents go np to abont 00 per cent. '1'he 
protein in this process loses solubility ano milk 
cannot be rebuilt by mixing khoct with water because 
suspension-stability is absent. 

1119. Pasteurisation of milk: ':(1he aim is to 
destro.Y the disease-creating organisms in the milk and 
also to arrest the multiplication of, micl'o~organi8ms 
which may render milk unfit for ,human use. By 
pasteurisation the keeping quality of milk is enhanced. 
although at!1 cost which is of doubtful utility. Usually 
pa~teurisation is done by the Ibolder' method. Milk 
is heated up to G2'5-()5°C. and is held at the 
temperatnre for balf an hour. After this period, the 
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milk is cooled and bottled for delivery. There is 
another method -"flash pasteurisation," In this 
process milk is raised quickly to 75°0. and is kept at 
this temperature for thirty seconds and then quickly 
cooled. 

These processes are for the Western countries 
Wh'el'B boiling of raw mill, before using is not the 
practice. In Ind ia milk is invariably boiled before 
use and, therefore, no useful purpose is served by 
pn,steurisation. The slight increase in the keeping 
qnality by pnsteurisation is not of much consequence 
in India on account of the high Iltmospbel'ic 
tcmpel'l1ture favouring rapid growth of bacteria 
at ordiDl1rY tempe1'l1ture, even after pasteurisation. 

For Indian conditions boiling milk und ]weping it 
at a euitable warm temperature is the best method of 
keeping liquid milk. As compared with pasteurisation, 
hailing and keeping at t111 elevated temperature is the 
cheaper method of prolonging the time for the 
sale and distribution of milk. Milk keeps at 150°]j' 
or 116°0. for a longel' time than at the ordinary 
temperature of the atmosphere. 

1120. Nutritive value of milk: 'l'here is no 
effective substitut.es for mill~ in the human dietary, 
pl~l'ticul!lrly in the dietary of infants and of growing 
children, Milk is clesigned n.s !1 perfect, food up to the 
age when foods ot,her than milk are not digestible. In 
infants six months is the age limit for the use of milk 
as the 801e nntrient. Because of its iron-cleficiency 
nutritional disorder appears if t,he diet consists 
exclusively of milk after six months of age. For 
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:any age, however, milk is an invl11uable. item of 
nutrition. 

Calcium and phosphorus are largely present in cow
milk. Babies brought upon cow milk show more 
(l evelopment than those nursed on the mother's milk 
alone. This can be accounted for by the higher 
{:ontent of calcium in cow-milk. 

Milk added to cereal diet causes satisfactory growth 
and contributes greater success in rearing the young. 
The energy of the feed, whatever be the source, is 
better utilised with an ample provision Df milk in the 
diet. Milk is pre-eminently one of the most powedul 
protective foods. Even a little of it in the food do~s a 
gL'eat dell!. 

1121. Milk and growth of children: Growing 
(}hildren need milk. Human beings take more tillie 
to grow than other mammllls. Up to 21 years, growth 
continues for them. During this period, if there is 
any deficiency in nutrition, the inclusion of milk even 
at a last stage serves partly t.o correct the past fault. 
and make up for the deficiency. 

With growth well established in early life by the 
abundant use of milk, early mortality is prevented, 
'rhere is less of inf~ntile mortality, better t~eth, 

greater vitality; better reproductive ability und 
longevity are assured by the use of millr. 

All over the world, it has been the custom to watch 
the growth of children under the fostering influence 
of milk. In our country also SOIDa experiments have 
been conducted, with results at a par with the results 
of experiments elsewhere. 
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Wright gives the following two Tables in his Report: 

TABLE -114 

Effect of a supplement of whole 7nWc on the 
g1'o'Wth of school childrcn. 

On Milk. Contlo!. 
AvO):age gain ill I.l months. Avel'!tgc gldn ill B mouths. 

Boys. Gids. Boys. Girls, 
Wt. Height, Wt, Height, Wt. Height. \Vii, Height. 

Groups. lbs. inch. ,Iba, inoh. lbs, inoh, lbs, inch, 

I ;3'1)2 0'80 5';35 n'78 1'60 0'60 1'1 0'18 
II il'fJO 0'70 ",.+)o 

J .... JiJ 0':38 ]:56 0'4(1 1'1 nil 
III ;3'70 0'53 :1'00 (l'ln l'!}O 0'42 1.'0 0'07 
IV 5'50 020 0'5 nil 

.Average ;3'84. 0'07 ""54, O·lt.! l' fi lN9 O'\)2 O'O{i 

:[' ABLJiJ -1.15 

EO'cct (~l the S~I1)pllJ1nlJnt (!/ skimmed '/nilk 
<in the rJ1'uwth (4 schoul child1'ML, 

Avorage Average. 
!UOrollss in(}reaSE' 

ill weight in in beight in 
3 monbhs. :3 mouLt] s. 

Hostel! (Boys)-
Group A (receiving milk) 4'77 O'til 

" B (not receiving milk) 2'13 0':35 
" n (receiving milk) a'07 0'6!) 
" A (llOt receiving milk) 1'00 o'lta 

Hostel 2 (Girls)-Girls recoiving mill, ·:t'8 O'SO 
(l·irls not receiving 

milk O'S O'fj;) 
Hostel 3 (Boys)-Boys receiving milk '1,'57 0'(\7 

Same boys not 
receiving millr 0'84 ('?) 
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It will be seen that girls increased at n, grenter rate 
than boys, probably because of greater mal-nutrition 
in the past. It appears from this Table that skirnmed 
milk was as good as whole milk This has been the 
expllriences elsewhere also. 

" ... Orr, Leighton and Chll'k, found that the addition 
of whole milk ltnc1 sepamted milk respectively to· 

the diets of· school children attending dlty schools 
in some Scottish towns promoted satisfactory 
growth, and sepn.r!1ted milk proved as beneficial as 

whole-milk; the latter effect ll1[LY be I'eferred to' 
the mineral-content of milk l'ather thall to the 
vi~amin-D-content (which would be 8111[L1I in any 
case). The extra supply of calcimn salts wouIa 
also enhance tho value of any -vitamin present in 
the diet."-(Davis8,-:l'he Ohemistry a/' .1l1ill,·, .I9l1[). 

P.499). (496) 
1122, Free milk in Municipal schools: 'l.'he 

Ueport on the Marketing of Milk went on to say: 
"The New Delhi Municipality have continued tll6' 
schemo by providing about Us. 1,000 I1nnunlly in 
their budget for distribution of free milk to school 
children. '];his sum is unfortunately sufficient· to 
provide milk 0111y to 50 children out of over 13,000 
in their schools. Although the chief medicl11 oJ)icer 

haa made several appeals t,O the parents to join 
the scheme on payment, it is understood that 
only ll,bout 35 other ehildren have taken to it. 
"The experiment hns aroused interest in adjoining 
areas, and the United Provinces Government are 
also studying the effects of feeding milk at some 
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It will be seen that girls increased at n, gref1ter rate 
than boys, probubly because of gl'el1ter mal·nutirition 
in the past. It uppeal'S from this Tltble that sldrnmed 
milk WIlS 118 good as whole mille '1'his has been the 
oxp~riences elsewhere [Llso, 

", .. Orr, Leighton and Clark, found that the addition 
of whole milk and separated milk respectively to' 
the diets of 6chool children attending <11\Y sehoo18 
in some ScoUish towns promoted satisfactory 
growth, and sepamtcd milk proved UR benefwial as 
whole-milk; the lattOl' effect lnay he refened to' 
the mineral·content of mill;: l'!Ither thnll to the 
vi~all1in-D-contellt (which woulc1 be R1YloJI in (lIlY 
case). The extm snpply of clticilllll salts would 
also enhance tho value of Itny -vitamin present, in 
the diet,"-(Du,vies,--'Che, Chcmist)'!) of' n[ill,', 1!l8!). 

P. 4IW). (496) 
1122. Free milk ill Municipal schools: fJ'h" 

Hepol't on the Ml1rlwt,ing of Milk wenli 011 to Ray: 
"The New Delhi M:t1l1ieipn.lity hrwC1 eoutinncd the
scheme by pl'o,'iding about Hs. I, (iOOann nally in 
their blldge~ for distribution of fL'ce luilk (;0 school 

children. '.Vhis Bum iR unforturu1toJy snlliciont to 
provido milk only t.o 50 children ont of over :l,OOO 
in their sohools. Alt,hongh the chief mo\licltl oJ'licel' 

has mado seveml nppellis to tho parents to join 
the schenie on pf~ymentJ it is understood tluLt 
only 11bout :15 other children hl1vo tllken t,O iii, 
"The experimoll t; hl18 aronsed interost in Ildjoining 
areas, and the United Provinces Governmont arc 
also studying tlw effects of feeding milk at some 
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of their schools and sanctionccl Us. !),OOO f01: the 
purpose during the year IDB!)w'·1,O. In view of the 
encouraging results of the experiment in South 
India und in ordm' that imported skimmed milk 
powder may be available more cheaply to the 
poorer classes, tho Governmont of India frolU 
.June, 1939, fully exempted skimmed milk powder 
from the import duty, which WIlS 2() pOl' oonli 
a(l val01'e1n. It is reported, however, that eheapcl' 
skimmed milk powder is used 11101'0 extensively for 
adnlteration purposes rather than fol' tho feeding 
of school childl'en."-(P. 7H-'7) 
The problem of malwnutl'ition is not confined to the! 

'school-going children of som.e of tho cities of India 
.tLlone. At Delhi 50 students eOllsumed ns. 1,(lOO/
wOl'th of milk pel' year ati the rate of :I Ib pel' day, or, 
·each student hlld to be fed with HR. 2/8/~ worth of 
milk (15 Beers) per month, What would tbe Hs. 0,000/
of the U. P. Government do or UlO Us. 1,HOO of the 
Delhi Municipality do in face of UlO countl'y.wide 
necessity'? Village school children do also rcquil'o milk 
to supplement their food. GratuitouB and Government 
nndertakings cannot solve Buch problouHI, 

1123. Free milk in basic scbools: The basie 
education scheme intiated by Gaudhiji fits in ltdmirably 
into the proper way for meeting these requiroruontH. 
I1et every basic school for boys of 7 to 1.:1, years of. age 
be an agl'icultural and dairying school, Jlet the school 
boys and girls maintain a set of cows, JJot the sehool 
dairy mllim butter nnd ghcc for Flale, 11nd let the schoo! 
.children get the skimmed milk 01' laswi in excbange 
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of their labour. All these are possible with an altered. 
outlook on pl'oblems of national nutrition and 
education. They are all conneoted aIle with other. Suoh 
basic schools will be t,he replic!t of the schools of the. 
old days when students offered their personal services 
t,O their preceptors and got their educlttion. The boys 
had to tend the cows of the gnnl.. This they did 
and they got theh fooeland milk also from the house 
of Lhe fl'nm which was their own home for the time. 

It has to be remembered that men and women, boys 
and girls, and the cattle all snfi'er from mal-nutrition 
in India. There is no hllJlf way solutioll of the problem . 
.l{,n,dical steps 111'e necessary for removing the evil. 

1124. Milk diet and longevity; Apart from 
helping growth milk-diet ensures health to ad uUs and 
is conducive to longevity. 

"It is interesting to note t,he relation between 
long life and the habit of taking plenty of milk. It. 
has been ascertained in Germany that out of 11 total 
populo,tion of sixty millions only 100 inhabitants. 
are aged 100 years or more. It has been proved 
from dllttt collected by the Pasteur Institute at. 
Paris, that in Bulgaria, with a population of 
llibout 5 millions only (i.e. ahout one twelfth of the 
popnlation of GerlUtLny) nearly (i,000 have u. life of 
one hundred years 01' more. rl~he reason of this is 
undoubtedly the nature of the food the Bulgarians 
take. frhe Bulgu,l'htns take a very lal'ge quantity 
of milk, cheese, joghurh (Dahi) in their daily food, 
whereas flesh diet, is taken only on holidays." 

-(Godbole.-llfilk-:l'he lJlust: Per:fect Food. P. ,j,l)). 



CHAPTER XXV 

., MILK PRODUC'l'S 

1125. Ghee-a naturally suitable product: Milk 
is a medium which is very welllLdl1Vted for tll(l gl'owth 
,and llluitiplicat,ioll of bacteria, rl'hol'e !~te so many of 
them out in the l1ir that U!)ol1l'cd-fol: milk wil] hn.l'VOlll: 
lmy of them and ttllow their unchecked multiplicat,ioll 
which will decompose or so !tHor the milk 118 to make 
.it unfit foe human COIlsllluptioll. .Ill Indil1, thorefol'e, 
boiling the plilk :tnd then keoping iti hot il:l llr!Lctisc<1 
(or lmcping fluid milk in It hordlhy condition for 
sevel'ttl hours before COIHJlUllptioIl. ~J.1his is 0. lUOHt, 

,commendable practice and Bllitfl tho recluitementl-l 
of the people and the condition of I,ho eliml1to as well. 

Beyond this, milk is ClonvcJ'toil into S0010 other' 
products. In this IJ11ttter nir:Hl, HI:i in the Clt!:le of 
JHlsteurisfttion, ontorpl'iAel'S luLVO beon aCto!: copying 
t.he mothods of Enrope and ltPIH11'Ontly without nHH:h 

snccess. 
Ind ianA tltke bllt,tol'-flti, in tho form of {!hl'l!. 

I';ul'opoa.ns take tho fl1t in the forHl of butter whieh 
iei 1'111' morD diHieultj to keep t,I11111 [I/teo nnd l'OqUil'(lfl 
(lx[lollsivo of1l1ning for RtjOl'lLg'O ltw1 dhdjri bution. Jt 
is used iu fow Indian fltlllilies; itf:! denllmd II:! vory 
lirnitec1. Indi!H1s havo hUla tr\f;tio fot er()[tm I1nd, 
therefore, the manufacture of crealll, tho mltnufactnl'(l 
of table butter, is not a, populi),): industry. 
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Some fat is taken in the form of butter in India. 
But that butter oontains more wn.ter and is not 
.:preservable like the hinned butter of the West. The 
:process of making such butter fm'lls an intermediate 
stage in the manufacture of g}Me. J?o.t is preserved 
,and used univ.ersally in India a,s gkee which has 
.keeping qualities and may be stored for months or 

·even for two years, if proper precautions are taken in 
.its manufacture and storage. Ghec does not require to 
.be retailed out as soon as a large container is opened. 
Lft can be kept a long time in an open condition and 
J,lowiy retailed out or used. 

'l'here is another advantage in the manufacture of 

.yhee. It is veL'Y largely Dlade by converting milk into 
(lahi lmd then churning the dahi which makes the fat 
geparl~te and flon,t up. The fluid that remains behind 

.is called htssi or rJhol. This fluid contains all the 
nutritive materials of milk except the fat and the 

vitamins that arc fat-soluble. Glbee-manufacture is 

mainly a cottage industry. The by-product of ghee, 
l(tssi, is hardly 11 by-prodtlct, for its nutritional value 

is no les8 than that of the ghc(). All the proteins,. the 

'lactose and the minOl'tll salts are left behind. In the 

Gottage-lJ111nufo.ctul'o of {/lwe this rich secondary 
product is used in tho home as it is made. The 
pl'oiluced ahac is stored either for future use 01' for 
sale. 'rhcrcfore, even if rJhee gaGs out of a cottage for 
81110 outside, fifGy pel' cent or more of the nutritional 

vtl,!ne of the luilk is lltilised within the cottage. 

On account of this natural suitl1hility to the 
conditions of life of Tudi!1, a1wo has become so popula!" 
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un article of diet. It enriches Lhasa who buy tbe flhce, 

and it enriches those who produce the (Ihco by allowing' 
them to use the fluid left over. 

It hUB been shown Mutt only 20 pet (lent of the 

totH,I output of milk is consumed as illlid; 5'7 per cent 

it! conveded iuto (,hac, r:rheso two itellls (LCcount for 

(28 + 57) H5 per cent of the total luilk production. 
r:ehe remaining 15 per cent is divided into throe 

thirds-ane-third or 5 per cont goes for nutkillg lchoa, 
I1notheL' third 01' [) por cont gOGS to lUl,tlw dcthi, and 

the l!tst t,bird or 5 per eout goes to nmke tho vadous 
Illinor Inilk·pl'oduets-flueh !ts rnvootmo/1tB liko sandcsh, 
HI8[/OU(t, !cheer, 1)bC(,h~'i, 'I'a,/()'I'i, and Vltl'iollf:l othel: 

products to be found in IL tJweoliIllOltt 811op, and u,)so fOI: 
llHtking Borne Cl'ot1Ul and il:e-ot'OlLlll ltwl lmLbel'. (276) 

1126. Importance of ghee: Of tdl t,he milk~ 

pl'oduets in Indiu, "hel! iH of primo import!1lH.H:l iLUd tho 
lllOS~, irnportl1nt ItrLio[o of I;ra(to. ')'110 [\opol'l; ott 
Mnrketiug of Milk (UJi1,l-,J,2) Hft.id : 

"It koeps good for IOllg lwrioilH tlVOIl uude!.' til'opiCltl 
conditions of suomgo aud ordinury ptLokillg. '.L'his 
I.tccouuLtJ for its uxtelll:liVlJ HllHlufI1ctnl'(;). The 

fow !WILi Iltble rosul jitJ of lwoping q llI.tji ty tel:lLIJ 
show I,hat woll-lU!ldo [flt(:,: (mil J.'mlllt.ill good foe 
ILbout I,wo you,J.'S nnd (Jun be nH.:oudHioIlOd oy 
olariiiclttioll. No 01i1101' illdigellollS prod lIct keeps 
(iO well and for fJUoh 11 long j_JOl'io(l, nor (~l1n it be 
l'econdi tioned like wise." -(1.'. (\7) 

'1'he 57 per cent o( milk tl.Utt, goer; til) the lUILking 

()[ ghcc is an ull-India IW Ol'lLg 0 , fl.'lwro ttl~ll cocGl1in 

pl'ovinces such ILS tho Pnnjlti.> IHld Hiluu where 
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77 per. oent of produQed milk goes to the manufacture 
of ghee. Orissa also is to be bracketed with the 
:Punjab and Bihar. In Bengal, on the contrary, on 
llccount of t,he lesB production of milk 31 per cent 
only goes to the manufachure of the ghee of commerce. 
It is very largely imported from other provinces 
inl;o Bengal to meet her needs. 

rphe value of ghee manufactured and sold has been 
estimated at one hundred crores of rupees. 

':J.1hat 57 per oent of fluid mill, is utilised for making 
ghee shows the importance of ghee in OUl: rural 
eeonomy. Of the many milk products ghee constitutes 
7\)'2 per cent. Its wide production as a cottage 
industry shows the suitability of ghec manufl1cture 
to Indian conditions. By no othet method could the 
fn,t nnd fl1t~solllble vitamins of milk be kept fit for 
Rtm:ing in a. sterilo condition without 11ny spe.cif1l 
package at all. 

"'1.'here is no' need to stress the value of thil 
principle of sepamting and storing the fat of milk 
for use later 118 hl1Dllln food. It is the most 
mtional form of fat w fl'!1.ction to be made. under 
Indian conditions so as to combine keeping quality 
with domestic methods of cooking, which are 
practised also with easily-available pure vegetable 
oil6 and fats .... " (Davies.-Indiar~ Ind'igeno'lts Milk 
P'I'Od1.wt.~. P. ·1m. (276,280) 
1127. The cottage process of ghee making: J!'Ot 

hhe cottage manufacture of gILeo, milk is allowed to 
set to cluh'i with the help of a startel'. It is heated to 
boiling which kills all bacteria and is then allowed 

69 
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to cool to lukeM wl1rmth. At this Btflge the dah'i-stl1rtel' 
is added and the milk I1lIowod to coagulate for one 
to three days or more. By longer stay more lactic 
acid is formed and the acidity of a/u!Il inCre!lAos. 

Yet this making of lla,M is 11 gJ'oat FH1fet,y to the 

cottagers. There is no impemtive lloeessity of churning 
the dahi within (1 short and speciflecl time. rrhe 
collection of dahi for several days may accnIlmlate to 
render the quantity suitable for chnrning. 

When dahi is alittio old and tho (jnrLDtity necessary 
(01' a churning opera.tion has acculnull1ted, then it is 
churned. It is placod in Il, vessol and a pole to which 
beaters are attf1chod is turned wit~h the help of It rope 
which passell round the pole ill a loop. rJ1lw pole is 
held erect by h!1ving it lH1Hscd tjhrough two fixod 
loops against, another pole. rJ'ho heo ends of the rope 
are pulled from one direction to tho other, I~nd this 

gi ves a whirl to the pole wit.h its atitiltch()(l blo.dol:l. ,]'110 

{lahi breaks up 11nd fat floo.tl:l up nnel collects Itgl1inst 
the pole. ~L'he IOW(-H' tho telnpOl'l1tltl'o of chmning 
the greater is the yiold of fat. Ohurning iH, therefore, 
done in early dn,WH. In tho hot wfl:1thol' the yield 
as los8 unless the d(bhi is specill!lly kopt eool. Water is 
ac1ded to help {ihe separation of fati. 'rhe 1l0lhting und 
clustered fltt is tl1kon out whieh keopB Home {\ltBein 
encased in it. r['ho extil'lLcted fat is workod np into 
a mass !LIld washed to freo it from tho ol1fwin ILnd :t180 
from other soluble lllfttt(ll'B. rl'his pn.l'tIIY-Wn.Hhod bubjjer 
contains a. large percentage of Wltii(1J'. :It iA neeOSf>ary 

to beat out and sep!tl'ate furthnr wtl.I'01: from it. 
The lump of crucle buttor is Rt,o]:cil, mi:xecl Wifih 
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,the quantity obtained in any previous operation till 
J1 sufficient quantity accumulates for one charge of 
clari1ication. rr'he l'emnant left after churning is the 
,lass'b which is used I1S a nutritious food material. 

1128. Clarification: Olarification is the separation 
.of butter fat from all adherent casein and water. It is 
,done in an iron' pan. Heat is slowly applied till the 
,butter melts. On further heating the temperature 
rises and the molten lllass begins to clarify. On 
brisk boiling lor a while all the wttter evaporates off 
,and a scum appel11's on the surface which is removed 
with a perforated ladle. rr'he particles of cltsein now 
.begin to char and globules are seen in the convection 
current set in. rfhis is the indication of the 
linishing. A peouliar aroma characterises the end 
point. During boiling, the temperature of the mass 
is kept regulated by putting in and withdrawing fuel 
from l.mder the pan. The hot ghce is then poured off 
into a vessel, usually an earthen-ware ghM'a or tinned 
iron vessel. 'l'he half charred globules of casein and 
Bltlts remain at the bottom of the pan which is 
,carefully drained out. ~lhis is the {,;twe!ta' glLee, 
As a commercial article, it occasipnally l'Otains 
more moisture thn,D it should. It is collected by 
.dmtlerfJ, bnlked and melted for canning 118 the finished 
commercial product. 

During bull!ing only 11 re-melting is genel'ally 
necessl1ry. ~['he liquid is t,rI1Dsfe:tred itfter filter 

through musl'in or directly. If the kw:oha ghee Wl1tl 

under-done, hoating is continued WI the proper 
.temp~rI1tul'e is attainetl. A suitable j;empemtllre is 
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]JOO O. At this tempero.ture no lXloiaturo if> left in 
the mass, and I1t the same time undue chllrring and 
develoillnent of charred odour 01' colonr I1H1 prevented. 

1129. Ghee from cream and butter: When 
milk is cOllvtwted to daM, and the fat is Sepl\l'f1ted by 
churning, Ute whole of the ff1t does n.ot come out,. 

"The addition of wu.ter helps greater sopllration. Yet, 
Rome fati is left in the Huid which becornes jihe 

richer for it. rrhis lassi, iA tille villlLge milk for thOFll'l' 
who (1l1nnot n.fford to keop their whole-milk fOl' 
themsolv08. If milk is fWpal'IL(ie<1 in !1 (mlUm f:lopll,rf1hol: 

almost tho whole of tille fut of the milk is tl1ken out and 
Cut-free 8kirnmed milk ifl left behind. Tn Bihf1r, Mt111m 

separators hl1ve peneh'11tecl intll !ihe .villtLgos, 11nr1 in 
every clustol: of villl1gea in the lllill'.prodmlillg ItrtH~ 

(ibere will be found 0. cnmlllC1:y which is rOl111y IL 

cl'(~[I,m~RepI1rt1ting o6tablishmcnti. 'l'h<l80 are worl(ed 
jnde,pend ently by th€] VillrLl{e ente:rprisorfl Ot lLl'(' selt 
up 118 collocl,ion places fm: tlHl gften concernl:l. Mill, 
is brought, to tho Cl:oamtlL'y. Aftol' IH)IHLl'lttion, the 
sepal'tutecl milk is rcliltrncd I1nd a )lrieo, depmHling upon 
the vll,lne 01' Lhe Crel1lt1, is P1Li<l. 'J;llOl'O iB 11 reltLtioIlAhil) 
by which ghcc price is reg\llfL(j~1d to {jllll pl'i()() of tho 
creo.m. A qUlmtity of: Cr(\[tlll in the mililLhlishment if!' 
then put into churncrfl. (1170) A. ChU1'llOl: ifJ {t, 

barrel mounted on lL stanl] IUld l'ltbln 1,0 rovolve on its 
. short axis. rrhe lid call be o}.lened ILlHl clot'lod by the 
simple contrivl1neo of a sot of lov()w Imel tightening 

I bolts und screws. rl'heJ~Cl is 1111 window for observing 
the condition of the sopamtocl butter and ~ 
. drlLw·off plug. 
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The cream is put in the churn and kept rotating 
with the help of the handle. 'fhis gives a splashing 
and breaking aotion to the fat-globules which collect 
in III clump. After proper operation and washing the 
·churner is opened and the butter taken onto The 
.consistency of Buch butter is lrept constant, and it is 
definitely known how much of this butter will give a 
fixed quantity of ghee. 'l'he ownet' of the creamery 
sells the butter to the dealers who melt and clarify 
it into ghee in the same way as is done wit,h butter 
·obtained from dahi. 

1130. Ghee directly from cream: A third 
method of directly boiling the cream to clarify it into 
butter is adopted in certain places. In this case the 
·cream separated from milk by 11 cream separator is 
immediately clarified into ghee. The boiling IJrocess 
is the 8ame as with the previouB ones, only the 
difference is in the quantity of embedded Cltsein found 
in the c:ream. On making buMor jibe hulk of the 
,casein is practically washed out, and on melting the 
deposit; is not large. But in melting cream and 
directly clarifying it into ghee, the easein remains 
and 8fter clarification keeps n,bsorbed ill it a quantity 
of fat which is lost. ':[1ho yield of fat is said to 
be leS8 in this case. But· the conversion of sweet, 

cream into fJhee gives its own particular aroma to the 
product, and there is no chance of tho fornll1tion of 
any acid bodies in the final product. Nat,urally, this 
improves (ihe keeping quality of (lhoe, 

1131. Intermediate sourhlg of cream: 1'ho1'e is 
yet an intermediate process of making ghee from the 
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cream of separated milk. Hel~e the separated cream 

is allowed to be soured with the help of n, starter, 
and lactic acid fer~nent!1tion is allowed to proceed 
to give the required o,cidity and fLl:OIDI1. 'rhe soured 
cremn iB then churned into erude butt~r und melted 
into (fILec. 

In creameries whm:e milk iB BO collected thlLt the 
return of skimmed milk is not possible, the opol'nt,ion 
turnA to be a wasteful one. In Huch CllSOS t,h(:\ skimmed 
milk is tl'euted to make cltsein out of it;. Huch caBein 

is not RaId as 11 food"illlLterial 1mt gOGH to the various 
f!~ctorieB for utilir:mtioll as ttu illduRtrin,1 phLBtie or glue. 
rl'he 11t(ltOBO ILUi{ n~ineral fmltB 111:0 waRted. 'The 
lCecovery of lactose ]s diflieull; without I,}w aid of large 
plants; this is being dOlle ill cort!l!in COnCOl"Il!l. 

1132. Ghee flavour and aroma: Different 
provincer:; and (lifi'erenti districts have vroferenoe 
for l)[l,rticnll1J: I'l.IWOlll: 11nd aron:m in the fjlwc. Once 
the peculiarity of the desired il!1V011l' is lmown and 
the method of lUanufacture at1l(1ied, it i."I noti difficult 
to keep the nroll1lt Ilrud flltvOlU: C0118tttlli; fOl' tho 
sntisfaction of the COtlSUlllElI:H. 

'l'he fHOlll!}' is IL combinntion of several eOlllponentH. 
!I'hel'o . is the butter flavour, thero is tho blltyrie and 
other volatile acid flavour, and IItHlily tht)):e is the 
slightly burnt cu,sein fltwour which 1l!~()dolllimtte6 

and blends tibe other two facliors. 
In ghec-pl'odnction tluough Jactin for1l1ont,lttion 

of the daM, some lactic I1cid-liJr(~ SUbHtI1DC(:) gets 
dissolved in the fat. r:{1he conditions requirod an" 
liable to be cont.rolled both during the cZaiti production 
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and during clarification. The ripening of this cream 
also has to be regnll1ted to the same end. 

113ft Granular texture of ghee: rl'he texture of 
{/hee also is a matter to which irnportfLDce is attached 
by the consumers. After melting, the ghee can be 
granulated to a variety of textures according to the 
rate of cooling. If the temperature is very slowly 
lowered and the ghee kept undisturbed, large granules 
can be obtained. On the other hand, quick cooling 
or I1gitatioD during cooling gives 11 111ass of smaH 
granules. The preference of conS11lnel'S is generally 
for the large grannIes. There is 11 proportion between 
liquid and grannies in gheo which varies according 
to the season and the atmospheric temperature. 

Tbe destruction of some fatty acids of lowel' 
hoiling point hy the prolonged action of lactic acid 
bacilli may cause the . liq uid fraction of ghee to 
diminish. 1'he subject has not yet been thoroughly 
investigated. In marketing, the local demand of 
consumers shapes jihe manner of varying the crystal 
OJ' graDular appen.rn,nce of the gllce. 'l'he presence of 
un-sa.turahed fats as revealed by iodin.e value also 
affects the proportion of granules in a lUass of ghee. 

1134. Colour of ghee: Cow-glwc is yellowish. 
~l'his colour is due to the carotene-oontont of the ghelJ, 

Buffalo·ghcc is white because of the absence of 
carotene in it. ·When the carotene is converted to 
vitamin A, the colour becomes fainter, 80 that a light
coloured cOW-ghllf.; m fly contain les6 carotene 
apparently, while the incl'ell,sed quftntity of vitamin 
is not detectable from. appearance. 
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~J.1he composition of ()ow-ghce. (Oodbol(J wnd 
S(uigo'pal) . 

FatLy noids. 

Butyric lwid 
Oaporic acid 
Caprylic acid 
Oaprio I1cid 
]~lLllric acid 
Myristic I1cid 
Pl1hnitie ucid 
Stearic [Lcid 
Oleic acid 
Linoleic acid 

U DSILponiiiable 

2 
1 
2 
4'5 

10 
2(i 

I() 

1 

1135. Assimilability of ghec: or tho flLUY aeidt; 
t,hORO mentioned t~lLrlier in t,110 above lil:lt aro of simpleI' 
IJomposition beginning with but,yrie acid; they are 
easily absorbable. rj'hOBfl lowCll' in tho Iil't, Imch ItS 

pltlmitic fmel st,eftl:ic ltcids, nl:o hrmlly ILhBOl'bltblo by the 

hllmr1n system. tJ~he l!],Rt oneA, olt~ie and lilloleic acic1A, 
1),1"0 what is known ItS nIlAn,tlll'ld,ed a,cian. ~l'llfly play I), 

tlignificl1nt pl1rt in IHlillll11 nutriliiol1 IllHll1l'fl (LHsimill1bJe. 
It is <1i1'l1onlt to SfLY which factol's eontribute to 

t,he nutritional vldno of rJ fwc 1),l'l(1 lihtlir extent. ~Pher(1 

ILre flttS !1nd fn,tA, ILnd on tho mel'e Rt,andal'fl of 
nssimilability, (lthel~ fILtH mfty OX(lO} a/wc. ~ehe fl1el. 
vI11nea would be proportionat.e to o,sflimibLbility. '''his 
being the case, it is not CI1SY to say wherein lier:; the· 
superiority of flhc('. 1\8 an I1rticlo of diot. But {/hc chaR 
held its place thORO thotHlltnds of yen,l'A Ride by Aide' 
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with vegetable fats and other animal fats, as a supel·jor 
article of diet. 

1136. Nutritional value of ghee : We know now 
that cow-,qhee contains f1, very large amount of 
carotene, the precursor of vitamin A, and also 
vitamin A itself. 'l'his is lacking in the buffalo-glLee. 
{520) If a fat is to be prized for its I1ssimilability 
then ghee should yield place to cocoanut oil. But 
if fat if! to be prized hoth for its Itsflimilability and 
eal'otene-vitamin-content, then only cow-ghee remains 
Ilod buffalo-ghee goes out of t,lle picture to take its 
fph1ce along with the vegehable oils. 

'rhe prese~ce of the large quantity of vitamins 
places cow-butter and eow-ghce in the same 
nutritional category as cod 01' other fish liver oils. But 
it lllay be, that its carotene-value and vitamin-values 
are not all ; but the combination of the absorbability 
with carotene-vitamin may have much to do with the 

"high place that cow-gkee occupies in our dietary which 
,cannot be argued out 01' assailed by well-directed and 
powerful propaganda from jjhe interested manufacturers 
of artificial fats of dietary-fOl: example, margarine. If 
margarine 01' cocoanut oil were to be mixed with a 
eertain guarltity of vitamin, they are yet likely to fall 
,short of the genuine cow-product. 

The manufacturers of margarine published plenty 
,of literatUre to prove that margarine is as good as 
butter. In spite of that, margarine has to enter the 
market by the back door, taking the, appearance, 
colour and flavour of butter. So much 80, that 
~egislation defines that cel'tain AtatementF.l have to be 
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made on margarine p:1Clmges to show thl1t i ~ il:J not a 
cow-product. And u1I1rgluine has not boon ILilio to 
touch the bubter marlwt. 

IJu,w has IHlpt pace in the West wit.h the flkill of 

I;he lllanl.lfactnror to PI1HS off 1m tu:ti1i.ciaJ ptoduct ns, 
genuine. But in India thil'l so:d of unsorupulous 
c1elllling haa not bmm IlIbl!:1 to l~wal\(Jn tho UovorDmont 
to give legal protection to the genuine Itl:Licie. '].'ho1'o 

is a nominal prolioct,ion against adultiemtion, but iti is 
only nomimLl, nnd the fL'l\ud gOOf; on, in which tho 
genuine arl.ide is elbowed out fLna cheap tL(lnlteI'ants, 
take its plaee. (109-'27) . 

1137. Comparative l1ssimilability of fats: As 
1'(~gl1l'c1N !If:lflimilahility tho position will !JC lUndo denr 
fr(Jm thE) foi!owiIlA rl't~bJo from G o(lboio and Sltdgo]lltl. 

TAD]~1!J -1Z7 

8071111' 7Nm·-a'\'0~/1nilaJ)lc am" 1I.9.dm,il(tbll~ {(tiN, 

NOll"llfmilnj·· AHflimililhlo l';nnily Il~f1il1li· 
IILhl" pIl11Hil.i(~ "I"in Imil lfLhlt) low!'l" 
nJl(l "tml,l'icl lillol('i~ [nhby lI,oid 

glyeeri(loH. (;,', Hly(~nl·iilt'~1. 'X) gl'y(illridl~R ~{, 

I. Beef tit [low !)2 ,1,1;+ ~ ,,,1(l0 

2. Mutton ~lLllow rif! ,1,2+ " ,~ 100 01 .. IJi1rd ;W 110 "I" U ·····100 d. 

4. Buffalo Imttot-flLt ,1<', :;,1, -I' 22 ,1O0 
f). Cow huttel'-flLt :H; ,1,(1,1" 2;\'r, " .. !Ill' f), 

H. C:oconnnt. oil \1 11 + SO ,·,·100 

'11he ubovo 'l1ablo doarly dOlllonfltmtcs Hlltt; ItEl, 

regtLrds assimilo.bility cocolLmll; oil stl1udf':! fhst. It 
ha.s 80 pel' cent eUl:lily I.Ll:lsilllil!1blo and 11. pOl' cent 
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assimilable 01' total 91 per cent assimilable fat, while 
cow-ghee has only 23'5 per cent easily assimilable and 
40 per cent ltssimill1ble totalling 63'5 pel' cent total 
assimilable fat. 'l'he food-value as between these two' 
on the SCOl'S of assimilability would stand as below: 

Oocoanut oil 91 
Oow ghee 63'5 

or as 3 : 2, cocoanut oil being about 8 : 2 times ricber' 
on this score. There is no comparison between the 
prices of the two. cow-ghee being nearly 4 times· 
11S costly as cocoanut oil. 

'rhe data are not available to show what difference 
in cost there will .be between the same weights of 
cocoanut oil and glLee, if Bome vitamins were artificially 
mixed with cocoanut oil to equal ghee. Whatever be' 
the difference in price, the difference in quality will 
be allowed to remain so long ItS We have not pl'obed 
into and gauged fully the peculiar place that milk and: 
milk-products take in animal nutrition. 

1138. Ghee-its keeping quality: 'l.'he keeping 
quality of ghee depends upon ita acid-content, on its· 
moisture and on its exposure to light. There is also 
another factor, namely contamination with copper 
or heavy meto,ls. 

1139. Oopper contamination of ghee: Let us 
take the case of copper contamination first. If milk 
01' ghee is kept in copper vessels 01' if copper is allowed 
to come in conta.ct with gltee at any stage of 
manufacture, some copper goes into solution. It is 
a dangerous article, for it begins to act upon the fats, 
decomposing them, and, every fresh attack opens the 
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'field wide for more extended attack. Coppel'~ 

{lontaminated ghee will spoil very floon. Milk contains 
in itself a microscopic quantit,y of copper (l,nd this 
.even may pltty Bome part in tainting tho millt itself. 
But when butter is flClml'ated ont from milk, tho 
source of this taint disappeal's. 

1140. Influence of moisture Oll ghee: If thel't\ 

is moistUl:e left in thC1 finished produot thou 
mioro~biologicall1Ction commences, tho ItcLion being 
intense at the fat-water contacL fllufaeoB, (:thee is 
(1('lgenerated, IOSGS its aroma aDa gl'a{hmlly hecomeH 
nnBal(~able. 011,1'0, therefore, hl1R t.o 1>0 taken to HN) 

that no excess of moisture is left in th(l finiAhocl {,!tee. 
[['hero need be no moisture f~t all in IH'OIHll'ly-hoiled 
f/7MC, ~rhel'e iH, however, f~ chn.neo of over-doing the 
heating, 118 thiH will spoil the colour of tho nhc(l ttni! 
destroy its aroJlla. Aroma is Buoh It dcliC!~te thing 
that i ti caDnoti he rOf:lto rod to iliS original ()onditioll 
by l1ny amount of doctoring or hulking with fref:lh 
material. Whenever pOBsi ble it WOllW ho 11d vislthlf) 
to UfH3 11 thermometer for bulking yhe(! in largo 
.esta.blishmonts 11ud to soo that tho teHlllOr!~tllro doet; 
not rise l~ho'Ve HOGe. (}hc(j OILD bo hOl1tecl np to :t 2:{°U, 
without spoiling, hut it would bo I'illlty to allow it to 
get up nenr to thltt tionlpOl'at,llI.'o in boiling. ]'::VOll jf, 
nfter proper boiling, I;he foots or the <hogs and flo(id 
parJiiolos I1l'e allowed to mix with Jiho !Jhc(~, their 
presence will be II, frnitful caUBe of futnro (Iotorioratiotl. 

A chemioftl method of lllllJdng {llwp. lllOi!ll;nl'e·fr'fw 

is recommended by Goclbolo rmd Hn.c1gopl1l. When 
tl-,he boiling is finiBh(~d some fl'eAhly-prflpl1t(~d anhydrous 
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sodium: sulphate or· anhydrous alum is to be thrown 
in and stirred with the mass. lJ.'bese salts settle· 
down but, absorb water while t.hey are kept mixed 
11nd stirred with the liquid albee. 

r(1heir utility depends upon the hunger for watel" 
of the de-hydrated substances. They want to take up 
water to form crystals. When crysta.ls of sodium 
sulphate Ill'e heated and dried off water goes out of it. 
If this de-hydrated substance is presented to gitee, 
it seeks for moisture and if any moisture is present 
it is Ilbsorbed, making the ghee moisture.free. With 
eareful handling. the. use of chemicals should be 

. nnnecessary, though sodium sulphate is itself a 
harmless substance. 

1141. Ghee: its contact with iron: Contact with 
lls!Lvy metltls does no good to (libel] Buch as iron and 
nickel. Iron vessels have got to be used. But the· 
I:mrface in conto.ct with ghee should be bright. If the 
i'Judace is rusty, rust-containing iron will get dissolved 
,~nd begin to create mischief. 'l'in has no action on 
rJhcc. But tin canisters lllay be rusty, o.nd from there 
llontllminl1tion rtlll,y start. As little as 5 parts per· 
million of iron brings about rapid deterioration, giving 
rise to fishiness or oiliness, and if there be Borne free 
a,cidity in gILeo, I1S there remains in all gheo made from 
d(thi, the mischief catches and spreads quickly. 

1142. Free fatty acids of ghee: When madfr 
1'1'0111 dah'~, ghee usually contains some fatty acids. 
'l'hie should be kept low. Under the usual conditions 
free acidity .does not exoeed the danger limit. 
Ii:vel'ything should be done to keep acidity low. In 
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,Government specifications for Agmark ghee, the 
better varieties are not allowed to exceed 1'5 per cent 
,free acid-content. For the general green label grade 
the specification is that the acidity should not be 

,more than 2'5% expressed as oleic acid. 
High acidity brings in the risk of quick rancidity 

.and should, therefore, be avoided. 
Acidity of ghee is expressed by points. A point of 

.acidity means the amount of acid in 10 grams of ghee 
which is exlltctly neutralised by the 10th. normal 
.sodium hydroxide. '!lhis is equal to 0'282 per cent. 

The army requirement for ghee prescribes an 
acidity under nine points or less than 2'5 per cent . 
. Ordinarily the largest number of commercial samples 
show acidity between 7 and 9 points. The limit for 
the creamery butter is 3 to 4 points. 

Acidity in ghee comes not only during its 
formation at the dahi stage but even after that when 
.crude butter is stored prior to boiling. It is increased 
by storage. Ghee of 2 years standing may show 
,increased acidity by 7 points. This increase is greater 
In the hot weather. 

1143. Sunlight & the keeping quality of ghee: 
The effect. of sun-light on the keeping quality of 
ghee is disastrous. People who are in the habit of 
keeping it in glass jars or bottles should take note 
.0£ this. 

1£ there is some moisture present, if there is metal 
admixture present or if there is acidity, all their 
effects will be magnified by the action of sunlight at a 
progressive rate. Ghee, therefore should be exposed 
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,as little as possible to diffused day-light or direct 
,sun-light. In the winter, when the ghee solidifies, it 
,is no good to keep the opened vessel in sun-light for 
softening the mass for convenience of withdrawal 
froID the container. Heating over water-bath is the 
<best way of melting ghee. 

1144. Action of air on ghee: Ail' oxidises gltee 
and produces rancidity; moisture and air together 
;act simultaneously, and either of these may act 
separately. Reeping open a container of g.kee in the 
moist 11tmosphere is to invite ranoidHy because 
moisture and air and light attack the exposed surface. 
But the mischief is not confined to the open surface 

,only. 'I'he taint spreads in the mass afterwards. 
1145. Inhibitory action of carotene on contami

nants of ghee: As air, light, moisture and 
,contamination of metals accelerate oxidation, similarly 
an opposite facto1' which exercises inhibitory action 
,on the fore-going agents operate in ghee. It is the 
inflnence of ca1'otene. Carotene destroys or inhibits 
the deteriorating and oxidising factors. Cow-gltee 

'which is rich in carotene enjoys this jDhibitory 
protection and is, therefore, likely to have greater 
keeping qu!llity than buffalo-ghee under equal 

,circumstances, fol' the latter has no carotene 

in it. (520) 
When gft/le is prepared with proper precautions 

and tinned with all care in l'ustles8 dry tins and sealed 
immediately after, there is little chance of the 
material developing rancidity, say, in III year. Any 
flaws may Cl'saie trouble. 
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It has been observed tbat the addition of a little 
oleic acid promotes anti-oxidising or the inhibitory 
character in ghee, which is further enhanced by the 
addition of Kamala. (Indian Journal oj Veterina?'Y 
SC'ience and Animal Fhr.s b an dry , Decembm·. P.861) 

Ghee produced between November and March is 
better than the ghee produced during the rainy season. 
Monsoon-ghee is said to be of a distinctly inferior 
quality and does not keep well. 

1146. The filling of tins: In, filling tins with 
ghee, proper care should be taken to see that there is. 
no adherent moisture in the tins. Even the moist 
atmosphere of a rainy day or a foggy day is bad for 
tilling ghee. Every precaution should be taken to see
that the air inside the tin is moisture-free before filling. 
it with ghee for storage. This can be ensured by 

slightly warming the tin over a fire or a hot surface. 
1147. Standard for ghee: Ghee just like milk 

varies in character with the breed of the animal, its. 
feed, and with the climate and season. Therefore, it 
is difficult to fix standards which will be applicable to, 
all conditions. Something by way of a presumption 
of purity has been attempted in fixing standards. 
Ghee can now be marketed under Government mark 
ensuring quality according to the standards laid down. 
As a major article of commerce, in some large centres 
of ghee production, the whole-salers can now, under 
arrangement with the Government, license their 
premises and employ the Government chemist and 
staff for seeing to the standard, they paying all the 
expenses. Under this system ghee is purchased by 
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the wholesaler which is kept in 'a god own under the 

contr.ol of the Government staff for examination, Any 

paL"ticular consignment falling short of the minimum 
standard has to be removed from the premises, 

'l'b~ accepted consignments are bulked according 
to the grades, jihe specifications of which Itre given 
below, 'l'he tins are sealed and III paper label is pasted 
o.n t,he place of sealing so that the tins cannot be 
opened without destroying thepa.per-Iabel specifying 
the ,Government gmclatioD, 

TABLE-lIS 
Cow ghee, Buff!lJo ghee, Speoial Goneral 

yeUow blne l'ed g~een 

, 111bel. label, label. label. 
Butyro reading 

ab 400 0, 40'0-42'5 40'5-4:2'5 40'0-42'5 40'5-48'5 
Mois~me not more 

than per oent 0'5 0'5 0'5 .0'70 
S,1,ponifioation 

value 222-226 226-234 222-234 220-'-236 
Roioherh Meissl 

• V,1lue 26-2B not less than not [esB tha.n not less than 
80 28 24 

Free fatty acid per 
oent not more than 1'0 1'5 1'0 2'5 

1146. The utility of specifica.tions: The speci
fications are designed to be such that if ghee is 
9"dultera.ted with vegetable or animal fats other than 
ghee, all the specifications will not be observed III 

toto, Somewhere the adulterated stuff will f9"il' to 
come up to the standa.rd. For example, if an oil is 
mixed in such a way that Reichert Meiss] value is 
made to tally with the specification, it will be found 

that the mixture though passing the. R.M. test will 

70 
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probably rail outside the butyro refractometer reading 
l'equirement; These two tests generally cover most of 
the ground against adulterants, 

1149. Butyro refractometer reading of gbee: 
When a ray of light travels from one med~ulll to 
g,nother, there is a deviation in the line or direction 
of light. A stick put slanting in water looks as if 
it were broken and bent at the point where tbe stick 
enters the water. -This angle of deviation frOID the 
straight direction can be mea,sured. A microscope-like 
instrument is used for determining the angle of 
deviation of a ray of light passing into various liquids, 
supposed to be butter-fat, Buttet-fat is kept melted 
in a thin film and the instrument adjusted to read 
the angle of deviation of. a ray of light passing through 
it. Some figures are directly read on the instrument 
depending upon the angle of deviation, rr'he reading 
for butter-fat cOIDes within 40'5 to 4,2'5, 'l'he Bu~yro 
refractometer reading for some of the oils are given 
below, {Godbole and Sadgopal) 

Cocogem 
Cocoanut oil (Oochin) 
Olive oil 
Sesamum oil mixed 
Linseed oil 
Mutton tallow 
Beef tallow 
Vanashpati 
Margarine 

Butyro refractometer 
reading au 400 0. 

34'2 
34'25 
54'7 
59'0 
62'0 
45'5 
49'0 
51'55 
50'3-58'2 
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It will be seen that no at,her oil cu,u singly pass the 
butyro refractometer reading of 40'5-42~ 5 specified 
for butter-fat. But some mixtures may reach the 
butter-fat specification. Godbole and Sadgopal give 
,examples: 

1:\ ature of fat 
mixture. 

1. Lard, ghee & cocoanut oil 
2. Tallow, ghee & cocoanut oil 

Hefrac tomBter 
rC!lciillg at 4000. 

43'5 

44'0 
3. Vanashpati, ghee & cocoanut oil 
4. r.l,'allow 10% & ghee 75%, 

paraffin wax 5% & cocoanut oil 10% 41'0 

It will thus be seen that some of the mixtures of 
other fats with ghee fall within the range specified 
for it. The artifice is to keep ghee in the middle 
position and adulterate it with a mixture hfbving a 
higher and lower -reading. Oocoanut oil gives a 

lower reading and tallow or Vanashpati gives higher 
reading. A mixture 80 designed will pass as genuine 
g/bee although adulterated, so far as the hutyro 
refractometer reading is concerned. 
R. l\1. is. an arbitrary figure indicating in its own 

way the arnount of steam volatile fatty acid present 
in the sample. The Reichert Meissl value of ghee has 
heen put at 2H to 30 for different grades. 

Reiohert Meissl value 1M' .some fats and oils. 

Cocoanut oil 6 - 8'5 
Lard W3..,. O'g 

Tallow 
Ghee 

0'1- O'(l 

26 -:10 
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With regard to this it is apparent that the usual 
adulterants have very low values, but the triok oan 
be performed by bringing in paeaffio wax as an 
aduHerant. 

1150 Adulterated ghee passes the test: With 
regard to the adulterated mixture 4 of Godbole and 
Sadgopal, it is shown how olosely it resembles the 
accepted ghee speoifications, althougb adulterated to. 
the extent of 25 per cent, 

TABLE-119 

Va,l'lles of adulte1'ing mixMwe of Tallow 10 %, 
Ghee '15 %, Pam/fin wax 5 % and 

Gocoanttt oil 10% _ 

Reading of 
adulterated 

sample. 

Butyro Re£racholl1eter reading 41'0 
Heichert Meissl value 25'63 
Saponification value 222'3 

Reading of 
grade ghee" 
green label. 

40'0- 42'5 
24 - 30 

220 -236 

From the above it will be apparent that a clever 
and dishonest trader will be able to so mix his article 
as to elude the Government specification and p!),S8 a. 

25 per cent adulterated stuff as genuine. As a matter 
of fact, the aid of a chemist is taken to fabricate ghee 
to reach the accepted standard for eluding fraud. 

There are other defects in ~he Government 
standard, As has been mentioned, ghee specifioations
vary according to various circumstances, such as feed 
and breed, After the Government specification was 
roll/de public, the merchants of Bombay and Kathiawar 
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came to prove that their genuine ghee fell far short 
of . the standard in some details, The reason was 
mainly that the cows were fed with cotton·seed and 
oil-cake, and the butter-fat gave very different 
readings for this feed.· After this the Bombay and 
Central Provincea Governments have come to specify 
1). different standard. 

Therefore, even at the moment, the specincation8 
have a bearing on the place of origin of the ghee, 

In a paper in the "Indian Journal of Veterinar.v 
Science and Animal Husbandry" March, 1040. 
N. S. Doctor. B, N. Banerjee & Z. R. Kotbawalla 
show the following ranges of ghee constants as a 
result or their researches: 

:J.'ABLE-120 

B.R. Reading at 40°0. 
Reichert value 
Poleneske value 
Kirschner value 

Cow. 

40'0 -- 45'2 
23'0 - 30 
1'9 - 3'0 

17'0' - 24'2 

Buffalo, 

42'5- 43'6 
30'2""": 31''1 
1'5- 2'0 

26'6- 26'S 
Saponification value 219'0 -230 229'0-239 
Iodine value 29'0 - 42'3 30'8- 34'9 
Free fatty acid pel' cent 0'21- 0'91 

'rheS6 figures do Dot exactly fit in with the 
Gov~l'nment standard for Agmark ghee. The matter 
is engaging the attention of the Government, and 
Banerjee baa been: put in charge of research to be 
condncted at the Bangalore Laboratory on the fixation 
of ghee speciilcations. 
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Whatever may have been achieved by these 
i'ipecifications in the matter of adulteration· of ghee, it 
has not touched even the fringe as a corrective. 

1151. Adulteration of ghee: Some may question 
the advisability of mentioning the details of adultera
ting materials for making up a 25 per. cent adulterated 
ghee without t.he chance of chemical detection under 
the existing specifications. It would have been SOr 

were it not forthe fact that the miscreants who carry 
on this injurious trade are not a group of resourcelesEf 
novices. 'l'hey adopt every facility for devising counter 
measures against the law regarding adulteratio.n 
with the help of chemists, where necessary. The 
matter of adulteration of ghee has gone on to 
exh'emes. The law regarding foods stands inert, only 
threatening the Ulore helpless and less l'esourcefu~ 

men. The principal offendel's manage to escape. 
1152. Hydrogenated oils or Vanashpati: The 

principal blow to genUine ghee is comiIlg today from 
t.he· hydrogenated oils made by hydrogenation of fats 
and oils. Hydrogenation is a process by which oils, 
ordinarily liquid, can be converted into a solid 
proanct~ The colour and odour of the oil disappear 
at the same time. It is called hydrogenation, because 
hydrogen· is made chemically to combine with the 
oily material in the presence of a catalyst such as 
nickel. After hydrogenation the finished 'Product is 
an almost colourless and odourless fatty body. Soap 
which requires a hlU'd stuff like tallow to give it the 
required character may be conveniently made from 
hydrogenated oil. The degree of hardness to be 
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given to the product is at the hand of the ,technician 
as also the texture of the product. With such a 
material a technician may imitate any rat. 

1153. Adulteration with Vanashpati: As a matter 
of fact, hydrogenated oil is produced to imitaMghee in 
every,padicular-colour, texture and crystal. Artificial 
perfumery is also at hand to give the required ghee
odour. A completely imitatecl product is available in 
the hands of the dealers who can adulterate ghee with it 
to any extent or pass the product in its entirety as ghee 
without having a trace of in in the finished produot. 
Such !Ii material which is known. as Vanashpati or 
vegetable glbee will not anSWer the Refractometer test 
01: the Reichert Meissl value of butter-fat. But this 
is no deterrent, for the law either does not e:x.ist or 
is sleeping. 

'ro add to the difficulties, .the ghee-test is a. 
technical affair and cannot. be conducted .except 
at a specially"equipped laboratory. If, however, the 
Government willed it, hydrogenated ... oil could be 
made to answer a; rough and ready test for detection, 
if hydrogenated oil is mixed with ghee or passed ·off 
as such. But nothing has ,been done. Wright mentions 
about "Vanashpati". . This is the name which 
hydrogenated oil has taken-meaning of "vegetable 
origin" designed to pass off as ghee. It is supposed 
to be ghee only of vegebable origin. Hydrogenated oil 
is also marketed under the name of vegetable ghee. 

Wright's exposition is lucid: 
"There are no figures available which pl'ovide any 
estimate of the average amouuts of adulterant added 
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to ghee. The chief fats used are "va1zashpatin" , 
"oharbini" and certain pure vegetable oils, such 
as ground-nut oil, cocoanut oil and cotton seed 
oil. A very rough estimate of the quantities of 
adulterants used may be obtained from figUl'es 

. relating to the quantities of these products 
available in India. "Vanashpatin'" is produced 
in 5 factories. ~(.1he potential capacities of these 
factories (193'1) is Iltated to be 33.000 tons per 
year, but the present out~put probably does not 
exceed 25,000 tons. In addition to this, about 
1,000 tons are imported from foreign sources. It 
is the opinion of some of the manufacturers that 
about 90 per cent of the total supplies or 23,500 tons 
are used for the adulteration of ghee." (W~'ight's 

Repm·t. P. 34) 
This was in 1937. 

sprung up since then. 
so-called vegetable. ghee 
on the increase. 

More factories must have 
Ghee-adulteration by the 
01' Vanashpati is rapidly 

The villagers even have come to know of it. Now. 
they are putting some of this stuff in the hot milk 
for making dahi. The added "Vanashpati" comes 
off as so much more butter, which is taken to the 
ghee boilers. Besides this, the wholesalers and 
retailers are busy utilising this material to make 
large profits. 'rhe pre-war price of "Vanaahpati" 
was Rs. 12/- to Rs. 13/- per maund .against Ra. 401-
per maund of ghee. Few can l'esisb' such a temptation, 
when the public cannot possibly detect the. ·fraud 
without the help of an analyst. 
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In order to protect the consumer it was suggested 
to the Government to take the same step as has been 
taken in Holland to protect butter from adulterntion 
with margarine. 

Til or Sesamum oil has got the property of readily 
answering to a test, which needs the addition only 
oC a little acid to it. A red colouration is produced. 
In Holland the law compeli':! the hydrogenation 
fa.ctorles to mix a .certain qmmtity of til oil with 
the product.. So that, if eve1' this stuff goes to be 
mixed .with butter. or any dairy product, a simple 
acid test will detect the fraud. I got the regulations 
current in Holland through the courtesy of the 

Commercial Intilleg~1:lCe Department. ,There was an 
agitation to adopt similar measures in India. But 
nothing happened, and the fraud continues unabated. 
In this connection it would, be interesting to 
Jearn the the present position from the Report of 
the Imperial Council of AgriculturaL Res earoh t 
194,1-'42, 

"P1'evention oj adultM'ation of ghee with 
Vanashpati: rl'his question has been engaging the 
attention of the Council for a long time. At its 
meeting held in July, 1941, the G. B. consiilered 
the following recommendations lUade by the Milk 
and Milk Products Oommittee and the A.'B. on 
this subject. 
"(1) The Food Adulteration laws should be 
extended to the whole of a province or state and 
their scope should not be confined to certain 
municipal 01' town areas only. 
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"(2) These laws should be administered mare 
effectively, exemplary fines being levied on the 
delinquents where necessary. (It was desired 
that this should La specially brought to the notice 
of the Provincial and State Governments.) 
"(3) Marketing Officers should be empowered 
to carry out inspection and collect samples under 
the Food Adulteration Acts. 

"(4) All dealers, retailers and hawkers of ghee 
and Vanashpati or other hardened vegetable oils, 
should be licensed, and in granting such licenses, 
the same man should not be allowed a licence £01' 

both the products." 
"'ii' Til oil ad'mimttwe with' Vanshpati" 

"(5) It should be made compulsory on all 
manufacturers of hardencd vegetable oils (such as 
Vanashpatj) that they should, after they have been 
hydrogenated, add thereto at least 10 per cent 
sesame oil. 

"(6) Vanashpati or other hardened 
oils should be retailed only in sealed 
proper labels thereon. 

veget!Lble 
tins with 

"(7) Further research should be carried out with 
a view to improving the existing methods of testing 
and 'preparing ghee and butter. 

"It was decided to communicate these recommend· 
ations to provinces and States and invite their 
views thel'eon as also on the feasibility of making 
the colourisation of Vanashpati compUlsory without 
making it repulsive or nnusable."-(P. 53~'4) 
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1154. Detection of adulterants in ghee: 'l'he 
sa.me Report of the Imperial Oouncil of Agricultural 
Research had the following on 11 research work scheme 
for ,the detection of adulterants in ghee. 

" ... It has now been allotted to the Indian Institute 
of Scienoe, Bangalore, under the supervision of 
Prof. B. N. Banerjee. rrhe object of the scheme is to 
evolve simple and quick methods for the detection 
of adulteration of ghee by animal fats like lard r 

tallow etc., in addition to vegetable fats."-(P. 53) 

The outrage of "Vanashpati" has gone so far that. 
not to speak of pure ghee, it is difficult to obtain even 
pure tallow or lard· in the market. Good tallow 
fetches Rs. 20/- to 25/- per maund (pre-war). If 
"Vanashpati" at Ea. 12/- per maunel can be passed off 
as tallow, there is every reason that pure tallow would 
be a rare article in the market. '. 

1155. The adulteration goes on: Adulteration 
is rampant today. The matter of ghee is discussed 
a,bove. The matter of raw rnilkadulteration is dealt, 
with later on. 'l'he laws nre there. They may bEl 
enforced. More stringent laws may be made and: 
a,lso stricter provision of enforcement may be made. 
But it is almost a futile race. 

Price, .and cheap price at that, has become the goal. 
'l'his will go on creating the adulterating mentality 
with some subtle connivance ,from the users 
of adulterated articles, who want cheap products. 
In competition between the rival manufacturers, 
adulteration plays a great part, and each. man is 
compelled to adulterate more on account of the 
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{lompetition of that other man, who has gone in 
{lheapening the price. And the public and the modem 
times require the cheap commodity .. Thus the race 
goes on. Law can do something but not much in 
the prevailing atmosphere. Stringent law and their 
stringent application are good, but without a check in 
the race for the cheap commodity, law_ alone will be 
helpless. 

1156. _ Ohange from cheap to fair price: The 
mentality is to be changed. Cheapness is not every
thing. By running after 6vel'ything cheap-cheap 
education, cheap food, cheap clothes, cheap litigation 
and cheap success, we are racing f01" making life itself 
cheap and nob worth living. The whole moral tone 
of the population is degraded by this craze for 
cheapness at any cost. 

People should learn' to care for costly things, for 
fl1il'lless in price. Cheapness hits back on fairness and 
ruins those who run after it. Let 11S leal'll to bave a 
taste ror costly things such as costly ghee, costly milk 
-and costly education. I..Jife will cease to be the shadow 
it has become under the urge for cheapness. Life will 
then be real, will be deal' or costly and enjoyable, and 
that will automatically make the adulterating agents 
change their jobs for the creation of better things and 
trading in better things. Adulteration is a symptom. 
The law cannot C11re the malady by going after the 
symptom alone,. Deeper things are necessary-a 
cbange in the vah~e of Bociallife. 

1157. Khoa or hard concentrated milk: Kltoa 
is a soft solid obtained by concentration of milk. 
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It retains the entire nutritive materials of milk and is, 
therefore, superior to many other prepara.tions. It 
ca.nnot be re-constituted into milk by mixing with 
water because the proteins -had become coagulated by 
the heat treatment. It is an excellent way ofpresel'ving 
milk and is very largely in use. In the hands of the 
sweetmeat~makers it is an excellent reserve material 
which may be utilised according to the fiuctu1Ltion of 
the demand. It can be stored for foul' days or more 
ll1ccording to the C[Lre with which it is stored; mixed 
with sugar it can last very long, sa,y, a to 4 months, 
according to the season, Khoa consumes I) per cent of 
the total milk-production of India. 

It is more populal' in Northern and Western India. 
In the United Provinces and Sind it is a particularly 
favourite [Lrticle. 11'6 and 9 per cent of the total milk 
prod uction a.re converted to khoa in these provinces. 
It i~ said that the very large number of fairs and 
rnelas which are held in the U. P. have created this 
market for khoa, becanse during. these occasions 
very la,rge numbers of sweetmeat shops spring up 
and tempora,rily supply this nutritiouB material in. 
large quantities, Khoa is a,' highly concentrated 
product, the concentration ratio being 1:6 or 6 seers of 
milk give one seer of. khoa, As against this may be
compared the concentl'a,tion of the imported tinned 
condensed milks. Their concentration is only 1:2'5 or 
1:2-4 or 1 lb. condensed milk represents 2'5 lbs. of 
whole or skimmed milk. 

The manufacture of khoa requires considerable 
skill. 2i seers of milk gives half-a-seer of khoa. 
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'Only two and a half seers of milk IS taken for 
concentration per bat6h, because larger bulk cannot be 
manipulated in the required manner towards the end 
of the stage, when vigorous stirring and scraping is 
,required, coupled with close observatioB of the 
,progress of conoentration. 

The milk is placed in a small round·bottom iron 
,ka1'ai. with a wire handle on each side. The iron 
surface is kept bright. The size is sllch that the vessel 
holds 12 to 15 seers milk. Milk is first put in the karai 
which is then put OVer brick-fire. A fiat-ended stirrer, 
.kkttnti, is used for stirring. The milk is brought to 
boiling, while the lclmnti, keeps the Buriac.e of the iron 
free from deposit by a continual scraping motion. By 
vigorous boiling with careful contInuous stirring, the 
milk is not allowed to blll'n on the metal surface. The 
milk froths in the early stage of boiling. 'I'o prevent 
mischief; the fire is regulated by pulling off the logs of 
fuel or putting them in. After a time the milk begins 
,ostensibly to thicken requiring more vigorous stirring. 
The point of coagulation is observed. Some drop a 
particle of alum which makes the end reaction 
.smoother. In Gujarat and Kathiawar they put a 
little dah'i or lemon juice in completing kho(,t cooking 
to serve the same purpose that the alum does. With 
or without alum, thickened milk on stirring and 
scr~ping . over bright fire suddenly gets coagulated 
into a soft solid mass like butter. The addition of 
alum is not an essential requisite; it only helps the 
process, which otherwise is done by heat alone. When 
still very soft, the karai is t.aken off from over the 
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fire and stirring is continued to allow the remnant of 
the moisture to disappear. The mass at this' stage is 
collected at one part of the cooling karai and is then 
lifted out and placed on a piece of leaf. Each charge 
takes 10 to 12 minutes and pat after pat of khoa is 
stacked at the rate of 5 to 6 pieces per hour. ' 

'l'he rate of manufacture should be considered 
,pretty quick, for about half It maund of milk can be 
made into finished article in about two haUl's. 'Phe 
operator's skill is the principal factor in the final 
appearance of khoa, which should present a smooth, 
slightly yellow surface, as prepared from cow-milk. 
Buffalo-milk khoCb has a white surface. While the 
entire process requires skill, the main reaction is 
,that of the coagulation of milk at a particular 
concentration. 

Heat coagulation takes place when solid-not-fat 
contents are 40 per cent 01,' total solid contents reach 
,60 pel' cent, or the. concentration ra,.tio of 4'5 to 4'8, 
The· rest of the. concentration follows during the 
finishing stage partly on the fire and partly when tbe 
pan is taken off from the fire. 

Oil account of coagUlation lchoa has no suspension 
.propedy, so that if it is broken up and stirred with 
,boiling water, the material quiokly settles down. The 
protein had lost its soluble stage and is in the form of 
heat-co~gulated curd. It is a peculiar phenomenon 
that in spite of all the vigorous stirring and in spite of 
the destruction of the colloidal character of the 
medium, the fat-globules do not separate. There is no 
,oiliness about 7choa. We know that homogenisation 
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of milk by allowing iL to pnBB through capillary orifices 
causes fat-globules to he kept dispersed. What is 
effected by sucb. .complieated mechanical appliances 
is accomplished simply by the skilful stirring of the 
mass in eMe of the preparation of .khoa, in which the 
fat-globulefl are kept encased in the coagulum, and no 
trace of free fat can be found. 

Khoa is an excellent article, suitable for preserva
tion. .When freshly-made it contains no. bacteria or 
spores, because they are destroyed by the heat, It takes 
so little bulk that !L five seer or one gallon vessel will 
be able to hold half fit maund equivalent of milk. I).'he 
lactose remains in the khoa in the forill of fine crytals 
and the problem of the huge gritty crystals of lactose, 
as occasional~y happens in the case of condensed 
milk, is absent here. 'fhe deterioration that comes to 
khoa is entirely due to contamination. It is kept open 
on leaves, and moulds and bacteria find entranCH 
into the mass. Moulds make greater mischief. 'l'he: 
surface colour is affected first, giving an indication 
of the beginning of deterioration, then the whole 
mass deteriorates, becomes mouldy and unfit. for 
consumption, 

A cheap method of storing khoa in a sterile state is 
to add sugar to it. The product of a season of flush· 
may be carried over to the season of scarcity and thuB, 
equalise the demand. Sugar is added while the mass 
JS on the pan. 

1158. Kheer or thin concentrated milk: I{he6T 
16 concentrated milk. rI1he ratio of concentration 
IS 1 : 3 or 1: 4. 'rhe product is a viscous liquid. 
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Sometimes sugar is incorpol'ated. Such sweetened 7chee1' 
has a taste similar to that of condensed milk, It is 
much less suitable for storing compared with 7ckoa and 
is prepared to meet only the day to aay demand. 
Containing as it does a qnantity of water, there is the 
possibility of lactose settling down to large cry8tl11~ 
and making the product gritty, particularly in the 
unsweetened variety, It does happen occasionally. 
and the khee1' tastes gritty. But nsually, during the 
short period it is stored, there is little chance for 
lactose to form large crystals; 

1159. Rabri or sweetened clotted cream: When 
milk is evaporated and cooled, a skin of cream forms 

. on the top. When the milk is allowed to evaporate 
over a slow fire and the evaporation IS hastened by 
fanning, skins of clotted cream fOrill quickly. On this 
phenomenon depends the production of mbri,. Milk 
is kept evaporating on a pan with III large ·surface 
and fanned for quicker evaporation. As, the skin 
forms it is taken up by a thin needle-Jike atick 
(a bamboo splint) and placed against the side of the 
karai just above its milk-air junction. By remaining 
on the side of the ka?'ai the skin drains off and the 
entrapped material flows back to the ma.ss 01 milk. 
Layer after layer of skin is taken and thus kept on 
the aide of the pan draining. When the desired 
concentration of the remnant of the milk in the kami 
is reaohed a quantity of sugar is put into it to give 
a syrupy consistenoy. At this stage the skins are 
dropped into the hot syrupy mass and incorporated 
therein. Two ounces of sugar are used pel' pound of 

71 
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milk. After the putting back of the mass of the milk
skin, evaporation is continued for sometime longer a.nd 
then finished. The finished product consists of flakes 
of milk-skin in a thick syrupy sweetened kheer. 

To those who can tolerate excessive sweetness, 
mb1'i is said to be one of the most delicious of milk 
prepa.rations. 

11£0. Dahi: Dahi is one of the most important 
of milk products. If ghee consumes 57 per cent of 
the entire milk production, that production may be 
said to be mainly through the. medium of dahi. In 
Madras 11 per cent of the milk goes to the market as 
dahi, apart from what is used for making ghee. Mysore 
tops the list with .its consumption of 19 per cent 
produced milk as dahi; next come Sind and Kashmir 
with their 14 per cent. The Punjab has little taste 
for it, utilising as it does only 1'1 per cent, while 
Hs neighbour the North-West Frontier Province 
consumes as much as 10 per cent. 

The easiest way of preserving milk is to allow it 
to be fermented or soured .into dahi. It may be kept 
for some days, although by keeping, its acidity goes on 
increasing. But beyond that, it l'.emains as wholeBome 
11 food as at the start. 

Much skill is bestowed on the manufacture of 
high class and tasteful dahi. The usual procedure 
is to heat the milk to boiling when all bacteria ge~ 
killed. It is then cooled till luke-warm and the 
starter is added. The starter may be a speck fro01 the 
previous lot. In setting milk for dahi a fresh earthen
ware vessel is used. The milk may be concentrated 
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by boiling in order to ,., make the product more solid 
,and rich. It may b,e sugared which will whoUy mask 
any excess of acid development. rrhe mass is allowed 
to rest while cooling and a coat of cream separates 
,out on the top when the temperature has come down 
to the propel' point. The starter is added without 
'Stirring the top surface. Just a little quantity suitable 
£01' the mass is let down. The temperature is allowed 
to be retained by surrounding the vessel with non
conducting cover after placing it on a non-conducting 
floor, say, of straw. Dahi may be made ready in 
6 hours in the hot weather. By the regulation of the 
quantity of the starter dahi, the formation llHLy be 
l'etarded at will t~ two day s, 01' more. By this device 
the go walas get time to cope with unusual occasional 
orders at seasons of festivities by beginning milk 
.collection and formu.tion early. 

Good dahi should present a clean~ smooth, solid, 
uniform surface, free from water, \Lnd without gas 
bubbles. The cut surface should be .trim and free from 
holes. The formation of gas is evidence of the progress 
of injurious fermentation in the mass. Sometimes 
alcoholic fermentation occurs, giving a sharp taate to 
it. 'rhis happens with careless handling 01' from 
the use of bad and contaminated starters. The bacilli 
concerned is lacto-bacillus acidophilus. These are 
friendly bacilli and can live in the intestines. B:y 
remalDlllg in the intestines these bacilli ci:eate a 
health-promoting condition there and prevent the 
growth of injurious bacteria. Many virtues are 
claimed for the lactic bacilli in the intestines. 
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Bacterial flora. in the intestine of the infa.nt is almost 
exclusively of lac~o-bacillus. Dahi is. claimed to give 
longevity and prevent disease. It is believed to cause 
better energy-utilization by man. Instead of taking 
plain milk in a fluid form, there is greater benefit in 
taking dahi, or lassi which is the same as dahi 
devoid of its fat. Skimmed milk also produces it, 
apparently as good as that made from whole-milk, 
though it lacks the wholesome and full taste of the 
fat in whole-milk dahi . . Dahi from skimmed milkt 

beaten up and diluted with water, is indentical with 
and indistinguishable from lassi. 

When milk is allowed to ferment without the
addition of a starter, but spontaneously from the· 
bacteria from the gronnd or from the atmosphere, the 
result illay be a substance which is not dahi. In any 
event, a very inferior article, the product of the 
action of many opposing ferments, would result. 

The market quality of daM depends largely on the 
starter. Investigations are being carried on in the Dairy 
Research Institute to isolate the beLter strains of dahi 
ferments so that by their use under specific conditions, 
l), definite and standard product may be obtained. 
Nothing tangible seems to have been achieved so far. 
'I'he real beginning for research in this line should be 
made by lllastering the art of the renowned dahi 
makers. A scientiB~ who can make dahi equal to 
the best hazar product by the current method may 
then proceed to analyse and synthetise conditions 
for the production of the best dalti under variable 
circulllstances of season and weather. This should 
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be the objective before the research workers. The two 
olasses of bacteria-the acid-producing and the aroma
producing ones-have to be separately cultured and 
their proper combination found out. In this way what 
is today confined to the skill of some expert practical 
men in every locality, may be made available to the 
public for the production of better class dahi. 

Propagation is a great factor in these bacterial 
cultures. rrhe bacteria from commercial samples 
under expert handling may be made to propagate 
indefinitely without losing character. There is a great 
:field of research in this direction. 

1161. ehhana: When milk is acidified with sour 
whey or wit.h citric acid or lemon juice or alum, the 

casein substances separate out as precipitate, encasing 
within the casein all the fat-globules. So, by this 
one operation both casein and fat separate out from 
the milk. rrhe fluid left over is whey which contains 
lactose and some mineral salts. In the. production 
of cheese by the addition of animal or vegetable 
rennet the same phenomenon appears. But there 
is a great difference in their physical character. 
The precipitate from the addition of rennet is Il'Very 

heavy, thick-set mass. This character makes the 
making of cheese possible. The precipitate obtained 
by acidification of warm milk is a light flocculent 
material and is particularly fit for the purpose for 
which it is utilised afterwards in making sweetmeats. 

Chhana can be made from skimmed milk. But it 
will lack the f~el and character of the whole-milk 
product. 
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The precipitate In (Jhha1~a is hung from a piece 
of cloth and the water is allowed to drain out. 'l'he 
final draining out is done QY placing the bundled 
material in the cloth in between two large wooden 
discs and pressing the water out by putting 
convenient weights over the top wood disc. A steady 
pressure gradually dl'ives out the water from its
interstices. 

What is sold in the market is a product containing 
much water. Indeed, the practice in the marts for 
it is to weigh it just after taking the cloth bundle out. 
of the separated fluid. 

Ohhana is mad e from boiling milk. It is brought. 
to boil, and when so doing the acid liquor is added 
evenly over the surface. This is atirred, and agaiD' 
some more is added, till the end point is reached, 
when suddenly it separates out. The material is
strained off through cloth, and ,is collected in a lump. 
The right quantity of acid and the right manipulation 
give the desired texture to it. 

The acid liquid used for separation is best obtained 
from old whey which had been fully soured by 
keeping. This is a cost-less material and is eminently 
suitable for use for separation. 

1162. Sandesh: After water has been drained 
away, the dry, compact chhana becomes suitable for 
the next processes in the manufacture of sweets. In 
Bengal, it is used for the manufacture of sandesh 
aud 1"OsgoZZCt etc., and a variety of other sweetmeats. 
Scmdesh is a dry product, obtained by incorporation 
of sugar with chlwna, while 1'osgolla is a wet produc~ 
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obtained by cooking balls of chhana in a medium of 
syrup and stored in the syrup. 

For either of these purposes ,. the pl'eleminary step 
is to drain out all water from it and get it in a 
hard condition. When hardened it is placed on an 
wooden board and rubbed and manipulated to break 
it up into fine granules. For making sandesh sugar 
is incorporated at this stage by rubbing it in. There 
is much expenditure of energy in getting the ch7~ana, 
attain the texture suitable for cooking. When all 
the necessary sugar is added and tbe mass brought 
into a condition of fine division, it is placed in a 
large 7carai over a fire. The mass is now stirred about 
to be uniformly heated. Heat and m,oislure dissolve 
the sugar crystals which are enveloped in the chhana 
till the whole becomes a homogeneous mass and loses 
water, imparting just a little stickiness to the mass 
to make it sufficiently plastic to be moulded into balls 
or put it;l moulds. After this the balls or shapes 
cool and get hardened. Cardamoms and other spicE'S 
are incorporated in a finely powdered state during the 
last stage of working up the mass in cooking. These 
give the special flavours. There are varieties of 
flavours to choose from. 

Sandesh, thus made, may remain three days 
without becoming stale. In the hot weather it does 
not keep 80 long. The more solid and dry the mass 
the better becomes its keeping quality. 

For. 1'o'sgolla, oh1~ana requires manipulation and 
aeration. In the aerated condition the mass is made 
into balls and put into a boiling syrup of proper 
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consistency. Heat expands the encased air globules 
and subsequently the syrup goes to fill up the 
vacuoles. The ball js a more or less spongy mass 
soaked to the full in syrup. 

The manufacture of both sandesh and 1'osgolla 
requires skill, and a knowledge of their peculiar 
technics which can be learnt by working with 
manufacturers. Tbere is no secret about these 
manufactures. Different manufacturers impress their 
peculiarity upon their products, which it is not 
possible for a novice to copy. ':Phe ordinary method 
of manufacture is, however, easy to leal·n. 

These two, sandesh and 1'osgolla are only typical 
of the uses to which channa is put in Indian 
confectionary. 

1163. Condensed milk: Tinned condensed milk 
is either whole milk or skimmed milk evaporated down 
under vacuum and sweetened or left unsweetened. 
The product is tinned and packed in cases, and 
sold. It is a Western prod net and is likely to 
remain so in the existing condition of India. The 
trade in these imported articles is not large, and 
if people take proper care of the Indian resources 
for meeting their needs of milk, these canned milk 
products may not be needed except in trifling 
quantities. 

The reason is not far to seek. This condensed 
milk industry on examination is found to be really a 
canister-making and sugar-selling industry. Tbe 
part that milk plays in it is minor, being only of the 
nature of a filler. 
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For marketing a maund of whole milk worth 
Rs. 5/-, the m~nufacturer would have to sell about 
Re. 20/- worth of condensed milk. Similarly, for 

marketing about 12 annas worth of skimmed milk 
the manufacturer will have to sell Ra. 10/- worth of 
skimmed condensed milk, even at competitive prices. 
The rest of the value of the tinned milk will go to , 
the tinplate industry, and to the tin canister maker 
and packing case maket·, and for sugar. So, it is 
really a canister maker's industry and not a milk 
dealer's or milk producet·'s. From the above point 
,of view anyone contemplating the establishment of 
this industry should uscertain the canister-making 

possibilities first. 
According to Wright, for handling skimmed milk 

as condensed milk, the manufacturer will have to 

turn over Rs. 28/- worth of goods against Rs. 3/8/
worth of milk. From all points of view, the proposition 
is one for the tin~can makers, Wright also says that 
the quantities of milk required for running· a factory 
is excessively lal'ge, being 30,000 Ibs. per day. He 
supposes that there is no possibility of obtaining so 
much milk [L'om villages round about a factory. 
Therefore, it may be said that there.is little possibility 
of working a modern condense'd milk plant in India, 
at least in the near future. 

India has been importing about 25 Iakh rupees 

worth of condensed and dried milk. The trade in 
dried milk is increasing at the expense of condensed 
milk. For the present all that can be done to stop 

.this import (principally of tins and fuel and sugar 
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and packing case) is to seek for a cottage source 
for the article. 

Oondensed milk of the grade equal to the grade 
of the imported product can be successfully made in 
cottages if the problem of canning is simplified. If 
kerosine tin canisters are used for storing condensed 
milk, then the industry can be started in villages for 
feeding the village population during off-seasons 
or for feeding the nearest marts. The package in 
kerosine tins becomes cheap. The only consideration 
would be that purchasers would have to use up 
such a tin of sugared concentrated milk in course 
of a week. 

The milk need not be necessarily evaporat,ed under 
vacuum to be brought to the concentration ratio of 
1:2'5, so that it may l'e-dissolve and form re-constituted 
milk. It can be heated over direct fire up to a certain 
concentration and then transferred to a water-bath 
for Ilnishing when the requisite quantity of sugar 
is also added. 

1164. Condensing milk-a cottage process: Five 
pounds of milk is evaporated in a clean, tinned brass 
vessel or an aluminium pan till it is reduced to half 
its bulk. During heating the milk is not allowed to 
boil briskly. This can be accomplished by constantly 
stirring the milk on a moderate fire. 

When the milk is reduced to half its bulk, add one 
pound of sugar and heat the pan over a water bath. 
'rhe water bath can be made by choosing a vessel 
which is of somewhat smaller diameter than the 
pan. Water is put in the outer vessel and the pan 
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wiLh milk is put over it. Boiling water heats the 
milk in the pan which evaporates it. The milk 
should be stirred all the time; When the milk with 
sugar weighs half the weight of the ol'iginal weight 
of the milk, then the process is completed. In 
order to accomplish concentra.tion to accuracy, the· 
empty milk pan is to be weighed. If now, after the 
concentration, the vessel is re-weighed then the 
weight of the concentrated sugared milk is found out. 
If the vessel weighs more than what. is necessary, 
the concentration is to be carried on a little furthel' 
and again weighed. After a few trials it will be 
easy to know the ~ompletion point from the bulk of 
the concentrated milk. 

CANNING: It is no less important a process. 
than concentration. It may be regarded as a mote; 
important and delicate process. Tin containers are 
first Of all cleaned with water and dried. In the 
dried can is poured the hot concentrated milk. The 
t.op of the tin has a small opening through which 
the milk is filled. After the filling, the opening is 
sealed. Then a pin-hole is made on the lid and the 
cans are arranged on trays of water, reaching nearly 
half the height of the cail. The tray is heated and 
the water kept boiling for half an hour. Then 'the 
pin hole is closed by a drop of solder. This finishes 
sealing. 

The closing of the lid of the milk Cl1n should be 
done without moving the vessel. The filling should 
be done with a fannel and the manipulation is to be 
80 clean that no milk may come in contact with the 
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under-surface of the top. Should there be any milk 
-adhering to it then the heating for soldering the 
,opening will char the milk, giving a smell of burnt 
milk to the contents of the can. 

1165. Milk-contents of infant foods: Milk 
products in the form of infant foods are imported 
into India to the value of 23 lakhs of rupees, 
When the matter is enquh'ed into, it will be found 
how dearly the country is paying for a nominal 
,quantity of milk! 

The average scheduled price for infant foods is 
Rs. 1/13/- per pound. How much milk does a pound 
of milk food or malted milk represent? Horlick;' Milk 
food contains 2'2 lbs. of milk per ponnd of bottled food. 
The purchaser of a pound bottle of this milk pays 
Rs, 1/13/- for one seer of milk. There is a little 
malt and a little starch in the digested or malted 
condition. Oan India continue to send out 23 lakhs 
,of rupees for such stuff? And is it necessary for the 
.poor people of India to buy milk at such fabulous 
prices? Advertisement is a great' thing in the 
modern trade world. Few doctors care ,to know how 
much real milk they are prescribing for their 
patients when they recommend these infant-foods, 
and how many mothers care to know what quantity 
of real milk they are feeding to their sick 01' weak 
,children from a pound of malted milk! 1£ tbey knew 
they would think of something else in place of these 
mucb-advertised and costly foods. These foods are 
suitable for babies and invalids of rich countries, 
not of India. 
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The reputed malted milk foods for infants contain 
essentially the following ingredients; 

.Fo?· o1~e-pound bottle. 
(i) A quantity of the extract of germinating. 

barley. , 
(ii) A quantity of starch. 

{iii) One seer of ulilk. 

(1) If a quantity, say, i seer of barley OJ: wheat, is, 
germinated, the enzyme malt is formed. If this is. 
orushed with water, a mash is formed whioh contains 
all the active enzymes. ':J}hia can be very easily 
home-made. 

(2) A quantity of starch. If arrowroot or wheat, 
flour is boiled with water and made into a gruel, the 
starch is obtained in a thin form, ready for being reacted 
upon by malt and converted into a soluble malted 
product. Flour gruel can be mixed with a quantity 
of the malt-extract of No.1, at tepid heat IIfnd kept for 
an hour 01' so at that temperature to. eild the reaction. 

(3) A seer of whole milk added to the mixture of 
1 ttnd 2 will complete the malted milk food in. a fluid 
condition ready for use and will represent the content. 
of a pound bottle. One pound of malted milk food 
need not be made at once. Supposing that one-fourth 
pound of food is used daily for an infant or invalid,. 
then only ab()ut ?i lb. or i seer of ra.w milk is being 
given. A poor quantity. 'rhis little milk may be mixed 
with some arrowroot gruel. You get the basiB of the
malted milk. '1'0 this add 80me mash from fl:eshIy

germinated wheat, pounded and made into a paste with 
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water and then filtered through cloth. The extract 
,is malb-extract, to be mixed with the gruel and milk 
mixture in tepid condition, to represent the one-fourth 
pound of malted milk, costing about seven annas. 
You replace the factory product by a fresh article at 
.s, cost approaching one anna or less. And if you were 
using not quite as much as one-fourth pound"a day, 
if you were using 1 lb. of milk per week, you had been 
.consuming what you can produce at a cost of half 
anna per day. '1'he only point about the replacement 
is 'the matter of making a little fresh malt extract. 
How easily it can be made will be apparent ·from the 
following description. 

1166. Malt extt:act for infant-food: Take a 
quantity of grain, say, paddy Or barley. Olean it 
thoroughly free from dust and other foreign matters 
in a dry state. Wash it in water till only clear water is 
obtained in the washings, keep the mass under water 
for a day and night. Next day drain off the water and 
put the soaked grains in a piece of cloth and loosely 
tie up the grains in a bundle and hang it up in a dark 
place. In another 24 hours the seeds will germinate. 
The germinated whole grains are pounded or mashed 
thoroughly on stone with some water. '1'he mass is 
passed though cloth and the clear liquid taken Il;~ 

malt extract. '1'his fluid contains the digestive 
enzyme or malt i1nd· is to be added to the gruel and 
milk for pre-digestion. 

1167. Cheese: About 8t lakh rupees worth of 
cheese is imported every year into India. An equal 
amount worth of butter also is imported. Cheese and 
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butter are milk products for people in the West. In 
these countries people principally use milk in its raw 
form. And when they go in for milk-products they 
take butter or cheese. In India we have varieties 
.of milk products including butter also. But butter 
.as a village product of the gowala is a different article 
from the imported or factory-made tinned product. 

As for cheese, the taste for this article has not yet 
developed in India, and India has. not the suitable 
:cIimate for the manufacture of' really good cheese. 
So those who must have.cheese of European quality 
will have to depend on imports or be satisfied with 
.the substitute product which can be made in India 
,under ordinary conditions. 

The 10,000 cwts. of cheese imported into India 
costing 8~ lakh rupees is mostly consumed by 
Europeans. The difficulties in making cheese in India 
.for them are enumerated below. ' 

1168. Manufacture, of cheese: Cheese in the 
rprimary stage is like our oMana. Milk is taken a:o.d 
. allowed to coagulate with the help of rennet. This 
is done just as ohha;na is made from whole-milk. In 
case of the former the milk is brought to boil. l!'or 

,cheese this is not' done. Ohhana is a precipitatel 

whereas cheese is a coagulum. 
Rennet is an enzyme. It is of animal origin. 'The 

young of bovine or ovine animals have rennet in their 
fourth stomach. It is designed to coagulate the milk 
which the calves and kids suck from their dams. 
Milk on entry at the fourth stomach gets coagulated 

.into a compact mass. The calves and kids need it 
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in that condition for better faciJi~y of digestion. If 
a calf is slaughtered, and its fourth stomach scraped 
out, rennet is obtained. 1'hi8 can be dried and 
preserved. Just a little of it will coagulate a large 
quantity of milk. The special character of coagulation 
is that the illass gets solid in a very short time, a few 
seconds being required, and not like dahi which takes 
hours to coa.gulate. 

For the manufacture of cheese, milk 18 treated with 
rennin and the coagulum allowed to drain off from 
wicke},' baskets. 'l'he contents of the baskets are 
left in that cOlldition for the coagulum to harden. The 
outside is smoothed and sto.red for maturing. When 
mature, cheese develops a special flavour which is 
liked, and some changes occur within the body, 
making it tasteful 

The difficulty in India is about rennet. 1'here is 
an avei'sion to the use of this slaughtered animal. 
product. There are men who secure rennet and 
make cheese in India. 

Recently a vegetable substitute of rennet has been 
exploite'd. The berries of withania coag~tlans contain, 
rennin. 'rhese berries may be extracted with salt 
water and the extract used in place of animal rennin. 
One gram of berries gives enough rellnet for 
coagulation of 100 grams of milk. This plant is 
common in the N. W. F. P, the Punjab and Sind. 
So far, this rennet has been found to be equal to the 
animal product. The milk is to be heated to about 
155 to 160"]'. for the best results. 'l'he time taken, 
for coagUlation is about 30 seconds. 
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DIB'IJ'IGULTIES OIl CHEESE ]IANUFA.O. 
T[JRE: Cheese requires high humidity and 11 

comparatively low temperature for its ripening. 
The temperature is 55 to tiOo ll'. High temperature, 
induces putrefaction and the drying becomes excessive. 
It makes the article more liable to the attack of 
vermins and insects. 

For these reasons ripening which develops the 
special quality of cheese cannot be done· in India, 
except under artificial conditions of. temperatnre. and 
humidity. Such artifioial arrangements will increase 
the cost inordinately. 

What is made in India up to now is not really 
cheese, but as Dr. Davies called them, they 11l'€ curd
cheese. Their flavour· is also that of acid curd or 
smoked curd. The mellowing that comes to cheese 
due to protein break-down .during ripening is absent. 
There is really no ripening of cheese in the produots 
made in India. 

Oheese is made in India, though in very smaH 
quantities in Surat, in Dacca and in Bandel. . Dacca. 
cheese is a smoked product. After draining .the clot 
by pressure, the soft cheese is taken out And allowed 
to dry for a few days. Thus a thin hard outer cruat 
is formed. The cheese is then smoked with wood 
smoke or cow*dung smoke. Smoked cheese keeps for 
one to.two months. 

Surat oheese is lil~e Dacca cheese, but there is 
a difference. .The former aiber the draining and 
pressing out of water, is placed in acid whey containing 
salt. This operation hardens and brines the cheese. 

72 
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A hard coat is formed on the outside. ':J.lhis cheese is 
not smoked and must be consumed in 10 to 14 days. 
It may be made. by simply .draining tpe skim-milk 
.r:lahi and pressing the solid matter by keeping it 
hanging. ':Phis may then be salted 'and. cast. into 
moulds and preserved. Such preserved cheese ought' 

to be popular so tha~ a nutritious protfl,in food in the· 
form of skim-milk may not be wasted by conversion 
into casein. 

1169. Blltter: Village 
butter in the sta.t.e in 
which it is made for 
making ghee contains 
much casein and water. 
'I1his material may be 
made like butter of the 
West by subsequent treat
ment and beating. The 
diiliculty with butter is to 
give it a keeping quality. 
Butter, as good as the 
imported article, is now 
being manufactured 1D 

India from cream. In 
Fig. 52. Butter Churn. 

appearance and taste the tinned products are quite up 
to the mark .. About 9 lakh rupees worth, of butter is 
imported. With the developwent of the Indian 
industry, imports IDay diminish. 

Butter can be made from fresh cream,·or it can be 
made from crude butter obtained by churning dahi 
used for the manufacture of ghee. The difficulty is 
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that once the cream or the hand~churned mass 
irom dahi get Borne undesirable flavour, it is not 
possible to. make good butter from it having the 
.gtandard flavour, 

A method is described below for lllaking good 
butter from cr.eam. Cream, as obtained from home
separated cream, is in an acid condition. In .. order to 
.determine the acidity of cream the same method il:1 to 
be used as is described later on under Testing jor" 
Acidity. If the cream developed any acidity it 

may be brought down 
by the addition of 
a quantity of Boda 
bicarb solution. The 
acidity should be 
brought down to, say, 
2'5 per cent .. 

One pound of 
soda bicarb wiU 
reduce the acidity oI 

, 0, . 100 lbs. of cream by 
Fig. 53. Butter Worker. 

I per cent. Upon 
this basis a definite quantity of soda bicarb should 
be added to tb.e cream. Excess of soda bical.'b will, 
make the taste of the butter bitter. Oare should be 
taken to see that excess of soda bicarb is not added. 
Addition of soda bicarb creates difficulty in the process 
·of churning by formation of gas. 

'1'he cream is churned in a churner. A barrel, 
churn has been described. It .is. one of the best 
iChurm. 
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1170. Temperature of churning butter: Cream 
should be brought down to '15°B. before putting it in 
the churn when it is revolved at a rate of about, 
40 turns per minute. A little less than half the drum 
should be filled with cream. If the quantity is less. 
the drum should be turned at a lower speed. The 
completion of churning is reached when grains of 
butter of the size of a wheat grain appear. This stage 
should be attained by chUrning for half -'an hour. 
Temperature is a factor in valved in the determination 
of the finishing of churning. About 60°F. is the 
best' temperature, which is much lower than the 
atmospheric tempemture jn summer. In wiriter ~be 

temperature of 60° 01' about is normal in many places. 
In BUmmer the cream should be cooled by keeping 
it in a vessel sl1rrounded by ice water to obtain the 
best effect, so that the temperature of the cream 
comes about that. The churn should also be brougM 
down to this temperature by allowing some ice cold 
water to be splashed on it for some time. Good: 
butter is a natural product. of. countries. having cold 
climate. If, in India, we want to ml1Dufa.cture 
really good butter, artificial cooling will· have to be 
resorted to in the plains except during the winter 
season. 

The time for churning is fixed at 30 to 35 minutes. 
If the chnrn is not completed, as evidenced by the 
non-appearance of the proper size of fat-granules, then 
the tempera,ture should be so regulated as to bring the 
finishing time within the limit of about half an hour. 
Too early finishing and too late finishing are both to be 
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Moided. The appearance of wheat-grain-sized granules 
is called breaking. 

On starting to churn, after the introduction· of 
cream at the proper temperature in a churn of the 
same temperature, a few turns are to be given. IJ'he 
churn should be stopped and the plug taken out. This 
allows a lot of gas which was held in the cream to 
,escape. After a few moments the plug is replaced and 
chnrni;ng continued at the proper rate of rotation for 
abont 30 minutes. There is a peculiar splashing 
sound when the cream is broken. Some· experience 
will be able to guide the proper working so that the 
breaking of cream takes place at the correct time by 
allowing correct temperature and corresponding speed 
,of rotation. 

Stop the churn at this stag'e and allow some cold 
water in. This helps the separation of butter-milk 
and prevents too much of it getting into the butter. 
This wash water should be 5 or 6 a'egrees below the 
temperature of the mass, 50 to 60° F. inside. If the 
water is too warm or too cold, it will spoil the texture 
·of the butter, and in both cases make the butter 
incorporate too high a percentage of water. 

Turn the churn for 5 minutes and allow the 
;bntter-milk to run off through a sieve which ,viII 

collect auy butter-grain carried out. Most of the 
grannIes will be left over in the churn 8.S lumps of 
fat. Only loose particles will drain out. rrhese are 
to be caught in the sieve and retarned to the churn. 

,1171. Washing ohurned butter; After the 
.draining off of butter-milk an equal quantity of cold 
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water is to be poured in. Give the handle It few 
turns and draw off the wash-water at once. If the 
butter is too soft, pour some more well~cooled water' 
and give a few turns for washing. The washing should: 
be limited. rroo much washing spoils the flavour and 
character of the butter. After water has been drained, 
out, introduce some salt dissolved in water. Salt 
may be to the extent of 2 per cent of the fat. Some 
add dry powdered salt while "working" the. butter
in pressing out the water. But there is a risk of ..aalt 
grains remaining intact in the mass of butter which 
may cause a clotted appearance, for in places of 
contact with salt the butter assumes a deeper yellow 
appearance. The salted butter is emptied out of the 
churn and "worked" for pressing out water and any 
adhering butter-milk. 

Everything that comes in contact with creamr 

once it is put into the wooden churn, should be made 
of wood. Metal is inadmissible. Butter is pressed out 
and re-pressed in the "worker" till all excess water 
is pressed out. The legal limit of water in the fat is· 
16 per cent. It should be seen that no more water 
than what is allowed by law relila.ins in the butter. 
The finished butter is then ready for filling in tins 
£01' marketing or for selling loose. It should be stored 
in cool cellars, preferably at low temperature. 

There was a belief current that the addition 
of salt adds to the keeping quality of butter. It has, 
however, been found by investigation that non-aalted 
butter keeps the. flavour batter under the Bame: 
conditions of storage; 
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1172. Cleaning the churn: . The churn should 
be washed out after working, with slightly warm 
water to get rid of any remnants of fat adhering 
to the wood. Then it should be scoured in and out 
with boiling water which will kill all bacteria, Finally. 
it has to be rinsed once again with boiling water 
and allowed to dry in the SUD. Sunning inside and 
outside keeps the chur:p. sweet and does not let any 
mouldy odour to develop that may spoil the future 
lots. All utensils and appliances employed should be 
scalded and cleaned and sunned with the same care, 
including the "worker'), The churn may be finally 
washed with salt water to keep the machine sweet. 

1173. Separated milk: Separated milk has no 
legal status in certain provinces, while it is recognised 
as a legitimate dairy-product in others. 

Enough has been said to prove the high place 
which skimmed milk ought to hold in our dietary. 
There is a great deal of ignorance .prevalent about it. 
It has been found in the case of school children as 
also in the case of calves that skimmed milk is a. 
great growth-inducing factor. ,The real difference 
between whole~milk and skimmed milk is on account 
of the fat which the one contains and the other is 
denuded of. So far as skimmed milk and cow-butter
fat are concerned one wourd be inclined to evaluate 
the two products equally. The .skimmed milk retains 
all the complete proteins of milk, it contains an 
the Bugar and what is :more, the mineral salts, 80 

necessary for maintaining health and growth. These 
nutritional factors should be widely appreci8lted, and 
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skimmed milk and lassi should be prized and given 
the full nutritional value which they deserve. Not 
only are the. ignorance and prejudices of people to be 
removed, but Governments should be induced to 

recognise its importance and take adequate steps to 
promote its use and conserve it for human 
consumption instead 
of allowing it to run 
to waste from the 
creameries, where 
this is done. 

During the war 
or in abnormal trade 
conditions, 
from the 

caseIn 
skimmed 

milk of creameries 
fetches a value which 
may make it worth 
while to manufacture 
it. In normal times 
when casein is 
imported cheap, it 
is hardly worth while 
to recover it from 
skimmed milk and 

Fig. 54,. Cream Separator. 
(See page 1076-'77) 

separate, dry and powder it for marketing as casein. 
The direction in which the public and the Provincial 
Governments should move is to impress upon the food 
value of skimmed milk and provide for ita use as food. 

Skimmed milk may be coagulated by vegetable 
rennet 'and the solid curd obtained may be first hrined 
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like Surat cheese llnd then smoked like Daeca cheese, 
,(1168) giving it a life for three months or about. 
rraste is an acquired matter. The taste of cheese 
made without contamination with animal rennet 
,should be acceptable to all. Such fat-free cheese 
lllay be cooked with curry and eaten or made into 
other culinary products. 1'he very valuable proteins 
that milk has, can on no account he allowed to be 
wasted or used for industrial purposes in India. If 
,there are localities where men will not be educated to 
its use, then let it be sent out to those provinces 
where the taste has been acquired. Immediate use of 
skimmed milk may be made in calf-feeding. 

1174. Fat-free chhana or casein: What has 
been mentioned about the manufacture of cheese from 
separated milk should apply to casein also. Where 
casein is made, it should be made in a sufficiently 
clean way to serve as human food. The material is 
the same, call it casein or call it fat-free chka;na. 

Casein is made a little differently from cheese or 
chhana. This industrial product, when not made for 
human conBumption as suggested above, but meant for 
industrial use only, should be entirely fat-free. For 
this purpose, skimmed milk should be psssed over and 
over again through the separator to take off the last 
tl'aces of fat. The milk is then curdled by the 
addition of dahi starter. After the dahi has set it is 
taken out and allowed to drain through cloth. The 
drained mass is fat· free chhana. Very large quantities 
Df it, made from skimmed milk by precipitation 
with acid whey, is used daily by confectioners in 
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Calcutta where it is brought in from distant moJussil 
stations. This. importation of fat-free chhana j:to 
Oalcutta is allowed to go aD. from day to day despite 
the .legal bar, being against the Food Act of the 
Bengal Government. The trade in ohhana is there, 
but the prices fetched are most precarious, Often the 
:mpply just fetches the railway freight. On other 
occasions, a price of ten to eight annas . pel' lllaund of 
skimmed milk may be realised. 

To come to the industrial aspect of ;it. :Fat-free 
skimmed mil~, made into dahi, is. separated and 
allowed to drain off under pressure of weights. It is 
then passed through wire mesh to give it. a gra,nular 
character and then dried in the sun .. This makes the 
casein or commerce. 



CHAPTER XXVI 

COMMERCIAL MILK AND ITS 

ADULTERATION 

1175. Com.mercial milk and its adulteration: 'llhe 
handling of milk under the existing conditions is not 
satisfactory. Much can be done to improve the 
cleanliness of milk from the udder to the market. 
The fact that it is universally boiled before. use 
counteracts much of the negligence in handling. 
Heating may prevent diseaae. But unclean handling 
should be avoided. In fact, in many instances sanitary 
habits have got to be inculcated. In bazars, even at 
Oalcutta, one may see a purchaser dipping bis finger 
into t,he milk in bulk, to examine its quality, and that 
finger may have been contaminated with anything. 
We have come to tolerate this sort of insanitary 
habits., In .the in terest of better living .such crude 
and insanitary habits should go. We do not allow 
any body to dip his finger in our drinking water, even 
if thllit water is to be boiled afterwards before use. 
We try to keep food materials clean and free from 
contamination in our homes. But milk brought to 
the baza1's in some places gets to be treated liS if it 
was not a material: That we boil it is good. But 
the handling should be such that it could be used 
even wil;hout boiling.' With this ideal before us, the 
prevalent malpractices about handling milk ought 
to be changed. 
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There are, however, points in which an excessive 
·emphasis might be put. on this matter out of an 
imitative tendency for the methods suitable in' 
;European countries. An instance may be given about 
the milking pail. Current literature in India is full 
·of descriptions of the dirty way in which milk is 
'received in pails .. Dr. Wright observed this tendency 
and this matter in tbe proper ·perspective. 

" ... Conditions in India differ fundamentally from 
those in temperate climates. Tbe cultivator is poorer 
and is, therefore, usually unable to pnrchase special 
dairying equipment. The average temperature 
is very much higher, though the intense sun-light 
;is credited with a' strong sterilising power. 
Fuel is scarce and water for cooling is seldom 
available, or if available, effective. It is, indeed, 
·obvious t,hat under such cirCllmstances methods 
-of producing and handling milk may have to be 
greatly modified twm those employed in countries 
situated in the temperate zones. A technique 
:suitable for tropical and sub-tropical conditions 
must be devised to meet th€se special difficulties." 
." It would, perhaps, be desirable to give a concrete 
,example of the point which I desire to emphasise, 
At sevel'al.villages during my tour I had opportuni
;ties of seeing the methods adopted in cleaning 
vessels. used for milk. 'l'his llsualJy consisted of 
scouriuf,' the vessel with a mixture of earth and 
wood asbes, which was subsequently rinsed out 
with well-wat~r'- and then stood in the Bun. This 
method was usually pointed out to me as an 
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example of the dirty methods employed by the 
cnltivator. It is, however, quite likely that the 
.results aL'e, in prac~ice, far more slltisfactory than 
one might suppose, In the absence of soda and. 
refined abrasives. (which form the basis of ordinary 
scouring powders) a mixture of earth and potash 
(ashes)would form a cheap but efficient cleaning 
mixture, while the lethal action of the sUllplight 
might possibly be found to destroy any conta
minating organisIlls .... But the point is that even a 
simple matter such as this has not been investigated,. 
so that no reliable guidance caIl be given to the 
cultivator as to the dil-ections in whioh his methods 
at'e sound and the lines along which they might 
he further improved." (W1'ight's Report. P,19) 
Not only has no investigation been conducted on 

the advisability of continuing the prevalent practice,. 
but a wrong lead is often given, when for example,. 
a half-covered can is held up as an ideal thing for 
milking because . the half covered top prevents 
the falling in of dirt from the sky or ceiling. It is 
forgotten that a flnt-bottomed vessel is no superior 
substitute to the round-bottomed Indian ware. 
Flat-bottom has Ct'ease which lodges dirt. It is also 
forgotten thRot the half-covered top will hide ioside 
dirt or dirt. on the under-surface of the .cover which 
it will be difficult to clean and inspect . 

. 'rbe round bottom milk pail, held slanting between 
the knees, is 011e of .the best a.rrangements for milking. 
'l'he slanting mouth keeps off falling dust to an 
extent while the bottom is sanitary. 
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We have to look at ~hings with Wright's eyes and 
Wright's sympathy before we start a condemning 

.and ridiculing campaign. The book "He port on the 
lVIarketing of Milk" is an instance in point. Photographs 
are given of the dirty ways; The .photographs and 
the remarks on them are painfully unsympathetic, 
-superficial and taunting, specially as they throw little 
.constructive light on improvements about conditions 
and collection, transport and marketing of milk. 
Improvements .have to be, made, but a proper, 
sympathetic and practicable guidance has to be given. 

We have copied Borne Western faults, or faults of 
modernisation, and these have to be discarded. Milk 
,is delivered now-a-days in cans with a tap at the 
bottom. It is an innovation .. Tbe :£lat-bottom bas 
replaced the old round-bottom and a tap has been 
added which can never be cleaned properly, however 
bright the outside .may be polisbed. These are due 
to ignorance, bad lead I1nd thoughtlessness. 

1176. Adulteration of milk: The fault of 
intentional adulteration of milk with water is a very 
serious one. Adulteration was not practised to sucb a 
large extent before. This habit is gaining in strength, 
;affecting our whole social and economic life. Money 

has become the only objective and money has to be 
acquired and, therefore, profit has to be made by any 
means. If one bad trader I1dulterates and makes illegal 
'profit or lowers price by adulteration, at once a race 
is set up. Another man proceeds to adulterate more 
and ml1ke the commodity cheaper to have yet more 
customers. The mce continues, dragging more men 
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into the pool. It lllay be that the present times.are 
'so. If t,hat be the case, the times have to be changed, 
and we have to go back to the purer days of old. The 
present, practice is of "catch if you can". Adulterl1tibn 
is to go on. Gatch, bring within the clutches of 
law and punish if you can. Methods of -evading 
the law will be devised. Catch again and punish 
if you call. 'rhis is the ever-increasing vioious oircle. 
It spealrs of the present times that well-intentioned 
men, desiring to stop adulteration, are found in the 
,end to advocate toleration of adulteration, because 
by the selling of aduHemted milk poor people oan be 
served with cheap mi Ik. This argument is repeatedly 
,come across deliberations of Government offiQers and 
public bodies. Suppose the poor man was served with 
pure but costly milk, and was asked to adulterate it 
himself? The poor consum~r will find it certainly 
-cheaper to mix wo,tel' himself than buy at cheap 
l.·ate a watered product of uncertain milk-content. 

The idea of honest dealing in milk is disappearing. 
The greatest amount of adulteration of milk takes 
place in the places of largest demand, the towns and 
,cities. The corrupt practice' of adding water to milk 
is DOt confined to towns. Unless the supplier is a 
person or a firm of. known honesty, or unless the 
animal is milked in the presence of the customer, 
the presumption would be that· the milk may be 
adulterated, 80 wide is the prevalence of adulteration. 
Some of the reputed farms also are found to indulge 
in the practice of adulterating milk and passing 
,diluted buffalo-milk as cow-milk. In a city like 
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Oalcutta, in which there are thousands of she-buffaloes. 
kept fol' milk, there is bard Iy any shop where buffalo
milk is obtainable. All the milk produced passes under 
the name of cow-milk aftet ad llltera.tion with water. 

Under such cirCllllJstances, even a higher price 

is ordinarily. no guarantee that the milk is pure. 
A reverse tide is set going out of this mentality ~ 
and it is reasoned that If milk cannot be had pure and 
when there must be adulteration, then the cheaper 

milk should be purchased which Cl1use less IOBR in the 
purchase of milk. Sometimes this proves to. be cOLTectj 

thongh it .?annot be always so. 
1177. ~ilk samples: ex.amination results: Below 

is given a "r'Lble sbowing the percentage of adulteration, 
in the saml_)les6xamined. 

TABLE-1fJ1 

Samples of milk examined umd81' the Fooel 
Adnlte'ration Act. 

Province. TotoJ No. PIn' cent fotlllci 
examined. adulterated. 

N. "N.F.P. 70 29'0 
Pu njab 1,505 aO'i 
Delhi Province. 2,993 17'2 
Sind 1,006 28'0' 
Bombay Province .... 9,088 22'0 
:.\la.d ras Province. 3,8iH< 49.0 
Central Province, 62\:) aO'8 
United Province, 2,472 10'S 
Bihar and Orissa, 139 59'7 
Bengal 2,086 52'8 
Assam 96 UU) 

'rotal-2:3,9I8 29'7. 

-(Milk Ma1'ket-ing Rep01·t, 1941-42. P.229)· 
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'l'he 'lIable does not give a COItElct idea. of the extent 
of adulteration. ~Vhe test is made according to the 
standard set for the milk in the province concerned. 
If the standard is initially low then those samples that 
fall within the standard limit may also be found to 
be adulterated. 

MILK STANDARD AND LEGISLATION: 
'_rhree classes of milk are generally re<;ognised-cow
milk, buffalo-milk and mix.ed milk, But this diviBion 
is not operative everywhere. Very generally, milk is 
regarded as cow-milk, and a standard for cow,milk only 
is officially recognised in most provinces, Eyen in 
tbe matter of standa.rd, the variation from province 
to province is great. The following .fat-percentagea 
in milk are prescribed by the different Provincial 
Governments. 

H ••• Madra!> and Central Provinces ha.ve Or standard 
of ;3 per cent fat for cow's milk, and Madras 
.,L'5 percent and the Punjab. U. P., N.W.F,P., and 
0, P., 5'0 per cent fat for buffOrlo-~i1k, and Bihar 
5'0 per cent fat for mixed milk, 'rhe N, W. ]', P, 
has a minimum standard of S'O per cent s.n.£. for 
cow's milk, a. sta.ndard which is, perhaps, too low; 
the C,P. Government has a minimum standard of 
8'5 per cent s.n.f.' for buffalo~milk, ... " -(Davies.
Indigenous Milk P1'oducts of' India. P. 13). 
10 the light of the B!bove it will be easy to see that 

where 11 fat per cent of 3 is prescribed for the cow. 
mOre adulter&ted mHk will pass off as genuine than in 
u. province where, for example, the sta.ndard, as in 
Bengal, is 3'5 per cent. 

73 
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If milk containing 3 or 3'5 per cent fat content 
is pa.ssed as genuine against .1),'5 pet (}en~ fat actually 
present in cow-milk, then these samples that are 
passed as genuine will faU very short under the real 
standard of 4'5, 'l'he percentage of adulterated. sample 
in the Table will enormously increase, 

The milk standard has been set very low in !ndia. 
It is difficult to say why this low standard was 
accepted initially and is still persisted jn, when, as a 
matter of fact, it is established and widely known that 
the Indian cows give 4'5 per cent fat in the minimum 
when bulked samples from several cows are tested. 

One reason for the acceptance of the low standard 
()f fat is tha.t the regulations for standard were made 
by copying out from the regulations of other 
countries where cow-milk show 3'0 to 3'5 per cent 
fat without any reference to the realities, This 
legalization of :3 to 3'5 per cent fat has encouraged 
adultera.tion at least in the Municipal areas. In 
Madras, for example, a IUan selling genuine cow-milk 
with 4'5 per cent fat will obtain the same market 
price for milk as another man who dilutes his milk 
with 50 per cent water and makes 45 Ibs. toned.down 
standard milk from 30 pounds genuine milk. 'J.lhe 
adulterating dealer thus will get a premium of 
nO per cent. The result is that milk dealers will be 
led to water down all genuine milk at Madras with 
50 per cent water. And such 50 per cent adulterated 
milk will pass off as genuine milk after analytical 
examination, "When the sample will ,show less than 
3 per cent fat, then only will the deficit be regarded 
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.as a measure of adulteration, and the sample will be 
,condemned as adulterated, In reading the Table, 
showing percentages of sazuples found adulterated, tbe 
,above circumstance should be borne in mind. Tbe 
reader will then have an idea of the extent of 
adulteration where a primary adulteration with 
.50 per cent, water is excused. Adulteration, it will be 
apparent, has been fostered direotly by the Municipal 
standards fixed where such standard for cow-milk is 
lower than 4'5 per cent. 

Then again, the,fiotion of allowing a mixed milk 
standard has given another incentive to adulteration. 
When the fat percentages are so different as in cow
milk, the mere statement "mixed milk" is not enough; 
how much of what milk are there should be made 
clear. Again, why should there be mixed milk at all? 
When we know that the two milks are different in thei}' 
.contents and in the structure of their fat-globules, it 
is imperative that mixed milk should be, a prohibited 
.commodity and legal protection should not be ~iven 
to' those' who pa.ss off buffalo-milk diluted with water 
.as genuine cow-milk. An examination under the 
microscope ought to reveal whether the sample is really 
>of cow-milk or a mixture of water and buffalo-milk, 

1178. Foreign practice guides milk le.gislation ; 
'1' he Report of the Marketing of Milk brings out 
how absurd rules have been copied out and, though 
impracticable, have found their way into Provincial 
enactments or regulations on food adulteration. The 
halwais of the Punjab are' required, for example, to 
keep their floors, ~ables, shelves and all other articles 
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washed every day. OJ', for example, the milk dealers 
of the United Provinces are required not to Bell or 
permit to be sold the milk of any animal suffering 

from a.ny oontagious disease (including tuberculosis. 

of. the udder). Even in England IIlilk from test.ed 
ttlberoulosis-free cow is marketed separately under a. 
guarantee, and the cows of the herd are offioially 
tested.. Here in the U. P. without any provision for 
the testing of cows, a regulation blindly finds a place: 

in the statute book. 
Just as there is no fixed standard for liquid milk all 

over India, similarly in the case of milk-products. 
alao, there is no reasonable standard; or meaningless 
standards have been given the sanction of the 
legislature. What Dr. 'Wright wrote in .this conneotion, 
is pertinent. 

"'llhe establishment of recognised stanrlards of 
quality f01' klwa and related productli' would dll' 
lUuch to encourage the introduction of improved 
methods of production and packing. At present, 
the standards (where they exist) !l<l'e of doubtfuF 

utility. For iuatance, under the Punjab Pure Food 
Act (1929) lchoa muat have not more than 10 per 
cent moiature and not less then 20 per cent ~at, 
Yet, according to manufacturing practice, the khoOi 
out~turn from milk should be 25 per cent. *' .. , Clearly

the existing standards need re-examination, 
" ... No provision ia made in the food legislation of 
most provinces for standards of quality of. milk 

t>l'oducts made partly 01' wholly from separated 

,:' 25 per cent yield is of kheer and not khoa. 
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milk. .. .it will be necessary to formulate standa.rds 
not only for whole-milk products but for products 
manufactured from separated and from balf-cream 
milk." (W?'ight's Report, p, 4!7-'8) 
The situation in some cities, for example in 

Calcutta, is obnoxious to a degree, The Calcutta 
-Corporation under its food regulations does not 
recognise skim-milk or skim-milk products, Skim·milk 
-cannot be sold regularly in Calcutta. That it is sold in 
tbe name of pure milk, as a matter of fact, is a 
different matter. But legally there is a bar to its being 
sold under the correct description as skimmed':milk. 

1179. Skim-milk and Food Acts: The Report 
-on the Marketing of Milk mentions this difficulty 
about tbe Co-operative Milk Societies Union Limited 
of Oalcutta which body is supposed to throw into tbe 
ill'ains of Oalcutta this nutritious material beclJ,use 
the law prevents its sale. What the Society does, 
the Society only knows, but it is in print there in 
t.he Report. 

Not only is skimmed milk ba.rred from entry into 
the market, but the selling of skimmed"milk products 
:as such is pena.lised. The penalisation is, of conrse, 
in name. As a matter of fact every day, morning 
and evening tra.ins to the four railway stations of 
Calcutta. bring loads and loads of skimmed·milk 
chhana as a ma.tter of routine which find their way 
into the ohhana mart of Bowbazar. There are 
-arrangements by whicb this is openly done. The 
,gual'diane of health have healtb - officers and their 
,subordinates. They ha.ve to show that they are dutiful, 
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and t,he public lue 111so to have cheap chhana.. As a, 
matter of routine once in a month or oftener, if there
is provocation from the whole-saler, the inspector goes 
after the carriers of chhana. 'rhe carriers also know 
the practice. They flyaway helter skelter, and 
occasionally a man is caught and his load discharged 
in the gutter. Occasionally an aratda?' (dealer) is. 
prosecuted. He pays his fine and knows how to' 
behave better with the inspector. Could this thing 
continue if the Health Department of the Corporation 
was seriouB about stopping the import of skimmed
milk ohhana, for sale in Calcutta? A foolish law 
enacted when the science of nutrition was not even in 
its embryo yet stands, and the above is an illustration: 
of how it is operated. 

The mischief does not stop here. A colour
distinction 'also is made. Skimmed-milk product in 
the form of condensed milk, or skimmed milk-powder, 
is imported and retailed out everywhere in the city of 
Calcutta without any bar. In Calcutta, skimmed 
milk must wear foreign clothes, must come in tins and 
get above the law, 

While all this is happening in Oalcutta, the
Bombay Government haa provided certain regulations, 
regarding the total S. N. F. content of skimmed milk· 
powder and the India Government has exempted' 
skimmed milk-powdel' from the import. duty in order 
that it may be used largely for improving the health 
of school-going children. Cannot Calcutta children: 
have skimmed milk chhana, for their health, and the 
,Caloutta public also? 
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1180. Harassing persecution: The persecution, 
only for harassment, extends to tbe interior also. If 
a. gow(~la buys skimmed milk from a creamery and 
make dahi from it and sell it oheap as a skimmed 
milk-pl'oduct, he becomes the subject of attention of 
the Sanitary Inspector. He has to pay a fine in the 
local court or, otherwise satisfy the Inspector to escape 
prosecution. 

Things are too bad in the matter of Provincial 
Acts, and Municipall'egnlations about food adulteration 
and their operative portions are scandalously 
oppressive aI;ld inefficient. 

1181. Breaches of Act lighty punished: In 1937 
Dr. Wright pointed out how breaches of the Food Act 
were lightly dealt with iu SOlUe caseS. Things have not 
improved. The latest edition (1941-'42) of the Report 
of the Marketing of Milk has the following: 

"A butter merchant of Mazagaon (Bombay) was 
fined for habitual offences under the Bombay Food 

Adultera.tion Act, 1925, as follows: 
Rs. 5/- on 16th January, 1939. 
Rs. 5/- on 16th January,1939. 
Re. 15/- on 13th March, 1939. 
Re. 60/, on 21st August, 1939. 
Rs. 100/- on 21st August, 1939. 
R9. 16/- on 12th February, 1940, for 12 per cent 

excess moisture in butter. 
Rs. 50/- on 15th May, 1940, for 19 per cent 

adulteration in butter. 
Rs. 10/- on 15th May, 1940, fot 9 per cent 

excess moisture in butter. 
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"Several other instances of ridiculously low fines 
can be quoted, In one case, for butter which was 
adulterated to the extent of 74'1 per cent, an 
Honorary Magistrate fined the accused Re. 1/-. 
Fines on milk cases generally range from Ra. 2/· 
to Rs. 20/~ ... "-(P. 227·'28) 
The Report pointed out that the Bombay Act 

provided for a fine of Rs. 200/- for the first off!3nce 
and fine up to Rs. 1,000/- or imprisonment or both 
for subsequent offences. 

The 1. O. A. R. has been moving in many directions 
in order to give shape to the recommendations made 
in Dr. Wright's Report. But things' move so slow. 
The position taken by the 1. C. A. R. about ghee
adulteration has been mentioned ea.rlier. The Central 
Government can give a leaiL Not only that, it can 
by moral pressure impose its will upon the Provincial 
Governments in this vital matter, for it is the Oentral 
Fund coming through the 1. C. A. R. wbich is 
l'espoDsible for much of the research work on Animal 
Husbandry and Agriculture that is being conducted in 
the provinces. The Provincia.l Governments cannot 
afford to ignore the provision of the Food Adulter~tion 
Acts framed by the CentL-e for the guidance of 
provinces and states. 



CHAPTER XXVII 

MILK TESTING 

1182. Need for milk testing: For every establish
ment baving to do with the handling of milk some 
'Simple metbods are necessary to be adopted not only 
for de.tection of adulteration but for guidance of tbe 
future ha.ndling of milk, for tbe manuf!tcture of milk 
products. Even when milking is done in one's own 
establishment, testing is necessary in order to under
stand the performance of the cows as regards their 
.capacity to deliver milk with high fat-content, because 
fat-content of milk varies with animals. With 
a fat-testing arrangement at hand, milk can be 
purchased on the basis of fat. This does away with 
the suppliers' tendency to adulterate milk. For, by 
diluting milk, the supplier only takes the trouble of 
ca.rrying the load of water with put any gain in 
return when the price is based on the fat-content 
,of the milk. 

Examination has, therefore, to be made. Some 
simple methods, both physical and chemical, are 
hereafter described which may be conveniently carded 
out even by those who are not chemists but who want 
to learn and work scientifically. 

The use of scientific instruments and terms is 
inevitable. Every care has been taken to initia.te the 
novice into the matter. A chemical balance has to be 
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used and the usual chemical appliances such as beakert 

bUl'ette, pipette, measuring cylinder; measuring 
fiask, conical flask etc., are also to be used. 
rl'he beginner should learn the handling of these 
instruments by l'eceiving instruction from friends who 
have some knowledge of chemical manipUlation. 
A description of the way to manipulate the various 
appliances, or a discourse on the art of scientific 
weighing or analysis, would have taken much space 
and yet could not have dispensed with the necessity of 
their practical demonstration. It is suggested that 
the beginner sho.uld Jearn the use of the appliances by 
practical demonstration from friends who know, and 
thei'S are plenty of men who know the practical side 
of rnanipulating the appliances mentioned above. 

Weights and measures may form a stumbling 
block. A schedule is given of weights and measures 
at the end of the Chapter. By studying this the 
beginner will be easily able to form an idea of what a
C.c. is or what a litre measure means. 

1183. Sampling: Next is the matter of sampling. 
Careless sampling will render all subsequent work 
useless. It has been explained below how the correct. 
sampling of milk is to be taken. If any confusion 
ocems by once reading these directions for testing. 
careful l'e-reading, coupled with a familiarity with the
appliances and indicators, and calculation, will make 
matters easy enough for all persons having the 
pre-requisite knowledge of mathematics to conduct 
the tests with fair accuracy. The results obtained 
wi 11 not only rewaro by helping the management, but 
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will bring joy for the successful carrying on of 
manipnlation. A layman will be treading the fringe 
of the field of !II scientist, 

1184. Care in sampling: In testing milk it is of 
gl'eat importance to tn.ke the sample properly. We know 
that fat rises to the surface when the milk is allowed 

to rest, so that if the 
top layer is taken, when 
samp~ing, it will not be 
representative of the milk 
in the vessel. It will show 
too much fat. Similarly, 
a sam pIe taken from the 
bottom of the vessel will 
also not represent the 
quality of the milk, because 
it will show too little 
fat. Sampling, therefore, 
shoald be made carefully 
by proper mixing .at the 
time of taking the sample. 
Pour milk from one vessel 

If'ig. 55. Milk can with' to another and, baok again, 
th~ perforated disc in-
side for mixing milk Bnd if this is repeated 

before, taking the twice or thrice according 
sample. to the time during which 

the milk had been sta,nding or moving, then a 
quantity taken out of .the mixture will represent 
really the quality of 'the whole supply. 

Where it is not possible to mix the mass by 
transference as described above, a. perforated disc: 
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should be put in and moved up and down a nnmber 
of times to ensure pl'opel~ mixing. (Fig. 55) 

After thorough mixture a glass tube is to be let in 
down to the bottom. The top end iFl to be closed by 
a finger and the tube drawn out and the contents 
discharged in the sampling bottle. 

Where the sample has to be sent to a distant place 
for analysis, or when a sample is taken for a legal 
'purpose, for analysis to be made by an outside agency, 
-the milk, sampled as above, should be put in a 4 oz. 
phial filled to the neck, leaving just a little air space 
-[01' the cork to be let in conveniently. Such sample 
phials should be labelled and sealed on the top with 
a tag, also fastened by the seal, giving particulars 
of supply, date etc. If the analysis is not done 
immediately the sample has to be preserved witb a 
·chemical preservative. 

1185. Oomposite sampling: When a supplier is 
-paid on tbe basis of the fat-content of the milk, then 
such milk has to be tested for fat for every day's 
Bllpply. Instead of analysing every day, in such cases, 
what is known as composite sample is analysed. A 
quantity of sample, proportionate to the supply, 
is taken with care and is put in a bottle with the name 
·of the supplier. In the same bottle the samples are 
put in day after day, till a week's supply accumulateA 
for analysis. For the preservation of such samples 
,three chemical substances, all poisons, a.re used eo that 
the milk may not go wrong. ,]~be use of sncb 
preservlttives is simply fol' keeping the sample till 
,the time of testing comes. 
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Ghelnicals /01' p,'ese?'ving milk samplefj,-
(1) k[B1'ourio ohloride 0/' oO?'Tosive sublimate. It 

is a white powder and is 11 very virLlleut poison. ,Eveu 

slight quantities Itl'e fatal. A small quantity pu,t in 

the sample phial will 1J1'eserve the lllilk. 'l'he drawback 
wiLh this is the risk of any oue using Lhe sample milk: 
through mistake as real milk, aud with .fatal 
con seq uences. It is dangeroLls also to keep a stook of 
such a violent poison in unguarded establishments. 
Its use is not recommended,. Where it, is used, the 
milk should be coloured with some colouring matter, 
so that by mistake the milk may not be mixed with 
any food material. 

(2) Formaldehyde. It is a. powerful preservative. 
It is a.lso a poison but not in ~nY way approaching 
Mercuric chlroride., The difficulty with this, is that 

the milk begins to clot, and then it becomes difficult 
to take a sample out of the bulk sampled .in tha 
composite sample-bottle for testing. Its u.se is a)so 
not recommended, 

(3) . Potash BioMomate, It is alBa a. cO.l'l'osive 
poison but it gives colour to the milk; therefore, the 
coloured sample can never be taken as milk by mistake, 
A few crystals, put into the phial, will ao the w.ork uf 
preserving the sample. It is good both for composiLe 
samples or single samples meant for sending out for 

testing. 
1186. Determination of specific gravity: Specific 

gravity can be found by. means of a balance by 
weighing a quantity of milk in a specific-gravity bottle. 
For conducting this test with the help of a chemical 
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balance, it is necessary to be acquainted with the 
method of handling the balance. A chemical balance 
1S a delicate instrument. Specific gravity can also 
be found with the help of a lactometer, a common 
,instrument familiar to many. But one should know 
how to determine specific gravity with the help of It 
(lhemica.l balance. A balance is a valuable adjunct in any 

·small testing arrangement. Once the skill of weighing 
with the help of a chemical balance is attltined, 
ihe finding of specific gravity with 
its help becomes quite easy. 

For the determination of specific 
gravity with the help of a balance, a 
bottle, known as the specific gravity 
hottle, has to be obtained. This is a 
·thin glass bottle with a. glass stopper, 
·ha.ving a fine hole bored through 
the stopper. The specific gravity 
,bottle has 11 hmss counterpoise 
supplied with it which is exactly of 
,the S3,me weight as the empty bottle. 

Take the bottle and fill it with 
milk. Put the stopper in. Ex.cess milk 

Fig. 56. 
Specific gravity 

bottle. 

will overflow through the hole of the stopper, and the 
bottle and the hole will be full of mille Wipe the bottle 
·cleau first with a moist rag and then wibh a dry rag. 

Weigh the bottle, putting the counterpoise on 
the opposite pan. Any weight put in represents the 
weight of the milk. The weight of the water that can 
fill the bottle is written on the bottle itself. Now, 
'We know the weight of a volume of milk and the 
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weight of the same volume of water. The specific 
graviby is obtained from this. Specific gravity depends 
upon t.emperature. The weight of water filling the 
bottle is taken at a definite temperature, usually 15°C. 
But in ordinary practice for rough determination, the 
temperature factor may be ignored. For more accurate 
work a cotrection has to be made for temperature. 

Calculation: 
Weight of milk as found on weighment 'fi 'L 
Weight of water as marked on the bottle = speOl c gravl y. 

Fig. 57. 
JJa,ctometer. 

1187. Specifio gravity: 
Lactometric determination; 
Lactometer is a gluss tube with 
a bulge in the middJe; the 
bottom is a bulb with a few 
shots and the top portion is a 
tube closed at the eod and 
graduated. The markings give 
the readings of specific gravity. 
Cheap instruments going by 
the name of lactometers are 
mostly unreliable. A reliable 
lactometer of known make has 

to be obtained. One of the l'eliable instruments is the 

Quevenne Lcwtometel'. 
'.rhis instrument registers specific gravity from 

1,015 to 1,0,40. The first two digits are omitted. Only 
15 is writ~en in place of 1,015. This lactometer, like 
others, are graduated for a definite temperature. It 
is troublesome 01' inconvenient to bring the lllilk up 
to the required temperature. Therefore, cQrrections, 
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have to be made for difference in tempemtul'e. 'l'his 
particular instrument is graduated for 60 degrees Failr. 
When the lactometer is used for other temperatures, 
11da 0'1 to the reading for every degree above the 
fiO degree temperature, 01' subtract 0'1 from the 
reading for every degree below the GO degree. 

For example, if a milk is at 80 degree Fahrenheit, 
a,nd shows 28 lactometer reading, we have to add 0 1 
[or every degl'eee above 60 or we have to add, 
20 >( 0'1 = 2 to the reading. 'rhe corrected reading 
at 60° 'Fahl:', would then be 1,028 + 2 = 1,O~O. 

W here the actual lactometer reading at a particular 
temperature is not aimed at but only a comparative 
difference between the samples is desired, then a record 
of the sample reading will do. The different samples 
JUust be at the same temperature. 

Milk just received ,from the udder is warm. It 
takes time to cool down. As the temperature will 
cool down the lactometel' reading will rise. Therefore, 
for any comparison to he true, a thermometer reading 
of the temperature of tbe milk becomes a necessity. 

If, therefore, you use a lactometer, ha~e a chemical 
thermometer· also, The thermometers are graduated 
according to two scales-Centigrade and Fahrenheit. 
Fahrenheit degree may be converted into Centigrade 
by tbe following formula : 

(:B'ahrenheit degree - ;12) x +~ = Centigrade degree. 

rrhe reV8l'f;e formula for conversion of Centrigrade to 
Fahrenheit is the following: 

Centigrad e degree;, ~~ + 32 = Fahrenheit degree. 

Choose a thermometer with marking of either 
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I!'ahrenheit or Centigrade scale suitable for your 
other work also. It should be noted that a physician's 
thermometer, called a clinical thermometer, ie useless 
for our purpose here. A clinical thermometer will be 
necessary in a dairy for takmg the bOdy temperatura 
of the cattle. Fat the purpose of determining the 
temperature of milk a chemical 
thermometer is a necessity. 

1188. The sediment test: It is 
an excellent plan when buying mIlk 
to make periodical test of milk for 
the amount of insoluble dirt present. 
'llhere is nothing whiCh will prove 
so effective and demonstrate so 
clearly the need for cleanlmess as 
seeing the dirt removed. A simple 
test is as follows : 

A cylinder open at both ends is 
made to hold a required amount of 
milk, usually Ii Ibs. At one end of 
the cylinder is fitted a. smaU piece 
of Wire gauze which clasps on to 
the end, forming 11 strainer. Before Fig. 58. Sedi-

ment Tester. the gauze is clasped on to the neck a 
slllall disc of cotton wool is placed on it. When the 
cylmdel: is fixed on a stand, ready for use, the milk is 
poured in at the bop. It flows through the piece of 
cotton wool. The disc may be dried on blotting paper 
and preserved. The milk should be warm i.e., 100°F. 

It must be remembered that this will show only the 
portion of dirt that does not get dissolved in the wilko 

74 
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It will make evident the extent to which .cleanliness is 
observed in procurement. 

1189. Reductase test: Milk. conta~na ba.cteria. 
They multiply rapidly by division. Bacteria a~e found 
everywhere in. Nature and they Me pl'esimt in the 
freshest and cleanesh of milk. In the udders tbere.ar6 
not many present, but in the cana.l of the .. tea.t they 
are preseat in millions. B.acteria enter milk from .the 
teats, from the milkers' hand, from vessels; from .~ dust, 
and from flies. Lactic acid bacteria makes the milk 
sour, and the extent of acidity of the milk is worthy ·of 
determination. When th~ acidity .. increases a certain 
limit, milk coagulates on heating. Acidity continues 
to increase all the time the milk is standing in the 
warm atmosphere of our country. Cold inhibits the 

. growth of bacteria. In cold countries, therefore, ,it is 
easy to keep milk longer without souring and without 
enormous growths of bacteria. 

It is worthwhile to know the bacterial condition of 
milk as you receiveit, apart from acidity Which forms 
the subject of anotheI' test . 

. Milk contains naturally some enzymes, and other 
added bacteria also produce enzymes by their secretion. 
These enzymes may bring about considerable changes 
in the milk by their presence even in minute 
quantities. 

Reductase is a variety of en:zyme produced by 
micro-organisms in the milk. It is so called because it 
has a reducing effect and its presence can be shown by 
the decolorisation of certain dyes. Methylene blue is 
one of those dyes that are reduced and decolorised 
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and is, therefore, used for the determination of the 
baoterial contamination in milk. 

(1) Dissolve 1 part methylene blue in 2,000 parts. 
or i gram in 1000 c. c. or one litre of water. 

(2) The above is a stock solution. For purpose of 
test, dilute 1 part of the stock solution wi~h 9 parts of 
water. For these scientific measurements the tester will 
have to keep a set of graduated cylinders marked with 
O.c. from 1 to 100 and a measuring flask of 1,000 c. c. 

(3) Take 10 c. o. of milk in III test tube and put 
1 c. c. dye soluUon in it. 

(4) Put a little paraffin oil on the surfaoe of the 
milk in the test tube which will entirely cover up or 
seal the milk surface from contact with air. 

(5) Put the test tubes in the water, and watch 
for a change of colour, noting the time. 

Res1(.lts: Bad milk will decolorise in 20 minutea. 
The better the milk, the less the bacterial contamination. 
the longer will be the time taken to decolorise. The 
time taken gives a measure of bacterial contamination. 

The following Table gives concisely the four gtades 
of milk with their sanitary qualities, reduction timBS, 
and approximate bacterial counts per c. c. :-

TABLE-lfJfJ 
Table of sanitary quality of milk 

Grade. Quality. 

1. Good milk 
II. Milk of fair 

Reduction times. 

ot hrs. OJ: more 

Bacterial count per 
c. c. (approximabely). 
600,000 or less. 

[1 verage quality 2 to 5t hra. from 500,000, to 4,000,000. 
III, Bad milk 20 minutes to 2 hrs from 4,000,000 to 

IV. Very bad milk 20 minutes or less 
20,000,000. 

20,000,000 or more, 
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1190. Determination of fat-content of milk
Gerber test: The most convenient method of testing 
fat is to separate it from the milk in the same way as 
is done in a cream separator. For this purpose a. 
centrifugal machine, specially built, is used. 
A measured quantity of !), sample of the milk 
to be tested is also placed in special tubes. 

The tube containing the milk is rotated 
at a high speed in the centrifugal machine. 
The centrifugal force drives the fat towards 
the end of the tube which is narrowed 
there. The quantity of fat is read out 
from the space occupied by the fat in the 
narrow graduated portion of the tube in 
terms of percentage of milk. 

In o.ctual operation it is found that 
separation by the centrifugal force needs 
to be hastened. Another necessity is found 
of increasing the difference in the specific 
gravity of milk plasma and fat. If the 
milk plasma becomes heavier, fat Septuo.tes 
oub quickly. And yet another factor is 

the disturbing influence of casein. Casein 
seems to clasp the fat globules. If casein 
could be made to part with this property, 
then the separation of fat would be better 
and quicker. Lastly, rising of temperature 
helps fat separation. All these objectives 

Fig. 59. 
Gerber 
tube. 

are attained in a simple way by the 111e1'e addition 
of an equal volume of concentrated sulphuric acid 
to the milk before pnUing it for centrifuging. 
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"The principles involved in the Garbe)! method 
are tbe solution of protein and mineral matter in 
sulphuric acid, the solution of the fat in hot amyl 
,alcohol and its separation from the heavier acid 
solutiou by means of centrifugal force. Bottles, 
J'e-agents, and general procedure are all specified, 

Fig. 60. Filling the Gerber tube. 

:and there should be little 01' no deviation from the 
original recommendations, i1 accuracy is to be 
desired. The apparatus required for the estimation 
is as follows : 
"I. Gerber tubes of glass as iI1ustrated in Fig. 59. 
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The graduated stem of these tubes is calibrated to 
read from 0 to 7 or 8% of fat .... " 
"2. Pipettes to measure 11 ccs. of milk, 1 cc. of 
amyl alcohol, and 10 ccs. of sulphuric acid. ,The 
two latter may be automatic in order to speed up 
the test, or if ordinary pipettes are used, they 
should have two bulbs at the top in order to 
prevent the objectionable liquids entering the 
mouth as a result of too rapid suction. It is an 
advantage to have the amyl alcohol pipette short 
enough to admit 1 co. by merely lowering it iuto the 
amyl o.1cohol bottle, so avoiding the necessity 
of drawing up the liquid with the month, 
besides saving a considerable amount of time in 
measuring. 
"3. Wooden stands to hold the Gerber tubes and 
pipettes. These are especially necessary for 
pipettes, because once the tips are broken they 
become useless as measuring instruments. 
"4. Water bath and stand to enable the Gerber 
tubes to be heated to 1490 F. before reading. 
"5. Centrifuge to contain 8 or 24 tubes, which 
may be whirled at -1,000 revolutions per -minute 
by hand or pOWer. 
"The reagents required are (1) commercial 
brilllstone sulphuric acid of specific gravity 1'820 

to 1'825 at 59°F., 'd i I 11 t e c1 • to a strength 
of 90 to 91% H 2S04 , Acid of this strength IUay 

be obtained by careful dilution with water in 
the proportion of about 16 volumes of water 
to 200 volumes of strong commercial acid. 
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As, however, the strength of a strong commercial 
acid is not constant, these proportions may be 
subject to BOIDe variation. 
"(2), Pure amyl alcohol free from petroleum, of 
specific gravity O'S165 to O'S18 a,t 59°F 0' boiling 
between 124 and 130°0. By the use of aruyl 
alcohol, the fat separates quickly in the form of 
an amber-coloured solution, 
IIP?'O () e dU/J'e.
Run 10 ccs. of 
the sulphuric 
acid into the 
Gerber tube, 
return to the 
stand, and then 
add 1 cc. of 
amyl alcohol. 
HIn add i ng 
these reagents, 
care must be 
taken to avoid 
contact with 
the threaded 

Fig. 61-
Oentrifugal machine. 

neck of the tube. Measure 11 ccs. of well-mi:xed 
milk by means of a pipette, and by tilting the 
Gerber tube, insert the point of the pipette 
into the tube clear of the neck (Fig. 60). Allow 
the milk to run Qut slowly from the pipette 
so that the three liquids may be distinguished 
as separate layers in the tube. It is necessary 
to avoid a rapid discharge of milk into the 
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tube, since it leads to a considerable amount of 
charring which obscures the junction. of the 
fat column with the. acid, . after centrifuging. 
Firmlyinsert the cork, and gripping the tube by 
the stem~ b'dskly shake the contents ..... Mix the 
acid in the stem with the remainder by inverting 
once or twice, and after a few moments brisk 
shaking, during whi,?h a oonsiderable amount of 
heat is generated by the mixing·. of the acid 
with the water, place the tube in a centrifuge, 
stem towards' the centre, and rotate for three 
minutes at 1,000 revolutions pel' minute. After 
centrifuging, place the tube stem upwards in the 
water bath, heated to the temperature engraved 
upon the Gerber tube and leave. for a few minutes 
to attain this temperature. Remove the tube, 
and raise or lbwer the cork until the bottom 
of the fat column is brought against a unit 
graduation, when the reading of the bottom of 
the upper meniscus may be taken. Subtraction 
of the lower reading from the top one gives the 
percenta.ge of fat. 
"Observations.:-Students often experience difficulty 
in manipulating the corks, being eIther too gentle 
in inserting them, so that they are forced out 
when shaken, or forcing them in 80 far that they 
are unable to manipulate them in order to read 
the fat column satisfactorily ... ." 
'IIf the acid used is too strong, charring will occur, 
and it will be difficult to distinguish the fRt column 

from the rest of ibe liquid. 1£ too weak, the 
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acid will uot dissolve all the coagulated protein, 
so that . again there will not be· the desired 
sharp d ifferenbiabion between tae fat and the 
acid liquid. 
"Errors are sometimes introduced through the 
t1myI alcohol containing petrol, and it is always 
advisable to run a blank estimation with 10 ccs. of 
ncid, 11 ccs. of water, and 2 ccs. of amyl alcohol, 
in which case there should be no separation of 
.oily matter. 
"The Gerber tubes should be checked occasionally 
against one standardised by the National Physical 
Laboratory, using samples of milk ranging from 
1 to 6% of fat. The necessal'Y corrections for 
each tube at each pa,l't of the stem should be 
recorded. 
"It is eBsential in· this method, as indeed in all 
methods involving the mea.surement of volume, 
to read at the bottom of the meniscus, whether in 
pipettes 01' Gerber tubes. Further;'when measuring 
with a pipette 01' reading off the percBntage of fat 
from the Gerber tube, it is essential to measure 
or read with the meniscus in question on a level 
with the eyes."-(Edgar.-A Text Book oj Dairy 
Chemistry. P. 141-'46). 
AFTER THE TEST: Wash rubber stoppers in 

warm water and washing"soda t 'rinsein clean water, 
and dry with a cloth. Shake butyrometers to dislodge 
sediment, empty them, and wash with warm water 
and soda. Use a brush. Rinse in olean water' and 
allow to drain in a rack. 
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1191. Testing milk for acidity: Aoids and 
alkalies. Milk gets sonr on keeping lor sometime. 
This is due to the action of lactic acid bacteria. It 
must not be supposed that only lactic add bacteria 
work upon the milk. There are simulLaneous actions 
of other micro-organisms also which contribute to the 

Fig. 62. Apparatu§ used in the 
Alkaline test for Acidity. 

spoiling of the milk by the formation of undesirable 
products. Lactic acid bacteria cause the milk to sour 
or become acid, and we are concerned with this. 
There is a sugar in the milk called lactose. Lactic: 
acid blllcteria break up this sugar and convert it into 
lactic acid. Souring or acidity progresses by degrees. 
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When·· acidity has attained to 0'26 per cent, milk can 
no longer· be heated without coagulation. Bacteria 
continue to grow and develop acidity in milk till !It 

concentration of O·g per cent is reached. When milk 
is nearly 1 per cent acid ('9 pel' cent) lactic bacterial 
growth is inhibited. This ·js the maximum acidity of 
milk. Bacteria do not die thereafter but remain. 
If the acid is removed or neutralised, they againbegin 
to multiply 'and produce acid. Therefore, it is 
imperative that in handling milk the stage of its 
acidity should be known. Milk naturally contains 
some acid salts, which give it very faint or very slight 
acidity /which is called "apparent acidity." Total 
acidity is the acidity dlia to this apparent acidity, 
and. ·the acidity due to lactic acid formation. 

Acids and alkalies are opposing substances. Alkalt 
destroys acidiby. So that if some known quantity of 
alkali is u6f:jd to destroy the acidity of milk, it wi]} 

give a measure of the acidity of. the particular sample. 
1192. Neutralisatiqti in acidity .testing: Acids 

are fa.miliar· to all. Sulphuric acid is an acid, citric 
acid, the aoid juice.of lemons, is an acid, and vinegar 
is an acid called acetic acid; Similarly, the names 
of hydrochloric and nitric. acids· are familiar. Caustic 
soda is an alkali. Lime. water is an alkali. When 
alkali is added to acid, the alkali combined with the 
acid destroys its acid oharacter and itself loses its 
alkaline character, and the combined product of the 
two substances is chemically called a salt. 

Laotic acid may be opposed by caustic soda. an 
alkali. When these two mix so as just to destroy 
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-the acidity, then there is no alkalinity either, and the 
combined product or the salt produced is a lactate, 
in this case sodium Jactate. 

1193. Indicators: In determining the acidity of 
milk, we need, therefore, caustic soda of known 
-strength. We need. besides some indicator which will 
tell us whether acidity has ended or some substances 
which will visibly demonstrate to us the presence 
of alkali or acid. 

Litmus paper is such an indicator. It is a 
_ -vegetable dye. When blotting paper is· dyed with 
'litmus it is called litmus paper. - Litmus paper 
becomes blue in contact with alkali and red in contact 
with acid. If a stock of blue and red litmus paper is 
kept, then by using them we may test whether a 
-substance is acid or alkali. 'l'urllleric to an extent 
serves the same purpose. It turns red with alkali, 
If moist turmeric is rubbed over blotting paper, 
-turmeric paper indicator is made_ 

Qt~aritative test jm' acidity: By simply dipping 
a piece of blue litmus paper in milk,_ the change to 
l'edness wiII be observed indicating acidity, The 
deepel' the redness the greater is the acidity, Simply 
by the use of the litmus indicator paper, a fail' but 
rough idea of the acidity of milk may be obtained. By 
dipping the indicatOl' in various strengths of acid, 
'5, 1, 2 and 3 per cent, the eye can be trained to 
judge roughly about the acidity. (fhe tongue may, 
if tl'ained, also help. Putting II! few drops on the 
tongue will enable one to detect and also to roughly 
.determine acidity, 
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For the quantitative test of acidIty another and 11 

more irelicate indioator is used, It is phenolphthalein 
solution, Phenolphthalein is a pOWder, soluble in 
alcohol. 10 gl'a,ms of phepolphthalein dissolved in 
250 c. c. of alcohol will make the indicatol', It l'emains 
colourless in aoid but is turned pink to bright red 
by alkali. Faint a.lkali gives a pink tint. As alkali 
increases the oolour obanges by degrees to bright red. 

1194. Acidity test; For testing the acidity of 
milk we need a standard solutioll of alkali or caustic 
soda. 4 grams of caustic soda in one thousand cubic 
centimeters of water (1 litre) will give the required 
solution. In this case it is one-tenth normal solution~ 

written as N/IO caustic soda. 1 c. c. of this solution 
ex.actly neutralises '009 gram of lactic a.cid. Therefore r 

as loony c. c. of this solution that a.r~ needed to 
neutralise a definite quantity of ulilk sample, so many 
'009 grams of lactic acid are in that sample. In order 
to make the standard N /10 caustic soda solution, the 
alkali has to be accurately weighed out. A chemical 
balance and III set of gram weights are necessary. 
Ca.ustic Boda destroys skin and paper and eats into 
brass. It should not be handled by the hand, but 
by an iron spatula or be held by iron forceps, For 
weighing, the substance is to be put in a crucible or 
a watch glass, to avoid contact with the pan of the
balance. The crucible is to be tA.red, Pure caustic soda. 
from chemists should be obtained for analytical work. 
Commercial caustic soda will not do, as it contains 
a lot of impurities. If pure caustic soda in flakes is 
obtainable it will be best for weighing out definite 
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quantities. Caustic soda is hygroscopic and absorbs 
moisture. The original bottle should be carefully kept 
~ol'ked. Caustic soda is acted upon by carbonic a,cid 
gas of the air which converts it into a carbonate. 

In making standard solution use distilled water. 
Ordinary water contains substances which may 
precipitate a portion of soda. Distilled water should 
be boiled and cooled to free it frOID dissolved ail' 
before making the N/I0 solution. 

Definite quantities of this standard alkali is ,to be 
measured out in a definite quantity of milk sample. 
For measuring out, an appliance called burette is 
used. It is a long tube with a tap at the bottom. 
The tube is graduated in c. c. or cubic centimeters. 
A 25 c. c. burette may be used. The burette may be 
closed at the bottom with a glass cock or a rubber 
tube and a pinch clip. For caustic soda. a rubber 
tube and pinch clip should be used because the alkali 
ma,y make the glass cock stick hard to its socket and 
ultimately make it unusable. If, however, a glass
stoppered burette is used, the stopper should be kept 
fully lubricated with a coat of vaseline on the contact 
surface of the glass. 'fhis film is to be replaced with 
a fresh coat a~ the time of storing away the burette. 

A solution of standard alkali is put in the burette, 
.and by releasing the cock it, is allowed to run down 
on the Hample placed in a porcelain basin or a 
conical flask. 

17'5 c. c. lllilk IS to be run out from a burette. 
ThiH corl'esponds to 18 grams of milk. Into the 
17'5 c. c. milk in the basin or flask is put, say, 
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4 01: 5 drops of pbenolphthalein indicator. There 
will be no change in colour as, the milk is acid. 
Take a glass rod and stir the contents of the basin 
with it. If a conical flask is used, and it is better to 
use a conical flask, give a' rotary motion to the 
.contents for thorough mixing. Add on alkali drop by 
<Irop from the burette till a faint pink taint appears. 
By a rotary mixing motion the colour will disappear; 
add a few drops more till a permanent pink colour is 
obtained, and read off the number of c. c. used. 

By. allowing the tested (titrated) solution to stand, 
.after a sl,lort time the pink colour will disappear. The 
reason is that after the test more lactic acid has been 
made by the ba.cteria. The standard solution bad 
not killed the bacteria but had only neutralised the 
.acid. The bacteria, on neutralisation of acid, wOl'ks 
more vigorously to produce more acid, and hence the 
de-colorisation. 

Oalculation : Multiply the number of C.c. of standard 
solution used by 0'009. This will give the qua.ntity in 
grams of lactic acid in the milk sample of 18 grams. 
Then calculate: 18 grams has so may grams of acid, 
therefore, 100 grams has so many grams of acid. The 
.result gives the percentage of lactic acid in the sample. 

Formula for Percentage of acidity= 

0'009 X C.c. of alkali used x 100 

18 grams (milk) 
(if 18 grams or 17'5 c.c. were taken) 

1195. Acidity determination by lime water: A 
quicker and simpler way of determining the acidity of 
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milk is to use lime water as the standard alkali 
solution. The test is carried out as under. 

A quantity of lime is placed in a bottle which is: 
very nearly filled with water. r1'he bottle is shaken, by 
which lillie dissolves in the water to saturation. After 
vig'orous stirring for some ~ilUe the liquid is allowed to· 
settle down. The clear liquid at top is lime water of 
our test. The same water from the bottle may be used, 
If it is sha.ken and kept at rest Hom time to time. 

'l'ake ,17'5 C.c. of milk in a white basin. Add 4 to, 
5 drops of phenolphthalein. Add on lime .water 
from a graduated cylinder and stir continually til! a· 
delicate pink tint is obtained. rl'he number of c,c. of 
the lime water used is then read. 

?~?~f lime ~a,t~~_ = percentage of acidity. 
50 '. 

1196. The freezing point test: The composition. 
of milk varies greatly, and it has been. shown. that there 
!~re innumerable factors upon which the composition 
of the milk depends. In this diversity there is one 
uuity preserved, in the matter of the freezing point. 
Freezing point is the temperature at which a substance 
begins to solidify or freeze. The freezing point of 
milk is constant within a narrow margin, being between 
-'53 to -'55, or about balf degree ,below zero degree 
centigrade. '1'he milk of all anilUals in all climates 
conforms to this freezing point. \Vhen water if; added, 
the freezing point is disturbed; it rises. If a milk is 
found to be above -'53 degree centigrade then the 
conclusion is that the milk is adulterated with 
added water. The freezing point is independent of 
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fat-contents and, therefore, whole milk and skimmed 
milk ought to show the same freezing point. Milk 
adulterated with skimmed milk will not answer to this 
test and will pass as genuine. Only when water is 

added, does the test become useful in its detection. A 
quantitative ratio has been found to exist between added 
water and the rising of the freezing point. 'l.lhe test is 
not new, neither is it new in India. But, probably 
owing to its limited applicability it has not made, 
much progress. As long ago as 1915 Dr, J. N. Leather, 
determined the freezing point of cow and buffalo milk 
at Pus a and found the average to be as under: 

Oow -0'542°0. 
Buffalo ... -0'541°0. 

In 1930 Stewart, and Banerjee suggested that, 
-U'53°0. should be taken as the maximum limit of 
freezing point in the case of Calcutta milk from cow , 
01' buf6Iolo.-(Agarwalla.-A Laboratory Manual of 
Mi/.1.; Inspection. 1940. p, 44). 

Agarwalla gives the following Table of the 
percentage of added water for different rises in 
the freezing point. 

TABLE-128 
Val'iatio?~ of Feezing point due to wate?' udmimtMe. 

Tempera.ture in Centigrade. 

-0·565 
- 01540 
-0'580 
-0·506 
-0490 
-0'485 
-0'460 

75 

A.dded water per cent. 

2 
4 
5 

10 
15 
20 
25 
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Fnc:<ri7bg pO'bnts uj mille oj dif!e1'e'lbt animals. 

Buffalo 
Cow 
Goat 
Woman 

Degree in Centigrade. 

-0'56 to -0'59 
-0'55 to -0'58 
- 0'55 to - 0'59 
- 0'55 to - 0'59 

It appears that the matteI' has not been definitely 
a.scertained about the percentage of water admixture, 
corresponding to a rise of the freezing point. '1'he 
figures given by Leather are different from the figures 
given by Stewart and Banerjee, The concensus of 
opinion is that when milk has a freezing poiut above 
-0'53, the presumption is of adulteration with added 
water, Research work is being carried out in India 
to standardise the freezing point teHt. '1'he Board of 
the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research passed 
a resolution (1941-'42 Report) to the effect that 
the freezing point test should be further studied, 
recommending the resolution to the Provincial 
and State Govern wents and the Indian Institute 
of Science. 

It is not intended to describe the test here. It 
is not possible to be carried out by those for whom 
this book is intended and for the sort of laboratory 
contemplated. The method needs the use of a 
thermometer reading one-hundredth degree of 
centigrade. rl'he apparatus used is a flask in WhlCh 

a quantity of ether it) allowed to freeze by bubbling 
air through it. In this freezing fluid dip a metal 
tube containing a gliil:iS tube in which is introduced 
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a few c, c, of milk for freezing point determination, 

provided with a thermometer rea.ding to -do th degree 

centigra.de and !t f:ltirrer, while a. control thermometer 
is used giving the rea.ding of thefreezing tluid, which 
is to be kept at a tempera~ure lower than that of the: 
treezing range. In another method a mixture of ice 
.and salt is used in the other jl;Lr, the inside tube 
holding the milk, the thermometer and the stirrer. 
A Beckmal1n thermollle~er is used or the specially 
.constructed thermometer of Hortvet. fitted to the 
special apparatus -"Horwet's cryoscope". 

When there is a necessity for the determina.tion 
of added water, the sample may be sent for the 
freezing point determination to the nearest laboratory 
equipped with the cryoscope~ 1'he milk must be 
fret;h for cryoscopic determination. It is said that 
preservttLion with mercuric chloride does not interfere 

with the test. 
1197. Testing for tota.l solids and solids-not-fat: 

A quantity of milk is weighed out, say, ;) to' 5 
grams. It is eva.porated to dryness, The 10SB in 

weight is found by re-weighment after drying. 1ihe 
weight left after the evaporation of water is the weight 
of the solids of milk in the weighed sample. From 
the original weight of .milk, and the weight of solids in 
it, the percentage of total solids in the milk is 

calculated. 
After the determination of fat from the same 

sample of milk, the fat percentage found out is 
deducted from the total solids percentage, which gives 
the solids-not-fat 01' the S. N, F. of milk. 
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P1·ocess.--vVeigh out 5 grams of milk in a. previously 
weighed and thoroughly dry basin. Take an Gir 
oven with a thermometer. Heat the oven so that 
a constant temperature of 1000 0. is maintained. Put 
the basin on the oven and watch from time to time. 
If a scale is formed, break it with the help of a. 
needle. After a time all the liquid will dry off, leaving 
only the solids in the basin. Take it out of the oven 
and put in a dessicator. 

r.rhe dessicator contains strong sulphuric acid in its
well at the base which keeps the air in it free from 
moisture. The hot dry basin is put in .the dessicator 
to cool down in a dry atmosphere. When cold, take 
out the basin, weigh it and note down the weight. 
Put the basin again on the oven and heat it for half 
an hour at 1000 0., take out, cool in the dessicator and 
weigh. This h1st weigbt must be the same or constant 
as the previous one, if all moisture had been driven 
out. If not, heat again till the constant weight is 
obtained. By subtracting the weight of the basin from 
the weight of the basin and the Bolids, the weight of the' 
solids is obtained. So much weight of milk gives 80· 

much solid, therefore, 100 of milk gives so much Boliil is 
the way of calculation. A calculation is made on this· 
basis which brings out the percentage of total solids in 
the milk. Deduct percentage of fat from it to obtain 
solids-not-fat. 

In milk there is a constant ratio between the 
lactometer reading of specific gravity and the fat· 
percentage and total solids. So that if the lactometer 
reading and fat percentages are known, the total solids 
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:are found out. This formula is called Richmond's 
formula and stands thus: 

G 6lP Percentage of total soJids=;r+ Ii +0'14 which, 

:as modified by JT1eischmanll, stands as under: 
. G 6F 

Percentage of total sohds=;r+ 5+0'25. 

G = Lactometer reading. -F ;, percentage of fa.t. 
If the specific gravity at 15°0. and tbe fat percentage 

·are known, the total solids are calculated out. 
1198. - Weights & Measures: The weights used in 

chemical analysis are grams and their fractions or 
multiples, and the measures are in cubic centimeter, 
its fractions or 1llultiples. One cubic centimeter 
(c.c.) of water at 4°0. exactly weighs 1 gram. 
A centimeter again is a measure of length. A block 
-of water one centimeter in length, breadth and 
height is a cubic centimeter. The weight of this is 
one gram. A schedule of equivalent weights and 
measures is given below: 

Meas~wes of Length. 

1 inch = 2'5399 centimetel'S (=2'54 approx.), 
1 foot = 30'4794 centimeters (= 30'48 approx.). 
1 yard = 91'4383 centimeters or 0'914 of a metre. 

To con vert inches into centillJeters, 
multiply by 2'54. 

1 centimeter=O'3937 inches. 
1 metre = 100 centimeters = 1 yard and ~'37 inches. 

To convert centimeters into inches,multiply by 0'39. 
To convert metr,es into yards multiply by J 'on. 
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MeaS'llil'eS of Weight. 

1 grain, = '0648 grallls. 
= 64'8 milligrams, 

1 dram = 3'888 grams. 
1 ounce = 28'35 grams. 

[PART 4 

1 pound. =453'592 grams. Roughly ~ kilogram. 
1 kilogram = 1,000 grams. 

To convert ounces (A voir) into grams 
multiply by 28'35, 

To convert pounds into grams multiply by 453'6. 
To convert pounds into kilograms multiply by 0'454-. 

1 milligram = 0'0154 grains, 
r gram = 15'43 grains, 

= 0'0321 ounces. 
1 kilogram = 1,000 grams. 

= 2'2046 Ibs. (A voir,). 
To convert grams into ounces multiply by 0'0352. 
To convert grams into grains multiply by 15'432. 
To convert kilograms to pounds multiply by 2'204() 

or roughly 2'2 Ibs, 

lJIeasw'es of Capacity. 

1 fluid dram = 3'544 cubic centimetel' (c.c, or mil.). 
1 fluid ounce=2S'412 c.c, 
1 pint = 567'933 c.c. or 0'568 litres. 
1 gallon =4·541itres. 
1 litre = 1,000 c.c. or mil. 

= 35'196 fluid ounces. 
To convert ounces into c.c. mUltiply by 28'412. 
To convert pints into c.c, multiply by 568'0. 
To convert gallons into litres multiply by 4'54. 
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1 cubic centimeter = 1 grl1ill distilled water at 4°0. 
=0'061 cubic inches. 
=0'0352 fluid ounces. 
=16'896 minims. 

To convert c, c, into ounces multiply by 0'0352. 
To convert litl'es into pints multiply by 1'1j'6, 
To convert litres into oUnces multiply by 35'196. 

1 c.c, = IO~O litres=l millilitre (or Imil,) 

= I gram distilled water at 4°0. 
1 gallon = 10 Ib9. of water occupying 277'274 cubic 

inches (4'54litres). 

Indictn Weights, 

1 Rupee = 1 tala = 180 grains. 
1 maund=40 98er8=821b, 2 oz. 3 dram. 
1 ton = 27~ maund8. 

Weights below 1 gm'm. 

1 milligram. 
1 centigram. 
1 decigram. 
Gram, 
Kilogram. 
1 c,c. to 
1,000 c. c, = litre. 

Metre. 
Millimeter 
to Kilometer, 



CHAPTER XXVIII 

URBAN MILK SUPPLY 

1199. Different aspeots of city milk supply: In 
any matter of consideration for the improvement of 
the lot of OUr cows, the city comes in inevitably. 
Although the population is small compared with the 
entire population, the draw that this urban population 
makes upon the resources and economics of the 
country is enormous. For the supply of milk to the 
cities a very large number of cattle are imported 
over long distances. They are used for one lactation 
and then slaughtered. This is one aspect of the 
milk supply of cities like Calcutta, Bombay Madras, 
Karachi, Cawnpore etc. 

Another aspect of city milk supply is that cows are 
made to live in an insanitary condition and the milk 
becomes unhygienic. Cruelties are practised on them, 
and their calves are starved to death. A common 
problem of city milk supply, apart from the 
consideration of cows, is its adulteration. 

These and several connected matters have been 
arresting the attention of the Municipalities and those 
interested in the welfare of animals. Repeated attempts 
have been made, but up till now not a ray of hope 
has shone regarding the solution of the problem 
of 11l'ban milk-supply. On the contrary, things are 
continuin!,{"to get worse ftnd worse year aHer year. True, 
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there has been a legislation applicable to Calcutta 
making phooka a criminal practice punishable with 
imprisonment. But enactment i~ one thing and its 
actual tl"anslation into action is another thing. 'l'he 
best of laws may reave us unaffected if the enforcement 
.of law by moral and legal pressure is not brought about. 

To the humanitarian, the thousands of cows of 
excellent breed that at'e slaughtered is a 80re point. 
Those who have no objection to cow slaughter alAo 

. find the practice of slaughtering useful cattle very 
wrong and want to stop indiscriminat!3 slaughter. 
Animal-husbandrymen with eyes on t,he future 
improvement of the cattle. get shocked on seeing so 
many fine young stock starved to death. Some of 
them feel this more keenly even than the matter of 
slaughter of the cows. 

1200, Pernicious system of city milk supply: 
Mr. William Smith, Imperial Dairy expert, observed: 

"In Oa.lcutta. and Bombay practically the total fresh 
milk supply of the city is produced from cows fed, 
housed and milked right within the city. '* These 
cattle . are. purchased in the prime of life and 
generally with their second half at heel, they are 
milked for one lactation period only, say, IJ months, 
and then immediately slaughtered to make room 
for another cow just calved, which, of c~urse, 

shares the.same fate as her predecessors, and .so the 
pernicious system goes on. .". Within the last 
15 years, it may be taken that the cow feeding 

·'·(Now estimated '110 be 60 per cent. Milk Marketing Report 1941·42) 
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system oj milk procZuction in Our largest cities has 
caused the slaughter of not leE's thun 2,50,000' 
young cows and female buffaloes." 

-(Manian.-Oattle Wealth of India. P. 33). 
1201. Salvage of dry-cows: '1n Bombay, it is 

asserted that hardly 25 per cent of the dry cattle are 
sent to the interior, and 75 per cent are sent to the 
butcher. For Oalcutta, wbere there is no system to· 
return the dry cow to the rural areas, practically 
100 per cent of the dry cows of the city are slaught.ered. 
In cities, lllilk is almost; invariably associated with 
slaughtered cows and starved calves. This cruel thing 
has been going on for decades. 

In several meetings of the Animal Husbandry Wing 
of the Board of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 
the question of the salvage of dry cows from cities 
used to come up for discussion. At last the matter 
was allowed to repose with [1 resolution that a 
Committee will visit the cities and formulate a plan for 
submission. This was in 1939. For some reasons the 
Committee could not commence work. It is recorded 
in the annual report .of T. O. A, R. 1941-'42 that a 
Committee appointed for the salvage of city milch 
cattle visited several localities in and around the city 
of Madras where milch cattle were kept; the report of 
of this Oommittee is expected to be published. In the 
meantime the "Report on the Marketing of Milk" 
has come out which has a full and detailed scheme for 
solving the problem of supply of milk to the cities 
and towns, and which also proposes to solve the 
problem of the salvage of the city milch cattle. 
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This question had been co~sid ered from various 
angles very thoroughly at Bombay, und much spade 
work had been done there to have a beginning. 
Mr. Z. R. Kothawalla was at the time the Dairy 
expert of the Bombay Municipality. For the 1939' 

meeting of the Animal Hl1sbandry Wing, he, then the 
Imperial Dairy expert; at Bangalore, prepared an 
elaborate set of papers giving his own suggestions 
backed by detailed reports of the very serious 
endeavours of the Bombay OOl'poration in the matter. 
~rhose who are interested in the history of the 
Bombay efforts to nnderstand the intricacies and the 
difficulties of the problem, will do well to go through 
these papers in the proceedings referred to above. 

1202. Bombay milk supply schemes: The story 
of the Bombay efforts has been briefly sketched in the 
Report of the Marketing of Milk (1941-'42) also. 

The Corporation of Bombay bas been considering 
schemes for better milk supply and for the saving 
of prime cows for the last 20 or 25 years. In 1920, 
it prepared a scheme for expending about 3 Jakha 
of rupees for erecting cow~E!heds outside the city in 
the Trombay area for housing 5 to 6 hundred milch 
cattle with an. attached ground of 300 acres. The 
scheme could not materialise as it was found later
an that the scheme could not materially help the 
prevention of slaughter of milch cows, fol' which the 
scheme was principally intended, and also because 
it was apprehended that the Bcheme could not 
even help in reducing milk prices. The scheme was. 

abandoned. 
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Another scheme came up for opening a large dairy 
at Telegaon near. Poona with a capital of 10 lakbs, to 
which the Oorporation was to sub~cribe 2 lakhs of 
rupees. This scbeme required the Corporation to 
guar!l,utee It dividend of H per cent for 10 years, it 
baving a lien on the profit exceeding 10 per cent, for 
making good past guarantee of losses. This scheme 
met a legal check because the Corporation bad no 
power to spend money outside of its own area. The Jaw 
was cbanged subsequently so as to provide for cases 
like this. But when- ultimately the law was changed 
a new scbeme was put up req'liring 11 minimum 
quantity of milk supply per day. The minimum was a 
heavy one, being 1,00,000 pounds per day. It WILS a big 
demand and for one reason or another no company 
-could be brought to existence to work under the scheme. 
'rhere wa~ an attempt after this to invite offers for 
supplying milk to the city with or without subsidy. 
But this scheme also could not find a sponsor. 

Lastly, the Oorporation got a scheme from the 
'Bombay Co· operative Milk Union to work on It 

'subsidy basis. Cattle stables were to be erected 
·outside the city at Kandivli having 185 acres of land 
for pasture, out of a total ~f 200 acres demanded for 
the scheme. The selling price of milk was to be 
4~ annas per seer, delivered in sealed bottles. Doubts 
were entertained about the success of this scheme, 
.and it fell through. 

'r'he position remains today where it was with 
,difficulty growing on account of the increase of 
'Population in the city. At present 25,000 milch 
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a.nimals, cows a.nd buffaloes, are maintained within the 
Corporation limits under very insanitary oonditions, 
a.nd what fa.lls to the Ion of these 25,000 animals and 
their progeny every year is well~known. In one day 
I counted erixty calves in the scavenging yard for 
entrain ment to the Chemur dead cattle disposal yard, 
and this nnmber is thought to be lower than the 
average. 

The Bombay schemes failed because no subsidy 
could protect the contractor from the competition of 
the gowalas keeping milch animals within the town. 
If adulteration was to go on, there was no pl'OSpeCL of 
any pure milk, supplying ?rganisation doing ItLl'ge 
business profitably in competition with the unscru
pulous producers or dealers. How ineffectively the 

IlJ,w for the prevention of food adulteration operated, is 
well~known. 

1208. Co-operative milk supply: '1'0 some, the 
co·operative system supplied a solution of the city 
milk supply question. If gowalas in the rural areas 
wanted to supply milk to the cities, they, by 
combining and forming co-operative societies, could 
supply milk at a price which could bring them profit. 
and the city could get pure milk from societies under
Government control. 

Government fostered the formation of Co-operative 
Milk Societies and there are about a. score of them in 
existence in India. which are of some importance. 

"All of them ha.ve been established throngh 
strenuous efforts of the officials of the Provincial 
and State Co-operative Departments who even now 
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constantly guide and supervise their work."-(lIIilk 
Marketing Re'port). 

1204. Co-operative Societies . are failures: 
In spite of all official efforts, these societies, some of 
which were el:ltablished soon after .the Co-operative 
Societies Act of 19B came into operation, are not 
doing well. 'rhe volume of business turned over by 
them is insignificant, except for the two Oalcutta and 
Madras Unions. Even these handle l'S per cent and 
(}'I) per cent respectively of the total daily milk supply 
.of these two cities. 

:L'ABL.1JJ-124 

Prop01·t'ion oj "Go-oper.ative" to "market" milk 
at some of the important oent1·es. 

Quantity Annual 
Date Year to handled quantity 

Milk 
Union. 

):egistra- which annually of market 
tion. the figures by co-op. milk exclu

relate. ol'ganiaation. ding ghee. 

Calcutta 1919 1936·'37 
Madras 1927 1938-'39 
Lucknow 1936 1938-'39 
Allahabad 

Mds. Mds. 

38,183 21,10,065 
32,236 4,70,120 
5,663 4,38,730 

Percentage 
handled by 
co-ol?erative 

milk to 
total milk 

organisation. 

1'.3 

(Society) HH3 1936-'37 2,943 3,04,410 10 

r.rhe societies that are tabled here are. the largest 
ones, and yet they play so unimportant a part in the 
city milk supply. 'l'he Milk Marketing Eeport deals 
with thtlse societies exhaustively. Tbe reading of the 
report leaves the impression in the mind that almost 
all of them are failures. The reason also is not far to 
seek. It appears that they are not really OO-OpeL'IIMve 
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Societies. These societies are fostered by men in towns 
much in the same way as limited companies are 
promoted. Some city people get together a.nd call 
themselves an Union which register suppliers of milk 
in different villages. rrhe suppliers are similarly called 
societies. rrhe relation between the town body and 
the village society which in essence is a loose group 
of milk producers, is really one of buying and selling. 
There is no feeling of one-ness in the organisation. 
Because it is so, therefore, strikes can take place as 
between the town managing body and the prodUcers, 
the producers striking and refusing to supply milk to 
themselves. The Madras Co-operative Milk Societies 
Uuion Ltd., for example, suffered from a srtike, 

"Matters in one year (1929) were so bad that due 
to outside influence the members stopped the 
supply of milk to the Union for sale to hospitals, 
'llhis position lasted only for a, few weeks but the 
U uion ha.d to pay damages tq the hospitals to the 
extent of Re. lO,OOO/~ for failur~ of supply." 
'rhis is about Madras. The Ca.lCutta. Union is 

not in ·a very much better position as the following 
from the Milk Marketing Report on the Calcutta 
Do-operative Union will show: 

"It is also observed that during the periods ofJ 

scarcity, when they can obtain higher pricea from 
outsiders, some of the members do not give the 
milk to the UnioD, which can Dot effectively insist 
upon the members giving their entire production 
to it or to prevent outsiders frOID buying from its 

members." 
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This shows that the members a.nd their societies, 
are. a.lien to one another, having seasonal opposing 
interests. This cannot be the feature of co-operative 
organisations. 

1205. Telinkheri Oo~operative Dairy: Of the 
co-operative milk societies and unions, of which some 
details have been given in the Milk Marketing Report. 
the Telinkheri Co-operative Dairy Society,. Nagpur" 
is one. There were only 18 members of this society 
who in 1936-'37 were producing amongst themselves, 
28 mds. of milk daily and purchasing 6 mds. from 
non-members nnd handling, therefore, 29 ma.unds. 
daily against 80 maunds of the Madras Union with 
14 societies .and 800 members, or against the Calcutta 
Milk Societies Union handling 104 maunds of milk 
daily from 128 societies and 8,359 members. 

'l'he quota of daily milk supply per member stands. 
thus on analysis: 

TABLE-125 

Mille cvni1"ib1ded da'ily pe?' membe?'. 

Daily milk 
contribution No. of Total 
per member. members. daily milk .. 

(1) 'l'elinkbel'i 64!~ seers. 18 29 mds. 
(2) Madras 4·4 

" 800 88 " (3) Calcutta 0·5 
" 8,359 104 " 

Member!> who contribute :r a seer of milk daily" 
valued at one anna, c!~n have little interest for the 
welfare and profitable running of the societies in 
common with the organisers and managers of Buch 
societies. There is no common bond as between 
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me.mbec and member and as. between a .. mell).ber and 
the sociehy as a corporate body .. In spite pt all the 
good things tha.t appear in the reports, the fact stands 
out that the co,operative milk societies are little less 
than registered limited liability companies in their 
relation. to the member-shareholders. 

The ,TeliukheJ;i Dairy Society stands on a. separate 
fopting in whi<lh every member is a real and, active 
partner concerned,in the welfa-te of the Society. H was 
oi'ganised by the Agricultural Department; obtaining 
from the Government 900 acres of graziIlg laIl~.1 It 
started with 13 member. (jowalas and 156 milchcattle~ 
In 19401 there were 18 members with 759 .mHch c~ttle. 
The Society is really of the important gowala"s who 
used to supply the city. with milk, 'l'here is no o1:\tside 
body in it.. .The only outside body is the Governmept 
Agricultul:a.l Depa.rtment which has stiH in its han.da 
the gu.idance I1nd~ organisation of .thEl Society. ,It .. is 
a Society oLthe. gowalas and for the,fjo'l!Jalas, ~he 
creditable way in which the Provincilll Ag;ricultural 
Department ,has handled tbe orga.nisation leads one to 
hope that in the future the Department, will be able 
in the natural COUl'se of progress to transfer even 
the organisation and guida,nce work to the gotoa[as 
themselves, the Department's function being simply 
to watch. That would be tbe consummation of a noble 
endeavour, 

" .... The Society makes hay for the summer use, 
al'l'anges for, cheap supply of cattle feed a, and 
also composts farm yard manure for sale. This 
constitutes ap. important additional source of 

76 
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income to the Society. It also does humanitarian 
. work, e.g.,' supply of free medicines to the poor and 

running a school for the children·of,those residing 
. at or near the Telinkheri Farm. Incidentally, it may 
be mentioned that the organisation and guidance of 
this Society has been in the hands of the local 
Agricultural Department and not the Oo-oper'ative 
Department;"-(Milk Marketing Re'Po1~t. P. UI5) .. 
The AgricuUiUral Department has done much by 

way of material help to the ~ociety .by initially 
allowing' a .. vast piece,of grazing land and later'on "by 
transferring aU 'farm buildings. cattle sheds, godowns, 
grazing lands,ldail'Y buildings, .utensils etc.,' to the 
Society as aQ experimental' meaSure for 5 years dn 
Rs. 3,830/~ per annum." - (Milk Ma1'!ceting Repo1·t 
P. 194). But fop Government help the Society lllay not 
have been successful. But the Government has 
extended every possible help to other societies' also, 
rrhe differenQ.8 between these and the Telinkheri 
Society is that the actual milk suppliers of; the city 
constitute this Society. 1'he Agricultul'al Department 
organised these natural milk suppliers ciwning their 
own cattle who had the milk supply business as 
their principal occupation. 'l'here lay the seed of 

success. (333) 

1206. Gowalas organised likely to play their 
part honestly: SUjJjJose tht1t the gowalas of Bombay 
or Oalcutta were ol'g"anised, were given Builiclent 
land to live outside the city and allowed to care 
for their cattle, graze them, feed them, and get 
an assured profit in an honest way, the same profit 
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that they make' today dishonestly through VICIOUS 

competition. Then human nature, aspiring for uplift, 
will make the gowalas swing round to the new 
arrangement which will make them earn honest 
money without competition and without perpetl'ating 
cruelty and torture on the aniplals] and fraud on the 
.consumers. The Telinkl;teri Society is an exception. 
It shows how the Milk Societies have been miserable' 
failures as co-operative organisations, despite the 
lavish care bestowed on them by the Government 
Co-operative Department. The ti~sel1ed Milk Co

operative Societies cannot help themselves to walk 
s~raight, far less help the cows and the consumers. 

1207. Urban supply scheme of ~he Marketing 
Report: Something better should be done to arrange 
for pure milk supply to the urban atreas, pure in eveI;Y 
sense, pure milk rich in vitamins, free from contamina
tion and adulteration, pure 1ll its freshness due to 
pasture feeding and supplied direct, pure in saving the 
life of the cows and the calves, pure m the prevention 
of waste in its production by providing the utilisation 
of hquid and solid manures. Some better ways ehould 
be found. This brings us to a consideration of 
the scheme which the Milk Marketmg Report has 
described with draft regulations concerning it for 
adoption by the Provincial Governments. 

The report describes the miserable conditJDn of 
urban milk supply on account of I the insanitary 
condition of milk production and for its widespread 
ad ulteration, and distribution t~ropgh petty and 
Jgnorant dealers. It finds that there are inherent 
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defect,s i n ~he Bood Ad llltem~ion Acts and points ouil, 
that the administration oOaw is unsatisfactory. 

The co-operative societies are unsuccessful private· 
dairy enterprises for supplying pure milk. The 
endeavours of the Botubay Corporation to improve
matters even by grant of subsidies have proved fruitless. 

Under the. circumstanc~s the Report proposed Dew 
"legislation on milk. The object of such legislation 
would be to stop the production of milk in urban area's 
by making the keeping of cows ~ithin the Municipa~ 
limits illegal. The next substantial' step is to 
create a monopolist body for milk supply. This body 
.. viii produce or secure milk froll rural areas under 
sanitary conditions and bring the milk to t,own 
depots where it will be distributed to retailers after· 
chilling, while some quantity may be pasteurised. 
From the central depots of the monopolist organisa
tion, licensed parties will ta.ke 'milk for distribution 
to consumers; they may be halwa'bs or retailers. 

'rhe monopolist organisation·will see to the quality 
of milk. The licensed retailer's work will be checked 
by ta.king occasional samples, and if any adulteration 
is detected, the offender is to be punished. If 
there a.re three convictions against a dealer, his 
licence will be forfeited. 

The management of milk supply will be in the 
hands of the milk marketing organisation. 

All prices, including retail prices, will be fixed in. 
consultation with the interests concerned. Animala 
in the villages will be milked under the supervision of 
III staff pa.id by the marketing organisation. 
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The Municipality will take its share of respon
'sibility for t.he quality of milk and will license 
the retailers. The first charge on profits will be the 
payment of a dividend of 6 per cent. After deducting 
depreciation and interest, 33 per cent of the remainder 
'shall be carried to the reserve ,fund, and up to 40 per 
cent may be returned to the producers as bonus. 

1208. Monopolist organil:lations to supply cities: 
'.rhe principal feature of the scheme is the monopo
'Iisation of milk supply by the. Government ,Marketing 
Department, which monopoly may be ultimately 
t.ransferred to It private body when sucb a private 
organisation is built up with the necessary capital 
and nnder the conditions Jaid down by the 
Government. 'rhe Report, supposes that in the 
beginning the Government or the Municipality or 
botb will have to invest capital in the first seven 
,experimental centres to be opened at Karachi, Delhi. 

, Bombay, Madras, Calcutta, Cawnpore and Nagpur. 
The capital necessa.ry for the scheme is estimated 

at Es. 4i lakhs for a, daily supply of 1,000 mds, suitable 
for It city having a population of 2 Iakhs and calculates 
that the investment will be at Jess than Rs. 3/D per 
head of population. 

Apart from the monopolistic character of the 
'proposed change, the other point is that the matter 
.of fixation of price will rest with the monopolists in 
<consultation with the interests concerned. _ ' 

rI'he co-opemtive schemes have proved ,failuJ'es. 
The present 'scheme Bubstitutes in the first instance 
'£Olllething like the Milk Marketing Department of the 
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Government in place of the Co-operative Department. 
But a change in name is likely to do little The 
Co-operative Department is a Government Department. 
If the milk supply arrangement made under its 
supervision through one or other of the most 
important co-operative organisations is enquired into 
by an independent body, then the reason for t.be 
public apathy towards these bodies may be properly 
understood. The substitution of one Departmental 
oontrol for another with vastly greater powers is Dot 
commendable. 

1209; A milk union charging 2! times cost: 
The, co-operative societies work with a slackness 
which it is for the Government Department to rectify. 
Some insight into their working is provided by the Milk 
Marketing Report. The Calcutta Union, for example, 
buys milk from producers under the following system: 

" ... In 1940, the price received· by the producel's 
from January to June was Rs. 41/8/,. and from June 
to December Rs. 5/12/- per maund. But the 
societies receive milk from the members at· the 
rate of 100 tolas per seer, whereas they deliver to 
the Union at 80 tolae per aeer.".....:..(P. 185) 
This shows that the primary, societies initially 

kept a 20% margin over buying. It is to be supposed' 
that this is spent for the local expenses of collection. 
and supervision. After this at the rate mentioned, i.e., 
lJ,'t the averaged rate of Rs. 5/2/- per maund, milk is 
purchased by the, Union from· societies, It pays, 
railway fare and incurs establishment cost and' 
cost of pasteurising and sells milk which dost it 
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Hs. 5/2/- at Rs. 10/- per maund to ordinary <:)ustoroe;rs, 
at Rs. 7/6/- to hospitals and at a special rate·of Rs. 8/
to' tbe" Municipal Corporation. "Thus the ,average 
sala price of all milk handled by tbe Union is, ,about 
Hs. 7 /12/~ per maund}',_CMilk Marketing Repo'rt) 

. Let us calcuJate : 
, r_l1he i producer. receiv:ed on. tbe average. ~s. 5/2/

(average: of: theAwo balf yearly rates of ·Es. 4/8/- and 
Rs; 5/12/+ pel' maund' of a measme o~ 100 tolas to 
the see:r!. For thel 8,ta,D,dard seet' of 80 tolEl!s, tp.e 
producer, therefore, re,ceives 60'6 annas per mEtund. 
The milk is brought down to Calcutta and p!(:l3tenriseil 
and is distributed. to customers at an average, price of 
Rs, 7/12/- or ,124 annas. 

Therefore, milk costing 65' 6 annas at origin is 
sold at J24 anDaSl or at about a 100 per cent margin. ' 

This is not all. Pure milk is supposed to be 
obtained., from the cows by the Calcutta Union and 
its m,erobel' societies. This milk, as, it. comes from 
the COW8~ udder, should contain 4'5 per cent fat. 

The milk sold by the Calcutta Milk . Union is 
supposed to be standard milk of 3'5 per cent fat
content, If this supposition is correct then the milk 
is toned down from 4:'5 per cent to 3'5, Thus, another 
large percentage is kept as margin, The price realised 
per maund (of 80 tola seer) by the Co-operative 
Union is not, therefore, Rs. 7/12/- 01' 124 annas but 
15t annas on the supposition that the standard milk 
of 3'5 per cent fat-content is supplied, 

On the above basis the prod ucers' price of 
(j 5'6 annas advances to 151 annas average charged on 
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the public, which means putting a margin of over 
180 per cent over cost or nearly 2! times the cost. 

·1210. Toning down or adulteration: Another 
material fact arises when an Union tones down ilis 
milk, say, to 3'5 per cent fat. The Food Act does not 
provide for addition of water or skimriled milk. Milk 
is defined to be the fluid coming out f!om the udder. 
The- minimum percentage of fat allowed is 3'5. But 
this does not mean that the law permits adulteration 
of milk with water or skimmed milk. T-he Milk 
Marketing scheme also pre-supposes toning down to fl. 

standard. 
If this toning pown is permitted under Government 

supervision, then the public has a just gtievance 
against such supervision. '1'he scheme which has 
been formulated in the Milk Marketing Report is 
for a monopolistic organisation. If it be under such 
supervision and if it makes such allowance of margin, 
it has little to commend itself. Before any Government 
Department steps in to clean the milk marketing 
system, it is the duty of the Government to show its 
ability and its 'desire in this direction by improvement 
of the condition of the working of the Co-operative 
Milk Societies and the Oo-operative Milk Unions. 

There are hardly any reas6nable gronnds for 
the Provincial Governments or the Municipalities 
accepting and adopting the scheme suggested in the 
Milk Marketing Report. Monopolistic organisat.ions 
are not likely to improve the situation. 

1211. Example of Telinkheri: At this stage 
:l'elinkhel'i may stand as a pointer. The work ahead is 
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the fostering of au organisation of real milk producers 
for cities, to make them combine, to save theJYl 
from mutual, pernicious price competition by fixing 
minimum price of milk according to fat and S. N, J3' . 
.content, to insist on declaration of fat-content by 
13very licensed producer and· dealer, to arrange for 

{n 

cow milk and buffalo milk to be sold separately as 
received from the animals' udder, to provide ample 
land outside cities for healthy keeping and pasturage 
for cows, to prohibit cow·keeping within Municipal 
limits. Steps have to be taken to accomplish all these. 

In planning for milk supply, all schemes· so far 
considered have been framed from fraotional points of 
view. So large a thing as the supply of milk to the 
urban population should be on a broad basis to start 
with. Schemes must .first of all ensure satisfaotory 
price for the producer. Cheapness should not be the 
·aim but fairness. Milk price should be fixed after 
:allowing fair cost, fair price and profits to t,he 
producer, to the dealer and to the retailer. The health 
of the cows· and the proper maintenance of the cow 
and the calf should be looked into whatever be the 
aource of supply and how far away be it situatp.d. 
'The milk providing ·agency should see to it that the 
urine and dung of the cow is properly bandIed and 
,utilised. None of these links should be missed. 'rbe 

• dl'y and old and disabled cows will have to be taken 
-care of. These can be developed by making conditions 
suitable for the city gowalas to be removed outside. 
'towns, suitable for the rural gowalas also, and for the 
peasant proprietors of milch cows in the mofus8i7 
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who cater for the city l'Jupply, so that all may find 
theil' healthy place in this big job. 

1212. Rushing milk out from villages: No good 
can come out of arranging to' rush cheap milk into 
towns through the extension of cheap and convenient 
transport service by railways. The 1. C. A R. has 
been contempJating a movement in this direction: It 
v. ould be unusual if it had been any thing different. 
The rIo O. A. R. proposed that-

"'l'he Railway Board \Bhould be asked to enquire 
from different· railways as to the minimum 
quantity of milk and the minimum distance over 
which it would be carried to enable them to grant 
concession rates for the tl'ansp01't of milk f.rom 
rural to urban areas. Concrete proposals could 
then be made for specified routes after the receipt 
of their reply." To this the Railway Board 

have reported that they will undertake the enquiry 
asked for' on this item after the wal'.-Cl. O. A. R. 
Report, ,1941-'42. P.53). 

Knowing as the I. C. A. R. does that milk prices 
do not pay their way, and interested as the 1. O. A. R. 
is in the welfare of the cattle population, it should 
not help the exploitation of rL1ral poverty for the 
benefit of the urban population, Quickel', better, 
cheaper service and refl·igel'ated rail way coach servioe. 
bet,ween rural centres and town~ for milk collection, 
are bound to enfeeble the rural cattle and the rural 
people aU the more, unless accompanied by So safeguard 
for ensuring fair and profitable price for milk. One 
cannot have both-cheap milk and fairly-produced 
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milk. Our ideolog~7 of commercial transactions should 
swing from cheapness to fairness and justness. Fair 
prices and just prices should prevail; "price" would be 
synonymous with "fair price." For, what is unjust price 
and unfair price will, in spite of its cheapness, affect 
tbe parties adversely and will not be cheap ultimately. 

1213. The producer villages need protection: 
At onB time Holland ~as exporting butter without 
restriction. After sometime this led to the children 
Buffering from want of vitamin A:. which left the 
country with the butter. The children were developing 
lco1·atomalaoia. The export of butter was restricted. 
'rhe disease disappeared. 

What Holland did avery country would do to 
safeguard th.e health of its own population by 
restriotion on the undue passing out of nutritious 
materials essential for the producers themselves. Milk 
IS being swept out of the country to the towns. The 
Milk Marketing Report gives only glimpses from which 
it appears that 11 per cent of urban population of the 
country may be consuming 50 per cent of the total 
milk produotion or more. It is necessa,ry that the 
rural population should be saved from this ruinous 
oondition of things, and schemes for further draining 
of the milk from villages should be discouraged. 

1214. Sta.ndard milk is adulterated milk: The 
Food Acts provide that-

"Milk ,is the normal clean, fresh secretion obtained 
by complete milking of the healthy oow." 
After this definition comes the enumeration of 

fat percentage and S. N. F. specification which is 
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3 per cent. to 3'5 per cent fat and 8'5 per cent S. N. F. 
in most of the provinces. It has been the prflctice 
to ignore the first portion of the Act, t.bat milk should 
be the normal secretion. Where the Municipality 
.prosecutes for ad nlteration it takes care only to Bee 
if the fat percentage and the total S. N. F. are within 
the legal standard. '1'he practice, therefore, has grown 
,for the more educated and cl~ver people to adulterate 
milk np to the legal standard of fat, and S. N. F. 
That such practice is Dot legli.l is not emphasised 
and persons sell toned-down milk as genuine milk. 
'The Milk Marketing Report mentioned this fact. 

"At present there are generally three standards for 
whole-milk prescribed under the Food Adulteration 
Acts, viz., cow, buffalo, and mixed. But the 
available information shows that there is vast 
.difference between the legal limits of fat and 
Bolids-not-fat prescribed in each case and that 
.actually found in the average composition of 
Indian milk. '1'he result is that heavily adulterated 
buffalo milk can pass the standard of genuine 
buffalo milk, genuine cow milk or of mixed milk. 
In no other country such a position occurs. '1' hey 
may have only one type of milk, viz., cow, but 
the difference between its natural composition and 
presumptive legal standard is very narrow. 
".B~urther. it is observed that very few consumers 
·ever get in the open market genuine buffalo milk 
(over 6'5 per cent fat) or genuine cow milk (over 
4,'5 per cent fat), ']~he bulk of the supply is mixed 
,milk which may consist of all types of milk a.nd 
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added water. The milk supplied by the specialised 
dairy farms is mOBtly standardised, but in their 
case a minimum fat-content according to the 
legal standards may be safely expected." 
The Milk Marketing Report mentions the Case 

of specialised Dairy Farms, who supply mostly 
standardised milk. In this must be included the 
Co-operative Milk Societies also. Whatever they 
be, adulteration of the natural secretion from the 
cow's udder is an adulteration in substance and in 
law as it exists today. 'fhe standard has to be 
changed to conform to the nt£tural and pure milk. 



CHAPTER XXIX 

THE BETTER DAIRY SCHEME 

1215. The better dairy scheme: Friends ha.ve, 
before this, come to mfij to ask for schemes for the 
urban supply of milk as a profitable j business 
undertaking. rrhe perusal of this book ma.y urge 
oLhers to seek guidance in starting dairy concerns for 
urban milk supply, moved ,by the profit motive. 

There is an unsatisfied demand for milk in the 
towns. Genuine milk is a rare commodity. It is, 
therefore, natural that oapable persons having their 
own capital 01' having the capacity to collect capital 
should like to take up dairying 813 a business venture. 
'rhe following lines are by way of information to such 
enterprisers. 

"When you have your own capital to invest, ask 
yourself if you have the requisite training to take up 
dairying as l~ profession, because dairying, like all other 
professions, requires training. It is true that every 
peasant is It dairy man. But it is also true that the 
peasant has his training from his birth. He knows 
the habits of the cow, he knows her requirements 
and he knows how to meet them within his resources. 
He knows also how to rear a calf, and what to do when 
there is an attack of disease. He may not know all 
that you liay have learnt by reading books or for the 
matter of that from this book, but he has a sort 
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4)f training ingrained in his very nature. If you know 
more about· oows from books than he doest ~ou may 
·do better than he, but you must have to go through 
.a fraction of his experience. 'llhereforf)"any person 
,having capital to invest, and ,time to devote. wholly 
,to a dairy' enterprise, should . postpone und ertaking 
.a venture till he, has acquired the necessary experience 
by work;ing in some dairy. Such experience is one 
of the first' l)equisites to. fit one for undertaking 

.8. dairy enterprise. 
. It may be that a person has capital to invel;lt and 

wants to start !Ii dail'y with the help of an experienced 
man .in the line. Such a .combination is workable, 
,provided the actu!J.l:' 'manager shares the views and 
ideas ·of the owner of the v<3riture.' ·In the better dairy 

. of the future, mere seeking of· profits wil1 not do, 
and is not to be encouraged .. Without any regard for 
the normal responsibility involved in:dairying, in the 
,present oondition of our urban milk supplYl no body 
should want to take up . dairying .. .I would: advise 
,persons desiring to make' profits by dairying to leave 
dairying alone and satisfy. their profit-making needs 
.in. other directions, should they listen to me. . 

But there are men who would like to take up what 
I would like to call-the better dairying. If you are 
such a person, you will .be able .to make your own 
scheme for starting a dairy after you have gathered 
the necessary experience. 

]101' the better dairying whah is necessary is to have 
. consumers of milk who arE) prepared to pay the fair 
,price of milk and not the competitive price. The 
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extent of business will depend upon the circle of such 
(lustomers. You have to educate your customers. 
They may not know the differenoe betweeu an ordinary 
JJrofit-making dairy and the better-dairy advocated 
here. You know what it is, if you have gone through 
the fo:regoing pages. You have to educate yonr future 
(Justoillers. 

1216. A talk to the customer; YOll have to teU 
your customers that you are going to supply them pure 
and wholesome and genuine nulk at fair price, but;. 
your price will be higher than the price charged by. 
the man who comes to thell' dool.'s in the lUoming and 
the evenmg with his milch cow, and milks the animal 
III thea presence. He surely 8upplieB genuine milk,. 
Il.nd yet your [.IrlOe will be higher than that of hiB, As 
regard~ qUll.lity there will appaL'tllltly be no difference, 
lIut we shall come to that later 00, Under the existing 
tl.rrangements the custQwer ha.s the satu;iacLlOn of 
l::Ieeing the cow when it is.being mIlked, so that nothing. 
ca.n go wroog, and in your Ci\S8 you will supply from a 
distant place, ready-milked stuff, and yOUl' price will be 
higher. 'l'his will be questioned. 

1217. Cheap milk and cow slaughter: You will. 
have to explain to him that what he has been buying 
IS genuine mIlk, but milk, which the late Imperial 
Dairy expert, Mr, W. Smith, called as being obtftined 
by the "cow feed'ing system of milk production." 'l'hat 
milk feeds the slaughtel'-house WIth the cow now 
standing before the buyer of the milk. 'l'he price he 

pays for the milk is cheap because that Itinerant 
fwwala, will not maintain the cow after she is dry. 
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It will be cheaper for that gowala to let that cow go to 
~he slaughter-house vyhen dry a.nd buy a fresh one 
for you. He has no place to keep a dry cow. The 
slaughter-house is only an extension of his cow-shea. 
Your prospective customer gets genuine milk cheaply, 
but at the cost of the cow. The customer wants 
cheap; and the gowala also maintains a cow cheap 
by taking the aid of the. slaughter-house. 1£ your 
customer still wants cheap mtlk then you have to bid 
good-bye to him and Beek another door. But you 
may not leave him so-soon, and may argue it out with 
him a little more. 

1218. The vita.min-less milk: Tell your 
prospective customer that the main difference 80 far 
as scientific 'knowledge of nutrition at the present 
moment goes between ordinary cocoanut oil and the 
fat from cow-milk is in the vitamin content of the 
milk-fat. The <lheap genuine milk milked in the 
presence of the customer contains little or lIO vitamin. 
Vitamin in milk comes through the feeding of green 
grass. If the full quota of green grass is not fed it 
will not make much difference in the milk.yield of 
one lactation provided concentrates are fed in fulL 
The travelling milker may be giving his cow all the 
best concentrates to get the utmost yield of milk, 
but he is not giving a substance which gives the 
milk its life-giving quality. You will ensure that. In 
your better dairying you will feed your cows WIth 
plenty of green stuff, for, without green feed not only 
will the milk be vitamin-less, but the health of the 
cow will gradually go down and she will not be able 

77 
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to bear a calf, and if she does bear a calf, that calf is 
lIkely to be blind and short-lived. Therefore, aa you 
want to serve the cow and her progeny, you will have 
to feed your cow with green grass and thus ensure 
full vitamin flow in the milk. Milk will be worth 
the more for the vitamin which your prQspective 
.customer does not geL today, even by having the cow 
milked in his presence. This talk may work on your 
prospective customer. But you have not exhausted all 
your arguments for his patronage to our better dairy. 

1219. The starved-to-death calf: You will tell 
your prospective customer that the calf he Bees before 
hUll is sure to be allowed to die of starvation. Already 
the calf is under-fed, and soon the calf will die. 'l'be 
gowala will keep that cow in his shed for milklllg 
her there, and bring another cow or train i1nother 
new-born calf to suck from the old cow to let down her 
milk. The calf is allowed to die. Because, for the first 
month the calf cannot digest anything but milk. 
'l'he gowala cannot think of giving any milk to the 
calf, He bas to sell every drop, and he does not want 
the calf either. The calf, deprived of the minimum 
requisite quantity of milk and in its inability to digest 
anything but milk, starves, and then develops one 
disease or another, or simply dies. The gowala does 
not suffer. He stuffs the sl{in of the calf, which he 
calls a "tashbi1'''. Be places that before the cow at 
the time of milking and the cow lets down her luilk. 
'rrue, he cannot carry about the "tashbi1'" to the 
customers' door, therefore he trains another calf to 
suck. But if this does not succeed, he keeps that cow 
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in bhs stall and gets her milked in the stall, and 
brings a fresh cow to you. The gowala sells IDOl'S 

milk than what he draws from cows at the oustomers' 
houses, He is no loser. He starves the calf for 
profit and not for loss. 

1220. The real oharacter of city cow's milk : 
Supposing the calf is very fortunate and outlives the 
lactation period. still it has to die of starvation. What 
uss has the gowala for the calf? None whatsoever. 
And there is no future for the calf either.. The 'calf, 
lOa negleoted in early life, will neither make a good 
bullock nor a good heifer. In fact, the calves of the 
town milch cows never escape death from starvation. 
~rhere is no room to maintain them. They go to 
Dhappa- if it is Calcutta, and they go to Oherour-if it 
is Bombay. You may take your prospective cl1stomerto 
Dhappa, to the carcass-disposal yatd of Messrs Shaw 
Wallace and Co., the Munioipal conh'actors for 
receiving de~d cattle, or to the Howrah Belgachhia. 
carcass disposal grounds of the Khadi Pl'atisthan to 
Bee the daily collection of dead calves. If you are at 
Bombay, you roay take your client to the Mahaluxmi 
terminus of the scavenging train for Cherour. If you 
yourself have Bot seeD these places, see them. You 
and your prospective customer should know that the 

I cheap but genuine milk of the city is : 
(1) Cow~eatiDg milk-a milk that ents up the 

cow by sending it to the slaughter-house. 
(2) Lifeless milk-milk that is void of vitamins, 
(:3) Calf-eating milk-milk that eats up the calf 

and allows it to be starved to death, 
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If your prospective buyer bas patience, you will: 
tell him that in city dairies the calves under the 
best management are allowed to be starved or sold; 
to the butchers. It does not pay to rear a calf. 
You have learnt all about the cost of rearing a calf. 
When it is reared under city conditions, the cost is 
prohibitive, and it cannot be sold even at half the 
cost of maintenance. 

The calves, if they are to be saved, are to be reared 
cheap, and. this can be done where there is provision 
for grazing. The same thing applies to the cows. 
Land is necessary to maintain the. cow and her calf, 
aud with all that it is costly. A bettel' dairy placed 
away from the city, with suffioient land, can 
accomplish this and save the cow and her calf, of 
course, at the cost of some milk. The man who keeps. 
his milch cow in the town can save neither the· cow 
nor the calf; both die prematurely. 

1221. The four-fold yajna in dairying: But this. 
is not all. Tell him about the natio~al 10s8 in 
allowing the urine and dung to be .wasted, as is done 

: in the towns. The urine has to be preserved and 
I 

returned to the Boil and the dung also. When alL 
these are done, when the life of the cow is guaranteed 
for the normal span, when the· calves are fed and 
reared, when the urine and dung go to enrich the soil, 
multiplied by conversion into composts, there is a 
four-fold yajna or sacrifice: 

(1) 'I'he cow and her progeny [ue served and 
saved. 

(2) The soil is served by urine, dung and compost. 
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(3) The plant is served by better soil-fertility. 
(4) Man is served by milk. by cattle labour, and 

from the greater yield of crops. 
This is the four-fold ya}na, and your better.dairy 

promises to do all this and sell costlier milk for doing 
this. If your prospective customer has faith in your 
programme and in you, then have him and have others 
like him, and upon the strength of such support, 
venture out for making an estimate for establishing a 
better-dairy. 

Make your estimate on the basis of the requirements 
of your prospective customers. The quantity of milk 
needed has to be ascertained. From this you come to 
the number of cows. This will aepend upon your 
selection of the breed. 

1222. The basis of cost calculation in better 
-dairying: When you have calculated the number of 
milch animals to be kept, allowed for their dry period 
and also for their old age maintenance, and made a 
total calculation of the number of dry and milch cows 
to be maintained at any time in the dairy farm, 
allowed for the bull and for the calves. and for the 
.bullocks employed in cultivation to grow your fod<1er 
and concentrates, you get a total of the animals. AUow 
lor their feeding cost, for the labour of attending on 
them and for the milk deli very expenses, Allow for 
accident!!.1 los8 of animals from disease. All this will 
go to the cost side. 

Calculate the extent of acreage necessary for 
keeping the herd partly on stall-feeding and partly on 
grazing. Allow for land for growing fodder and for 
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erecting sheds. Provide for expenses for making the 
land fit for a dairy farm with fencing etc. You wilI 
be able to make an idea from all tbis about the 
requirement of initial capital, about expenses and 
depreciation and about costs. Strike a balance against 
your output of milk and increased value of the stock 
on the one side, and tbe expenses and depreciation and' 
interest on tbe other. The e.stimate will pre-suppose' 
your baving a propel' piece of land. Select the lap-d 
and base your estimate on the supposition of your 
getting the plot. 

You will then know l1t what price you have to sell 
your milk to your customers for making the four-fold 
yajna complete. Show your prospective customers 
the estimates. If they approve, have your estimate 
examined by those who have had experience of the 
items involved. You may not get a Bingle person to 
examine critically all the details, you may have to 
approach several experienced men for their help in 
judging your scheme and estimate. Revise the 
estimate in the ligbt of tbe criticisms offered. 

Then put the corrected estimate again before your 
cl1stomers, and with their approval go forth with the· 
WOl'k. Proceed cautiously. Make a small beginning 
ltnd expand a.s you feel your way. Let your yajna be· 
a pure one in word and deed, and you will not be· 
endeavouring in vain. 

1223. The reformer in the village: What I have· 
asked you to address to your custon;ters is really to 
yourself also. If you do not get any customer outside~ 
you will get at least one, in yourself. Do not be 
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daunted at the paucity of customers. Strive for the 
single customer in yourself. Even then, if you have 
the capacity, God willing, you will succeed. And, if 
you cannot succeed with the prospective single 
customer in yourself, a whole listfu] of customers will 
be meaningless to you and will be of no avail. The 
consciousness of strength must come from within 
you.. Begin the yajna for yourself. 

Urban supply will have attracted you. If you do 
not get urban support, choose your village and work 
on with your yajna. You need the dairy for yourself. 
Customers are secondary. Such a dairy, as sketched 
above, is a type of mixed farming. A farming in which 
your wife and child can help you. Then you become 
a family of peasants, of cultivators, and carryon 
the yajna in its purest form in your village borne. 
Maintain the cows in the ya.jnio spirit, and they will 
maintain you and your family, provided that the family 
also serves the cow, the soil and the plants with you. 
The joy of feeling yourself in unison with soil, plant 
and animal life will be yours. You will be realising 
in your life a noble dream, translated into reality. 



CHAPTER XXX 

THE DAIRY ACCOUNTS. 

1224. Dairy management books: For manage~ 
ment of a dairy, a set of books has to be kept. These 
are dairy management accounts, and are concerned 
mainly with helping milk production and better 
dairying. 

'l'hese account-books and forms will be guides for 
proper management. The dairy manager ought to 
know how he is placed wi th the cows, how many are 
coming to calve next month, and how many will calve 
eight or nine months ahead. He has to know the 
milking performance of each cow in order to be able 
to feed her to the best profit. He will have to be able 
to say how many calves there are and between 
what ranges of age. He ought to know what stock of 
fodder and concentrates he has and what would be 
the requirements in the near future. He will then 
be abJe to stock his straw or hay and make necessary 
arrangements for green feed throughout the year. 
These and many more details have to be kept ready, so 
that everything may be got at a moment's notice and 
at a glance without having to go about searching and 
questioning others for information. The books are 
simple to be kept, once the method is understood, a,nd 
are indispensible for proper dairy management. 
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A. Cont1·ol-Book. 

The control-book will have several sections: 
(1) Register of dairy cows; 
(2) Register of female calves; 
(3) Register of male calves; 
(4) Register of pregnant cows: 
(5) Register of empty cows; 
(6) Lactation register; 
(7) Register of bulls and bullocks; 
(8). Master roll. 

B. HeTd .Register. 

U) For cows; 
(2) For female calves 
{3) For male calves; 
(4,) For bulls .. 

O. Daily Milk Registe1·. 
D. Fodde1' RegistM·. 

1225 

E. Reoeipt and Issue-Book lo'r Fodders. 
F. Events Register. 
G. Day-Book of Events, Milk-yields, 

and Fodder-cons1~1Ibption. 
H. Monthly Repo?·t-jorrn. 
1. Labour Attendanoe Register. 
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1 

1225. CONTROL BOOK: 

Section 1. Register of dairy cows. 
(Continued to right pago-

2 3 4 5 6 7 
-----.-- ~-

Hel'd- Cow ::ti[amo Pedigree. Dato of Age by No. of 
book No. of birth. dots. issues 
No. serial. cow. by dots. 

--- --- -- -- _ -_ ------ ----~ -

15 16 J!tnaki 15.2.33 

. {SumiLrl1 

{
Dam-GOdaVn- Nandi' 

Si~e- Rain, 

Instruction for filling the columns. At the right 
hand corner put the year and 1. 2. etc., indicating the 
month up to which the Register is posted. Column 
as under: 

(1) PuL the No. from the Herd Hegistel' Book. 
(2) Put the serial No. for the year beginning with the 

oldest cow in the herd. This book is to be 
replaced every yea1', so that every year begins 
with a new serial number, after the changes in 
the last year caused by death or sale or the 
heifer's coming into the list. 

(:)) Name of the cow. lDach individual shall have 
a name. 

(4) Pedigree. 'rhe name of the darn and sire are put 
so far as is known. 

(5) Date of birth. 

(6) Age. Put dots, so that at any time III the year, 

-
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OONTROL BOOK: 

Section 1. Register of· dairy cows. 
-Continued from left page) 

12i_)7 

Posted up to ............ 1943. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5 ............ . 

8 

Description of lactations. 

(1) Lalmani. Dt ......... of hirth. 
Laotation 27 mds. 29 seers. 
Highest day 5 seers; 

(2) Sukumar. Dt ...... ".of hirth. 
Laotation 29,} mds. 
Highest day 6 seers. 

(3) Bharati etc. etc. 
(4) Sundari. 
(5) Narayan. 

9 10 11 

Date Covered Date 
of by. of deli· 

cover. vety. 

12 

Mollths 
empty or 
preg!lant. 

by completion of the year, you have simply to 
add a dot without having to go through a number. 
In the example the age is 9 years. 

(7) No. of iS8ues by dots. For reasons of No.6 put 
number of issues by dots. In the example it is 5. 

(8) Description of lactation. Here put the name of 
the calf, its date of birth. Total milk received 
during the lactation. The highest yield of ruilk 
on anyone day in the second month. There will be 
space for adding 'on descriptions of fresh issues. 

(9) When the cow is covered-put date. 
(10) Name of the bull covering the cow. 
(11) When the cow calves-put the date of delivery 

and put the name of the calf in column 8. -
(12) Months empty or months pregnant. At the time 

of posting-post the number of empty months by 
dashes - - - or months pregnant by circles 0 0 0 fr •. 
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1226.. OONTROL BOOK : 

Section 2. Register of female calves. 

Posted up to ...... 1943. 1. 2. 3. 4, ..... . 

1 3 ., 5 6 7 8 

No. NaJ.!le. Pedigree. Date of Age. Date of Covered Disposal. 
hirth. cover. by. 

Explanation of columns. 
(1) No. of calf according to Herd-Register. 
(2) Name of the ca,lf. rrhe calf should be given 

name as soon as it is borD. 
(3) Pedigree. Put the names of sire and dam and 

t.heir sire, and again these last ones, so far as 
is known. 

(4) Put date of birth. 
(5) Put age by dots indicating months, and when 

12 dots, meaning 12 months. are completed, 
connect, the dots by a line, indicating a year. 
Thus: 

. . --_ ..... _-- ------.---." .. ~----.---.. --
. ... . 

. --------------.--.---.,------.----.~---.----~-.--

The lines and (lots indicate 2 years arid three 
months, 

(6) Date of cover. When the calf is old enough 
and gets covered, the date of cover is put. 

(7) Oovered by. Put llame of the bull. 
(8) Disposal. 'l'ransfel'l'ed' to Register of cows 

after birth of calf, or sold or dead. Put date. 
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1 

No. 

1227. CONTROL BOOK: 

Section 3. Register of male calves. 

2. 3 4 5 6 
---- - ,,-~--

Name. Pedigree. Date of birth. Ago. Disposal. 

(l) to (5) are the same as for the female calves. 

(Ii) In this column enter-If sold, or castrated or, 
when of age, transferred to Herd Register
for bulls. 
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1228. CONTROL BOOK : 

Section 4. Register of pregnant cows. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 IJ 10 .-------_._--------_-
,\0. Name. Age. Issues. Date Cov4lted Expect- Date No. Issue, 

of by ed date of of 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

cover. of calv- days. 
calving. ing. 

Put Pedigree Hegister No. 
Name. 
Age as entered in Register of cows. 

(4) 1 ssues " " " 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

Date of cover. Put date. 
Covered by. Put name of the bull. 
Expected date of delivery. Add 282 days and 
!Jut date according to calender af; per 'l'able, 
_Para 1016. 
Date of calving. Put actua.l date. 
No. of days. Put actual number of days 
elasped d ul'ing _ the gestation period from the 
day of cover to day of delivery. 
Issue. Put the name of the calf, male or 
female . 

. 'sote :-As soon as a cow delivers, she becomes 
empty; her name is no longer of significance 
in tbis Register. '1'be removal of her name is 
indicated by a thick line below her name in 
the manner of underlining. The Register 
is not penned through. But, if there is no 
pregnancy and she gets heated, the date of 
COVer is made a fresh entry. The previous 
entry is cancelled by an under-line. On fresh 
ontl'Y ilhe remark is made as 2nd time covered. 
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1229. CONTROL BOOK: 

Section 5. Register of empty cows. 

Posted up to . . .. 1943. 1. 2. . .. 

1 2 8 4 5 6 7 

No. Name. Age. Issues. Date of Empty Date of 
delivery. months. (lover. 

(1) to (,t) To be filled frolll Register of cows. 
(5) As soon as a cow delivers a calf, her name 

comes to this Register from the Hegister of 
pregnant cows. Put the date of last calving. 

:(6) Empty months put by dashes - - - - -, 
So that at a glance the number of months 
she is empty can be found out. 

{7) Date of cover. Put date. When she is covered 
her name goes to the list of pregnant cows
previouB form No.4. The removal of name is 
indicated not by penning through the name 
but by a thick underline. 
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1230. OONTROL BOOK: 

Section 6. La.ctation Register. 

(Continued to right pa,ge-

1. 2. D. 4. 5. 6 
------- -------- ------_---- -- ---
No. Name. Age. Issues. Date of 

calving. 1. 
Ln.cta.tion-

2. 
1. Md. Sr. 1. Md. Sr. 
2. Md. Sr. 2. Md. Sr. 

(1) to (5) '1'0 be filled from Hegister of cows. 
(6) La.ctation mon~hs are sub-divided into 1, 2, ;), 

etc., indicating months of lactation. These 
columns are filled in two lines. The first line 
gives the milk by maunas and seers during the 
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CONTROL BOOK: 

Section 6. Lactation Register. 
-Oontinued h'om left PlLge) 

1233 

Posteil lip to .... Hl43. 1, 2. 3, 4 ..... . 

6. 7. 8. 

-Months. Toto.! Days. 
3 4 5 6 7 to 12. 111~tatioll. 

1. Md. Sr. eL~. 
2. Md. Sr. ot~, 

month, the second line gives the total milk 
up to ,that month. 'When the lactation is 
flnishe.d the total IS carried agll,in to Column 'I, 

('7) Total lactation is put. 
(8) No. of days of lactation is ,entered. 
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1231. OONTROL BOOK: 

Section 7. Register of bulls. 

Posted up to ..... . 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

Name. Pedigree. Date of birth. Age. 

(1) to (8) are to be filled from Herd Regist€lr. 
(4) Age is put by dots. 
Each bull is given a page. The page is filled by 

record of covers and results as under: 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

Date of covering. Cow covered. Date of delivery, Date of 
Re·covedng . 

.. --------- __ ._- ---....... ~"- ... -- -----

In the page, the calumns are filled as the cows are 
covered. When the cow bas conceived and abe 
delivers a calf, the dates are entered showing Buccessful 
cover. When the cow comes to heat again, the date 
of re-cavering is entered both in calumn 1 and 4,. 

Register of bullocks. 

Posted up to. .... _ . 
No. ::\T llllie. Age. Pcdigl·ee. DispoSll.l. 

The entries are made fram the Herd Register. 
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1232. CONTROL BOOK: 

Section 8. Master roll. 

In this book is kept the names of all the anin:u1ls 
of the herd, giving date of entry. Whenever thoro 
is a change by death, by birth or sale or othorwise. 
the entry is corrected as on that .date. 

At every entry a new serial number is put nga,inst 
the animal and a remark for a change. 

N(~me of the cows. 

Bina 
Nurbada 
Jamuna 
IJakshrni 

Name of the 
female-calves. 

Name oj the 
male-calves. 

Name of the 
bulls. 

Date of I Date of 
entry. entry. 

1-10-4,0 20-11-40 

1 
2 
3 

1 
dead 

2 

Date of I (H.O. 

entry. I 
. I 

25·12·40 I 

1 
dead 

2 

a 
purchased 
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1234. HERD REGISTER: 

Sectlon 2. Fer calves-female. 

'rhe form is practically the same as for cows. Only 

female-calves are entered in this book and are 
transferred to Oow Hegister on calving. 

HERD REGISTER~: 

Section 3. For calves-male. 

Harne as for female calves. 

HERD REGISTER; 

SectIon 4. For bulls. 

Bailie as for the Hegister for bulls. 

(See Control Book, Section 7). 
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1237. REOEIPT AND ISSUE~BOOK FOR FODDERS: 

This is the usual commercial l:lattern of bouk, 
giving receipts, issues {I,nd balances of stock. 'l'his. 
lJOok io; checked with the Fodder Hl.'lgister. 

·1238: EVENTS REGISTER: 

1 

Date. Event. 

(1) rrhe date is put. 
(2) Whatever happens in the day is entered from 

the Day-Book, in which milk and fodder 
are also entered. Births, deaths, illness,. 
trea.tment. cl111 of Vet., 01' any special event 
is entered. From this the Monthly B.eport 
is posted, showing the eventEi. 
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1239. DAY· BOOK FOR ENTRY 01!' EVENTS, 

MILK-YIELDS AND ]!'ODDER-OONSUMPTION : 

(1) M~lk is entel'eo name by name of the cows 
and three columns are given to a day as 
under: 

1. 2. 13, 4. 

Nl1me of cow. Date. M.E.T. M.E.T. 

Under M. E. '1'. Morning milk, Evening milk and 
the Total milk for the .day are entered. The system 
.of entering is by seers and their quarters .. 

(2) Fodder is entered day to day. Same as in 
Fodder Register which is posted from this 
section of the Day·Book. 

(3) Events Register Day-Book. 
A section of the Day-Book is set apart for 

registering daily events as they happen for posting 
in the Events Register. 

This book is a rough book and illay be kept 
in pencil, for all the entries al'e copied out in fafr in 
.other books. 
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1240. MONTHLY REPORT FORM: 

Report for the month of .•..•.• 

(1.) Events Register. 

(2) Milk Yields. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Nallle Date Previous Yield Yinld up Date 

of of yield. during j;he to (,lid of of 
cows. cfLlving. month. mOll~h. covet. 

1 to 6 coluums are self-explanu,tory. ,]~he base of 
column 4 is totalled for all COV\8, giving mont,Illy 
total of milk, 

'1:his total is divided by nuu:tlJel' of days milked, 
giving the average .yield per head of the milking COWs 

pel' day, being the month's average. 

(3) Fodder Expenses, 

Items. Monthly expellse-quanLi ty. Ha.to, Vl1hw. 

Total value 

The value of tllonthly total of fodder t'xpenl3es 18 

shown here. 
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Monthly Report Form (continued). 
. . 

(4) Cost per seer of Milk. 
In this space the toLal milk-yield and the t,ota1 

expenditure on fodders etc. is put and the incidence 
of maintenance cost on I11 ilk-yield is worked out and 

"h~wn. 

(5) Herd position: rl'otaJ of Mastel.' roll. 

'l'oL,d No. of cows. 
No. of milch cows. 
No. of pregnanb COW8. 

No. o[ empty (lOWS. 

No. of mfde calves. 
No. of feIDn.Je calves. 
No. of bulls. 
No. of bullocks. 

Calving 
expecttLtioIl. 

January. 
l?ebruo,'l'Y. 
March elc. 

The monthly report ii:i made in five sections as 
sketched above. The size of paper and ruling 
should be adopted accord ing to the strength of the 
herd. More than one sheet llmy be needed, and for a 
large herd several sbeets may be needed for milk-yield 

recording only. . 
This will give all the materials necessary for 

~~dDlinistration. Here the entire coat of milk 
production is not attempted to be worked out. The 
dairy management books give the direct feeding 

(losh of the milk produced. 
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1241. LABOUR REGISTER : 

IJabour Hegister is to be kept a.t the office. 
A subsidiary book is kept at the dairy, for keeping 
&,ttenaano8. 

THE END OF VOL. I. 
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Branding, 918 
Breed character, 228 

classification, 160 
establishment, 511:i 
improvement, Mr. Pease on, 

307 
improvement, Bombay, 326 
improvement, N,W,F,P" 358 
Madras, possIbilities, 259 
purity, 225 

Breed, typcs, 117 
Alarnbadi, 121, 129 
Arnrit MahRI, 120, 124 
Dnchaur, 122, V12 
Hargul', 121, 129 
Bhflgnari, 122, 143 
Dangi, 121, 134 
Deani, 121, 138 
Dhanni,156 
Gl1olao, 122, 145 
Gil', 121, 181 
Hallikar, 120, 124 
Hansi Bissar, 1'.22, 147 
Hl1riana, 122, 146 
Kangayam, 120, 125 
Kankrej, 121, 137 
Kenwariya, 128, 149 
Kherigarh, 128, 150 
I{hillari, 120, J27 
KtisbnLt Valley, 121, 127 
Lohani, 123, 159 
Malvi, 122, 189 
Mehwati, 121, 135 
Nagol'e, 122, 140 
Nimari, 121, 135 
Ongole, 122, 148 
Ponwar, 122, 148 
Rath, 122, 149 
Red Silldhi, 128, 158 
Sahiwal, 123, 151 
Siri, 128, 159 
Tharpal'kal', 122, 140 ' 

Breeds, foreign, 209 
of PUlljltb, 285 

Breeders, nom!1dic, Madras, 237 
past, 386 
pr!1cticn.l, 388 
professional, M!1dr!1B, 248 
Rabad, Bharwad, 331 

Breeding, AjjaJ:upur, 185 
anccstor's influence, 226 
and geneticA, 211 
difficuHies ill Bengal, 11tif:l 
environment in, 234 
in Dongal, 519 
in Bengal, ASiiltUl, Odsfm, 867 
in Bihar, 364 
in Bombay, 328 
in Southern Bombay, 834 
in ChhfLrotar, 886 
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in C. P., 355, 357 
in O. P., needs, 361 
in Madras, 235 
in Madurikund, B14 
in Montgomery, Dipalpur, 801 
in N. W. F. P., B52 
in PJX)vinces, 235 
in Punjab, 282 
in Sind, 343 
in SiJates, 371 
in U. P., 308 
past pl'actice, 217 
problem; ~04 
selective, 226 
societies, 501 

Bdedelia Montana, 468 
RotuBa, 468 

BrissoriJi, troatment Table, 963 
Broad-faced type, 186 
Buchanania Latifolia, ,168 
Buffa.lo, 47 
Buffalo grass, 852 
Buffalo, a rival, 318 

better oared for, 194 
cow, milk ratio, 810 
incompetence of, 190 
less res ponsi v e, 190 
wales oi, 842 
milk inferior, 208 
popularity, 192 
profit in Rail'a, 841 
Bupported by ghee, 310 
treatment to, 890 
VS. oow, 187-208, 299-300, 

BI0-'18, 881, 385·'86, 
841-'42, 3M, 898·'95, 
583-'87, 560, 568, 
592, 1046, 1097 

VR, cow in Bihar, 866 
VB. cow in U. P., 310 
wasteful, 188 
woman's animal, 200 

Huffn,loes and cows, population, 
812 

Buffttlo~s at l\[ontgomery, 299 
in Bengal, 87 
starve Kanara cow, 885 

Bull, choioe of, 886 
dedioation. 216, 498 
exohange of, 502 

licensing, 528 
production of, 504 
proven, :l31 
rearing, Bombay, 832 
safety against, 916 
sahame, Bengal, 522 

Bull policy, 584,586 
Bengal, 369, 887 
Bombay, 326, 827 
Madras, 251, 260 
Punjab,289 
U, P., 815,820 

Bullocks, a SOUrce of POW,,!, 679 
feeding cost, 405 
slow driving, 897 

Burkwani grass, 852 
Butter ohurn, 1138 
Butter worker, 1189 
BY'produots, 877 
Oake, oonaentrate, 876 

coaol1nut, 866 
cotton seed, 86B, 876 
groundnut, 865. 877 
linseed, 865, 877 
mustard, analysis 'Fable. 867 
oil,862 
rape, 877 
sarson, 877 
Til,877 
Toria, 877 

Calcium defioienoy, 759 
digestibility, 760 
exoess, 695 
for iron assimilation, 696 
in rioe straw, indigestible, 

786 
oxalate in rioe straw, 787, 

791 
phoB. reguirement, 701 
ph08. imbalanoe in straw, 

773 
Caloutta slaughters, 8 
Calf, birth size of, 956 

birth weight of, 402, 1001 
birth weight Table. 1002 
concentrate for, Ta bl", 1001 
feeding, Sayer's Table, 987 
for veal, 994 
hand feeding 'fable, 986 
killing dairy pmotice, 998 
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management, 400 
mortality, 88B 
mortality at Fusa, 965 
new born, care of, 977 
l'earing, Bihar, 866 
rearing, Madras, 287 
reltring, hand, 91:l4 
re!~ring on low milk, 989 
rearing on minimum 

milk, 997 
rearing Table (Ha.riana), 999 
rearing to bull, 1006 
weaning, 978 

Calving, first age, 1004 
fi ret stage, 972 

Calorip, 642 
Clmada, example from, 16 
Ct~rl1llia Integerrima, 468 
Carbohydrate, 617 

as fflt, 679 
vAlue, 651 

Ortrbon, 617 
balance of, 6:19 
plant, 617 

C,rbon dioxide. test for, 6BO 
C,ue lIfter C!11ving. 977 
Crtl'eya Arboril1, 468 
Carotene, 729 
Carrots, 8B8 
Ossein, 619, 1067, 1H5 
Cassia Fistula, 468 
Castration. 502, 594 

extensive, 528 
method, 1007 
scrub bulls. 627 

Cftttio based sports, 542 
conscious India, 563 
dip, gll 
dry-wet arB!LS, 239, 766 
economic value of, 372-'80 
exhibition localities, 55U 
farm, Hissar, 283 
idenbific!Ltion marke, 919 
in the open, 906, 908 
improvement by fencing, 263 
labour assBssment. Olver, 

B73 
mart, Coimbatore, 289 
per veterinarian, Table, 582 
per Sown acre, 7 

products assessment, Olv~r, 
374 

products assessment, Wright, 
378 

products increase, 880 
poisoning, 909 
population, normal increase, 

411 
power, 67 
reproduction of, 9 
shed, pnths, foncos, 915 
Shows, 647 
survey, Madras, 208 
trade, Madras, 252 
tro,de, Punjab, 290 
tro.nRports assessment, Olver, 

874 
useless, 9 

Cells, reproductive, !'.l22 
lltructUl'o nf, 218 

Cellulose, 617 
Centrltl Veterino,ry College, 589 
Centrifugal machine, 1175 
Cereals, legumes, tuhers, 856 
Chaffing, 479 
Chaml1r gruss, 853 
Character fixation, 229 
Cheena, 877 
Cheeso, 1134 
Chengalli Gaddi, 879 
Chel'atheJa thiglt, 879 
Chharodi Farm, 843 
Chimbar gmlls, 852 
Chipuru Gaddi, 879 
Chloris Barbata, 880 

Incompleta, 879 
Chromomeres and chromosomes, 

219 
Chromosomes, in reprodllction, 

220 
number, 222 

ChrysopogoD MontanuB, 879 
OrientllliFl, 879 

Chunies, 861 
Ciohorium inLibuB IlOds, 878 
Classi6cation by habitat, 101 

by areaR, 162 
Olver on, 163 
on milk, 162 

Climate, MadmA, 242 
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Clover, Egyption, 812 
Indian, 819 
Kabuli, ShoJtal, 824 

Cocoanut cake, 866, 876 
Colosilrurq, 1072 
Colilris Tetranda, 468 
Combustion iOnd work, 640 

of blood, 637 
or carbon, 629, 630 
process of, 681 

ComposL, 24, 27 
Composting site, 492 
Concentl'l),ile cakes, 876 

feQds, 602 
grains, 876 
mixture, Macguokin'a, 9S3 
value, Macguokin's, 984 
variout'l, 855-'70 

Condensed milk, 1128 
cottage process, 1130 

Conflict triangular, 9 
Censervation of manure, 48l 
Constructing It m"liion, 710 
Control book, 1225 
Conversion prooess, fodder, 483 
Conversion to energy, 628 
Co-operative milk supply, 1197 

Sooietiy, Telinkheri, 
1200, 1208 

Co-operative sooietiss, 420 
and market milk, Table, 1198 
milk charges, 1206 
milk membees Table. 1200 

Cappel' (Jontamination in ghee, 
1099 

Copper sulphate for copper leed, 
701 

Cordia Latifolia, 468 
Cost, maintenance of bullock, 

487 
COLtage industries, place of, 562 
Cotton hull, analysis Table, 864 
Cotton seed and cake, 868, 876 
Cow, [1, suspeoL, 508 

adaptability of, 603 
and Bengal Muslims, 6 
n.nd horse, 896 
and man, 895 I 
buffalo ghee, compariBion, 

534 

centl'f'Cl village, 541 
centred the~Ltri(Jala, 546 
oertitiou,lion of, 508 
cleaning skin of, 914 
cruelty to, 545 
femalo, neg10ct of, 888 
for draught use. 514 
improvement, 18 
in heat, 948 
keeping purpOAOS, 48 
Lakshmi, resoue of, 94 
longevity of, 59 
making sterile, 889 
management or, 604 
Meghan, 138 
milch ration example, 928 
milch ~'ation principle, 927 
most neglec~ed, 888 
nob paying, 262, 304-'5 
registration 01, 512 
regularity in serving, 917 
responsive, 395 
ryotJs interest in, 282 
shed,902 
slaughter, 1, 8 
testing assooiation, 510 
testing in Denmark, 511 
the milking !1.nimaJ, 195 
to have names, 897 
VB_ buffalo, 187 -20B, 209-300, 

810-'13, 381, 835-'86, 
341-'42, 386, 89B-'95, 
538-'37, 560, 568, 592, 
1046,1097 

Oow pea hay, 876 
Oross breeding, Europe, 208, 229 
OrOSSElB, foreign, ~no 
Crossing, European blood, 114 
Orude protein value, 650 
Cryoscopic ~est, milk, 1187 
Culling, 888 
Cultiv(ttion, animal-less, 37 
Cuitivl1,tor suspicious, 85 
Cultivator's adjustability, 418 
Cul~ural oonquest, 425 
Oyola of life, 34 
Oymbopogon, 880 

Oa!oratuB, 879 
Cynodon Dactylong, 835, 877. 

880 
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DalJua Gogada, 879 
Dahi,1122 

Clulture propagation, 1125 
Dairy aocounts, 1~24 

oow register, 1225 
cum beef industry, 46 
industry development, 571 
new oUBtOtnPI', 1216 
soheme, new, 1214 
site, 884 

D"irying, a Yl1jna, 1220 
pure, 46 

Dalbergia Sisso, 468 
Dangi breed, 121, 134 
Dttzl>:al strain, 144 
Dead c!Lttle ut.ilisation, 541 
Defensive meoh!Lnism, rea,chion 

on, 826 
Dl,jjciency, calcium in milch 

cow, 759 
CH,use of infection, 747 
cause osilcomltlilcia, 758 
cause contagious iliseasc. 758 I 
how to make up, 768 
ill a jail dairy, 755 
phosphorus, 695 
phos.-cnJcium, 749 
Lria.ls on Khairi, 750 
vitamin A, 757 

Del(l,yed placenta, 976 
DHnudation, soil fertility, 48H 
Deoni breed, 121, 138 
Derris uliginosa, 879 
Deterioration, causes oi, 385 

certain from RCl'ub, 527 
reasons, 89 
to be greater (R. C.), 410 

Dezbergia Sisso, 878 
Dlmnni breed, 123, 156 
DialatatioD stuge, calving, 972 
Diespyres Mont!tna, 46B 
Digestibility of h:1rley, gram, 

Table, 656 
herseclll, Table, 81B 
joar, rico straw, 796 
oat Straw, 807 
of feed, 64·7 
ragi straw, 802 
rico bran, 858 
spear grass, 851 

wheat bran, 860 
Digesting capacHy of different 

animals, 624 
Digestive michanism, 628 
Disaster in bettor feeding, 95 
Diseases of soil, pln.nt, 80 

prevent improvement, 89 
Doddodftna, 248 
Dmught breeds, 1132 
Droppings, 486 
Dry, wet o,reO.8 catt,lc, 76t1> 
Dry hnd NIl,pier, 844 
Duo,l pUl'pOSO, 164 

at Guj(trat, B42 
deunition, 175 
iliRcouragecl, 168 
Olver on, 172 

Dub grll,SS, 835, 877 
hay, 875 
protein tl1ble, (j65 

Dung collection, 486 
Rtornge, 485 
HUpreme mnnUl'I.', lOB 
vlllue of, 39 

Eltl' , pendulous, 180 
Eltrly maturity, 1015 

reoord To,blo, 1018 
Economic value, cn.ttle, 1 

{ally, B 
Eoonomics of the oow, 396 
Economical pttmdox, 12 
Economists, Imlill,n school of, Hl 
Economy in humuD life, 102 
Education, agricultlll'ttl, 78 

for exploitation, 80 
for l'urallifo, 76 
in America, 81 
modern,7H 
veterinrll'Y, 587 
visionary, 661 

Educating dairy customer, 1211 
Ehretia L£lBVis, ,168 
Elephant grass, 874 
Elcsin8 Verilicillata or 

Chloris bl1rbata, 877 
Elusine COrCl1lln" B80 

Indian,. 880 
Ell guiry, TCmli jirn.cb. 821 

Ongole tract. 255 
Sev~n tract, 262, 389. 39n 
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Ensilage, 482 
Epedemios prevention, 598 
EragroHI,is Bifa,ria, 879 

Cynosuroides, 877 
Puolla, 877 

Eremopogon Lavcolatu8, 879 
Erosion, 33 
Eteropogon Monsotachy, 879 
ELher extract v~tlue, 655 
Europe, example from, 19 
Excess phos. helps calcium, 

095 
Exercising caMle, 916 
Expod of bone-mea.l, 568.'69 

linseed, 106, 665, ,666 
oil ca.ke, 665-'68 
oil seed, 105 
soil fel·tility, 105, 480 

Fa,rmera. cattle and agricultural, 
660 

Farming, u,nimalleas, 32 
mixed,561 

Famine fodders, 470 
:Fat, variation of, 1084 
Feed, bUlk of, 947 

chemical compo&itioll of, 647 
classificatioD, Macguckin'B, 

981 
digestibility of, 647 
individually, 940 
palatability of, 941 
preparation, 944 
selection of, 674 
varietics, 948 

l!'eeda, green, 874 
number, 946 

Feeding, 921-'47 
care in, 945 
coat, bullocks annual, 406 
cuutailment for milk, 959 
during prcgnanoy, 954 
for growing oattle, 664 
for milk, 988 
for work, Table, 1008 
general principles, 987 
materials. nutritive VA,lue of, 

874 
Illilch cow, 925 
Macguckin on, 928, 929 
stall cum gra2illg, 936 

~tuft's of Bombay Presidency, 
878 

FenCing fol' tree planting, 471 
Fertility, transportation Of, 105 

I fibre value, 658 
Ficus Bengalensis, 468 

Gloll1erata, 468, 478 
Infectoria, 468 
Religioaa. 468 
Roxburghii, 469 
Rumphi, 469 

Pields, fencing of, 418 
Flood fodder trees, 470 
Floors, slippery, 915 
Fodders available, Table, 4(H 

Eubul in Sind, 457 
conversioD by digestion, JHI:I 
conv('rsion by eomposting, 

conservation of. 488 
culti vation of, 432 
deficiency, 403, 607 
famine, 476 
first, 22 
flood trees, 470 
food crop area, Table, 71)5 
growing in Madras, 246 
leguminous, 477 
plants of Madras, 879 
resources, 98 
Seedlings rearing, 472 
selection oI, 481 
sbortage Rcute, 90 
sbortage permanente, 91 
trecs, 455 
il'ee leaves, 855 

484 

FreLus <1evelopmenil Table, 969 
expulsion of, 974 
Food Act breaches, 1159 

Fuel-Orop relation, 110 
hI'S supply, 108 
fodder from canal banks, 454 
fodder reserves, 111, 592 
fodder l'Bserves, Etawo.h, 459 
fodder reserves, Rurki, ·158 

Ganrlhiji on cA,ttle population, 20 
cow VB. buffalO, 201 

G,wlao breed, 122, 145 
GUynee,116 

, Gen~ral utility animal, 176 
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Geneldcal practicos, a86 
Genetics, peas, 218 

study of, ~87 
Gerber 'best of milk-fat, 1172 
Gesttttion period Table, 970 
Ghee, acidity points, 1102 

adulterated, passed, Table,. 
1108 

adulteration, effective,' 1107 
and fats cornparison, Table, 

1098 
[tssimila,hility.oi, 109(:i 
carotene in, 1103 
colour of, 1095 
coppor contamination of, 1099 
cow-buffalo standards, 1109 
eyalutLtion. 5BIl 
fair price of, 1116 
fatty acids of, 109[; 
fi"vour of, 1094. 
importance of, lOSt! 
iron contamination, llUl 
keeping quality, 1099 
major tr/l,r]e !l,l'ticle, 31'l 
manufacture, lU89 
markets effect on cow, Gl:Io 
moisture ill, 1100 
r<lfrn.c·tomoter test 0[, nOB 
sM.ndaril, Table, 1105 
sunlight, effect on, 1102 
texture of, 1095 

Gil' breed, 121, lSI 
(Lnd Sahiwal, 170 
in St~tte8, 1813 
score card of, 5!}7 
type, 121, 11:)0 

Gogad!t Gltddi, 879 
Gracilia N utans, 87\J 
Grading up, 2B1 

in U. P, 815 
to pure, 515 

Grains, concentmte, 876 
Gram, 876 

bhoosa, 876 
husk,877 
nutrition Yalu" of, 921i 

Grass, Aujan, 841 
Bermuda, 835 
breast milk of et~rth. 8tsO 
cutting, effect of, 83H 

Dub,835 
Dub, cuttings of, analysis,· 

83S 
Elephant, 1;44, 874 
growing, pl:oteins in, 8B1, 8tl'! 
Guinea, 8M3, 875 
Napier, 844 
of Madras, 879 
Rhodes, 880 
t:>pear, 848, 876 
Sudan, 847 
various, 825-'54 

Graziers, professional, 245 
Grazing ltreaS '..cable of 444 

provinces, '443, 45'2 ' 
Grazing, forest, 442 

in I-Jcngal, 447 
in Bihar, 44.8 
in Bombay, 449 
in C. P. & Berar, 449 
in Madms, 450 
in Punjab, 452 
inU.l:'.,4fJl 
in other provincos, 452 
ill provincGs, 4111 
token feo lor, .44G 
virtues of, 825, 827 

Gravel, lile in, 26 
Green feeds, 874 
Green to dry fodder, ratio, 935 
Gre wia Asilt ticl" 469 

Birgatll" 878 
Oppositofolia, 469, 878 
Tilil.teiolia, 469 

Growth roquirement!:;, 666 
Growth stage, pIn,nl;, for fodder, 

669-
Growing !)'llilJ1uls l'equiremml't, I 

739, 741 
Gl'Owing c!),ttle, dry roquirement 

for, 66\1 
Groundnl.lt o}tl,o, 86G, 877 

hlty, 8'76 
Gmelino Arhoref~, 4B9 
Goads or oombs, 898 
Goats, 49 
Go-seva Sangh, 596 

vrata, 540 
Government VB. cultivn,tor, 415 
Gowala in America, 995 
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(hll\I'Ii, 87i 
<iujrat cows, 59 
Ciuine(t grl1S~, 8,Ul, ti7fJ 

hay, 875 
rlLW mltnl1l'ing, 48~ 

II'lliJu, 878 
Hl\Uilmr b,'eed, 120, 124, :laO 
Hrl.lld feeding, claims 101', \)78 

unnecessary, 981 
HlmBi Hissftr brEwn, lll~, 1<J,7 
Hu.rclwicldn, BiOlLLa, 4,09, fJ79 
ITat"iaua amI HiRBlll, 180 

and 'l'harplwlmr, a46 
breed, 122, 1M1 
calf gl'owuh of. 4U1 
lor B llglll, 524 
10\' Clllcutta, 5\:\(, 

HlLl'mful, fodder ITllPror<'IllBnl. Ii 
HormollCs, :l3 
H"ll(),'s fol' cltttil', 017 
H!tY, 87/i 

as a (loncentl'!Ctt', 716 
, Anjan, 875 

Ilm Beenl, 87tl 
Jiohl'1lUl, 875 
OOW-Pdt, 876 
nub,87ii 
Gl'oll11dnull, 1:171) 
Guinea gl'ftSA, 87-, 
.Toar, 875 
Legume, 876 
Luoerne, 876 
Oat, 876 

Rea,Hh a whole, 27 
of Boil, 21 

Heat, delayed, 950 
hormone injl'ctioll iOt', 900 

Hoifers handling, l::lltyer'~, Oti2 
weighL8oi, J005 

Herd book, 509 
Herd, hou.lng of, 9UO 

old ago dispO,lll, R93 
perf o l'I111lllCe , fi lli 
register, 1225 
selec.tioIl, 885 

Heterophl'ngma 1t000.burghli, 
469 

Hill tYPB, ancient Innl\\, 16'1 
Hindu sentiment, 21:.! 
Homo-Hotero IIYI;l'011A. 224 

80 

IlorstJ, bius for, 61:)' 
Humus, B2, 906 
Hybrid vigour, 230 

I Hydrogen, 617 
J-IYlllenodcHyon Exoelsum, 

469 
1m lilt 111 lloe, 697 
ltu pro \"ell1ent by breeding. 214 

harmful,8 
measures of, 45 
progressive, 516 
slarting point of, 41)0 

In-breeding, 228 
dnngel'll of, 518 
101' exoellenoe, 517 

India, oow oentred, 51 
lndi!lll oattle, origin, 114 

population, 11 
Iudo)'o process, 44 

systl'm, town refus", 495 
Int1u~tl'iR,l village life, 98 
Inheritanoe milk yield, 812 
Iuo()ulation of beraa'ill, 81'1 

Goy-belm, 817 
with bl\oteria, 811 

InQelllinf1.tion effective peroent, 
958 

Tnf'tItlltlOnQ, old hl'oken, 499 
InHtructors 1J,j; PUB!]', 29 
Iodine requirement, 720 
Iron, assimilation of, 722 

oonto.min!\tion in ghee, 110r 
copper requirE-went, 72 L 
oopper sodium mixture, 722 
in moth~r's lllilk, 72fl 

Il'l'igaLion, well, 413 
lsd\ema AnthellhoroideB, 87~ 

TJELXmD, 877 
J "neIHl, 877 

I .TlmmEL, 877 
JhuBa, 877 
.Tour, 875 

'1.1'611, under, 71lti 
hay, 875 
ill other !a,ndg, 7119 
rioe straw dig~stibiJity, 

Table, 799 
" Jl1ug\i,2IJ7 
I Kaohnar, 878 

1{:dra survey report, 840 
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KangttYIlIJ.l bre"d, 120, 125 
stock rearing. 274 
tract, 272 

KClllkrej breed, 121, 187 
tract, 350 
VS. RfJ,rial1a, 824. 

Karah (gcoop), 157 
Kg;rt'apa Gaddi. 879 
Kehnr's (Dr.) fodder Table, 404 
Kenwariy(\, bro0d, 123, 149, 
Khaid, deficiency tl'inls on, 750 
Kheor, 11:.10 
Kheriga1'11 broed. 123, 150 
Khillrtri broad, 120. 127 
Khol1,l116 
KoUuklmtai gmsB, 273, 841, 875 
Kosi t.l'nct enquiry, 321 
KoiJhawnlh on Hl1l'ian!\, V17 
Kl'isbnr< V!tHey breed, 121, 127 
Kunbi of Knira, 3B7 
KUI!,877 
L. Tddentn,j,us, 879 
Lactometor, 1167 
Lactose, 1069 
Lamp gmsB, 853 
La,ntana CltLlUft, 878 
Law, Mendel's, 218 
Law of increftsiag roturn, 16 
Legislation agrdnst mixed 

milk, 53B 
Legumes, as rodder, 481 

hay, 876 
hays, proteins, 808 
husks, 861 
pleco of, 715 

_ pulses, 861 
Boil [srtility by, 809 
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